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1.0 INTROCUCTION

This report provides a description and summary of a two
year project (1981-1983) funded by the National Institute of
Education (NIE) to carry out collaborative action research in
New Hampshire and Michigan. In this project, teachers from
two junior high/middle schools and researchers from the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire and Oakland University met regularly
in two action research teams to identify end stuay a researcn
problem in their schools.

The development of this study has been unique in that a
study of how teachers' stages of development (ego, moral, and
conceptual) affected change in schools was carried out simul-
taneously and in conjunction with the teachers' design and
study of a research question focusing on change in their own
school settings. Although previous studies have effectively
utilized collaborative action research in which both teach-
ers and university researchers join in defining research
questions and conducting research. this study incorporated
many aspects that expanded the experience to make fuller use
of both teacher and university involvement. .The following
planning and design features illustrate the differences from
past studies:

Recursion Fracas& Recursion was a major
research process. This flexible approach in.
volved redefining research questions and ana-
lyzing data and research problems taking into
consideration developing themes and new direc-
tions during the life of the process.

. Partial, Documentation. Participant
observation was used to document team meetings.
This documentation provided the basis for
analysis of the collaborative team process
and individual teacher differences.

lanstalsittar Igar21.x.saimt Principal
investigators were team, members and served
as the researchers on the team. This pro-
vided a unique perspective on the collabora-
tive research process. It also created the
fishbowl effect of a project within a pro-
ject. To our knowledge this is the first
time that this has been done in a study of
this nature.

ItaawstaL Perceptions. Teachers' voices
became an integral part of the project.
Teachers' perceptions as illustrated in logs,
interviews, and team meeting documentation
have been included in final reports.
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Agilleargilatintt Each project was carried
out within a specific junior high/middle school
context. Each team consisted of teachers from
one school and focused on a school-based problem.

Developmental Zama. Adult development
concepts were applied to the analysis of teacher
experiences as members of collaborative research
teams.

1 1 Lingua mat Likladinta QL Ilag Wax

No one is called on to be more flexible in facing the
demands of changing times than the teacher. Yet seldom have
studies included teachers in, the process of oeVeloping re-
search questions or in voicing perceptions of research. Even
more infrequently are teachers included in researching change
in their min school settings where authority and peer pres-
sures are al, their most intense. This study was designed and
implemented to address these conditions.

The overall purpose of this study has been to investigate
relationships between developmental stages of teachers, col-
laborative action research in schools, and individual teacher
change.

The three general research questions on which the study
was based each led to a series of further themes to be inves-
tigated as the two-year study progressed.

The first question asked: "To what extent do teachers'
stages of development (ego, moral, conceptual) influence and
affect the process and outcome of a collaborative action
research project?" Issues of importance were: 1) the collab-
orative research group organization and process, 2) author-
ity of the university researcher and 3) goals and outcomes
of the project.

The second question asked: "How do the contextual vari-
ables of the school affect individual teaoner perceptions of
and participation in a collaborative research project?"' Is-
sues of importance were: 1) teachers' receptivity to new
ideas; 2) prevailing patterns that created possibilities or
set limits in a collaborative research project, 3) the
teacher's perception of the principal and the teacher's
attitude toward power. decision making and change.

A third question asked: "How does collaborative action
research affect teacher/school development?" To what extent



does collaborative action research provide support and chal-
lenge for teacher/school development?* Issues which emerged
in relation to this purpose were: 1) the importance of the
principal's relation to the collaborative research team in
effecting school change, 2) the teachers' changing percep-
tions of themselves as researchers, 3) the teachers' research
skill development, and 4) the teachers' unique perspectives,
abilities, and roles on the team.

This study did not intend to prove a particular set of
hypotheses but rather to generate hypotheses and ideas based
on teachers' perceptions, experiences, and deliberate study
of the issues they chose to investigate. The project was
designed to demonstrate that classroom teachers can function
as practical researchers focusing on the real problems of
the classroom and school.

1.2 lissumiuglAmitatstana

The scope of this study is necessarily limited by the
number of participants and schools selected in order for
investigators to develop the fullest characterizations of
teachers involved. Two schools were select ad, a junior hilit
in New Hampshire and a middle school in Michigan... A team. of
five teachers was selected from each school to participate as
research teams. The inclusion of more sites and/or more
teachers in the project may have increased data collection
capabilities and thus broadened the base of study. This
increase, however, would not have made it possible for the
university professors to be working team members, a key
element in meeting the project's objectives.

After the first year of the project, one member of the
New Hampshire team left the school to assume a new position
(principal) and one member of the Michigan team left to
devote full attention to her classroom. These two members
were not replaced on the teams by agreement of team members
because it was felt that the introduction of new personali-
ties would disrupt the flow of the groups' action research
and trust among team members that had developed during the
first year The departure of two team members after the
first year, the change of one teacher from the junior high to
the senior high, and the promotion of two members to part-
time staff developers (one of whom went to a new middle
school) illustrate the rapid-changing atmosphere of the
school setting.

Developmental scoring is based on assigning scores to a
person's verbal responses to predesigned interview questions
based in hypothetical dilemmas. The scores that result are
called the competency or capacity score. The current study,
however, used the collaborative research teams' meetings,
transcripts and reflective interviews as the naturalistic
real-life context in which to investigate personal under-

3
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standing and functioning. There is diffioulty in scoring
transcripts of collaborative research team meetings for so-
cial and interpersonal understanding in that analysis of the
data might underestimate the individual's capacity.

Real-life content, as in a collaborative research team
meeting, roan be ongoing or remembered, stressful, or non-
stressful. about oneself or others, general, impersonal.
spontaneous or deliberately introduced. Data collected in
this war are much less predictable than the hypothetical
predesigned dilemma.

The naturalistic context of a collaborative research
team (as opposed to a reflective interview only) can vary in
numbers, sex, role, status, age of people present, quality of
relationships between members, as well as situational vari-
ables such as expectations, pressures, and privacy: The
manner of interaction may also vary according to the degree
of spontaneity versus self-consciousness, reflectiveness, or
deliberateness which a person responds with. Ftor instance, a
collaborative research team meeting can be focused at one
point on a general question of how people are supposed to act
and then in the next moment be a highly charged atmosphere
where personal issues are at stake which for one person may
be not important but for another person may be crucial and
highly troublesome.

Wbereas a reflective interview alone may probe to get
the highest capability response, relevance can be gained
through this method of interaction. Social reasoning perfor-
mance bsoomesLa focus of analysis and the important relation
between social thought and social action can be investigated.

Difficulties in scoring interpersonal understanding in
a naturalistic context (Jaquette. 1980, p. 230) can be ap-
plied to the collaborative research team: a) the need to be
familiar with the collaborative research team in order to
understand the group culture and certain idiosyncratic expres-
sions, b) the decision of how such group discussion repre-
sented how many (interpersonal) issues, 0 the decision of
which issue a teacher response was to be assigned to, and d)
the identification of the interperponal stage.

In order to balance the questions of reliability and
validity of scoring, this study has followed a suggestion by
Selman (1980. p. 293). The problem in natural interaction
conditions is bow to ascertain whether a person's statement
represents what it seems to. Many expressions observed in
natural discussions do not necessarily represent low level un-
derstanding even if they appear to do so. Certain responses
or ideas appear to be evidence for a person's =UAL devel-
opmental social-reasoning level in interpersonal understand-

4
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ing and problem-solving: the person can think at least at
that level. Other verbal responses seem to indicate a typical
style of .operatigg regardless of the person's minimum or
,maximum level of conceptual understanding.

If probed, an individual's response could indicate the
highest level the person is capable of and thus be called the
"competency" or RsuagikaLlan level.

In the reflective interviews of collaborative research
team members, responses were assigned to issues under inveati-
gatton by virtue of the question probed. In_the team meeting
transcripts, however, few such questions existed. Thus, de-
ciding which issue was represented was less straightforward
and was often determined: 1) by the person's response rather
than the questions posed by other members, 2) from the general
context of discussion, or 3) from scoring criteria to see the
issue which best fit the stage characteristics of the response.

As James Rest points out (in HeNerspey & Carrier, Bas.,
1981, p. 145) , "One class of activities that has not often been
examined as an index of real life behaviors is that of verbal
behaviors -, that is, verbal opinions, arguments, or judgments
expressed about social and moral issues in everyday life." ,

HoNergney and Carrier state that his argument is that the ex-
pression of a social judgment is a potentially powerful mobi-
lizing force, which may have a strong impact on the shape and
occurrence of external events. Rest says, wrhe ramification
of publicly stated judgments are undoubtedly heghtened when
they are expressed by authority figures or role models'- both
of which may often describe classroom teachers.* Collabora-
tive action research can be an appropriate setting to inves-
tigate real-life verbal behaviors.

Two key aspects of the role of the investigator on the
team differentiate this study from previous collaborative
action research projects. First, the investigator was a uni-
versity professor rather than someone from the school or
school district with research skills. Another person (i.e.,
district personnel with research skills) assuming the re-
searcher role may be perceived differently from the universi-
ty professor filling such a role. When discussing teacher's
attitudes toward the researcher, this study refers to the
university professor as researcher (when in the role of team
member). The reason this role is analyzed is because of the
important university-school liaison that collaborative action
research can develop.

Second, the university researcher was also the princi-
pal investigator for the NIE project. The role of the prin-
cipal investigator as university researcher and active group
member as the team has unique benefits. One obvious advan-
tage is the principal investigator's greater flexibility in
organizing problem solving sessions. Strengths in this study

5 12



are the following. In an exploratory study such as this, the
need to be familiar with the collaborative research team was
necessary to understand the group culture and idiosyncratic
expressions of its members. Objectivity was maintained by a
participant-observer who documented team meetings. The in-
vestigator was able to devote the time and energy necessary
to being a full team member. Collaborative action research
is a way of defining new relationships between university
profeseors and teacher practitioners - the excitement and
potential of the team to meet real needs for all the members
encouraged the commitment of time and energy. Teachers them-
selves descro'cld the value of working with a university
affiliated reboarcher.

There is an occamional contradiction between the meta
research role (observer) and the facilitative role (inter-
vener for the sake of an anxious person or a disorganized
group). Although beyond the scope of the current analysis, a
comparison of the two teams in terms of each university pro-
fessor's approach to the team and research process leads to
mazy more questions of developmental matching and developmen-
tal growth.

1.3 =Add= SC.= .14122r-t

Because this study is unique in its approach, with em-
phasis placed on teacher responses and remarks, a significant
portion of the main body of the following report is devoted
to building profiles of the teachers participating in the two
collaborative action research teams. The report is structured
so that the reader progressing from section to section °en
construct a portrait of each teacher and understand the way
in which the teacher interacts in a group process in the
school setting. It is, after all, the teacher's conoerns
and problems and the way in which the teacher's developmental
stage affects change and perceptions of roles that is the
central theme of the study.

As a result, full details of the elements of the report
are not described as they traditionally are in the standard
report format. For ease of reading and to assist the reader
in focusing attention on the purposes and objectives of the
report, only brief overviews of the theoretical approach and
background (Sec. 3.0) and the research methodology (Sec. 4.0)
are given in the main body of the report. The reader should
turn to the appendices (Appendix A and B) for a more complete
understanding of research methodology and reviews of the
literature that provide a foundation and framework for the
study. Beginning with the next section of the report (Sec.
2.0. Overview) will assist the reader in grasping the main
points and themes of the study.

6
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In one sense, this report describes studies within a
study. The research process undertaken by the collaborative
action research teams in tae New Hampshire and Michigan
schools is discussed in Sec. 5.0, and the reader should keep
in mind that this process oo-exists and interacts with the
overall research carried out by the university investigators.
The fact that the principal investigators participated in the
teacher teams as working members (i.e., researchers) rather
than in the stricter structure of staff development illus-
trates bow the two processes affected each other. The teams'
reports are found in Appendix D.

There are three sections in the report discussing the
findings of the study. These focus on the three contexts under
study through the life of the project. Although each of the
three contexts could be viewed as standing alone and indepenp.
dently of the others, there is a significant interaction and
relationship between the three contexts that should be seen
as developing simultaneously to understand the teachers'
roles and perceptions.

Section 6.0 discusses the findings regarding the collab-
orative/group process and Soo. 7.0 describes the findings of
the school content. These two contexts set the stage for the
primary findings of the individual context found in Sec. 8.0,
which make up the bulk of the report. Whereas full reports
of Secs. 6.0 and 7.0 are found in the appendices (Appendix C
and 11), it was felt that a mare complete description of the
individual context in the main body of the report would give
the reader a clearer profile of the teachers involved. There
is a flow intentionally maintained in their responses and
remarks that allow the teachers to speak for themselves.

7
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2.0 OVERVIEW

The primary purpose of this study has been to investigate the
relationship between developmental stages of teachers, col-
laborative action research in schools, and individual teacher
change.

Sea. 1.0 has described the purposes and objectives of
the study, noting the design features which make this study
different from recent collaborative research studies. It

points out that while it is difficult to score personal un-
derstanding and functioning in a naturalistic context, this
method of analysis provides valuable insight into the rela-
tions between teachers' stage of development, the real life
content of the collaborative action research teams and the
context of the school. Sec. 1.0 also points out that the
researchers on these teams were university professors who
were also the principal investigators of the project.

Sea. 3.0 presents the three theoretical frameworks
which guided this study. It includes a discussion of devel-
opmental stage and life/age theories of adult development,
organizational change and school context, and the value and
method of collaborative action research. Extended reviews of
these frameworks can be found in Appendix A and Appendix E.

Sec. 4.0 describes the teachers selected fOr the project
in terms of their cognitive- developmental stage, academic and
personal background, professional backgroutLd and present
teaching position, and career and age related phase of adult
development. It summarises the methodology used in this
study and includes a description of research instruments used
to record and monitor the process of action research at each
site.

Sec. 4.0 also describes the two school sites, school
contexts, and history of school change. Of importance is
Sec. 4.4, which explains her results from an in-depth analy-
sis of the New Hampshire research team served as the basis
for presentation of the findingsein this report.

Sec. 5.0 of the report describes the research topics
undertaken by the two oollsborative research teams. It

points out the problems the teachers in these two junior
high/middle schools identified under the umbrella of *sched-
uling.* Although both teams found that questions revolving
around scheduling decisions affected all dimensions of their
schools, the two teams chose to focus on different aspects
for their research. The final reports of the two teams'
action research appear in full in Appendix D. Sec. 5.0 in-
cludes a summary of the research skills acquired by teachers
as a result of their experiences on the collaborative action
research team and a list of dissemination actIvities carried
out by the two teams over the two -year project.

8 15



Sec. 6.0 presents the findings of the New Hampshire
team's research process and group process. The findings
suggest that the group process and research project come
together to create a ;..nique group experience. Each of the
patterns in the group process is integrally related to the
research process. Direction and demands of the research
influenced the ways in which the group members interacted,
and the group's work on interpersonal issues affect the
research project and process. Each of the five phases the
team experienced is characterized by interpersonal (group-
related) and task (research-oriented) issues.

Individual roles taken on by team members were not
static; 0mA:banged over the two years of the pro4ectf
reflecting shifting research demands and patterns of group
interaction as well as teachers' changing perceptions of
themselves as researchers. Appendix C includes a detailed
.hrond2ogy and analysis of the team's research process and
group process including patterns of support and pairing,
conflict and decision making, and researcher role.

The reader who delves into Appendix C to read the in-
depth description of one team's collaborative action research
process will arrive at Sea. 8.0 with a background in the con-
tent, chronology, confliots, and individual's participation
which will provide a context for the findings related to
developmental stages of teachers presented in Sec. 8.0.

Sec. 7.0 presents the findings on the organizational and
school context as it relates to the workings of the collabo-
rative action research teams. The concept of the collabora-
tive research team as a temporary system within the more
permanent system of the school merits attention.

Sec 8.0 begins with a presentation of the developmental
test scores of teachers and includes an additional assessment
of Interpersonal stage. The teachers' perception regarding
five issues in the collaborative action research process and
within ma school context are then presented to illustrate
qualitative differences between developmental stages and the
impact on the research topic, group process, and individual
change. The five issues are: 1) attitudes toward change, 2)
group organization and process, 3) group leadership and the
university researcher, 4) principal of the scnool in relation
to the project, and 5) goals and outcomes of the project.

Sec. 9.0 surourizes the conclusions from the findings
and points to imply cations for collaborative action research
and staff development.

9
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3.1 gagnitinftRusloinantal Zara And Lit Awe /Coale
=Rana sat. A& Ili .12nulognntl Tha .Q=1= And
ann1ant Int Indixidial Zama

Large numbers of psychologists have recently begun to
draw upon developmental perspectives to aid in their stud or
personality. Various developmental theories describing
predictable sequences of growth, adaptation, transformation,
and change in humans have been employed to this end. While
much of the work in this area has focused on the role of such
developmental processes in personality development among
children, more attention iaas recently been paid to such
processes in adulthood.

Research suggests that there is wide variation in devel-
opmental levels among adults. Adulthood appears to be a time
in which suoh processes as the reworking of identity and the
differentiation and hierarchical integration of personality
and thought have an influential role to play. Theories of
adult development describe adults as capable of movement
toward greater maturity, with this movement taking place in a
predictable and orderly fashion analogous to the biological/
maturational processes of development we observe in childhood.

Unique to adult development is the fact that biologioal/
maturational events play little or no role. Adult develop-
meat is paced by cultural and societal expectations as well
as by personal values and aspirations. Two broad perspeo-
tives can be identified on the issue of what prompts develop-
mental growth in adulthood. Life age /cycle theorists focus
on predictable life events as pacers for development. Suoh
tasks as establishing and maintaining social and interpersonal
roles as well as dealing with essential intrapeychio tasks
provide the impitus for change, and sometimes growth, in
adults. Cognitive developmental stage theorists, on the
other hand, focus on particular cognitive perspectives dis-
tinctive to different stages of development. The events that
may prompt development will vary according to the perspective
a person currently holds.

Life age/cycle theorists describe transitions and adapta-
tions to life events; cognitive developmental stage theorists
(hereafter referred o as outage* theorists) describe m-
formations in adults/ s of constructing experiences. Life
age/cycle theorists oo der maturity to consist of successful
adaptation to societal expectations; stage theorists, instead,
describe a growth process of maturity in one's perspectives.
For example, stage theorists say:

Maturity mw be seen as a developmental
process of movement through the adult years
toward meaning perspectives that are progres-
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sively more inclusive, discriminating and more
integrative of experience. In ascending this
gradient toward fuller maturity, we move, if
we can, toward perspectives that are more uni-
versal, and better able to deal with abstract
relationships, that more clearly identify
psycho-cultural assumptions shaping our actions
and causing our needs, that provide criteria
for more principled value judgments, enhance
our sense of agency or control and give us a
clearer meaning and sense of direction in our
lives. (Mezirow, 1978)

The life age/cycle theories (Levinson, Sheehy, Gould,
Havighurst, Erikson, Neugarten) were used to investigate
teachers' reasons for participating on the action research
team. Appendix A, Report VIII, entitled Amin SQL

Literature) Tana= &AM ALA =am saglartial
Develonment, includes a critical review of life age and life
cycle theory. Appendix E, Report VII describes the LUe
Amaxa. Stigmatariatiga AL :sachem participating in the
project.

Rather than focusing on the tasks each individual faces
in the course of his/her lifetime, stage theorists focus cn
underlying patterns of thought which, they claim, play a
central role in determining the individual's approach to the
world. Stage theorists posit more global, holistic determi-
nants of experience than those highlighted by life age/cycle
theorists.

Stage theorists, such as Piaget, Kohlberg, Loevinger,
and Runt, maintain that human development, personality, and
character are the result of orderly changes in underlying
cognitive and emotional structures. These theorists focus on
cognitive rather than interpersonal and emotional structures.
Development involves progressinn through an invariant sequence
of hierarchically organized stages. Each new stage incorpo-
rates and transforms the structures of the previous stages and
paves the way for the next stage. Each stage provides a
qualitatively different frame of reference through whici.1 one .

interprets and acts upon the world. The sequence of develop-
ment progresses from simpler to more complex and differenti-
ated modes of thought and functioning. The higher stages of
development are said to represent more adequate modes of
functioning in the sense that they include adopting multiple
points of view, more empathic role taking, and more adequate
problem solving.

Underlying these theories, therefore, is the assumption
that development is a process of growth into maturity. Sev-
eral of these theorists deny that implicit value systems
underlie their ordering of stages. Loevinger asserts that
higher functioning in terms of her system is not equivalent
to good adjustment or positive mental health (Loevinger,
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1976). Nevertheless, the temptation to associate "higher"
and "better" in the systems appears to be bard to resist.
This developmental sequence is regarded as a determinant of
behavior on a par with such determinants as heredity and
situational and environmental rotors ALoevinger, 1976).

Cognitive/developmental theorista provide several dif-
ferent frameworks for observing how individuals organize
their worlds: Piaget focuses on cognitive processes or
thought patterns (1960, 1972), Kohlberg on moral reasoning
processes (1969, 1976), Wevinger on ego maturity processes
(1966, 1970a, 1970b, 1976), Hunt on conceptual processes
(1966, 1975) and Selman on interpersonal perspective-taking
(1980). Each of these frameworks is discussed separately in
the sections that follow. See Appendix A, Report VIII,
MUNE ar. Literature: M= =gala .CY.alea awl
AtainsisaC2garsagDavalorenelit for further discussion and
critical analysis of the most current research related to
these developmental frameworks.

Overview st lazzLowstatial Masa Zs=

The developmental stage theorists provide one distinct
framework in personality research. An overview of each is
presented in this section. The stages of development of
various stage theorists are listed in Table 1, which shows
the correspondence of the ego, moral, and conceptual devel-
opment stages.

Danl./Ega=
Kohlberg's (1973) theory of moral judgment identifies

three levels and six stages of moral growth representing
qualitatively different systems of thinking that people actu-
ally employ in dealing with moral dilemma questions. Stages
of moral development adhere to the characteristics of stage
models listed in Table 1. The pre-conventional level has two
stages, stage 1 being the punishment-obedience orientation
and stage 2 having .12 instrumental hedonism and concrete
reciprocity orientation. The conventional level consists of
stage 3 with an orientation to interpersonal relations of mu-
tuality; and stage 4 is oriented to the maintenance of social
order, fixed rules and authority. The post-conventional
level consists of stage 5 with a social contract orientation
and utilitarian lawmaking perspective and stage 6 being the
universal ethical principal orientation (Kohlberg, 1973).

,fit, Development

In her theory of ego development, Loevinger (1976), has
conceptualized seven sequential. Invariantly ordered, hierar-
chical stages with three transitional stages. Each stage is
more com2lex taan the last and none can be skipped in the
course of development. Different individuals, however, may
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Swops of Development

Cognitive Development
Nagel

Moral Development
Kohlberg

...

I R'

Ego Development
Usevinger

Conceptual Development
Nervey, Mont and Schroder

Sensori-Motor

Preoperational (intuitive)

Ulcerate Operations I
Categorical Classification

Concrete Operations If
*eversible concrete
thought

formal Operation
Relations involving the
inverse of the r .ctprucal

format Operations it

Rotations involving
triad*

Pre-Conventional

Stage 0 - !eccentric,

Stage 1 - Punishment -
yhecilence
orientation

Steer 2 - instrumental
egoism end
exchange

Conyeptional

Stage 3

Stage d

- Good buy
approval-.

oriented

- Authority rule,

and sncial-
order-oriented

Presocial/Symblutic

Impuisive

Self Protective

Unilateral Dependence

Negative independence

Conformist

Self aware transition

Mutual Dependence

format Operatines ill
Constructioe of all
possible relations

Systematic Isolation of
variables

Deductive hypothet-s
testing

Sourc: thititertng. 01.1

Post-Conventional

Stage Se - Social contract.
utilitarian
legalistic
urientation

Stage Sb Nigher law and
conscience
orientation

Stage 6 - Morel principle
orientation

Conscientious

Individualistic transition

Aatinuum.u&

Int.nnateJ
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stabil4e at certain stages and consequently not develop
beyond these stages. The ego stages In this model are titled:
I-1. Symbiotic stage; I-2,i Impulaive stage; I-Delta, Self-
Protective; I-3, Conformist stage; I-3/4, Self-Aware Transi-
tion; I-4, Conscientious stage; I-4/5, Individualist Transi-
tion; I-5, Autonomous stage; and I-6, Integrated stage.

According to the theorists, the Impulsive and Self-
Protective ego stage correspond to the pre-conventional moral
judgment stage. The Conformist, Self-Aware and Conscientious
ego stages correspond to the conventional moral judgment
stage and are suggested to be predominant adult ego and moral
stages (Hauser, 1976; Loevinger, 1976). It is the Individua-
list, Autonomous, and Integrated ego stages, however, that
correspond to the post-conventional moral development stages
and the abstract stages of conceptual development described
-by Hunt in the description that follows.

gsumulautibmsliamant

Conceptual systems as defined by Harvey. Hunt, and
Schroeder (1961) describe four stages of cognitive complexity
which characterize the ability of an individual to differen-
tiate and integrate environmental stimuli and which relate to
the ability of an individual to function adaptively and ef-
ficiently in a given environment.

Hunt (1976) built upon the original conceptual systems
theory and defined Conceptual Level (CL) by degree of abstract-
ness (differentiation, integration, and disorimination) as well
as interpersonal maturity (increasing self-responsibility). A
person scoring at a high conceptual level is more complex, more
capable of responsible actions, and most important, more cap-
able of adapting to a changing environment than is a person
with a low conceptual level (Hunt, 1975: P. 187).

Hunt's successive developmental stages are reflected in
the CL scoring system defined in Hunt, et al. (1973) as fol-
lows. The lowest stage is characterized by concrete negativ-
ism, lack of differentiation, overgeneralization and preoccu-
pation with immediate gratification of personal need. Stage
1 represents responses containing categorical judgments (good-
bad, right-wrong), overgeneralized and unqualified acceptance
of a single rule, and reliance of external standards. Stage
2trepresents responses which begin to show signs of self-
delineation, express an awareness of alternatives and indite
oats sensitivity to the one's own feelings. .The highest
stage, Stage 3, represents responies which demonstrate a clear
indication of self-delineations and reliance on internal stan-
dards, a sense of self in context or relationship with others,
and the ability to take two viewpoints into account simultan.
eouslt:

14



jaternersonal kaisjagant

Robert Selman's (1980) theory of Interpersonal Under-
standing identifies five levels of Social Perspective Taking
based on both the individual's cognitive capability and the
social context. The five stages move from the Indifferenti-
ated egocentric stage to the in-depth societal symbolic
stage. See Table 2 for a listing of levels of social perspec-
tive taking. Perspective Taking is one more structure withfn
the hypothetical stage development constructs. Kohlberg
theorized role taking as important to the moral development
theory. but Selman has specified the development of perspec-
tive taking using the cognitive developmental models of
Piaget and Kohlberg as well as the works of naval, Mead and
Fetter.

Perspective coordination is a key idea. Social perspec-
tive taking includes developing understanding of how human
points of view are related and coordinated. It is not simply
role taking being defined as different perspectives of cer-
tain social or psychological information. Social perspective
taking has an intrinsic social component. The social content
is as inextricably and equally important as is the logical
process or structure, which may, in turn, be its basis (Sel-
man, 1980. p. 22). Social perspective taking represents a
social-cognitive capacity for a person.

Selman's model of social perspective taking was utilized
in the current study to investigate a theme which emerged
during the second year of the project: a teacher's develop-
mental stage affects the dynamics and outcome of the
collaborative action research group process. The assessments
of developmental stage were investigated as a predictor of
thinking and functioning, and Selman's level of interpersonal
functioning was used as a crosscheck in the investigation of
the teacher's thinking about and acting in the process of the
collaborative action research team. This study focused on
the behavioral concommitante of underlying social cognitive
capacity. As such it was less tied to demonstrating the
validity of the stages and more tied to using the develop-
mental model to provide a framework for understanding the
growth and maturity of the observable social reasoning behav-
ior on the collaborative action research team. This study
thus attempted to order retrospectively the data observed and
documented in social reasoning behavior during the natural
working of the collaborative action research team in practice.

A recent review of developmental theory (Johnson & Oja,
Report VIII, Appendix A) suggests the inoompleteness of de-
velopmental theory in the area of interpersonal competence.
In particular, interpersonal sensitivity is a missing element
and the work of Selman was used to help address this gap and
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Table 2

LE= SiE 2/25121= .1kEnk,

Skummu0WisMibmana AummuduistALasaama

Level 0 Undifferentiated and Egocentric

Level 1 Differentiated and Subjective

Level 2 Self Reflective/ and Reciprocal
Second Person

Level 3 Third Person and Mutual

Level 4 In-depth and Societal-Symbolic
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expand the theor7. Collaborative action research is an ac-
tivity which requires members to take the perspective of
others. Thus, the Selman model was suggested as one to be
helpful in investigating the problem solving activities in a
real world situation (like the collaborative action research
team) and connecting the results to developmental theory.
The Selman model was most important in this study in investi-
gating developmental stage as a predictor of interpersonal
functioning on a collaborative action research team and as a
further avenue to differentiate individuals on the team.
(Further explanation of Interpersonal Development theory as
utilized in this study can be found in Sec. 4.4.)

3.2 atinialiattiSSEL -GUM =Ma ZULU=
The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall, 1975)

and I/D/B/A/ (Lieberman & Shiman, 1973; Dotson. 19Th) studies
suggest a necessary relationship bows= teacher change and
school change. They justify a concentration on individual
teacher concerns as a first step in the change process. In-
dividual attention lead* to personal involvement and estab-
lishes the content for dialogue.

Dialogue is a first step toward collaborative action
which leads to further dialogue and evaluation. Collaboration
provides a basis for organizational change. It also streng-
thens the individual teacher's sense of oonnectedness and im-
portance to a group.

On the other hand, Sarason (1972) reminds us that one of
the most difficult obstacles to recognising the for prob-,
lama in our schools lies farless in the characteristics than
in that one cannot see culture or systems the way one sees
individuals. Change efforts must respond to the i# things
are in the school and, at the same time, work to mange those
traditions which are dysfunctional and block necessary school
change. This means studies of individual change must attend
to contextual variables such as role definitions of the
school, the normative relations among and within groups, the
social climate of distance that permeates the school, the
issues of power and control which dominate, the issue of
isolation vs. oolleagueship, the ambiguity of goals and pro-
cesses, and the variety of arenas for interaction within and
among groups.

Schools can be characterized as turbulent environments.
The environment of any change effort in a school can be
characterized by its oomplexity and unpredictability. The
number of different variables which act upon a change project
their own complexity. TO fact that the roles of student and
teacher disappear' in a welter of different needs, motiva-
tions, values, interests, and characteristics the more in.
volved the project becomes in the local system is evidence
of a "turbulent" environment. "These are environments in
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which there are dynamic processes arising from the field
itself which create significant variances for the component
systems . . dynamic properties that arise not simply from
the interaction of the systems . . . ',There the dynamic field
processes emerge as an unplanned consequence of the actions
of the constituent systems" (Emery & Trist, 1973).

Each school has its own pre-history, programmatic and
behavioral regularities, role definitions, time perspective
and modal process for change. An understanding of these
elements is a necessary precondition for studying individual
change. The school is a social system. Quite simply. a
/social system is a complex and interdependent set of activi-
ties, interactiorvr and sentiments. We see the school as a
social system in terms of four general understandings;

Relations in schools are based on position
within the organization; authority and power
all derived from legality.
Roles and tasks in schools are prescribed
and clearly differentiated; division of
labor is stressed.
The social climate of schools is marked by
social distance.
Schools must respond to the larger social
system of the external environment.

Tice school can also be considered as a workplace. The
school as a workplace is extraordinarily, powerful. The
prevailing patterns of interactions and interpretations in
each school demonstrably creates certain possibilities and
sets oertain limits. Those aspects of work that appear most
consequential are those that are least often studied, least
visible in any clear or systematic way to teachers, and least
often addressed in programs of improvement. Most at issue
are the norms of colleffiality and uperdimittatign in
accounting for receptivit7 toward new ideas (Little, 1981).

A range of school context variables is to be considered
in a study of individual change.' Sohlecbty (1979) offers a
conceptual framework for organizing theoretical constructs
encompassing these variables. Sixty-six constructs are or-
ganized into twelve categories which can be used in identify-
ing the contextual variables that impact on individual teacher
change.

In summary, the contextual variables of the school which
can affect individual teacher change are numerous and varied.
Appendix E, Report IX describes School Context, variable n and
Callaborative,Aatutenliesearca in this study. Sec. 7.0 summa-
rises the findings on school context, new contexts and school
change; and Sec. 8.0 investigates individual teacher percep-
tion of the school context.
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To attend to and grasp the contextual variables of the
school and their impact on teacher change requires a mode of
research whioh can accommodate the =noes, subtleties, and
convolutions of the changing situation of the school. School

contexts and environments are dynamic. They shift and change
and are affected by unpredictable events and forces. The
serendipitous, unplanned, and unstable dimensions of the
organizational and social context of the schools are diffi-
cult to capture with conventional research designs which too
often reflect an objective and static view of ongoing shift-
ing circumstances. Based on a review of the literature,
investigators in this study believe collaborative action
research offers an appropriate approach for the intellectual
inquiry of school contexts and their impact on indi/idual
teacher change.

3.3 rallalmithin =an lomat
A complete review of the literature concerning cola.abor-

ative action research can be found in Appendix A. Reports

include A 1111XLIK Literatures rallallatatin Action
humus% by &Ruyan and Collaborative Action Research
Intaszattlan sit ligasecali Astylge. by Pine. It research
outcomes are to be perceived as relevant and useful by prac-
titioners and improvements in education are actually to occur
(Clark, 1976; Elliott, 1977; Krathwohl, 197k; McLaughlin &
Marsh, 1978; and Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1979), alternative
approaches to educational research must reflect collaborative
relationships among teachers and researchers.

Collaborative action research is obaractorized by several
elements:

1. Research problems are mutually defined by practi-
tioners and researchers.

2. University faculty and classroom teachers collab-
orate in seeking solutions to practitioner's
problems.

3. Research findings are used and modified in solving
problems.

4. Practitioners develop research ooapetencies,
skills, and knowledge; and researchers re-educate
themselves in field-based and naturalistic
research methodologies.

5. Practitioners, as a result of participating in the
adaptation process, am more able to solve their
own problems and renew themselves professionally.

6. Practitioners and researchers co-author research
reports.
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Collaborative action research liberates teachers' areas
tive potential, stimulates their abilities to investigate
their own situations, and mobilizes human resources to solve
educational problems. Collaborative research begins when
university faculty and teachers assist each other in develop-
ing the skills to identify and conceptualize problems.

Collaborative action research is a process in
which teachers and researchers work with parity
and assume equal responsibility to identify,
inquire into, and resolve the problems of
classroom teachers. Such collaboration recog-
nizes and utilizes the unique insighteand
skills provided by each participant while, at
the same tine, demanding that no set of cap-
abilities is assigned a superior status. It
assumes a ma x= rather than a imam
posture - the latter being more frequently the
modus operandi when teachers are asked to join
researchers in a linear R&D endeavor.

(Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1979)

ThemrjElua posture has been typioal of traditional-
experimental research, which has been a technological process
in which educational researchers keep the key decisions out-
side the school and away from teachers. This approach pre-
vents teachers and the school from becoming the subject of
their am transformation. Praire (1973) insists that method.
ologioal failings can alloys be traced to ideological errors.
There is an implicit ideology of paternalism, social control,
and non-reciprooity between experts and whelpees, which under-
lies traditional experimental research. (In the traditional
research study one finds the word 'subjects' interesting
language, which suggests that someone must be the eruler! or
the manipulator.) If one adopts the collaborative action
researok model, which fosters dialogue and reciprocity, one
must fiat be-ideologically committed to equality. to the
abolition of privilege, and to non- elitist forms of research
leadership wherein special qualifications may be exercised
but are not perpetuated

Collaborative action research emphasises the involvement
of those who are traditionally 'researched* to help identify
problems, collect data, interpret information, and apply
findings to solve prlblems. Collaborative action research
answers the question of who has the right to create knowledge
by arguing that the expected beneficiaries of reset -oh should
design and carry out their own research. There are three
assumptions underlying this approach: 1) parity in decision-
making among researchers, traiuers/developers, and practition-
ers; 2) respect for the unique perspective of mach constitu-
ency; and 3) equal assumption .f responsibility among each
participant in the oollaboritive research and theory develop-
ment prooess (Mergendoiler, 1960.
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Teachers participating in collaborative action research
become agents of their own change. Teachers can use action
research to grow personally and professionally, developing
skills and competencies which empower them to solve problems
and improve educational practice. Z4oreover, not only do

teachers identify practical theories that apply to their awn
idiosyncratic settings but they also can formulate these
practical theories as general hypotheses which have the
potential for universal applicability.

Action research yields its own finding* regarding the
effectiveness of different research-based strategies ia dif-
ferent situations with different pools of available resources
and for difflrent kinds of content. As Massanari (1978)
suggests, *such findings should be collected, synthesized,
and disseminated to the education community. They would be
valuable and needed contributions to the knowledge base that
supports education personnel development. Publications such

as Nbat'a Working Where' and 'What Didn't Work Here' would
be welcomed by the education profearion.8

Collaborative action research offers the opportunity for
intensive involvement between researcher and practitioner.
It offers mutual sharing and stimulation of curriculum devel-
oping, teaching, and measurement problems and the sense of
participating in intellectually coordinated research on
"larger educational problems (at least as contrasted to the
more typical thesis and term paper topic). Of most importance,
collaborative action remarch is substantial professional in-
quiry and scholarship in its scope, its epistemology, and its
outcome. A practitioner with this orientation and skill in
action research is no longer static or dependent on others for
professional progress. The practitioner's own professional
growth and competence is enhanoed. Not only are practitioners
likely to feel professionally alive, they may also feel effec-
tive in that they can do something about their profession.
If action research meets these goals, then we are really
describing a generic process of inquiry and growth for the
education profession (Mosher, 1974) .

Teachers can be trained in the collaborative process so
they can produce knowledge from practice. The intellectual
and professional process of producing new knowledge about
problems in teaching, curriculum, and school change is the
raison emit= of action research. The issue here is that of

tension between means (curriculum development or educational

change) and an And, i.e., knowledge from and for practice and
the training of people able to inquire professionally in this
way about a wide range of issues in education. Producing
knowledge from practice results from an alternating cycle of
reflection and action, hard thinking, careful practice, and
evaluation designed to generate a more comprehensive under-
standing of educational problems and their possible solutions
(Mosher, 1974) .
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Collaborative action research is service, a process of
concurrently inquiring about problems in education and acting

on them. It assumes that educational practice is the first
business of education, that there is a generic need to Jo-

prove educational practice, and that the improvement of edu-
rational practice requires the confrontation of real problems
in the school by conceiving alternatives and testing them

out. Practice then becomes the cruoibe for innovation, an
obtrusive measure of assumptions, speculations, and theories.

There is great promise in the pursuit of practical in-

quiry with the collaboration and mutual support of research..

era and practitioners who together contribute to the solution
of classroom problems and to the improvement of educational.

practioe. The idea of such collaborative efforts was articu-
lated by Schaefer (1967) in his book, ,The it ;enter,
at innuirv, and demonstrated in the 1940s by Stephen Corey
and others at Teachers College, Columbia University in action

research projects which brought together teachers and profes-

sors primarily for curriculum development purposes.

Teacher-oriented inquiry and the view of the school and
the classroom as the proper focus of research action will come

about when researchers and teachers change their attitudes

and preoeptions about inquiry and research. McKenna (1978)

speaks clearly to this point:

. . . me' researchers will have to revise their
posture that scholars mustn't get 'weir hands
dirty with the clay; that the potting must be
done by others, once the scholars have prescribed
the clay 21X and kiln temperature. More specif-
ically, the attitude that you can't learn much in
the 'messy' situation of the ordinary classroom
will need to be replaced with one that accepts
real schoals as the most appropriate places for
conducting research and development. And re-
searchers will need to come to recognize teachers.
as peers, as colleagues, who have much to con-
tribute to improving the R&D process, from identi-
fying researchable issues, determining research
design, data gathering and analysis, to planning
programs based on findings. Once these are ac-
complished, new strategies for conducting research
may need to be devised and tested in order to
inquire into the multidimensional problems that
are identified for study.

The integration of research and service through collab-

orative action research can help our schools become centers

of inquiry where university faculty and professional teachers
inquire syptematically on such fundamental issues of what is
to be taught, how, by whom, where and with what outcomes for

students. The prooess of systematic inquiry constitutes
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effective and meaningful professional development. Signifi-
cant learning and growth occur when teachers and university
researchers work together in carrying out research to solve
problems that concern themselves and the schools.

The school is the best laboratory for research. In one
school building, there probably are more real researchable
problems deserving the support and attention of funding agen-
cies than one would imagine. Jackson (1968) says that the
classroom teacher typicanyaMngages in as many as 1,000
interpersonal exchanges during the course of a sic -hour day,
frequently averaging 200-300 interpersonal transactions per
hour. This observation in itself testifies to the complexity
and immediacy of the daily situation in which every teacher
is forced to make decisions* A single school is a research
gold mine in .terms of important questions, variety and rich-
ness of data, and numbers of potential, researohersi Educa-
tional research aunt be fashioned from the fabric of the
questions and problems of the school. The practical orients,.
tion of the school provides a risearch perspective that fits
the unique and rich character of educational problems. The
dominant chbrd of school and classroom-oriented research
supplants the ethos of knowledge for the sake of knowledge,
with Inquiry that generates useable knowledgevwhich spawns
decision and action.

Paradoxically, it is the knowledge generated from prac-
tice that will enrich our conceptual understandings and edup.
cational theory. The action, reflection, teaching evaluation
cycle feeds on itself epistemologioally. Collaborative ac-
tion research adds to both oonceptualizing and practice by
validating one against the other (Mosher, 1974).

Three prior collaborative research projects include the
original Interactive Research and Development on Teaching
Study (Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1981), the Interactive
Research and Development on Schooline Study (Griffin &
Lieberman, 1923), and the IR&D projects by Ruling (1981). A
description of the IR&DT, IBMS, and Ruling research studies
follows.

The original IR&DT study (Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin,
1979) was implemented at two sites - one in an urban setting
in California, the other in a rural setting in Vermont. The
California site team consisted of four teachers, one research-
er. and one trainer/developer, all on the school district
staff. The Vermont site included a university researcher,
three teachers from one school district and two trainer/de-
velopers.
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The MDT strategy was next used by Ruling (1981) to
establish collaborative study between researchers and staff
developers from among the Texas Teoh University and Teacher
Corps staiff and teachers from local school districts. A
total of 13 teachers were divided among six teams based on
their research interests and team member preferences. Each

team consisted of one to three teachers, one university
professor who served as researcher and one member of the
Teacher Corps staff who served as staff developer.

Griffin, Lieberman, and Jaoull-Soto (1980) proposed
further study of IR&DT by extending it to three varying

contexts. Called IRSID on Schooling, they established teams
on which the schooling practitioners were: 1) teachers work-
ing.out of a teacher's center, 2) 'representatives of lseveral
school districts working through an intermediate educational
agency, and 3) high school teachers. The first team consisted
of four teacher specialists in a teacher's center and a re-
searcher and staff developer from Teachers College. There

were four secondary teachers from two cooperative school dis-

tricts on a second team; a researcher from Teachers College
and a staff developer from the coordinating staff of an
intermediate education agency serving the school districts.
There were four elementary school teachers all from one
school district on the third team: a researcher who was a
teacher, with a completed Ph.D. and a ptaff developer who was
assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction.

The current collaborative action research Study under
investigation, Action Research on Change in Schools (ARCS),
is the moat recent in a series of NIB- sponsored research
activities on collaborative research. In this project, uni-
versity researchers collaborated with the staffs of two pub-
lic middle/junior high schools in which the practitioners
have, under guidance, developed their own research questions,
conducted appropriate studies, and are working toward prograth-
matic changes as a result. Both schools' research activities
focus on iilTaluation and-management studies of school-based
scheduling issues and their impact on teaching and learning
conditions in the school.

In the Oja and Pine study (1981), the Michigan team
consisted of five teachers from the same middle school, one
university researcher, and a research assistant who also doc-

umented.meetings. Two of these teachers' were given responsi-
bility as a part-time staff developer in their. school during
the second year of the project. In the New Hampshire team
were five junior high teachers from the same school and a
university researcher and a graduate research assistant/docu-

menter. New Hampshire has no system of staff developers, but
two of the teachers had experience on the Staff Development
Council for the school district (one currently a member and
one a founding member).
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Emanating from consideration of collaborative action
. research is the research methodology for this study (see Sec.

4.0). The elaboration of research methodology describes the
power of action research for addressing the4*rocesses of the
study.
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4.0 METHODOLOGY

4.1 MUM=
To record and monitor the process of action research at

each site, the following data sources were used:

1) audio recordings of all team meetings;
transcripts of selected meeting tapes

2) documentation of all team meetings
(using Schatzman & Strauss, 1973)

3) participant loge
4) participant questionnaires (pre-post)

- Problem Identification Questionnaire

liefillatnkifastainaMARantQuektilimairs___
- Organizational Environment Assessment Instrument

5) participant interviews
- September 1981 - baseline interview
- December 1981
- May 1982
- December 1982

June 1983

Teachers were asked to maintain participant logs over
the life of the project. In the initial meetings, teachers
were given questions to respond to in their logs related to
the context of the school; decision-making; change in teach-
ers, students, and the school; and throughout the project,
teachers were encouraged to record their personal reflections
and reactions tosvents in the school and the action research
team. The investigators collected log comments monthly. A
sample of two teachers' logs appears in Appendix S, uTeaoner
Logs." The Instruction Sheet for maintaining a log and the
initial structured log questions appear in Report II, Appendix
Egiisignatag.&=&WITAWAASalitaliillraa2Z52Jia. The
participant questionnaires can be found in Appendix B as well
as the interview schedules.

/laming Jug J2mitan Zulu=

This study has documented teachers' perceptions am
allowed their voices to oome from the interviews, logs,
transcripts, and data documentation of collaborative researcn
team meetings. In this project, teachers undertook all de-
sign and implementation an analysis steps in a collaborative
research project.

Reading teachers' remarks as they have been woven into
the analysis in the final reports helps one to uncerstand the
differences in the way in which teachers perceive issues in
the collaborative group procees and research process. In
addition, the intensive analysis of five teachers on one tolt...7

(the New Hampshire team) at different stages of development
use the teachers' remarks to help the reactor recognize how a
teacher's developmental stage may be a lens (or world view)
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through which the teacher makes meaning of his/her school
environment and the temporary system of the collaborative
research team.

Teachers' voices are heard in a different way by refer-
ring to the theoretical model of cognitive-developmental
stages. Thus, greater impetus was given to getting individual
teacher's perceptions and to presenting these perceptions in
the teacher's own remarks.

Dualiananalltasallumattemattas

To select participants, all interested volunteers in two
schools were asked to respond to an Educational Experiences

measures stages:
the DIT of moral judgment, the WUSCT of ego development and
the a test of conceptual complexity. The characteristics of
i.eaohers according to their developmental stage scores were
also used to examine individual teacher participation in and
perception of issues related to the collaborative research
process. Each of the developmental stage questionnaires is
described further in the following seotion of this report and
is included in Appendix B.

The 21trininst ZAMA (DIT) of moral development
(Rest, et al., 1974) is an objective pest of moral reasoning
which assesses the basic conceptual frameworks by which a
person analyzes a eocialmoral problem (dilemma) and judges
the proper course of action. The DI? presents a moral dilem
ma and a list of definitions of the major issues involved.
The DIT is based on Kohlberg's (1969) theory of six stages of
moral reasoning but uses a multiple choice, rating and rank-
ing system instead of a moral judgment interview. It can be
easily administered to groups, objectively scored, and has
been researched with firm reliability and validity levels
(Rest, 1974).

The DIT is based on the assumption that individuals at
different developmental stages perceive moral dilemmas dif-
ferently and will choose different statements as the "most
important' issues to be considered in making a decision about
the dilemma.

The DIT used in this study consisted of six dilemmas
(stories). Each story had 12 statements (or issues), the
subject was asked to rate first each statement on a five-
point scale from "great importance" to "no importance" and
then to rank order the four most important choices (complete
scoring system is described in Rest, et al., 1974). Since
each issue statement represents a moral judgment stage, a
subject's choices of the most important issues over a number
of moral dilemma stories was taken as a measure of his/her
grasp of different stages of moral reasoning.
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Rest (1976) reports thst4::et useful single index he
has found in research with the DITis the combined weighted
ranks of items keyed as stages 5A, 5B, and 6. This composite
score is oalled the Rank-P score. The "P score" represents
the relative importance a subject gives to principled moral
considerations in asking moral decisions and corresponds to
Kohiberg's post-conventional level. It is a continuous vari-
able ranging from 0 to .95.

Rest (1914) reports a 0.68 correlation between the DIT
and Kohlberg's measure of moral judgment in a sample of 47 Ss
aged junior high to adulthood. The DIM in this study were
scored on Rest's computerized scoring program available from
the DI? project office. Rest and Davidson (1979) have class-

------Ifted---Vecores-intcr-quartilee-which-range- frog -0-to .38 as

low P; .39 to .58 as moderately low P score; .59 tO .77 as
moderately high P score; and P greater than .77 as high P
score.

The &labial= aniziralatt Mama Sanaa 2stal
(WUSCT) of ego development (Loevinger & Weenier. 1970) is
based on the assumption that each person has a core level of
ego functioning. The purpose of the test is to determine
this core level by assigning an ego level based on the dis-
tribution of a person's ratings or responses to the item in
the test. Reliability and validity data for the WUSCT are
reported in Bedsore and Waldman (1975) and reviewed further
in Hauser (1976).

A single protocol rating for this study was assigned by
matching an intuitive rating with a total Protocol Rating
(TPR) assigned according to a set of " ogive rules." This is
described as the "non - automatic" or "intuitive TPR" scoring
scheme and is recommended when the rater is highly experienced.

All ego development tests were given code numbers, ran-
domly sorted with identifying information deleted, and scored
for ego level. All protocols for this study were scored by a
highly experienced Loevinger-trained rater who has achieved
interrater reliability on final TPR scores of .93 on previous
rating jobs.

The WUSCT Form 9-62 for women and Form 10-68 for men
were employed and scored according to the ogive intuitive
procedure. This study used the typical 36-item test. The
item -sum rating has been suggested as an alternative to the
ogive-sum rating for the WUSCT of ego development. This
method has the disadvantage of yielding values which are more
likely correlated with verbal fluency than either the ogive-
automatic rating or the ogive-intuitive rating (Loevinger &
Weenier, 1970). Consequently, the item-sum method was not
used. The final Total Protocol Rating (TPR) scores assigned
teachers' scores to one of the seven stages of ego develop-
ment or to a transitional level between two stages.
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The Paraeragh Coenletion Teat (PCT) developed by Hunt,
Greenwood, Noy, and Watson (1973) was used in this study to
measure teachers' conceptual levels (CL). The PCT uses a
semi-projective format in which the S is required to project
his or her own frame reference within the areas of: (1)

conflict or uncertainty ("When I as criticized,' "When I am
not sure,' and 'When someone does not agree with me') and (2)
rule structured and authority relations ("When I think about
rules' and 'When I am told what to do"). Respondents are
given three minutes to write at least three sentences to
complete each of the above five phrases. Each of the five
conceptual level stems was oodfti with a score from 0 to 3
(Stages "Sub 1 to 3') according to a manual developed by
Hunt, et al. (1973).

Strong validity and reliability data are reported for
the PCT (Hunt, 1971; Schroder, Driver, & Streufert, 1967;
Gardiner & Schroder, 1972).

Schroder (1967, 1971) found that persons with high con-
ceptual level scores showed less tendency to engage in black
and white thinking, greater ability to integrate multiple
perspectives, less rigidity of judgment, greater independence
of judgment, and greater tolerance of ambiguity and conflict
than did groups with lower conceptual level scores. These
characteristics have been described as the pastconventional
moral stages and the high ego stages.

Studies done by Hunt and Associates (see summary in Re-
port VU, Appendix A) have related teaching styles and teaching
characteristics to teachers' stage of conceptual development.
These authors have used two basic methods to obtain a single
score from the five stem scores. The *Top 3 CO' score is the
average of the three highest scores obtained, and the 'Total
CO' score is the average of all scores. The 'Top 3 CO'
method was used in the present study, as it way considered to
be more similar to the WUSCT ogive-intuitive ego score and
the DrT P-score methods. Sant has classified scores which
range from 0.5 to 1.0 as representative of low conceptual
level, 1.1 to 1.4 as moderately low conceptual level. 1.5 to
1.9 as moderately high conceptual level. and 2.0 and above as
high conceptual iev The PCT questionnaire was scored at
the Ontarip Institu for Studies in Education by a Hunt-
trained rater. Int ater reliability reported by OISE rat-
ers is above 0.90.

Prooedurt

The developmental test materials were administered on
one afternoon in September 1981, in a group session of all
teachers interested in the collaborative research project.
One group met at the New Hampshire site and one group met at
the Michigan site. The DI? of moral development was followed
by the PCT of conceptual level and then by the WUSCT of ego
development. For the PCT there was an approximate time limit
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of three minutes per item, for the DIT and WUSCT there was
unlimited time for completion.

aisimitalaz sit laallalazcaritut Research Ian Mai=

Participants for the two collaborative research teams
were selected to represent a variety of ego development
stages. Table 3 lists the cognitive /developmental scores
given at the outset of the project in 1981 for each of the 10
teachers selected for the project. Teachers are referred to
by self-chosen aliases in order to protect their oonfidenti-
ality. Characteristics of stages of ego development are
shown in Table 1.

Teachers in the collaborative research teams vary over
four consecutive ego level stages: the Conformist Stage, the
Self-Aware Transition, the Conscientious Stage, and the Indi-
vidualistic Transition. Teachers scored at moderately high
or high levels of conceptual complexity. and they scored at
low, moderately low, or moderately high levels of principled
moral judgment.

Table 3 indicates that there is aot a clearly systematic
relationship between ego level and conceptual level and/or
moral development level (at least as measured by the PCT and
the DI?).

Jane Loevinger states that a certain stage of moral
development is a necessary prerequisite, but not a sufficient
condition, to predict a parallel stage of ego development
(Loevinger, 1976).

Data in Table 3 show that teachers at one stage of ego
development do not necessarily score in a manner similar to
one another on the other two scales except at the extremes;
i.e., the Conformist Stage and the Individualistic Stage
indicate more similarity between scores on the separate
scales.

Seven of the selected teachers scored at the 1-3/4 or I-
4 ego stage, four in the Michigan collaborative action re-
search team and three in the New Hampshire action research
team. For comparison purposes, note that Redmore and Waldman
(1975) indicate that in an adult group a typical distribution
would show 90% of the WUSCT scores at Stage 1-3/4 or 1-4.
McCrea and Costa (1980), in a random sample of adult males,
ages 35-80, found 83% scored at either 1-3/4 or I-4. In four
previous studies with persons aged 11 to 60. more persons
scored at 1-3/4 than at any other stage (Haan, et al., 1973;
Harakel. 1971; Lambert, 1972; and Redmore & Waldman, 1975).
A previous study with 30 teachers aged 23 to 58 indicated
that 87% of the teacher sample scored at 1-3/4 or 1-4, with
one-third classified as 1-3/4 ail 53% classified as 1-4 (0ja,
1982). In this study, as in the previous studies with teach-
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Table 3

Cognitive-Developmental Stacie Scores:
Washington University Sentence Completion Test of Ego Development,

Paragraph Completion Test of Conceptual Level,
and Defining Issues Test of Moral Judgment

Sex Team WUSCT4 PCTb DITc
%P

Jack M NH 5 1.5 32%

Lori F MI 6 1.5 32%
Anne F Mi 6 2.0 43%
Jim M MI 6 1.8 25%
Ted M NH 6 2.3 63%

Florence F MI 7 1-7 32%
Brooks F NH 7 2.0 40%
John 11 NH 7 2.0 46%

Jane F MI 8 2.0 582
Elliot M NH 8 2.2 75%

a
Loevinger's SC-18 ego level scores have been transformed into
a 1-10 interval value according to the following convention;

b

Ego level: 1 2 - 3 3 3/4 4 4/5 5 6
Interval value: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hunt's Paragraph Comp;etion.Test of Conceptual Level generates
scores that can range from 0 to 3. Scores of 1, 2 or 3 on this
test may be interpreted as indicating the following conceptual
levels:

Score of 1 = Categorical judgments, stereotyped thought.
Other directed; accepts single rules.

Score of 2 = Self delineation, awareness of alternatives,
awareness of emotions.

Score of 3,= Abstract internal principles, awareness of
multiple viewpoints.

c
Rest's %P score represents the percent of principled moral
judgment (i.e., Postconventional stages 5A, 5B, 6) in a
person's total responses to the Defining Issues Test.
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Table 4

loevInger's Stages of Ego Development*

The stages of ego development, as described below, are not had to
given ages Instead. each stage is defined by the characteristics
common to all persons at that stage regardless of age. The stage names
represent characteristics that are most predominant at that stage.
although these same characteristics may be present, to a greater or
lesser degree. at all stages. However, in cyder to adequately define a
stage. the total pattern of characteristics must be present. For example.
an individual who evidences impulsiveness is only designated "im-
pulsive" if the whole pattern of characteristics of that stage iS
demonstrable.

The Presocial stage is symbolized in a newborn babywho

has not yet developed an ego. As the baby begins the
process of separating his/her self from his/her surroun-
dings. the construction of reality and, thus. the formation of

the ego begins. The child who fails to differentiate the world

of inanimate °pieces frail. self in an appropriate time
interval is owlet" autistic.

At the Symbiotic stage, the child maintains a symbiotic
relationship to hit/her primary caregiver while continuing

the significant separation of self from non-self in thastable
world of objects. Language is an important variable in the
baby's progressive sense of self as a separate person.

At the Impulsive stage. the child uses bodily impulses to
continue and maintain theformation of a separate identity
When the impulses dominate behavior, control is effected
through external constraint and immediate rewards and
punishments. Persons who remain at this stage are
strongly dependent and demanding; others are valued by
what they can "give to" the individual. Value judgments are
in terms of absolutes, i.e. people are eithergood or bad. The
present predominate& with little sense of past or future
Aggressive behavior and temper tantrums exemplify the
intense, impulsive reactions of this stage. and an in-
dividual's problems are attributed to others rather than

one's self or circumstances in one's situation

At the Self-Protective stage, persons beg:ii to control their
impulsiveness and learn to at rewards and
punishments. Rules are recognized at this stage and used

for one's own advantage. The self-protective
main rule is "don't get caught." Blame is placed on other
individuals or the circumstances when satisfaction is not
achieved. Persons who stay at this stage maintain
manipulative and exploitive interpersonal relations and
thus tend to be opportunistic, deceptive, and preoccupied
with control and advantage.

*Oja, Sharon Nodle. Adult Development Is Implicit In Staff
Deve Foment Journal of Staff Development, Vol. I,
No. 2, October, 1980, pp. 21-24.
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Yost people et some time in childhood or adolescense
move to the Conformist stage as they begin to place strong
trust for ttwir welfare in the family group. the peer group. or
in socially-approved norms. Rules are obeyed simply
because they are cytxtp-accepted rules. Belonging is of
utmost immtance. Feelimsof disapproval and shame are
crucial issues at this stage. Behavior is viewed in terms of
external actions and concrete events rather than feelings
and inner motives. Personal emotions are expressed
through cliches. stereotypes and moralistic judgments.
The individual who remains at this stage is preoccupied
with appearance. social acceptance. and reputation

Recent research studies found experienced teat :Pi, statiiiimi at the
next stages in Loevinger's paradigm, at the Sol-Aware ego stage
(Bernier & Sprmthall, 1976) or at the Conscientious ego stage (Oja &

--Sprirtittaft-41-7,+-13therreseertherselsefeeert-i4e,SoltAwatexictialevel._ _

to be the most predominant adult ego level Hauser. 1976. Lotsvinger
1976) The qualitative differences that distinguish the Self -Aware
transition level from the Conformist and the Conscientious stages are
summarized below.

At the Self -Aware transition level between the prior
Conformist stage and the subsequent Conscientious stage
there is an increase in self awareness and beginning
appreciation and understanding of multiple possioilities,
alternatives, and options in problem-solving situations.
Growing awareness of inner emotions ennances the
capacity for introspection (crucial at subsequent stages).
although at this stage feelings continue to be expressed in
vague or global terms. Growing self-confidence and self-
evaulated standards at this stage begin to replace group
standards as guidelines for behavior.

At the Conscientious stage a person is capable of sett-
criticism. This combined with long-term. self-evaluated
goals and ideals and a sense of responsibility form the
major elements of the adult conscience, aft evident at this
stage. Rules are internalized; guilt is the consequence of
breaking inner rules. Exceptions and contingencies in rules
are recognized in direct relation to a growing awareness of
the subtleties of individual differences. Behavior is seen in
terms of feelings, patterns. and motives rather than simply
actions., Achievement. especially when measured by self-
chosen standards, is crucial. Persons at this stage are
preoccupied with obligations, privileges. rights, ideals,
traits, and achievement, all defined more by inner
standards and less by the need for external recognition and
acceptance.
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It is the Individualistic leveland the Autonomous and Integrated stages,
hoivever, that incorporate the advanced principled judgment stages of
Kohlberg's theory of moral reasoning and the higher, more complex
abstract stages of cognitive/development described by Piaget The
Individualistic transition level and the Autonomous stage have the
following characteristics.

At the Indsviduahstx levet, a sense of individuality is of
utmost concern, especially_as it iscoupled with heightened
awareness of emotional dependence on Myers, A person
at tha level tends to have more compteix responses than
people at earlier developmental levels. There is increased4 %Nifty to tolerate paradoxical and contradictory
relatiorships between events in contrast to earlier stages

it'itil them to polar opposites. There,* also greater
ere indiduals attempt to eliminate paradoxes by

complexity in conceptualizing interpersonal interactions
Interpersonal relationships are highly valued in contrast to
the cherishing of ideals and achievements at the Con-
scientious Stage previous to this one.

The distinguishing characteristic at the Autonomous stage
is the individual's capacity to tolerate and cope with the
inner conflict that arises between =inflicting perceptions.
needs. Ong& and duties. A person at this stage is able to
unite ideas that appear as ambiguous or incompatible
options to persons at prior stages. In particular at this stage.
the individual acknowledges other persons' needs for
autonomy to make their own choices and solutions and to
learn from their own mistakes. At the same time, the
autonomous person realizes the limitations of autonomy:
consequently, mutual interdependence is highly valued in
interpersonal relationships. The person at this stage is
concerned with 'self- fulfillment, differing perceptions of
one's role. and issues of justice in addition to being
concerned about the individuality and achievement issues
of prior stages.

The Integrated stage is the hardest to describe because
cases are rare. To be sure, the characteristics of the
Autonomous stage are in evidence at this stage. In
addition, there is evidence of consolidation of a sense of
identity as in Maslow's self-actualizing person. A person at
the Integration stage also has the capacity to reconcile
conflicting demands, to renounce the unattainable, and to
truly Cherish individuality.

Loevinger's stages can be compared with Kohlberg's levels of moral
Nogrnent The preconventional moral iudgrnent level is included in the
syrT-twitic. imou'stve, and self -protective ego slaws The crmventtonal
'?vet +s included In "W° con,orrnist and conscientious i,go stages The
po5t-crnventiortal moral 3.:c.44rnent level is rellpf.u.if in INt tunlistir:,
autonomous, and integrated ego states
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ere (0ja, 1978; Oja, 1979), the highest score on the WUSCT
documented in pretest data was 1-4/54

14.2 jhatgtagata

hosaaallescuthisuiskaa.istukeri
Ten teachers were chosen to participate in the ARCS

project; five teachers from New Hampshire and five from
Michigan.

Five of the teachers are male and five are Female -
four males and one female in New Hampshire and one male and
four females in Michigan. The of the teachers are single,
seven are married, and one is divorced. Of the married and
divorced teachers, six have children. Five of the 10 teach-
ers report reading no professional periodicals; the remaining
five teachers report reading a variety of teacher eduaational
journals. All of the teachers read a wide variety of popular
periodicals with Ant Ahumum04 and local newspapers men-
tioned most frequently. Responses varied when asked about
hobbies. Athletic interests such as running, racquetball,
swimming, tennis, basketball, and bowling were mentioned.
Home-centered activities included cooking, sewing; gardening,
and a wide variety of crafts. Five of the teachers reported
reading as a hobby. Tables I and II onspages 4 and 5 or
Report Initial Daman Sam itsalaitnntin and fig, in
Appendix Z summarize this personal infOrmation about the
teachers.

Anastasia litaalsacammi at Aiwa=

All of the 10 participating teachers have earned Bacca-
laureate degrees with an additional 15 to 30 create. Four
teachers from New Hampshire and two teachers in Michigan have
Masters degrees in the field of Education. Two of these
teachers have earned 15 credits beyond their Masters degrees.
New Hampshire teachers earned their degrees from universities
in New Hampshire or Maine. Four of the Michigan teachers
earned their degrees from universities in Michigan; the re-
mixing teacher, Florence, received her degree from a college
in Mississippi.

When asked to make an assessment of their professional
education, four of the five teachers in New Hampshire
responded positively with comments such as *well rounded,
very good education,* *very practical, prepared quite well.*
In Michigan, only Florence responded with a very positive
comment (*Zzoellente). Three of the Michigan teachers
believed their education did not prepare them for teaching.

In summary, (1) all ,At four of the 10 teachers have
earned their Misters degrees; (2) New Hampshire teachers
earned their degrees from universities in New Hampshire or
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(Table t )

Mew Hampshire ARCS Teacher Participants

Personal Background

Teacher Marital
Scotus

ikadvar of

Children Periodicals

Professional

lead

Popular

Nobbles

Brooks
Johnson

Harried 0 boding Teacher Banners *rid Manning
Swimming
Cooking
Sewing
Photography

Jaime' of Beading Ulmer
liiiiW GlobeIsarais

Ted

Williams
fnmried 2 KTA

Tex Journals
Boston Slobs Sports

Beading
Collecting coins
Baseball cards

rile

Sinai
'Wanner

Married 2 Poston Slobs Basketball
Tennis174a--

------------
Jock P.
Part

Married 2

,---
hone Conistaitt y Neal estate

Chairmen of Board of
Selectmen

Gardening

T.----
Wiaft Blabs,

Jahn
Alden

Divorced I Mane Reader's Digest Beading
Piiiam
Mass. Wild Life
Mew York Kamaitiom
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(Table if)

Michigan ARCS Teacher Participants

Polonal Background

Marital
Status

Single

'Serried

Single

narried

Number of
Children Periodicals Bead

Professional Popular

0

2.

9

0

!bee

Iodises Education
it Amman

Reeds about 2)
periodicals

Time

rs Id

Tine

14trot t Dews

Maw Yorker

lifI594oneat thly
Ns.

STtt f Pres
Aew

Ai
York s.

Wore, Edwin's, Satter lbws t tordelLailt )001"ffill i I
tallia Journal rating
tiesexine for

lifted
eers

Ideas

lam
Detroit News

Detroit free Press

Hobbies

Running
Racquetball
tended glass
Union activities

Camping
leading
Serdening

leading
Cooking
Traveling

Needing
Bug hooking
Interior design
Dowling

married lions Time
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Collects antique
porcelain dolls

Bird metcher
Collects rocks
Saris"
Building a house



Maine; Michigan teachers, with the exception of one, earned
their degrees from universities in Michigan, and (3) inter-
view data suggests that New Hampshire teachers assess their
education more positively than the teachers from Michigan.

&grasslasa Ankara= ssd &mut Anal lass ar. imams
The teachers' experience at the New Hampshire and Michi-

gan sites ranges from three to 23 years. Their overall
educational experience ranges, from nine to 23 years. Using
the criteria of fire years or mare of practice to indicate an
wexperienoed teacher," all of the teachers are experienced.

Of the teachers from New Hampshire, only Jack has gained
his entire teaching experience at this junior WO. Brooks
has an additional three years experience working with the
mentally retarded and as an instructional assistant. Ted has
12 years experience outside of the New Hampshire site, mostly
at elementary schools in Mains. This experience included
coaching and a principalship. Elliot has four years of
teaching and coaching experience at the secondary level in
schools in Maine. John has eight additional years experience
at the junior high level in schools in New Hampshire.

Three out of the five teachers from Michigan have gained
their entire teaching experience of 10, 12, and 23 years at
the Michigan middle school. Jim taught the fourth grade for
one year before joining the middle school and Jane has 10
years experience at the elementary level, both schools lo-
Dated near the Michigan middle school.

Four of the five New Hampshire teaohers teach one sub-
ject to one grade. One teacher teaches social studies, one
teaches science, and two teach math. All of them teach at
the eighth grade level. The remaining teacher teaches sev-
enth and eighth grade reading.

Of the Michigan teachers, only one teacher, Florence,
teaches a single subject, English, to the seventh and eighth
grades. Jim teaches reading, math, and history at the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grade levels. Anne teaches science and
reading to seventh and eighth graders. Lori teaches English
and reading at the seventh and eighth grade levels. Jane
teaches science, math, reading, and art to sixth and eighth
graders.

In summary, it can be concluded that: (1) all 10 of the
teachers are experienced; (2) the teachers' experience in-
eluded work at the elementary and secondary levels; (3) the
New Hampshire teachers have a total of 27 years experience
outside of the New Hampshire junior high; two gained this -

outside experience in Maine; (4) the teachers from Michigan,
for the most part, have gained all of their experience at the
Michigan middle school; the exceptions have taught in schools
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New Nempehire ARCS Teacher Participects
Educational lackgreued and Research Orientations

.

Teacher
.

Education Professional tsperienci Previous Research
.

and Training
Views Regarding

Iducetionel Research

Brooks 8.A.

M.A.
1 yr. working with

mentally retarded
2 yrs. Instructional

assistant
8 yrs. JIIS

Tltle 1, edlcattemt
background in an-
perimintal design
and methods,
writing of grants

T0pics ere too narrow
Winder whether it can

be dipticited
Teachers need more

time to do theft
own research

Ted 8.S.
N.A.

IS yrs. elementary
schools in state

2 yrs. principal
1 Yrs. JOS

Developed reading and
sports programs

11S Information

meltable

Elliot Q.S.

O.A.
4 yrs. secondary schools

In state
7 yrs. JNS
2 yrs. pert-time

adeintstrator
&came high school

tonehsr Ma

i

Mathematics Accountabil-
lty Tasting Committee

indepeedint research on
teacher learning
style

Improve education

Teachers should do the
research

Jack CC
N.A.

17 yrs. JNS
12 yrs. pert-time

administrator up to
1981

becomes a principal of
another school old-
way ARCS project

Project funded to
investigate school
problems

Teacher Corps project

Improve level of
education

Identify a problem and
not talk in
generelittes

Waste of time If omen'
result in effective
change

John 8.4.
.

8 yrs. junior high
in state

11 yrs. Jill

Development of own
court

Teacher Corps project
TRACT program

NO Impressions



Michigan ADCS Teacher Participant*
Educational Background and Research Orientations

Teacher Education Professional Experience Previous Research
sod Training

Views Regarding
Educational Research

Jim 11.S.

M.A.
1 yr. elementary scbool
8 yrs. middle school

Becomes partthee staff
**slater 1,02

Skills Diffusion program
Generic skills

Very suspicious
Needs !oho looked at

very carefully
iie* too many variables

Anne LAMB
credit
hours in
Education

10 yrs. middle school Generic skills
Science curriculum

development

Sounds abstract
Not something able to

use or meaningful
Should have teachers

mere Involved
Florence B.A.

m.S.+18
credit
hours

25 yrs. middle school Curriculum planning
inservice training

programs

Researchers telling
teachers what to do

Teachers should define
the joroblien

Lori B.S.

R.A.

O.A.+30
credit
hours

12 yrs. middle school
lecame part-time staff

developer 1902

10 yrs. elementary
school

6 yrs. middle school
-

l

Steering Committee
K-0 English Coordinator
teedersAlp training
Chairperson of

professional staff
development

Generic 4114

Generic skills

Researchers defining
problem

Canq generalise from
one situation to next

Teachers should define

No impressions
Should Involve teachers

Jane
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in the immediate geographic area; (5) the teachers from New
Hampshire all teach one specific subject and only one teacher
teaches more than one grade level; and (6) of the teachers
froMilichigan, onlyelme-tembetione-spiitifie-subjebt-fihire
the remaining teachers have as many as four subjects to
teach. All of the Michigan teachers teach two or three grade
levels (see Tables III and IV on pages 7 and 8 of Report I,
Appendix:E) .

Bulimia:al istuarshtri and buisarsia Ansiatauta

Personal and professional background of the university
researchers and research assistants on the ARCS teams is
presented in Tables V and VI on pages 10 and 11 of Report I,
Appendix S.

The New Hampshire and Michigan researchers (Sharon N.
Oja and Gerald J. Pine) conceptualized the ARCS project and
acted as co-investigators of the collaborative action re-
search process study. The New Hampshire researcher, in addi-
tion, was director of the ARCS project and ran the project
office at the University of New Hampshire. Both researchers
are highly experienced in their university roles as develop-
ers in the formulation and implementation of inservice educa-
tion programs. They have worked together in this capacity in
a prior two -year federally funded project. Both Oja and Pine
are also skilled in quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies. The university researchers provided research
orientation, assistance, and training to the action research
teams. They facilitated the team meetings and conducted
interviews with individual team members.

The research assistants' (Lisa Smulyan and Sally Whitty)
main task was to document the ARCS team meetings. In addi-
tion, they assisted in any questions of research design and
methodology and aided in related library research. The New
Hampshire research assistant has experience in middle school
teaching; the Michigan research assistant has not. Both have
had previous research assistantships on other research pro-
jeots.

Further description of participants in terms of research
skills and prior research and training activities can be
found in Appendix Ey ARCS Report I.

Life/Ica eye. characteristics 11, Teachers,

A profile of each individual participant would be incom-
plete without data concerning the career phase and age-
related phase of adult development. A full report on the
life/age cycle characteristics of teachers participating in
this collaborative research project can be found in Report
VII in Appendix B as a supplemental report to this study.
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(Table

Personal Sackground of Researchers

Marital
States

Amber of
Childress

Periodicals Reed

Professional Popular

Married

/tarried

Married

Single

3

0

Personnaillifficaniltit224
School Counsa

Journa

Auerican=t lanai
hasaarth !re)

Persanatit y
social Psycholm

Review of Educational
Research

Edwailwa Rosearchek
%sort too PIM r.0
Journal of Teacher

Education
Acacia

of Staff
Developero!

Harvard Educational
Phi Delta Tappan

Mort mold.
*frenal G000rePhlt
At n

1::a11 Time
buret! Free Press
tdocatlon Weekly

Ti..

New She
Psychologe 'Way
Ns.

is Gerdes)
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Redskin

Running
Reading

horseback riding
Arts and crafts
Cordoning

Jogging
Skiing
Selling
Gardening

Reading
Tennis

Cooking



(table 110

Educational and..Professionel Background of %searchers

Researcher

Michigan

Gerald

Education Experience Previous Research
and Training

A.A. Onion College 7 yrs. public school teaching and
M.Ed. instep College counseling

Adelnistration $6 yrs. higher education professor
Ed.D. %sten University and administrator

Counseling Pay. 3 yrs. Director. 'feather Corps
3 yrs. Director. EPDA program

research training at Masters
and Doctoral levels

Research publications

Monographs and articles

Sally B.S. Oakland University 2 yrs. Sales Training and
ilecreiting(mpected April

1342)

Research assistant - Psychology
Research assistant - Education

Mew Hempshire

Sharon S.A. mcalester College 3 yrs. high school moth teacher
M.A. University of nit 2 yrs. college meth Instructor
Ph.D. University of Mil 7 yrs. Director. Peer teaching In

Math and Science proems
yrs. university teacher trainer

5 yrs. university assistant professor
of Education

research assistant Educational
*march and Development

Evaluator - teacher education
projects

Research publications. studies
DEW Study

Lisa B.A. Swarthmore College I yrs. seventh grade teaching
H.A.T. Drown University 3 yrs. Methods Instructor grown
fd.O. Harvard University University M.A.T. program

(in progress) 2 yrs. Study Skills consultant
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The following brief discussion of the life/age cycle method-
ology is in the form of excerpts from that report, adding
for consideration both pre-test and post-test data.

An examination of teacher life/age cycle provided an-
other framework to describe project participants. An Educa-
tional Experiences Inventory (see Appendix B) was used as a
pre-test and post-test. The data yielded information on
teacher's life phases, their perceptions of these phases,
perceptions of stability and transition in their lives, and
importance of personal and/or career goals. The data were
analyzed to investigate the relationship of life phases to
teachers' reasons for participating in the collaborative
action research team.

These teacher characteristics are summarized in the
tables which follow and described further in Report VII,=gaga sasaanattuati hargaziaguarat Appendix B.

Table6Adesaribes each team member's life/age phase and
his or her perception of stability or transition within that
phase. On the post-test both Elliot and Florence shifted
from a perception of *transition* to a perception of
*stability* within their life phase: All other teachers
indicated no shift.

Table 6B shows the titles teachers give to previous,
present and future life phases in both pre- and post-tests.
Jack and Jane did not take the post-tests. Both left the
project after the first of two years. Ted did not complete
this question on the post-test. Comments of Elliot, Anne,
John and Florence reflected few differences on the pre- and
post - tests. Responses of Jim. Brooks, and Lori, however, all
in the thirties transition at the pre-test, indicated that they
perceive themselves as settling down at the time of the post-
test.

Table 7 summarizes teachers' responses to 13 questions
about critical issues in their lives. For each question,
teachers responded on a 5-point scale as to whether the issue
was: (5) very important - a key issue now, (4) becoming
increasingly important, (3) somewhat important, (2) just
beginning to be important, or (1) not an issue now. Table 7
lists data only from those issues rated very important (5) or
increasingly important (4) on the pre-test. On the post-
test, these issues (5) and (4), as well as those issues which
had become less important, are indicated.
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Table 6A

Teachers' Perceptions of Stability
and Transition by Life Phase

Lid Maga Stability Both Transition

Age Thirty Jim (9 yrs =0
Transition Brooks (9 yrs ezp)

(N=3)

Settling
Down
(N=1)

'Elliot (11 yrs ezp)

=1.MM

Becoming Anne (10 yrs
One's Own ezp)
Person
(N=3)

* *Jack (17 yrs exP)
Ted (15 yrs)

Mid-Life **Jane
(Forties) professional (16 yrs personal
Transition stability ezp) transition
(N=1)

Restabil- John
ization (19 yrs
( ) ezp)

Transition
to Fifties
(NO)

..1=110.4===1=.=,..

*Florence
(23 yrs exp)

Total 2 1 7

20% 10% 70%

*On the post-test, both Elliot and Florence shifted from
"transition" to "stability" within their life phase.
All others indicated no shifts.

**Jane and Jack left the team after Year 1.
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Life Phase/Age

Thirties
Transition

Jim
(30)

222V
Brooks 211;
(33)

Lori

( 34 ) wa:

Table 6B

Chapter Headings by Life Phase

Period Just Left Present Period

"Settling"

"Change"

41s0lation"
" Sailed on the
Highway of Life"

"Discontent"
"Optimism
Abounds"

"Thirty and
Wandering"
"Awareness"

"Consolidation"
"Personal Power
- Getting On
With it"

"Thirty and Out"
"Mid-Life
Crisis"

Next Period

"Decisions,
Decisions..."
"Settling"

"Exploration"
"Starring
Brooks as
Herself"

"Nirvana"
"Getting Older
and Better??"

Settling Down

"Moving On"

"Accomplishment
and Recognition"

"Living
Comfortably"

"Satisfaction"

After )Os Transition

Elliot
(34)

Becomin

"Frustration"

"Restlessness"post:

One's
n arson

Jack* 211: "Trans i t ion" "Happy"
"Growth"

(38)

Anne pre: "Learning and "A Stable Life - "A Better Life -
(38) Adjusting" A Good Teacher" A Better Teacher"

70 la "Stability" 11!

Ted "Consolidating "Future- "Independent"
(39) Work and Oriented"

Personal Goals"
post:

Mid-Life (Forties)
Transfilon

Jane* RSV
(42)

Restabilization

John
(41) 221V

Transition
to Fifties
Florence 211:
(45)

post:

*Jack and Jane left

"D I sequ I libri wn" "Threshold"

"Trying to Swim" "Surviving"
"Turmoil Part II" "Waiting for

Graduation"

"Aggravation
Unlimited"

41.n

the teams

"Everything in
its Place"

"Play It as It
Lays"

after Year 1.
46 53

"Autonomy and
Harmony"

"Retired"
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Table 7
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4.3 Zitenalaistwa Lim=
Project Site'

The first site, a junior high school in New Hampshire,
has a total of 680 students in grades 7-8.

The New Hampshire site is located in a city which is a
microcosm of America's largest cities. As one New Hampshire
junior high school teacher put it, "Ille have all the ingredi-
ents of a large urban environment within a small community."
The New Hampshire site has a stable middle *lass, an affluent
population, and an economically disadvantaged population. Of
the 680 students in the New Hampshire junior high school,
about 15% qualify as economically disadvantaged under Title
I. Approximately 7% of the New Hampshire junior high school
school students are Black, Indian, Hispanic, or Asian.

In 1977, a Teacher Corps project began in the New Hamp-
shire junior high school. The school had not previously
participated in any kind of special federally-funded project.
It had, however, undergone radical internal organizational
change in the years prior to the entrance of the Teacher
Corps project. In 1976 a new principal had reorganized the
850 student junior high from a traditional departmental or-
ganization to a schools - within -a- school format to more ade-
quately meet the needs of preadolescent students. In 1982,
midway through the study, the house coordinators responsible
for each school- within -a- school were replaced by department
chairs.

.11

In September 1981, the principal resigned in order to
accept an assistant superintendency in a larger New Hampshire
city. The new principal was appointed in November 1981. He
had been a junior high school teacher at the site and also a
house coordinator of one of the schools-within-a-school. The
average age of the current teachers at the New iampshire
junior high school was 40.

The Michigan site is located in a school district near a
major metropolitan area. It serves 530 students in grades 6,
7, and 8. About 50% of the students come from upper middle
class homes. Parents in the school area are active and
verbal in their support of schools and their moral and atti-
tudinal support has been very influential in the passage of
school millages.

The Michigan site does not qualify for Title I aid. Its
students score well on the Michigan Education Assemmments
Tests which are standardized competency tests administered in
grades 4, 7, and le. Approximately 50% of the students are
Jewish, 10% Arabic/Chaldean, and 2% Black.
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The Michigan site changed from a junior high school to a
middle school in 1975-76 following extensive discussion and
planning by administration and school staff. The average age
of the staff was 40. In the past two years, as enrollments in
the school district have declined, several elementary and
senior high school teachers have been reassigned to the
middle school on the basis of seniority. This reassignment
of teachers has created changes in the schcol's schedule.
Another change was the appointment of a new principal in
1980. The previous principal had been the only principal of
this Michigan middle school since its beginning.

A profile of the context for each school was constructed
from data generated through tape recordings of weekly action
research teacher team meetings, analyses of the tapes, inter-
views with teachers and principals, and analyses of teacher
journals collected during the first eight meetings.

For this report, context is defined as the social and
interacting phenomena which surround and pervade the teach-
ers' efforts to initiate changes through action research.
Context includes not only the physical and/or organizational
properties of the settings, but also the histories, influ-
ences, missions, and capabilities of the setting. It in-
cludes the nature of the leadership available, the conven-
tions of teaching and learning held by the staff and stu-
dents, and the perceptions and expectations of the immediate
community (Griffin, 1982).

A full report on school context variables of the two
teams can be found in Report IX, Sahool,ContextiadaLNIALQd
Collaborative gatiou Research, in Appendix E as a supplemen-
tal report to this study. The following brief discussion of
school context methodology is in the form of excerpts from
that report. For a fuller understanding of the history,
dynamics, and principals' roles in the schools under study,
the reader should refer to this report.

A crucial aspect of this study has been to examine
teachers' actions and interactions in their own school set-
ting. A school can be viewed as a unique, complicated,
socio-cultural system comprised of a history, norms, values,
modes of communication and interaction, expectations, time
perspective, role definitions, and programmatic and behavior-
al regularities. These elements make a school different, set
it apart from other schools, and constitute a fibrous phenom-
enology which profoundly affects teacher and scnool change.

The interacting variables, unsynchronized intentionality,
shifting circumstances, and unintended turbulence of school
context require dynamic recursive inquiry and multiple data
collet:Lion procedures. Action research is the critical piece
in this study of the phenomenological and introduces criteria
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for directing inquiry to accommodate the ongoing shifts inher-
ent in school context. The recursive nature of action re-
search implies there are no stable, clearly delineated param-
eters in the study of school context but rather ongoing
infinite revisions of inquiry. The study intentionally was
begun by jaga assuming that all else remains constant while
the teacher researchers and the school are under study.

At the outset of this project, teachers were adminis-
tered the Organizational Environment Assessment Instrument
(see Appendix B for sample), en inventory similar in its
design to the Organizational Climate Description Question-
naire (OCDQ) developed by Halpin and Croft (1963). The
Organizational Environment Assessment Inventory consists of
the 26 items dealing with such matters as decision making,
staff interaction and cooperation, administrative support,
communication between teachers and administrators, and teach-
er and administrator influence. Results of the pre-test
administration of the instrument revealed significant differ-
ences between the Michigan and New Hampshire action research
teams' perception of their school's organizational environment.
Numbers in parentheses in the following summary indicate the
number of teachers out of 5 at each school respond/lig with
the comment written.

Members of the Michigan team perceived that the school
administration had substantial confidence and trust in teach-
ers (5), teachers had substantial but not complete confidence
and trust in administrators (4), administration was generally
(4) or fully supportive (1) of teachers, there usually were
favorable and motivating attitudes among the staff toward the
school and its goals (4), there was moderate (3) or extensive
(1) interaction among the staff, teachers felt somewhat (2)
or completely (2) free to discuss important things about their
jobs and the school with school administrators, and teachers
had moderate (4) to substantial (1) influence in shaping the
goals and activities of their teams and departments.

In contrast to the Michigan team, members of the New
Hampshire team perceived that the school administration bad
little confidence and trust in teachers (3), teachers had
little confidence and trust in administration (5), adminis-
tration was somewhat supportive (5), there sometimes were
hostile and not motivating attitudes among the staff toward
the school and its goals (4), there was little (2) to moder-
ate (2) interaction among the teaching staff, and teachers
had very little (3) to moderate (1) influence in shaping the
goals and activities of their teams and department.

The Michigan research team perceived that teachers were
usually consulted (3) or substantially involVed (2) in devel-
oping special programs for students, and teachers were usually
(3) or seldom (2) consulted about decisions related to their
work. The New Hampshire research team perceived that teach-
ers were consulted not at all (1), occasionally consulted
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(1), usually consulted (2), and substantially involved (1) in
developing special programs and teachers were seldom (3) or
not at all consulted about decisions related to their work.

On the matter of communciation, the Michigan team per-
ceived that communication between teachers and the adminis-
tration was adequate (4) and that communciation through de-
partment leadership to the administration was accurate (4).
There was a different perception among members of the New
Hampshire team. They saw communciation between teachers and
administration as not at all adequate (2), somewhat adequate
(1), and adequate (1); and oommunciation between the depart-
ment leadership and the administration as not at all accurate
(1), somewhat accurate (2), and accurate (1).

Both research teams were in complete agreement about the
extent to which administration could influence the goals and
activities of teams and departments - substantially'(3 -3),
moderately (1-1), and very little (1-1).

Teachers' responses to a second testing of the Organiza-
tional Environment Assessment Instrument in the beginning of
Year 2 show some changes in their perception of the school
climate. These changes may result from administrative changes
experienced in both schools (in both New Hampshire and Michigan
the principal's first year was 1981-1982, the first year of the
project). Change in response may also reflect teacher par-
ticipation in the project during Year 1.

In New Hampshire, teachers' responses show a general
shift toward a perception that administration has more confi-
dence in teachers, is more generally supportive of teachers,
and knows and understands the problems teachers face (items
1. 3, and 20). These changes may reflect teacher optimism
and belief in the teacher-orientation of their new principal.
who had himself been a former teacher at the junior high.
New Hampshire teachers also saw staff attitudes toward the
school and school goals as more favorable and motivating than
they had in the pretest, and they had a greater sense that
teachers could influence the goals and activities of depart-
ments and teams (items 5. 22). Again, these shifts may have
been influenced by teachers' perceptions of the principal as
more open to teacher opinions. New Hampshire teachers' re-
sponses showed a shift in their perception of the level at
wilich decisions are made (item 9). On the pre-test they indi-
cated that they saw decision making as a top-down, administra-
tive process. In the second testing, teachers tended to see
decision-making as a process which could occur at or among a
number of different levels. This shift corresponds to teach-
ers' perceptions that participation in the action research
process gave them a better understanding of the workings of
the school,
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Michigan teachers' responses also showed a shift in e,
their perception of the level at which decisions are made,
but they tended to change from seeing multi-level decision
making in the pre-test toward unilateral, top-down decision
making in the test' Year 2. They also suggested that they saw
communication between teachers and administrators as less
adequate in the test Year 2 than they had in the pre-test (item
17). Responses on both of these items may have resulted from
teacher perception of their new principal as more autocratic
and less interested in teacher input than her predecessor.
Michigan teachers also, however, showed some shift toward
seeing school goals as determined by teacher input rather
than as orders and toward feeling that the administration
knew and understood teacher problems (items 10, 20). These
perceptions seem to contradict those which suggest that the
principal is less accepting of teacher input. The contradic-
tion may have resulted from the mixed messages team members
occasionally felt the principal projected (i.e., that she
oared about teachers but would make the decisions herself)
and from teacher participation in the action research pro-
ject, whiCh gave them an accepted and more powerful way of
gaining access to and perhaps influencing the principal than
was usual in the school.

The differences between the teams' perceptions of their
organizational environments seem to be, in part, a function
of their school histories and organizational structures. A
full description of the history of the schools can be found
in Report IX in Appendix E.

There is a reciprocal relationship between the history
of a school and the role of the principal. The principal's
perception of a school's history and structure is a key
determinant in establishing the school's agenda and direc-
tions. On the other hand, the principal's degrees of freedom
in exercising leadership and influence are bounded by the
school's history and traditions.

Another fundamental aspect of the school context is the
element of time commitments. Time conflicts and problems are
continually frustrating to teachers, administrators, and to
all those who work within the school time system. Teachers
have fought to get control over the use of their time and
have bargained to reduce the proportion of inert time to
potentially productive time in the working day (Lortie,
1975).

The principal allocates the resource of time which mat-
ters so much to teachers and their working situations. Con-
trol over the allocation of time is one of the principal's
sources of power, influence, and authority. It is not sur-
prising then that both action research teams, through an
independent process, identified the problem of scheduling for
their research investigations (see Sec. 5.0). The documenta-
tion of the Michigan and New Hampshire action research teams
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point to the school schedule as one of the major stumbling
blocks in creating opportunities for collaboration and a norm
of innovation and experimentation.

14-11 ..Irmsauta Titam

It was decided to present in depth the analyses of
teachers on sina of the two collaborative research teams.
The New Hampshire team was chosen because the team represented
more diverse stages of cognitive development than did the
Michigan team. Comparisons with the Michigan teachers are
presented in summary form in Secs. 8.1. 8.2.2. and 8.3.

Analysis of team meeting documentation, transcripts,
interview data, and participant logs suggested that teachers'
perceptions of issues in collaborative action research and
the school context were related to developmental stage dif-
ferences. From preliminary analysis of this data, five key
issues emerged: 1) teachers' attitudes toward decision mak-
ing/change, 2) teacher perception of group organization and
process, 3) teacher perception of leadership and the univer-
sity researcher, 4) teacher perception of authority of the
school principal, and 5) teacher perception of project goals
and outcomes. Teacher statements and actions in relation to
each of these five issues were excerpted from the data. The
excerpts were examined to see if pattern differences emerged
between people who had scored at different stages on the
cognitive developmental pre-teats.

In analyzing the teachers' perceptions of the group
process issue, Selman's (1980) theory of interpersonal
development was used as a way of validating or testing the
idea that a person's cognitive developmental stage can be
used as a predictor of their perceptions of school context
and action research issues and their behavior on the team.

Interpersonal understanding related to conceptions of
peer-group relations was assessed for each teacher on the
collaborative research team using an interview and scoring
manual by Robert Selman (1979). Selman (1980) provides a
theoretical framework for a theory of interpersonal under-
standing (perspective taking) and the validity and reliabil-
ity for his scoring procedures with samples aged 5 to young
adult. He has collected data using hypothetical dilemmas ana
interviews; analyzed data cross-sectionally and longitudinal-
ly: and with additional analysis of judgment related to
action. He also provides demographic norms. He calls for
needed research on interpersonal functioning from a develop-
mental perspective, in particular the interaction of the
relative maturity of an individual's cognitive capability for
interpersonal understanding and the individual's ability to
function at his or her most competent level under a range of
circumstances (Selman, 1980. p. 311).
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In this study, all mentions of coAlaborative group organ-
ization and process during the first eight ARCS meetings were
excerpted and scored for each individual according to Selman's
Group Organization Aspects (see Table 8). Each aspect was
soared for stage (0 to 4) according to in-depth guidelines in
the scoring manual (see Appendix T) . An outline summariza-
tion of the Conceptions of Peer Group Organization according
to stage of interpersonal understanding is presented in Table
9. The first eight meetings were chosen because of the con-
cern with gathering uncontaminated data on individuals and on
the groups before teacher interaction may have influenced
individuals' thinking and behaving in the group. Once
teachers' comments were scored using these first eight meet-
ings, their'statements throughout the two years were examined
for consistency or inconsistency with the original scoring.

An average issue score for Interpersonal Understanding
was found by averaging the stage scores for all the individual
responses. The average issue score, global stage score and
range of scores was considered when discussing consistency.
Operating level was judged by documentation notes and partic-
ipant observation by the researcher and research assistant.
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Table 8

ISSUES OF INTERPERSONAL UNDERSTANDING RELATED TO
CONCEPTS OF PEER GROUP ORGANIZATIONS

1. Formatiou: why (motives) and how (mechanisms) groups
are format; the ideal member

2. Qkmalag: loyalty: group unity

3. Conform.ity: range and rationale

4. ,Rules- Norms: types of rules and reasons for them

5. INTAxmkghking: setting, goals, resolving problems,
working together

6. Laadership: qualities, and function to the group

7. Termination: why groups break up or members ara
excluded

Selman, Robert L. Itluzamthsxj.nterpersonal ,under
=Lang. New York: Academic Press, 1980.

Selman, Robert L. Imaging inter understandinzt
=salmi And scoring mama j five Darts muk.

structeg At the Harvard-Judge Baker social, reasoning
2mimot, 1979.
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Table 9

CONCEPTIONS OF PEER GROUP ORGANIZATION

Stage 0: The group as ntrirsicaliptigarsgaigaraga

Stage 1: The group as unilateral, relations
- Do what leader says
- To benefit one or another member
- No awareness of converging mentalistic

"agreements" between members

Stage 2: The group as bilatergl,nartnershire
- Concern for reciprocal or bilateral feel-

ings of affection extended in an associa-
tive chain from one dyad to another
(Sullivan's interlocking two groups)
Person believes each member ought to form
a dyadic friendship with every other member
of the group ("everyone has to like each
other')

- The person believes that members work to-
gether through a context. Specific ex-
change of favors ("partnerships," "team-
'work") based on equal treatment and coop-
eration which simultaneously benefits all
parties involved

- Pdcognition of the convergenoe, of
thoughts and interests ("agreements") among
group members around specific group activi-
ties ("they should like the same things ")

- However, the person is still unable to or-
ganize the group as a shared community,
common to all members regardless of their
specific relations to one a. oiler.

Stage 3: The group as a homozeneous qommithitty

- Increased concern with peer group relations
- Shift from the group as a series of associative
relationships to each member's relation to a
common whole

- Important concepts are: (1) recognizing the
group as a motel whole "work together as a
unit" (2) held together as a Aharssi community of
common interests and beliefs in which there is a
-9nsensus, of conventions and generalized expec-
tations. "We decide on one thing everyone wants
to do"

- Limitations are due to the equating of commuunity
with homogeneity of values
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Table 9 (continued)

- Inability to distinguish between role differen-
tiation (e.g., leadership) and a lack of com-
munal attitude

- A sense of obligation to the group is felt but
generally in terms of pressures toward uniformity
"you go along so you are not the odd ball"

Stage 4: The group as a jaunalletgpreanizatio4
- Three important organizational concepts emerge in

the person's understanding of group dynamics
(1) A socioloiricog airmuljalt by which col-

lective organizations are treated as multi-
faceted systems interdependent with indi-
vidual differences "a group is a continuing
process and it functions for members to
coordinate their activities"

(2) A belief in a jajacialatiammuptra in
which individual diversity is not suppressed
but united behind common goals: "individual
personalities of people different from each
other will contribute to the group and make
it more of an entity than it was before"

(3) A recognition of the need for contractual
agreements as formal regulations for organiz-
ing this plurality: "rules serve as . . .

some structure to the group"
- The person becomes aware of political decision
making such as "compromise" which serves to
integrate the diversity of interests in a
pluralistic organization.

Selman, Robert L. Ilutjalsaajlsa:_intermersonal under-
Atuulizg. New York: Academic Press, 1980.

Selman, Robert L. AseesaingIntgroersonal linderstanding:,
gyt interview And =ring manual Liu mesa Salk.
structe4 Harvard-Judge jug= an2gjal, reasoning
imaja,21., 1979.
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5.0 TEACHER RESEARCH QUESTIONS

An integral element of this study and the collaborative
action research process in general was to involve teachers
directly in the research process. By identifying and di lcuss-
ing problems in education, and in their own school in partic-
ular, the teachers were given the opportunity not only to
examine change in the school setting but also to develop ways
in which they might bring about change. The principal invea-
tigators, in their role as researchers on the team, were also
given the unique opportunity to observe teachers in an ono.
going research process, to see how they worked as individuals
and as a group in recognizing and effecting change, and, of
primary importance to the purpose of the overall study, to
observe how the teachers' stages of development impacted on
the group process and change in schools.

After teachers for the two research teams were selected
in September 1981, the teams began meeting in October. With
both the teachers and university researchers acting as work-
ing members of the teams, teachers were freed from the con-
fines and external expectations of the traditional super-
vising aspect of staff development. In the action research
setting, they were encouraged to go to the source of the
problems affecting change, both in the individual and the
school context. The teachers participated in developing
research designs, in collecting data to respond to research
questions, and in developing i presenting their findings
and conclusions.

Over a period of two year he teams identified and
developed research questions i 'ere seen to address their
concerns most effectively. Ho. ...vms found that questions
revolving around scheduling deci.ons affected all dimensions
of their schools. They discovered that decisions about the
allocation of time affected the curriculum, student learning,
student and teacher relationships, and opportunities for
innovation; that the schedule reflected a school's priorities
and values about the educational process; that scheduling
could provide significant flexibility or severely limit flex-
ibility; and that scheduling could promote collegiality or
fragmentation.

During the first school calendar year, Year 1, the team
investigated these concerns, identified their research ques-
tions, and designed research strategies and frameworks. This
process is described in subsection 5.1 and fully reported in
Report V, AR z zum gun= 2rsmaall Achrshaing, found
in Appendix D.

The second year, Year 2, was devoted to collecting and
analyzing data, developing findings and conclusions, and
compiling a final report, Actioulwrs4 an glum in
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Asko laL iialatinnaktn =man _Taub= as ank
Satisfaction awl nrganizatinna alum In a for iiita
lama, from the New Hampshire team (see Appendix D). The

Michigan team approached the second year similarly,
culminating in a report and a list of recommendations to the
administration and faculty of their school, Asajailammot

an Sanaa j Astansiliu. A Arastx. aL &UZI= in a itislagi
Anksaal (Appendix

Teachers from both collaborative action research teams
began the project with little background in formal research
methodology or had not applied the research skills they bad
to existing school-based concerns. Through the collaborative
action research project, teachers learned to apply research
techniques to problems which they identified in their exist-
ing school contexts. Although the roles of teacher and
researcher may have conflicted at times, the experience pro-
vided new insights for those involved in the collaborative
action research project. Section 5.3 below reports how the
teachers felt they had developed research and/or teaching
skills as a result of their participation.

5.1 lear.j.

In the first year, from September to June 1981, each
team developed a proposal for research. These proposals can
be found in Report V in Appendix D.

Proposal an Anal= II= Anima *chedulingiNew Ramnehire

In their proposal. teachers from the New Hampshire ARCS
site described an evaluation study of scheduling in their own
and several other junior high schools. Within this framework,
the team decided to undertake a descriptive case study of its
MU school context, the school philosophy, and the match be-
tween the philosophy (goals, objectives, and junior high pri-
orities) and the scheduling practices related to teacher team-
ing and student ability grouping. In this process, the team
would present its analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of
current practices in light of teacher morale, job satisfac-
tion, and student learning. Site visits to other schools and
a review of relevant literature would provide data on altern-
ative scheduling procedures. The study would culminate in a
recommendation to the school principal of schedule modifica-
tions which were: 1) consistent with the team's operational
definition of a junior high school, and 2) substantiated by
the team's surveys, literature review, and field observations.

Imola an =MU §41001 Annanuliainalkniasan

This proposal described the research process used by one
ARCS team to modify the existing middle school schedule in
the Michigan site. The team first used teacher and adminis-
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trator surveys to alleles opinions about the schedule, team
teaching, middle school philosophy, grouping, and time man -
agement and planning. The team also surveyed a random sample
of 90 middle school students for their opinions in areas
related to scheduling; including learning needs and styles,
the schedule itself, time allocation, and subject matter
organization. The Michigan team reviewed literature on middle
school scheduling and philosophy and examined the relation-
ship between the middle school's current scheduling practice,
its philosophy, and the school district goals and curriculum.
It was decided to conduct in-depth interviews with teachers
and a random sample of parents to provide further data on
perceptions and opinions about the middle school and its
schedule. Based on the data collected, this Minhigan team
planned to implement and evaluate alternatives for the current
schedule.

5.2 !ear

Preliminary investigation into the issue of scheduling
coupled with organizational changes made by a new principal
led the New Hampshire team to refocus on a narrower issue
related to scheduling and to the concerns raised in Year 1.
The team chose to investigate the relationship between school
staff job satisfaction/morale and a number of organizational
changes/practices occurring at the junior high school. Re-
search questions were developed to study new organizational
changes at the school affecting the staff's perceptions of:

1. morale/job satisfaction
2. teaming
3. communication with colleagues
4, communication with administration
5. teaching assignment
6. time management and planning

An additional researuh question asked whether goal clar-
ity and involvement in policy decision making was related to
staff morale/job satisfaction.

Morale/job satisfaction was measured using the Maslach
Burnout Inventory (Maslach & Jackson, 1984), commonly refer-
red to in surveys as the Human Services Survey (MSS), to
determine staff perceptions of the teaching/learning environ-
ment. The team created an instrument labelled the School
Survey (SS) to probe teachers' perceptions of scheduling
issues. ThrSS is a collection of 21 statements requiring a
Likert response ranging in 5 points from definitely agree to
definitely disagree. Findings and conclusions of the teams
study are reported in the team's final report (Appendix D).
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Conclusions of the study included the fact that the
staff at the school felt teaming is beneficial to teachers,
that they do not have time to communicate with other staff
members to share ideas and materials, and that they do not
have enough time to manage and plan assignments. In addition,
staff felt they had little involvement in decision making.

IlLatitsaa

The Michigan teachers decided on a different course of
action for Year 2. The team constructed and administered a
parent survey and then analyzed and compiled a report on the
results, interviewed 16 teachers, and analyzed and compiled a
report on the results of three essay questions taken from a
pupil survey.

The team compiled its final report (see Appendix D) and
made the recommendations to the administration and faculty of
the school that included active participation of teachers in
scheduling, the eventual development of team teaching, match-
ing learning styles with teaching styles, building shared
time for preparing materials into scheduling, and investigat-
ing flexible scheduling.

5.3 2lanarsit IcLUIA

Previous studies have suggested that successful collabo-
rative action research requires teacher participants who are
confident, willing to share and experiment with ideas and
concerns, and have 30119 background in research (Hall & Hord,

f.r. 1977; McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978; Rainey, 1973). This study
shows that while these teacher characteristics may influence
the roles individuals assume on an action research team,
teachers can also acquire some of these attributes and skills
through their participation. Only one teacher on this team
felt skilled in research when the project began. By the end
of the two years, the other teachers had become familiar with
research methodology and had, in some oases,' developed a
sense of expertise in their area of research. Through par-
ticipation in the project, teachers also experienced in-
creased confidence in themselves as teachers and professionals.

All of the teachers involved in the project indicated
that they had gained skill in research and/or teaching as a
result of their participation. Their responses on the
Research - Teaching- Development Skills Questiohnaire adminis-
tered in May 1983, illustrated a general shift upward in
skill level in a number of areas (see leseareh.Teaching-
ZUSIMILIt Mdl.L2 iliaattamaire Zest-.Piailt Saul= IlithgMII7
Appendix E). The degree of skill improvement and the partic-
ular skills improved appear to depend in part on each indi-
vidual's role in the project.
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In New Hampshire, both Elliot and Brooks entered the
project in 1981 with familiarity or some skill in the major-
ity of areas listed on the questionnaire. Both were very
involved in the group's tesearch'projeot; Brooks in the
initial choice of research question and design and in data
collection, and Elliot in data analysis and presentation of
results. Their commitment and task 'assumption led both to
feelings of project ownership and the sense of having done a
good job.

In May 1983, both Brooks and Elliot indicated that they
felt highly skilled in the majority of Research- Teaching-
Development Questionnaire items. Through their high levels
of participation in the project, they seemed to have gained
skill in many areas. It is interesting to note that their
perceptions of being highly skilled extended in May 1983 to
Walla not addressed in the project, specifically teaching
related skills such as "knowledge of a curriculum planning
model." Thus, overall feelings of confidence about research
and teaching predominated for Elliot and Brooks as they
completed the questionnaire in May 1983.

Ted entered the project with the sense of having little
or no skill in the areas listed on the questionnaire. Ted's
minimal involvement in the project's research tasks was
reflected in his perception of having gained little skill ea
a result of project participation. His responses on the May
1983 Research - Teaching- Development Questionnaire indicated
that although he gained some familiarity with research, he
experienced little research skill development. Unlike Elliot
and Brooks, Ted showed no change on skills not directly used
in the project.

John, like Ted, began the project believing he had none
of 'the skills listed. By the end of the two years, his queer
tionnaire responses indicated that he felt somewhat skilled
in a number of these same research skills. Because the
team's research was less important to him than the process in
which they engaged, he did not indicate an increase in as
many research skills as Brooks and Elliot, and he described
himself as "somewhat skilled" rather than "highly skilled,"
as they did on comparable items. Like Brooks and Elliot,
however, some of his greater sense of confidence and skill
carried over into the teaching area, and he indicated higher
skill levels in a number of teaching skills unrelated to the
team's research project or process.

Teachers on the Michigan team exhibited similar pat-
terns. Lika Brooks and Elliot, Jim entered the project with
some feelings of competence in moat of the skill areas on the
questionnaire. He left the project feeling highly skilled in
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most areas, including those not directly related to the
project. His increased sense of skill may have resulted not
only from participation in the project but also from having
assumed and carried out new job responsibilities during the
second year of the project.

Lori's questionnaire responses in Year 1 were more scat-
tered than those of other teachers, showing her feelings of
hiring no skill in some areas and of being highly skilled in
others. In May 1983, she showed some increase in research
skills (from no skill to somewhat skilled) but most of her
increased skill areas (from somewhat to highly skilled)
occurred in teaching tasks. Like Jim. her response in May
1983 may reflect her experience as part-time staff developer,
a new position she assumed as the project began.

Florence, too, indicated greater skill in both research
and teaching after having participated in the project. When
she first took the questionnaire, she described herself as
having no skill in most research areas listed. In May 1983,
her responses showed a shift to somewhat or highly skilled in
research (highly skilled in those specific areas in which she
was most directly involved, such as planning data collection
procedures) and to highly skilled in teaching items not di-
rectly related to the project. For Florence, as for others,
participation seemed to have led to greater feelings of compe-
tence that carry over from the project into the classroom.

Anne, like John, indicated that she had no skill in most
research topics and some skill in most teaching items. Her
responses in May 1983 showed a general shift toward being
"somewhat skilled" in research, particularly in those skills
the team directly addressed during the two years of the pro-
ject such as identifying a researchable problem and planning
appropriate data collection procedures. She seemed to be
less affected by an overall sense of increased competence than
her colleagues; Anne still saw herself as having no skill in
research skills not directly used in the team's project and
as having some skill in unrelated teaching skills.

In addition to improved research skills, the teams en-
gaged in numerous presentations describing the project and
its process. These presentations are chronologically listed

Table 10 along with the audience for each presentation.
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New Hampshire

Date Presentation

Teacher Presentations of Projects and Process

Audience Date

Michigan

Presentation Audience

May
1982

Syracuse workshop
Two ARCS teems met to
present research pro-
posals and share ideas

Michigan team Ma
1982

November
1982

Syracuse workshop
Two ARCS teams met to
present research pro-
posits and share ideas

Presentation to National
Staff Development Con-
ference. Report on ARCS
project and process of
collaborative action
research

New Hampshire teem

Staff developers end
.teachers from United
States and Canada,
principal and super- t§
intendant from Mich-
igen school site

November
1982

Presentation to National
Staff Development Con-
ference. Report on ARCS
project and process of
collaborative action
research

Staff developers and
teachers from United
States and Canada,
principal and super-
intendant from Mich-
lean school site

January
198)

Presentation to Institute
for Research on Teaching,
Michigan State University
Report on ARCS project
and process of collabore- -
tire action research

25 professors, research -
are and deans from
Michigan colleges and
universities

February
1983

Presentation to District
Staff Development Com-
ittee. Report on ARCS
project and process of
collaborative action
research

One teacher represen-
tstive from each ale-
mentery, junior, end
senior Eigh school In
district; assistant
superintendent; junior
high school principal

March
1963

Presentation to school
board. Report on results
and implications of ARCS
s tudy

School board swab, rs

March

1983

Presentation to Western
Michigan State University
Report on ARCS project

and methodology of col-
laborative action research

Education faculty
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Date

New Hampshire

Presentation

Teacher Presentations of Projects and Process

Audience Date

Michigan

Presentation Audience

April

1983

A1RA symposium
Report on ARCS project
and process of collets-
orative action research

Researchers, teacher
educators and represen-
teases of federal
agencies from United
States and Canada

April
1983

AERA symposium
Report on ARCS project
and process of collet' -

orative action research

Researchers, teacher
educators and represen-
tatty's, of federal

&gentles from United
States and Canada

April
1983

Presentation to Univac-
sity of New Hampshire
graduate course on
Stress In Educational
Organizations. Report
on ARCS project and
process of collabora-
tive action research

inservIce teachers
and part-tine University
of New Hampshire Resters
and CAGS students in
Education

May
1983

Presentation to uel-
varsity of New Hemp-
shire faculty collo-
quium. Report on ARCS
project and process of
collaborative action
research

Education Department
faculty

- 143
Presentation to Oakland
County Chapter Phl Delta
Reopen. Report on ARCS
project and process of
collaborative action
research

Teachers, administra-
tors and University
faculty

June
1983

Leslie College Middle
School Conference
Report on ARCS project
and process of collab-
orative action research

Middle school teachers
and administrators
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6.0 FINDINGS: COLLABORATIVE GROUP PROCESS

Data collected about the collaborative action research
teams revealed that the teams' research process consisted of
a series of steps used to carry out their research task.
Although the team eventually worked through each step identi-
fied by Tikunoff, Ward and Griffin (1979) as those character-
izing the process of action research, they experienced a
cyclical rather than sequential process. They frequently
worked simultaneously within several research steps and cir-
cled back to readdress isses in the research process which
required further work (for example, see Table 11, Chronology
of the New Hampshire Research Project).

Through this process, the teams negotiated their rela-
tionship to the school context. For instance, although New
Hampshire team members began the project with expectations of
helping to solve school problems, they gradually disassoci-
ated themselves and their project from the school as a way of
maintaining control over their work. Their separptlon from
the school also allowed them to feel that their project had
been successful even though it seemed to have had little
immediate impact on the school. In both the New Hampshire
and Michigan teams, as teachers worked through the steps of
their project and determined their poaition in relation to
the school context, they modified their definitions of action
research and their perceptions of themselves as researchers
in ways which reflected and gave value to their experience.

Both teams also experienced a group process which influ-
enced and was influenced by its research process. In-depth
analysis of the New Hampshire team's process suggests that
the team worked through five phases of development, each
characterized by specific research tasks and interpersonal
issues which required attention (see Table 12). In each
phase, teachers and the university resarcher on the team
assumed different roles based on the needs of the research
project and the demands of the group's interactive process.
Their patterns of support, conflict, and decision making also
reflected the dual demands of research task and interpersonal
interaction. The New Hampshire team's group process is des-
cribed in detail in Report X, The Collaborative ProcAss sir
Action Research: A gam a.tudv, Appendix C. The Michigan
team's teacher roles, researcher role and pattern of conflict
are summarized in Report XI, .1112=1.14All Team: A Zummary
Aesearcband Grolg Process, Appendix C.

In this project, teachers and university researchers on
tLs teams participated in all phases of the research, from
identifying a researchable problem to writing ..he final re-
port. Team members felt that parity was achieved: teachers
and university researchers contributed their particular
skills and insights to the project. As Wallet, et al. (1981)
suggest, parity does not mean equal responsibility at all
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Table 11

CHRONOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
(NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH TEAM):

A Cyclical Rather Than Linear Process

October -
December, 1981

January -
March, 1982

March -
May, 1982

Year 2.

September -
December, 1982

Research LIAlinit mast Zola

Introduction to action research
Problem identification

Research question
Identification of specific questions
within the issue of scheduling

Data collection procedures:
Staff Opinion Survey
Letter to identify schools to visit
School visit interview drafted
School history
ERIC search on scheduling

Data analysis:
Staff Opinion Survey

Research design:
Where do we go next?

Research question:
The effect of school change on
teacher morale

Research design:
Evaluation research

Data collection procedures:
Work on school visit interviews
Possible use of student achievement

scores
Maslach Burnout Inventory and School

Survey administered
Interview with principal

Research proposal written for National
Institute of Education

Clarification of research question and
design
Data collection procedures:
Preps'ation and admnistratcn of

tea. Aer interviews
Discussion of school visits
ERIC search on teacher morale

Data analysis:
Discussion of how to analyze MBI and

School Survey
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Table 11 (continued)

Year Z (continued) lesursgi Is And alum

January -
March, 1983

April -
June, 1983

Data collection:
Second administration of MBI and
School Survey

Data analysis:
Analysis of MEI and School Survey

Presentation of results:
Drafting of final report

Presentation of results:
Completion of final report
Presentations at AERA and
University of New Hampshire
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Table 12

PHASES OF THE COLLABORATIVE PROCESS
(NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH TEAM):
Integration of Research and Group Process

BMW= 111222211

1 Problem
identification

Zama&

at lam
Discussing school .

context

ars= =sam
Establishing trust
Sharing opinions
and ideas; building
a common cause
Setting boundaries
Establishing norms

Data collection
(School Opinion
Survey)
Undlear goals;
difficulty
deciding on
research project
questions

Discussing school .

context and
concrete data
collection tools

Feelings of being
won hold"
Challenging group
leadership
Unfocused discus-
sions

Research design Discussing
and research research project
question

. Feelings of frus-
tration and time
pressure

. Concern with group
consensus for
cohesion

. Group rather than
individual writing
for reasons of
"fairness"

Data collection
(MBI, School
Survey, inter-
views)
How to analyze
data

Discussing
research project

. Feeling that inter-
personal issues are
resolved from Year 1

. Questions of indi-
vidual commitment
to group project

. Resetting boundaries

Data analysis
and presentation
of results

Dissemination of
results

Working on data
analysis and
final report
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. Feelings of working
jaard and accomplish-
Yng much

. Emphasis on group
rather than indi-
vidual work

Positive group feelings
. Attempts to pet
realistic boundaries
with school



points in the project, but implies that team members assume
responsibility when they have the appropriate skills and know-
ledge to do W. The shifts in roles and leadership experi-
enced by the members of this action research team therefore
illustrated the concept of parity.

Communication; openness, and trust between teachers and
university resear.hers never arose as problems in the New
Hampshire team. although some teachers did have to work
through concerns of confidentiality and trust among thew.
selves. They implicitly negotiated these issues through
conversations and shared tasks during team meetings, never
raising them as concerns that the entire team should address.
Te r chars experienced some initial frustration and confusion
wi the non-directive leadership role assumed by the univer-
si, researcher. In Year 2, the New Hampshire researcher
ass -e. a more directive role in modeling and carrying out

tasks. The only open challenge to this role came
from Jack, who may have been trying to test the university
researcher's non-directive role in a conflict in phase two
over when to meet. Aside from this confrontation and occa-
sional comments about the need for more direction voiced
during interviews, teachers again worked through this issue
without directly discussing their concern. By the end of the
project, teachers felt that the university researcher had
assumed the best possible role, one which led to teachers
development as researchers and to their feelings of owning
and valuing the research project and experience. It was the
frequent and regular meetings which allowed the team to
create a process through which group members could learn
about and accept loll another's roles and positions and create
the positive intera,:tion between teachers and 'researchers.

The Michigan university researcher assumed a fairly
constant facilitative role throughout the two years of the
project. Michigan team members described him as halting gotten
the team started by asking questions, clarifying and summa-
rizing their ideas during team meetings,, and keeping the team
on track. Jim noted that the Michigan researcher "gave ex-
pertise, not direction," and Anne pointed out (as did several
New Hampshire team members) that the university researcher's
facilitative style allowed teachers to control the project.
She said that he helped "get things moving and then . . .

(stepped) back and (watched) a little bit more and let us
take over and try and work things through. Which is good -
it gave us more ownership, you know, more of a feeling that
kA, were doing." In their final interviews with the univer-
sity researcher and in conversations with members of the New
Hampshire team, at least two Michigan teachers indicated that
they would have liked more guidance, assurance, and direction
in the form of timelines and deadlines from the university
researcher. Again, this paralleled needs expressed by some
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of the New Hampshire teachers and suggests that although
teachers recognize the value of controlling and thus "owning"
their project, some also want a certain amount of direction
and not just facilitation from the university researcher.

The participation of both teachers and researchers one
collaborative action research team is expected to lead to a
connection between theory and practice. Through this connec-
tion, theory can be enriched and practice improved. The New
Hampshire collaborative action research team carried out a
project which, although it may have contributed to theoreti-
cal understanding of the relation between school organization
and teacher morale, the teachers in the team felt had little
immediate impact on school practice.

At the close of the project, the Michigan team planned
meetings for the upcoming fall to the school board, superin-
tendent and staff to attempt to maximize implementation of
their study's recommendations. Although they, too, were un-
sure and somewhat pessimistic about the impact of their pro-
'jut, two of the Michigan teachers, Florence and Anne, were
charged with the responsibility of describing the collabora-
tive research process to the staff in order that some may par-
ticipate in an action research project of their own choosing.

When teachers describe their work as having little imme-
diate impact on the school, they may not have considered,
however, that their reports and this report, in general,
may indeed have an affect on change in a much more global
scope than just their own school setting. In addition, the
changes that they expected that they believe had not occur-
red may yet come as the impacts of reports of this nature
filter back through school systems. Most of the significant
changes they hope for are more likely to take place slowly
and evolve over a period of time in which there will be an
ongoing give-and-take process. What the teachers do recog-
nize is that the collaborative research process they have
undertaken could be an avenue of change in itself if adapted
by the school or system. This evolutionary process, never-
theless, is out of their control or sphere of influence and
will depend, in part, on a principal's attitude toward action
research.

By the end of the project, teachers expressed a greater
willingness to communicate their concerns and experiment with
solutions. They attributed this openness to their better
understanding of school issues and their growing belief in
their own ability to address the problems which arose. The
teachers involved in this project were diverse in their
expectations, skills, understanding, and needs brought to the
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team. Each contributed to the research project and group
process in ways consistent with their individual backgrounds.
The "required" characteristics for teacher participants in
collaborative action research, therefore, appear to be less
important than the willingness to become involved in the re-
search process. Involvement itself can lead to attributes and
skills which allow collaborative action research to succeed.

In describing characteristics or expechations of collab-
orative action research, previous studies tend to omit discus-
sion of patterns in the research or group processes. The re-
search process consists of the steps taken by the team in
carrying out its research tasks, and the group process is the
patterns of interaction developed as the team works through
its research process. These patterns tend to be site and
group specific. Their inclusion would make any description
of collaborative action research more complex and, perhaps,
less immediately generalizable.- Both research and group
processes are affected by external factors such as school
context and project organization, and internal factors such
as the experience, commitment, and skill of the participants.
Research process and group process affect and are affected by
the team's choice of research topic. Taken together, the
research project, research process, and group process create
an experience through which team members may contribute to
educational theory, improved school practice, and their own
professional development. Their project outcomes depend on
the interactions among the research task, process, and group
dynamics (for a full analysis of one team's interaction of
these three parts, see Appendix C).
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7.0 FINDINGS: SCHOOL CONTEXT, NEW CONTEXTS, AND SCHOOL
CHANGE

As we noted in the introduction of this report the
purpose of the ARCS study was to investigate the relationship
between developmental stages, action research in schools, and
individual teacher change. The study was designed to address
three questions:

1. To what extent do teachers' stages of development
(ego, moral, and conceptual) influence and affect
the changes they undertake? The context of the
changes? The content of the changes?

2. How do the contextual variables of the school, i.e.,
the definition, rewards, expectations, norms, social
climate, structure, etc. affect individual teacher
change?

3. What is the role and impact of action research in the
promotion of individual change? What is the impact
of action research on teachers' psychological devel-
opment? To what extent does action research provide
support and challenge for individual teacher change?

7.1 iiimcLasing the Pro imam= to Individual zasi
Individual Asul Ackfaal Quo

Focusing on individual change brings attention to action
research as a staff development process for promoting profes-
sional and psychological growth and renewal. But the ARCS
project involved more than individual teacher change. Inher-
ent in the title of the project - Action Research for Change
in Schools - was the expectation of a sohoolwide change
effort. Reinforcing the idea of sohoolwide change was the
teachers' decision to focus their efforts on conducting group
research projects rather than executing individual research
projects in each of their classrooms. So while the purpose
of the project for the university researchers was to examine
individual change within the framework of collaborative ac-
tion research, the pervasive concern of the teachers through-
out the project was school change.

School change became the content of the action research
process and subsequently an important arena of inquiry for
the project as the teachers began to examine the implications
and recommendations of their findings. In the final stage of
the project the process of inquiry gave way to the urgency of
implementing and acting on findings. The teachers' attention
turned to the strategies and possibilities of change embedded
in the recommendations of their studies.

The questions of change which the teachers struggled
with in the final phase of the project were the elements
which originally attracted them to the ARCS. This is to be
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expected when one considers that action research is research
for action - a participatory form of inquiry which leads to
effective action - the systematic collection of data to bring
about change - applied research which actively involves the
researcher in the cause for which the research is conducted
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982:215).

The possibilities of change motivated the Michigan and
New Hampshire teachers to participate in the ARCS project.
In their initial interviews and responses on the rgiggatagnal
jUneriewas =Wan change was the pervasive theme illumi-
nating individual motivation and involvement in ARCS. For
example, members of the Michigan team referred to speoifio
issues of change in citing reasons for participation in the
project:

JIM
7 have been involved in tba transition of a junior

high tw a middle school change because of personnel,
community, etc. I would like to look more closely at
those items that cause change.

a a *
LORI

I'm always interested in hearing about innovations
in education which will make me a more effective teacher.

The Oakland University letter, which explained ARCS,
left questions in my mind which I wanted clarified. The
word, CHANGE, interested me. What aspect of change was
ARCS concerned with?

I suspected that it was the change from middle
school to junior high school - whoops, vice versa.

With declining enrollment as crucial an issue as it
is in the school d&strict, CHANGE is a key word: change
in staff, change in teacher assignments, change in ser-
vices, change in curriculum.

. . . Likewise, I've been teaching for twelve years
now, and I'm determined not to fall into the rut of an
experienced teacher whose most important teaching tool
is the file cabinet.

a a a
JANE

I think this program can make a difference - too
many development programs are filed and forgotten. Also
- I want to change. In the past, I have always liked to
try new things, but in the last 3 or 4 years, I think
I've slacked off on innovation and become a bit compla-
cent.

I want to do something new, I've gotten some systems
down pat and working well. I'd like to extend 'down pat
and working well' to other areas.

*
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ANNE

I see the Action Research on Change in Schools Project
as an excellent means of incorporating new or 'changing'
methods into my classroom. The community and school are
in constant change. I seem to be at a stage in life and
teaching when change is necessary and needs to be made.

a a a

FLORENCE
I would like to explore some new approaches to pre-

sentation of language to students at this level. I think
I am a good teacher. But schools change and students
change. I know my methods have changed and I hope the
change was an improvement. However, I know there are
probably ways that I can be more effective, and I'd like
to explore those possibilities. It is important to do
this. I want to find out if there are some ways to in-
stitute changes in my methods, and still be as effective
a teacher as I, think I am now.

The Michigan teachers saw ARCS as an opportunity to
change their approaches in the classroom, to renew themselves
professionally and personally, to be innovative, and to avoid
falling into a rut.

For the New Hampshire teachers, coping with effects of
change, professional advancement and growth, bringing change
to the classroom, studying change, and participating in a
"serious" change effort were needs which could be addressed
through ARCS.

BROOKS

I enjoyed my involvement with the Teacher Corps
at the junior high three years ago. Since that time
the school has gone through one change right after
another. I, personally, am trying to discover the
effects that these changes have on me. The stress I
feel at times has led me to take up running. For the
past two years I have talked about finding another job.
Why? I just don't seem to be able to cope with Ala
the changes.

a a a

ELLIOT
I am interested in preparation to advance to roles

of more responsibility; ARCS will ideally motivate
thought and greater precision in my conceptualization
of issues relevant in an advanced position. My personal
life right now is substantially involved in planning
and preparing for professional grt tichange.

a a a
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TED

I hope all of us are going to work together and
form a team. I hope we have a close working relation-
ship which will carry over into the school and the
classroom. I hope when we focus on something it will
be something that all of us can bring back into our
classroom. At least meet some of the needs of the
pupils here and not be something that abstract or just
something that's going to be filed away.

C *

JOHN
I enjoy teaching junior high students. I have

taught in public and private, small and large schools.
Many changes good and bad, many ideas of how to improve.
In the past my personal life has been hectic so extra
time could not be used. Now I have the time to study
change.

JACK
I hope that I'm not expecting too much. I'm inter-

ested in participating is this. I'm more of a practical
person. I'm more willing to discuss theory, that doesn't
bother me, but how does it apply? Somebody can say to
me, OK, now, this can be used, it can be applied, its
fine. If its just a complete theory, ish't going to
have practical applications then I'm not even interested
in participating. That's why in some cases I have stayed
away from things. I have taken courses, conferences
strictly to satisfy my staff development because I needed
the staff development and it was fine. I said now, maybe
its time to participate in something serious.

Ae they entered the project, the teachers' interests were
expressed around issues of personal and professional giowth,
change in instructional approaches, ind change in their class-
rooms. An oblique indication of their interest in schoolwide
changes was reflected in responses on the Problem Identifica-
tion Questionnaire,administered during the first team meeting
in October 1981. Teachers were asked to identify five prob-
lems facing teachera and schools today. Among the 49 re-
sponses from the original 10 participants, only six dealt with
specific classrooms or curriculum issues. The major topics
of concern to the teachers included educational financing,
school morale, school administration, scheduling, declining
enrollments, student achievement, student discipline, and
lack of faith in schools by society (see Table 13).

While these responses suggested that teachers were in-
terested in macro-changes, the initial interviews conducted
at the beginning of the project revealed that teachers were
more optimistic about the benefits of the project for them-
selves than for their schools. Teachers from both sites saw
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Table 13
4.. 46mpshire ARCS Participants

Problem identification Questionnaire

'earner Problem Facing Education 'today
Agreement Among Peers

Sr-sons (1) Scheduling - selecting specific
student for a particular time slot
and number of minutes for instruction

(2) Discipline - handling classroom
problems

,

3) Ccurdinatinikcurricuiwn whother
faculty

CO Dealing whidministrative decisions
- little faculty input

(5) Working wfstress of constant change

Less then OVRr
252 25-502 51,-752 754

X

X
-------

X

x

'ec (1) Student control
(2) meeting individual needs of students
;3) Lack of faith in schools by society
(4) Financial problems facing schools

and teachers
(5) Decline in learning taking place -

Dover achievements)
(6) Lack of resource Poodle

No information available

E' .zt t)) Society at large is in period of up-
heaval, change. The -ew order, and
school's role. is uncertain

(2) Efforts to make teachers accountable
tend to lessen importance of student
-esoonsibillty

31 Society provides no alternative to
school for the adolescent save
prison/detention centers

l').) increasing pressures to schools to
assume duties traditional/it re-
served for home/parents

(5) Large number of teaching oosillons
are being eliminated because of
declining enrollments

.1

X

x

X

V

%

JaCk (l) NOw to improve morale of staff
(2)2evelop better trusting relationship

between staff and administration
(3) Asko more money end people available

to teach disedventaged
(4; figure out a may to have a stable

scedule without changing it every
rear

(5) Improve the working onnditions and
salaries

X.---- -

x---_-----

X

x
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Table 13 !continued)

AIC-er Prooiem racing Education Today Agreement Among Peers

(I) *Irking w/office on problem
students in classroom

(2) Working as a subject team
teacher

(3) handling 1.E.P students in
classroom

1.4) Working in a total team
teetning situation

(5) Coordinating discipline among
all teachers in a team

Less than aver
25% 25-50* 50'..75% 754

x

x

78 85
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Table 13 (continued)

Michli...m ARCS Participants

Problem identification 2mestibmneire

Teacher Problem Facing Education Today Agreement Among Peers-------,

Jim (1) Funding of education/decisions?
(2) lie-assignments of teachers
(31 Curriculum cnanges/start to

implement
(4) Demands on teachers' time

Leas than Over
25% 25-502 50-751 75l

X

X-----. -..--..--
X.IIRMI alm===*

ann. (1) Changing enrollment (dwindling
enrollment)

(2) Large numbers in the classroom
(1) Teachers teaching "out" of their

field (toss 01011f1A11)
(4) Less money for education

(motorists, feet hers, etc.)
(5) "Older" teaching staffs (less

new teachers, now ideas}

X
.....--T--

....-- .

x-..--.....

X.111111 mes
X._

g-z.ranca
.

(I)

(2) Staffing
(3) Curriculum
(4) Discipline
(5) Scheduling

X

--...-...-- ---y .....---
c

(I) Lack of respect by the general
public for the teaching profession

(2) Lack of parent account.4,;11tv
(3) increasing rotes that teachers are

reouired to Mt In the classroom

r---.--
w

x
(4) General lack of professionalism

among teachers
(5) Decreasing financial atiboort in

time with declining enrollments

e--
-a -e (1) Sack to basics movement and

classroom conflicts
(2) Much of school is boring for

kids - learning should be
exciting

(3) Kids don't apply their best
brainwork to school wort

(4) Assimilation of foreign born
children is difficult for times,
peers, and teachers-------

No information /wallet:Ile

-
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the primary benefits of the project in terms of opportunities
for personal growth - "help me put things together," "better
person, to make decisions," "a chance to improve.* Teachers
also mentioned as benefits - "help me to become a better
educator," "meet some of the needs of the pupils," "will
carry over to the classroom," and "help students achieve
better." Teachers were far less optimistic about the bene-
fits of the project for their schools. Comments from tfach-
era in both sites included, "unpredictable for school,' "for
large part of school no benefits." Only one teacher from New
Hampshire and one from Michigan believed the project would
have an effect on the rest of the school.

7.2 Titiall2EBELALUMMAggilhe Aatl.ou Researc Process

Formed together out of a desire for personal, profes-
sional and/or classroom change, the ARCS teams evolved into
temoorary, avist_eim (Miles, 1964; Goodman & Goodman, 1976;
Morley & Silver, 1977; and Benne, Bradford, Gibb, & Lippitt,
1975). A temporary system consists of .a group of individuals
who engage in a joint task for a limited period of time
(Miles, 1964). People come together, interact, create some-
thing, and then disband. Examples include conferences, work-
shops, institutes, retreats, study groups, and projects.
"Such systems are brought into being to develop an idea, a
plan, a product, a service, or to make something happen.
When the task is completed, or the time set has expired the
system is dissolved. Permanent systems, in contrast, exist
to carry out relatively repetitive operations, or to provide
services for which there is a continuing need" (Gant, South,
& Hansen, 1977:4).

Both of the ARCS research teams functioned as temporary
systems in the permanent systems of their middle schools.
Within temporary systems, individuals and groups may behave
differently than in the permanent system because there is no
necessary commitment to permanent organizational change. New
structures and norms can be substituted for existing ones and
can be tried out to determine their value. Power and status
dliTerentials may be minimized to facilitate new patterns of
communication and to locate areas of needed change. For
instance, where teachers can freely interact as peers, new
patterns of protlem solving and new approaches to decision
making can be trild.

The action research teams (temporary system3) operated
very differently from the ways in which the schools (perm-
anent systems) operated. Corbett (1962:12), in describing
innovation efforts in 14 schools, could have been speaking
about the ARCS teams:
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Instead of relying on students for most of their
human coLtact in the harried atmosphere of the class-
room, teachers were able to sit in relatively uninter-
rupted settings to discuss professional matters; in-
stead of making decisions about a single classroom
individually, they became involved in joint planning
for the entire school; and instead of having few, if
any, adult sources of feedback anc encouragement about
their teaching performances, they worked in a suppor-
portive environment in which commendations for action
were frequent from peers, outside experts, . .

Peer support, the sharing of ideas, the experience of
collegiality and group decision making, were especially
prized by the ARCS teachers. As temporary systems the action
research teams involved individual development, providing
teachers with opportunities to experience and practice dif-
ferent roles and functions; and group development, providing
teachers with the opportunity to experiment with interdepen-
dent behavior and to use different methods of problem solving
and decision making to achieve the objectives of their inquiry.

7.3 Creative gini Contexts

The action research teams created their own operational
contexts which contrasted markedly with the operational con-
texts of their schools (see Table 14). They organizedpoper-
ated, and developed new norms and structures in such a fash-
ion as to highlight aifferent assumptions as to what makes
for effectiveness in running schools - their schools in par-
ticular. That is, by varying the principles used to organize
and to operate themselves, the teams made more visible corres-
ponding and contrastin principles in use in their schools.
Consequently within the contours of the ARCS project the
process of action research emerged as more significant than
the product.

For members of the Michigan team the highlight of the
project was the opportunity to work together in an atmosphere
of collegiality and inquiry:

LORI
1 chink being introdwAd to action research as a

process has been the most valuable part of tha project
for me. In fact, as I look back at the work that we've
done and the topics we've discussed in our - in every-
thing that we've done, the fact that we've been able to
work within the model made all the difference.
I see how valuable the model is and see, too, how the
model can be used in so many different situations with - .

Quite honestly, any number of people, you know, it can be
expanded, it can be reduced or whatevap
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Table 14

TEACHER PERCEIVED SCHOOL AND ACTION RESEARCH CONTEXT

School Context
(Permanent System)

1. Change initiated and managed
from the top

Action Research Team Context
(Temporary System)

16
1. Change initiated and managed

from the bottom, middle and top

2. Hierarchial principal managed 2. Non-hierarchial self-managed

3. Information generated for
manage' eat - management
information system

4. Norm of mutual tolerance

5. Norm of convention

6. Power concentrated 60.. the
principal's office

7. Teachers handle limited
specific roles and functions

8. Assignment of tasks to
teachers

9. Teachers' roles defined and
structured

10. Individual "private cycle"
of problem solving in the
classroom

11. "Behaviorally" busy setting
- reactive thinking -
cognitive economy

12. Directed and reactive
inquiry

13. Immediate, concrete, "in-
classroom" perspective of
classrooms and school

14. Short term and quick
"on demand" problem solving

15. Recipe knowledge

82

3. Information generated for
everyone - problem solving
information system

4. Norm of collegiality

5. Norm of experimentation

6. Power diffused in the team

7. Teachers handle different roles
and functions, roles exchanged

8. Teachers develop their own
tasks

9. Teachers' roles overlapping and
flexible

10. Group "public cycle" collabora-
tive problem solving outside
the classroom

11. A setting of pause - reflective
thinking - cognitive expansion

12. Participatory and collab-
orative inquiry

13. Detached "out of classroom"
perspective of classrooms and
school

14. Sustained deliberate
inquiry

15. General programmatic knowledge



JIM
I think the thing that sticks out most in my mind

- there were a lot of fun things, a lot of exciting
things, meeting teams and making presentations - but I
think even greater than that was just working with four
or five people that really had skills but never just
really refined them and seeing the awareness of that
group working together in terms of their own capabili-e
ties, what they have as individuals they can perform.
I think it was exciting to see people that can work on
a day-to-day basis really use some skills that they
have and have built since that point and just working
together . . . I've always believed in a teaching
staff there's a number of skills that we just don't
tap that people have. And it was good to see them
come out and I think a lot of people felt good about
it and felt good about themselves.

* I *

ANNE
It really helps you, in your daily work life to

know about other people and to know what they're
doing in their job and what you're doing, and so
forth. And that's kind of important to me, I like
the collegiality and thatws, of course, ope of our
proposals, and I hope that we will be able to spend more
time either working together toward' something, maybe
just having some time where we can, you know, have some
collegiality with each other . . .

I said this before, you know, its a shot in the arm,
but I wish more people could go through a process of
feeling this is something that I am doing that is really
good and everybody is going to get something out of this
eventually.

11

FLORENCE
Well, the one thing that stands out for me is pro-

bably mainly the fact that we all kept our interest level
i it, you know, it didn't wear like other projects usu-
ally do. We didn't mind going to the meetings. I think
that's the major thing that really surprised me, the
interest .

When I'm criticized I . . . my first reaction to
that ordinarily is if I'm criticized, I feel defensive
but, with these other people in this group I don't feel
defensive because we work so much together on other
things and criticize each other and we know there's never
any personal.
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For the New Hampshire teachers the opportunity to con-
duct research, to participate in a collaborative process, to
travel, and to,be viewed as knowledgeable professionals were
highlights of the ARCS project.

JOHN

What really stands out for me is: Working with the
people mostly and getting to know the people that have
have been on the team, working with them is the most im-
portant factor . . I'm a person who never writes. I
would call someone on the telephone rather than write
them a letter - wherever they were and if they couldn't
get to a telephone tough luck, they just didn't hear
from me - that's how bad I am about writing. And I've
dope what I think is a lot of writing about different
things in this project that stick out in my mind. Go-
ing places and seeing other people and other people's
way of doing things and discovering you're really not
that far off the track from everybody else - that's been
kind of a reward . . .. Meeting other people. Being a
(I hate to use the term because its not really true) but
being thou, it of as an expert in something so that when
you're meeting them they have the feeling that you know
something and you even have the feeling that maybe you
know something. That's a good feeling, good experience.

*
TED

What stands; out in my mind is the idea that the
word research no longer is scary . . . I think before
if somebody said you were going to do a research
paper, I always used to run the other way. That's one
thing that stands out. Another thing that stands out, I
think, is the report uhat we did. I was kind of amazed
at how technical it did turn out and I would think we
added a little bit to the knowledge of burnout. The
struggles that we had losing our way many, many times,
the frustration sometimes, not agreeing with the final
topic stands out a little bit . . . the idea of wanting
to produce something that would be very, very concrete
and useable and hoping to get the staff a little more
excited about the junior high.

*

BROOKS

Looking back over the two years of the project what
really stands out for me is working as a group, really
working closely with a group that meets consistently on
a basis that has a common understanding, common goal.
And I guess the fact that we came together as not know-
ing where we're going to be but eventually hammered out a
direction and I thought that fact that there was no pre-
scribed or set agenda - that we set our own agenda I
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thought was really important for the group to have con-
tinued and have that commitment. Rather than, you know,
sometimes I make the excuse, well, I don't really want
to go to this meeting so I'll think of an excuse for why
I really don't want to go, why I really don't have that
commitment to go and I think that the commitment of the
group was really above and beyond any group that I have
worked with - school-related. I thought that was, in
my mind, stands out as really important . . Basical-
ly. I think the way our group worked was that's what the
key was, that it was a collaborative research group and
I think the workings of that was really what was the
focal point. I wouldn't change anything, I mean, I
thought it was a - the organization of the research pro-
ject was well thought out, served the purpose for which
we were brought together for and really evolved a group
from that and just strengthened it. It was fine. I
also think that it has to do with personalities, too.
I mean, I can see that. But each group is different.
Basically your assumption is that each group is different
and that it will find its own identity. So to impose any
kind of structure on it would be to negate the outcome
of the group.

ELLIOT

Let's say, I don't get to do too many 'wild' things
any more so I enjoyed the road trips and found some in-
tellectually interesting things happening on the trips
to Syracuse and to Montreal.

I guess they weren't even so intellectually exciting
as personally exciting. Just being able to hear speakers
make presentations who I may have quoted in a paper I
wrote somewhere along the line, things like that.

It was not the prospect, probabilities, or specifics of
school change that stood out at the end of the project for
the ARCS teachers - i* was the process of collaboration which
led to personal and praessional growth. Jn Brooks' words,
"Some very ordinary teachers became very extraordinary in a
short period of time.* In the teachers' view, it is the
process of collaborative action research that lasts - that
has enduring value. This perspective of making change
through the action research process is expressed clearly in
the principle recommendations of both ARCS teams.

The Michigan team's study (see Final Report in Appen-
dix D) urges that:

1. The process of collaborative action research be ap-
plied in all future staff development and school
change efforts. The collaborative process should
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allow teaching staff to have significant influence
in selecting the agenda for school and curriculum
change and give teachers ownership of change studies.
Collaborative action research will provide the op-
portunity for school improvement and educational
change through a bottom-up rather than a top-down
approach.

2. Scheduling is so complex and affects the quality of
life for teachers and students in such profound ways
that the scheduling process must reflect the full
participation of teachers.' The process should be
initiated by the last quarter of the school year.
A scheduling committee consisting of teachers and
using the action research process should be es-
tablished to develop and implement the 1984-85
schedule. When the committee plans the schedule it
should take into account the recommendations of this
report.

The New Hampshire team's study (see Final Report in
Appendix D) urges that

1. The effectiveness of the collaborative action re-
search model within an actual project for change
should be studied. Such a plan would probably
involve the leader of the change project (e.g.,
principal, supervisor) as a member of the action
research team.

2. A future action research team could create and im-
plement a program for reducing stress in the school
and then evaluate this program by using the HSS in
a pre-test/post-test analysis. For instance, in-
volvement in decision making seems to relate to
levels of morale/job satisfaction. Conclusions
drawn from this study and others reviewed suggest
this important organizational change should be
studied by administrators and teachers.

3. Teachers who are now experienced in the collabora-
tive research process could use their skills in
promoting the process with other school staffs at
other sites.

In summary, both teams recommend that the context cre-
ated through the collaborative action research process be-
come the school's context for decision making and initiating
change. For the ARCS teachers the process of action research
is its moat important product and has the greatest potential-
ity for effecting change in schools.
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8.0 FINDINGS: INDIVIDUAL CONTEXTS

8.1 Test Aggrast

Participants for the two collaborative research teams
were selected to represent a diversity or cognitive-develop-
mental stages based on their scores on the three empirical
measures of developmental stage, the Loevinger WUSCT, the
Hunt PCT, and the Rest DIT. Since there are no single valid
measures, an overlapping assessment was employed with the
three tests serving as proximate measures. Each is viewed as
an indicator of how each person processes or makes meaning
from experience by developmental level. The Loevinger large-
ly assesses how an individual thinks about or conceptualizes
about self; the Hunt assesses how a person conceptualizes
issues of teaching and learning; and the Rest assesses bow a
person processes social-justice questions.

A working hypothesis emerged in Year 2 as a result of
observation of the teacher's behavior and perceptions in the
collaborative group process: a teacher's level of interper-
sonal awareness and sensitivity affects the organization and
process of the collaborative research team. The area of
interpersonal sensitivity cannot be readily extracted from
the data base provided by the three developmental tests men-
tioned above. Thus a fourth measure, the Selman assessment
of interpersonal functioning, was added to the data base and
used as a cross check in the analysis of teacher's percep-
tions regarding the issues of change in the context of the
classroom and school, group process, leadership, the princi-
pal, and goals/outcomes of the action research.

Table 15 presents the teacher's scores on each of the
four assessments of development. Table 16 provides informa.
tion to interpret the developmental test scores.

The objective of this research project was to investi-
gate teachers' perspectives at different developmental levels.
The New Hampshire team's data was chosen for in-depth presen-
tation in the findings which follow. Comparison and contrast
with Michigan team members (particularly in Sec. 8.2.2 and
Sec. 8.3) is presented in summary form.

The teachers' perceptions regarding a variety of issues
in the collaborative action research process and within one
school context is presented in the findings to address the
question of qualitative differences between developmental
stages.

Analyzing data on individuals without contamination by
the thoughts or behavior of other team members was a concern.
For instance, as a group coalesces, the conformists will tend
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Table 15

Cognitive/Developmental Stage Scores

New Hampshire

Sex Yrs.

of

exp.

Ego Level
Cognitive
Comple ?ity

Moral
Judgment

Interpersonal

WUSCT
TPR Scorea

PCTu
CL Level

DiT
%P Score

Global Staged
Score

Jack* M 17 5 1.8 32% 1(2)
Ted M 15 6 2.3 63% 3
John 19 7 2.0 46% 2(3)
Brooks F 8 7 2.0 40% 4
Elliot 11 8 2.2 75% 4

Michigan

Jim M 9 6 1.8 25% 2
Lori F 12 6 1.5 32% 3
Anne F 10 6 2.0 43% 3(2)
Florence F 23 7 1.7 32% 3
Jane* F 16 8 2.0 58% 3

*Jack and Jane left the teams after Year 1.
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Table 16

Cognitive/Developmental Stage Scores Interpretations

a. The WUSCT ego level scores have been transformed into
a 1-10 interval value according to the following
convention:

Ego level 1 2 3 3 3/4 4 .4/5 5 6
Interval value 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b. Hunt's Completion Test of Conceptual Level generates
scores that can range from 0 to 3. Scores of 1, 2,
or 3 on this test may be interpreted as indicating
the following conceptuql levels:

Score of 1 = Categorical judgments, stereotyped
thought. Other directed; accepts
single rules.

Score of 2 = Self-delineation, awareness of
alternatives, and awareness of emotions.

Score of 3 = Abstract internal principles,
awareness of multiple viewpoints.

Hunt has classified CL scores as follows:

0.5 to 1.0 = low CL score
1.1 to 1.4 = moderately low CL score
1.5 to 1.9 = moderately high CL score
2.0 and above = high CL score

c. The %P score represents the percent of principled moral
judgment responses (Stage 5A, 5B, and 6) in
the person's total responses. Rest and Davidson (1980)
have classified scores into quartiles:

0 - 38% = low P score
39% - 5P% = moderately low P score
59% - 77% = moderately high P score
78% - 99% = high P score

d. Selman's interpersonal stage score represents the global
stage score of group organization and process:

Stage 0: physicalistic organization
Stage 1: unilateral relations
Stage 2: bilateral partnerships
Stage 3: homogeneous community
Stage 4: pluralistic organization
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to conform to the rhetoric level of the group, and they are
not really asked to generate problem solutions in ambiguous
r'tuations. To counteract this, it was decided to concentrate

initial analyses on the beginning parts of the two-year
p. ject before teachers might become socialized to the rhe-
toric to see if teachers' key words and phrases would show
stn 'tura' differences related to their developmental stage
sem es.

The structural characteristics of the early talk was
also chosen because both university researchers had agreed to
perfcm the same roles during the initial eight meetings
(first three months of the study), primarily stepping back
from any direct leadership function to a maintenance position
which encouraged teachers to discuss their classroom and
school contexts, possible problems or issues to be researched,
and their individual choices for research topics and methods.
Thus, both university researchers were following the same
formats in the beginning; and later on when it became apparent
that there were some differenoes in leadership styles, the
reason was reinforced to look to early meeting transcripts for
how the individuals approached the problem-solving sessions.

After the early transcripts were analyzed, the results
were compared to the teacher's actions and perceptions in the
duration of the project.
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8.2 CASE HISTORIES

One would expect persons at different developmental
positions to respond differently to issues related to the
group organization and group process as well as the content
of the project and the research process in a collaborative
research team. Although all team members contributed to an
effective collaborative research process, each added his/her
own perso_otive and meaning system.

This research investigates to what extent a developmen-
tal model provides a framework for understanding the growth
and maturity of observable adult teacher behavior in the col-
laborative research process. To this end, the developmental
theory is used retrospectively to order the data observed
during the natural workings of a collaborati7e research team.

The ARCS project provides a real world glimpse of adult
teachers' thinking and acting. Neither the tests for devel-
opmental stage nor the reflective interviews alone capture
teachers in their real world in which they interact with
others in a complex gray of pressures, expectations, and
roles, seldom displaying the order which the developmental
stages imply . The current research project observes bow the
teachers move in the real world of a collaborative research
team and tries to understand the range of behaviors exhibited.

Since this study has been of a recursive nature, the
following questions were developed during the process of the
study.

Developmental theory posits development of individual
self-concept, ego maturity, conceptual complexity, moral
judgment, and interpersonal understanding in a series of
stages. There is a difference between a person's reflective
thought about ar issue or experience and the person's func-
tional expression of that experience. When is a teacher con-
aistent or inconsistent in his/her thinking and acting on a
particular issue? In a particular situation? To what extent
do situational factors in the team or school context muse
variability in thinking/acting? A person's functioning at
positions lower than the highest he or she is capable of is
not necessarily an indication of immaturity, but must be
looked at in relation to the demands of the social situation
and the interpersonal context.

It is important to gain some sense of how stable a
person's developmental understanding is across a range of
issues and experiences. Does the person think about each
issue at roughly the same developmental position? Are there
teachers with flJotuating stage patterns across issues? Do
certain issues develop more rapidly than oi:hers? What hap-
pens for the teacher who is out of pace on a team?
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The current research project investigates a critical
area in need of study - the longitudinal, week.to-week inter-
action of teachers in a semi-structured situation: the col-
laborative research team meeting. The current project could
be called a planned intervention in that the idea of teacher
as researcher is new to most schools and may be a challenge
to teachers involved. It may challenge some teachers to new
learning, overwhelm other teachers, and seem to be simply
"one more thing" to others. Collaborative action research is
a new concept in education, and we have no choice but to try
to learn how our teachers become orssearchn wise and to
provide opportunities for them to do so. By observing the
natural process, we seek to investigate how this concept can
be best put into practice.

Robert Selman (1980) has suggested the need for develop-
mental researchers to use a "wide angle lens" in surveys of
human learning and development. We have found the strength
of the developmental stage approach is in providing a model
for understanding the organization, principles, underlying
strategies, and changes in attitudes, and not in specifying
or predicting particular attitudes themselves. Of course,
there are difficulties when one tries to present a snapshot
descriptian of what are very dynamic and fluctuating pro-
cesses. It is hoped that the reader will develop an image of
the real-life teacher as each of the fol:awing case histories
is presented issue by issue.
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8.2.1 Attitudes Toward Change

The findings discussed here are in response to the
working hypothesis that a teacherfa developmental position
influences his/her perception of power, decision making, and
change issues in the contexts of the school and the collabo-
rative action research process. The inference made is that
the way in which the teacher reacts to change is dependent to
a significant extent on the teacher's stage of development.
Included in this section on attitudes toward change are
teacher perceptions of school change, classroom change, and
teacher change issues.

An individual in a specific developmental pOsition will
have a different set of attitudes toward change than those in
other positions. These attitudes are based on the way in
which they have given change meaning for their lives.

Characteristics of the stages of ego development are
presented in Table 17 which shows some milestones of ego
development.

This section portrays the developmental stage of each o1
the five New Hampshire teachers, Jack, Ted, John, Brooks, and
Elliot, in terms of their comments about change. Sources of
these comments, whether from documentation, interview, log,
or transcript, and the date are indicated in parentheses
following comments (samples of each source can be found in
Appendix 8).

Jack scored at the Conformist ego development stage.
This placement was indicated by his score of the Washington
University Sentence Completion Test of Ego Development.

At the conventional position. example, change is
perceived as a simplistic way to solve problems and as an
external process. The conventional thinker is more concerned
with issues of authority and control, with minimizing contra,-
versy, and with maintaining rules and implementing policies
than with questioning the purposes of rules.

In discussions during the first eight meetings, Jack
mentioned change issues such as the effects of a changing
society on the child, parent, and teacher and change due to
federal mandates on placement of the handicapped. Concerning
teacher change, he mentioned "coping skills," which, he said,
can't be taught but can be learned from experience. In
respect to changes introduced in the classroom, he mentioned
only the change of trying to call students by their first
name. From the excerpts of Jack's remarks that follow, it is
evident that the changes that Jack focuses on are external to
the system or deal with external behavior. There is little
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Table 17

Some Milestones of Ego Development

Stage Code
Impulse Control

Character Development
Interpersonal Style

Conscious

Preoccupations
Cognitive
styliPresocial

Symbiotic

Impulsive

Solt-Protective

Confoneist

QP Self-Aware
0 Conscientious-

Confornist

Conscientious

indiv1411111

Autonomous

Integrated

1-1

1-2 impuslive, fear of retaliation

A Fear of being caught, external-
Delta icing blame, opportunistic

I-1 Conformity to external rules,
shame, guilt for breaking
rules

1 3/h Differentiation of norms, goals

1-4 Self-evaluated, standards, self-
criticism, guilt for consequen-
ces, long-term goals and Ideals

Ada: Respect for individuality

1-5 Add: Coping with conflicting
ever needs, tole ation

1-6 Add: reconciling inner con-
flicts, renunciation of
unattainable

Autistic
Symbiotic

Receiving, dependent.
exploit/Aloe

Wary, manipulative,
exploitative

Delongino, superficial
niceness

Aware of self In relation to
group, helping

intensive, responsible, mu
tual, concern for communica-
tion

Add: Dependence as an emo-
tional problem

Add: Respect for autonomy,
Interdependence

Add: Cherishing of individu-
ality

Self vs. non-self

Bodily feelings, especially
sexual end aggressive

Self-protection, trouble
wishes, things, advantage,
control

Appearance, social acceptance,
Sinai feedings, behavior

Adjustment, problems, reasons,
opportunities (vague)

Differentiated feelings, motives
for behavior, self-respect
achievement, traits, expression

Add: Development, social prob-
lems, differentiation of Inner
life from outer

Vividly conveyed feelings; inte-
gration of physiological and
psychological, psychological
causation of behavior, role con-
ception, self-fulfillment, self
In social context

Add: identity

Stereotyping, con-
ceptual contusion

Conceptual slepli-
city, stersotYplo9
cliches

Multiplicity

Conceptual, coer
plexity, idea of
patterning

Add: Distinction
or process and
*nano

Increased conceptual
complexity, complex
patterns, toleration
for ambiguity, broad
scope, objectivity

MOTE: "Add" means In addition to the description applying to the previous level.
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sense of internal change, little sense of individuals dealing
with change, and a tendency toward stereotyped categories.
Jack's thinking seemed concrete, at times multipllatic, but
most often restricted to black and white perspectives.

Jack gave the impression that he saw changes as external
and probably imposed acts. H6 also indicated that he was not
interested in changing himself. He said, for example, that
changes are usually made for financial (i.e., external) and
not educational reasons. He also said that he didn't see
that there would be much new change with the new principal
and that there was nothing about his classroom or what went
on in it that he wanted to change (Documentation, 10/21/81).

In a discussion of student rescheduling, Jack
changes in students that involved scheduling ahif we made
because of parental pressure, another example of an external
pressure for change, while John said homogeneous grouping had
been eliminated in spite of parental pressure (Documentation,
12/2/81). At times Jack altered the facts to justify author-
ity for change coming from an external source.

Pressing problems in education, Jack indicated, are also
a result of externally imposed change:

I'm, I guess, concerned about the changes I've
seen in the last three or four years with the federal
mandates on handicapped. I've found just in this
school a tremendous amount of emphasis has gone into
LDs, emotionally disturbed, you name it and boom!,
the funds are all channeling there. The average to
above average student is sort of falling by the
wayside and being forgotten I think we've
gone too much overboard, too soon, too quick.

(Interview, 9/81)

When change is seen as being externally imposed, it can
become manipulative. Jack's point reflects a conformist ad-
ministrative view. He often seems to take a rather manipula-
tive view of his own role as a transferal of the way in which
he sees the roles of those whom he regards as higher authori-
ties. He described, for example, the way to move a student
from one class to another as being "not to tell the Guidance
Department" because it was easier to do by not explaining the
reasons, which would mean "more paperwork." He also des-
cribed how he tries to "convince teachers it was their idea"
to make the change rather than tell them the student wants a
change. These examples appear to be methods of making changes
without "making waves" and yet staying on the good sides of
those with whom he interacts.
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Jack's attitude can be explained by the fact that he
perceives change as either external or unilateral. Changes
can be made by one person (himself) for a particular reason
without necessarily seeing or needing to consider the larger
context and any possible ripple effect. When Jack talked
about informal changes that he bad made, often as house
coordinator, he said that maybe he would "catch hell" if be
was found out, but it was worth It (Documentation, 10/21/81).

Change is perceived by Jack as a clear, one problem-one
answer situation. If it can't be done one way, then it can't
be done. There is less need for thinking about alternatives
or gradations in an issue. Change is not seen by Jack as a
process but as a single product. Jack talked, for example,
about individualizing instruction and how it was impossible
to carry out and that any teacher who claims they are indi-
vidualizing is a liar (Documentation, 11/4/81). In another
meeting, Jack said that the morale problem among teachers was
only solvable depending on who came in as principal (Documen-
tation, 10/21/81).

On the issue of principal selection, Jack clearly sepa-
rated the principal's selection from the collaborative re-
search team's process. Jack read what was in his log, ex-
plaining that the team's discussion should not dwell on the
principal issue since it was past and not a part of what the
team was doing. In addition, Jack said it was not his re-
sponsibility (Documentation, 10/28/81).

According to Jack's perspective, change is not a process
over time, which might be seen in a context of past, present,
and future implications; it is a one shot episode. On
changes in the classroom, for example, Jack reported:

The only change that I ever made that I planned,
which isn't just the classroom, but what I found as
years went on . . what I considered to be a bad
habit and improper . . . to call kids by their last
name . . . And I've tried to work very hard the last
three years to learn to start calling kids by their
first name which is what I think they ought to be
called by . ." (Transcript, 11/4/81)

And on a discussion of teacher change, Jack said:

. . you cannot teach them how to deal with
that. It's something that they either had to start
with or they learn from experience. Now, probably
every one of us would deal with things differently
today than we might have our first or second year
of teaching; things that I would dare to do with
them now because I know that I can turn them on
and off a little better . .
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Ted scored at the Self -Aware development stage. This
placement was indicated by his score on the WUSCT.

At the Self-Aware position, Ted was concerned that peo-
ple should *care about* the changes that are oodurring. He
was concerned about external approval and working in a com-
munity where understanding, compassion, and kindness are
supports of the most essential kind. His attitudes towsd
change included seeking acceptance or mutuality from others,
whether they are parents, administrators, or other team member.

Ted described himself as being in a period of transition
in which he is consolidating a major period of personal
and/or professional change. In discussing the project, he
said:

We have a golden opportunity to contribute
by making action research a catalyst for improve-
ment and change. (Interview, 9/81)

In its almost stereotypical context, this statement
appears to be related to Ted's Self-Aware stage in that it
carries an idealistic concept of privilege and responsibil-
ity, a concept Ted often espoused.

Major points distinguishing Ted's perceptions of change
from those of other team members were his: 1) global per-
spective on coaage, 2) abstract thinking capability, 3) view
of change as a process, 4) perceptions of what should be
changed versus his ability to act on these perceptions, and
5) view of change based on understanding and oaring.

Ted responded very differently than other team members
in respect to perceptions of the process of change in the
school. Ted inaioated that he viewed change as a process,
which contrasted with Jack's conventional perspective of
change as a product. Ted said:

The process of change in this school starts
with a need. This need is transferred to the
administration who, usually in big decisions, ap-
points a committee to make recommendations . .

In the past, the principal ruled by committees.
The school -vithin-a-schoci system was a major
improvement over past practices at the junior
high. However, many faculty members perceive
this change cow as a major reaction to budget
cuts, staff reduction, heavier schedules and
bigger classes . . (Log, 10/14/81)
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In its global rather than specific perspective, the atove
statement reflects a developmental position in Ted's thinking
that is below the Conscientious stage and, together with its
listing of multiple reasons, suggests the Self-Aware stage.

All of the other teachers on the team disagreed with
Ted's perception of the relationship of the principal tl
student and teacher change. Ted said that, in his shrxt time

qat the junior high, the principal has had little effect on
change. He said, "Teachers (committees) were in the front
when it came to setting policy" (Transcript, 11/4/81).

Additional examples of Tedvs mat/pi/stip/abstract
thinking are his comments that what hinders change is "lack
of money, training, personalities . ." (Transcript,
11/9/81) and his comments about positive/negative teacher and
student change

The most positive change at the junior high
was the idea of schools-within-schools. Examples
of negative change are scheduling 'problems and
the gutting of the school-within-a-school program.
Others are less teachers, translating into less
individual attention, and bigger *classes and more
and more students in need of spebial help with
less and less resources to meet these needs.

(Transcript, 11/4/81)

Both of these typical comments show the multiplistic, ab-
stract thinking that is reflected in Ted's high conceptual
level scores. In terms of teacher change, Ted questioned
whether or not a teacher can learn a sense of humor and a
sense of performance:

It's very bard, I would think. I think it's
a shook to . . . throw you right into a class, and
the kids here, I think, are nice kids but, like
Jack says, it's a shock to your system. If you
don't have that when you walk in, it is all the
more hard, a lot more difficult than teaching
subject matter. (Transcript, 11/4/81)

Multiplistic thinking is evident but there is nothing in
this comment that could justify a score at higher than the
Self-Aware stage because of the lack of specificity, even
though there is an ability to see the more global perspective.

In another situation in which John described how a
student had been moved into his class because it was thought
he would do better there, Ted said be approved of matching
teaching/learning styles and that it noted be done if they
were sophisticated enough. Jack simplified the issue to the
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fact that he (Jack) couldn't reschedule every student who
oamo up and said they hated tae teacher. Ted responded, "You
could make a farce out of it, Jack. You could make a farce
out of anything, but it could be clone" (Documentation,
11/9/81). Ted described Jack as a good friend for the five
years of Ted's teaching at the junior high school, saying
they often "jabbed" at each other in conversations. However,
this was one of the few times that Ted responded to Jack with
an assertive comment rather than deferring to Jack's 17 years
of experience and position as part-timo administrator. In
this instance, Ted may have been showing his frustration with
Jack's way of devaluing and of simplifying what was to Ted an
important and many-faceted issue.

When Ted discussed the kinds of growth occurring in the
classroom, his comments exhibited a transition to the Con-
sciantious stage. In the statement below, words in brackets
indicated key terms he has used which are typical working
concepts at the Conscientious stage in which the person can
recognize individual differences, is concerned with achieve-.

A
went of one's own standards, but also demonstrates reaponai-a

bility and duty to ideals and expectations of one's career.

[Individual growth] - academically and
socially - are my major goals for each one of
my students. Teachers must realize that [failure
is a real possibility]. We only have them for a
short time each day . .. Teachers are con-
stantly changing . . my program is becoming
more [responsible] to student weds, both in and
out of the classroom - each year as I mature and
become a [better teacher and person].

(Transcript, 11/4/81)

Ted's perception of what should be changed was often in
contrast with his ability and willingness to act on his be-
liefs. Ted's-beliefs, which sound like formulas for what
should be done, did not match his actions on the collabora-
tive research team. In the classroom, however, there is
growing consistency between what Ted espoused on "individual
growth" in the quotes above and what he feels he can act on
as shown in the following situations.

Ted said it was impossible to individualize with five
classes, that they (the teachers) had to shoot for the middle
and try to help out each end. Brooks called this the "shot-
gun" approach. John said he couldn't find the "middle" this
year. Ted, however, snowed interest in John's process of
giving separate tests for high and low performance students
(Documentation, 11/4/81). Ted recognized the need to indi-
vidualize and began to act on it. He designed a separate
teat for the low ability students in his social studies
class, and he arranged that every Wednesday be a project day
in which stldents would work at their own level and all would
experience some success apd achievement.
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When Ted and the others were planning to interview other
teachers in the school as part of the action research pro-
ject Ted was reluctant because he was worried about the re-
sponses of other teachers. He was worried that others would
not share his global concern for understanding and oaring.

Ted said, "If you go to see people (with a question-
naire), how do you know they'll care ?" Responses to Ted are
interesting. Brooks said, "You'll know right away; they'll
tell you to get lost or they'll answer the questions." El-
liot said that there are five of them (on the team), also that
they can each take those teachers they know (Documentation,
12/16/81). It should be noted that Brooks, who is at the
Conscientious position, felt both confident and assertive
with other adults on the staff. She was less dependent on
their approval or acceptance because she had defined her own
self system*. Elliot, at the Individualistic stage, recog-
nizedvTed's concerns in this situation and made a suggestion
to put Ted at ease. He suggested that teachers on the team
could talk to those teachers they already knew well (Documen-
tation, 12/16/81).

Ted indicated he believed strongly in the concept of
democracy in which people do "care" about the welfare of
others. In this conception, he reflected thinking character-
istic of the Self-Aware stage. This contrasted with Jack at
the Conformist position who was very oragmatio about decision
making in the district.

In typical fashion, Ted entered a conversation by asking
a question which he seemed to direct to Jack. "Do the school
board, superintendent, etc., know our feelings?" Jack said
it was a question of knowing them versus oaring about them.
Ted said he couldn't believe they wouldn't care if they knew.
Ted also said that because we live in a democracy, they
should care if they know. Jack answered Ted's question by
sayng *hat Ted was interested in his own feelings but that
others weren't (Documentation, 10/28/81).

Ted's focus on feelings, although they were expressed in
vague terms, was characteristic of his Self-Aware ego posi-
tion. He was beginning to replace group accepted standards
with his own self-evaluated standards but couldn't act on
than yet. To Jack at the Conformist position, Ted's focus on
feelings seemed to add a contingency that upset Jack's clear-
cut world. Jack dismissed the concern as perhaps selfish of

"Regan (4982) defines an Institutional stage of development
(equivalent to Loevinger's Conscientious stage). The person
operating from this meaning system is embedded in personal
autonomy and self-definition, assnming authority, exercising
personal enhancement, ambition, or achievement.
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Ted and turned the conversation back to the external realm.
When Ted pushed a bit further with other possibilities and
alternatives, Jack was unwilling to defer to him and resorted
to his own authority as part-time administrator by cutting
off the conversation with the implication that sometning was
being 1163110.11

Jack preferred the more straightforward, simple, and
clearcut solutions (e.g., one group of people affect the
teacher, everybody else does not). Jack said, 'That if he
looked at the diagram on the board in terms of what directly
affect. -you as the teacher, then federal legislation, direc-
tor of special services, and principal have direct affect;
others have little affect on you' (Documentation, 10/28/81).
Ted said the administrative decision-making process also
depends on who the people are in each role and thus suggested
that persons fill roles differently.

Ted and Jack had many interactions during the early
meetings. Ted directed questions to Jack, perhaps in defer-
ence to Jack's experience and administrative position, but,
Ted added too much complexity to what seemed to Jack to be a
clearcut description, a simple world view. When disagree-
ments resulted, Jack often used his authority status effec-
tively to cut off further discussion.

John scored at the Conscientious development stage.
This placement was indicated by his scores on the WUSCT.

The attitudes toward change which characterized John at
the Conscientious stage were: 1) a stable self system and
the tendency to use formulas and predesigned solutions to new
problems, 2) idealism and a long-term perspective on change,
3) self-evaluated standards, and 4) recognition of individual
growth and change.

John was very stable and in control of what Kogan (1982)
describes as his own self-system in the school. He felt
confident and assertive about his opinions. Unlike Ted,
affiliation and acceptance were not his ultimate needs from
colleagues or authorities. John was always concerned with
keeping his own self-government stable, which is the crucial
limiting factor in the Conscientious stage. John's extreme
stability at times became a rigidity toward change in general.
When his plans, curriculum, and school committees were runs.
ninj smoothly, John was confident of control over his system
and surroundings.. But when conflict and new ideas arose that
could cause his stable system to be threatened, John's ini-
tial reaction was inflexibility, and he used every strategy
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he had to allay any possible controversies. Although he
might have preferred a school decision-making policy that was
different from that of the principal, he did not want to risk
his own curriculum with open-ended encounters that may lead
to conflicts. Since his ultimate goal was self-maintenance,
he was therefore concerned with maintaining the institution.

John's comments in the first eight meetings suggest that
he expected that action research would improve scheduling.
His first choice in establishing a research question was to
look at the laws and the requirements of scheduling. This
concern is typical of the conventional thinker's reliance on
laws to guide future actions. The following is a conversa-
tion with John documented by the research assistant as par-
ticipant observer on the team.

John said that to research the issue of sched-
uling, he would want to look into state laws on class
time, required classes, school time; on ideal class
length for junior high and the possibility of it
being different for different teachers/subjects; and
on plans other schools used to overcome problems
raised by administrators. Once he had all that
information, John said he would work out two or
three schedules and present them to the powers that
be. He would also be armed with the information
when the issue arose (Documentation, 12/2/81).

Although his comments about classroom change were gen-
eral, there was a Conscientious-stage sense of self-evaluated
ntandards and long-term goals, as is indicated by the follow-
ing remarks.

. . you have to change because of time. You
have to change because of what you are teaching.
But I basically try to keep . . . all through these
kinds of changes . . . I try to keep two things as
my goals (in science) that I want students to learn.
One was bow to take notes and the other was how to
write a paper. How I have taught (this) . . has
been undergoing little revisions constantly down
through the years . . . (Transcript, 11/4/81)

John's tendency was to use simplified courses of action
in response to complex issues On the other hand, there were
times when John's comments started out as simple formulae but
eventually showed that he had thought about the complex side
as well. John feels that being a science teacher contributes
to his comfort in seeking, using, and presenting formula
solutions. In a discussion on switching students from class
to class, John provided a simple formula: teachers should do
badly so they don't get extra kids. After further ascession,
John was able to articulate a more complex view of the issue
saying that the range of teacher styles in his science de-
partment allowed for switching kids suonerity.
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John described himself as in a period of stability
harping just come through a huge transition period in life and
work. As he described various changes in his positions pay,
and assignments, he exhibited the long-range perspective and
idealism of the Conscientious stage. He also saw the contra-
diction in making changes to satisfy external demands when
the internal needs of teachers and students are neglected.
He exemplified the abstract thought evident at the Conscien-
tious stage.

In 10 years, I have had seven room changes.
What I am to teach has been changed five times . .

I enjoy teaching 7th and 8th graders but I hate the
changes we always make because of money, conveni-
ence and the whims of principals seldom for the
good of students . (Log, 2/10/82)

In terms of changes which might result from the action
research project, John responded to Elliot's negative skepti-
cism with the sense of contingency and idealism characteris-
tic of the Conscientious stage.

. . . I think if we come up with something
that is wvrthwhile, that's not going to coat them
money, that we can convince some others that this
is worthwhile, we'll get the changes, and I'm not
even so sure if it didn't cost a little more money,
we still could get changes anirRY

(Transcript, 11/18/81)

At times, he was exasperated with limitations on changes
he would like to make and also with externally imposed change
itself and retreated to his self systeo of the classroom.
The following statement shows the self-evaluated standards
evident in the Conscientious stage. There is a sense of
survival within the system without being a pawn of

. . . as a group of science teachers we de-
decided to do things but at the end were told some
facts we could have been told earlier (so the
change didn't happen). I felt here we go again.
I am now Nick to give me a room, chalk and students
and I will teach. That's where I started in 1962.

(Log, 2/10/82)

In response to issues of teacher change, it was noted
that John, like Ted, seemed to recognize individual differ-
ences but did not place much weight on individual growth;
instead, he spoke very generally.

I think junior high school teachers are
born - they're not trained. And they have that
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common sense, the humor . . . the survival
factors. Everything is already in them when
they get here and it brings it out. I don't
think you can teach them.

In this next comment, however, elements of the concern
for individual growth can be seen that are more typical of
the Conscientious stage.

When you've done something iu your classroom
that you have not done before, all of a sudden it
comes to you, this little brainstorm, halfway through
saying something, and you slowly make a change and
you look out at those faces and can pick up the ones'
who get it and the ones who haven't. I think that's
about the only way you can see it Within a classroom
- in that instant, the faces tell you if you've
missed the point, you haven't got it across to them
at all . . I don't know how some of these things
could be documented for small changes with what
you're doing. (Transcript, 11/4/81)

An impact on John during his participation in the pro-
ject during Year 1 was his contact with other teachers (see
Research Project and Process Report - Teachers as Researchers,
Appendix C). He said be liked the contact with teachers that
he was getting through his writings in the project and it was
worth it for that (Documentation, 11/18/81). John evaluated
his ohm participation in the project and changes in himself
in terms of individual growth just as his perception of
change in the classroom focused on individual growth.

Brooks also scored at the Conscientious development
stage, as indicated by her scores on the WUSCT.

There are a number of major poinf,s which characterized
Brooks' attitudes toward change: 1) like John, she recog-
nized the complexity of change in the school system and
change as a process within it. As a result of her lack of
influence on school decision making, ah: felt out of control.
Her perOeption of change as complex encompassed her interper-
sonal issues; 2) she wanted to be in control, to have as
stable a self system as John; 3) she could reoognize the
paradox involved in ahango but reacted conventionally; 4)
like John and Ted, individual growth was equated with change,
but she was even more capable of being very specific about
the personal changes in herself; 5) she recognized psycholog-
ical causality behind individual growth and was thus moving
in this dimension to the Individualistic stage; 6) like John,
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she resorted to the use of formulas and predesigned courses
of action, and she bad the ability and willingness to act;
and 7) she exhibited abstract, reflective thinking in rela-
tion to the process of change in herself and the school.

Because Brooks was in tranaition to the next stage (the
Individualistic stage) in some dimensions of her thinking,
because she had leas experience in the school than John; and
because she is a woman, the Conscientious stage characteris-
tics were manifested differently in Brooks. She was less in
control of her own self system in the school. Although she
was confident and assertive interpersonally, she was in con -

flint when acting with the principal and with the decision-
making systems of the school and district. Her interpersonal
orientation had not provided her with power. In contrast,
John had been an insider in district decision making (i.e.,
be formed the original staff development committee, set poli-
cy as a result of that committee work, talked to and influ-
enced school board members and principals of other districts,
and had a close working relationship with the superintendent
of schools regarding the staff development citommitteeL
Brooks seemed to have been active on committees in the
school, in her area of reading and later on the principal
selection committee, but she had experienced little sense of
power or control in decision making.

Her attitudes toward change, especially'school and dis-
trict change, seemed affected by her inexperience in posi-
tions of authority and her personal transition in development-
al stages. She was just as concerned as John with keeping
her own self system stable and recognized that something more
was needed in order for her to cope with changes in the
school. This quest for "something more" was one reason she
joined the action research team. She bad the teaching skills
and achievement orientation but seemed not to have been able
to succeed in applying her abstract conceptual problem solv-
ing abilities to the decision- making process of the school
and district. Being a woman in a male-oriented system of
authority, she seemed to have gone as far as she could
without full knowledge of or influence on decision-making
processes. Her efforts in the change processes of the col-
laborative action research team seemed to be to bold onto and
develop her growing sense of herself and to extend her under-
standing of the informal and formal decision-making processes
in the school and district.

In a conversation about decision making in the district,
Brooks discussed real vs. perceived power. When Ted said
that, due to the financial crunch, more decisions seemed to
be top-down, Brooks said that there were also outside polit-.
ical groups that influenced change or instigated change.
Brooks also said that sometimes the principal doesn't control
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change, that there are political ramifications. She noted
that there was "a power structure we don't begin to under-
stand." She had once felt that teachers should have more say
and "got my little toes stomped on" (Documentaticm4 10/28/81).

In discussing pressing prchlema in education today,
Brocks showed the abstract ability to search for a variety of
alternatives within the entire context of herself and be
classroom and the school.

The change, . . I see myself as young and
vibrant and I just think at 45, am I going to be
able to keep the pace? The schedule? The kids
coming in, going out, coming in . . . the kids
nowadays have an immediaoy . . . there's no delay,
they can't wait . . and the change in my job, if
Iyou don't like change, don't go into education -
that's what I tell people right now. Change is
just astounding, from year to year, I mean, it's
not just physical movement . . (Interview, 9/81)

In the process of change, Brooks thought "teachers
should have more say." In seeing the complexity of the
system, she included interpersonal issues and wanted others
in the school to be involved. Brooks thought that teachers
will take a stand once they have the facts. She also wanted
to give the teachers some ownership in the project. John,
too, wanted to present the project to the teachers for their
approval and use, but, ultimately, he aooepted the top-down
dissemination of decisions, and, later in the project, be
worked with the assistant superintendent for that goal.
Brooks, who bad little power or influence in the decision
making hierarchy, looked to broad teacher support to bring
about changes.

When discussing how the process of change operates in
the school, Brooks' reply in her log again showed her com-
plexity of thinking coupled with her lack of influence on
decision making and a feeling that there is a "they" in
decision making that she cannot reach or control.

Change under the old principal was instituted
by him perhaps after consultation. He then would
make a decision. More often than not the decision
be made would run counter to the majority of the
faculty's feeling. We (the faculty) grumbled a
lot about this . .. It seemed that some indi-
viduals were able to influence his decisions more
than others . . .. Sometimes changes from the
principal's office came from (other) outside
sources; i.e., Central Office, superintendent or
special area administrators. It was difficult to
identify these sources as they appeared as changes
from the principal's office. (Log, 10/15/81)
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Brooks showed the abstract ability to search for a
variety of pieces in the process. When discussing the ingre-
dients of an effective action research change procas, Brooks
said they needed to have group sanction and commitment; that
what they do has to be measurable; that support from the
principal was nice but not essential; that she'd like the
project to relate to her classroom; that she'd like to evalu-
ate the effects of change on sondents; and that she would
like to be able to look back at the project and say she did
something. She saw possible issues for investigation as
imbalanced classrooms with no communication with colleagues
or with the office, that the pace of day left no time, and
that curriculum changes were due to poor scheduling. She
said it all related to scheduling and she added that one of
the big things is morale (Documentation, 12/2/81).

Brook's did not see herself in control of change at the
school or in the system. In discussing student and classroom
changes, Brooks' comments indicated that even there she did not
always see herself as an originator, though she did monitor
change in the classroom.

A lot of it is just serendipity, it
happens. You might get a flash, you might say
one or two sentences in the class and it will
kind of pull all the ideas and what you're
trying to get across to the kids. (Transcript, 11/4/81)

When she described change that she made dealing with
silent reading, she similarly didn't see herself as the
originator. There had been a schedule decision made by the
principal that somehow left 20 minutes free for everyone at
one time in the day. She had the idea of filling that time
with silent reading for all students, a concept that the
district K-12 Reading Chairperson bad talked about. So,
armed with journal articles pointing out the benefits of
aohoolwide silent reading time, she approached the principal
with the idea and he instituted it.

Despite her contribution to this schoolwide change, she
described it as serendipitious, failing to see herself as a
key factor in this decision. She may have reasoned with the
idea of luck or serendipity because she was able to make a
change when she wasn't in the "in group" with the principal.
(This is also a typical female response, in which success is
regarded as being based on luck and failure is based on one's
own shortcomings, Dweok, 1978."

Brooks expressed a complex view of change which included
the recognition of individuality. When talking about what
kinds of individual teacher and student change can and do
occur in the classroom, Brooks wrote in her log that:
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I sometimes have been able to change a stu-
dent's behavior and social manners. Behavior re:
talking out, without being recognized . . . getting
students to respond to 'please' and 'thank you'. . .

Occasionally I affect individual attitudes - I
usually get feedback about attitude changes from a
secondhand source or from former students. With
8th grade students, I am sometimes able to get
him/her to reflect on specific changes in their
approach to classwork. Sometimes we casually
talk about the changes in their lives. Sometimes
students are able to show me something I'm doing
and had to change when be /she 'talks back' and
we have a confrontation . . Unknowingly, I
change students' lives/attitudes. (Log, 11/3/81)

When Brooks talked about changes in the school, she
talked about the change as personal. She exhibited the
reflective thinking characteristic of the Conscientious
stage. More than John, however, she saw change and her own
personal individual growth.

I, personally, am trying to discover the
effects that these changes have on me . .

For the past two years I have talked about
finding another job. Why? I just don't seem
to be able to cope with all the changes.
(Questionnaire, 9/81)

The combination of the above comments indicates thinking
at the Conscientious position or above. The beginning of
psychological causality, a trait of the subsequent Individua-
listic stage, can be seen in the following comment, although
Brooks expressed motives for behavior in more general terms
than we would expect at the higher Individualistic position.
When asked, "What helps or hinders change for teachers and
students?" Brooks responded:

The total 'school' (learning) environment.
Too much real or imagined stress and an inflexible
schedule seems to stand in the way of positive
change. Teachers feel uneasy, unhappy, 'ill' -at-
ease. This is transmitted directly to students
who act out the change in adolescent ways. (Log,
11/3/81)

Beyond changes in individual growth, Brooks continued to
focus on attitudes as she discussed the context of the school
and the team's research focus. She began, at this Conscien-
tious stage, to see the psychological causality behind indi-
vidual growth and change. She was also able to see behavior
in terms of feeling patterns and motives, a characteristic of
the Conscientious stage.
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Another indication of Brooke' movement and transition to
the Individualistic stage was her recognition of inherent
paradox situations. For example, in noting a change in the
report card rating scale of which she was not informed;
Brooks seemed to recognize the paradox, yet she reacted with
a conventional cliche. Recognizing inherent paradox is char-
acteristic of the Individualistic position but Brooks could
only respond from her current position at the Conscientious
stage:

What can I say? Teachers are usually the
last to know and the first to be affected.
(Log, 11/18/81)

Brooks, like John at the Conscientious stage, had a
tendency toward use of formulas or predesigned courses of
action suggesting, for example, that a teacher can't change a
student's *family script" and she only wanted to work with
"kids I can help." She listened to Ted's argument for work-
ing with kids who aren't functioning in school and suggested
he read some materials she had read which suggested alterna-
tives*--She,umW,thoseroutelde readings as an attempt to find
a common ground with Ted as the team searched for a research
focus. Ted, however, did not follow up on her suggestion.
The interaction illustrated Ted's use of the moral imperative
"should" and his tendency to back off when he was asked to be
more specific. This might have been a chance for Ted to buy
into a joint research focus with the rest of the team.
Brooks, was able to take her formulas and turn them into
actions, while Ted, for whom the "shoulds" are like beginning
formulas, could not act on them. This eventually led to a
major conflict between she and Ted. In the example above,
Ted did not take up Brooks' suggestion to do reading or
listening or talking about tapes she had on Project Adoles-
cence and alternative schools. Instead, Ted dropped the
subject and chose not to make waves nor find a common ground
for his ideas with Brooks or the other team members. This
interaction also unfortunately marks the perhaps unconscious
choice Ted made to be less committed to the research focus
and eventually the research project. This choice allowed Ted
to decline active involvement in Year 2 and created a greater
conflict between him and Brooks as she saw him "shirking
responsibilities."

LUDT

Elliot scored at the Individualistic stage, as indicated
by his scores on the WUSCT.
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He showed perceptions of formal and informal channels of
decision making. He understood that certain roles in a hier-
arcy have certain expectations and also that an individual
can be different in different roles. This was consistent with
his view of a pluralistic group organization and contrasted
with Jack's, at the Conformist position, who saw himself as
the same as teacher or as house coordinator (i.e., he is what
he is)*.

Elliot, for instance, said that his responses to the
questionnaire on the school organizational environment were
different when he was a house coordinator. He also described
the difference between talking to a teacher and having them
nod and smile when he was a house coordinator and talking to
teachers now that he was a teacher again. He said that fear
and lack of organizational mechanisms for communication are
the reasons for differences in teacher-to-teacher and teacher-
to-administrator relations. Jack, on the other band, said that
his answers were the same as teacher and house coordinator.

Increased ability to tolerate paradox and contradiction
is reflected at the Individualistic Post-Conventional stage
and, along with greater conceptual complexity, is shown by
the person's awareness of discrepancies between inner reality
and outward appearances, between psychological and paysiolog-
ical responses, and between process and outcome.

Elliot wrote in his log describing certain discrepancies
in school decision making.

Despite organized pageantry, which would make
it appear otherwise, change in this school results
from the whims and unilateral decisions of the top
2-3 leaders. Recently (past two years), even the
pageantry has been dropped . . .

This pattern of unilateral change decision
had adverse effects. Teachers have become reluctant
to supply honest and complete input regarding various
problems. They feel that what they have to say will
be ignored, so why bother? (Log, 10/21/81)

These comments reflect Elliot's perception of the para-
dox in the pageantry and his seeing the consequences of
behavior (unilateral decisions) in terms of motives and
traits, characteristics of the Individualistic stage.

The following excerpt shows conceptual complexity that
is evident at stages above the Conscientious stage. In the
second part of it, Elliot's, concern with interaction and
integration and with the process of change reflect the
characteristics of the Individualistic stage.
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Some thoughts of insuring a satisfactory
level common group understanding about change:
the body of knowledge can be divided into certain
basic areas: (1) organizational structure; (2)
organizational behavior; (3) the role of change
agent; (4) change agent status (relationship with
organization); (5) planning, implementing, moni-
toring, evaluating, perpetuating change; (6) the
process of identifying problems, i.e., the true
base problem, a problem so . . . that change . .

is apparent. As I see it, we have touched on (1)
and (6) above. Full knowledge would be helpful
in our work. Appropriate readings, light discus-
sion would be sufficient. (Log, 11/20/81)

When commenting on changes in the classroom, Elliot
showed he understood the paradoxical nature of change.

It's hard to comment on changes because I
don't think anybody has made, probably, any dray.
tic changes. Yet you make a small change once or
twice a minute. That was my response in a nut -
shell and maybe if there was an ongoing study and
you were documenting things, you could comment on
changes but nothing like that is happening.

(Transcript, 11/4/81)

In addition, Elliot cited the paradox in his own partic-
ipation on the action research team.

You know, the very first graduate course I
took was in Education. It was a course on
change . . so, I've gone through this before.
And, so anyway, I took this particular course
and I liked it, it was interesting stuff . . .

I betray My expectations. (Transcript, 11/18/81)

As an example of his position at the Individualistic
stage, Elliot demonstrated continued willingness and ability
to reflect on his own thoughts and to change his mind based
on new information and attitudes as he spoke on the outcome
of the project:

. . this particular building . . as a
result of . . budget outs and the elimination
of teaching positions, . . has been shackled
into the present structure and no alternatives
have been offered. I assume people have com-
plained, so if our basic mode of operation is
deficient, its due to money or whatever superin-
tendents want, then how are we Bing to may . . .

we'd like to make a change without doing it, when
it seems that all change is impossible because
you don't save adequate number of staff . .

(Transcript, 11/18/81)
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John said that if they came up with something good in
scheduling, that they could make changes and went on to give
examples. Then Elliot agreed with John and said they could
make a change like setting up scheduling, although Elliot
originally called it a sort of suadana change (Documentation,
11/18/81).

Elliot exhibited an ability to see a lot of alternatives
in a change process and, therefore, the need to be flexible.
At one point, Elliot said maybe they could generate a list of
alternative schedules and see what one looked best. The
research assistant said that seemed to be different from the
process be described before. Be agreed, said maybe it was
approaching the problem from two ends (Documentation,
12/16/81).

This need to be flexible is also evident as Elliot
talked about his own classroom changes. In a meeting
when the research assistant said it sounded like classroom
changes didn't sound like planned changes, Elliot said he
planned to be flexible (Documentation, 11/5/81).

In order to choose a change project, a teacher may need
to see a specific change within the broader context. At tha
beginning of the team's discussion, Elliot didn't see
scheduling as an overarching concept. John was able to
argue convincingly for that broader picture of scheduling as
encompassing many of the team's concerns. It is interesting
to note that as soon as John had convinced Elliot of the
value of researching scheduling, John, went back to his earlier
point of view that a simpler issue, time, was the key concern
and priority. John seemed to be able to generate more ade-
quate arguments when pressed or when he had an investment in
an idea, and Elliot's initial perceptio- of scheduling as a
"mundane" change pressed John to a more complex argument.

For Elliot, seeing the action research within the
broader context meant choosing a change project that was
feasible. Also,' because he was focusing on the "bigger
picture," he did not see (at first) the possibility of
investigating scheduling, which he perceived as a more
mundane, immediate change. Because of a focus on the "big
picture," Elliot also bad trouble seeing the value of a
smaller change effort, since he saw that they had little
power to change the overall or big picture.

Later, Elliot showed his ability to change his mind
result of this new information and arguments. Elliot said he
began to see that scheduling is the "absolute problem," that
it wan "foolish" to do anything else, and they should do
something with it. The ability to change one's mind and eon-
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eider new alternatives when conflicting information threatens
to upset one's stable system is a characteristic of the
Individualistic stage. Elliot has this ability (John, at the
Conscientious stage, who also had a stable system, did not,
as described earlier).

Elliot's ability to see the complexity of the hierarchy
of the school decision- making process and his feeling of
lacking power in it had made him somewhat cynical about the
possiblity of the research team's effect in substantially
changing or impacting the school. At times, his comments
sounded like Jack's at the Conventional stage, but there was
a very clear difference in their meaning systems, and they
both differed from Ted at the Self-Aware position, The dif-
ferent points of view illustrate the three developmental
positions: Jack, who talked in lofty terms about personal
satisfaction because it was 'fantasy island' to think that
administrative involvement could happen; Ted, who wanted to
attack the power structure, get administration involved in
whatever it was decided to do to make the impact felt, tell
people what we were doing, and get them involved; and Elliot,
who was being cynical about the possibility of anything sub-
stantial getting changed, yet became more and more involve::
in the research because it did deal with the way teachers
felt about decision making and involvement in school processes.
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8.2.2 GrGUD Drs lataatisau and gramma

latiamtragnalilnderatandins

Interpersonal understanding of the collaborative team's
group organization and process for the first eight meetings
was scored (Selman, 1977) in order to investigate whether
teachers' developmental stage would be a good predictor of
interpersonal understanding of the group process.

Table 18 indicates that there is some consistency be-
tween interpersonal understanding score and stage score of
those teachers at the high and low scores, with' more varia-
bility in the middle stages of development.

The findings discussed here are in response to the
working hypottesis that a teacher's interpersonal stage af-
fects the dynamics of collaborative research. All mention of
group organization and process during tne first eight meet-
ings were excerpted and scored according to curtain aspects
of the group process (Tables 8 and 9 appearing in Section 4
are repeated here for ease in reference) and conceptions of
group organization at Selman'a (1980) stages of interpersonal
development: stage 0) physicalistic organization, stage 1)
unilateral relations, stage 2) bilateral partnerships, stage
3) homogeneous community, and stage 4) pluralistic organization.

An average score for interpersonal understanding was
found by averaging the stage scores for all the individual
responses.

Selman (1980) has found that the real -life situation
generally constrains an individual's ability to utilize his
or her full social cognitive capabilities. This research has
found that the collaborative group context coupled with real
life content in interpersonal problems increases the size of
the discrepancy with reflective thought - and this is most
true at the middle stages of interpersonal understanding,
evidenced in the responses of John. Evidence exists in
John's scoring, for example, that real-life content and
natural discussion lower the level of interpersonal under-
standing as it was expressed in the semiannual reflective
interviews about the topics of the action research group.
[Note that neither standard hypothetical reflective inter-
views (dilemmas) or natural discussions about hypothetical
topics were used in this study. Thus, they were not avail-
able for analysis in Laterpersonal understanding.]

The following pages present case histories of one team's
teacher-researcher's perceptions and behavior in the action
research team organization and process during the crucial
first phase of the research project. The analysis presents
each teacher's meaning system at different stages of develop-
ment at a time when the individual's comments were less in-
fluenced by other members of the team.
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Table 18

Stages of Interpersonal Understanding

Stage of
Interpersonal Understanding** .

Ego Stage of Group Organization and Process

Pre-Test

Range
of

Scores

Highest
Reliable
Score

Average
Issue
Score

Global
Stage
Score

New Hampshire

Jack Conformist 1-2 2 1.27 1(2)

Ted Self-Aware 2-4 3 3.08 3

John Conscientious 0-4 4 2.42 2(3)

Brooks* Conscientious
(log) 1-3 3 2.25 2(3)
(mtg) 3-4 4 3.89 4

Elliot individualistic 4 4 4 4

Michigan,

Self-Aware 2-3 3 2.0 2
Jim

Lori Self-Aware 2-4 4 2.92 3

Anne Self-Aware 1-3 3 2.58 3(2)

Florence Conscientious 2-3 3 2.8 3

Jane Individualistic 3-4 4 3.08 3

*Brooks' log entries and comments in meetings scored very differ-
ently. Her unprobed log entries were scored ',vier than her think-
ing and acting in the team meetings. This may indicate her tran-
sition in development whicn is discussed In Sec. 8.2.2.

**See Tables 8 and 9 for description of those stages of interpersonal
understanding regarding g-lup organization and process.
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Table 8

ISSUFS OF INTERPERSONAL UNDERSTANDING RELATED TO
CONCEPTS OF PEER GROUP ORGANIZATIONS

1. 1:0EMaii2D: why (motives) and how (mechanisms) groups
are formed; the ideal member

2. !"02112A2A: loyalty: group unity

3. Sigatgrmita: range and rationale

4. Rules-Norma: types of rules and reasons for them

5. Dasinisanilaiang: setting goals, resolving problems,
worfung together

6. seders n: qualities, and function to the group

7. 21011.121U122: why groups break up or members are
excluded

Selman, Robert L. mutzeiThashar,interDersogalgaggft.
Allman& New York: Academic Press, 1980..

Selman, Robert L. MiamingIntersersinaggdavitaggigiu
An interview Airtg =ring ma.vai five is son
structe4 IZE Harvard-Judia AWOL JIM= reasoning
=lea, 1979.
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Table 9

CONCEPTIONS OF PEER GROUP ORGANIZATION

Stage 0: The group as ithiAtafaint,uarsanuatun
Stage 1: The group as Ansamsgua =wawa

- Do what leader says
- To benefit one or another member
- No awareness of converging mentalistic

*agreements* between members

Stage 2: The group as =lama =Iambi=
- Concern for reciprocal or bilateral feel-

ings of affection extended in an associa-
tive chain from one dyad to another
Maltreats interlocking two groups)

- Person believes each member ought to form
a dyadic friendship with every other member
of the group (*everyone has to like each
other")

- The person believes that members work to-
gether through a context. Specific ex-
change of favors (*partnerships,* *team-
work) based on equal treatment and 000p-
oration which simultaneously benefits all
parties involved

- Recognition of the svnnzggage of
thoughts and interests (*agreements') among
group members around specific group activi-
ties (*they should like the same thinge*)

- However, the person is still unable to or-
ganize the group as a shared community,
common to all member regardless of their
specific relation3 to one another.

stage 3: The group as a jimicsainuaajammuinita

- Increased concern with pear group relations
- Shift from the group as a series of associative
relationships to each member's relation to a
oommon whole

- Important concepts are: (1) recognizing the
group as a soo141 whole "work together as a
unit* (2) held together as a Amid zanguatzi of
common interests' and beliefs in which there is a
imnagnaga of conventions and generalized expec-
tations. *We decide on one thing everyone wants
to do*

- Limitations are due to the equating of commuunity
with homogeneity of values
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Table 9 (continued)

- Inability to distinguish between role differen-
tiation (e.&, leadership) and a lack of com-
munal attitude

- A sense of obligation to Us group is felt but
generally in terms of Oessures toward uniformity
"you go along so you are not the odd ball"

Stage 4: The group as a =mail= azgazgozaraon
- Three important organizational concepts emerge in

the person's understanding of group dynamics
(1) A zasaiglagiaal pArmasaiya by which col-

lective organizations are treated as multi-
faceted systems interdependent with indi-
vidual differences 'a group is a continuing
process and it functions for mIpbers to
coordinate their activities'

(2) A belief in a .pluralistic Agsgawara in
which individual diversity is not suppressed
but united behind common goals: !individual
personalities of people different from each
other will contribute to the group and make
it more of an entity,than it was before'

(3) A recognition of the need for contractual
agreements as formal regulations for organiz-
ing this plurality: 'rules serve as . . .

some structure to the group'
- The person becomes aware of political decision
making such as 'compromise' which serves to
integrate tba diversity of interests in a
pluralistic organization.

Selman, Robert L. The math sa latistriszsuga ander=
Atancling. New York: Academic Press, 1980.

Selman: Robert L. lumina iritiaraarmaal aularatAnItzta.
An interview And =au manual la five .garta
struoted =it lialaArst=ludas Raker Auia rimasgl2r1321,

1979.
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Jack's average score was 1.27. His interpersonal stage
score was between Stage 1 and Stage 2 with Stage 2 more
dominant. His range of scores was 1-2 indicating consistency
across issues and indicating his predominant thinking and
acting to the unilateral and bilateral interpersonal stages.

Jack's responses indicated his conception of the group
as a unilateral relations and/or bilateral partner-
ships (Stage 1 and 2). While some of the,probed interview
comments swaged his conception of the group as bilateral
partnerships and seemed to reflect Jack's capability level,
other interview and transcript data were more consistent with
Jack's operating behavior, primarily in terms of Unilateral
relations with other team members.

When he regarded the group's organization as that of
bilateral partnerships, Jack considered the ideal member to
be someone who treated others as equals (therefore, he was an
ideal member if he saw himself as equal to others) and
someone who could keep a secret.

I'm trying to participate as a teacher
and have them see me as a teacher, and I know

/ these people well enough so if I sit here and
talk about the office . . they understand that
I'm not going back down there and say to the
office world . . . they say you did this or that.

(Interview, 12/81)

Jack felt the group formed as people got 1:.o know each
other and people saw what they could contribute. Jack empha-
sized dealing with group issues rather than individual "pet
peeves" and having upfront judgment (thus he said what he
meant but with few elaborated actions or expressed motiveu).

As a member of a team, if there was a
problem, I'm the type of person on a team
who says, hey, we're off the subject, let's
get on to the subject . I do not perceive
of this as being a place where five teachers
come to bitch about their pet peeve. I'm the
type of person who will say, hey, let's get
to the point, that may be important to you
but you're off the subject of what we're really
trying to do here for the school. If we solve
the school's problem, our general problems, hope-
fully yours will be a small part of that, that
will fall into place by solving the overall
picture. That's how I perceive of me partici-
pating. (Interview, 12/81)
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Jack's view of group unity consisted of people having
good feelings about group activities and sharing their ideas
with others. His perception of the group process as an ex-
ternal process led him to believe that the group would really
be collaborating when they were talking to others.

Question: What kinds of things would show there was
collaboration?

Response: I haven't seen people SO enthusiastic that they
are out talking with each other about the project
. . When that final/ happens then I think we
are well on our way . . . I don't find people
. .. talking to other teachers . I'm not
saying it hasn't happened, but I don't hear it
and I think its, once we get to that point,
people should be really excited about it,
Mould be sharing some of the things we share,
seeking information, advice from one another .

(Interview, 12/81)

In his interview in December 1981, Jack would not assign
roles to others and would not predict his awn future contri-
butions to the research process. This may reflect his want-
ing to be like others and not wanting to stand out. Because
rules were not yet clear, it may also be that be couldn't
state what he would do, bow he would conduct himself, until
he knew the rules. In unilateral relations, it is the rules
that provide concrete and specific information on one's coo-
duct.

Jack felt that group organization and decision making
were based on knowing specific facts; the group won't be
organized until all are clear on what they need to know and
to do.

Ted's average score was 3.08. His stage moors was 3,
suggesting that be saw the group as a homogeneous community.
His range of scores was 2-4. A few of Ted's responses about
group organization were scored at Stage 2, reciprocal or
bilateral partnerships. All of his other responses indicated
the group as a homogeneous community (Stage 3). At the
minimal level, Ted perceived of group spirit as the group
working together, with confidence that they would be able to
produce. At this level, Ted's conceptions matched Jack's.

Ted reacted differently than Jack -- that he saw an ideal
member as someone who was faithful to the group as a whole,
someone who was like everyone else in the group (Stage 3).
He saw his role as contributing whatever he could to help the
group (faithfulness). According to Ted's perspective, good
group members all have the same concerns.
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Question: What kinds of contributions do you see yourself
making?

Response: I guess it all depends what we pick for a subject
. . . but I guess I don't have an expertise in
doing research, but I guess enthusiasm . . . I'll
be glad to do whatever is required, to be a
positive influence on the group.

(Interview, 10/81)

Feel good about last week's meeting. Good people
are on the team. All are concerned about improv-
ing the junior high. All were honest in telling
about their frustrations with things at present.
Morale has no place to go but up. Am sure all
will do what they can to help be new principal.
We have a golden opportunity to contribute by
making action research a catalyst for-impravement
and change. (Log, 10/28/81)

Whereas Jack's loyalty was based in the reciprocal or
bilateral partnerships he made with each individual in the
group (groups of two's), Ted's was based on the concept of
homogeneity of values. Ted saw loyalty and interpersonal
relations as being based on common ground:

I don't think anybody listening to the tapes,
or notes or anything else could come to any other
conclusion. I think we're all working as a team,
sometimes,I'm not so sure where we're going . . .

but basically I don't see how anybody could say
that this report was not a collaboration of every-
body, teachers plus the other team leader . I
don't think I would be on a team that wasn't that
way, if somebody was leading the group for their
own design or for their own ego thing, I don't
think I'd come . . . (Interview, 12/81)

It is important to note that, given the above descrip-
tion of Ted's perception of group unity, when Ted did not
commit totally to the research project focus it was easier
for him to dismiss his argument with Brooks in Year 2 as the
result of a personality clash rather than lack of task assump-
tion and also to avoid taking on specific tasks to further
the group research goal. It seems likely that he could not
eventually commit to the project focus because he did not
feel a personal commitment to the topic. His loyalty to the
group did not carry him through because he was expecting homo-
geneity of values. That is the limitation of this stage of
conception of group organization.

Ted believed in doing what was required of him in order
to stay a part of the group. This capability-level belief
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seemed to be contradicted by Ted's operating level in the
group. Although be felt a sense of obligation to the group,
this was generally in terms of pressures toward uniformity.
When bin ideas clashed with others, be gave up his ideas, but
he never really invested himself in the group goals either.
He exhibited little formal obligation to the research task
because he was unwilling to make decisions or accept the
responsibilities that came with formal duties. Making con-
troversial decisions makes one less conforming to the group,
and this may explain Ted's unwillingness to carry through (in
action) his objections to the research foods. Ted didn't buy
into the common research goals so, on the operating level, he-
m, no reason to commit. (Thus, two interpretations of
operating level are suggested to explain why Ted's thinking
of the group as homogeneous community was not reflected in
his action on the research task or the group work.)

Although Ted talked about taking votes as one possible
alternative to group decision making, his goal was to have
the group arrive at a consensus so that no one individual bad
to impose decisions on the group. This consensus of conven-
tions and generalized expectations is characteristic of Stage
3, homogeneous community (see Group Process Report, Smulyan,
1983, Appendix C). Ted said:

. maybe the idea of the agenda sore in pulling
us back together would stop some (wasting time) . .

we can also stop some by making some kind of a policy
choice . . there should be some kind of mechanism
there (for saying) 'ok, listen, we've talked about this
enough, have a vote or whatever everybody can agree on'
. . . if we had some sort of policy on that . . you
wouldn't be the fall guy . . . or the one who has to
make the tough choice, it would be easier for everyone.

Ted was very concerned with democratic procedures and princi-
ples from the standpoint of individual rights, social wel-
fare, and due process. He talked about what should be done,
but the actions were in conflict with his stated principles.
He tried to avoid controversy and conflict (see specific
examples in Group Process, Report X sections on Conflict
and Decision Making, Smulyan, 1983, Appendix C).

In decision making, he seemed unable to talk about a
dilemma as competing olaims about what waszLgUa he talked
as thbugh be was right or that there was a 'should' that was
right - a principle that was right, yet be questioned the
purpose of specific rules. Further along in the interpersonal
position than Jack (who also bad strong perceptions of what
was right but who reverted to dualistic thought), Ted allowed
himself to include alternatives and contradictions in his
questions. Jack did not.
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Ted did not have predesigned courses of action, whereas
John had formulas he applied readily to new situations. Ted
questioned alternatives aad often added complexity by bring-
ing up perspectives which no one else had considered. He
asked the whys? What if? What should be beet? For Jack,
Ted's questions were irrelevant. For John, Ted's questions
provided a chance for him to state a formula solution that he
used in action.

MIN

In the first eight meetings, John's total scores ranged
from Stage 0 to Steep 4 in interpersonal understanding. ,Hia
average stage was between 2 and Stage 3 with 3 more dominant.

The inconsistency in scores was very different from Jack
(Stage 2) and Elliot (Stage 4) , both of whom were consistent
in their responses.

John saw the group as a place for sharing personal
feelings and problems and saw the group contributing to his
solution of or dealing with those problems. He saw being a
part of the group as being a part of a larger whole.

In operation, John also seemed to use the group (later
in Year 1 and during Year 2) to gain access to the school
administration; not quite seeking prestige but working for
his awn gain (see Group Process Reports, Smulyan, 1983,
Appendix C).

A number of John's comments indicated a full range of
Selman's interpersonal stages from 0 to 4. When pushed in a
situation either by probing from the interviewer or by his
wanting to influence others, John seemed to exhibit higher
stages of interpersonal understanding. In the area of group
cohesion/collaboration, he exhibited Stages 0, 2 and 3. At
Stage 0, one quote seemed to indfoate his view of cohesion as
physical proximity. He also talked about the group as bilat-
eral friendship and coordinated teamwork (Stage 2).

Question: Can you give an example where you see
collaboration working?

Response: . . . I know with Brooks and myself because we're
across the ball . . we read each other's materi-
al and check into what we're doing and discuss
some of the things, Jack and myself do, but not as
frequently as probably possible, Elliot and I have
sat down on a couple of occasions and discussed
things . . I never see Ted at all . . . that's
where I see it (collaboration) is just in talking
with people.
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In another case, his view of oollaboration was that of shared
experiences (Stags 3). John perceived of group spirit as
solidarity, shared feelings. He seemed to see group loyalty
an each member helping the whole wall for one," but also saw
the group as a total social organism in which individuals
operate.

Question: Do you think there's gollaboratlon?
Response: Yes, I think some of us have very definite ideas

and opinions and we will express them, and some
of us don't, and we will listen . . I think
that everyone that's in the group has kind of
shifted some of their views as they have been
going along listening to other people. One of
the processes that I think is working, not as
much as I probably would like it to, is we get
together and discuss some of the points during
the week as we see each other in the halls.

John seemed able to view the group needing the differ-
ences of individuals for its energy/growth (Stage 4) , and yet
there was a contradictory sense in which he acted on the pri-
or conception of the group dependent on homogeneous values.

John's perceptions of the group process and his Lotions
as a group member indicate his transition from Stage 3, the
group as a homogeneous community, to Stage 4, the group as a
pluralistic organization. For instance, John didn't see the
team as a static group but as more dynamic and self- regulating
(Stage 4) . In interviews, John seemed unable to view the
group as composed of a variety of subsystems, i.e., decision-
making processes, which were needed to make the group a
whole. He tended to see the group in a more singular dimen-
aion. In original meetings and interviews, be was unable to
separate group processes, such as roles and decision making.
John seemed unable to analyze the total process of the team
in a variety of contexts: the group was seen as situation
specific (Stage 3). John did not take the Stage 4 perspec-
tive of being able to see the group in comparison to others,
using ideas such as leadership and conformity to distinguish
and compare groups.

After the first eight weeks of the project, John was
unwilling to identify roles for himself and others perhaps
because he did not yet know the rules and norms associated
with this group and with research in particular. He seemed
more concerned about this than Jack, who was scored at the
same stage on this issue, but who assumed the university
researcher and research assistant would do the research.
John, who seemed to operate generally at the subsequent Stage
3, assumed he would want to take on responsibility and owner-
ship at some point, and he, ,in fact, did so.
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AMU

There were distinct differences among Brooks' scores on
interpersonal understanding in relation to group organization
and process. Her log comments averaged Stage 2:25 and the
global stage was Stags 3. Since the log was a self-designed
document, comments made were not probed by an interviewer and
thus Selman would suggest that scores from log comments may
have reflected the minimal stage of interpersonal understand-
ing. In contrast, it can be noted that Brooks' responses in
probed interviews and in transcripts of group meetings aver-
aged 3,89 and global stage was Stage 4. These later scores
would reflect capability level and/or operating luvel since
they were derived from probed interviews and/or observations
and transcripts.

It seems that the group organization and process itself
was enough of a problem or issue for Brooks to elicit her
highest level of social problem solving; it is this level of
social problem solving that underlies - but does not neces-
sarily dominate - the person's social performance in any
specified context. Brooks was conscientious, aware of other's
perspectives in the group, and knowledgeable about and comm-
ent in different social contexts. She bad more experience
with groups than any other teacher on the team. Her interper-
sonal insights were, however, not always consistent with her
actions in the group.

Brooks' log entries suggest that she saw the group as a
series of bilateral relationships. Given this perspective,
she believed that the interests of different team members
must be coordinated in order to progress. In terms of group
formation, Brooks, talked about the importance of early meet-
ings for getting to know one another (Stage 2) so that the
the interests of different team members could be coordinated.

Today's meeting accomplished much in terms
of group members 'getting to know' each other
better. Even though we all work in the same school
and teach some of the same kids we meet as people
and faculty very infrequently. Therefore, opin-
ions are formed by other's comments and gossip.
I feel this 'getting to know' each other is
important for formulating our ground rules.

(Log, 10/28/81)

While Brooks described part of her group spirit or
identity as coming from a friendship with one other group
member, she also talked about the evolving of a group identi-
ty which seemed to be based on shared experiences and feel-
ings (Stages 2 and 3).
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Today's meeting helped pull some of my
thoughts and feelings together. We seem to be
just evolving a group identity. I still have
problems trusting several group members. How-
ever, one member (John) is keeping me going. We
decided to fulfill our commitment to the project
in spite of our feelings of 'not knowing' what
was going to happen. I find myself and other
teachers a bit uneasy and confused when the
answers or the questions are vague. One must
understand the teacher's need to 'know.' (Log, 11/18/81)

Brooks' concerns about Jack's trustworthiness (voiced
above and noted in the Conflict Section of the Group Process
Report, Appendix C) was an expression of her feelings that
loyalty in the group could be defined by expectations of
trust and reliability:

I've had an uneasy feeling 3111013 Wednesday
afternoon when Jack volunteered to collate all the
survey/interviews for the action research project.
What's his reward? Can't quite figure out why he
decided to 'give' of his time. There's a motive
- perhaps information that would be useful in a
'power play' at an administrative level. I'm
upset ul worried about the confidentiality of
the people I interviewed. I feel that I must
protect them and their information from a possi-
ble 'backlash.' (Log, 1/23/82)

Brooks expressed her concern about general issues of trust
and confidentiality in terms of group unity (Stage 3).

Question: What about your expectations of yourself . . .

as a member of the team?
Response: Well, of the people that showed up for the meeang,

there were a couple of people I'm close to and a
couple of people who I don't trust. So I have
some reservations. Could I work with them? How .

close can I be . . . because I've had some experi-
ences with . . I don't trust thing . . . if I
shared with them, I don't want it to come back
and get me, at another level. You know, if I'm
honest enough to share and there are probably
(will be) some observations that they might not
share with me. I'm just concerned.

(Interview, 9/81)

In terms of group formation, Brooks described the roles
of herself and others in the group in terms of functions and
responsibilities each assumed (Stage 4).
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. I see Jack as in . . . a leadership
role, too, in terms of saying, 'Ok, now, let's get
down to business, I really want to have a direction,
you know, this is the study, and I want to have a
direction (she snaps her fingers), this is the
agenda, 'boom, boom, boom,' so I see him as a person
getting us back on the track, and you know, some
of us kind of let things drift a little bit. Be
will probably be the first one . . to say, 'Well,
let's get this firmed up.'

. . Ted just lives in his own world, but
that's okay, we need somebody who lives in their
own world sort of to temper the group . . I see
him perhaps questioning some of the things . . .

that we're doing . . and that's good to have a
questioner in the group to sort of say, 'Well, I
don't understand,' and really challenging you . .

. . . I'm one of those people who . . is
responsible, if somebody needs something done
they kind of turn to me and say, 1014 you know,
you do it' . . and as much as I complain and
rant and rave . . . and get upset sometimes . . .

I do meet deadlines. . .

. . . I really like research, it's just like
a puzzle to put together and it's exciting .

so I see my role as the group goes on will probably
be more . . drawing on my experiences of . .

research . . .

I'm trying to keep some of NI comments based
on the reading and research. So I guess my role,
one of my roles in the group is to kind of focus in
on the reading and things that we're doing . . . I
feel the need, that I want to do that . . just for
my personal satisfaction.

(Interview, 12/81)

Brooks viewed the group as a pluralistic organization in
which members stick together to achieve collective ends; she
described group spirit as a process with a function and saw
interpersonal relationships in the group as independent of
the collective spirit (Stage 4).

In terms of, you mean people sharing . . I
think you see moat of us haven't worked that closely
with each other . . . any group has to spend a month
or two months really building trust and building wh&tk
who, and do I trust this person, do I really say
what's on my mind . can I be frank with people .
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every group goes through that sort of . . building
a niche . . . I think that's gone on and I think now
the group sort of feels that they come in and they
have a to do . . and we may not know
where we're e ng up, but we all sort of know we're
in a process.

. . I guess some fears and concerns and things
just need to be stated . . . do we really have a pro-
ject to work on . . is it feasible, what we have
identified, as a problem . . .and, maybe some person-
ality issues that have been problems. I know that
some people in the group don't necessarily get along
with me all the time, but that's ok . . it doesn't
bother me . I can work professionally with some-
OW without being super friendly with them .
but I think that . . . there needs to be a certain
degree of trust . . (Interview, 12/81)

Brooks operated with Ted in the team meetings at a
somewhat different level than these quotes indicate. While
she talked about recognizing individual differences in the
group and still being able to work together toward a common
end, she exhibited intolerance of Ted's differences when he
Pshirked his responsibilities" and was at times unable to
work with him. Stage 4 interpersonal understanding assumes
that people can have different interests and still build a
group process. Stage 3 assumes group solidarity dependent
upon shared values. Many of Brooks' statements suggested
Stage 4 but her actions with Ted suggested Stage 3-4 transi-
tion in interpersonal stage of development.

ILIA.TILT

Elliot'a average score on all group process aspects was
4.0, indicating Stage 4 interpersonal development on the group
organization issue. His responses were consistently scored
at Stage 4 over all the aspects of the group process indicating
consistent thinking and actions in his mierstanding of the
group as a pluralistic organization.

In terms of group formation and the ideal member, Elliot
defined people's roles on the team in terms of the kinds of
role functions they performed and responsibilities they
assumed (Stage 4). In expressing expectations for himself as
a team' member, Elliot said:

I don't know, I'm interested in which areas
the team would choose to experiment in. my in-
dividual contributions, I guess, would be providing
my own insight . . I guess I would contribute, I
guess I could try to fill ability voids, if there
were any . . . (Interview, 9/81)
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Question:

Response:

What do you see as role or responsibilities
you're taking on and what about other team
members?

I think that the team members tried to share
information, especially where they had
individual expertise, I did .not perceive
individuals taking lasting and specific roles.
. . . on the other hand, during the discussion

. . I might notice a flaw in somebody's argU-
meat and some information that hasn't been
brought forth and I try to insert those bits
of information also.

(Interview, 12/81)

On the issue of group formation, Elliot recognized the
group *superstructure,* that is, he generalized about group
operation and saw the group as a complex set of functions,
each of which operated independently but all of which were
directed toward balancing the group as a whole. He was able
to atetract an overall atmosphere, climatt.e or superstructure
from the group, which formed the foundation for cooperative
activity among members. Elliot saw the first few meetings as
*initiations,* which symbolized membership in the group sad
also served the function of building a greater sense of unity
and identification with the group. Be seemed to be taking a
sociological perspective in offering a functional explanation
for group processes in the first eight team meetings that had
no apparent pragmatio function at all (Stage 4).

Elliot believed that the group.allowed group members to
fulfill basic human needs of attachment and identification.

These sessions provide the participants the
opportunity to speak their mind, get things off
their chest, prevent 'burnout.' I'll bet many
teacher ()enters use a similar format - at the
least, they should. . . our action research
group should enjoy pleasant meaningful dialopm.
At least, at last week's session, there were few
inane comments . . . (Log, 10/27/81)

Elliot saw the group as a total social organism which
was dynamic, not static (Stage 4) and saw a difference in
group interaction when certain looters were present.

A note on the dynamics of our group. Due to
absence we've met with four members several times
(excluding university researcher and research
assistant). I hope the research assistant has
noted resulting differences in behavior.
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4 members Spresent)
babbling (including myself)
polite agreement, support

pleasant and open

5 members (present)
'measured' contributions
opinions of others likely

to be questioned
pleasant but tense

4.7(L0g, 11/20/8 )

As part of this dynamio group process, Elliot saw inter-
personal relations as independent of the collective spirit of
the group. In this context, he saw that individuals .acin hold
different opinions and that relations between the members
need not always be harmonious because it is the collective
spirit toward shared goals that keeps the group together.

Question: Did you know them ahead of time?
Response: . . . I knew all of them fairly well and I guess

I shouldn't be surprised that things are going
smoothly, and i'm.not, it's just that . . .

everybody seems to fill voids created by the
other . . . kind of like we complete the jigsaw
puzzle . . . the o er interesting thing about
this group is outaid of these group sessions
. . . Ted and I spend our fre= per da together,
all the other people n't see much of each
other . . . they all like each other, there's no
animosity, but each one goes their separate way.

(Interview, 12/81)

Elliot saw the group sticking together to achieve col-
lective ends; the group was a group because each person was
willing to work with others to achieve group ends, despite
personal differences. Loyalty was a personal commitment, a
rational decision made by each person to carry out tasks
which promoted the group goal. As opposed to the perception
that groups exist in order to achieve shared feelings, Elliot
felt that the group spirit is a process, a tool, for
unifying the group behind its overall group purpose.

Question: What's been accomplished in these first five-six
meetings?

Response: Well, I think a basic element in this collabora-
tive action research is that . . . it should
accomplish whatever the participants want it to
accomplish. Now it took us a while before people
in the group . . . had a sense for that but now
we do . . so its like we're free to move on

. in the beginning people sat around and
wondered what they're supposed to be doing, and
finally they realize they're supposed to be doing
whatever they think they should be doing.

(Interview, 12/81)
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Elliot saw the group as a pluralistic organization in
which a variety of points of view were not incompatible with
a sense of community. Thus, a diversity ar interests was
tolerated and e en welcomed and conformity was not necessary.
The individual sonalities contributed to the richness of
the group as whole (Stage 4).

Question: ill that diversity be a plus or a minus?
Response: think it will be a plus . . its not like

there's five people who are a clique unto
themselves who are diking this, its five people
who belong to five different cliques . . . if
each of these five cliques sees eight teachers,
then we've hit almost all of the (staff).

(Interview, 12/81)

Elliot saw the group as consciously agreeing on meoh-
anisms for getting members to operate by the same general
patterns. Thus, conformity was a conscious decision to act
on agreed upon standards. Elliot felt that some kind of
rules or organization were necessary to deal with individual
competing interests so that individuals could rise above
self-interest to collective goals (Stage 4).

Too members of the group mentioned that they
were pleased we've accomplished so much in terms
of our actual research mission at the last session.
I would anticipate that as group members become
increasingly involved with research (concrete)
activities, they will become leas patient with
general discussion. Considering the possiblity
that this attitude does, in fact, develop, I sug-
gest we decide if open discussion should be
eliminated, limited or encouraged in our remain.
ing scissions . . . perhaps a 15-30 minute time
limit on school setting- general topics would
be agreeable. (Log, 1/13/82)
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8.2.3 IlimmaLlualacilu faun _erg App, Lauri=
Prof au=

The issues of the collaborative research team's process
lead to the teachers' perception of authority and leadership
and the impact these perceptions have on the working of the
team. In this study in particular, the teachers' yaws of
the university researcher and the principal (Sec. 8.2.4) had
a significant impact on the team process.- For in-depth des-
cription of individual roles and leadership tasks undertaken
by each team member, as well as the researcher's role, see
ARCS: Report X, Part II, Appendix C.

JAM

Jack who scored at the Conformist ego stage and near the
bilateral interpersonal stage tended to resort to arguments
based on his authority, his knowledge and his control, which
came from his position as part-time administrator in the
school. Ted readily deferred to Jack's position (see excerpts
under Part II in Report X, Appendix C).

Jack responded to members of the group as either people
he needed to conform to or people over whom he should be the
authority. Jack was able to cut Ted off effectively (Ted
accepted it). Jack did not seem to do this with John and
Brooks because he couldn't control John and Brooks the way he
could Ted.

Jack conformed and changed his behavior to fit the situ-
ation (more typical of conventional morality). He may have
done this to decrease his perceived authority but it also
helped him to maintain his underlying authority based on his
position in the school. He stressed his teacher perspective/
role as a way of gaining trust of people in the group.

I'm trying to participate as a teacher and
have them see me as a teacher, and I know these
people well enough so if I sit here and talk
about the office . . . they understand that I'm
not going back down there and say to the office
world . . they say that you did this or that.

Yeah, I see me as adding a different per-
spective, but I also see that I have to be
careful that I am seeing this perspective as a
teacher and not a so-called administrator . .

I'm trying to participate as a teacher and have
them see me as a teacher.

(Interview, 12/81)
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This strategy of presenting a teacher perspective in the group
may reflect the conventional social perspective of putting
himself in the other person's shoes (the concrete Golden Rule).

When did Jack use arguments based on authority? When
did he choose to conform? He conformed when be saw the uni-
versity researcher as 'teacher:* suggested she collect and
evaluate loge (Documentation, 10/21/81).

Jack saw the leadership of the university researcher and
research assistant consisting of arbitration (facilitation)
and organization of interests in the group. This compared to
his description of other team members assuming leadership
roles Immune they bad more knowledge and expertise than
others.

you (university researcher) and research
assistant, up to this point, I have seen 'you as
probably facilitators and leaders, but seen you
slowly withdraw it, maybe a little bit hoping that
the group would become a little more independent on
their own . . I don't think anybcdy out of the
group has emerged as the leader of the group yet.
. . I would say so far probably all of us are a
little reluctant to assume the leadership simply
because I don't think anybody knows exactly where
they're going . . .. After we identify the prob-
lem, I think there will be one, at least one out
of the five, that will relate closer to that prob-
lem, and probably assume the leadership . . this
group is diversified enough that, if there was any
resentment or objection, they wouldn't let that
person emerge . . as the leader.

(Interview, 12/81)

Consistent with Jack's view of group leadership, be said
the university researcher had to guide the group because she
knew more.

I think there's going to have to be an awful
lot of help . . . I think you're going to band
guide this team in the actual doing of the processes
and methods . . . by discovery, maybe, through
questioning, not spoonfed, but I still don't see the
team doing anything but fumbling as far as actually
doing, knowing the processes and steps of the method.

(Interview, 12/81)

Jack left the team after Year 1
and in his final interview continued
need for direction and leadership by
researcher.
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The university researcher tried to play it
democratic. . . . I think that as time went on, I
think the two of you also realized that we weren't
heading in a direction on our own very much. And
I think you found . . us asking to give us a
little more directions, too. And assumed a position
of saying, wouldn't this be a good direction to go
in. After we had once asked for it.

(Final Interview, 12/82)

Jack also challenged the university researcher's leader-
ship. During a meeting in Tear 1, Jack said he would meet
Wednesday or Friday but not both, and that they were less
likely to get other school staff to come after school. The
university researcher said she would like to see both meet-
ings happen. Jack said; *Both's not gonna happen with me.'
Ted said be didn't want this to be a *crisis.* Jac:c:said,
Nell, I can meet Wednesday, you can, so we can all meet
Wednesday (Documentation, 1/27/82). Thus, Jack made a uni-
lateral decision for the group just as he suggested a princi-
pal do when a decision needs to be made.

Jack also challenged the university researcher in later
meetings in discussions about who would draft certain letters,
what agenda items needed to be discussed, etc.

Jack's challenges tended to take the form of side com-
ments, sarcasm, things that could be taken as jokes. When
other issues came up, be would return to this testing of
the university researcher. Sometimes he acted as though he
won and sometimes as though the university researcher did;
either way it was a win-lose situation.

;

.TER

Ted who scored at the Self Aware egp stage believed the
leader's role in this homogeneous group of the action reserach
team was to keep the group together (marshalling solidarity)
and on task. He attributed leadership to Jack as a result of
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Jack's dominant position as an administrator and to the
university researcher because of her higher status. This
inconsistency between his thoughts about leadership and his
actual attribution of leadership was reflected in the scoring
on this issue in both the bilateral partnership and homogene-
ous community leveleof group process.

Ted saw Jack as an authority because of his administrate
tive position in school. Gradually, Ted came to respect
John's knowledge about the school and his skill in dealing
with people (e.g., superintendent, teachers who bad to be
interviewed), And Ted saw Elliot as an authority because of
his knowledge and skills in writing and his skills in mathe-
matics and use of the computer for analysis.

At the bilateral partnership level, Ted felt that the
university researcher and the research assistant should take
a directive role because of their greater knowledge (Inter-
personal Stage 2). Be also saw the university researcher as
playing the role of group psychologist, using encouragement
and friendliness to get people involved (Interpersonal Stage
3). Be said:

I think both of you . . . have been leading
but . . not in a dictatorship . . . I think you've
been leading us in a way that has produced us to
feel free to express our opinions and . . to
state our case without . . feeling that . . .

anything negative is going to come . . probably
the only negative thing is . . that we fool
around too much . . we get off the subject . . .

maybe just a little tighter rein is the only thing.
(Interview, 12/81)

In interviews, Ted discussed leadership from a more com-
prehensive perspective, scored as the homogeneous community
level (Interpersonal Stage 3) and can be called capability
level. In talking about how he would like the university re-
searcher to *rein ins the group, he said:

. . . when I come in here I am tired . . .

all of us are tired and we probably do try to
avoid doing things . . that would lead to
an awful lot of extra work maybe . . I just
think that maybe sometimes we could advance
faster in our way of doing things, maybe an
agenda . . . maybe you could out off the
conversation . . . because we seem to, to
talk things to death . . . (Interview, 1/82)
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Ted saw the univeraity researcher as an authority in
terms of knowledge, i.e., the leader has more knowledge.
This was viewed from a perspective of bilateral partnerships
(Interpersonal Stage 2).

Ted/a expectation was that the university researcher
would be the "teacher

At first, I didn't want to be in the project
because I thought it was going to be the same type
of thing. You would run the thing, and we would
just sit hare, and you were the university teacher
and we were the junior high teacher, that we were
going to have to agree to everything. But I'm
glad to say I haven't found that so, I think all
of us feel equal. (Interview, 12/81)

The leaders have bent over backwards to give
everybody a say in the process and maybe that's
why we keep wandering around the bush . . . I
think that in this course, because it was a
teacher thing, we are going to make teachers do
the research and this and that, and maybe it went
too far the other way. There was nobody saying
that let's work together. (Interview, 12/82)

He also asked certain kinds of questions - appealing to
her authority in research:

Is that possible though? I don't know very
much about research. I mean all those things
you gave us today about calling in outside help,
visiting this, doing that - does that seem
logical to you? (Interview, 1/82)

During the first year, he also perceived the university
researcher as the group leader and final decision maker on
issues affecting the whole group. When the university re-
searcher asked what was the procedure for checking out sub-
stitutes for a May meeting with the principal, Ted said the
university researcher should do it as leader of the group.
She said she could but she preferred someone in the group
doing it (Documentation, 3/31/82).

Also, when the university
issue of replacing Jack on the
better than the team about the
university reisrcher said they
to do with the issues involved
(Documentation, 9/22/82).

researcher asked about the
team, Ted said she would know
needs of the research. The
needed to weigh what there was
in getting a new person
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In the second year, Ted said they may only let one
person go to American Educational Research Association (AEU)
meeting in Montreal. He said to the university researcher,
'We've all worked on the program together - what will you do
if they tell you only one of us can go?' The university
researcher said she would bring it back to the team (Documen-
tation, 1/26/83).

JOHN

At the Conscientious ego stage, John saw the leader as a
catalyst, helping to energize rather than direct, marshalling
group solidarity as a whole (Interpersonal Stage 3).

. . . to me it seems that university research-
er is kind of the person who tosses out the ideas
or tosses out the things to get us stimulated to
say something, to start with.

(Interview, 12/81)

Magi of John's responses in the group process leadership
issue were unscorable, often because he talked about descrip-
tions of concrete events and goals rather than reactions to
these events. Also, many of his responses were in the form
of formulas and predetermined courses of action which tended
toward simple prescriptions.

John perceived the university researcher as teacher, es-
pecially at the beginning of Year 1. There were many indica-
tions that be took his cues from the university researcher.
At various meetings, he would ask questions like, 'So what
would you like us to start on, talking about these quesionew
(Documentation, 10/21/81) or 'Now, on our problem identifica-
tion, do you want each of us to give our thoughts?' (Documen-
tation, 12/2/82). He would also look for signals from her
such as whether or not the meeting was over. At one meeting,
for example, John said, 'Okay ?' The university researcher
said, *Yes,' and John got up to leave (Documentation, 12/1/82).

John also perceived the researcher as an authority in
research and asked questions on research design, issues of
sampling, validity. He also showed the university researcher
and research assistant what be had done with strands for the
timeline and asked the university researcher to add to it.

John's perceptions of the university researcher were
like Ted's in content in that they saw the researcher as
teacher and as research authority. John, however, was dif-
ferent from Ted in his view of the university researcher as
group leader. Ted was consistent about what the university
researcher,shoyld have done and what be would have had her do
in that role, i.e., be the final decision maker on issues
affecting the whole group and hold a tighter rein.
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John, however, believed that the group leader apouid
have stayed out and let teachers develop ownership (as the
university researcher did, in his eyes). But if he had it to
do again, he matt at times when the group was dragging,
have had the university researcher as leader bring the group
to a decision. He didn't want her to make the decision, but
to save time and keep the group moving along faster, he would
have had the university researcher make the group come up
with a decision.

As a group of teachers, it was best we had
to do it this way, because if it's going to be
valuable to us as individuals, not just valuable
because we have a paper done and a few recommen-
dations . . . that's secondary to the whole thing
from my personal point of view.

(Interview, 12/B2)

I think she has been more or less the organ -
izer to see that we've met and had stuff there,
that we've got stuff done if we said we were going
to get it done. She's been the leader in that
fashion. It's sort of leading by pushing rather
than leading by being in front. I think that's
the way the university researcher has led us,
by pushing us slowly and steadily towards our
goal, which is okay. (Interview, 6/83)

I think there was, in the first year, a
mistake made in not getting us organized a little
bit quicker into what we were doing. I think we
dragged on too long and then . . to make a lot
of hasty, fast decisions . . . I think that it
should have been at least pointed out that we've
got to start to make some decisions earlier than
they were . . . Now, maybe it was the only way
it could happen, but I think that this should
have happened earlier and maybe that could have
been the focus from the research people to say,
okay, guys, this is it, you're going to need to
come up with something for now. . . . you don't
have to tell us what it is but (tell us to) come
up with something that can happen.

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks' dominant stage of interpersonal understanding in
relation to the leadership of the group represented a transi-
tion from Interpersonal Stage 3 (homogeneous) to Stage 4
(pluralistic). Brooks exhibited a capability to understand
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the group leadership as a variable in the group, depending on
members' differing interests and their ability to take on
multiple roles (Stage 4). This paralleled her ability to see
the collaborative group process issues from a Stage 4 perspec-
tive discussed earlier (8.3.2). Brooks scored at the Consci-
entious ego stage.

In a log comment about group leadership, Brooks sug-
gested that the university researcher should take the role of
arbitrator, organizing interests within the group and promot-
ing group solidarity.

I think that my past working relationship
with the university researcher . has eased
my reservations about the group's composition
from the very beginning. I feel confident that
she can handle any situation that might come
up. It could get 'STICKY.' We discussed ad-
dressing the issue of confidentiality of our
data collection next Wednesday. I hope its
not too late. (Log, 1/23/81)

Brooks didn't want the university researcher/research
assistant to tell the group (impose) what should be done but
fell just short of saying that they might take on multiple
roles and present the group with a number of possible
perspectives.

Question:

Response:

What kind of expectations do you have for the
university researcher and research assistant?

I guess, that, if we get off the track . . I
would hope that . . think there's still a
question in my mind, and I know in some other
people's minds . . 'do we really know what
we're going to be doing?' and I guess that
tno, we really don't' and maybe you (research
assistant) and the university researcher can
talk about it . . (Interview, 12/81)

Brooks was consistent throughout the project in stating
her initial perspective that the team looked to the universi-
ty researcher for leadership and direction, and that the
initial frustration gave way to understanding of the need for
the group to develop ownership. She (in the second year) saw
the university researcher as a colleague, a member of the
group who has specific roles just as other members do. This
was similar to the Stage 3 interpersonal understanding of the
homogeneous quality of not wanting to single one person out.

At the beginning, I know we wanted her to
Cbe director and we wanted her to be leader . .
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I think she is more of a facilitator sometimes,
but also kind of an equal . . . I don't think we
are looking to her for answers., I think we are
looking amongst ouaelves for that kind of
information network, working with it.

(Interview, 12/82)

At the end of the project in a presentation given by the
team to a university class, Brooks said the more researchers
triedto control the group, the less successful the group
was. She saw examples of this at an ASRA conference she
attended but did not feel it had happened in her team. She
said the team was frustrated on the one hand beoause they
expected the university researcher to come in and be the
leader but that establishing group leadership was an important
process. She said it was frustrating' at first, and they put
pressure on the university researcher to take more leadership
but after she looked back and saw why it was done that way,
she felt it was successful (Documentation, 4/20/83).

In her final interview, Brooks gave a perception of the
university researcher taking on multiple ro17:z in the leader-
ship and workings of the team. The two examples below illus-
trate Brooks' transition position. At times, she emphasized
the equality issues (Interpersonal Stage 3) and at other
times she emphasized her perception that the university re-
searcher carried out a variety of roles (Interpersonal Stage
4).

You became a colleague, as an equal and it
didn't seem that you had any differences in terms
of status in the group than anyone else .

Just because you were there didn't mean that . . .

your ideas were . . . more important than anyone
else's. (Interview, 6/83)

I felt at the beginning that you were holding
back from leading and really keeping yourself in
check in terms of being the focus parson in the
group. As the group became stronger, it looked
like you were more aware that you . . . did have a
place in terms of being a member of the group
rather than being the leader. As the research
group went on, your role . . . sometimes it was
directing, sometimes it was okay . . . we need to
do this and this just from the standpoint that
this is the timeline; these are the nuts and bolts
of the research . . . but the content of the
meeting, more or less, was our input.

(Interview, 6/83)
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Despite the fact that Brooks saw the role the university
researcher took as the beat possible one, she, like Ted and

thought that the university researcher might have done
something more. For Brooks, the *morel was teaching rafter's),
not ta!-iug on a more directive role in pacing the group
(John) or making final decisions for the group (Ted).

. . . Because I think that teachers need to
be educated in what research is . . I think in
order to have research be successful, maybe having,
you Zuow an intensive one or WO day workshop on
research . . -I think that that's really essential
within the first month or two. And than people can
say wait a minute, I don't want to f anything to
do with this or this isn't what I ess.doted
Then later on people would have been able to say,
oh, okay, this is what we're supposed to be doing
and it wouldn't have taken so long maybe for us to
decide what the research was that we were going to
do, and the question. (Interview, 6/83)

FZLIOT

Elliot's capability level and operating level were con-
sistently scored at Interpersonal Stage 4 (pluralistic) in
the group process analysis. He saw the group as a pluralis-
tic organization in which individual diversity was not sup-
pressed by being united behind common goals. His view of
group leadership was consistent with that perspective. He
saw group members taking on varying leadership roles, de-
pending on their differing interests and their ability to
take on multiple roles to meet the needs of the group as time
went on and tasks and focus Changed. Elliot scored at the
Individualistic ego stage.

Elliot, more than any other teacher on the action re-
search team, was able to separate the individual and/or
status of the individual from the functions that he believed
the group leaders should perform in the group.

. . . at this point, I'd like to see you
(the university researcher) become more actively
involved in the discussion more often . . . I
think that, the tendency of the group members to
perceive you as the ultimate leader had diminished
to the point that the give- and -take can be more
free . . (Interview, 12/81)
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Early on, Elliot assigned tasks to the university re-
searcher and research assistant - seeing them as responsible
for particular role functions in the group process. This was
consistent with his concept of the formation and working of
the group as a group of individuals working together to
achieve a common goal.

Well, the group has met and nearly overcome
the first obstacle, selecting a research topic.
Next we must plan our research. I hope the re-
search assistant and the university researcher
have concrete guiding suggestions in this regard.
An approach assigning group members to read and
report on various secondary sources would be
appropriate . (makes other suggestions).

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot continued to suggest tasks during the later
phone of the project. For example, Elliot said he'd like to
pass the ball to the university researcher or research assis-
tant - have them edit the questionnaire and get it typed up
as thy team was designing a questionnaire early in January
1982 (Documentation, 1/16/82). Another example occurred in
January 1983, when the university researcher said she would
be happy to do any any kind of talking to people necessary to
help the members get release time for American Educational
Research Association convention. Elliot asked the university
researcher to put together a package for each of them that
had the letter of acceptance (from AERA) and an explanation
of the proposal for the symposium that was accepted so they
could give it to the principal (Documentation, 1/26/83).

Not all of Elliot's suggestions for assignment of tasks
were accepted. For instance, as the team was organizing
plans for its final data analysis, Elliot said he thought the
university researcher and the research assistant should write
the findings in the conclusion section of the final report.
He said we need somebody to pick out trends and significant
findings based on the analysia of the information. In this
case, the university researcher said she was willing to run
tests and to see which NW scores related to the School
Survey. She also said the team had done a lot of work on the
School Survey together in the group, so she was reluctant to
write the conclusions in that section by herself (Documenta-
tion, 2/9/83).

Not only did Elliot assign tasks to the university
researcher and research assistant, he also supported and
reinforced the work that they did. For example, in the final
interview, Elliot commented that ''the way that the researcher
and the research assistant reworked the final report into a
better format and did quite a bit of editing to finish up
putting that report together was terrific." (Interview, 6/83)
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All team members seemed to come into the gr:up with tne
initial expectation that the university person w4 uld be the
teacher in this "course." Elliot was no excepti,n, although
he expressed his perception of the university researcher as
teacher differently from others. He used his expectation as
a way to build on the common goals of the group in the first
eight team meetings.

Although he didn't carry the "teacher" expectation
through the project as others did, Elliot seemed consistent
throughout the project in valuing the role the university
researcher took as facilitator rather than director. As
pointed out in the previous section on leadership in a group
process, Elliot saw the leader as having maw possible roles
which helped to serve group ends in a complex group system;
the university researcher was only one leader, although others
also take on leadership roles, himself included.

Related to the group process, I would say
that we used the university researcher to set
boundaries as we proceeded. In other words,
we'd ask, 'Can we do this, should we do that?'
and she'd supply the answer.

Aside from your (university researcher)
recent occasional effort to stay on task, direct
the group to stay on task and get done what we
had to do as time was becoming an issue I don't
think so. I.think - it was my perception that
you limited your role to doing what was asked,
doing what was asked that you felt you should do.

If nothing else, at least the five teacher
researchers needed to have feelings of involvement
and strong-armed or even coercive . . . leadership
in those early times might have been comforting to
the teachers, but they needed to feel involved.
And I'm sure that such a technique would have
gotten them to the point at Year 1 1/2 and even
they could have said, 'Hey, this wasn't my idea'
. . and . . . sit back and let these guys
decide what they want to do.

(Interview, 6/83)

Elliot defined group leadership as including multiple
functions which could be performed by a number of individuals
in the group. He felt that esJh leadership role functioned
to complete the complex system and serve group ends. He
perceived that more than one kind of leader existed, in terms
of specific group functions (task leader, emotional leader),
rather than stereotyping perceptions of different leaders
("president," "teacher"), which would characterize lower stage
thinking. Elliot could see himself and others taking on this
leaderslrkp task:
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I guess most of our discussion . . . has
been helping the group members understand the
. . inner workings of the school . . . and
whenever an aspect of that came up that one or
another group member was especially familiar
with then that group member would somewhat
take charge of that phase of the discussion.

(Interview, 12/81)

. . . sometimes I become impatient, and
especially if people are redundant, and if so,
I would tend to try to summarize the discussion
or to clarify it in such a way as to conclude
the discussion . . . and from time to time I
guess different group members would do that
depending on who thinks . . . at that moment
can summarize the best for the whole . . .

(Interview, 12/81)
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8.2.4 Authority =Wail
The findings discussed here are in response to the

working hypothesis that the teacher's developmental position
influencestis/her perception of the role of the principal
as it is related to the context of the school and the process
of collaborative research.

The principal who agreed to the ABCS involvement at the
junior high school left the school in October the first year
of the project. The incoming principal was a prior classroom
teacher at the school but not a member of the ARCS team. He
took office in November of the first year. The ARCS team de-
cided not to invite the new principal to join the team as a
member because they felt that the introduction of a new mem-
ber at that time (three months into the. project) would strain
the working relationships and trust that had developed. In
addition, one member of the team, Jack, was a part-time
administrator, and the team felt he could be an effective
liaison with the new principal. Jack, however, left the team
after Year 1 to assume a principalship in a different school.

The university investigator interviewed the new princi-
pal and it was felt that he was clearly talc...1g steps to

;:ferentiate and establish his new position. It seemed that
new principal was trying to listen to teachers and to be

open to them in ways the former principal was perceived not
to have been. This attitude, however, conflicted with his
perception of what it meant to be a principal, which included
attitudes such as "you make the decisions,* "you can't please
everyone,* "if only half the teachers agree with me that's
good enough." It was clear that the principal in the the
first year was trying to maintain a feeling that he still
belonged to the oomaraderie of teachers; by the second year,
however, he moved to a position more distant from the teachers
and that created problems for teachers who were taking his
reactions at face value and were not able to see the incon-
sistencies and contradictions in his decisiohs.

In Year 1, the action research team drafted a Staff
Opinion Survey (SOS) to get all teachers' and school staff's
opinions about what problems needed to be researched. The
team showed the draft to the new principal for editing and
additions in December. His response was that the timing of
the survey was appropriate ainoe he had needed the informa-
tion anyway. This response set up the expectation that the
team's research would be taken to the board and used to help
the principal negotiate changes with the school board. In
January, the principal read the SOS results, but when he
approached the school board, be used them only to support
decisions he had already made before seeing the report.
Teachers on the team reacted differently to this sequence of
events. For instance, Elliot anticipated the principal's
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lack of action as far as putting forward the teacher's com-
plete range of responses to the school board. At first,
Brooks and John took the principal's reactions at face value
and had high expectations for his use of the team's research.
Although ;lick was expected to be the team's liaison to the
principal, John became the member who kept the principal
informed about the team's research in Year 1. In his final
interview, Elliot suggested, however, that the principal did
not listen to John. It was not known what relationship Jack
had with the new pr_ncipal.

At the end of Year 1 Brooks and John interviewed the
principal for his definitions and goals for the school. It
was this interview that began the process of changing their
perception concerning the principal's commitment to the
team's research.

At the beginning of Year 2 a list of organizational
changes made by the principal from Year 1 to Year 2 was
compiled by the team and taken to the principal for any
additions or changes. The principal was continued to be
perceived as taking a positive attitude toward the team's
research during Year 2 and willingly supported the teacher's
request for release time to attend conferences related to
their collaborative action research.

During Year 2 when team members were analyzing their
results and drafting their final report, they began to ques-
tion whether the principal would sincerely take into consid-
eration their findings and recommendations. In late spring
the team made their recommendations and presented a draft to
the principal for his reactions. Soon after this, the team
presented a colloquium at the university with Education fa-
cultyswhich the principal bad indicated he would attend but
did not and did not give reasons for his lack of attendance.
The principal was then asked to come to a meeting of the team
at which questions about the use Of the team's findings were
asked, but he gave no clear indication as to how he would use
the results. By the time the recommendations were presented
at a special school staff 9eeting, it was clear the principal
was not seriously considerling maki9g use of the results.

In a final interviewkith the principal by the
,,,university inveatigator, be \$`t

/ think looking at the people on the team,
they're the type that want to be involved so it
was good for them to be able to have something
that elaborate, not just a committee that ends
up with four meetings and comes up with a recom-
mendation for the principal. But they're the
type of people that really want to be involved
in Education. They're not the type that want
to work 8 'til 2:30 and that's it. So I think
it was good for thei. If, for no one else in
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the building, I think it was good for those
people to have something that they could be
involved in.

Its really hard to say . . . I don't think
they've changed but I guess maybe if they didn't
have something to be involved in, then you would
have seen a change. I don't know if there may
have been something else they may have been
involved in if this had not been available. I
think then you might have seen a change. Because
people who want to be involved need to be in-
volved, and it therela nothing to be involved
with, that's when . . a person becomes bored,
that shows up in all aspects of their life, their
job, their family life, and everything,. . .

Possibly if this had not been available, then we
might have seen a change. But I think we saw them
working the same ways they had always worked as
far as being involved in Education, in educational
research, and educationfil questions. So I really
can't say I saw a big change in them. It's just
that they continue to be involved people as they
always have been.

Whereas the principal appeared to feel the team research
was valuable, he also clearly suggests that it was necessary
to keep these particular teachers occupied.

The principal did not seem to affect Jack's role as
classroom teacher and was not an authority figure for Jack.
Authority was not an issue for Jack because he regarded
"himself" as an authority figure as part-time administrator
with 17 years of experience in the school. During the first
eight meetings, Jack said little about the principal. The
new principal was not a dilemma for Jack, although Jack's
relationship with the principal was never made clear. In-
stead, be defined the effects of a new principal on a speci-
fic issue - morale - which created no conflict at all for
himself. At one team meeting, Jack said he'd been through
four principal changes. When Brooks asked him how he felt
about it, Jack said:

The principal hasn't changed the way I teach
in my classroom for 16 years and hasn't affected
me personally per se as a classroom teacher but
has affected the overall philosophy of the school,
which I think is where the morale problem exists
. . now. (Transcript, 10/28/81)
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John, and Brooks together saw the principal hiring as a
problem for the staff, not a dilemma, although Brooks bad
reacted to it in her journal as a dilemma for herself (Docu-
mentation, 10/28/81).

Jack felt, that many things were out of the principal's
hands.

. . . Many times we blame the principal or
administrator for things that are out of their
bands . . . the interim principal has tried . . .

(Transcript, 10/28/81)

He then said that it was a mistake for principals to ask
teachers for their opinions and then do the opposite - that
it would be better to just tell teachers what you were going
to do in the first place. This was an opposite response to
that of Ted who said the principal Jambi get teachers'
opinions even if he will not use them in making the decision.

Jack left the team after Year 1.

Ted's hopes for the principal follow from his idea that
people should band together and cooperate.

On the new principal's appointment, Ted noted:

It is hoped by everyone that a new spirit
of cooperation will invade the junior high
school corridors. (Log, 12/16/81)

Ted, like Brooks and John, at first expected more
positive changes from the new principal.

Very little change has taken place since be
became the new principal at NHS. Meetings are
being held with each department on next year's
budget and a survey is being conducted involving
department heads vs. house coordinators. The
word is no big changes until the next school
year. (Log, 1/12/82)

In terms of the principal's relation to teachers, Ted
expressed a need for involvement by teachers even if only for
face value. This was a different perspective than Jack's,
who said the principal should just make the decision. At one
point, Ted 'said that the process of principals asking teach-
ers' opinions was just done to cover themselves, and that
principals should ask opinions of those around them, even if
they won't use them in decisions.
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Ted seemed to use this same thinking in deciding whether
to invite the principal to be more involved in the action
research team. He said the team idagialst invite the principal,
although NO still don't have ;() use his ideas.* Be did not
want the team's work to be dominated by the principal's
ideas.

Ted often posed questions, using *should* and *could.*
He seemed to be appealing to a more adequate system of think-
ing, not limited by reality but based on principle. Be was
concerned with rights and ideals, a concern more typical of
the conscientious thinker, but he expressed these in very
global terms, thus suggesting his transition position between
the Conformist and Conscientious stages.

Ted also referred to a democratic system of decision
making and expressed concern for moral problems and obliga-
tions. Again, the word *should* as a moral imperative was
always present in his statements and arguments. Typical of
Ted's statements was when be said that when he was a princi-
pal that he had more communication with higher administra-
tion. He said that people should be able to band together,
that somehow problem:3Am= be solved (Documentation,
10/28/81).

Ted observed that the former junior high principal had
little effect on change, that be was just a middleman imple-
menting policies dictated from above and below him. The
principal, Ted acknowledged, seemed to have some influence on
morale. Ted's perception that committees were in the fore-
front of setting policy was very different from Jack who
believed the principal set policy and from Brooks and John
who believed teachers have little input into policy at the
school. Once again, Ted's conventional stage and global
principles on democratic policy making may have been the lens
through which he perceived the school.

In my short time at the junior high, the
principal seems to have little effect on change.
Teachers (committees) were in the front when it
oame to setting policy. Information seems to
flow upward and downward to the principal. A
different type of principal ,cam use his
position to become a more forceable advocate
for change. (Log, 11/4/81)

It is not surprising that three teachers in the same
school with the same principal all described to be *inter-
ested, active participators" by the principal should have
such different perspectives of the same events, if one oon-
sidars the developmental position of each teacher. Typically
in other models of psy-!,ology, it is assumed that different
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people see the same thing in different ways (so this idea is
not new). We then go on to look at personal characteristics
between people (age, years of experience teaching, experience
with prior principals, etc.) to try to explain their differ-
ing perceptions of the same event. In oognitive development-
al theory, however, one begins to notice that the same physi-
cal event can, in fact, be seen differently by those affected.
Not only do they explain their perceptions of the event dif-
ferently, they seem to have "seen' different realities. Thus,
the persons are constructing reality out of very different
meaning systems of logic and in a psychological sense differ-
ent "objects events" do exist as well.

What is the logic system out of which Ted sees that
teachers committees have an effect on policy in the school,
while Jack, Brooks, John and Elliot all see little effect
there? Could these other teachers influence Ted, by Milling
him something different? By pointing out their perceptions?
For two years in this project, the other member. of the team
pointed out their realities to Ted over and over, either in a
friendly, chiding way, teaching way or frustrated tone; never
did Ted swerve from his own reality. It would take a devel-
opmental transformation for Ted to see the principals, teach-
ers,and school poliqy making in a different way. Part of
what may be needed is Ted's willingness and confidence to
take on responsibility and risk involvement in taking action
on the principles he espoused.

In the discussion pf whether and bow to involve the prin-
cipal in the project, Ted's concern with the ideal, what's
right, was again reflected in his desire to do what he thought
was best regardless of the administration. John asked a ques-
tion on the choice of scheduling as a researchable problem,
i.e., what should be done in the school's schedule may be
different from what could be done in the real school situation.
Ted held to the *should* idea that a schedule that reflected
what 'should* be done ultimately should be the one defended
to the principal, and the team should stand behind the find-
ings. Even though Ted called himself *practical," be seemed
not to want to recognize the context of the school as a
system. Although he may 300 the complexity in the system or
the broader social context, his words do no reflect this
perception.

In this discussion on principal involvement, Ted used
questions as his way of entering the conversation. He ques-
tioned in a global way the strategies that John suggested
would fit the project into the system of the school. Because
of Ted's global questioning of what John perceived as the
clearcut rules and regulations of the school as an effective
working system, John called Ted an idealist. In previous and
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later conversations, John, at the subsequent Conscientious
ego position, often provided Ted with the patterns and the
formulas he used to deal with the system. Ted seemed to
appreciate both John's greater knowledge of the workings of
the school as a system and his willingness to actually work
in the system, i.e., talk to administrators, superintendents,
school board members.

AIM

John said the principal runs the school - and is at best
a benevolent dictator. He implied that teachers need to fig-
ure out ways of staying out of the principal's way. Because
John was confident of his control of his own *elf system in
the school, he didn't want to add conflicting perceptions to
that' control.

Log entry entitled *Essay on Principals:*
I have never worked for a bad principal.

Some I have not agreed with, but all were
working to help students and teachers .

A principal runs a school; be can choose
others to assist, but final decisions rest with
him. The big problem some have is not being
able to diplomatically gather information to
make the final decision. Many times feelings
are hurt and teachers will not assist in the
process because they think their ideas and
time are requested but then ignored .

(Log, 11/81)

Essay titled *Picking a New Principal:*
(See decision making for more from this entry.)

A school is not a democracy nor is it a
republic. Under the bee- of times it is benevo-
lent dictatorship with a few safeguards built
into the system. A principal evaluates teachers.
They should not hold their position because the
ones they evaluate selected them.

(Log, 11/81)

John, at the Conscientious stage, resorted to the use of
his own formulas and predesigned courses of action in re-
sponse to solving problems. This tendency to use formulas
that show simplicity is more typical of the middle range of
moral development scores, the Conformist and Conscientious
stages (Patterson, 1981). In one discussion on school con-
text John said that having had a lot of different principals,
he had come up with four ideas: 1) if you do not send stu-
dents out of your room, you are not bothered by principals;
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2) if parents or students don't complain you are left alone;
3) if you don't complain no one bothers you; 4) if you give
the appearance of order everyone leaves you alone (Log,
11/81). Basically they were a simplified formula to getting
the principal to leave the teacher alone. Jack said that
they were "four very good observations" that would also make
a teacher be called a good teacher on their evaluation (Docu-
mentation, 11/4/81). The area of evaluation was the only
area in which John felt the principal affected him. He
developed this predesigned solution to remain unaffected by
the principal. It also meant he was in control of his own
system in the school.

John conformed to his own role expectation of the job,
the school organisation, and the principal. John seemed to
be embedded in the context and the teacher role in the school
and acted on his beliefs, being consistent in what be said
jaguag be done and what he would have done. His ideas of
what Await be done were therefore pragmatio and based on
what he bad done before and represent the oonventional stages
of moral judgment. John rarely expressed a 'should' at a
Post-Conventional stage. His own moral code seemed tied to
his internal system. He acted more from what is: 1) pragmatic
or strategic and 2) socially desirable or expected, than 3)
what is most fair or just. John tended to change behavior to
conform to the situation to do what would be the 'right thing
in the situation,' primarily defined by his own system orien-
tation in the job and school. Thus, he tended to be somewhat
inconsistent with what he may have earlier felt should have
been done.

John's expectations about the system were reflected in
his conversations with Jack. John perceived of Jack as the
insider and himself as the outsider on school context issues.
This was less an indication of reflection and more the accu-
racy of being an outsider to administrative decisions. An
example of that behavior is as follows. Jack said that after
the past six school days, the new principal was not sure be
wanted the job. He described a series of incidents with kids
- of having to carry them out of the building, fighting, bus
seats slashed, parent conferences. John saw himself "As
someone who is way outside observing,' and he thought that
the trouble was due to having no definite direction from the
main office. Jack said that there was more direction out of
the office in the past few months than in the past few years.
John suggested that maybe as far as kids and teachers were
concerned, they don't see it, but he thought it was there
(Documentation, 12/2/81). John listens to Jack, acaepts that
Jack mr r have a different view, but does not defer to Jack as
Ted does. John kept his own ideas and spoke with confidence,
perhaps to the extreme of rigidity when others dialogued.
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John seemed to see the principal as part of a larger
system, yet John's thinking often resorted to formulas. This
may account for John's seemingly contradictory statements.
For instance, John said that a lot would depend ^n the new
principal but that 'money was really the whole Wm (Dooumen-
bation, 10/21/81).

Throughout John's comments there was the contradictory
idea that the principal makes a difference but doesn't. John
started with a more complex idea and then reverted to a
simplistic formula.

In his later comments about the principal, John ex-
pressed the feeling that not much would change. He almost
convinced Brooks, at the same Conscientious stage, of this
also. She verbally agreed with him, but in her personal
comments in her log, she expressed much more expectation for
positive ohange as a result of the new principal. Certainly
there is an interaction here between stages of development
with age or years of experience. John had 17 years of experi-
ence, Brooks only 8. Brooks deferred to his experience, but,
in private, sheaheld4reater expectations. John was firmly
entrenched in the Conscientious stage, with oonfidenoe in his
own working system and little dependency on the principal, as
long as "he leaves me alone.' Brooks, in transition, had
expectations of the principal to satisfy her needs for rein-
forcement, affiliation.nd psychic understanding. Her ex-
pectations almost bear %mends as she saw herself being
engulfed in an almost lntrollable system. Until she
gained the sense of pe. al control of herself within the
system, Brooks *anti= have high iapectations of the
principal for external 'ornament and valuing.

In relation to the ARCS project, John actively took on
the role of providing the principal with information on the
project during Year 1. This fit with his belief that one
should let the principal know and, if the principal is inter-
ested, he will make the next move.

John said that the new principal was hoping
we would come up with some ideas - that he was
really interested in what we could offer (Docu-
mentation, 12/16/81).

Our principal is quite interested in what
we are doing, very interested from talking to him
and some of our ideas, he would really like to
see what we oome up with. Because that's the
first thing that he has to do now, is sit down
and deal with scheduling for next year, imme-
diately . . . And then in the future, if we come
up with anything or ideas that mulct be better,
be would certainly like to go through them.

(Transcript, 12/16/81)
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During Year 2, John
capacity of updating the
it became clearer to the
interested in the team's
anticipated.

AZ=

no longer continued in his voluntary
principal on the team's progress and
team that the principal was not as
research and results as first

According to Brooks, the principal controlled change
vie -a. mvis a number of staff schedule budget allocations, the
toue of interpersonal relations, and the level of involve-
ment. She fa'.t the principal bad formal and Informal power
to create or control change.

. . the principal, I feel, controls
the elements of change. Whatever you think
the change is can be transmitted formally by
what the principal chooses to share with staff
or informally by what be or she doesn't choose
to share and by what the staff sees as decisions
that the principal may or may not have been in-
fluential in or may or may not have been in con-
trol of. So there's a formal and an informal
change process that I see. (Transcript, 10/28/81)

Later Brooks agreed with Elliot that the principal trig-
gers change rather than controls change. Elliot may not nec-
essarily have been reacting to the reality of this situation
but more as a statement of how a principal should ideally
initiate change. After this meeting, she used the word
"triggers* in her journal when describing the principal's
role in school change.

The principal triggers the elements of
{thane) - number of staff in areas, schedule,
budget allocations, tone of interpersonal
relations, level of academic involvement.
This can be transmitted lormally by what
the principal shares with his staff orlatarzaux by what the staff 'sees' as
decisions that the principal is able to
influence or make. (Log, 11/3/81)

There were four primary issues which described Brooks'
perceptions as the team members debated the issues involved in
the choice of a new principal.

The first issue concerned the relations between teachers
and the former principal and Brooks' perception that teachers
could create change as they did with the Teacher Corps program.
At an early meeting in Year 1, Brooks brought up the new
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point that when Teacher Corps was going on, all teachers were
so busy developing their own projects that they would go down
and tell the former principal that he couldn't do this or
that because it would conflict with what they were going to
do. Once Teacher Corps stopped, however, she noted that the
principal started making decisions in which teachers were not
involved (Documentation, 10/21/81).

The second issue concerned Brooks' reflection on her own
and others' reactions to the ohoosing.of a new principal
Brooks had the ability to reflect on herself and her surround-
ings. She tended to assume that most others were doing what
she was doing (i.e., thinking about what happened and reflect-
ing on how they feel). Jack tended not to reflect on his
thoughts; rather he acted or reacted. She noted that differ-
ence in a positive way from the point of view of someone who
can get caught up in thinking and thinking over =issue and
who perhaps longs for the more simple world where endless
reflection is not a possibility. Specifically, in Phase 1,
Brooks described Jack as one step ahead of most teachers in
looking forward not back on the principal issue, because most
teachers were still thinking about what had happened and bow
they felt about it (Documentation, 10/28/81).

The third issue concerned Brooks' expectations for
change with the new principal. There was a contradiction in
that she had very low expectations since she thought things
would not change, but, on the other hand, she bald very high
expectations that the new principal would help her personal-
ly. Even though Brooks agreed later with John when be said
he did not bold high expectations for change with a new prin-
cipal, her later log comments contradicted this and suggested
her very high hopes for improvement and her willingness to
discuss these improvements with the new principal.

Brooks admired John's co dent sense of the school con-
text and how he maintained cont of of his own self system
within the larger system of the school. Thus, she was per-
suaded by John's low expectations of the new principal, even
though they contradicted her owh very high personal expecta-
tions. This inconsistency is nOt atypical for a person at
the Conscientious stage of development. As she agreed with
John, she said:

Some people are going a little bit overboard
and saying yeah, it's gpeat, the new principal's
going to be the answer to all our problems but
we're (John and Brooks) sitting back saying,
well, eh, the fact that they're kind of acting
and saying that this is the way it's going to be
does not necessarily mean that he's going to
corroborate the feelings, and so I think there
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are going to be a number of people who will be
either cooled off or will be grumbling about all

. it's going-to be interesting how he handles
the situation. I wouldn't want to be in that
situation. I wish him all the luck in the world.
There are so many unhappy people in this building
I don't know bow things are.gping to work out.

(Transcript, 81)

On the other hand, she said that choosing a principal
was the 'biggest thing we've done in the aix years she had
been there.

. . getting a new principal for this
school is the most important thing we've been
through together in a long, long time. This
is my sixth year teaching and this is tile most
serious thing we have all confronted. That's
even considering Teacher Corps.

(Transcript, 10/28/81)

I know some things that I hope will change:
morale more positive; schedule, reorganization to
include me with a team of academic teachers, more
positive relationship with administrators in this
building, adequate guidance counselor coverage for
girls and problem kids. Haiti= the new
principal affect me? The biggest change will be
my attitude. I hope I will be able to support
the new principal. I have hopes that 'things'
(problems common to all faculty) will change for
the better. (Log, 10/25/81)

Brooks talked about feeling stressed personally and
professionally and her high hopes that the principal would
help.

. . the school's not helping me deal
with it. In fact, its creating more stress
and I'm sort of looking at the principal as
coming to the school and helping that situation
and I'm really unrealistic about it. I know
that I really shouldn't think that the principal
is going to be able to bail the school out and
create a less stressful situation but that's my
high hopes . . . (Transcript, 10/28/81)

The fourth issue concerned Brooks' use of the principal
to support her own personal issues. In Year 2, Brooks
talked to the principal about the morale issue and when he
told her it was one of his goals, too, she came back to the
team revitalized in her feelings and supported by him.
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One of the principal's goals [discussed
during an a.m. (before school) informal group
meeting] is to get the teachers to care about
the schlol, to participate in after-school
activities, j.mnrcvaigmela in general.
He feels this is a priority. Also, curriculum
needs to be clarified. Other concerns are on
the 'back burner' at this time.

(Log, 2/2/82)

Brooks also talked with the new principal about other
problems and concerns she bad. His response to her made her
feel his support in the sense that he was backing her up.

I discussed my concerns with him about
kids who were uncontrollable among the general
faculty. He was in complete agreement. In
fact, he had drafted a thank you note to me
and several other teachers who helped during
the 'boxing match.' Nice touch. I'm beginning
to see the new principal's style and to see his
ideas. So far, I'm impressed. I think that it
is to his advantage he knows what its like to
be a classroom teacher. (Log, 2/2/82)

During Year 1, Brooks cited an article which rqggested
that the team's project needed to be sanctioned by the prin-
cipal for it to work.

. what I'm talking about is that
particular issue . . . whatever we do has to
have . . be sanctioned by a principal or a
head of the school or some, some . . . (inter-
rupted by Elliot or Ted asking why it needed to
be sanctioned) well, if you read this article

. . it says . . you should involve the
principal . . (Trans°. ipt, 11/18/81)

Having been active in school staff member duties before,
and having tried to make changes, Brooks recognized the value
of the principal's backing of the team's research idea if it
was going to Kock. Brooks referred to the article on school
change several times. Brooks used her outside readings as
authorities to discuss or back up her ideas. She conscienti-
ously read the articles brought to the meeting by the univer-
sity researcher and she sought out additional articles. At
the Conscientious stage, she felt skillful and confident
through reading professional journals.

Brooks shared her findingp Prow readings with the
principal as well. At another tine, she talked about
articles she had located on materials on Project Adolescence.
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And I told the principal about it and
he is going to look over the materials over
vacation, and we'll get together and talk
about it. (Transcript, 12/16/81)

Brooks' comments about the project needing to be sanc-
tioned by the principal seemed to reflect her understanding
from the readings and her experience that the principal is
the keperson in the school. She had always been active in
the school, taking her duties as a teacher in the classroom
and staff member in the school as strong responsibilities
upon which she acted. Cordial, if not friendly. relations
with him were sufficient for her to maintain her own stable
working olassroom. Early on in the project, Brooks was still
somewhat dependent on mutqality with the new principal. The
more she sensed this new principal was approving her actions
and offering reinforcement, the more she felt like she was
doing a good job and she tried harder. This externalapprov-
al from the principal. however, was not her total life sup-
port in the school. Brooks was in transition, moving beyond
this interpersonal. Self Aware stage of development, which
was so dependent on external approval for one's motivation to
work harder. The principal had a place in her own stabiliz-
ing self system. As the project continued into Year 2,
Brooks' idealism about expectations of mutuality with the
principal diminished and began to be replaced by her own
self-definitions, her own authority and her own personal
achievements in her own definition of her role. The princi-
pal could then be seen as a like-minded thinker or a foe, but
she maintained control over her own self system.

At the end of the project, Brooks linked her well-being
to her investment in her work and commitment to teach accord-
ing to her own principles rather than external evaluation.
She became more confident of her ability to set personal
standards and began relying on herself as the primary source
of her evaluation. Thus, in the terms used by Kegan (1982)1
her well-being was linked to the smooth running of her siNg
syste. her own institution.

The confidence and skills she gained in the project,
plus her deeper appreciation for individual differences, the
contributions of team members, and the principal and his job
in the school and district, seem to have helped her define
her own self system more clearly in terms of the reality of
the school context and decision making.

AIL=
Elliot saw the principal as someone who should organize

a group of teachers, taking into consideration the teacher's
point of view. This was consistent with Elliot's idea of a
leader as someone who should help a group reach a common goal.
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In a log comment in Year 1, Elliot suggested that the
proper posture for a principal was that he knows what is
wrong and doesn't permit it. The school should function on
the basis of what is right. The 'rightness' equates roughly
with what is 'best.' He then noted that "best' should not be
determined unilaterally and that total staff collaboration
must determine the "best' system of functions for the total
school.

According to Elliot, the principal should know what is
wrong and not permit it by total school collaboration to
determine what is best. The principal should act on what is
best for the school, but, in Elliot's experience, the princi-
pals have acted arbitrarily, rigidly, by paying lip service,
by not considering alternatives to their preferred decisions.
This seemed to match John's perception of past principals as
'benevolent dictators.'

Elliot saw the principal within a larger context or
system. Given this viewpoint, he perceived the principal's
voice as one of many to be considered and his changes as only
one set c4' those that occur in the school. Elliot said that
in order to understand change, one has to understand formal
and informal channels of power.

Ted asked how they would get away from
the prior principal's problem of solicitinb
input and then not using it. Elliot said
maybe a majority of teachers would say one
thing, research another, and the principal
another, but at least it would all be out in
the open. 'These people have to know we have
no authority' (Documentation, 12/16/81).

In a discussion on the principal's role in making change,
Elliot said that he would change Brooks' idea of 'the princi-
pal controls change' to "the principal triggers change.'

Jack said the principal pulls the trigger. John said that
how teachers are evaluated has changed and that it is never
constant. Teachers don't know what to expect (Documentation,
11/5/81).

Elliot, Jack and John each seemed to speak from their
own frame of reference. The difference between Elliot and
Jack's perception was striking. Elliot, at the Invididualis-
tic stage, said that ideally the principal 'triggers,' facil-
itates, and organizes individuals around common goals, while
Jack, at the Conventional stage, said the principal autocra-
tically 'pulls the trigger' and orders unilateral change.
Brooks, at the Conscientious stage, was confident of her
teaching skills; she was assertive, active in the school, yet
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least confident of her role in decisAn making in the school.
Thus, she said the principal controls Vhange. Yet, almost
immediately upon hearing Elliot's comment, she recognized the
adequacy of the idea of ftriggersa change. John, who felt
leapt controlled and least concerned with the principal in
relation to his own changes, focused on the teacher evalua-
tion issue perhaps because it was the only area in which he
felt the principal had an affect on him.

Because Elliot saw the principal as only one part of a
larger system, as was the action research group, the system
needed to be considered in weighing whether or not to invite
the principal to join the group. Group cohesion also needed
to be considered. The principal could be seen as a resource
rather than a deciding or controlling forte (this paralleled
Elliott's view of the principal triggering rather than con-
trolling ahange).

Elliot expressed this view of the principal and the
relation to the research project during a team meeting in
November 1981. During this conversation, Ted, at the Self-
Aware position, said it was valuable to invite the principal
in to give the team ideas, although it would be the team's
decision on a prqject in the end. Tius, Ted thought the team
should invite the principal before i decided on a research
focus. Ted's desire to invite the principal. even if for
face value alone, concerned his wish that the project be
given a good chance so it would not be filed away or rejected.
It also paralleled his view that, on school decisions, the
principal ought to get teachers' opinions for face value
alone, even if he did not intend to use their idea*.

John, at the Conscientious position, was less concerned
with the final product of the project; and said that if it
were used, that would be good, but that it was not necessary
for his feeling of success. He saw the skills he was learn-
ing and the interaction he was having on the action research
team and with other teachers in the school as important to
his own professional career. His concern with inviting the
principal depended more on who the new principal would be
because that would determine whether and how to involve the
principal.

Elliot, at the Individualistic stage, was concerned
about the action research team's group process and said that
the principal should have been involved from day one if he
was going to be included as an equal voice on the team.
Elliot expressed his opinion that the action research process
was complicated enough already without bringing in another
person after the team had been meeting for 4-5 weeks. He
also said he had needed this long just to find out where
everyone in the team was coming from. Since Elliot consid-
ered the principal as one who could offer another opinion, he
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said the team might look at the principal as a *valuable
resource* (but not a full team member), whom he team could
call on at certain points in the research process. This
paralleled Elliot's perception that the team, in its diver-
sity, already had valuable resources and the principal would
add one more set of opinions which would weigh equally with
those of other team members. While John suggested different
strategies depending on who the new principal would be, to
Elliot, the strategy of working with the principal no matter
who it was would be the same as with any other person on the
team (i.e., when Jack left the team, Elliot used this same
reasoning to suggest another parson could not, at that late
date, become an equal team member).

In his log just after this discussion in Year 1, Elliot
mentioned objections toward the principal joining the group
and noted the time it'would take to make him a *true* group
member. He wrote, the idea of granting 'equal' stature to
an outsider into a group that has spent 4-5 sessions of hard
work getting .acquainted, solely because of his organizational
position, is an idea I find very objectionable* (Log, 11/20/
81): Thus, Elliot strongly objects to bringing the principal
in as a participant in the group.

In addition, Elliot talked about the need to identify
status in the hierarchy in making a decision about what to
research. This was compared to Brooks who wanted to choose a
classroom project that would not be undermined by administra
tors. Elliot said you need to consider the hierarchy in ways
in which it wouldn't control you.

I jusc think that we very carefully
pick something we like and that could be
carried with or without the participation
of the principal . . . You know, leave the
principal down there and we can stay here
and we can file a report with the principal
afterwards . . (Transcript, 11/18/81)

Involvement of the principal in the project was a con-
flict for Elliot. On this issue Elliot's determination not
to be controlled by the principal seemed at times to over-
shadow his perception that the principal should act as a
resource to the team. Elliot was perhaps in a dilemma that
he recognized more clearly later in the project. The one
issue which was still unresolved for Elliot at the end of the
project was the principal's involvement.

Elliot, at the Individualistic stage of development. was
very consistent in his understanding and altions in terms of
the team's work and group process, all aimed toward meshing
individual diversity and conflict to achieve common goals.
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In terms of his relation to the principal of the school,
however, it seemed Elliot was unable to act with the princi-
pal in a way that would contribute to the group's goal. As
far as we know. Elliot never discussed the project with the
principal. At the end of Year 1. Elliot took a jOb in the
high achool. and thus, during Year 2, he bad no contact with
the junior high principal. It is impossible to predict what
would have happened in the project had Elliot stayed at the
junior high school. Would he have become aware of the possi-
bility of "compromising with the principal" to help bring
about the changes the team's research suggested were neces-
sary? Would he have been able to act personally on his
belief that the principal should be a rejource to the team?

Views of Authority: Superintendent

In discussing cooperation from the superintendent, in
addition to the principal, the five teachers responded quite
differently. each from their own perspective. Brooks said
they needed to clarify their framework - referring to the
article - that the research should be classroom based, so
that it was not undermined by administrators. Elliot said
that the team bad to identify its status in the hierarchy and
that it shouldn't tackle anything that it couldn't follow
through. Ted said he thought we should try to get 000pera-
tion from the superintendent. Brooks said the superintendent
would say: "Let us know if thereva anything we can do to
help." Ted said that just something in the classroom didn't
seem good. Elliot said the superintendent would say "anything
we can do to help" if it was a classroom project, but that if
it was bigger. he'd say it was a nice idea but you can't do
it. John said he disagreed, that if it was a good idea that
the superintendent would back you (Documentation, 11/18/81).

These comments suggest the different notions of the role
of authority in their lives. Ted, at the Self-Aware posi-
tion, is idealistic and willing to try; however, we note that
even though be sat on a committee regularly with the assis-
tant superintendent, Ted did not at on his thoughts. He did
not bring up the ARCS group nor did he follow up even after
John started his series of conversations with the assistant
superintendent or made his presentation about ARCS to the
Staff Development Committee. John, at the Conscientious
position, also wanted cooperation from the superintendent.
Ted said the team should try to get cooperation from the
superintendent. Only John, however, followed through on this
ooncept. John kept the assistant superintendent informed
throughout the second year of the project. This led to
John's invited presentat %I to the Staff Development Commit-
tee, which the assistant . uperintendent chaired, and of which
Ted was a member.
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Brooks, also at the Conscientious stage. was willing to
opt for a classroom project and thus sidestep the issue of
principal or superintendent involvement. She bad bad little
'positive experience in the decision- making hierarchy in the
school or district compared to John. She said authorities in
the district would say: 'Let us know if there's anything we
can do to help,' but, in fact, she believed they would not do
anything to help.

Elliot, at the Individualistic position, agreed with
Brooks about not involving the administration, but his argu-
ment was based on perceived status in the hierarchy (they
won't help you, they will ignore you) combined with his own
sense of commitment to see the project through without inter-
ference that could slow down the group process or control the
mteacherso research process. On this issue, Eliot perhaps
failed to see the paradox of the ramifications of leaving the
principal out'of the group process.

These perceptions of the superintendent were quite dif-
ferent from teacher to teacher but consistent with each
teacher's view of the principal.
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8.3 246111/.211/MIUM

Persons at different developmental positions may be
expected to have different perspectives on their goals and
outcomes of the research project.

The purpose of this section is to relate members' goals
and perceived outcomes and some of the ways they set out to
reach those outcomes.

ranuarlsen aL ism lisabszat Initial fimaa Lac Prole

Although all team members talked about wanting to do a
project that benefited teachers and students in the school in
some way, each expressed their hopes in a different way.

Jack talked about the 'pekicular benefit for himself
("Well, just participating and sitting and talking with other
people, getting other ideas, there have to be benefits . . .

to yourself. Even if they are accidental there have to be
benefits"). Ai pointed out in the section on group process,
Jack emphasized the personal value of participating in the
project, although he saw benefit to the school as well. When
talking about outcomes or goals for the team's project during
the first eight team meetings, Jack also suggested that team
members should do the project for personal satisfaction,
since it was 'fantasy island" to think that the administra-
tion would get involved and support the team's effort.

Ted, at the Self-Aware stage, stressed fulfilling the
needs of others (teachers and students) in the school as a
goal for the project, rather than the personal gains he would
get from it. He also wanted to do a project "that all of us
have deep caring for," expressing his awareness of 'the possi-
bility of internal/emotional connections to the project,
although be continued to do so in vague or global terms.
Both of these ideas reflected his Conformist/Conscientious
transition, in which caring for others and wanting to work on
a project in which group members share feelings of commitment
and caring are important. Despite his stated beliefs at the
beginning of the project, Ted seemed unable to fulfill actual
duties defined during the action research project which would
allow him to reach these goals. His contributions to the
group tended to be "enalusiasm" because he felt he lacked
skills necessary to contribute in more concrete ways. Skills
included communicattng with other teachers, reading research
articles, writing, analyzing data, speaking at presentations.
His lack of confidence in these areas was also reflective of
the Self-Aware stage and influenced his participation (or
lack of participation) in the group tasks. Ted experienced a
conflict between his unwillingness to take on tasks and his
desire to live up to what was expected of him by the team.
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Jim, Lori, and Anne on the Michigan team all scored at
the Self-Aware ego level.

Jim scored at the Self-Aware stage but his initial goals
for the action research project emphasized career goals and
growth which would benefit him, his students and the school
as a whole hope it would make me a better person to make
decisions not only about my own class but about the school
and what influence I can have here." Although Lori, too, saw
the project as furthering her professional career, like Ted,
she expressed vague, global goals of solving school problems.
Anne, too, sees the value of the project in it proviOng an
opportunity to work on "some problem I might want to attack
this year." She also sees the project as a way of getting
people in touch with what's going on. She, too, tends to use
global, vague descriptions, like Ted. Jim and Lori's focus
on the career aspect also stems from their position in the
age 30 crisis. Their inability to be specific, however, is
similar to Ted and Anne.

John, at the Conscientious stager emphasized his assump-
tion that the project would solve school problems, "dealing
with students and dealing with teachers,within our particular
area - trying to find help with the proeletes." While Ted
focused on doing a project that addressee" people's needs,
John wanted to solve problems within the school as a system.
Unlike Ted, John felt skillful in his ability to address
problems and assume tasks which led to problem solutions. He
felt confident in his ability to approach aLd talk to other
teachers, principal, assistant superintendent, and school
board member.. He was comfortable directing the team as it
carried out data collection and analysis. Sven though he
originally felt be lacked research skills, be continually
found ways to bring the skills he had into the working of the
team. This approach was very different from Ted's, who did
not initiate tasks or try to compensate for skills he felt he
lacked. John could clearly list his own strengths, weak-
nesses, and perceived outcomes from the project. Ted was
more vague in identifying skills be had or lacked and what he
gained from the project.

In order to solve the problems he saw as the team's
goal, John tended to find and use formulas, seeking the rules
or laws which governed behavior and interaction in the sys-
tem. While this allowed him to work on the problems identi-
fied by the group and move the team along, it prevented him
from looking at alternatives or subtleties in the problem
situations.

Florence scored at the Conscientious position. The
value of the project for her was to "be able to handle things
better" although she feels she's doing a good job now. "May -

t be I want the chance to find out for myself that I'm really
doing thing" the right way." Her comments reflect her inter-
nal sense of competence and achievement which characterize
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this stage. She feels stable, like John, of her own self
system in the school and classroom. While John makes this
same kind of statement At the end of the project, Florence is
able to articulate it as a goal at the outset. She never
specifically says how the project will benefit the school and
at most seems to suggest the experiences of individual teaoh-
ere on the team will create a ripple effect which will uhere-
fore affect students and the school.

Brooks also scored at the Consoientious stage but her goals
for the team were to "establish a dialogue within the school
- of some concerned teachers, of what's happened to us, where
we've been, what has really transpired." Her concern for
communication may be a sex difference that appears at this
stage; women are often scored lower because their concern for
communication comes across as caring for others, a character-
istic of the Conformist stage. Her concern for others was
expressed in an active, specific way; i.e., it is through
communication that oaring would take place rather than in a
more global and passive way as expressed by Ted. Like John,
Brooks felt confident talking to other teachers in the school
and taking on other project tasks. More than John, she
seemed to understand other people's viewpoints, which seemed
to be one aspect of her emphasis on communication and may
also be another sex difference at this stage.

Jane, scoring at the Individualistic level, indicated
goals for the action research project in terms of redefining
her work in conjunction with a deeper understanding of her-
self. She was concerned with being recognized for contribu-
tions and achievement in roles she valued and said, "I want
to be the beat teacher there is. I'm pretty good already."
She had a stable professional self and was pleased with her
abilities and accomplishments, "I feel I have accomplished
important things and expect to continue. I feel no pressure
or panic about the finiteness of it all." In the project she
indicated concern that teachers, herself included, are "los-
ing sight of the kids because time and production have become
SO important." Jane consistently brought the student per-
spective to the team at the Michigan site. She also presented
diverse opinions often different from other team members.
She was also concerned about becoming more her own person
with "autonomy and harmony" and less dependent on colleagues,
spouse, critics or mentors; she says, "I've been dependent
too long." Jane's goals for the project included renewal in
her teaching and gaining a newer perspective on herself.

Jane left the Michigan team after the first year. Al-
though she said she left the .cam because her perspective was
represented by others, the documentation of the first year of
the project indicates that her perspective on school, class-
room, and teaching/learning issues was quite different from
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others on the team. She seemed to be an outsider to the rest
of the team in many respects. In addition to her having been
a prior elementary school.teacher and thus having different
experience from the other team members, the other four had
been good friends and team teachers for some time.

Jane's developmental test scores were similar to El-
liot's in the New Hampshire team. Analysis of her interper-
sonal understanding scores suggests, however, that Jane,
unlike Elliot, viewed the group as a homogeneous community,
wherein all good group members have the same concerns. This
vim; regards loyalty to the group and interpersonal relations
as being based on common ground (homogeneity of values). It
is suggested that when Jane's views continued to be different
from the rest, of the group, she had to make a choice. Ted,
in the New Hampshire group, with the same interpersonal under-
standing scores (stage 3), but at the Self-Aware stage of de-
velopment, could stay on the team, without being totally com-
mitted to the project. Jane, however, at the Individualistic
level seemed unable to stay on the team without being totally
committed to the project. Had she been able to view the
group from a pluralistic perspective (stage 4 interpersonal
understanding) as Elliot did in the New Hampshire group, she
may have been slug to remain on the team and find a successful
compromise which would have enabled her to use and enhance
her skills.

Elliot, at the Individualistic stage, discussed project
goals in terms of benefits for himself in professional/career
growth. While Jack talked in general ways about individual
benefits occurring (even accidentally), Elliot saw a particu-
lar, specific benefit to himself - the project will "ideally
motivate thought and greater precision in . . . an advanced
position." In fact, at the end of. the project, Elliot talked
about using skills and processes learned in follow-up activi-
ties. For instance, he would like to be the researcher on a
different collaborative research team: "I have an interest
in supervision and an interest in the process of change and I
would like to become involved as a project leader or research
assistant or something . . on a foreign turf where there is
a change process, where an action research model is utilized
and where the prince pal or whoever is involved in the team,
and analyze the .up process and be able to write on the
actual results of whatever decisions were made" (Interview,
6/83).

Elliot felt skillful in approaching the individual and
group goals set by the action research team. He said be
derived pleasure from such activities and felt he could make
significant contributions. He was able to keep his own need,
and goals in mind while fulfilling obligations to the group
(e.g., doing computer programs and data analysis con'zr.ibute4
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to his needs to learn more for a course be was teaching while
also contributing to the group's goals and needs). Teaching
a statistics course allowed him to bring information back to
tt, team to help them clarify goals. This contrasted with
Brooks' difficulty in maintaining her obligation to the team
without submerging her growing sense of individuality and her
needs to address personal issues. She almost needed to
diohtomize the two, so her sense of responsibility wouldn't
overtake her emerging focus on personal needs within the
system in which she was engaged, and feel conflict. Elliot
was able to integrate his individual needs and the demands of
the group. Elliot was able to stand back from the system at
all times, whereas John's values and actions were embedded in
this system, and Brooks was struggling to differentiate her
values and perceptions from those of the system.

Even though Elliot's goals were individualistic, he had
a sense of obligation to the group, a feeling of contractual
commitment which influenced his acceptance and volunteering
to carry out team tasks. Be talked about being "flexible" in
the group, so that even when e Made objections or questioned
the research project, be said he did so to enhance the over-
all system and project, not to "obstruct" it (as Ted felt he
would) or cause it to break down.

In comparison to John's use of formula solutions to
problems, Elliot was able to generate alternatives, project
consequences, and to accept conflicting points of view,
seeing when they were equally valid.

Like Brooks, Elliot was able to stand back from the team
and analyze the team's process and individual contributions
to its collective goals. Brooks got caught up in interper-
sonal conflicts, but Elliot was able to accept individual
differences which may have resulted in conflict and to work
with/around then toward mutually defined goals.

rawarlasui sat Team linabstal 22rsantigaz at &Lis= Atacama

These perceptions come primarily from final interviews,
in which teachers talked about the value of the project to
themselves and to the school. This section does not include
Jack because he left the project at the end of Year 1 to
become a principal in a different school system and Jane who
left the Michigan team at the end of Year 2. The comparison
of project outcomes is made for the remaining eight teachers
on the two teams.

Just as Ted's initial goals for the project were vague
and global, so were his perceotions of project outcomes. He
was unable to specify, even when prbed by the interviewer,
what he would take from the project, all.hough his general
feeling was that the process was beneficial for teachers as a
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whole. A positive outcome of the project for Ted was a
global sense that "teachers can do research" and that "re-
search is no longer scary." Because he expected that team
members would care about the project and that the project
would meet the needs of teachers and students in the school,
be saw the project itself as not reaching its initial goals.
He saw it instead as valuable "only for a limited number of
people,' and not something that would 'affect most of the
teachers in the junior high and in their own classroom."

Despite his feelinge that these goals should have been
reached (a project that would "affect teachers in their
classrooms") Ted Was unable to do what was necessary to
ensure that the team would reach them. Because Ted felt that
the project did not work to meet his initial goals, he felt
justified or could rationalize not participating throughout.
Ted chose to avoid conflict that might have occurred bad he
tried to integrate his goals into the group's project. In
the Self-Awarti(Conventional) stage of development, needs for
group aoceptatce supercede individual needs. Although Ted
felt that certain aspects of the project should be followed
up, he admitted that he would not be the one to do it. Once
again, this showed the inconsistency between what be thought
should happen and what he was willing to do.

Like Ted, both Jim and Lori at the Self-Aware stage,
question the immediate impact of the project in school. Jim
talks about the value of the project in terms of providing
"some enlightenment in terms of scheduling" for the school.
Lori said, "I'm not quite sure that our topic, the area we
zeroed in on, the scheduling, is going to make that much
difference." In contrast to Ted, who was unable to take away
any positive concrete outcomes for himself in the school,
both Jim and Lori emphasized the value of collaborative
action research as a model for staff development. Lori said,

1 think being introduced to action
research as a process has been the most
valuable part of the project for me. In
fact, as I look back at the work that
we've done and the topics we've discussed
. . the fact that we have been able to
work within the model made all the dif-
ference. Because I see how valuable the
model is and see, too, how the model can
be used in so many different situations.

The difference between Ted's and Jim and Lori's perceptions
of final outcomes is not surprising given Jim and Lori's
commitment to and involvement in the project which contrasts
Ted's inability or unwillingness to assume responsibility for
tasks on the team. This may also reflect Jim and Lori's
movement in this dimension to the Conscientious stage and
Ted,s seeming lack of transition.
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Jim's ability to recognize the individual growth in
other members of the team as a result of the participation in
the action research process is also reflective of the Self-
Aware to Conscientious stage transition.

It was exciting to see people . . .

really use some skills that they have and
have built . . . by just working together.

Although this is still fairly vague, Jim is suggesting his
awareness of individuality. Lori's pessimism and disappoint-
mutt at the end of the project (like Ted's) steamed from her
feeling that the team's recommendations were not speoifio
enough. This caused the conflict with Jim despite the fact
that both were vague in their statement of goals. She wanted
to be more specific and Jim wanted to retain his global
perspective. This could be interpreted as the result or sex
differences within the same Self-Aware stage. Lori wants to
work within her specific context in the school taking into
consideration the details and elements of that context while
Jim is content to work with a more abstract system of goals.
Gilligan (1982) points out that women tend to be context
specific in their decision making and men tend to rely more
on abstract principles.

Like Ted, Anne tends to describe the outcomes of the
project in terms of what she hopes will come out of it rather
than focusing on ax specific changes the team did or did not
accomplish. Anne, however, was optimistic, while Ted was
pessimistic, perhaps because she has been given a role by the
principal in helping the staff next year to utilize the
action research process in addressing school or classroom
problems which individual teachers might want to investigate.
Anne's perceptions of outcomes also paralleled John's and
Betty's feeling that their experience on the action research
team has led them to feel that they are doing thinga right.
She says, *This was a project that. really helped me feel that
I had some valuable things that I'm doing in the classroom,
dirferent ways that I really could contribute.* Thus, for
both John and Anne the consolidation of their self system
seems to have been a result of their experiences on the
action research team. Both started out questioning the value
of their own contributions to the action research process and
ended up recognizing their own skills and being recognized by
others on the team for the skills they were able to contrib-
ute. For instance, Lori says of Anne the first year that
"sae tended to think that she didn't have much to offer, that
her experiences were very limited and she didn't know how W.
do one thing or another yet I think she became a much more
active member of the group the second year thar she was the
first year.w Jim describes her more active role as think
Anne was always the starter, a good spark plug, in the group.
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She was always sort of 'let's get going, let's get it done .
. I saw Anne Wang leadership parts in that group many
times in the course of the year." The principal has desig-
nated Anne to take on an additional leadership role in the
school next year (described earlier) and further reinforae- \
meat of Anne's capabilities and achievements may encourage
her transition to the Conscientious stage. Despite her ner-
vousness about assuming the leadership role next year. She
has gained self-confidence in her abilities in the school and
this confidence is needed before one can make the transition
to the Conscientious stage.

John's perceptions of the outcomes varied from personal
growth (confidence, skills, expertise) to the use of action
research in future school practice. He was able to articu-
late each of these outcomes very clearly as opposed to Ted,
who was unable to recognize or list these outcomes. In the
classroom, John felt be was more "conscious of what he was
doing* and felt that what he was doing in the classroom and
the project was "right.* Participating in the project "re-
vitalized' John so that he was out in the school and system
talking to teachers, administrators, district personnel, and
school board members. Revitalization also took the form of
initiating and leading a school committee to revise the
student pass system and joining the systemOde Staff Develop-
ment Committee. Despite his peroeived revitalization, formu-
la solutions and a. somewhat rigid focus on his needs to keep
his system stable continued to influence his behavior. For
instance, John reacted negatively to the principal's recent
proposal to bring 6th graders into the junior high because
"it has always been a seventh and eighth grade school."

Another value John saw in the project was the use of
logs to vent his anger by writing his frustrations down. he
said this helped him "channel the anger and frustration and
get it out of the classroom.'" John felt he would use some of
the skills he gained from the project, specifically using a
process of documentation timelines to summarize student work
on a writing praject for parents and other teachers. He also
hoped to capitalize on his increased confidence in writing by
working on a paper on a teacher's view of action research and
possibly present that somewhere. He emphasized the value of
the process the group went through and planned to use it for
his own future staff development and to modify it (to action
inquiry) for use with science colleagues or other teachers.
It appears that John will actually carry out some or all of
these projects. John was confident about the work he did in
the project and its usefulness to him in the future; "I know
what I'm doing is right after listening, watching and seeing."
Consistent with the Conscientious stage, John defined the
value of the project in terms of his position in his system
of the classroom and the school.
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Another outcome for John was that his increased confi-
dence and skill gave him,greater power within the system.
"And I know where the real power is within a school structure,
so I know bow to deal with that. Doing this has given me a
way to write which I did not have to increase that particular
power base . . . Talking at places, knowing that I can stand
up in front of that group and say what I want to say . .

(Interview, 6/83). Therefore, his experience did not cause
John to change stage but to become more proficient at operat-
ing within his given one (horizontal decalage).

The best part of the experience for John was "being
thought of as an expert . . "so that when you're meeting
(other people) they have the feeling that you know something
and you even have the feeling that maybe you know something.
That's a good feeling, good experience* (Interview, 6/83).

Florence scored at the Conscientioup stage at the begin-
ning of the project. One incident in the school in Tear 2
standn out in which she felt that her professionalism, her
way of operating (her self system) was challenged by an
imposed (mandated) staff development program. She was unable
or unwilling to seek sport or validation of her dilemma
from Lori who was responsible for carrying out the staff
development mandate, and Lori's entrenchment in her own rela-
tively new role as part-time staff developer in tb schoul
left her unable to offer or suggest alternatives to Florence.
It seemed that after this incident that Florence withdrew a
port of herself from the group. She continued to carry out
necessary tasks but perhaps lowered her expectations and
commitment in order to guard against further challenges to
her working self system. As a result in the final interview
she expressed her perception of minimal outcomes for the
project. The only outcome she mentioned in terms of impact
on the school was a specific change in testing policy that
the team had recommended. Personally she said she felt
satisfied with the work of the team *I think we did a good
job' but did not express any other impact of the project on
herself and the school.

Another issue of importance in analyzing Florence's
changes is the loss to her of Jane on the team during Year 2.
During Year 1 she has said that she valued the different
perspective that Jane (who scored at the subsequent Individ-
ualistic stage) brought to the team, and it is well documented
in team meetings and her logs that she looked to Jane as a
resource and even a catalyst for her own thinking about new
perspectives.

In Florence's Year 1 mid-year interview, she says, "I
literally never see J..ne except during our meetings on
Wednesday and I've started to think about a lot of things
that Jane has brought up which I never thought of as
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affecting me before or having anything to do with me at all."
In her final interview Florence said that she thought Jane
had made "an important contribution the first year . . Jane
was sort of like the devil's advocate." Florence continued
to value and build up her new friendship with Jane even after
Jane left the team and in her final interview she said, "Now
Jane and I makz ;:lint to come to each other's rooms and
talk to each other and see each other and it is nice, its
really nice. Its one of the big advantages to me." Jane's
leaving the team may have prevented the team interaction from
being as growth producing as possible for Florence.

Like John at the Conscientious stage, Brooks was able to
clearly define bath the personal and professional outcomes of
the project for herself. One of Brooks' original goals was
that the project would "establish a dialogue within the
school." The dialogue of the group process made a distinct
impression on Brooks: "I'm absolutely convinced that it was
the process that was really important." She said that the
process was the key more than the generalizable results,
especially since everything keeps Changing in the school.
The interpersonal focus in the group was crucial to Brooks.
She said that although she was unsure of what is going to
happen as a result of their work, "some very ordinary teach-
ers became very extraordinary in a short period of time."
The ability of Brooks to reflect on her thinking and to live
ith doubts differentiates her from John (she said, "Am I

ins that our conclusions don't really matter or are not
rtant to be addressed . . am I saying that because I

knee/ that I may or may not addrebs them and I don't want to
disappoint myself? Or is it because I really feel that it
was the process that was most important?"). Certainly she
distinguished between the process and outcome, a characteris-
tic of transition to the next individualistic stage.

Additional signs of Brooks' transition to the Individua-listic stage were her increased respect for individuality,
especially for people who were different from herself. Mov-
ing into the Postconventional or Principled stage of moral
development, Brooks was aware that people bold a variety of
values and opinions. She said, "I think that I've grown more
accepting of people and their differences and I see more of
an ability to compromise and to work with people who I don't
necessarily socialize with or philosophically agree with, but
I'm much more able to realize that there is a greater good
for being together as a group . . Although Brooks said
this, we note that her actions during the project suggest
that she was unable to work initially with Ted but did learn
to accept his differences primarily by giving up, in a sense,
on her expectation that he would take on obligations and
duties in the group and instead seeing him as a person who may
have needed more instruction, more teaching, more direction.
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The horizontal decalage concept was also seen in Brooks'
growth over the year. At the beginning, she was hoping the
project would help her *cope with all the changes* that bad
happened at the junior high. In her interview after Year 1,
she said she had more control over the kinds of things happen-
ing to her, that she was actively building her concerns into
the research design (focus on stress as related to scheduling
issues). At an interview midyear through Year 2, she said
that the research project, the reading she had done, her
greater ahareness of the school context (*I sometimes see why
principals and vice principals have to make the decisions
like they do, because . . . there are so many decisions")
has all helped her feel more in control. In Kegangs (1982)
terms, Brooks was assuming her own personal authority and her
personal autonomy within the system. These characteristics
fit what Kogan calls the institutional stage of development
where Brooks' self system identity had emerged. Brooks said
she felt less burned out because she found that the more a
teacher feels under control of a situation in which there is
a lot of pressure and tension, the happier she is with the
answer she gets from the situation.

In her final interview, she felt in control. She no
longer felt trapped but felt, *I have control, I have skills,.
I have knowledge, I have the power, I can deal with the
problems that are coming up.' She also-said that if she is
in a situation again (unable to wipe with the changes) that
she knows there will be resources available to help her look
at the problem. For Brooks, the ARCS project was a set of
such resources. Brooks, like John, said that her teaching
had benefited from the project, and that she was at peade
with her teaching now. She saw changes in herself and said
that after working on this research project, she realized the
issues causing stress in the school were not going to change
so somebody had to change and *it was me.* There is a sense
that more than ever, Brooks, like John, was embedded wztbin
her own self system. For Brooks, this meant leaving what
Kegan calls the interpersonal system, with its dependency on
external reinforcement. She is moving toward her own inter-
nal reinforcement.

Elliot, at the Individualistic stage, continued to die,.
\cuss project outcomes (as he did goals) in terms of his own
professional growth. He noted that the best thing about the
Reject was the intellectual and personal excitement in the
\national conferences as he saw and met speakers whom he may
have quoted in his written papers over the last few years.

Elliot generalized his experience in the research team
to his goals in the future. He thought about the path the
team took in its pror'ss and would like to research how a
different team would progress under different conditions. He
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described the research process of the team as "the crooked
path we took in developing research questions and developing
our instruments and making our conclusions' and now that
'you've gone this crooked path in your early formula . .

then you could do a real rigorous measurement.' Originally,
Elliot forecasted limited benefit for the school (participa-
tion would be useful and helpful for the participants and
their students) and he continued with this forecast. After
the presentation with the staff and administration at the
school site, Elliot expressed pessimism about school change
as a result of the team's research findings and report and
went on to describe what he would use the experience for.

nIt's obvious from the presentation
to the faculty that the school isn't going to
be any different . . Personally, I've devel-
oped -a little confidence and also interest in
pursuing the topics related to action research
and, in general, any topics that would broaden
my own experience or bring some sort of moos-
nition to me . . In cther words, I would like
to compile and publish some original research
of some sort.' (Interview, 6/83)

Since the projeot has ended, Elliot has continued
to investigate the possibility of further graduate study at
the university. Elliot is actively redefining his career;
although he sees teaching as a professional career be is not
limited by the definitions of duties, performances and work
roles that the school as an .nstitution gives rise to. In-
stead be could be viewed as entering the post-institutional
system where an interdependent self-definition retains primary
focus and self-actualization becomes a goal.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS

The research questions of this study and the variables
investigated are summarized in Table 19, Researob Questions.
A number of working hypotheses were developed in the case
study analyses of teachers in two site-specific junior high/
middle school collaborative action research teams.

The analysis of cognitive-developmental understanding
and interpersonal-aocial functioning in a collaborative ac-
tion research team was undertaken to investigate questions
related to adult developmental theory by testing it in prac-
tice. In the following diagram, (Selman, 1980, p. 289), the
horizontal and vertical. dimensions represent most investiga-
tions of developmental theory to date. Structural stages of
development (vertical axis) are usually investigated through
reflective hypothetical interviews or written questionnaires
to ascertain issues, contents, and categories of thought
(horizontal axis).

Structural
developmental
stages

"Formal Reflective Thought"

Cognitive
developmental
thought

Issues, contents
categories of thought

Behavior
"Spontaneous Concepts n Action"
"Dynamic F.pression of Aasoning"

Behavior

The orthogonal axis, Behavior, is least investigated to
date and most interesting. Behavior is the dynamic tzprec-
sion of reasoning, a person's actions compared to their
cognitive-developmental thougbt capability. By studying the
group and research task processes in a collaborative research
team, the findings (in Sec. 8) suggest an understanding of
the functional role of cognitive/social developmental theory
in teacher behavior in IN:hools.

The conclusions of the study are presented in the same
order as the Research Questions in Table 19. The following
points reJate to findings about the zadjusaal Differences/
,Teacher, Development variables.
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Table 19

WAD COMM

1. TO hHAT EXTENT DO TEACHERS/ STAGES OF ADULT DEVELOPPENT IPFLUENCE
AND AFFECT THE N OUTCOPE OF A COLLABORATIVE ACTION
RESEARCH PROJ .

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES/TEN:1ER DEVELOPMENT VARIABLES

coeirnvelATESivannenx STAGES
- CAREER ST
- LIFE Amigyai PHASES (AGE, KEY ISMS OF LIFE AND CAREER)
- STABILITY/TRANSITION STATES OF LIFE AND CAREER
- REASONS FOR PARTICIPATING
- REASONS FOR BEING AT THE MIDDLE/JLINIOR HIGH SCI 1L

2. 1134 DO TIE cayrecnot. VARIABLES OF THE soca. AFFECT iternaws'
RECEPTWITY 1124ARD NEW IDEAS MD SUGGEST PREVAILING PATTERNS WHICH
CREATE POSSIBILI ES OR SET LIMITS IN A COLLABORATIVE ACTION
RESEARCH

(XGANIZATIONNACHOOL coma. VARIABLES

- SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY
- HISTORY OF CHANGE IN THE $01001
- ROLE DEFINITIONS, OM, CLIMATE, REWARDS,

IDCPECTATION, COLLIMIALITY, EXPERIPENTATICN

VtIAT IS THE ROLE AND IMPACT OF TIYE ACTION RESEARCH IN
AFFECTING INDParucisocx. 10 WHAT EXTENT DOES
COL1ABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH PROVIDE SUPPORT NC CHALLENGE FOR
!NDIVIDIAL./SCHOOL DEVELOPPENT?

COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH VARIABLES

DEFINITIONS/EXPECTATIONS OF COLLABORATION,
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH, RESEARCH,
RESTRUCTURING, CHANGE, $
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First, teachers' life/age cycles and career phases are
reflected in the content of their reasons for participating
in a collaborative action research project. More teachers in
this project, and more women than men, perceive themselves to
be "in transition" compared to other periods of their lives.
Teachers' personal/professiOnal goals for their participation
on the team indicate their perception that the research team
is more useAul to them during Periods of transition than
stability in ,their lives.

Secon4 a teacheA cognitive-developmental stage perspeo-
tive defines a context or meaning system through which each
interprets and acts on issues related to the context of the
school and the workings of the action research team. The
same underlying structures which shape a teacher's meanings
in his/her conceptions and attitudes toward change also oper-
ate in his/her conceptions and functioning in terms of the
group dynamics and the collaborative research process, team
leadership and the university researcLer, principal in rela-
tion to the team, and goals and outcomes for the research
project.

Related to the DmagatelaiL Za= variables
it was found that the collaborative research team became a
temporary system in the school that differed from the perma-
nent system of the school in a number of significant ways:
climate, norms, processes for decision making, shared experi-
ences, possibilities for communication, collegiality, and
experimentation, and expectations and rewards.

The newer temporary system of the collaborative action
research team becomes self-sufficient and as such provides a
positive context within which teachers can try out new pat-
terns of thought and behavior. A school-based team cannot,
however, exist in a vacuum. As part of the permanent system
it has to find mediums of oo-existence if the team's research
results are to have an effect on the permanent system. Bal-
ancing the need for self-sufficiency in the temporary system
and co-existence with the permanent system is a difficult yet
primary task of the school-based collaborative research team.

Even though the collaborative action research team
becomes a temporary system within the more permanent system
of the school, there is a general consistency or stability in
each teacher's conceptions and attitudes and behavior, based
in Eheir meaning system which can be described by cognitive-
developmental stages. At times the temporary system supports
new teacher attitudes and behavior; at times it challenges
old familiar teacher attitudes and behavior.

Findings of the _Collaborative, Actiou aginrig variables
as compared to previous studies of collaborative research
suggest the following points.
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First, the collaborative research team proceeds through
the different steps and phases of research in a cyclical
rather than linear fashion as it conducts its research. In
addition, the group dynamics are intertwined with the team's
research process, so that the project outcomes depend on the
interactions among the research task, research process, and
group dynamics.

Second, teachers' unique perceptions and abilities enable
them to take on different roles and tasks according to vary-
ing needs of the action research team over time. This find-
ing follows more recent writings on collaborative research
which suggest that parity does not mean equal responsibility
at all points in the project, but implies that team members
assume responsibility when they have the skills and knowledge
to do so. This study has found that the framework of develop-
mental stages enhances the understanding of the context of
how teachers' unique abilities are woven into the team's
task, research, and group process.

Third, taken together, the research project, research
procesP, and group process create an experience through which
team members may contribute to educational theory, improved
school practice, and their own professional development.
Success in achieving all three of these outcomes will depend
upon the interests, skills, and needs of partigOants; the
project structure; the choice of research topic; the relation-
ship of the team to the authority structure in the school or
system; and the processes of interaction which emerge in the
group. Although it appears worthwhile to pursue all three
aims of collaborative action research, the context - specific
factors related to the individuals, the school, and the group
will continue to ;ffect the outcomes.

Fourth, the collaborative action research team operating
as a temporary system within the more permanent system of the
school can provide the general supporta maggriejaegges needed
for individual teacher change: Cl) opportunities for practi-
cal application of new learning followed by examination and
reflection on the experiences in meetings, conferences, and
through introspection; (2) chances to try out more complex
roles and responsibilities with stress on learning to take
the perspenive of others; (3) on-going on-site collabora-
tion, supervision, advising and consulting among teachers
and university professors as researchers; and (4) provision
of a supportive environment to deal with the times of cogni-
tive conflict in the challenges of new learning and experien-
cing. These four focus points for staff development were
suggested (0ja, 1980) as necessary for continued adult
development.
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Implications for Staff Development

Characteristics of developmental stages of teachers will
help the staff developer and/or university professor on a
collaboraUve research team to understand teachers' attitudes
and behavior as they interact in the collaborative research
process.

In this study, the university professor served as both
researcher and staff developer on the teams. In previous
projects (which were not school-site specific) the staff
developer has often been the liaison to district-wide admin-
istrative level decisions and has primarily been the facili-
tator to the "development" and dissemination of the team's
findings to teachers and staff outside the team and in the
school districts. In this project, the university professors
as researchers in the group provided their research skills
and provided group maintenance functions.

This project has found that the teachers on the teams
valued the process of the team itself most highly and per-
ceived changes and growth in themselves as a result of that
process. Although their concerns also focused on how the
action research results would contribute to improved school
practice and to educational theory, it was their experiences
on the team which all say they will take back with them into
the everyday workings of their classrooms, schools, and dis-
tricts.

The importance of this finding should not be minimized.
On the contrary, the importance of the team' ,xperiences
lead to even more crucial questions to be asked of the re-
search process and group dynamics, in particular, a new role
for the university researcher on the team. It is suggested
that the university researchers consider issues of adult
development us they work with the team members.

The findings of the case histories of teachers all on
one team who were representative of different stages of
development suggest that the same basic structures which
shape a teacher's meanings and attitudes toward change also
operate in that person's conceptions and behavior in terms of
the group dynamics and the oollaborati e research process,
team leadership and the university researcher, principal in
relation to the team, and goals/outcomes for the research
project. In particular, at the modal Conventional stages of
development, the Conformist and Self-Aware ego stages, this
study has documented teachers' tendency to conform to exter-
nal rather than self-evaluated standards and tc have little
self-awareness and little appreciation of multiple possibil-
ities in problem-solving situations and the resulting effects
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on the collaborative research process. As teachers shift to
the Conscientious stage, the study documents their tendency
toward inner direeldness, sense of responsibility, stress on
achievement, and their dawning recognition of individual
differences in attitudes, interests, and abilities, but lit-
tle toleration for paradox, contradiction or ambiguity.

At the transition to Post-Conventional stages of develop-
ment, the Individualistic ago stage for instance, this study
has documented the teacher's ability to assume multiple per-
spectives, utilize a wider variety of coping behaviors in
response to school and team pressures, employ a broader rep-
ertoire of group process and change strategies and be *more
effective* in many collaborative research decisions because
of the ability to be self-reflective, self-evaluative, and
interpersonally sensitive.

Not only does this study show how teachers' development-
al stages affect their interactions in the school setting and
the collaborative research team but it also shows the opera-
tion of the school system through the teachers' Vies.

Knowledge of the characteristics of teachers' meaning
systems at each developmental stage can help a university
researcher on a collaborative research team to recognize the
assets/limitations of teachers' attitudes and the consistency/
inconsistency in their functioning as it affects the'collabo-
rative research tasks, process, and group dynamics. The case
history analyses of teachers in the same school, interacting
on the same t3am, suggest qualitative differences in the way
these teachers identified the research problems and conceptu-
alized solutions in the action research process. Awareness
of teachers' stages of cognitive development can help univer-
sity professors to understand the teachers' decision making
on the team and recognize the dimensions of individual teacher
change within the context of the' school and the collaborative
action research team.
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Introduction

During the past eight years, educational researchers and practitioners

have turned to methods of collaborative action research as a way of meeting the

investigative needs of all members of the educational community. Action

research, a term first used in the 1940's by Kurt Lewin, implies the application

of tools and methods of social science to immediate, practical problems, with

the goals of contributing to theory and knowledge in the field of education and t

improving practice in the schools (Kemmis, 1980). Collaborative action research

suggests that each group represented in the process shares in the planning,

implementation, and analysis of the research, and that each contributes

different expertise and a unique perspective to the process (Hord, 1981;

Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979). Today's collaborators often include school

districc personnel, university faculty or educational research and development

center staff, and federal education agencies which provide financial support and

guidance. In the first part of this paper, I will present an historical

overview of the use of action research in education. I will then describe the

basic assumptions and expectations which continue to characterize collaborative

action research projects in education. Finally, I will present a brief

description of the Action Research on Change in Schools Project as an example of

a current action research research project.

Collaborative Acton Research: Histm.

. In the early 1940's, Kurt Lewin used the term action research to,describe

research which united the experimental approach of social science with programs

of social action which addressed major social issues (Kemmis, 1980). Lewin, a

social psychologist, believed that social problems should serve as the impulse

for social inquiry. From the research which followed, theory would emerge, and,

necessary social change would be achieved.

-1- 20i



-/141L.Lewin (1948) suggested that action research could take two forms:

comparative research on the conditions and effects of various forms of social

action, and research that led directly to

"Research that produces nothing but books

social action. In either case,

will not suffice" (Lewin, 1948, p.

203). Kemmis (1980) summarized Lewin's goals for action research as follows:

Knowledge (theory) about social action could
develop from observation of the effects of action
in context: simultaneously, social needs and
aspirations might be met because action programs
were aimed at addressing them directly (as action
not as principles which might later be applied
in action).

(p. 15)

Kemmis (1980) suggests that Lewin's adoption of methods of action research

stemmed in part from a growing awareness after World War II of significant

social problems, including the rights of the. individual, prejudice,

authoritarianism, and industrialization. Lewin challenged the traditional role

of social scientists, whom he felt needed to address these problems directly:

"Socially, it does not suffice that university organizations produce scientific

insights" (Lewin, 1948, p. 206). In order to understand and change social

practice, social scientists had to irclude practitioners from the social world

under investigation in all phases of their research. Practitioners had to

understand that only through the use of the social sciences could they "hope to

gain the power necessary to do a good job" (Lewin, 1948, p. 213). By working

together, social scientists and practitioners could discover new theory and take

action which addressed important social concerns.

Chein, Cook, and Harding (1948) summarized action research in its early

stages, noting the unification of theory and practice through the interaction of

practitioner and social scientist:

(Action research) is a field which developed to
satisfy the needs of the socio-political individual
who recognizes that, in science, he can find the
most reliable guide to effective action, and the needs

4
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-144 -
of the scientist who wants his labors to be of
maximal social utility as well as of theoretical
significance.

(p. 44)

The action researcher studied problems which grew out of the community, rather

than his or her own knowledge, and worked to make discoveries which could be

applied in the community, setting.

Practitioners had to be involved in action research not only to use the

tools of social science in addressing their concerns, but also because their

participation would make them more aware of the need for the action program

chosen, and more personally invested in the process of change (Chein at al,

1948). Lewin advocated the incorporation of group work into the research

process because of the power of group interaction in producing commitment ene

change in attitude and behavior (Kemmis, 1980; Levin, 1952). Chein et al (1948)

suggested that when practitioners were involved in all phases of the research,

the degree of precision of the research findings was less important than the

appropriate direction of the resulting action or change. Lewin (1948), however,

insisted that action research involving practitioners was as scientifically

valid as any other:

This by no means implies that the research
needed is in any respect less scientific or
'lower' than what would be required for pure
science in the field of social events. I am
inclined to hold the opposite to be true.

(p. 203)

Stephen Corey (1952, 1953) was among the first t' use action research in

the field of education. He argued that the scientific method had never become

an important part of educational practice, and that most educational researchers

arrived at generalizations with no intention of doing anything with the results

of their research. Through action research, however, changes in educational

practice would be more likely to occur because teachers, supervisors, and

20,9
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adminiLtrators would be involved in inquiry and the application of findings.

Teachers themselves supported Corey's assumptions:

We are convinced that the disposition to study,
as obje,:tively as possible, the consequences of
our own teaching is more likely to change and

-improve our practices than is reading about what
someone else has discovered regarding the conse
quences of his telching. The latter may be helpful.
The former is almost certain to be.

(Corey, 1953, p. 70)

Corey had more limited claims than Lewin for the results of action

research. He beliaved that the value of action research lay in the extent to

which it led to improved practice, and that the generalizations which emerged

from action research applied to the present situation rather than a broad,

representative population. Corey may have recognized what other action

resee..:.1-wrs like Iemmis (1980) would later experience: the difficulty in

producing both generalizable theory and improved practice through action

research.

Corey, like Lewin, emphasized the need for researchers and teachers to

work together on common concerns. Cooperation among teachers and between

teachers and researchers increased the likelihood that participants would be

committed to changing their behavior if the study indicated change was

necessary. It provided a support group within which members could risk change

and experimentation, and prevented those involved from being manipulated or

coerced. Instead of being subjects of an experiment, teachers became the

experimenters. Cooperation also prcvided a greater range and variety of

perceptions and competencies from which the group could draw, and increased the

probability that the study would be within the realm of possibility (Corey,

1953).

',orey felt that only minimal differences existed between scientific

research and the common sense problemsolving methods used by practitioners,
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although he argued that action research required more careful and systematic

inquiry and interpretation than the common sense method. In the action research

process he outlined, teachers defined a problem, hypothesized or predicted

consequences of a certain action, designed and implemented a test, obtained

evidence, and generalized from the results. Action research used in this way

would help practitioners clearly define their problems, try out new practices,

and gather evidence to test their worth. Teachers and administrators would then

have a basis for future decisions and actions.

Between 1953 and 1957, interest in action research in education declined.

Action research was attacked as methodologically poor and -unscientific, and

researchers withdrew to the universities to produce studies more acceptable to

their colleagues. Practitioners, too, questioned whether or not action research

lived up to its promises of helping them improve school practice and began to

use other action-oriented methods of inquiry, such as evaluation (Keamis, 1980).

In 1957, Hodgkinson wrote a critique of action research in education, in

which'he presented the basic arguments against its use. Practitioners, he said,

lacked familiarity with basic techniques of research, and "research is no place

for an amateur" (Hodgkinson, 1957, p. 142): Teachers did not have time to do

research, and the time they did put into research detracted from their teaching.

The use of substitutes for teachers engaged in action research also diminished

the quality of students' education, and placed an extra financial burden on the

school. Hodgkinson argued thct no one had ever examined what happened to

teachers after they put the results f their research into practice. He

suggested that teachers might actually become more resistant to change because

they could defend their present practice by saying that it had been researched

and proven good, a defense based on the false assumption that the class or

classes researched represented all future classes.
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According to Hodgkinson, action research detracted from education in ways

other than its negative effects on pedagogy. Within a school, action research

'equired a group leader who was sensitive to individual and group needs. "If

people of this sort are not.available, group cooperation and consensus may be

difficult or impossible to obtain. This could lead to failure concerning the

action research, distrust of the teacher for colleagues, and a geneial lowering

of school morale" (p. 143). Action research also emphasized the separate local

school and threatened a consistent nationwide program of education.

Finally, Hodgkinson argued that action research was not really research,

because it did not meet the criteria of valid scientific methodology. Action

research tid not go beyond the solution of practical problems, and often did not

involve controlled experimentation because of teachers' lack of training in

research. Action researchers did not look fof broad generalizations in the

field of education, nor did they relate their findings to a larger body of

theory or knowledge. Hodgkinson's conclusions directly contradicted Lewin's

belief that action research was valid scientific inquiry:

Perhaps it, would be better to deLine action
research as quantified common sense rather than
as a form of scientific, empirical research.

(Hodgkinson, 1957, p. 146)

Sanford (1970) points out that the shift away from action research and
back toward a distinct split between science and practice was advocated in the

1960's by the social science establishment in addresses at annual meetings and

public panels and in reports from'commissions. This led to further splits in

training, so that colleges and universities produced experts in model building,

research design, and experimentation, or experts in planning, execution, and

evaluation.

Federal funding agencies institutionalized the separation of scientific

inquiry and social practice during this time period (Sanford, 1970). Between
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1954 and 1972, the federal government's goal in educational research and

development was to promote "improvement oriented change" (Cuba and Clark, 1980,

p. 9). Federal education agencies used a social science model, in which

university scholars &plied foi federal funding, did their research, and

presented the funding agency with a report of their fndings. .The federal

government made no provisions for linking the research to development or

dissemination processes so that it could Ile used to create change in schools.

Only after the passage of the 1972 Education Amendments Act which established

the National Institute of Education did the federal government begin to fund

educational research and development centers which coordinated efforts for

rc3earch, development, diffusion, and adoption (Gub a and Clark, 1980).

Because of the critiques of action research as unscientific an

unproductive and the emphasis in the social sciences and federal funding

agencies on the separation of research and practice, action research in the

1960's and the early 1970'd became inquiry done by practitioners with the help

of a consultant (Ward and Tikunoff, 1982): During these years, action research

was used to provide in-service teacher training and to improve practice rather

than to produce generalizable results or theory.

Action research emphasizes the involvement of
teachers in problems in their own classrooms
and has as its primary goal the in-service
training and development of the teacher rather
than the acquisition of general knowledge in the
field of education.

(Borg, 1965, p. 313)

The consultants or scientists involved in action research projects served t

as "democratic leaders" who. would "stimulate and develop the talents of the

group and train and supervise the participants" as they planned, conducted, and

evaluated their research (Good, 1963, p. 234).

An example of this focus in action research is Schaefer's (1967) proposal

that teachers use action research to make their school a center inquiry, rather
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-than a distribution center for information. Through their investibations,

teachers could find better ways of teaching a diverse student population .:he

skills and knowledge they needed in society while simultaneously contributing to

their own intellectual health, growth, and professionalism. Schaefer did

advocate school-university collaboration in action research, but the goal of

inquiry remained the professional development of teachers and the production of

situation specific, immediately useful knowledge.

In the mid-1970's, new and expanded views of action research in education
began to appear, first in Britain as the result of continued interest in action

research in other fields, and later in the United States (Kemmis, 1980; Ward and

Tikunoff, 1982). The resurgence of action research as a cooperative venture

which simultaneously contributed to'knowledgein the field and improved practice

reflected growing researcher dissatisfaction with traditional research

methodology and design and teacher dissatisfaction with available in-service

programs designed to help them improve their practice.

In the 1970's, researchers began to question the applicability of

quantitative, experimental methodologies to educational settings and problems.

Traditional research methods tended to restrict the researcher's focus to short

run events, isolated variables, and a limited range of meanings, creating an

oversimplified picture of a complex classroom reality (Hall, 1975; Mishler,

1979). The experimental method also required that conditions be held constant

throughout the experiment and yielded data about the effectiveness of a project

only after it had been completed. Both of these requirements conflicted with a
teacher's need to modify and improve a "treatment" throughout the process, and

therefore limited the usefulness of the research as a decision making tool for

practitioners (Pine, 1981). Clifford (1973), Mishler (1975), Mosher (1974) and

others saw action research as a method which would help researchers more

successfully examine the contexts and context-dependent actions and meanings in

.- 8 -
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which learning occurred while helping teachers address their more immediate

teaching concerns.

Another reason for the shift back to action research was researcher and

teacher dissatisfaction with the linear model of research and development in

which researchers validate new, knowledge, develop it into a practical format,

and disseminate it to practitioners for adoption (Krathwohl, 1974). This

process created a gap between the researcher and user, and usually resulted is

little or no implementation of research findings et the classroom level.

Research infrequently reached practitioners, and when it did it was often

reported in language which had no meaning for them. Teachers usually felt that

much of the research available to them lacked practicality and was inconsistent

with classroom reality (Fisher and Berliner, 1979; Ruling, 1981).

The linear model of educational research and development also imposed

implementation models and procedures on practitioners who had no ownership of or

commitment to research in which they had had no part (Clifford, 1973; Ball,

1975; Ruling, 1981). Elliott (1977) explains that teachers must become

conscious participants in the development of theories which arise from their

practical concerns in order to make fundamental changes in their practice. Only

through participation in planning and implementing new practices and observing

and analyzing their effects will teachers accept and use research findings.

Again, in the 1970's, action research was seen as an alternative to the

traditional, linear model of scientific research, because it included

practitioner involvement in research which would be of immediate use in the

school setting.

Practitioner involvement in action research also addressed growing

concerns during the 1970's that traditional staff development programs did not

meet teacher needs. Action research would provide teachers with the opportunity

to gain knowledge and skill in research methods and applications, and to become
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- 2 3more aware of options and possibilities for change (Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin,

1979). Teachers par,:icipacing in action research would become more critical and

reflective about their own practice. Elliott (1977) quotes one teacher involved

in an action research program who said, "Indeed the value of this research to us 4

may be in the analysis the teacher make of their methods and their whole

approach to teaching" (p. 13). Teachers' heightened perceptions and

understanding gives them greater control over their own behavior and makes them

independent of others for professional growth (Elliott, 1977; Mosher, 1974;

Pine, 1981). McLaughlin and Marsh (1978) saw staff development through action

research as a model for professional growth and an ongoing process of problem

solving and program building within a school.

The revival of collaborative action research as a method of educational

research in the 1970's and 1980's is reflected in several projects currently

underway or recently finished. All of these projects involve school teachers

and university faculty or research and development center staff. Ward and

Tikunoff (1982) group the reports of these studies into two categories: those

which report research findings of collaborative action research projects, and

those which focus on the process of conducting collaborative action research.

Examples of reports of research findings include Clark and Florio's 1961

investigation of the process of writing instruction, and Filby et al's 1980

study of the effects of class size on academic performance. Reports on the

process of conducting collaborative action research include Tikunoff, Ward, and

Griffin's (1979) Interactive Research and Development on Teaching study, which

found that interactive research and development can produce rigorous research

and stimulate staff development under certain conditions; Little's (1981) study

of staff development in a school district; and 97rd's (1981) study which focused

on the collaboration between a research and development center and a school

district whose goal was to raise student performance on.achievement tests.

r -10-
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Another recent study Is Huling's (1981) Interactive Research and

Development project in which she tried to determine the effects of participation

in a collaborative action research project on teachers' concern for and use of

research findings and practices. She found that teachers who participated in

the project demonstrated significant17 greater changes in concern about the use

of research findings in their practice, higher levels of research and

development skills,'and more positive attitudes about using research findings in

their teaching than teachers who did not participate.

Action research, initiated in the 1930's by Kurt Lewin, and adapted by

educators in the late 1940's, has reemerged as a viable method for conducting

educational research which contributes to knowledge in the field and improved

practice. In recent studies, the method itself has become a topic, for inquiry

with the assumption that an understanding of the elements underlying successful

collaborative actioij research will lead to more effective resaerch designs and

processes in education.

Expectations of Collaborative Action Research

Ward and Tikunoff (1982) point out that the underlying premises and

requirements of current action research projects closely resemble those applied

in action research conducted thirty and forty years ago. The key to action

research past and present appears to be its collaborative nature, through which

the needs of both researchers and teachers are met.

Action research aims to contribute both to the
practical concerns of people in an immediate
problematic situation and to the goals of social
science by joint collaboration within a mutually
acceptable ethical framework.

(Rapoport, 1970, p. 499)

Despite the fact that the specific forms and definitions of collaboration differ

fro© project to project, each "grounded by the participants and institutions

AIM
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they represent" (Ward and Tikunoff, 1982), certain common expectations about the
process of collaborative action research emerge.

These expectations can be grouped into three categories:

1) participation in the research process: teacher
and researcher roles;

2) staff (practitioner)
development: expectations

and outcomes; and

3) conditions or requirements necessary for
successful collaborative action research.

Although the categories contain some overlapping elements, I will present each

as separate, and then discuss some of the problems involved in carrying out a

collaborative action research project.

1. Participatioo in the research process: teacher and researcher roles

fiord (1981) distinguishes between cooperation and collaboration,

suggesting that in the former, participants reach some agreements but proceed

individually coward self-defined goals, while in the latter, participants work

together on all phases of a prbject which provides mutual benefits. Little

(1981), Oja and Pine (1981), and Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin 01979) also

emphasize that in collaboration, teachers and researchers set common goals and

mutually plan the research design, .collect and analyze data, and report results.

They claim that the involvement of both groups in every stage of research,

development, and application allows for the connection of theory and practice

throughout a project, and provides both teachers and researchers with the
"
opportunity for reflection and for unexpected insight into situational

realities" (Little, 1981, p. 4).

Most collaborative action research focuses on practical problems defined
by the participating

practitioners (Elliott,'1977; Rapoport, 1970; Wallat,

Green, Conlin, and Haramis, 1981). The researcher, or social scientist, may

provide related theoretical problems, or plan additional research in conjunction

.1 C
I
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with the teachers' project, so that the research addresses and contributes to

both practical and theoretical issues and concerns. Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin

(1979) describe this sharing of responsibility as follows:

... collaboration is viewed as teachers, researchers
and trainer developers working with parity and
assuming equal responsibility to identify, inquire
into, and resolve the problems and concerns of
classroom teachers. Such collaboration recognizes
and utilizes the unique insights and skills
provided by each particpent while, at the same
time, demanding that no set of, responsibilities
is assigned a superior status.

(p. 10)

Wallet et al (1981) point out that "parity and equal responsibility" in

collaboration "do not mean that each member has an equal role in decision making

or input during all phases of the study. Role shifts occur depending on the

needs of the situation. Continuity is provided by the researchers through the

communication and collaboration network they establish with those involved in

the study" (p. 94). In collaborative action research, researchers and

practitioners contribute from the knowledge and skills which they have to a

jointly defined research project and process.

In assuming these roles, both researchers and teachers must become

conscious of possible differences in perceptions and assumptions which result

from their different positions in the field. To avoid conflicts, teachers and

researchers must maintain open communication throughout all stages of the

process (Wallet et al, 1981). For teachers, this may require a willingness to

discuss their own problems and limitations, to share in the activities and ideas

of others, and to be open to learning new skills and behaviors of use in the

research process (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Pine, 1981).

Researchers must convince university peers and funding agencies that

working in schools is viable research (Fisher and Berliner, 1979; Rapoport,

1970), and must themselves accept that "getting their hands dirty" in classroom

i21 3
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complexities is an appropriate and rewarding research process (Pine, 1981, p.

13). In order to make collaboration. successful, researchers must learn to work

with teachers as peers and be sure that their work supports rather than

interferes with teachers' ongoing school responsibilities. Bown (1977) suggests

that university researchers should understand that

... collaboration is as endless series of daily
acts which respect equal partnership in joint
undertakings rather than a flag to be saluted
annually with glib rhetoric.

(p. 7)

2. Staff development: expectations and outcomes

Kurt Lewin advocated action research into social problems in part because

he believed that social change depended on the commitment and understanding of

those involved in the change process ,(Lewin, 1948). Action research in

education has often been seen as a way of involving teachers in changes which

improve teaching practice. The assumption, based on Lewin's work, is that if

teachers work together on a common problem clarifying and negotiating ideas and

concerns, they will be more likely to change their attitudes and behaviors if

research indicates such change is necessary (Hall, 1975; Hodgkinson, 1957).

Elliott (1977) and Little (1981) both suggest that collaboration' provides

teachers with the time and support necessary to make fundamental changes in

their practice which endure beyond the research process.

Another expected outcome of action research in education, beyond change in

practice, is teachers' professional growth. Collaboration provides teachers

with many different perspectives of problems and solutions from colleagues and

university faculty. Through action research, teachers also gain new knowledge

which helps them solve immediate problems, broaden their general knowledge base

as professionals, and learn research skills which can be applied to future

interests and concerns (Mosher, 1974). As a result, teachers become more

1 t; - 14
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flexible in their thinking, more receptive to new ideas, and more able to solve

problems as they arise (Pine, 1981).

Hall (1975) suggests that action research also benefits the community in

which it occurs, in this case the school or district, as well as the individual

teachers who participate. Hall and others claim that*through the process of

collaboration, teachers tend to arrive at research questions which address

school or district concerns rather than the problems of en individual teacher in
the group. Their research results can then be used in the school or system as
well as in participating teachers' classrooms (Borg, 1965). Teachers who have

participated incolliboraave action research projects also say that the process

created new patterns of colleagiality,
communication, and sharing in their

schools which carried over into and improved other activities and projects

(Little, 1981). Collaborative action research seems to address staff

development concerns for school and district growth as well as for individual

teacher change.

3. Conditions necessary for collaborative action research

Successful collaborative action research appears to depend on teacher

characteristics, school organization and climate, available resources, and

research project structure. Teachers who have a sense of their own efficacy and
who are willing to discuss their concerns and experiment with new ideas will be

most likely to contribute to and benefit from action research efforts (Hall and r

Hord, 1977; McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978). Rainey (1973) also suggests that

teachers who have some knowledge of research techniques and who can cooperate

with other faculty and students will be successful participants in action

research.

Elliott's (1977) study indicates that the school context affects teachers'

willingness and ability to participate in the process of action research. Corey

- 15 -
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(1952) and Pine (1981) suggest that teachers need an'atmosphere in which they

are free to identify problems for inquiry, experiment with solutions, and

express and share ideas with colleagues and administratori. Some of this

freedom comes from an administration which recognizes colleagial rather than

hierarchical authority, and allows teachers to make decisions which influence

their practice and inquiry (Schaefer, 1967)., Ideally, the administration not

only provides teachers with the freedom to experiment, but also gives them the

recognition needed to legitimize their project and ensure its continuation in

the future (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978).

Administrative support may take the form of resources such as time and the

technical and material assistance necessary to the research project's success.

Many who advocate collaborative action research claim that time restraints often

limit the research. In 1967, Schaefer said that teachers needed reduced

teaching loads in order to step back from and reflect on teaching and learning.

More recently, as economic and demographic pressures decrease the amount of

in-school free time available to teachers; those writing about action research

suggest only that "participants must be willing to devote the necessary time to

joint endeavors" (Hord, 1981, p. 9). Although the question of how to provide it

remains unanswered, agreement exists that time is a valuable resource and a

necessary condition for successful collaborative action research.

Action research also requires technical assistance and material support,

1 which may include xeroxing, locating literature, and designing data collectiol

tools. Teachers may need training iah research techniques or new classroom

practices and the input of observers or comiultants in their classrooms as they

conduct their inquiry. At times these resources can be provided by the

university participants in the project; in other cases the school or system may

agree to support the project in these ways.
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The final set of requirements for successful. collaborative action research

concerns the organization of the project itself, and includes jointly-defined

goals, frequent communication among participants, and strong leadership. Hord

(1981), McLaughlin and Marsh (1978), and Wallet et al (1981) all stress the

importance of negotiating and articulating clear and specific goals from the

outset of the project. Clear goals provide all participants with a sense ofthe

project's value and what they will hain from it and establish a shared frame of

reference from which hypotheses and future plans can. be generated. Commitment,

shared control, and participants' roles and functions can all develop from

mutually defined goals.

Shared goals imply patterns of communication which facilitate interaction.

Communication between university researchers and teachers can often break down

due to differences in language, perceptions, and expectations which result from

their different positions in the field (Holley, 1977).

Given this natural breach of language, and more
importantly the thinking it represents, a
collaborative research effort must take special
pains to ensure that the different members
of the collaborative team use the same language
and understand each others' concerns.

(Mergendoller, 1981, p. 6)

Frequent interaction among participants in the research project, through team

meetings and more informal discussions, is a requirement of action research

which helps to overcome communication difficulties and contributes to mutual

understanding of goals, techniques, and perspectives (Corey, 1953; Hord, 1981).

Hord (1981) also calls for strong leadership in a collaborative action

research project, by someone who can set a positive example as a collaborator.

This often means that the leader must disperse his or her power, sharing control

and allowing others to delegate and assume responsibility. Hord's comments and

Bown's (1977) suggestion that researchers must be sensitive to the demands of

the collaborative process on teachers, are among the few references to group
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leadership or to the characteristics of university researchers which contribute

to successful collaborative actioa research. This lack of emphasis may reflect

the fact that those reporting on action research tend to be university

researchers; teachers themselves infrequently report on the research process or

findings, although several of the reports (Hord, 1981; Little, 1981; Tikunoff,

Ward, and Griffin, 1979) take teacher responses into consideration in discussing

characteristics and requirements of collaborative action research.

4. Problems in conducting collaborative action research

Many of the problems involved in carrying out collaborative action

research stem from the same element which contributes to its value: its

collaborative nature. The first problem is initiating a collaborative project

between school and university. Ferver (1980) points out that universities tend

to be more interested than schools in participating in collaborative research.

Practitioners have found internal resources for solvini.their problems and

remain skeptical of university people's interest in or ability to solve the

problems schools presently face. Ferver also notes what he calls "problems of

match" between schools and universities which make mutual goal setting and

research design difficult. These problems of match include discrepancies

between what university faculty are funded, trained, and rewarded to do and what

schools want them to fo, and between the theoretical, information-giving

orientation of the university faculty and the problem solving And staff

development needs of the school.

A second problem arises from the idea that action research should address

the concerns of all participant.;. University researchers approach a

collaborative project with the expectation that it will lead to generalizable

results which can be shared with the educational research community. Teachers

expect to find ways of improving their teaching or their school, and they



emphasize the importance of using the project as a way of sharing ideas with

colleagues and reflecting on their own practice (Florio, 1983). Differences

between researcher and teacher concerns may lead to different perceptions of

acceptable group processes and research outcomes, and may create conflict or

frustration for both teachers and researchers.

Collaborative action research which focuses on the concerns of

practitioners may not always be able to produce both generalizable knowledge in

the field of education and improved practice. Kemmis (1980) explains that

traditional educational theory has not emerged from his study:

Preliminary analysis suggests that the theoretical
prospects for action research are only moderate, if
'theoretical' payoff is measured in terms of tha
literature of educational researchers. ... If
theoretical payoff is defined in terms of the
development of critical communities of practitioners,
then the results are far more encouraging.

(p. 13)

Others have claimed that teacher development is not always an outcome of

collaborative action research. Like Hodgkinson (1957), Broadfoot (1979) argues

that teachers are unlikely to make any major Changes in their practice over time

even as participants in a collaborative action research project, because of

their investment in the educational system as it stands. It may also be the

case that some of the research carried out collaboratively has no more use or

meaning for teachers than most traditionally condUcted research. Oja (1980)

suggests that teacher growth through involvement in action research may depend

on each individual's stage o2 psychological development. Some project

participants may be more willing and able than others to experiment and change.

The third problem arises in the processes of collaboration which occur

between the project's inception and the production of its results.' Hord (1981)

explains that each teacher or researcher who participates in a collaborative

project has "an individual interpretation of the meaning of the process, and the
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0213 -extent of his/her contribution to it will rest on that individual presumption"

(p. 4). This suggests that even if university researchers and teachers are

using the same language, they may be attributing different meanings to the same

words. Collaboration entails trying to discover and account for the diverse

meanings, interests, and requirements of the individuals involved as the group

identifies a researchable problem and designs, implements, and analyzes its

research (Borg, 1965; Little, 1981).

Hodgkinson (1957), Hord (1981), and Mosher (1974) call for good leadership

in collaborative action research to be responsive to individual and group needs

and concerns, but they do not explain leadership techniques or characteristices

which would help or hinder individual and group growth. Pine (1981) explains

that collaboration requires a conscious effort, although he,.too, leaves out

specific means for achieving positive interaction:

We gratituitously assume collaboration will happen
if we bring people together as members of a task
force or committee. It is essential to have people
focus in right away on what collaboration demands ...
Collaboration is a dialectical and dialogical process
with a lot of give and take and its use in action
research requires that university faculty and class-
room teachers build trust, communicate, and solve
problems from the beginning. Action researchers need
to prepare themselves for dealing with the conflicts
which naturally emanate from the interface of the
different norms, behavioral regularities, and values
of the university and school. Collaboration is not
achieved naturally. It is a sophisticated process
which must be taught and learned deliberately.

(p. 27-28)

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

The Action Research on Change in Schools project consists of two research

teams which comprise a National Institute of Education sponsored project

entitled A Two Tear Study of Teacher State Develooment in Relation to

Collaborative Action Research in Schools (Oja and Pine, 1981). This project

proposes to examine the relationships among teachers' developmental stages,

e- 220P)
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action research in schools, and individual teacher change. By examining the

process in which teachers engage while carrying out an action research project

in their school, the principal investigators,. Sharon N. Oja, University of New

Hampshire, and Gerald J. Pine, Oakland University, planned to investigate the

following questions:

1) To what extent do teachers' stages of development
(ego, moral and conceptual) influence and affect
the changes they undertake?

2) How do the contextual variables of the school, i.e.
role definition, rewards, expectations, norms,
social climate, structure, etc. affect individual
teacher change?

3) What is the role and impact of action research on
the promotion of individual change?

(0ja and Pine, 1981, p. 1)

Oja and Pine incorporated many of the expectations and assumptions about

collaborative action research into their project design. For example, in this

project, it was expected that:

- University and school people would work together for
two years on a research project which addressed
problems defined by the teacher participants.

- Teachers would be involved in every step of the
research process, from problem definition to
presentation Of results.

- Weekly meetings would allow for frequent and open
communication among team members.

- Teachers would receive staff development credit for
their time .spent on the project.

- Each team member would contribute his or her unique
' insights and skills to the research project and
process.

- Teachers would learn new research skills and
experience personal and professional growth as a
result of participation in the project.

- University researchers would investigate theories
of teacher change and growth in collaborative action
research, fufilling their professional needs.

06.
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In their proposal, the principal investigators explain that their study

is, itself, action research, in that it will improve educational practice and

contribute to theories of teacher change and growth. The investigators assume
that their study will provide insight into the design and implementation of

staff development problems that encourage teacher growth and improved

instruction. They suggest that their approach is one of "ongoing tentativeness"

(p. 39) which allows for continuous revision of questions, hypotheses, and

generalizations as data is collected and analysed. "Tentative generalizations
will lead to probes about individual change which will lead to new data which
are then accumulated with existing data so that tentative generalizations may be

revised, which will then lead to the revisions of the problem(s) and probe(s)

which lead to new data, and so forth" (p. 41).

The principal investigators chose to implement their study in two junior
high schools, one in New Hampshire, and one in Michigan. The schools were
matched for size, grade levels, racial distributions, number of students

qualifying for federal aid, and history of school change. In September, 1981,
the principal investigators sent a letter to all teachers in each school

introducing and briefly describing the project. Each then held an introductory

meeting for interested teachers at their respective sites. Eight to ten

teachers at each site indicated an interest in the project. All were

interviewed and asked to complete a number of questionnaires,
including the

Loevinger Sentence Completion Test (1970), Rest's Defining Moral Issues (1974),
and Hunt's Assessment of Conceptual Level (1973). The principal investigators

used questionnaire responses to choose five teacher participants from each site
who represented a range of subject areas, interests and stages of development.

In October, 1981, each group of teachers began meeting with one of the
principal investigators and a research assistant, whose role was to document

team meetings and provide research istance to the team. Each team met weekly
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from October, 1981 until May, 1982, and again from September, 1982 through May,

1983. The team's goal was to conduct a research project in an area chosen by

the teachers and to report its results to NIE and wherever else it felt such a

presentation would be appropriate. The New Hampshire and Michigan teams worked

independently of one another, with the exception of a joint weekend meeting in

May, 1982. At this meeting, team members from each site shared and compared

progress and problems and their tentative research proposals which would be sent

to NIE in June.

Despite the-fact that the New Hampshire and Michigan teams worked

independently of one another, both teams focused their research on an aspect of

school scheduling. During early discussions of their respective school

contexts, both teams noted that scheduling affected the teaching and learning

conditions of their school. The New Hampshire team ultimately focused on the

effects of organizational changes in the school on teacher morale. The Michigan

team surveyed teachers, parents, and students about scheduling practices in the

school in order to make recommendations to the school principal about future

scheduling modifications. Teachers involved in the projects in both schools

reported that their work as members of a collaborative action research team bad

provided them with valuable experience and an opportunity fortpersonal and

professional growth.

SUMMARY

This paper has presented a brief history of collaborative action research,

a summary of its primary characteristics, and a description of one action

research project currently being completed. Further investigation is underway

on the Action Research on Change in Schools project, including a study of the

research process and group process experienced by the New Hampshire team

(Smulyan, 1983), an examination of the effects of the school context on the two

r * P2 2 3
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teams (Pine, 1983), and an analysis of .the relationships between teacher stage
of development and participation in the project (Oja, 1983). All of these
studies will be available from the National Institute of Education, or through
the project office at the University of New Hampshire.
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COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH:
THE INTEGRATION OF RESEARCH AND SERVICE

Gerald J. Pine

THE PROBLEM

While it has always been assumed that educational research and

practice should be intimately tied together, research and practice

use to have become alienated from each other. Practitioners seldom

conduct research of any kind, but often question the relevance and

importance a educational research. In the face of the questions,

demands, and problems challenging education, the profession can no

longer afford a separation between research and practice. it never

could! The .eintegration of educational research and practice Is

essential if any genuine progress Is to be achieved in addressing

the pressing and important issues In education. Progress by numbers

and nomenclature has disenchanted the educational community and the

public and has dichotomized research from service.

Educational research has consistently been caught in a fundmental

dilemma between the practical or "doing" aspects and scientific or

"%noting" aspects of a problem. On one side, are the real, practical

demands on the teacher that are specific to the situation. On the

other side, are the demands of the scientific; that the knowledge ob

tained can be shared and used by a community that Is larger than those

with direct experience of a specific event.

1"
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Annular problem In Integrating research and snrvice is research

methodology and design. Because the quantitative methods of the phys-

ical sciences have enjoyed the highest academic status, educational re-

searchers "have gpn!_empiricaP with a vengeance. Quantitative meth-

odology, as it has percolated down through physical sciences, has be-

come exceedingly popular in educational research, resulting in forced

fits between research methodologies and educational problems. The em-

phasis on quantitative methodologies, perticullrly experimental design,

has limited the selection of research topics to problems that can be

addressed by such methods, or, worse, has led us to believe that these

methods were sufficient to address any issue that was at hand (Graham,

1979).

However, educators are witnessing a change In the discussion on

research methodology in'education. A number of scholars assert that

the quantitative and experimental research models borrowed from the
MEMO

physical sciences cannot address the major research questions (Graham,

1979, Raid, 1979; Schubert, 1980; Schwab, 1970, 1975;.Scriven, 1979).

The disparity between the real life problems suggested by the front

line work of teachers in the classroom and the awareness that expert -

mental and quantitative research designs no longer work in all cases

has raised a number of questions about the appropriateness oftradi-

tional experimental research approaches.

The context of Teacher Corps projects Illustrates the problem of

fit between the experimental method and the improvement of educational
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practice. Measuring student learning and gains In terms of academic

achievement, and affective growth in relation to the goals and objectives

of a specific Teacher Corps project is a paramount concern of any project

but.part tealsrix..s_prolect_sthisil_facusecam.reseerck. adaptation.. The

ultimate objective of Teacher Corps Research Adaptation Cluster projects

is to introduce and demonstrate through research adaptation needed inno-

vation and change to increase the effectiveness of education for low In-

come, special needs, and minority group children, ways need to be formed

to determine the degree to which this objective Is achieved. Whet hap-

pens to student learning when research validated practices, products,

and processes are systematically adapted to bring about organizational,

curriculum, and behavioral change? Will students change in their per-

ceptions of self and others? What kinds of attitudinal and behavioral

changes will occur among students? What is the relationship between

Teacher Corps preservice and inservice Instruction for teachers and
w . amp .110.1. 0 ^

student cognitive and affective growth?

in the past the experimental method often has been used in an at-

tempt to address these kinds of questions. But the experimental method

for evaluating student growth and achievement as outcomes of a Teacher

Corps project or any innovative program has three major problems.

First, the-application of the experimental design requires that experi-

mental and control conditions be held constant throughout the length of

the experiment. This means that all students and/or their teachers

must receive only one treatment consistently; contamination must be
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avoided. If data about differences between students and teachers par-

ticipating in a Teacher Corps program and students and teachers not

participating in the program are to be meaningful, treatments cannot

be modified while the experiment Is in progress. in al4ceptIng the ---
rigorous conditions of the experimental method, one Ti asked to fit

the program to the design rather than vice versa. Tice use of the ex-

perimental method would, then, conflict with the fundamental princtpis

that evaluation should lead to the continual Improvement and modifica-

tion of a Teacher Corps project. Project staff cannot be expected to

limit their demonstration efforts and activities to accommodate the

constraints of a research design, just to guarantee internally valid

data. As project staff members learn about the strengths and weak-

nesses of their project activities, they may have to change, and some-

times radically alter the project in order to meet the needs of the

project's constthanclassntslients_R.
lm

A second major weakness of the experimental method as an evalua-

tion tool, is that it yields data about the effectiveness of a project

after the fact. Therefore, while it is useful as a summative device,

It has little value as a decision making tool. After the fact data

are not provided at appropriate times to enable project staff to de-

termini' what their project should be accomplishing, or whether it

should be altered. Often by the time experimental data have come In,

it is too late to make decisions about plans and procedures which may

determine the difference betieseekthe success and the failure of a
I,.

program.
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Finally, the experimental method is typically used to study dis-

crete elements of an educational problem and, therefore, often yields

Isolated factors associated with specified outcomes which have doubt-

ful application to the complexities, convolutions, and changing con-

texts of varied school and classroom situations. It Is unrealistic

to assume that any experiment can actually control all pertinent

factors save the independent variable. The pertinent factors in chil-

dren, parents, teachers, classrooms, curricula, communities, homes,

and In the interaction of all these variables with each other and with

other causal factors are not understood. The fact is, in real life,

people do not get assigned to each other, to problems, and to time and

place with rigorous experimental randomness and neat designi. To shad

light on the real life of the classroom, of the school, of teaching and

learning, researchers must either study real life or simulate In the

laboratory all the conditions in real life that might possibly be im-

portant in determining cause and elifect.Tecildman, 1979, 42):-.

Theecology of teaching, the ecology of Implementing educational

Innovations, and the ecology of initiating change require an emphasis

on hypothesis generating and qualitative methodologies. An awareness

of the multidimensionality of teaching and learning, of curriculum

development, and of edudational change, compellingly argues for a

search of methodologies that facilitate the study of the many dimen-

sions, variables, and meanings that appear simultaneously in the class-
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room (Tickunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979). Tickunoff (1977, 2) observes

that "what we call classroom teaching and learning Is embedded in a com-

plex myriad of interdependent variables, all of them situationally spe-

011c" and Kennedy (1977) refers to "the complex array of huarienviroi-

manta behavior and variables which influence classroom events, phenms-

ens, and processes." An' adequate understanding of the meaning and sig-
.

nificance of profile differences for classroom behavior and learning

can only be provided through information about the contexts of behavior:

the subject matter taught, the physical setting of the classroom, the

persona of the teacher, and student opinions and interpretations of be-

havior (Delamont, 1976, 7). JGoodlad (1977) makes a similar point rela-

tive to the school curriculum and Carini (1975) argues that in Order to

understand the phenomena of education perceived reality, particularly

participants' views of educational situations, are essential.

Educators need t2 emancipate themselves from the straight Jacket

of experimental design and recognize that good research can be conducted

in many different ways. Good research requires common sense. With some

training In documentation, participatory/observational techniques, case

study approaches, the use of audio /video taping systems, personal journ-

als, record keeping, teachers in partnership with university faculty can

bring about a renaissance of school based research which characterized

the progressive era In education and contributed valuable ideas and

practices for the education of children.
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Conducting research without the full codperation and collaboration

of 'the person responsible for maintaining classroom life -a, namely the

teacher -- Is impossible. Teacher and student Interpretations of the

fffeaningsatf-mitents_must..be obtained.. Natural classroom settings must

be maintained even though a vast array .of variables Is studied. Al-

ternative approaches to educational research must reflect collaboritive

relationships among teachers and researchers, if research outcomes are

to be perceived as relevant and useful by practitioners and improvements

in education are actually to occur (Clark, 1976; Elliott, 1977; 'Vieth-
.

wohl, 1974; McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; and Tickunoff, Ward, and Griffin,

1979). Such working relationihips are epitomized In collaborative

action research.

COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH

Col taborative action resaarati" t.C:.

1. Research problems are mutually defined by practitioners and

researchers.

2. University faculty and classroom teacher collaborate in seeking

solutions to practitioner's problems.

Research findings are used and modified-in solving problems.

4. Practitioners develop research competencies, skills, and

knowledge, and researchers reeducate themselves in field based .

and naturalistic research methodologies.
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5. Practitioners as a result of participating In the adaptation

process are more able to solve their own problems and nmmme

themselves professionally.

6. Practitioners and researchers co- author research reports..........

Collaborative action research liberates teachers' creative poten-

tial, stimulates their abilities to investigate their situatioLs, and

mobilizes human resources to solve educational problems. Ai a collab-

orative process action research begins when researchers, university

faculty, and teachers assist each other in developing the skills to

identify and conceptualize problems.

Collaborative action research is a process in which teachers
and researchers work with parity and assume equal responsi-
bility to identify, inquire into, and resolve the problems
of classroom teachers. Such collaboration recognizes and
utilizes the unique insights and skills provided by each
participant while, at the same time, demanding that no set
of capabilities is assigned a superior status. it assumes
a work with rather than a work on posture -- the latter
boismote-trequently-thparand-17when-teachers are --
askid-tojOin-riiiircheri in 'a linear r'and d endeavoi
(Tlckunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979, 10).

The work on posture, which has characterized traditional experi-

mental research, can be described as a technological process respon-

sive to the catalytic action of educational researchers who keep the

locus of decisions outside the school and away from teachers. This

approach prevents teachers and the school from becoming the subject

of their own transformation. Freire (1973) insists that methodolog-

ical failings can always be traced to ideological errors. There is

an implicit ideology of paternalism, social control, and nonifeciprocity
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between experts and "helpees" which underlies traditional experimental

research. (In the traditional research study one finds "subjects" in-

teresting language which suggests that someone must be the "ruler" or

the manipulator.) if one is to adopt the collaborative action research

modal which fosters dialogue and reciprocity, one must first be ideo-

logically committed to equality, to the abolition of privilege, and to

non-elittst forms of research leadership wherein special qualifications

may lr exercised but are not perpetuated.

Collaborative action research focuses on the involvement of those

who are traditionally "researched" In the identification of problems,

the formulation and collection of data, the interpretation of informa-

tion, and the application of findings to solving problems. Collabora-

tive action research answers the question of who has the right to cre-

ate knowledge by arguing that the expected beneficiaries of reseirch

should design and carry out their cwn research. There are three as-
"Mom...4ft. - 0.11IMMI.1101~1.. .10 .111. ..

sumptions underlying this approach: 1) parity In decision-making among

researchers, trainers/developers, and practitioners; 2) respect for the

unique perspective of each constituency; and 3) equal assumption of

responsibility among each participant in the collaborative research and

theory development process (Mergendoller, 1979).

A collaborative research process can be of immediate and direct

benefit to a school and its constituents. it is important that the

school and the community gain not only from the results of niseardt,

but from the process itself.. This means, for example, that teachers,
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students, and members of the community -- as a result of participating

In the research process will be able to articulate problems themselves

and to initiate processes to find solutions. The funamental principle

collaborative
participatory-ressarch-and-its-poInvof most-radicar----

departure from orthodox research is that the research process is .based

on a system of discussion, investigation, and analysis In which the

researched are as much a part of the process as the researcher. Theo-

ries are neither developed beforehand to be tested, nor drawn by the

researcher from his or her Involvement with reality. Reality is des-

cribed by the process through which a school, a community, and its

teachers, parents, and children develop their own theories and solutions

about thamesives and their situations (Nell, 1977).

The tradition of the research establishment is hard to change.

Too easily, teachers become consultants to rather than full partici-

_ __pants inthe researckprocess. Too easily, the researcher becomes the

sole originator of the research while the practitioner becomes simply

the object of study rather than an investigator as well. If teachers

are to be full partners In research, they must be coinvestfgators who

share with researchers the responsibility for the design and execution

of the research and for the interpretation and dissemination of the

results (Gajewski, 1978).

Teachers participating in collaborative action research become-

agents of their own change. Teachers can use action research to grow per-

sonally and professionally, developing skills and competencies which em-

power them to solve proOims and Improve educational practice. This can
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be done without formal staff development activities. Moreover, not

only do teachers identify practical theories that apply to their own

Idiosyncratic settings but they are also able to formulate these prac-

tical theories as general hypotheses which have tha,potantial for. uniP---

versal applicability.

Action research yields its own findings regarding the effective-

siess of different research based strategies in different situations

with different pools of available resources, and for different kinds

of content. As Massanari (1978) suggests, "such findings should be

collected, synthesized, and disseminated to the education amity..

They would be valuable and needed contributions to the knowledge base

that supports education personnel development. Publications such as

'dhat's Working Where' and 'What Didn't Work Here' would be)welcomed

by the education profession."

Collaborative action research requyes_the coordination of the_
am am a.m. V . =WM!

publication and research interests of university faculty, the thesis

research of graduate students, the term lyper requirements of graduate

and undergraduate students, with the problem solving and inservice

training needs of teachers. Collaborative action research offers. the

opportunity for intensive involvement between researcher and practition-

or; it offers mutual sharing and stimulation of curriculum development,

teaching, and measurement problems and the sense of participating in

intellectually coordinated research on "large" educational problems

240
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(at l'iast as contrasted to the more typical thesis and term paper

top! ) . Most important, collaborative action research is substantial
71

professional inqutry and scholarship in its scope, Its epistemology,

andAts outcome. A practitioner with this orientation and skili in

action research is .no longer static or dependent on others for profes-

sional progress. The practitioner's own professional growth and cow

iietence Is enhanced. Not only are practitioners likely to feel pro-

/fessionally alive, they way al feel effective -- in that they can do

something about their profess' If action research meets these

goals then we are really describing a generic process of inquiry and

growth for the education profession (Mosher, 1974, 87).

University faculty, gradust, students, and teachers can be trained

In the collaborative process so they can produce knowledge from"prac-

tice. The intellectual and professional process of producing new know-

ledge about problems in teachiqa. curriculna_AnClaVoLchange Is the__

raison distra of action research. The issue here is that of tension

between means (curr!allum development or educational change) and an

jell" i.e., knowledge from and for prectkm And the trainAng of people

able to Inquire professionally in till, way about a wide range of issues

in education. Producing knowledge from practice results from an alter-

nating cycle of reflection and ac2ion, hard thinking, careful practice

and evaluation designed to generate a more comprehensive understanding

of educational prchlems and their possible solutions (Mosher, 1974).

a
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Collaborative action research is service, a process of concurrently

inquiring about problems in education and acting on them. It assumes

that educational practice Is the first business of education, that there

is a generic need to improve educational practice; and that the improve-

.

ment.of educational practice requires the confrontation of real problems

in the school by conceiving alternatives and testing then out. Practice

then becomes the crucible for innovation, an obtrusive measure of assump-

tIon4 speculations, and theories.

There Is great promise in the pursuit of practical Inquiry with the

collaboration and mutual support of researchers and practitioners who to-

gether contribute to the solution of classrooS problems and to the hr.
provement of educational practice. The idea of such collaborative efforts

was articulated by Schaefer (1967) in his book, The School as a Center of

Inquiry, and demonstrated in the 1940s by Stephen Corey and others at

---TeackersCol-lege.,--Co4umble-Universt4on. reqeareh-pro feetk-whIch-=-_-fz-r_-

brought together teachers and professors primarily for curriculum developer

went purposes;

Teacher oriented inquiry and the view of the school and the class-

room

.0

as the proper focus of research action will come about when research-

ers and teachers change their attitudes and perceptions about,inquiry and

research. McKenna (1978, 2) speaks clearly to this point:

. . . many researchers will have to revise their posture that
scholars mustn't get their hands dirty with the clay; that the
potting must be done by others, once the scholars have pre-
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scribed the clay mix and kiln temperature. More specifically,
the attitude that you can't learn much In the 'messy' situation
of the midinary classroom will need to be replaced with one
that accepts real schools as the most appropriate places for
conducting research and development. And researchers will need
to come to recognise teachers as peers, as colleagues, who have

--------=---- mchlo-contribute to Improving the ASO process, from Identify-
ing researchable Issues, determining research design, data
gathering and analysis, to planning programs based on findings.
Once these are accomplished, new strategies for conducting re-
search may need to be devised and tested in order to inquire
into the multidimensional problems that are identified for study.

Teachers on their part will peed to reconceptualize their roles
to include involvement in intuiry and problem solving on instruc-
tional issues. And emr/will need to gain confidence in their
ability to contribute on a parity basis to the research and
development process.

The Integration of research and service through collaborative ac-

tion research can help our schools become centers of inquiry where uni-

versity faculty and professional teachers inquire systematically on

such fundamental issues of what is to be taught, how, by whom, where and

with what outcomes - fog s tudents..-7---TkeLwocessajatI c I Igiroir
stitutes effective and meaningful professional development. Significant

learning and growth occur when teachers and university researchers work

together in carrying out research to solve problems that concern them-

selves and the schools.

The school is the best laboratory for research. In one fchool

building there probably are more real researchable problems deserving

the support and attention of funding agencies than one would imagine.

Jackson (1968) says that the classroom teacher typically engages In as

many as 1,000 interpersonal changes during the course of a six-hour
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day, frequently averaging Z00-300 interpersonal transactions per hour.

This observation In le :41f testifies to the complexity end limeediacy of

the daily situation In which every teacher is forced to make decisions.

------------ArtingTe-schoo4-4.-e-research-goidmfne-in-terms of- important questions,

variety and richness of data, and numbers of potential researchers.

Educational research must be fashioned from the fabric of the questions

and problems of the school. The practical orientation of the school

provides a research perspective that fits the unique and rich character

of educational problems. The.dominent chard of school and classroom

oriented research supplants the ethos of knowledge for the sake of know

ledge, with inquiry-that generates usuable knowledge which spawns decision

and action.

Paradoxically, it is the knowledge generated from practice that will

enrich our conceptual. understandings and educational theory. The action,

reflection, teaching, evaluation cycle feeds on itself epistemologically.

Collaborative action research adds to both conceptualizing and pract:ce

by validating One against the other (Mosher, 1974). "TO suggest that

theoretical and practical research can be conceived as thesis and antith-

esis enables the possibility of synthesis. It runs the risk, admittedly,

of oversimplification; but surely there must be hope for productive com-

binations of practical and theoretic orientations" (Schubert, 1900, Z3).
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THE TOOLS OF COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH

Doctasentatfona

fundsmentritoal-of-collaboratilvs-action-casearckladosaiennte

don. Documentation Is away of monitoring, observing, and defining

what takes place In ongoing processes, (tenni, 1978). It subsumes an

entire gamut of activities concerned with information (Mertens and

Verger; 1919). These includes

Collecting information
Generating information
Organizing information
Synthesizing information
Analyzing information
Explaining Information
Using Information
Disseminating information

Tice purpose of documentation is to develop an ongoing record, an

-------ongoing-process,and_finally to cOttnuous form of assessment for pro-

grams. Documentation is the sine im non for evaluation and action

research. The only adequate way oli-describing what takes place in any

social or behavioral situation, is to be there, to be a participant, to

observe continuously and to become intellectually and emotionally in-

volved in what takes-place. Action research requires that a field per-

spactive be taken rather than a laboratory perspective. Educational

research is traditionally a process by which pre-existing ideas are

vindicated or validated. It is imperative In action research that
ti

teachers and university fitilty researchers, even though objective,



should be involved in the process and milieu of the classroom and give

feedback Witch allows Individuals to change their programs -- and even

to change their objectives, when appropriate and possible. There Is

no lack of scientific rigor In
suctra-posttton.Ofitiimeratb-rs can take

a field-oriented approach; they can spend a great deal of time observing

and still make objective value judgments. The field-oriented approach

requires training and careful analytic work, but it can be done Omni,

1978).

An analytical process which Is essential to documentation is ade-

quate observation, and, far more important than the observation itself,

the recording of those observations continuously and immediately

after the observation has been made. Documentors need to record their

own Impressions immediately after an event, in addition to using tap,

recorders during the observation.

Aoather-important documentation-approach Is-the use of question-aNm. eme.p. . 1==IyI .411

naires, surveys, and other devices aimed at recording perceptions, ideas ft
questions, concerns, and trepidations everything that takes place in

ai program -- from as many teachers, cudents, and staff members as possi-

ble. Documentation Is a laborious process and aught to be a shared and

collective responsibility. There Is simply no way In which ope can des-

cribe documentation as anything but a great deal of work but work which

has an important payoff at the end.



Documentation helps to establish the best strategies for action

research and program development when it is used to develop a series

of case histories or clinical studies to look at the same processes

In education in a number of different settings. One of the great re-

curring problems In educational efforts is the tendency for programs

and projects not to inform or reinforce each other. Consequently,

each project, each new program, tends to begin as if nothing had ever

occurred before. As a result, it is Impossible to make any kind of

judgment based upon more than one case.

Documentation Is for maktng value judgments. There Is no way to

avoid It. What documentation does, however, Is to allow educators and

other professionals to underwrite and to validate what Is taking place

in a particular program. Values are of tremendous importance. Docu-

mentation should not be viewed as simply a matter of collecting and

keeping sterile quantitative records. The qualitative issues -- the

values that are inherent in a program -- can only be described through

adequate documentation (tenni, 1978).

Documentation can be regarded as a phenomenological tool for it

records perceived reality as well as objective reality, It records

feelings and personal experiencing and through documentation we can

describe and interpret teachers' and students' intentionality, probe

the realms of their lived experience, and explore tge boundaries of

their awareness that form their horizons in the classroom and in the

school. Documenting feelings, parsons! experiencing, and perceptions

247



helps to define action research as "soul" research -- research which

captures the pulse, the vitality, and the fibrous nature of life In

the classroom.

eow - me Memla

Retrospection

One of the ways In which, documentation can be used to explore the

phenomena of the classroom and the school Is through retrospective

studies of curriculum devIelopment. In classroom situations, one finds

five conmonplaces (Schwab, 1975); teachers, students, subject matter,

curriculum decisions or policy, and milieu or psychosocial and material

environment. The Interactive impact of these forces, fact, consti-P

tutes the curriculum. Curriculum, used In this way, is the central

focus of educational research (Schubert, 1980). Wise 0977) argues

that if developing good curricula is a central concern than personal

accounts'ofsucirsetigasi.zed- ta.-postgattaltreMuse
stens, and a literature of accounts of curriculum practice is necessary

for training new curriculum specialists. Retrospection is, therefore,

a legitimate form of inquiry into curriculum development practice.

Productive forms of personal inquiry into curriculum development in

clude case studies (Walker, 1975), historical study through documenta

tion analysis (AiRPO, 1971), and retrospective accounts (Wisner, 1975;

Purves, 1975; Regan, 1971; Wooton, 1965. As a form of inquiry retro

spection is unique including both introspection and observation as

sources of data.
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Retrospective accounts of curriculum development offer "our most

precious source of knowledge about our field -- our own experience"

(VIsa, 1977). Such accounts recognize curriculum development as a

perionalhumanperticular. and oftengpfsodic process. It is the

human particulars of curriculum development which make practice what

it Is: and it Is those particulars with which the field is out of

touch Nis., 1977; Kaplan, 1964; Schwab, 1970).

Retrospective studies grad the contexts, nuances, personalreall-.

ties, and situational specifics of what happens when a teacher tries to

implement new Ideas and approaches. As personal accounts they describe

logic as demonstrated In classrooms, as opposed to reconstructed loll

-- the manner in which personal experiences are presented as knowledge

(Kaplan, 1964). Curriculum theorists (Wise, 1977; Schwab, 1970; Walker,

1975; Fox, 1971; Eisner, 1975) indicate that the major problem of cur-

riculumtheory Is that personal experiences have been reconstructed into

a knowledge which does not reflect actual practice. The aim of retro-

spective accounts Is to capture the practical sense and concrete reality

of the classroom world, and to share these with colleagues. Summarizing

the case for retrospective studios as a form of action research, Wise

(1977, 14) observes that:

Our literature about curriculum development does not now
indicate much In the way of accumulated practical sense.
We do not have a rich store of studied and catalogued
accounts of curriculum development practice in which what
happened and &mime!! it happened are presented. We do
not recount for others the problems we faced in develop-
ment, the problems solved, the solutions discovered, the
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solutions failed. We do not recapture and report strategies
of thinking that have led us to goad decisions. We do not
distill frees our experience what manners of Imagination,
judgment, arguments or brainstorming helped or hindered our
work. Vs ought to be reflecting on our experiences in cur-
riculum development, recounting them to ourselves, analyzing
them, and presenting their accounts to our colleagues In a
form that nerff-Uffiii-t5

zir'scaffifaii(dii:bignificance of the
experience, the lessons of the experience.

The case Study,

The history of the social sciences is filled with dramatic 6ncep-

tual "breakthroughs" which have emanated from the use of the case study.

The Ideas of Freud, Maw, Maslow,. Erickson, Jung, Adler, and Rogers

are examples of profound influential ideas which were born and nurtured

through the case study approach. The case study Is a congenial approach

for the person of action, for the person who engages life, who tries out

ideas, reflects on their Implementation, and tries again. The cycle of

---thought7action-thoughtlinds.comfortable embrace.: irt-the-case-studs

basic methodology for action research.

The ca study Is the traditional approach of all clinical research

and lends Itself extremely well to action research. It is the preferrew,

method of the practitioner who Is concerned with complexAnterrelation-

ships among many variables and whose subject matter (i.e., the clinical

situation Involving human beings) makes experimental manipulation diffi-

cult and often impossible (Bolger, 1965).

When an inquirer approaches a neac area in which relatively little

is known, the case study is the first methodological choice (Bolgar,
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1965). The true power of the.cass study lies in Its ability to generate

hypotheses and discoveries, its focus on the Individual or an event, its

flexibility, and Its applicability to natural settings. Tice procedural

irements_for_a_case study lend. themselves to the solution of problems

relevant to teacher-student interactions. Casa studies can assist In the

identification of educationally relevant variables, and the conditions

uftterwhich they are effective. Case studies are intended for natural

settings and contain data collection procedures that can assist teachers

In their decision making. The collection
f

of data and the procedures re-

glared for case studies are compattbie with Instructional purposes. The

Inherently flexible nature of the case study approach, the search to Iden-

tify sources of variability, and the requirements for data based feedback

for decision making are all components necessary for the improvement of

teaching and the design of situation specific programs.

The great strength of the case study approach Is its abilit to des-

cribs in a holistic way the program "treatment" and its effects on stu-

dents; It does not simply focus on narrowly defined outcome variables,

but Instead it includes much descriptive Information. The case study

synthesizes vast amounts of information about Individuals and about the

Instructional program and presents it in a form that can be interesting

and easily understood. Information. sources including background data,

test scores, affective measures, self reports, peer reports, staff

reports, parent observations, student products, anecdotal data, and
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evaluator observations, are considered essential for the case study.

Of special importance is the development or chronological case histor-

les in which data are collected at different points in time. The In-

tegration and crass validation of this information adds strength to the. mouRIN .

final case study report.

Direct contact and extended observation of the students themselves

are often necessary to reach conclusions related to variables involving

the academic and affective behaviors of children. Through the case

study one can not only "mpe pre and post test data, but also the in-

tervening events, force as d activities affecting the life of each

student, and the Interventions which do or do not influence cognitive

and affective changes. Studies of this kind are needed to investigate

the developmental histories of different student populations targeted

by Teacher Corps and other Innovative programs in relation to a particu-

lar project's objectives.

In a profession where there f;i basic-commitmint-taihil tiaching

and understanding of individual students, it Is ironic that research

devoted to the full study of individuals is so rare. Tice full study of

individuals enables teachers and university faculty to function as

clinical researchers. This is an excellent way to examine the wide range

of contextual and multidimensioned variables which impinge on 'student

development, and provides a sound action research base for generating

new hypotheses about student learning and growth. The case study Is a

powerful research methodology for sparking Interplay between thought and

59
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action, helping to develop Increased capacities of analysis which make

educational change actions possible.

THE CONDITIONS FOR COLLABORATIVE. ACTION RESEARCH.

Climate

In establishing a foundation for collaborative action research,

modest beginnings are no disgrace, and are In most respects preferable.

The visibility and impact of early efforts may be small, but it is ad-

visable to consider carefully the relative merits of simple versus more

Intricate research plans and data analysis procedures. It is likely

that by adopting the strategies of a methodological miser, there is

-more to be gained than lost. in the conduct of action research, just

as in the Interpretation of Its results, the law of parsimony Is recom-

mended (Siebert:, 1980)...Modest beginnings can serve to'buildotep-by-

step, an action research tradition of dealing with real problems that

already have a natural and Interested audience.

By selecting and pursuing questions which focus on the immediate

and imperative problems of the classroom and the school, collaborative

action research can attract the greatest attention at the most opportune

timelmhen there is something substantial to report), for the best reason

(because some progress has been made, either In terms of increased under-

standing or solutions to problems) and probably from the right audience

(those who have a pre-ekisting Interest in the problem and Its solution).
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A mounting record of visible accomplishment Is an excellent way to

dispel the initial anxiety teachers may experience in undortridng

action research.

It is helpful not simply to be alert to questions that are dis-

turbing to practitioners, but also for teachers to get to know col-

leagues who can help to advance the developing research effort.

Particular colleagues may be valuable because they are especially se
salvia to elerging problems, because they are creative and have ideas

about how educational problems might be solved, because they are

skilled In problem definition, or for a variety of other reasons.

Conditions in the School

There are certain necessary coneitionsiOhich need to be built. Into

the working environment of the schools If teachers are going to function

--as. reseercIWP-fn-BCPWAhiP_JAkith PrliVerfitY-2/21mrchers.

(1) Time needs to be made available as part of the teacher's

regular teaching load for discussion, reflection,

investigation, and speculation.

(2) An atmosphere Is required In which teachers have the freedom
I

to identify and initiate their awn problems for inquiry, to

express their Ideas and develop their ideas into hypotheses,

and to hare and defend their ideas with administrators and

colleagues.
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(3) Technical assistance and support and consulting services

ought to be provided viten necessary to help teachers (and

university faculty) learn field-based research processes.

(4) Reasonable material support for carrying out research

should be available.

(5) University credit, staff development credit, or inservice

credit should be given to teachers for conducting research

If they desire it.

Regu repents of

Teachers must be willing to have other adults in the classroom and

to see this as a positive factor not interfering with teaching and learn-

ing. It Is helpful If participating teachers have abilities to describe

and analyze aspects of not only their students behavior but also their

own behavior. Teachers who have not thought-about-elasermelmg014L777---

and learning In such rational ways may need time to explore these aspects

of their classrooms prior to entering the collaborative action research

process. Teachers need to consider how to restructure their tins since

action research may require time away from the classroom. Teachers

need documentation and observation skills; they need to be familiar with

data collection strategies so they can participate in such decisions;

they need to feel comfortable with analyzing and Interpreting data,

drawing conclusions, and writing actions of the study.
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Requirements of University Faculty

University faculty members of the action research team may also

need to be reeducited to learn to recognize and exploit the naturalis-

tic dimensions of-school-based action research. Gaining access to what

teachers know about the classroom requires that university researchers

have interprettve.skill, patience, and the ability to ask the right

questions in the right manner. The researcher gains such access through

professional relationships that are based on privileged conditions

(Emery and Trist, 1973). Teachers' willingness to share ideas, open up

their classrooms, critique and try out research strategies, and discuss

and interpret findings with the researcher are vital to action research.,

The researcher wine these conditions by honoring, respecting, and re-

sponding to the 1/4nowiedge and skit' f other action research team maw

bens and proving his or her competes

service to the team. The-universit

In providing some kind of unique

3archermust be an unusual person

-- one wiv., is acceptable and comfortable in public schools, one who pos-

sesses interpersonal and group process skills, and a knowledge of re-

search, and one who has the ability to capitalize upon unanticipated

events, serendipitous opportunities, and unsettling insights (Tickunoff,

Ward, and Griffin, 1979).

Ace Collaborative process

It Is imperative that all members of the action research team be

brought together initially to learn how to collaborate. This is seldom
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..1liberate and deal with significant questions about the proceTEWhat

Is collaboration? What does it involve? What does it cost? What are
..----.7.
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done. We gratuitously assume collaboration will happen if we bring

people together as members of a task force or committee. It is essential

to have people focus in right away on what collaboration Is and what it

demands. Teachers and university faculty need to be taught how to co1-

Its risks? What are its benefits? Am 1 ready to pay the costs and give

up something to gat the benefits which accrue from collaboration? How

do we help each other in the process? What are the ground rules for

malting decisions? Collaboration Is a dialectical and dialogical process

with a lot of give and take and Its Use in action research requires that

university faculty and, classroom teachers build trust, communicate and

solve problems together from the beginning. Action researchers need to

prepare themselves for dealing with the conflicts which naturally emanate

from the interface of the different norms, behavioral regularities, and

VII MS of the univeisity and the school.- Collaboration- is not achieved

naturally. It Is a sophisticated process which must be taught and

learned deliberately.

Attitudinal Change,

Collaborative action research possibilities In field-based teacher

eduCation are endless. University faculty need to recognize that their

personal, vested interests can be served by their active participation

In field-based staff development as an effective entri into field-based

. -
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research. The irony of the situation is that often university facultywho ostensibly have been trained to conduct research do not know how tocarry out field-based research; they cannot do what they ought to do.
Rather than viewing on-sits teaching and

consuliaticiin as inconsistent withcareer development, faculty need to see there is much to gain personallyfrom working with schools and communities In researching the problems
created by declining enrollments, in' researching the staff developmentprocess, in researching the problems of accountability, collaboration,
mainstreaming, and teacher burnout. The opportunities for research inthe field, particularly In relation to staff development, are limited
only by the imagination. First it may be necessary to provide staff
development for the staff developers, so that university faculty can dowhat Is often claimed they do batter than anyone else -- conduct research.A Dean in a state univortIty offers this advice to faculty:

xININ WED

LolmilgiiiiiiRiapproaches to inservice educationoffer university faculty and classroom teachers the timeand place to exploit natural problem situations foraction research. Begin with problems confrontingteachers In the classroom and help them to become re-searchers to solve their own problems. Work with them,formulate hypotheses, test them out in the classroom,and write them up. Everyone should publish. Createyour own in-house Journal 4-- mimeograph papers -- circu-late them among faculty colleagues, teachers, and parentsin the community. Function as teams of inquirers andproblem solvers. Bring inservice and presort/Ice teachers
and university faculty together as research teams. En-courage them to investigate problems regarding individual-ization, class size, mainstreaming, classroom management,school climate, reading, creativity. Isn't it absurd thatconcurrently in one university teacher education programoresorvice students will be writing term papers, inserviceteachers will be writing term papers or preparing projects
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for a graduate course or workshop, and some university
faculty will be writing manuscripts all In anonymous
isolation from each other. What excitement there would
be and whet quality action research would result if we
could assemble these people, create action research
teams, Identify real problems, and have those teams do
some real blood and guts problem solving. We would
break down the fragmented approach to teacher education,
integrate presarvice and inservice education, and produce
usable knowledge. This Is the best kind of staff
development.

Collaborative Action Research: A Proposal

By clustering graduate teacher interns, undergraduate students,

graduate students in, for example, administration, counseling, reading,

and early childhood, and tiniversity supervisors In selected school sites

local districts would have a critical mass of resources to woekwith in

cresting staff development and action research prpgrams by redirecting

existing resources, consolidating resources, and discovering mutually

benefiting resources.

Forthe sake of an-examae,,-Imagine a. Aiiversiti_and . a _local school

district entering a partnership to establish a teacher center. The uni-

versity and the school district are able to work out arrangements so

that the following kinds of university students can be placed In the

school district:

1 or 2 post master's degree students in educational administration
and supervision

.2 master's degree students in administration
3 master's degree students in counseling
3 master's degree students in reading
An early childhood team of two master's degree students who could

staff an early childhood learning center (full year)

AND
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10 master's degree teaca;ng interns (full year)

A001TION

15-20 undergraduate degree students who were exploring teaching and
1 or 2 university faculty assigned as on-site supervisors with

additional faculty coming in to supervise students

A sckwol district would then have approximately 35-40 people available

as cddltional resources1

There are endless possibilities with this kind of critical mass

available to serve the Interests and needs of all parties concerned.

After two or three months of the Internship, teaching Interns could

begin to substitute for-some classroom teachers so that regular staff

could begin to have one or two days a week. of time to:

1) plan and develop curriculum materials
2) visit and observe teachers In other classes. Teachers

could becmse interns again - Interning with each other
3) revise curriculum
k) participate in workshops or take courses
5) participate in conferences and case studies of

Individual students
6) design and plan approaches to Individualize Instruction

et with. tulleagues-in.a relaxed-atmosphere- -ta_share ideas
8) assume responsibilities for staff development activities

interns could release a cadre of experienced, knowledgeable, and extremely

competent teachers to help supervise and assist the less knowledgeable,

the less experienced, and the less able members of a teaching staff.

(Teachers teaching teachers.) This could prove to be one of the most of

fective means for addressing the problems of supervision.

Counseling and reading interns could provide support services for

meeting the special emotional and intellectual needs of students.
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Post master's administration interns could take on specific substan-

tial administrative assignments and problems of the kind which would al-

leviate administrators of some burdens.

Master's degree students in administration could collect data and

write up reports dealing with administrative matters.

Undergraduate students in the exploring teaching component of the

university's teacher education prograw could provide tutorial help to

children and offer individual attention to children who need it.

Through the cluster placement of interns, superintendents and prin-

cipals would have additional resources which would enable them to gain

flexibility in staffing and offer increased opportunities for differen-

tiated staffing, individualization of instruction, and staff and cur-

riculum development.

An on-site university supervisor could offer a course or a series

of workshops for school staff. Working together school staff and interns

could collect data for ongoing needs assessments, school census reports,

and for the evaluation of programs. A library of instructional modules,

reports, curriculum materials, assessment tools, and other resources

could be developed.

Action research teams consisting of undergraduate students, interns,

classroom teachers, and university faculty could be formed. These teams

would *dentify specific problems to be researched. Decisions would be

made and responsibiliti,s ;mimed for literature searches,, documentation,

observation, evaluation, data interpretation, and implementation of

alternative problem solutions. Results of the action research would be
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written up, co-authored by teacher education students, teachers, and

university faculty. A series of action research reports would be mimeo-

graphed and disseminated to teachers, students, and university faculty.

- Reports could be submitted to professional Journals for publication.

The interests and needs of the university would be well served.

Interns would have meaningful learning experiences to test and apply

theory, to acquire and extend professional competencies, to learn and

grow in the real world of education. `University faculty would interface

more frequently with practitioners on the front line of education and in

the crucible of the real world of teaching, expand their perspectives on

the teaching and learning process, and generate new hypotheses for re-.

search. The sites that would be available for the cluster assignments

of interns would offer a wide range of experiences and would make uni-

varsity supervision more efficient.

Such centers would.become ppm than teaching centers -- they would

truly be centers of inquiry -- places where administrators, teachers,

interns, and university faculty could share ideas and grow together

through a sustained program of collaborative action research. What is

required for the integration of research and service are imagination

and will.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
tom:1rTEACHERS LIFE /AGE CYCLES AND

STAGES OF COGNITIVE- STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Recently, large numbers of psychologists have
begun to draw upon developmental perspectives to aid in
their study of personality. Various developmental
theories -- describing predictable sequences of growth,
adaptation, transformation and change in humans -- are
employed to this end. While much of the work in this
area has focused on the role of such developmental
processes in personality development among children,
more attention has recently been paid to such processes
in adulthood.

Research suggests that there is wide variation in
developmental revels among adults. Adulthood appears
to be a time in which such processes as the reworking
of identity and the differentiation and hierarchical
integration of personality and thought, have an influ-
ential role t4 play. Theories of adult development
deicribe adults as capable of movement toward greater
maturity, with this movement taking plaoe in a predict-
able and orderly fashion analogous to the biologioal/
maturational processes of development we observe in
childhood.

Unique to adult development is the fact that bio-
logical/maturational events play little or no role.
Adult development is paced by cultural and societal
expectations as well as by personal values and aspira-
tions. Two broad perspectives-can be identified on the
issue of what prompts developmental growth in adult-
hood. Life Age/Cyole theorists focus on predictable
life events as pacers for development. Such tasks as
establishing and maintaining social and interpersonal
roles as well as sealing with essential intrapsychic
tasks provide the impetus for change, and sometimes
growth, in adults. Cognitive Developmental theorists,
on the other hand, focus on particular cognitive/emo-
tional perspectives distinctive to different stages of
development. The events that may prompt development
will vary-according to the perspective a person cur-
rently holds. Life Age/Cycle theorists describe tran-
sitions and adaptations to life events; cognitive de-
velopmental theorists describe transformations in
adults, ways of constructing experience (Weathersby &
Tarule, 1980). The cognitive developmental theorists
do not consider maturity to consist of successful adap-
tation to societal expectations. Instead, they say:

1



Maturity may be seen as a developmental
process of movement through the adult years
toward seining perspectives that are progres-
sively more inclusive, discriminating and more
integrative of experience. In ascending this
gradient toward fuller maturity, we move, if
we can, toward perspectives that are more uni-
versal, and better able to deal with abstract
relationships, that more clearly identify
psycho-cultural assumptions shaping our actions
and causing our needs, that provide criteria
for more principled value judgments, enhance
our sense of agency or control and give us a
clearer meaning and sense of direction in our
lives.

(Mezirow, 1978)

In the remainder of this review we will examine
the contributions of such theorists to our understand-
ing of adult development. Our goal in examining this
literature is to gather relevant Information for those
working in staff development programs with teachers.
Specifically, we will be seeking to ascertain what is
known about the needs of individuals at various stagesof development as well as how such developmental dif-
ferences influence teaching behavior.

Ultimately, we are interested in how institutional
environments interact with stages of development as
well as whether, and how, interventions designed to
foster developmental growth impact teaching perfor-
mance. Could current problems such as teacher burnout
and terecher dropout be due to a lack of fit between
particular teaching environments and particular stagesof development? Can institutions be adapted to meet
the developmental needs of teachers? Is it possible to
design and implement staff development programs that
foster individual growth and development and lead to
improvements in teaching? We will not attempt to an-
swer these questions in this review. Our goal instead
is to examine the literature for research findings
relevant to such issues.

22.121.2.amstatal, Zulu
In describing development in childhood many theo-

rists, such as Freud and °assail, focus on biological/
maturational changes that prompt development. Such a
perspective is, of course, of limited use in examining
developmental issues among adults. Pioneers in the

2
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study of adult development have chosen instead to focus
on *life events* as prompts for development. Such
relatively predictable events as the seleotion of so-
cial and interpersonal roles, the performance of adult
tasks and the adoption of necessary coping behaviors
are posited as pacers for adult development. Among
theorists taking this functional view of development,
one group focuses primarily on age-related .tasks (Levin-
son, et al., 1974, 1978; Gould, 1972, 1978; Sheehy,
1974, 1976; Savighurst, 1972) while the second focuses
on tasks related to the central issues of different
phases of the life cycle (Erikson., 1959; Neugarten,
1963, 1970).

The work of the Life-Age theorists suggests that
there are distinctive age-related tasks posed for
adults. From the early 20s until 27-29 the young adult
is making iv'ttial commitments to a job or career, in
ter personal relationships as well as alife style and
interests. Levinson describes the work undertaken dur-
ing this period as a process of developing a perspective
on oneself as an adult. The outcome of this process is
the formation of a *life structure* and development in
adulthood is viewed as a series of orderly transforma-
tions of this *life structure.* In the course of devel-
opment an individual cycles between periods of transi-
tion -- characterized by a questioning of previous com-
mitments made -- and periods of stability, as one set-
tles into the newly transformed life structure. Follow-
ing the formation of initial commitments in the 20s,
comes the transitional *age 30 crisis" where these in-
itial commitments are reassessed and affirmed or re-
jected. The remainder of the 30s is a period of sta-
bility, with a focus on achievement and becoming one's
own pereon. Around age 40 another transition period is
ushered in by the realization that time is limited.
Priorities and values are reexamined and the individual
enters the late 40s and 50s, hopefully having achieved
a satisfactory fit between the life structure s/he has
created and the concrete tasks remaining to be per-
formed. The work of Levinson as well as that of Gould
and Sheehy is summarized in Table 1.

The work of these theorists has been criticized on
various grounds. Their accounts are based on clinical/
biographical data from small samples. The samples em-
ployed by Levinson and Gould consist primarily of white
middle class males. We must wonder whether the life
pattern exhibited by these individuals can provide a
schema of development which will adequately describe
the experience of those from different ethnic and so-

3.
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TABLE 1-- DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS
Age oftoopmentid

Theorist 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 56
swoon

09114

vao boom-

70 75

adult world one's own 'mason
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leaving leaving becoming queSlioning conenumg
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tweaking staying marriage meaning values;
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brow often
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Ina

Mama an mime of contributions
Mends.
reliance on
spouse

PIN
as well as
children
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roofs
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bansilion

nnrd-
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mutilation

Table from:, Oja, S. N. Adult Development Is Implicit in Staff Development.Journal of Staff Development, Vol. I, No. 2, October, 1980.
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(gal baokgrounds. Neither do the schemes provide a
good fit to the lives of most women.

Such theories must also come to terms with the
changes in social and cultural norms'that have taken
place over the past ten-fifteen years. Such changes may
indeed have altered the character of marker events --
individuals frequently foresee multiple careers, mar-
riages and life styles over the course of their lives.
At the very least they have altered the significance of
the timing of -Boob events; there is far greater varia-
bility in such timing today than existed twenty yearsago. Some investigators have suggested that we are be-
coming an age-irrelevant society (Neugarten, 1980). Ifthis is so, then a model which links development to
age-related tasks will tail to describe, most individu-als in our society. A recent study in which independ-
ent judges- rated structured interviews for age-related
content, found that the LifirAge scheme did not provide
a very good fit (Kummerow, 1977)..

The Life-Age approach has been applied to adult
education in the work of Robert Havighurst (Havighurst,1972). Havighurst has identified adult tasks important
for different age groups and argues that an u.!derstand-
ing of these tasks can aid in the Easessment of 'readi-
ness to learn" among different adult groups. Educatorshave advocated using these developmental tasks as an
organizing principle for adult education programs andas a basis for grouping learners (Knowles, 1970). Arecent study investigated the importance of Havig-
burst's developmental, tasks for adults of different
ages, income levels and sex. While the taskswere.
rated as important by individuals in the study, certain
groups -- female adults, middle income adults and older
adults -- rated the tasks as more important than didother groups. In addition, partic;pantal responses didnot support the view, that these tasks were age-related.
With the exception of alder adults, participants ratedthe tasks characteristic of other age groups as being
of greater importance than the tasks characteristic oftheir own age group (Merriam & Mullins, 1981). Such
results suggest that we should be cautious in employing
such schemes of tasks in the design of educational
programs for adults. Nevertheless, these theories do
succeed in making the point that the negotiation ofcertain life tasks may indeed have a significant impact
upon the .unctioning of the individual. An awarenessof the impact of such events and a sensitivity to theneeds of individuals at such times could be valuableaids to individuals working in the field of staff
development,

5
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The Life -CycleLife-Cycle theorists take a somewhat more
global view of the developmental process. Building
upon Erikson's account of the life cycle, they posit
psychosocial stages of development. At each stage the
individual must struggle with issues concerning his/her
orientation to self and the social world. In Erikson'stheory the issues important in late adolescence and
early adulthood include: Identity vs. Role Confusion;Intimacy vs. Isolation; Generativity vs. Self-Absorp-tion and Integrity vs. Despair. it any particular
stage further development may be hindered by the fail-ure to have resolved the issues of earlier stages
(Erikson, 1959).

Bernice Neugarten has employed Erikson's theoryin investigating adult development while focusing onthe role of timing of life events. She contends thatwhat precipitates adaptational crises is not the event
itself, nor the age at which the event occurs, butwhether the events are regarded as mon-time, or 'off-time.* Off-time events are sure likbly to producecrises as they have not been anticipated and rehearsed
(Neugarten, 1970).

The developmental tasks identified by Erikson ap-pear to involve issues we all must face. Staring withand oaring for other people, concern for future genera-tions and for making the world a better place in whichto live are values fundamental to Western culture.
Furthermore, the establishment of ego identity -- a
conscious sense of individual identity .appears to be
a prerequisite for psyohologitJal health.

These theories also have implications for individ-
uals interested in staff development. Teachers in such
programs may require aid in confronting "off- time'events as well as support in working through or rework-
ing the issues of identity, intimacy, generativity andintegrity. An awareness of these issues and the rolesthey play in the life of individuals may help to broad-
en the focus of staff development programs.

ilasslazitatal =La liasszial
Rather than focusing on the tasks each individualfaces in the course of his/her lifetime, stage theo-rists focus on underlying patterns of thought which,

they claim, piay a central role in determining the
individual's approach to the world. Stage theoristsposit more global, holistic determinants of experience
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than those highlighted by Life Age/Cycle theorists.
Stage theorists, such as Piaget, Kohlberg, Loevinger
and Bunt, maintain that human development, personality
and character are the result of orderly changes inwv
underlying cognitive and emotional structures.* Devel-
opment involves progression through an invariant se-
quence of hierarchically organized stages. Each new
stage incorporates and transforms the structures of the
previous stages and paves the way for the next stage.
Each stage provides a qualitatively different frame of
reference through which one interprets and acts upon
the world. The sequence of development progresses from
simpler to more complex and differentiated modes of
thought and functioning. The higher stave of develop-
ment are said to represent more adequate modes of
functioning in the sense that they include adopting
multiple points of view, more empathic role taking; and
more adquate problem solving (Oja, 1978, 1980; Wither-
ell, 1978). Underlying these theories, therefore, is
the assumption that development is a process of growth
into maturity.* This developmental sequence is re-
garded as a determinant of behavior on a par with such
determinants as heredity and situational and environ-
mental factors (Loevinger, 1976).

Cognitive-developmental theorists provide several
different frameworks for observing how individuals or-
ganize their worlds: Piaget focuses on cognitive pro-
cesses or thought patterns (1960, 1972), Kohlberg on

-r moral reasoning processes (1969, 1976), Loevinger cn
ego maturity processes (1966, 1970a, 1970b, 1976) and
Bunt on conceptual processes (1966, 1975). Each of
these frameworks is discussed separately in the sections
that follow.

*Recent research by Selman (1980) describes stages of
interpersonal development, thus adding an important dimen-
sion to the stage theories and filling the gap between
cognitive and emotional structures.
**Several of these theorists deny that implicit value
systems underlie their ordering of stages. Loevinger
asserts that higher functioning in terms of her sys-
tem is not equivalent to good adjustment or positve
mental health (Loevinger, 1976). Nevertheless, the
temptation to associate *higher* and *better* in the
systems appears to be bard to resist.

7
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Developmental stage theories originate from Pia-get's work on the intellectual and moral thought of

children (Infielder A Piaget, 1958; Piaget, 1965). Pia-get describes developmental stages as phases of equi-
librium among systems of thought organization or mental
structures. Within a particular stage of development a
characteristic system of mental structures will be
employed in interpreting the world. Piaget identifies
four such stases of cognitive development: sensori-
motor, pre-operational or 'intuitive, concrete opera-tional and formal operational. In the course of cogni-tive development the individual passes from lesser
(sensori-motor) to higher (formal operational) phasesof equilibrium, with the higher phases characterized bymore complex levels of differentiation and integration.

Development arises from the interaction of tgo
individual (subject) with his/her environment (ob-jects). Such interaction involves the processes of
assimlation and accommodation. Individuals attempt, inthe first instance, to interpret their experience interms of existing mental structures (assimilation).
When existing mental structures tail to *fit" currentexperiences the structures are transformed and ioecom-bined (accommodation), so as to enable more adequate
functioning. When a sufficient number of these struc-tures have been accommodated, a point of equilibrium isreachod'in which the organized pattern of mental struc-tures enables effective interaction with the world.Such eqnilibrium will be maintained until the individ-ual is ready to progress to the next qualitatively
distinctive stage.

In Piaget's original scheme, cognitive developmentwas completed between the ages of 11 and 15 with theattainment of formal operations (Infielder a Piaget,1958). It is this movement to the stage of formal
operations that enables the individual to deal with
abstract problems, to deal with possibility as well asactuality. Attainment of formal operations should be
accompanied by an increase in intellectual flexibility-- an ability to approach subject matter from multipleperspectives. The characteristics of formal thought
thus appear to be related to mature adult thinking. ButPiaget's theory presumably presents a picture of
childhood and adolescent, not adult, development. Re-cent investigations suggest that cognitive developmentis not completed in adolescence. Many college students

8
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-- estimates from 33 -75% -- are unable to solve tasks
requiring formal operations (Kohlberg & Del/ries, 1971;MoKinnon & Renner, 1971; Tomlinson-Keasey, 1972; !Car-
plus, 1974; Arlin, 1975; King, 1977; Kuhn, at al.,
1977). Research among adults suggests that even ifformal operations have been attained, they may not be
retained across the life span (see studies cited inLong, it al., 1979). While conflicting results and
methodological problems abound in this area of reuearch
the findings thus far do challenge the traditional
Piagetian account.

Piaget, in response to such criticisms, did ac-knowledge that there may be individual and social dif-ferences in the speed of development (Piaget, 1972).The attainment of formal operations, he said, is atleast partly dependent upon the social environment, andtherefore some individuals might not reach the final
stage until they were 20. Complicating the picturefurther, he stated that diversification of aptitudesmay play a role at this final strip; individuals mightdisplay formal reasoning only in a specialized, perhaps
professional, context. Not only does this make meas-urement of the attainment of formal operations consider-ably more difficult, it also casts doubt on the conceptof a "stage* of formal operations. It may be that alearning, rather than a developmental, account of for-mal reasoning is more appropriate to what is currentlybeing described by Piaget.

However, if one chooses to retain the developmen-tal perspective, this newer account implies that signif-icant development can take place during adulthood. Inthe first place many adults have not yet attained thestage of formal operations. Furthermore, among thosewho have attained them in a narrow sphere, we should beable to 3bserve a broadening of perspective as theseabstract thought processes are applied to other spheresof life (Kohlberg, 1973).

Other lines of criticism of Piagetian theory havebeen pursued. Some researchers have been examining thequestion of whether formal operations represents thefinal stage of development. Arlin (1975) has poiited afifth stage -- that of problem finding -- for which theproblem solving skills of the formal period are a nec-essary but not a sufficient foundation. Klaus Riegelhas taken another approach, posing first the questionof whether formal operational thinking characterizesthe thought of mature adults. After answering in the

9
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negative, he posits a parallel development of dialec-
tical thought creative, divergent thought which is

-accepting of contradictions. Attainment of formal
operations, he claims, is not necessary for movement
toward this dialectical, and more mature, modefof
thought (Riegel, 1973). At least one researcher has
shown that there is a significant difference in the ex-
tent of use of dialectical sobema among college fresh-
men, seniors and faculty members (Basseches, 1980).

This new research has several implications for
educators working with adults. In the first place
taxonomies of instructional goals such as Bloom's --
can no longer be regarded as paradigmatic. Any scheme
which assumes that college students or adults have
attained formal operations is likely to encounter prob-
lems. The research also suggests that efforts need to
be made to aid adults in the transition from concrete
to formal modes of thought. And finally, research sug-
gests that in some contexts an appropriate educational
goal would be to foster development -either beyond for-
mal operations or to foster cognitive development of a
different sort.

Nasal Itimasuumizt

Kohlberg's theory of moral development identifies
six stages of moral judgment representing different
systems of thought employed by individuals in dealing
with moral dilemmas (Rest, et al., 1969). these stages
of moral development parallel Piaget's stages of cogni-
tive development (see Table 2). Nevertheless, Kohlberg
maintains that moral development is distinct from cog-
nitive development, stating that a given cognitive
stage is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
the corresponding 'oral stage (Kohlberg, 1973).

Moral judgment stages encompass three levels of
thinking in relation to moral dilemmas: the pre-con-
ventional, conventional, and post-conventional I'veAs.
At the pre-conventional level, moral judgments are uade
on the basis of external threats of punishment (stage
1) or manipulation of others, "what's in it for me?"
(stage 2). At the conventional level, a person makes
moral judgments to please significact others (stage 3)
or to obey formal rules and regulations (stage 4). At
tho post-conventional level, moral judgment is related
to the rights of the individual in a society based on
social contract in lawmaking (stage 5), or to an orien-
tation to higher laws of individual conscience and
universal ethical princtples (stage 6).

10
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Up to stage 4, a person develops through the
stages by a wider and more adequate process of perspec-
tive taking and understanding of the social system.
But, to make the upward shift to post-conventional
thinking, stage 5, a person needs more than an adequate
perception of what the social system requires. Where
there is movement to principled stages of thinking in
adolescence or early adulthood, it is in relation to
anticipated commitment. Bach person has the freedom to
make his/her own choices and, consequently, seeks to
determine the moral terms or contracts which are impor-
tant in terms of future commitments (Kohlberg, 1969,
1973). But the young adult's first experiences with
initial commitment are not like the personal moral
experiences of the adult who has 'sustained responsi-
bility for the welfare of others and has experienced
irreversible moral choices' (Kohlberg, 1973). Kohlberg
believes that fully principled thinking (stages 5 and
6) is usually not attainable until the late 205. More-
over. adult responsibilities in themselves are not-
sufficient to develop principled moral thinking. Re-
search shows thaI most adulta, in fact, stabilize at
stages 3 and 4, the conventional levels; only about.6-
7% of various sample populations are principled think-
ers (Kohlberg & DeVries, 1971).

.

Kohlberg, in 1973, revised his original model by
positing an additional stage at the transition point
between the conventional and the post-conventional
level. Adolescents in stage 4 1/2 adopran anti-
establishment orientation involving a eijection of
conventional morality (Kohlberg, 1973).

Kohlberg has stressed the educational implications
of the cognitive-developmental approach in general, and
his theory in particular (Kohlberg, 1971, 1972; Kohl-
berg & Turiel, 1971). The cognitive-developmental
approach implies that the aim of education is the stim-
ulation of the next step of development. This is a-
chieved by 1) exposing the learner to thought one stage
higher than they currently occupy and 2) inducing exper-
iences of conflict in the application of the learner's
current level of thought to problematic situations.
Kohlberg and associates have outlined a program -- the
moral discussion -- for implementing these goals
(Turiel, 1966, 1969; Kohlberg & Turiel, 1971), although
limitations or such programs have been pointed out-
(Aron, 1977).

Kohlberg's work has been criticized on several
grounds. Kurtines and Greif (1974) point out: 1) the

12
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moral judgment scale lacks standardized procedures for
administration and scoring; 2) the predictive validity
of the moral development model is questionable as a
clearly demonstrated relation between moral judgment
and moral action is lacking; 3) construct validation or
the scale and the model is inadequate.

Criticism of the lack of objectivity of the moral
judgment interview has led to revisions in Kohlberg's
scoring manual and the development of an objectively
scored instrument assessing moral development (Kohl-
berg, 1978; Rest, et al., 1974; Rest, 1976). While it
is true that a number of studies Ave demonstrated the
lack of a one-to-one correspondence between moral judg-
ment stage and behavior (Haan, et al., 1968; see other
studies cited in Kurtines & Greif, 1974 Kohlberg has
never claimed that such a relationship should exist..
He has claimed, however, that moral stage progression
is induced by disequilibrium, and a recent study failed
to find evidence of such disequilibrium among those in
transition (Wonderly & Kupfersmid, 1978). Finally,
there is no clearout evidence supporting the assump-
tions of the hierarchical nature and invariant sequenc-
ing of stages, and some evidenoe suggests these assump-
tions are incorrect (Holstein, 1976).

In reply, Kohlberg and associates point out that
many of the criticisms are based upon the assumptions
of a psychometric model of assessment, a model not
appropriate to the task of assessing developmental
stages (Kohlberg, unpublished). Furthermore, Kohlberg
reasserts, he is not studying moral behavior but moral
judgment. Moral behavior, he states, is situation
specific, unstable over 'ins and non-developmental.
Mo al behavior, therefore, can never serve as a criter-
io for moral judgment development (Kohlberg, unpub-
liiithed). Such a disclaimer, however, calls into
question the purposl of schemes to foster moral devel-
opment.

Other criticisms have been directed to particular
aspects of the theory. Several researchers have com-
mented on problems in the conceptualization and meas-
urement of moral jrdgment in the higher stages (stages
4, 5, 6) (Holstein, 1976; Gilligan, 1977; Murphy &
Gilligan, 1980). The issue of sex bias in scoring of
the moral judgment interview has been raised (Holstein,
1976; Gilligan, 1977). For instance, statements of
responsibility and care in response to moral conflicts
are observed more frequently in females than in males
and such responses are typically categorized at lower
levels (Gilligan, 1982).
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The impact of recent work on post-formal thought
is beginning to be seen among Kohlbergians. Murphy and
Gilligan, in a recent paper, suggest that a cognitive
shift toward dialectical thought may provide the basis
for a new form of moral judgment in adulthood. Such
thought is more relativistic and more contextual than
those described by Kohlberg and, they maintain, more
mature. Samples of such thought were rated as indica-
tive of advanced intellectual and moral development
using Perry'u scheme (Perry, 1974) but were rated as
indicative of moral regression when assessed by either
of Kohlberg's scoring methods. This work suggests that
a major revision of the model and the assessment tech-
niques may be needed (Murphy & Gilligan, 1980).

Rest's Defining Issues Test (DIT) provides an
alternative means of assessing moral judgment level
according to the Kohlbergian model. The instrument has
been employed extensively to demonstrate developmental
trends in moral judgment. Rest and his associates
consider the instrument to be a valid assessor of moral
judgment level and offering support for Kohlberg's
general model of moral development (Davison & Robbins,
1978; Rest, et al., 1978). However, other research
suggests that the two measures of moral development arenot interchangeable; each appears to index a different
aspect of moral development (Froming & Cooper, 1977;
Froming & McColgan, 1979; Bode & Page, 1978).

The DIT does represent an advance over the moral
judgement interview in terms of standardization of
administration and scoring. Scores on the Instrument
are reliable but, as with Kohlberg's method, 'Alerts does
nct appear to be a linear relation betw6en moral devel-
opment level and moral behavior. Individuals at low
and at high moral levels exhibit similar cheating be-
haviors in certain circumstances (Leming, 1978).

Studies carried out using the DIT suggest that a
plateau is reached for moral development in early
adulthood and/or after formal education has been com-
pleted (Rest, et al., 1978). Despite such evidence
many researchers have suggested that carefully planned
interventions might promote growth to higher, post-
conventional stages (Bernier,, 1976; Chiokering, 1976;--
Lasker & Pinedo, 1976). Courses of instruction on
Kohibergian theory have been effective in raising
scores on the instrument (Napier, 1979; Coder, 1975).
These results are consistent with other studies showing
that Kohlberg's moral discussion method is effective in
inducing moral growth (Rest, 1974; Boyd, 1976; Law-
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rens., 1977; Kohl berg & Turiel, 1971; Blatt & Kohlberg,
1975). Coder (1975) found that a aeries of lectures onlohlbergian theory was as effective in fostering moraljudgment development in a group of adult church-goers
as watiliscussion of Kohlbergian moral dilemmas.

The apparent effectiveness of such programs raisesa host of questions. Can instruction in Eohlbergian
theory produce *test-wise* individuals? If so, thenthe observed score movement may not be indicative ofany moral judgment development. This issue has been
investigated in two separate studies (McGeorge, 1975;Napier, 1979). They found that individuals were imp-able of 'faking downward* but were unable to *fakeupward.* The treatments apparently impact more thanjust test taking behavior. However, the issue of thedurability of such change bears further investigation.

Several researchers have focused upon moral judg-ment in teachers. One assessment of moral reasoning inteachers indicates that they have moral reasoning lev-els (P% 43.28) comparable to the level of the generaladult population (P$ s 40.0) (0riffore & Lewis, 1978).In this study moral reasoning level was found to be
unrelated to the age, sex, educational achievement,level taught or degree of educational experience of theteacher. Other studies have observed moral reasoninglevels ranging from 12% s 46.4 to P% a 56.8 (Bernier,1976; Oja, 1978) among experienced teachers.

The Deliberate Psychological Education model ofMosher and Sprinthall (1971) has been employed success-fully to induce moral judgment among inservice groupsof teachers (Bernier, 1976; Sprinthall & Bernier, 1978;
Oja, 1978; Oja & Sprinthall, 1978). One assumption
guiding such research is that teachers' level of moraljudgment will determine their classroom behavior, thusindirectly impacting the moral development of thOerstudents. There is not evidence, however, of a/ilear-
cut relationship between teachers' moral judgme4t leveland behavior. Some research suggests that children
orefer, moral reasoning models one stage above their ciwnlevel, and in summarizing 10 years of research wiib_ theDeliberate Psychological Education Curriculum model,Sprinthall and Mosher (1978) suggest that *matching
models* promote the moral development of students. Ithas not been investigated whether teacher's moral judg-ment level alone matched with student moral judgmentlevel promotes development.
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In a recent review of teacher development, McZ4erg-

ney and Carrier (1981) synthesize the views of James Rest
on this issue as he suggests a direction for research.

...Rest points wit that one class of aotiri-
ties that has not oftqn been examined as an index
of real life behavior:; is that of verbal behaviors
- that is, verbal opinions, arguments, or judg-
ments expressed about moral issues in everyday
life. His argument is that the expression of a
moral judgment, whether it be in a courtroom, a
classroom, or at a cocktail party, is a poten-
tially powerful mobilizing force, which may have
a strong impact on the shape and occurrence of
external events. The ramification of publicly
st.sted judgments are undoubtedly heightened when
they are expressed by authority figures or role
models - both of which often describe classroom
teaohers.

(p. 145)

A related assumption is that movement toward
greater teacher effectiveness accompanies movement
toward higher levels of moral reasoning. To our know-
ledge, no research has directly addressed this rather
crucial assumption. One preliminary investigation of
eight female teachers did find differences in teaching
views and practices for those with low (PS325) versus
those with high (PS54) moral judgment levels (Lubomu-
drov, Johnston? Parsons, 1982). Those at higher levels
placed less stress on obedience to rules and saw their
role as one of encouraging cooperative interaction in
the classroom rather than one of maintaining autocratic
control. These higher level teachers valued greater
give-and-take between themselves and students and
placed more emphasis on meeting the individual needs of
the students. While this study is suggestive, investi-
gations carried out with larger samples are needed
before we can conclude that such differences are
reliable. As the authors themselves point out, further
investigations are needed to determine how such differ-
ences relate to teacher effectiveness and the ability
for the teacher to adapt classroom practices to stu-
dents' developmental levels (Lubomudrov, et al., 1982,,
p. 18).

In summary, a variety of studies indicate that
moral judgment development can be fostered in adults
with the use of a variety of intervention strategies.
More research is needed to assess the durability of
such oharlges. Furthermore, if such programs are to be
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employed in staff development programs teachers,
research is needed on the relationships among moral
development level, teaching behaviors and classroom
practices.

Zi La .1) ft vj 1 (patent

The concept of ego development has played an im-
portant role in clinical and theoretical work but only
recently has ego development become a topic for empiri-
cal study. A pioneer in this work is Jane Loevinger,
whose concepts of ego development will be discussed
here. Loevinger draws upon cognitive developmental
theory and H. S. Sullivan's theory of the self-system
for her conception of ego functioning as involving the
striving to master, to integrate, to make sense of
experience* (Loevinger, 1966, 1969). For Loevinger,
ego development involves sequential changes in an indi-
vidual's overall frame of reference. In the course of
development the individual comes to regard one's self
and others in an increasingly differentiated and com-
plex fashion.

Loevinger's conception of ego development must be
distinguished from that employed by researchers more
closely tied to traditional psychoanalytic theory (Hau-
ser, 1978). For such thinkers the ego's primary func-
tion is to find solutions to the problem of instinctual
expression. Ego development, therefore, involves the
development of coping patterns, cognitive functions,
defenses and interpersonal skills (Haan, at al., 1973).
In contrast, Loevinger's conception of the ego is pre-
dominantly cognitive; the ego provides a framework of
meaning which the individual imposes upon experience.

Loevinger describes development as a sequential
progression through distinctive frameworks of meaning.
Seven stages and three transitional phases have been
identified; each ego.stage has its own *inner logic*
which helps to maintain the stability of its structural
characteristics through selective inattention to fac-
tors inconsistent with the current ego level (Loevin-
ger, 1969).

Each of the ego stages differs along the dimen-
sions of impulse control, conscious preoccupations,
interpersonal style and cognitive complexity; that is,
each distinctive meaning framework has an associated
character type.
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The stages of ego development, as described inTable 3, are not tied to given ages. Individuals may,and do, stabilize at certain stages; among.adults there
are representatives of each stage who can be character-
ized in term:: of the features specific to the stage at
which they stabilized. Individuals at the early stages
are impulsive and fearful, with dependent and exploi-
tive interpersonal styles and stereotyped cognitive
styles (Loevinger, 1976). The oharacteristic,s of thefirst three *Pre-Conformist stages are described inTable 3; it should be noted that the lowest stage
observed among adults is 1-2.

Individuals at the Conformist stage (I-3) or the
Self-Aware transition (I-3/4) place a high value on
conformity to social norms on appearance and social
acceptability. Belonging and being helpful character-ize the interpersonal style of these individuals while
stereotyped thinking and the vse of cliches character-ize their cognitive style. DUring the Self-Aware tran-sition there is an increase in self awareness accompan-ied by the beginning development of situational logicand awareness of individual differences (bee Table 3).The Self-Aware ego level has been found to be the
predominant adult ego level (Loevinger, 19T6; Hauler,1976).

Further growth in self awareness and a capacity
for self criticism are characteristics of the Conscien-
tious (I-4) stage. Rules are internalized and self-
chosen standards guide long-term plans. This stagemarks the beginning of Foat-Conformist development.
Individuals who have reached these higher levels of
development (I-4/5, 1-5, 1-6) value interdependence in
interpersonal relations and display a high degree of
cognitive complexity. They are able to cope with in-
ternal conflict by drawing upon their increased self
awareness (see Table 3).

Loevinger's levels of ego development can be com-
pared with levels of cognitive development and levelsof moral development (Table 2). Loevinger claims that
intellectual development may be necessary, but is not
sufficient for ego development (Loevinger, 1976). She
argues, contrary to Piaget, that ego level and social
responsiveness are limited by one's intellectual level.On the other hand, she says, there are many cases of
individuals whose intellectual development is tar inadvance of their ego development. Loevinger regards
moral development as but one aspect of ego development.
She asserts that moral development in the Koitlbergian
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Table 3

Stages of Ego Development

Pre-Conformi, zu=saalal - this phase is symbolized
by the newborn baby who has not yet
formed an ego. The formation of the
ego begins with the process of sepa-
rating oneself from one's surroundings.
The child who fails to differentiate
the world of inanimate objects from
lneself in the appropriate time inter-
val is called autistic.

I -1
SymbiotiQ - during this phase the baby
maintains a symbiotic relationship to
its primary caregiver while continuing
the separation of self from non-self.
Language plays an important role in the
baby's developing sense of self as a
separate person.

1-2 Impulsive - in this stage the child
employs bodily impulses to continue and
maintain the formation of a separate
identity. When impulses dominate be-
havior, control can only be effeoted
through external constraint and imme-
diate rewards and punishments. Aggres-
sive behavior and temper tantrums exem-
plify the intense, impulsive reactions
at this stage. Persons who remain at
this stage are strongly dependent and
demanding. Other people are valued for
what they can 'give to' the individual
at this stage. Thinking is in terms of
of the present, with little meaning
made of past or future.

3e,lf.jorotective - in this stage indi-
Delta dividuals begin to take self-control of

their own impulsiveness and learn to
anticipate rewards and punishments.
Rules are recognized at this stage but
used for one's own advantage; the in-
dividual's main rule is 'don't ge4
caught.' Blame is placed on others
or on circumstances when satisfaction
is not achieved. Individuals who sta-
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1-3

1-3/4

Table 3 continued
Stages of Ego Development

bilize at this stage maintain manipu-
lative and exploitive interpersonal re-
lations and thus tend to be opportunis-
tic, deceptive, and preoccupied with
control and advantage.

Conformist - this stage is usually
id in childhood or adolescence as

individuals place strong trust for
their welfare in the family group, the
peer group, or socially approved norms.
Rules are obeyed simply because they
are group-sanctioned rules. Belonging
is of utmost importance at this stage;
feelings of disapproval and shame be-
come critical issues. Behavior is
viewed in terms of. external actions and
concrete events rather than feelings
and inner motives. Personal emotions
are expressed throdgh cliches, stereo-
types and moralistic judgments. The
individual who remains at this stage is
preoccupied with appearance, social
acceptance and reputation.

Self-Aware - at thie transition level
there is an increase in self awareness
and the beginnings of an appreciation
and understanding of multiple possi-
bilities, alternatives and options in
problem-solving situations. Growing
awareness of inner emotions leads to
greater self-reflection although at
this stage feelings are expressed in
vague or global terms. Self-conscious-
ness and growing self-confidence at
this stage begin the process of re-
placement of group standards by self-
evaluated standards.

I-4 ,Gglasciar_tious - in this step the
individual becomes capable of self-
criticism; this combined with long-term
self-evaluated goals and ideals and a
sense of responsibility form the major
elements of the adult conscience.
Rules are internalized; guilt is the
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Table 3 continued
Stages of Ego Development

consequence of breaking inner rules.
Exceptions and contingencies in rules
are recognized in direct relation to a
growing awareness of the subtleties of
individual differences. Behavior is
seen in terms of feeling patterns and
motives rather than simply actions.
Individuals at this stage are preoccu-
pied with obligations, privileges,
rights, ideals, traits and achievement,
all defined more by inner standards and
less by the need for external recogni-
tion.

LutimfaularaLULIJadialduallAlln - at this transition
level the sense of individuality is of

I-4/5 utmost concern, coupled with a height-
ened awareness of emotional dependence
on others. There is increased tolera-
tion of self and others and an aware-
ness of inner conflict. There is a
willingness to tolerate paradoxical and
contradictory relationships between
evelts rather than reducing them to
polar opposites. Psychological devel-
opment and psychological causality are
normal ways of thought at this stage.

1-5 Autonomous - the distinguishing charac-
teristic at this stage is the individu-
al's capacity to tolerate and cope with
the inner conflict that arises between
conflicting perceptions, needs, ideals
and duties. One is able to units ideas
that appear as incompatible options to
persons at prior stages. The individu-
al acknowledges other individuals'
needs for autonomy while realizing the
limitations to autonomy. Mutual inter-
dependence is highly valued in inter-
personal relations. Individuals
this stage are concerned with self-
fulfillment, differing perceptions of
one's role, complexity of alternatives
and issues of justice in addition to
concern about the individuality slid
achievement issues of prior stages.
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Table 3 continued
Stages of Ego Development

Integrated - this stage is the hardest
to describe becr.use cases are rare.
The characteristics of the autonomous
stages are In evidence in this stage
but in addition there is the consoli-
dation of a sense of identity. At this
stage one has the capacity to reconcile
conflicting demands, to renounce the
unattainable, and to truly cherish
individuality.

(adapted from Loevinger, 1976)
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sense, is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition
of ego development. Ego functioning involves the inte-
gration and coordination of cognitive, psychosexual,
psychosocial and moral strands of personality. Ego
level must be regatded as a 'master trait' governing
the expression of all these otaer aspects of person-
ality.

In discussing methodological difficulties with
measures of ego level, Loevinger makes it clear that
there is no straightforward relationship between ego
level and behaviors (Loevinger, 1970a, pp.8-10). Be-
havior has multiple causes and is only probabilistical-
ly related to ego level. Behaviors which might char-
acterize specific ego levels of functioning could also
be found at earlier levels in more tentative or embry-
onic forms. Furthermore, since every individual dis-
plays b havior at more than one level 'every behavior
sample must be assumed to be diverse with redpeot to
ego level' (p. 9).

The non-linearity of relationships between ego
level and behavior has been demonstrated in many stud-
ies. Conformity behavior displays a curvilinear rela-
tion to ego level with highest level, of conformity
occurring zt the middle ranges of et, development (Hop-
pe, 1972; Hoppe & Loevinger, 1977). Cox (1974) failed
to find a linear relationship between ego level and
helping behavior in experimental and natural settings.
Other studies have compared patterns of behavior among
individuals with low ego levels versus those with high
ego levels. Cando. (1974) found that lower stage ac-
tivists regarded politics in terms of the physical or
emotional effects on themselves, while higher stage,
activists perceived greater political complexity and
asserted human development and mature justice as porit-
ical values. Hauser (1978) found considerably more
sexually flirtatious behaviors and considerably less
warmth and availab;lity among pre-conformist adoles-
cents than among post-conformist adolescents. Among
pre-conformist subjects, Frank and Quinlan (1976) found
more incidents of street fighting and somewhat more
homosexuality and runaway behaviors for individuals at
the impulsive level versus those at the self protective
level. These studies suggest that ego levels may be
related to distinctive patterns of behavior.

Lorr and Manning (1978a) provide further support
for this conjecture. Examining ego level and interper-
sonal style in a large sample of high school and col-
lege students, they identified two dimensions underly-
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ing variance in ego level: 1) degree of socialization
in behavior and 2) degree of rule boundedness in social
attitudes and belief. With regard to the first dimen-
sion they found that nurturance, conscientiousness,
trust, tolerance, psychological- mindedness and inter-
arsenal sensitivity were positively related to ego
level; close-mindedness and external control were nega-
tively related. With regard to the second dimension,
rule boundedness was found to have a curvilinear rela-
tion to ego level. Rule freeness decreases up to the
conformist level then increases; the opposite holds
true for rule boundedness. Lorr and Manning suggest
that the systematic relationship between these under-
lying dimensions and ego level raise questions about
the assumption of qualitative differences among dis-
crete levels.

Many researchers have investigated relationships
between ego development, sex role identity and atti-
tudes toward women (Roznafszky & Handel, 1977; Erick-
son, 1977b; Schiff & Koopman, 1978; Lorr & Manning,
1978b). Individuals with higher ego levels have been
shown to display sore pro-feminist attitudes (Roznat-
szky & Handel, 1977; Erickson, 1977a). Androgynous
women were found to have significantly higher ego lev-
els than masculine women (Schiff & Koopman, 1978) and
undifferentiated males were found to have significant-
ly lower ego levels than other groups (Lorr & Manning,
1978b).

In a recent review of the relevant literature,
Stuart Hauser concludes that the sentence completion
task employed by Loevinger to assess ego level is not
simply a measure of verbal fluency or intelligence
(Hauser, 1976). He contends, however, that more ade-
quate tests of some of the assumptions of the theory
are neceJsary. The claim that the sequence of egu
development has an in'rariant order and that the stages
correspond to a range of distinctive character styles,
is particularly problematic.

Several other points are made by Hauser with re-
spect to the conceptual formulations underlying the
model. First of all, he states, there is a need for a
more explicit formulation of the principles governing
the mechanism of change and the principles governing
organization of structure within qualitative levels.*

*This lack of explicitness is not unique to Loevinger's
theory, but is a problem for most of the cognitive-
developmental theories.
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Sectindly, he points out that there is need for
further investigations on the relationship between ego
development and social processes. Empirical differ-
ences among social groups have been noted (Cox, 1974;
Martin & Redmore, 1978; other studies cited in Redmore
& Loevinger, 1979) and it is not clear whether such
differences are artifactual - resulting from class
biases in the scoring method -- or if they represent
real differences among social groups.

Finally, he calls for clarification concerning the
interrelations between affective, motivational and
cognitive components in ego development. This latter
issue becomes particularly important in light of a
growing body of evidence on the relation between ego
level and defense. In a study of "hippies" Haan,
Stround and Holstein (1973) predicted that coping mech-
anisms would increase and that defensiveness would
decrease with ego and moral development. The first
prediction was supported for moral development but not
for ego development.

The second prediction was not supported in either
case. No significant differences in use of defense
mechanisms was found for different levels of moral
development. More surprisingly, they found an increase
in defensiveness with increases in ego level. This
result is unexpected as increases in ego level are said
to involve greater openness to experience. But neither
the authors nor Hauser (1976) view this result as
posing problems for Loevinger's model. Instead they
claim that the contradictory result is due to the
special nature of the population ("hippies") and the
character of the coping and defense measures employed.

MaCrae and Costa (1980) directly address the issue
of the relationship between openness to experience and
ego level. Ego level was found to be significantly
related to 7 of 10 measures of openness to experience
(their Experience Inventory Total Openness Score; as
well as subsea'e scores on this inventory for Aesthe-
tics, Actions, Ideas and Values; the Liberal Thinking
Scale of the 16 PF and a measure of Traditional Family
Ideology). Near zero correlations were found between
ego level and Openness to Fantasy, Feelings and the
Imagination scale of the 16 PF. Such findings are
quite perplexing given Loevinger's emphases on the role
of self awareness in ego development. Furthermore,
Heikle (1982) found that "psychological distancing" --
a construct based upon measures of defensiveness and
formal thought -- is related linearly to ego level,
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with the highest level of distancing occurring at. high-
er ego levels. Meikle cites Haan, et al. (1973) and
MaCrae and Costa (1980) in support of the conjecture
that ',while openness to new internersonal experience --
aesthetics, actions, ideas, values, ideology -- may
enhance ego development, 'developed egos' are at least
as defended against fantasy and feelings as 'undevel-
oped' ones', (p.101). A reexamination of Loevinger's
model leads him to suggest that distancing -- involving
increases in emotional defense and cognitive complexity
-- will increase, up to the Conscientious level. How-
ever, the transition from the Conscientious to the Au-
tonomous level ought to involve a lessening of defense
as the individual attempts to cope with inner conflict
and works' out communicating and expressing ideas and
feelings. While Meikle failed to find evidence for
such a downward turn in his own study the small number
of subjects beyond the Conscientious stage placed con-
straints on the test. Further investigations of these
issues with larger samples are needed.*

These studies indicate that dispositional vari-
ables interact with ego levels in ways not immediately
obvious on current theoretical grounds. The impact of
such variables should be of concern to those seeking to
utilize the theory in applied settings.

Loevinger's theory of ego development has been
employed in studies of teaching behavior (Bernier,
1976; Oja, 1978; Witherall, 1978). Studies hays found
that experienced teachers stabilized at the self-aware
ego level (Sprinthall & Bernier, 1976) or at the con-
scientious ego stage (Oja & Sprinthall, 1978). As

*Meikle also points out that characteristics of Lcevin-
ger's instrument may make it impossible to demonstrate
this downward turn. The instrument demands *self-
revelation, cognitive complexity, and (modified) im-
pulse expression. But if the 'autonomous' individual
is indeed autonomous, why would she conscientiously
strive to demonstrate this? ...the truly mature and
autonomous person, 'ruled' by neither impulses nor so-
cial demands, may or may of bring her full com-
plexity and depth of understanding to the task of sen-
tence completion and may or may not be scored 'autono-
mous.' At the same time, the overly conscientious
person whose defenses and formal thinking are well
developed, describes his life in obsessive detail and
is scored 'autonomous' (Meikle, 1982, p. 106).
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ego development doesn't occur naturally in adulthood --
the rate of change has been found to level off gay the
end of high school (Redmore b Loevinger, 1979) --
interventions are necessary to promote development to
higher stages (Bernier, 1976; Pinedo, 1979).

Loevinger is not optimistic about the prospects of
such programa (Loevinger, 1976, p. 429) but a number of
investigators have, nevertheless, made the attempt.
Mosher and Sullivan (1975) implemented a high sob*ol
curriculum in moral education that led to significant
growth in both moral and ego development. V. L. Erick-
son (1974, 1977a) employed a seminar- praotioum format
in a course designed to foster psychological develop-
ment in women through a study of portrayals of women in
literature. This intervention succeeded in promoting
moral development and ego development among partici-
pants. Chiosso (1975) introduced a curriculum in in-
terpersonal relations for high school students. As a
result of this intervention, students with lower ego
stages experienced upward movement, but no change or
downward movement was observed for higher stage sub-
jects. A similar finding was reported by Bedin
(1979). She implemented an action learning program in
health education which was designed to match the ego
and moral levels of participating high school students.
Only the group at lower levels of ego development (I-2,
1-4 1-4/3) showed significant gains as a result of the
intervention.

The Deliberate Psychological Education model was
employed by Bernier (1976) and Oja (1978) withgroups
of practiOng elementary and secondary teachers. While
these interventions were successful in promoting devel-
opment in other areas of functioning, no significant
adtances in ego development level were found.

In summary, programs employing a variety of tech-
niques appear to be successful in promoting ego devel-
opment among adolescents but not among adults. The
issues raised in our discussion of moral development
have relevance here. The relationsnip between ego
level and classroom teaching practices is unclear.
In a recent case study of five teachers, Witherell
(1978) found no straightforward relation between ego
level as assessed by the SCT and ego level as exhibited
in classroom teaching and interview responses.*

*Scores on the DI? also did not reflect distinctions
made in the behavioral and interview ratings.
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Witherell suggests that personality integration
and interpersonal functioning may be important deter-
miners of consistency between an individual's reasoning
and action. One teacher in the study displayed strik-
ing discrepancies between her score on the SCT (1-4/5)
and ratings of teaching behavior (I- 4 /3) and ratings
of teaching behavior with interpretation (1-3/4). This
teacher repeatedly raised issues related to a critical
lack of personality integration in the areas of affeo-
tive development and authority relations* (Witherell,
1978, p! 378). If these factors do play an important
role in how ego level 12 manifested, researchers em-
ploying Loevinger's model will need to pay much closer
attention to affective and motivational variables such
as anxiety, hostility, sociability and assertiveness,
to name but a few. Selman's (1980) research on inter-
personal stages of development will help address these.

gozcent ualo, Deviaanmant

O. J. Harvey, David Hunt and Harold Schroder (1961)
have formulated a personality theory which describes
persons as occupying positions on a developmental hier-
archy of increasing conceptual complexity, eel! respon-
sibility and autonomy. The theory asserts that indi-
viduals display developmental differences in the .com-
plexity of their conceptual system. These differences
in cognitive complexity modulate the individual's abil-
ity to differentiate and integrate environmental stimu-
li as well as his/her ability to function adaptively in
a given environment. Four distinct stages of cognitive
complexity have been described by these theorists:

Stage 1 piallatqral Dependence - The individual
has difficulty understanding dissimilar
concepts. He or she has difficulty with
ambiguity and tends to view things in
terms of absolutes or concrete concepts.
Behavior is a response to external con-
ditions, with little understanding of
internal feelings.

Stage 2 ffteative Zndependanct - The individual
acts to oppose control by an external
rules or conditions. Behavior is char-
acterized by the questioning of external
opposition, by instability, ambivalence
and lack of consistency in judgments.
Testing of limits and avoiding dependence
on anybody or anything is common.
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Stage 3 Conditional Asa= Limas and tiatiality -

The individual separates him or herself
from the external environment and begins
to establish a mutual relationship with
it. The individual is able to combine
and compare different conditions. There
is an effort to question and test con-
cepts, representing adoption of an *em-
pirical attitude.* There is potential
for self-reflection and awareness of one-
self as a causative agent.

Stage 4 Interdependence - The individual has many
concepts available to him or her and is
capable of ordering, combining and eval-
uating them in many different ways. The
individual is capable of interdependent
relations with the environment. There is
an integration of mutuality and antonomy.
The individual is highly effective in
adapting to a complex and changing
environment.

(Harvey, Hunt 4 Schroder, 1961)

Conceptual development takes place along an under-
lying *concreteness-abstractness* continuum (Pervin,
1970). Bunt (1975) built upon the original conceptual
systems theory and defined *conceptual level* in terms
of degree of abstractness (ability to separate, inte-
grate and/or discriminate many conflicting conditions)
as well as degree of interpersonal maturity (increasing
self-responsibility).* Individuals at higher concep-
tual levels are more structurally complex, more capable
of responsible actions and more capable of adapting to
a changing environment than are individuals at lower
conceptual levels (Hunt, 1975).

Conceptual systems theory was formulated within an
3Thteractioniat perspective. Behavior is assumed to be
a function of the interaction between structural as-
pects of the personality (cognitive complexity) and the
environment. Researchers in this tradition, are,

*Conceptual levels follow the developmental order de-
picted above but with labels 0-3 rather than 1-4.
Conceptual level is assessed by evaluation of re-
sponses to six sentence stems designed to tap manner
of dealing with conflict and response and orientation
towards authority and rules (Paragraph Completion
Method).
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therefore, concerned with demonstrating the relation
between cognitive complexity and behavior. As a result
their research focuses on behavioral outcomes to a far
greater degree than that of other oognitive-developmen-
tal theorists. Such a focus has not been without its
problems. Conceptual'systems theory posits structural
development of conceptual systems (from concreteness to
abstractness) occurring parallel to changes in inter-
personal orientation (from dependence to interdepen-
dono01. Criticisms have been leveled at this confla-
tion of structural with content changes (Miller, 1981).
The question is whether the development of conceptual
complexity is invariably related to the prescribed
oaanges in interpersonal attitude: couldn't there
exist a conceptually concrete interdependent person or
a conceptually complex authoritarian person?** The
empirical orientation 'of these researchers ought to
ameliorate the problem somewhat, as such wanomolousi
types should be discoverable by research. However, the
measures of conceptual complexity are (of necessity)
indirect, and as they-assess structural characteristics
in terms of how the individual copes with conflict and
ambiguity they may not enable the detection of such
anomolies (Miller, 1981). Despite such theoretical
problems a significant body of research supports the
general model of conceptual development.

**A related issue is the implicit value orientation of
the theory. Higher conceptual levels are regarded as
the most desirable state, and instructional interven-
tions (*matohini44) are designed to promote development
toward them. Alan Miller points out that such a value
orientation is not universal, *I recollect submitting
a paper to a science journal some years ago, which
outlined the CST matching model, only to have the man-
uscript returned with the somewhat peevish comment by
the editor that there were far too many of 'my' high-
CL people around and that they were clearly the cause
of many or society's ills* (Miller, 1981, pp. 7, 8-9).
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According to the theory, concrete thinking is
characterized by less self-delineation, greater tenden-
cy toward extremes, and less flexibility in problem-
solving. Concrete thinking tends to be accompanied
by absolutism and categorical thought and by a greater
belief in external causality and the "oughtness" of
rules (Harvey, Hunt & Schroder, 1961). Concrete think-
ers tend to seek a simple and highly structured envi-
ronment (Harvey, Prather, White, Alter & Hoffmeister,
1966).

The more abstract parson is said to be able to
consider alternatives -nd to be capable of integrating
more information from uhe environment (Hunt, Joyce,
Greenwood, Noy, Reid & Weil, 197k; Harvey, Hunt &
Schroder, 1961). Abstract conceptual structure is as-
sociated with creativity, greater tolerance for stress,
greater flexibility and a wider array of coping behav-
icrs (Harvey, Hunt & Schroder, 1961; Hunt & Joyce,
1967). A less structured environment is usually re-
quired .! the more abstract person and sibs usually
prefers tasks of greater complexity (Hunt, Joyce,
Greenwood, Noy, Reid & Weil, 1974).

Conceptual systems theory has been applied to
the taaching-learning process as a framework for des-
cribing attribute-treatment interactions. Hunt (1966,
1970, 1971) has outlined a "matching" model describing
learning environments that should promote developmentof conceptual level. The matching model builds upon
the observation that individuals with low CL prefer
highly structured environments while those with high CLprefer a lower degree of structure or are flexible with
regard to structure (Hunt, 1970, 1971). 'Matching" for
developmental growth involves placing an individual in
a learning environment slightly more complex and de-
manding than the individual would naturally prefer.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the matching
model is difficult because of lack of consistency in
design in much of the research. Researchers employ
various criteria for demarcating between low and high
conceptual level and are unsystematic in their speoifi.
cations of low versus highly structured environments
(Miller, 1981). As developmc,t of cognitive complexity
seems to require a long treatment duration, few ade-
quate tests have been made of the developmental match-ing model. Despite such problems a recent review of
the lit.orature concluded that "much of what has been
demonstrated is in support'of theoretical predictions"
(Miller, 1981, p. 80).
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Obviously, an important component of any learning
environment is the teacher. One instructional strategy
that has been recommended is that of matching students
and teachers with respect to cognitive level. Before
implementing such a strategy one ought to inquire as to
whether differences among teachers in CL are matched by
similar differences in teaching behaviors. Murphy and
Brown (1970) explored this question in a systematic
fashion. After generating hypotheses about teaching
behaviors which should characterise individuals at
different levels, they assessed these predictions by
observing teaching in individuals representing a vari-
ety of CLa.

According to Conceptual Systems Theory, teachers
in Stage 1 (unilateral dependence) should tend to view
the world in a dualistic, black-white fashion. They
should believe strongly in rules and roles; regard the
statements of "authority' as representing the highest
good; and regard all questions as having a single right
answer. In the classroom they should tend to discour-
age divergent thinking and to reward conformity and
rote learning.

Teachers in Stage 2 (negative independence) should
be charaterized by conflict between compliance and
opposition to authorities and be low in self-esteem and
high in alienation and cynicism. They should function
in a manner similar to Stage 1 teachers but would
probably be more erratic and unpredictable in their
expectations of students.

Stage 3 teachers ought to have high affiliative
needs and thus be dependent upon the standards of
others. They should encourage more student self-
expression and be less concerned with narrow achieve-
ment and conformity to rules.

Stage 4 teachers are the most abstract and concep-
tually complex. These teachers would regard knowledge
as tentative rather than absolute and have the ability
to consider situations from alternative points of view.
Such teachers ought to encourage divergent and complex
thinking among students and to reward the processes,
rather than just the outcome, of thinking.
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-+7-To test this model Murphy and Brown evaluated the
handling of information and the application of sane-
tlIns by student teachers in a practice teaching ses-
sion.* Teacher-trainees at higher stages showed a
greater tendency to help students theorize, to help
them toward self-expression and to reward search behav-
ior (process). Individuals at higher stages tended to
do less narrow questioning and less rewarding of at-
tainment (outcome). Stage 3 teachers rewarded group
social interactions to a greater degree than did Stage
1 teachers. While Stage 1 teachers rewarded conformity
to a greater degree than did Stage 3 and Stage 4 teach-
ers, the difference between the groups was not statis-
tically significant.

Their findings support several predictions made
from the model. Further investigations of this type
are needed. They should employ experienced teachers
rather than teacher-trainees, and sample a wider vari-
ety of behaviors.

Other investigations have shown that differences
in CL are related to specific patterns of teaching.
Harvey (1970) reports that differences in CL are re-
lated to level of control exerted in the classroom.
Two distinct teaching styles were first identified: 1)
'fostering exploration" (utilization of a variety of
teaching methods, encouragement of student diversity,
creativity and participation in activities) and 2)
"dictatorialness" (need for structure, coldness, rule
orientation, lack of flexibility). System 1 ceachers
scored highest on the 'dictatorialness' dimension and
lowest on the 'fostering exploration" dimension; the
reverse was true for System 4 teachers.

Other studies have examined the relation between
CL and more specific teaching behaviors. A positive
relationship has been found between CL and empathic
teaching style (Hunt & Joyce, 1967; Hunt, 1976).
Teachers with higher CL are able to' construe events
from the perspective of the student and to utilize that
infcrmation in organizing teaching approaches. Teach-ers high in CL tend to encourage more self-expression
and problem-solving behaviors on the part of their stu-
dents (Murphy & Brown, 1970; Hathbone, 1970 - cited in

The conceptual complexity of these teacher-trainees
was assessed with Harvey's Conceptual Systems test.
Over half (55.9%) of the subjects were scored as
Stage 1; 15.5% Stage 3; 8.85% Stage 4; and the re-
mainder admixtures.
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Miller, 1981; Joyce, Lamb & Sibol, 1966). Student
teachers high in CL engage in more indirect teaching
(Thies-Sprinthall, 1980). Teachers with high CL are
more successfUl in creating and managing a variety of
teaching environments (Joyce, Weil 6 Wald, 1973). Such
teachers are better ab2e to advpt the environment to
meet the needs of students (Rathbone, 1970 . cited in
Miller, 1981; Hunt, 1976; Peterson & Clark, 1978).

Runt (1971) suggested that the mismatch of low CL
teachers with high CL students could result in negative
learning. Hill (1969 - cited in Miller, 7981) confirms
this, noting greater gains in performance on interpre-
tive items for those matched than for those mismatched.
Phillips (1972 - cited in Miller, 1981) noted that
students had more positive perceptions of the classroom
environment when their CL matched thit of the teacher.
On the other hand Allen (1977) found that the self-
esteem of high CL students was higher when they were
pairec. with low CL teachers than with high CL teachers.
The self-esteem of low CL students was found to be low
regardless of the teacher's CL. Thies-Sprinthall
(1980) found that low CL teaching supervisors gave high
CL teacher-trainees very low ratings despite the fact
that their teaching was quite effective as assessed by
the Flanders Interaction Inventory. In this case, the
mismatch led to negative evaluations, but not necessar-
ily learns m.

Unlike what we found in the case of moral and ego
development, there appears to be substantial Support
for the view that CL is systematically related to
teaching styles. However,' we should be careful not to
assume that CL is the sole determinant of such behav-
ior. It is clear that factors other than conceptual
complexity play a role in determining an individual's
openness, flexibility and valuing of interdependence.
Those hoping to implement matching strategies to foster
cognitive development might pay more attention to the
variables of student motivation and ability (Miller,
1981). Those interested in the relation between CL and
teaching behavior ought to pay attention to emotional
factors influencing personality integration (Witherell,
1978). Finally, more investigations are needed on the
effects of student and teacher matching.
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New Hampshire Meeting #3
10/28/81

UR So from now on what you'll be doing is tearing off
the last two sheets and including them as you go.

Jack That's going to be about every three weeks?

UR Right. That's why I'll take what you have today
if you're ready or you can mail it in after the

Ted Should we enclose this one in there, too?

UR Oh, yeah.

Ted Well, I don't have a copy of this one.

UR Okay, I'll copy whatever - want to put a note to
Mb on the top?

Ted Okay.

Jack These logs we're doing, we don't discuss them.
Is,,that correct?

UR In the log? You mean as a/group? Not necessarily.
People at any time, I hope, are documenting things
in their logs which they are bringing to the group
for discussion, but we are not necessarily feeling
like everything that's in the log has to be covered
in the meeting.

Jack Right, right.

Ted UR, we rip off the top and send that to you?

UR No, you keep the top, the original, and send the
two copies.

Ted Okay.

Jack I said in here, I don't cover log and my log that I
had was destroyed by me intentionally in my recent

UR What I was planning to do with these first logs is
read through them and I won't comment on the logs,
I mean I won't write on them but I hope to be able
to interview . . in.faot, interview you all in
maybe three more weeks. And that could be a time
when I could respond to any kind of questions that
you have already initiated in your journal. Or
answer any or deal with any issues that you felt
were important or that maybe I might see in the
journal that would help you to clarify what the
role of the log is.
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Ted What else was I going to get downstairs? I was
going to get the peanut butter. What else does
anybody want?

Brooks Nope.

Jack I'd like a beer.

Elliot Regarding the copies of the journals. Would I have
use for a copy for myself?

UR To keep the journal you mean?

Elliot For myself. yeah.

UR I guess over time there may be times in the meetings
when questions might be asked of different individuals
in the group and it could be that somewhere you might
remember you bad documented something - an event in
the school or somethiLe like that and my guess is that
maybe it will be helpful for everybody to keep their
original copy. That way you've got it and if you need
to go' back to it for any reason, you would have it.

RA We're also expecting that one of the things that we
would be interested in seeing is bow the process of
action research works for a team and it may be that
in reading, if you ever decie to read over your
notes, you may be able to pull together even more
information that would be helpful in discussing how
action research takes place.

Elliot I guess if I ever wrote something in my journal that
I wouldn't want someone to see then I have no secure
place in the building to put it. It wouldn't be real
cool if somebody went into my room some day and
started reading what I've written.

UR Uh, huh.

Jack That was the question. In any of the things I wrote
down I didn't refer to people by name in any way.
You know, in keeping comments, not just the issues I
tore mine up on but any other issues. If somebody
made comment to me its immaterial whether it was Joe
or Johnny or Sally as much as the comment was made
that's the issue. The types of things that are
being made, I would think most of them the same so
to me. I'm not exactly sure what Elliot -- referring
to. but I wouldn't care who read my journal - there
wouldn't be any names in it anyway.

Elliot Well, Jack, I don't mention names either.



Jack Just say a guy in 307 started 3/7.
Brooks I feel like thisis almost a Madame DeFarge. You're

knitted into the fabric so that nobody can tell whit
the code is.

UR I think that perhaps this question is one that we
will want to come back to. particularly when every-
body's here, which is the question of would you call
it privacy or confidentiality with the kinds of
issues that we might discuss as a group both in terms
of perhaps what people are talking about in X group
in terms of bow that is interpreted outside, as well
as the other way around which is mostly what you are
talking about here. I would like to come back to
that at a time when everybody's here.

Brooks So you have access to the loge. RA has access to the
logs. Are you the only two outside this group?

UR Right and so the copies of the log are kept on file
in the Project office. I better make a note so we
can come back to that question again when everyone
is here.

RA What was that?

Jack I told him he doesn't know how hard to bite that
pencil. If he walks off with my pencil again during
the meeting I'm going to chase him like a little kid.

RA When I worked as a teacher I used to charge kids a
dime to borrow a pencil. They could have the dime
back if they gave the pencil back.

Brooks I work on the system. I'll take anything
that's of value - it works, but I've got a collection
of combs and all kinds of stuff that I really don't
need any more.

Laughter.

Brooks And sometimes if I don't mentally, say the kid's name
.when I give him a pencil or her a pencil I forget.
Usually, well, today, three days later. the kid came
back for the article. Of course, a pencil is only
three inches long; it started.out as a full length
pencil but better a pencil.

Jack comb

Brooks Half the teeth, I've ripped them off.



UR I have tn front of me the tapes which have now arrived
and can be used for people who prefer to mix and
match their logs in terms of sometimes using the
tapes and sometimes using the log paper. Also. I
would like to leave these here with the person who
is sort of going to be in charge of the tape and
getting things down.

Brooks I have a place to store them. They can be looked and

UR Okay and then you would be in charge of taping each
session?

Brooks Okay.

UR The tapes run for 45 minutes and so if you can keep
aware of that.

Brooks Okay.

UR The first thing we said we were going to do at the
last meeting was to sort out school =text and
issues that have happened over the week that you
have probably logged in your journals but that as a
group it was decided that - to report those out at
the beginning of each meeting would be helpful so
that we would have a composite picture. greater
perhaps than the one each individual bad so I
wonder if we could take a few moments and find out
what's been happening during the week. Anyone want
to begin?

Ted One of the biggest ones - the hiring of the new
principal. Progress reports.

UR What has happened on that?

Ted I'll discuss each one.

UR Well, just for my advantage . .
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JALTed Down to the wire, there's two people being considered;
one in the system and one outside the system. Let/a
go back, the tape set, I know its part of your ques-
tion. The tapes and the things that we talk about in
this class only stay in this . . I'm soared.

UR Wall, right, while you were sort of gathering the
cookies, um, this was brought up by a couple of
people and I think it goes both ways. We said that
part of the question was what about logs and the
kinds of things that are written in the logs about
events in the school that may be are, that might be
considered more private and confidential, and the
other isrue is one you just brought up, what about
our conversations here that may be considered more
private and confidential in that it may be important
for our group, as a working group, to deal with some
issues and yet perhaps we need to talk about how much
of what is said here as a group should be kept within
the group. Maybe we could just talk a little bit now.

Jack I have something to say to that issue which before
Ted is going to start a few issues, and before he did,
and I can certainly get outvoted, but I'd just like to
read you the law that deals completely with this issue
that I turned in. It says my log for this week has
been destroyed; it contained maze' comments about the
issue of the selection of the new principal that I
beard teachers make; I made some myself. This seems
to be the most important issue at present. Much of
my concern is centered around the morale problem that
exists in the school. To have turned this log in
could have only fueled the fires more. I saw no
useful purpose therefore, I destroyed the log. It
would not be beneficial this time to discuss the
items that I have no control over. Enough said,
let's talk about positive steps to improve morale
that we can all be a part of. I'm just saying yes,
it was the biggest issue but we're not a factor, why
hammer it, it's over, leave it alone. That's my
views.

UR What are some other views?

Ted If we're supposed to be changing, we're supposed to
be the ones to start some °hafts, if you just leave
it alone, nothing's going to change.

UR So you're saying that you would prefer that that be,
because its so important, right now and has been this
week, it ought to be an issue that we ought to feel
free to talk about at least within the group.
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Ted Yeah, if this leads to changes so people won't feel

this way about, it would be a good feeling, like we
found the best guy. Now, after we've found the best
guy we can move on to more positive things. It
seems to me whoever gets this job is factors are
not even within his control sometimes, are going to
cast doubts about him, over his head already before
he even starts, being unrair or the way it was done,
I guess.

Elliot This group has nothing to do with the selection of
the principal. Anything we would say about the
selection process or the people involved would be
mere gossip.

UR Any other ideas?

Brooks Well, I can't

Jack I'm saying it should be logged there as the biggest
issue of the week but there's no sense of us discuss
ing the issue that we have no control over the
destiny of nor should we have. So, I say yeah, list
it as the big issue of the week and let it be the
dead issue.

Ted Just because it involves personalities?

-Tack That's not our responsibility, to try to make this
change, its too late, I am saying, it has happened,
there's nothing we can do about that issue.

Brooks See, there's an illusion of decision making that

Ted But I feel that we should at least be to at least
the point of having some say, at least have some, I
don't know. Then what we're doing is having no
control over very important factors at all like

Brooks That's right. There are very few school districts
that even allow teachers to have input into career
administrators.

Ted I don't believe that. I think most people are
enlightened enough to at least let teachers have
some input.

Brooks This is the 20th century and the way they do it. I
talked to Len the other day we were in the checkout
line, and I said, "How's it going?" And he said,
"You really want to know?" I said, "Yeah."

Ted That's Manchester.
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Brooks Yeah, Manchester is the biggest system in the state.
HO is solely responsible for interviewing people for
administrative positions, for teacher positions. He
picks one or two candidates; he sends them over to
the school and that's the person. The teachers in
the building have no input. He is the sole person
in charge of hiring. And Manchester is a big system.
And I said, "Wow, we are really lucky because we
have some input when somebody's hired in this build-
ing, either somebody in the department has some
choice of or the people who are going to work with
that person are let into that interview . . . we are
really privileged so that's the whole thing.

Elliot I got off the In recent years I've been through
more interviews and every single interview I
went to is a mare int

Jack As far as the issue of a new principal and the connec-
tion with the morale in the school, then I think that's
an issue that we very earnestly could discuss. How
will a new principal coming aboard, how can we affect
change that will make his job and the teachers' job
easier to improve morale? I think we've got to look
to the future, not the past. The past is over. I
think that's a tremendous issue, there's going to be
a new principal, that's an issue. Now, what can we
do in action research to see that this new principal
has our support to improve the morale in this school?
I think that's the key thing right-there, that
should be discussed by this group, if we want to die..
cuss the impact of the new principal, not last week
or the week before or the process of how he got here.

RA But it seems to me that it would maybe be valid in
your loge to just talk about how it affects yon as a
teacher and as a person, having this new person come
in. Because, I mean, you as a person involved in
the process that we're in now, you're going to be
effected-by that, as a teacher and as a member of the
team. And so talking about those effects on you as
an individual might be valid in the log, too.

Elliot I have no access to Jack's log.

RA Right.

Eliot And you're not going to come to me and say, well,
Jack said this and . . .

RA Right.

Elliot Still you feel uneasy about writing some things.

RA Yeah?
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OR And so the issue of confidentiality not only in the
meetings is an important one 'but in individual logs
continues to be I can assure you from the
point of view of the project, that the loge are
private and that you choose to share in the group
whatever you as an individual want to share. And
I would agree with RA that there may be things Cult
are happening in the school that you would choose to
write about in the log which may or may not be con-
sidered by you. to be sort of more private or confi-
dential but which you end up not bringing in to the
meeting because it doesn't seem to connect exactly
with what we're talking about. But I would certainly
expect that there would be documentation in the logs
of what is happening in the school and that's why I
wonder, from the question that's underway, it sounds
like the hiring of the new principal has raised a lot
of issues. And the issues, .somehow, are affecting
individual members on the faculty differently. Now
maybe it will change in a week or two wcsks whenever
the principal is hired here and teachers go on to
make the best of the situation as it is. But I
wonder, if you think about past principals, not this
situation but think back to maybe a prior one. Are
there some similarities or differences in the hiring
process of that last principal that you see happening
in this principal? In the reactions of the teachers
then as far as reactions of teachers now in the pro-
moss. I think that, being able to look back in
that way is bell::1 for looking at change in the
school. Just 1 last week when I was listening to
the tapes. when you discussed changes in the school,
I beard a lot of people talking back about what had
happened in prior years, in different terms of a
principal, different ooniitions in the school, etc.

Elliot I think, if I am not mistaken, the last time the
principal was chosen, there were no candidates from
here. This time there were two.

Jack Yea, there was.

Brooks What I bear Jack saying is that he is one jump ahead
of most faculty that have heard. He is saying, okay,
where do we go from here? Regardless of who the
principal is, how is that going to effect me?
Where's the change worth giving my support where a
lot of the comments are being made, have been made are
more in the past, why these assignments? Why the
decisions? How can those people possibly think they
can effect my life this way? You know, that would
be a very serious . . getting a new principal for
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this school is the most thing we've been through
together in a long, long time. This is my sixth year
:.:Isaias and this is the most serious thing we have
all confronted. That's even considering Teacher
Corps, it created change but

Jack This is my fourth time confronting it.

Brooks How do you feel?

Ted Is this the way it was done all the other times?

Jack The principal hasn't changed the way I teach in thy
classroom for 16 years and hasn't affected me per-
sonally per se as a classroom teacher, but has af-
fected the overall philosophy of the school which I
think is where the morale problem exists that exists
now, not with the teachers that's unhappy about the
way that they teach in their room as much as they
are with their relationship with the rest of the
school people and whether they're listened to or
that type of thing. But as far as affecting me
personal') in ths classroom that type of thing, it
won't affect me a bit.
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Ni Iambi= Ts= barktag
September 29, 1982

147-

ON RA, John and Brooks started by writing agenda while we
waited for the others to come. Brooks raised the issue of
when meetings should start, John said be wanted to talk about
the NSCD presentation. Other agenda items raised were the
questionnaire, replacing Jack, reading through the proposal,
school visits, and responses to Jack's letter of last year.
I asked if we should really start. Brooks said she thought
that meeting should begin right at 2:30. I said I thought
that was fine, and that as far as I knew, Elliot was the only
one who might have a problem with that. Ted asked if we were
set on having it on Wednesdays. I said that UR and I were
locked into that time, and Brooks reminded him that we had
talked about it last spring. I asked if it was going to be a
problem for him. He said his wife was working now and his
kids got out of school early on Wednesday. He said it WAS
okay now, but if one of the kids got aiok or something V;
would be a problem.

TN This may be the first time we've really started a meeting
- with an agenda - before UR got there. Brooks throughout
this meeting seemed to be quite comfortable taking charge - I
expected to see more of this behavior with Jack gone.

TN Another example of Ted having missed out on a clear
decision made earlier. Not only that, it wasn't really a
problem for him now - it just might be if one of his kids got
sick or something.

ON UR came in. John passed out the staff development forms
to Brooks and Ted. They filled them out and I explained to
UR what each of the agenda items is. Brooks brought outher
pictures of the summer to show UR and I. John goes out to
get something in his room - returns with a ditto of the
behavioral expectations for kids in the two behavior mod
classes. Ted goes out and comes back with no explanation.
John gives UR the "Voodoo Science" article for her to read -
he had shown it to me before we started meeting. Ted comes
back in with his staff development sheets from last year to
use as a guideline in filling out this year's. UR passed out
copies of the articles of John and Brooks she had said she
would copy for this week.

TN Brooks shifts from task orientation to personal here -
like when she uses very personal anecdotes to explain a
point.

TN Last year Jack was in charge of getting the staff
development forms for everybody - this year John took it upon
himself. Interesting to see how Jack's duties get parceled
out/assumed.
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ON Brooki asks, "Where to next?" and asks John if we should
address the NSCD. He says to leave him to the end. Brooks
said she went through the proposal and took notes on the work
we had left to do; Member the Human Servines Survey.
interview sample of teachers in the school, give MBI to other
teachers in other schools, field observations, and literature
review. I said that paralleled the items the project officer
had raised in the letter we had brought to share. UR passed
it out and teachers read it.

TN Again Brooks taking the directive role. She had *leerily
put some work into this week her commitment seems greater
every week.

ON Brooks talked about the lack of a junior high school
sohedling, of knowing what the school's goals and objectives
are. since Teacher Corps. John said the school board
dictated what noney got spent for regardless of philosophy.
UR said that the principal might use a philosophy in stating
priorities. She said that the history of change the project
officer talked about in her letter was a summary of the
philosophy of the school in a way, and that the interview
Brooks and John did with the new principal was an attempt to
begin to clarify a philosophy. I asked Brooks why she had
raised the issue of a philosophy right now. She said she
thought they often spun their wheels because they didn't know
where they were going. If theyhad goals and objectives
prioritized, things might go more smoothly. Ted said that the
school board controlled that. John said the principal writes
the goal. He said he'd like to find the state guidelines for
junior high and see how that fit into the stated philosophy.
UR said she would try to find them. She also said that they
had examples of philosophies from other schools. I asked if
we could get a copy of the new principal's goali and
objectives. Ted asked if he wrote them every year and
described how he bad to do it when he was a principal. John
asked Ted if he had ever shared what he had written with his
teachers. Ted said no. John said he thought the principal
had to write what he perceives was secret. Ted said it
couldn't be secret - you could call the school board and they
would give you the philosophy. John said be couldn't get his
eon's school records. Ted said that was illegal.

TN Interesting that Brooks raised the issue of the philosophy
- since it was a component in the Michigan project and not this
one. Is it inevitable that teachers come around to this in
discussing what is going on in a school, or was it suggested
to her by the Michigan project or the project officer's letter.

TN Individual differences - John and Ted perceptions about
what is available to teachers from the administration. Ted
said it wasn't secret that anyone could find out. John
worked from a more practical, less idealistic basis, saying he
had never seen it, in fact, couldn't even get his son's
records.
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TN All those times
laws and no one did
would look into it.
waiting for someone
longer necessary in
participating more?

someone said they wanted to see the state
anything about it - this time UR' said she
She didn't all those other times -

else to take initiative. Is that no
the group, since members are

ON UR said that the issue of whether or not teachers are
aware of the principal's statement of goals ties into the
issue the team raised last spring about whether or not
teacher and administrators define terms and .:perceive the
school in the same way. Ted said it was silly to keep goals
secret. He and John talk more about whether or not
principals share thane with the staff.

ON Elliot comes in. People keep talking, then there's a
pause, and UR says, *Welcome. Elliot,* and passes him the
papers everyone else has gotten. Brooks said she was goal-
oriented, and described how she made her students write goals
for the year. She said in the reading she had done this
summer it said that if teacher lacked goals they found their
jobs frustrating, and when they lacked communication with
other people they were frustrated. She said that may be our
recommendation at the and of this - that a philosophy is
needed. I said her ideas seemed to raise good questions for
interviews about communication and clarity of goals. We
looked at the survey that had been done and pointed out where
we bad begun to ask those questions, which could be probed in
an interview. I said I thought Brooks had made an interesting
connection to the Michigan project; that they had started with
a philosophy and moved on from there. and that we started
with the research and may be moving toward a philosophy. I
said the same questions might be useful for site visits.

TN Clarity form Brooks hear about the goals of the research
- to make some kind of recommendation, which might include
the idea that goals and philosophy be clearer for teachers.
This seems to reflect a concern of the team, or at least of
some of the members, from the start cf the project. It seems
like the school has moved closer to this this year. but
Brooks feels that more might be helpful.

TN I found myself taking a suggeating/probing role today -
making open suggestions about how I thought information
could best be used, or what questins might be asked, or
asking people, especially Brooks and John why they had raised
an idea rather than accepting it or waiting to see where it
was going. Part of it was being tired and feeling like I was
missing things, but I think there might be the feeling - for
me and for others - that we have less time this year. and
things have to continue to move along.
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= Brooks said, coming back to what we need to do. she felt
twat Survey for December was still on. John said we could
probe the questions in the interview and then re-survey.
Elliot said they could score the survey first, and then pick
six people to interview from the stratified results. UR
asked when would be a good time to give the interview,
December. now? John said or after the second survey? Brooks
said we need to score the surveys first. Brooks asked if
there was a program available for analyzing this data. UR
said she could arrange to meet with another university
faculty member. Elliot said they just needed to find out the
formula. UR or Brooks said they would contact the university
faculty member re: a computer program and the software for
it. UR said be may also have data on middle school teachers
in his sample we could use for comparison. I said that when
that scoring got dons influenced when the interviews could be
done. Brooks said she'd like to get the scoring done as soon
as possible. Elliot asked how the score appeared, and UR
explained the three sub-categories. Ted asked if six
teachers was a big enough sample to interview. I said that
once you saw the range from the scoring you could decide if six
was representative. Elliot said there was no relation between
the interviews and the surveys, though. I said that
actually the interview could be used to validate the survey
if similar questions were asked.

TN Research issues here of scoring surveys', sampling
teachers, research validity. Teachers peemito be much more
comfortable with these issues now than they did last year.

ON John referred to item four in the project officer's
letter -literature review, and said we do that on-going. I

asked if we wanted to an ERIC search on teacher morale or
related issues. Elliot said we could just ask the other
university faculty member for literature. UR said be said he
hadn't reviewed the literature on teacher morale, so we had
to decide if we wanted to follow his research or aback out
the literature on teacher morale. We talked about indicators
for the ERIC search - teacher morale, middle soboca/junior
high. student achievement, scheduling, teacher stress,
burnout. UR said that another reason for doing that is that
it addresses a concern the project officer had raised about
the connection between teacher morale and scheduling or
achievement, and this lets us check if there has been
anything written on it.

TN Again, we seem to be answering another of the project
officer's concerns - they seemto flow naturally out of the
discussions we have.
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ON John referred to number five in the project officer's
letter. field observations, and said he didn't think we
needed to do that. and that it was difficult to find schools
similar enough to this junior high to do. The communities
we knew of who had schools to visit were too different in
style, size, and wealth. Brooke said she thought of all of
then, one sounded best. She said we need to look through all
the material Jaok received and figure out if any of the schools
were good. UR asked bow we could get information on schools
we don't know about. Brooks said you could call the Chamber
of Commerce for those towns. Elliot and Ted were writing
notes to each other at this point. not involved in the
conversation I suggested they could also just contact the
school principal. I asked John if he didn't think we should
do it because it was bard to find schools or because it
wasn't a part of the research we were doing. John said he
wasn't sure if immeeded to do it any more. Elliot said that
what we're doing now has little to do with scheduling, that
it was about teacher morale, and that field observations were
not appropriate any mare. Brooks said that if another school
did things differently though that we could use it as a
sample for recommendations we would make. She gave an
example of something done at the Michigan site - teachers
asked to fill out a sheet stating their scheduling
preferences for the next year. John said we started with
scheduling questions which got answered, and that now we were
going beyond to see if the schedule changes were any good.
Elliot added, as measured on the basis of staff morale. And
John added, and then make recommendations but not a whole new
schedule. Ted said he. like Jack, wanted to know what the
question was. Elliot said that the project had changed over
time, that they were paring it down so that future users
could duplicate it. John said be felt that right now any
school could do what they've done - survey the teachers and
share with the principal. but that now they were going
further. Elliot said to look at changes in staff morale. I
asked if they felt the first survey had created changes and
that now they were measuring the effects of those changes.
Elliot said he wouldn't say that first survey had created the
changes. John said, yes, that's what be thought we were
doing now.

TN This was an interesting discussion of teachers' perception
of what their research was and is, and how it has changed
over time. I think we still need a clearer statement of
exactly what changes have taken place; if this is the
direction they see the project taking.
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TM I also have questions about their desire now to pare down
the project - something both John and Elliot seem to be
tending toward. I think it relates in part to the sense of
pressure I mentioned above - of only having the year left to
work in, and also to the larger issue of teacher time and
amount of teacher energy - mental and physical. it is possible
to invest in an *extraw project.

ON Ted pointed out that one big change this year was big
teacher raises. John said the paychecks were also on time
this year. and they weren't last year, which made a big
difference to people. Ted said he felt that the raised
indicated that somebody finally appreciated what teachers
were doing. John said that that wasn't how it happened -
that the board bad to go along with lit given the facts they
were presented. Ted said they didn'trhave to, and that it
gave him a feeling of worth to have been recognized with a
raise. UN said so that might affect your scores on this
survey, and that that change in school context has to be
discussed. Ted asked if it was one of those things that
could just be said in the report. UN suggested maybe it
could be an interview question.

TN Again, Ted sees the paycheck as recognition from
superiors and John sees it in practical terms. Individual
dimension - does Ted's sense of worth come only from
outside/external recognition?

TN Also. Ted's perception of research - we'd talked several
times of making biases and conditions clear and open in the
research as a way of compensating for different variables.
His interpretation of this is seen here - if we just say that
teachers have gotten pay raises is that enough to cover us.
It always seems to be a question for Ted of getting the
research accepted by someone else - again an external
criteria.
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ACTION USDA= ON CHANGE is ECNOOLS

lestructione for Using Leg*

Ike purpose of the log is ID fled out whet Is going on regarding the teem's
activities. This purpose will be served If you tell us whet events occur
and whet your personal reaction is to those events. It will also salt us
ahem certain events ewer as yours* together.

by events, we amen anything that rotates, even minimally, to the teem and
its work. Nor Instance, events might include the following:

%The principal asked why I wesn't in my classroom for an hour
this MMUS. f nopfied Chet I wee observing in 's
room.

dropped by to tell me that the observetion went serf
grriner cum. t said that I hoped it would in alas. too.

reed an article In TRACNEN magazine that I think
would be interested--think I'll send it an.

-Ms. at X School, called today and asked if she could
berrirmairilerials were using in the project. I said her I'd
sand her the menus! for use but couldn't send the rest until the
wee had finished with it.

esdisuated. The meeting went over SID hours today and I'm old
as I can be at for talking so much about that problem with
the tope recorder.

As youyou can see fans the above, event is a broad term here. He went you to
tail us what happens as it relates to the project.

Farther, 'don you wish as or when it appears necessary to rev. we'd 1 i lea has
get your reactions sa whet Weans. for Instance, these reactions might fit
the events noted above.

-I already said hie I'd be out -he, In fsct, arranged for the
coverage. Can't seem to keep the communication straight with
h ice.

-I'm glad that had a good eseerIence -mekes me less
anxious about next week In my roam.

13674-a-Tree Tikuneff, M. J., Ward, S. A., I Griffin, G. A. Interactive Research
And Oeveleement on Teaching Study: final Report. San frexclIco: -par west
'Laboratory for Educational ilmeerch and geweleeeext, 1979, 629 PP-
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Instructions for Using Log 2

-Maybe by sending this article t cum get him to talus my concerns

seriously.

-Sled Ms. vented the meterlals. Wish we could get some
addltionesrmann case the needs come up spin.

-Probably shouldn't be an led but it mean that date

rake op too much time with procedural scoff.

Se, what ue have Ise set of 'bunts" and e set of "personal reactions" es
them. It should be reiterated that the reactions are up to vow- Include than
seen voguish iridium It appears necessary to smite an emplanstiam.

Each event should be dated. A spec, Ie provided In the left -hend column for
providing the dote.

Record each event as soon as you con after it occurs.

It Isn't necessary to record events that are pert of taped tem mestings.
Ma would, however, like your personal reactions to the meetings either in
their entirety or to bits and pieces of thee.

MAIL IN TWO CARIOUS OF YOUR LOG IN /WE ENVELOPES PROVIDED AT IIIREI-MEEK
(OR 1)iINEASOUTS) INTERVALS.

Si SURE 10 WRITE LEWDLY AND FIRMS. IT ISN'T NECESSARY 10 MANE THESE

LITERARY MASTERPIECES. THEY ARE RECORDS ONLY ANS WILL SE TREATED AS SUCH.



Questions for Teacher Logs

ARCS Team Activities

Meeting #1: October 14 Orientation

"What is Action Research?"

Review the handouts on Action Researon, Steps in
Conducting Action Research, ARCS Timeline

Team members complete remaining questionnaires on
Action Research: 1) Professional Development,
2) Research-Skill Knowledge and Self-Perception,
3) Beliefs about Teaching/Learning, and
4) Initial Problem Identifioation

Meeting #2

"What is the nature of ohange in ay school?"

Now does the process of change in my school
operate? vs. other schools?
What is the relationship of the principal and
school change?
What are the effects of change in this school?

Teachers react to these questions in their logs
prior to the meeting.

Meeting #3

PIs present alternative conceptual frameworks for
looking at change in schools. 3 -4 representative
articles brought in.

Meeting #4

"What is the nature of individual change?"

Students? Teachers?
Nov is individual change seen in classrooms?
What helps or hinders change for teachers and
students?
What is the relation of the principal's
position to teacher or student change?
Examples of positive or negative change from
your experience?

Team members react to these questions in logs
prior to the' meeting.



Nesting f5

PIs present alternative frameworks for investi-
gating individual teacher and student change.
34 representative articles brought in.

Meeting t6

'What is the most researchable and manageable
aspect of change for me to focus on in my school
for an individual action research project?'

ARCS members interviewed prior to this session
on this question.

Meeting' f?

Continued discussion of "most researchable aspect
of change for individual ARCS project.'

PIs present information on alternate research
processes stressing the used for identification
of specific problems and the issue of 'most
manageable.' These individual. ARCS projects
ere a way for team members to practice and learn
newer skills of a researcher before tackling the
team project.

Meetings #8, 9110

'What issues of change do individuals choose to
investigate further?'
"What research methods do individuals choose?'

Preparation of individual research designs.

Technical assistance provided by Research
Assistant to individuals prior to meetings.
PIs and RA present information and literature
references appropriate to individuals' choices
as they are asked for assistance at team
meetings and in individual conferencing.

Authorities In research areas may be guests on
research methodology if teachers desire it;
i.e., Don Graves, Case Study Methodology (UMW.
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Action Research on Change in Schools
Log Entry - Brooks
November 4, 1981

Interesting meeting - I liked Elliot's proposal - of
possible topic to research - EValuation by Portfolio.
Teacher/administration evaluation is a popular concern K-12.
Often talked about during negotiation years and topic during
the year at APT meetings.

These are some of the notes I jotted down during today's
meeting:

1. Look for Sunday's Boston Herald article on Portsmouth.
2. Also the most recent New Hampshire Times has an article

about Portsmouth. Seems like it's getting to be "THE*
city to move to for *up- and - coming* people.

3. End of term pressures are building - more about it in
next week's journal.

4. I used to have an article about kid's learning and sugar
- can't find it sine I moved my room - kids need to be
more aware of how sugar affects their behavior !
(UR or RA - Do you have any information you could pass
on to me? Sugar and kids' learning.)

5. I'm concerned about two girls in one class who are into
sex and drugs - I'm glad I'm not a kid of the 80s.

6. I have a feeling that *something!, is going to happen by
Christmas time. Kids are hostile showing signs of vio-
lence - physical and verbal that are characteristic of
the second week in June!

For some reason I noted the seating arrangement today -
I plan to consciously reposition myself each meeting - will it
affect our interaction?

November 6, 1981

Parents Night - Open House

I was astounded at the crowd of parents who attended our
Open House. I wonder if the format had anything to do with
the large turnout. We invited parents to meet each team of
teachers. This was so that we could introduce ourselves and
our general curriculum and school organization. We then
adjourned to our individual rooms. It was Standing Room Only
for Thaxter 7 team. The only complaint I heard today was
that since so many parents showed up that some teachers never
bad a chance to see everyone. Also waiting parents were
privy to other teacher/parent conversations/little privacy
which led some teachers to gloss over specific problems with
certain students.
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What a marathon yesterday! At school by 7 am, 2:35

after school make-up, 3:30 APT meeting uatil 5:30, back at
school at 6:50 pm.

A fancy teacher asked me to acoompany her for a drink
and talk about our experience on the Selection Committee
(junior high principal) . I'm concerned about our #1 choice.
It seems that be must b. certified by Alternative #3. We are
both concerned that the committee didn't really visit and
check out our #2 °have. I hope we doet get stuck with
someone we don't really *know.*



Action Research on Change in Schools
Log Entry - Anne
April 20, 1982

It has been a while since I have written any log
entries. May important things have occurred concerning the
project. I reel especially enthusiastic about piloting a new
type of schedule for next year. The sixth grade should be
with one teacher for two subjects and an activity. We could
try this with one group of kids. Maybe they could be given
an option. The seventh grade should be "blocked* as they
were in the past. If teachers are given the same plan at a
particular grade level, this would help kids and teachers
tremendously. (6th grade should be *blocked* when they are
not with their *homeroom* teacher.) The 8th grade should
have the open schedule they now have. I firmly believe this
would be the best kind of schedule for kids and teachers.

I'm not sure if this fits into a.problem of scheduling,
but lately I feel concern over using the computer in the
classroom. I have attended several meetings concerning this,
and I would really like time to incorporate computer
activities in my scitnce classes.' I feel that teaming with
another teacher is the answer. Many members of the staff
know a great deal about the computer. I would like to share
kids, ideas, activities and time with these teachers.

I feel bad that we have not yet contacted the staff on
our work. I feel very enthused but isolated. Many staff
members were mentioned in the kids' surveys and need to be
informed about our results so far.

.
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Educational Experiences inventory
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Bar-

EDUCATIONAL anntricts INVEIMNIT
RIR ACTION INSEAM ON =AIME IN SOIOOLS PROJECT

Direction's Sone questions are pre-struotured and call fur Just a chock murk or circle
in answer. Other questions are opended; please wooers opal if Its
seeded.

1. Tear eve (plows) 2. Sex 3. School

A. SubPoOtyeu teach 5. Ueda of students you teeth 6th

7th Nth 9th

6. Nov missy yore of experience As you have teaching at the Junior bight In ell,

7. What Is the level of your previous odes:lotion? S.A. 15 .....j

O.A. 3° MAJIIS M.A. 13 N.A. 3° M.A. 45

Other

S. New satisfied are you with your experience In Inservics or staff development/
(Your well does it meet your needs, help you achieve your psis, etc.! Please
circle awe number on Mae scale behor.)

very 5

satisfied

9. War would you rate
(Plus circle one

very 5
successful

3 2
moderately satisfied

I not very
satisfied

your success as a perticipent in prior staff development proems/
number below.)

4 3 2
moderately successfel

I not very
successful

10. Why are you interested In the Action Semeerch on Chimps in Schools Project?
(Please swims, this question as fully as you can. why, for exempts, Is it Important
to d0 this new as opposed to ones other tine In your life)
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11. Was there a critical Incident or reel cation that led you to deolde toportIolpete In the ARCS program? (If se, Plasm
dellarfall0

12. What are the major Issues In your work or career right now? diet de you uentfrom your experience In the ARCS In relation to these Isms?
(Please answer this question as fully as lou can.)

13. Whet are the major Iselin In your permed 11fe right nowt Pao de theseIssues relate to your parttelpatIon or experiences In 41101
(Please answer this, too, as fully as you min.)

14. Which Is OM Important at this point In your Mei
(Please cicala one number below.)

er 5 4 both 3 2
work and 'ark goals and
career golds personal goals

are *gently Important
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1$. Compared with other periods in your ilfe, do you foal that you are nou in a period
of stability or transition in your life and markt

I'm In period of stability I'm In a period of transition

15. flame check below the rtatement that most nearly describe, your oitootion at thispoint in your life. (If WO than one statement applies, put a 1 by the statement
shut Is most accurst., and put 2 by the other relevant statement.)

not much his changed for me to the last several yews;
Me in a stable situothon with respect to my life and work.

I've Just come through a huge transition period in my life and work.

I feel I'm consolidating a osier period of personal and/or
professional change.

I feel 'I'm just on the verge of Nuking lot of changes In WI life
and/or work.

Others

17. Masse circle one number for each statement below to Indicate hownhard at work"
you are on loch of the following Issues at this point in your life.
Spats Is provided for comments to empend or qualify your answer.

a) IsParotiffe Woolf from ay family and/or my parents' expectations

very $ 4 becoming 3 somewhat 2 just 1 not an
important- increasingly Important beginning to issue now
a key issue now important he Important

Comsat:

b) Forenting...reising my children as f'd like to for deciding to be a parent)

S 4 3 2 1

Comment:

C) Starting a career and/or exploring family or community roles

5 4 3 2

anoint:
1

d) being recognised for my contribution and achievement In roles I value

5 4 3 2 1

Comment;



a) Accomplishing a few Important things in the ftnite period I here left

Cements

4 3. 1

f) Seeing myself as an adult, becoming port of the adult world

5

Comment:

4 3 2

g) lifting deeper investments In my choices for life and work;
setting long range goals and meeting them

5 4

ement:
3 2

h) Sharing my knowledge and skills, contributing to the next generetiso,
being helpful to younger friends and associates

S

Comment;

4 3 2 1

I) Meowing awn Penal/ with identity and direction, net dependent an boss,
spouse, colleegues, critics or mentors

5

Comments

4 3 2 1

J) Sharing everydey human Joys With others; maintaining taro reictiomohil*
with friends, foully, my spouse, and colleagues

S

Comments

4 3 2 1

...400wom=111.,
id. Accepting whet has transpired in sir life as "wine," valuing myself and

Elf Choices

5

Commintt

4 2
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I) Developing my sense of myself as an adult

5

COEINSt :

6 3 2

e) Changing W, activities and **Mons to reflect more realistically who I an
and what 1 went from ay life and work

5

Cont:sio

4 3 2 1

18. Thinking about periods of your life as Chapter. In your autobiography, please
give a chapter heading to the present period of four life.

Now about a title for the period you just loft?

What's your guess fore chapter heeding for the next period of your life?

19. has being a participant in prior staff development activities helped you make
any changes in your life, or negotiate any transitions in your life or work?
(Please circle the appropriate number below.)

no, 5 4 slIghtlY 3 somewhat 2 very I in toms
not really helpful helpful helpful In ways, those

transition experiences
created the
transition

20. it would help to know the factors on which you base your answer to Question 19.
If you indicated a program was helpful In negotiating a transition, could you
indicate what you believe the transition to be and haw the staff development
program experience facilitated (or hindered) It.
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21. Aaarnint WI Inventory,

This inventory assesses your preferred method of learning. As you take It
give a Algal rank to those wards which best characterise the way you learn
mad s low rank to the words which are least characteristic of your learning
style. Construe learning In a bread sense across a wide variety of
activities, not only academic stud,.

Different characteristics In the inventory are equally good. There are no
right or wrong answers. ihe elm of the inventory is to describe how you
learn, not to *velvets your learning ability.

There are nine sets of words listed below. Rank order each sat of four
wards assigning a 4 to the word which best cac"rreterses your learning
style, a 3 to the word whtch next best characterises your learning style,
a 2 to the next Post characteristic word, and a 1 to the word udich Is
least characteristic of you as a learner. Be sure to elision a different
re* number to each of the four words In each sot. Do not maks ties.

1. discriminating tentative

2. receptive relevant

3. hel ing wetchinv

4. accepting -taker

5. Intuitive

_risk

S. abstract

_productive

°booming

7. -oriented reflecting

8.

_..present

experience observation

9. n tense reserved

FOR SCORING ORLY:

Ct

(Scoring will be explained at the ARCS

involved

analytical

thinking

evaluative

logical

concrete

future-oriented

_,,,practical__practical

Impartial

doing

aware

questioning

active

___pragestic

conceptualization experimentation

rational responsible

meeting.)

At
135789

17761aarning Style inventory Is from Kolb, Rubin and McIntyre (Eds.),
Organizational Psychology: An Exeeriontial Approach, Prentice -Hail, 1974.
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Problem Identification Questionnaire



Neste

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OuRmAm. NEW NutiPEHIRE 03824

esilwININt r saws.
Wisp Larne Ars
Offoll

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

FROMM IDENTIFICATION WESTIN/1A1 *E*

In the spines provided below, please list flint major problems you an facing
teachers ondior schools today. After each problem you list, check the Was
which indicates whet percents's of your peers would Woe with vow that this
is a major ;nobles even though they mey disagree with you about how to handle
it. (By peers, we men persons who has your seam Professions' FOG and are
in roar general geographic region.)

5.

Lees
than Over

2514 111of 104'752 M.-.

,'

INEMII11. =11111M.1INI

11,1M 1EM 1.MM

n 'IMF MiMME,M....

WiraTrom Tikunoff. W. J., Ward, O. A., 4 Griffin, G. A. interactive Research
and Develgopent on Teaching Study: final Report. Son frencisco: Far West
Laboratory for Educational Nasoarch and Development, 1979, 629 pp.
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Research-Teaching-Development Questionnaire



Name

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM. NEW NAMPSKTIECOB24

a___ M lialmens
COlipt W UMW its
Pim* NW

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

RESEARCH-TEACHIN401VILOPAE11T SKILLS gitEXTIONMAIXE (Revised)*

The purpose of this questionnaire Is to find out how skilled you believe you
are in carrying out nmseerch and development in teaching. The items that
follow are ones that !1st *any of dm skills and understandings bellowed to
be related to effective research, developent, and teaching. Indicate how
Proficient you believe yourself to be by circSing the appropriate number as
In the example below.

Sometimes we are i t lac mitts tm:hnique or body of knowledge even though we
are not skilled In use teChnique or knowledge. When you indicate
No skill" by circling response 1, indicete thee you are familiar with trite
content of the Item by placing an X on the ilne prrteding the itae.. (Do not
indicate fertiliser, for items In %Mich you belie. -41 are skillful or some-
what skillful.)

EXAMPLE

Highly Somewhat No
Skilled Skilled Skill

3 2 1 X Ability op tram .,te a teaching
concern into a researchable question.

The person who responded to this example believes himself/herself to have no
skill when it comes to stating a teaching concern as a research question
iTTR6gh (s)he is familiar with the issue.

For each of the items that follow, please Indicate how skilled you believe
reurself to be regarding the content of the items. As In the example, above,
circle the number of the skill level which is appropriate. When you believe
yourself to have "no skill," place an X on the line if you are familiar with
tSe content of the Item.

Highly Somewhat No
Skilled Skilled Skill

3 2 1 Knowledge of general principles of
--I.research design.

3 2 1 Knowledge of specific experimental

77:m
and quesi-experimental designs.

0LIrinf. WI J-tt finiVit: GirlffiginGtr:AcligrANPOPUUL':Igl
nt. 1979. 629 pp.
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RESEARCH-MAO NG -0EVELOPNENT SKILLS VEST 1 DMA I At (Ravi sad)

Highly
Skilled

Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

11 2 1

3 1 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

- gyp-

Knowledge of factors which jeopardise
"...Internal and external validity of research

design.

Ability to operationalism a reseerch design
1"-Into specific research procedures.

Ability to identify end articulate a
-researchable problem.

Ability to formulate testable hypotheses or
researchable questions.

Knowledge of specific questionnaire
---construction techniques.

Ability to select aeprDeristm stendardixed
tests or instruments.

Knowledge of sampling -theory and techniques.

Ability to make distinction between an
----objective obserestiat and a personal

reaction to what is observed.

Ability to plan data collection procedures
appropriate to a nssearch or evaluation
activity.

Ability to design and conduct interviews
for the purpose of collecting data.

Ability to construct instruments to assess
attitudes and other affective variables.

Ability to identify bias and/or prejudice
In written reports of classroom events.

Ability to use formal or infoneel systems
of recording observations of behavior.

Knowledge of instrument rellebility,

including types of reliability coefficients.

Knowledge of Instrument validity, including
various approaches to determining validity.

Ability to use library research techniques
----le.g., indices to periodicals).
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RESEARCH -TEACHINGDEVELOPNENT SKILLS WISTIONSAIRE (Realsed)

Highly
Skilled

Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

Ab 1 1 1 ty to record classMOMI rant!!
"--m-accurately and objectively.

Ability to determine relations between
teacher behavior end student behavior.

Ability to identify patterns of teaching'behavior from a transcript of teacher-
student talk.

Ability to distinguish betwien a classroom
problem and a symptom of that problem.

Knowledge of tethniques of classroom
observation.

Knowledge of procedures and steps In
developir; curriculum materials.

Km/ledge of at least one curriculum
planning model.

knowledge of various instructional
approaches that might be incorporated
into curriculum materiels.

Ability to use field-testing tecniques
during preliminary tryout or implementation
of new curriculum materiels.

ility to diagnose an individual student's
status in attainment of the basic skills.

Ability to apply knowledge of individual
students' abilities to the formulation of
a program of instruction.

Ability to plan an instructional sequence
for a smell group of students 0-83 in
social studies.

Ability to coordinate several instructional
units for use by groups of students at
about the same time.

Ability to individualize Instruction.
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RESEARCH-TEACHING-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (Revised)

Nighty

Skilled
Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

arc-

Ability to use EAIC or other information
-1"m retrieval systems.

Ability CO establish criteria for evaluating
research.

Ability to conduct item analyses, including
computation of difficulty and discrimination
Indices.

Ability to choose appropriate statistical
mmem-lechnIques for data analysis.

Knowledge of descriptive statistical
techniques (e.g., means, standard deviation,
correlations).

Ability to generalize from a set of discrete
---Statements or conclusions.

Ability to use standardised Ommonswri
computer programs (e,11,, SPSS).

Ability to read and interpret computer
output.

Ability to interpret and integrate
-www-itatistical data into a meaningful

presentation.

Ability to organize and classify information
into meaningful categories.

Ability to use editorial skills on one's
Own writing or that of others.

Knowledge of alternate methods of presenting
data (e.g., graphs, tables).

Ability to and group discussions, moderate
mautIngs, or facilitate constructive
interactions among personnel.

Ability to analyze critically a person's
teaching behavior.
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RESEARCH-TEACHING-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (Revised)

Highly
Skilled

Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 I

3 2 1

3 2

3 1

3 2 1

Ability to'prepare instructional materials
appropriate to a student's developmental
level.

Knowledge of at least one major theory of
-learning.

Ability to state student learning
objectives in measurable terns.

_Knowledge of techniques for assessing
student achievement in relation to
behavioral outcomes.

Knowledge of systems developed to
categorize human behavior or abilities
{e.g., Bloom's tezonomy).

Ability to sequence learning activities
-----to facilitate student learning In curriculum

or sat of curriculum materials.

Ability to identify and articulate the
objectives of the activity or institution.

Ability to identify and articulate the formal
and informal decision making processes in the
school.

Ability to analyze morns and values in the
school.

Ability to analyze patterns of communication
----among teachers and administrators in the

school.

Ability to identify patterns of Ehange In
the school.
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Organizational Environment Assessment Inventory



Ueldialinituantgrfaxtmar

For each of the Items on the following pages, please circle the letter under the appropriate response.

iftStitutiOnli
Verieble

I. Goes the school admin-
Istrellea hove trust
and confidence in
teachers?

S. De teachers have con-
fidence and trust In
the administration?

Is the behavior of
administration sup-
portive?

b. Whet hinds of teacher
swivel are used by
the school system?

'Taken from Pine, G. J
Durham, NH: University

Save no confidence
and trust in teachers

A

1

Nave no confidence
and trust in
administrators

A

gehavioe Is not
supportive

A

Nave a little
confidence end
trust in teachers

Nave a little
confidence and
trust in
administrators

Have substantial
confidence and
trust In teachers

1

Behavior is some-
what supportive

0

Neve substantial
but not complete
confidence and
trust in

administrators

nave complete

confidence and
Matt in teachers

0

Neve complete

Confidence end
trust In

administrators

Behavior Is
generally sup-
portive

Behavior Is fully
supportive

I

Job security, eco-
nomic needs, and the

desire for status

A

Economic needs and
moderate use of the
desire for status,
affiliation with
Peers and achieve-
ment

Economic needs,
desire for status,

affiliation with
pears and the de-
sire for achieve-
ment and new se-
pertenses

Economic needs, de-
sire for status,
affiliation with
Peers, aghlevelseat,

new experiences and
motivation arising
from group goal!

University_of New Hampshire Portsmouth Teacher Corps project Final Report
ui New Uamps re, 1979. 117

,
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S. Met Rile of attitudes Strongly favorable
hove developed among and motivating
the staff toward the
school and the school's

A

goals?

gylla favorable
sou motivating

1

Sometimes hostile
and not motivating

C

i. Whet amount of respons- Most personnel at all
ibility does the school level, feel strong
staff fool for achieving responsibility

school goals?

7. Whet Is the amount and
quality of Interaction
among members of tNe
school staff?

$. What Is the amount of
cooperative teamwork
present in the school?

9. At what levels In the
School are decisions
medal

1

A

I

Some personnel at
all lovels feel
responsibility,
but especially
administrators

p

I

I

Mostly b. the
and not dativating

0

Administvaters usu- Only administrators
ally fee respons- feel responsibility
Witty, *her per-
sonnel feel very
little responsibility

C 0

Extensive, friendly
interaction with a
high degree of trust
and confidence

Moderate inter-
action, often
with a fair degree
of trust and con-
fidence

Little interaction Little Interaction
and usually with a and always with
low degree of trust fear and distrust
and confidence

A 0

Very substantial
amount throughout
the school

A

A moderate amount
through most of
the school

a

Relatively little.

only among a few
people

C

None

Most are mode at the
top administrative

levels

A

I

Policy decisions
are med. at the
sop, others are
made at middle

levels within
stated policy

1

Policy decisions
are made at the
too. more specific

decisions are made
at all other levels

C

Decisions are mede
throughout the
school but linked
through various

kinds of groupings
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10. 1n-whet manner are school by means of group
gaols usually determined/ participation

11. Are there forces eelstChg
In the school that cause
the acceptance. rejection
or resistance of goals?

ID. Do teaches feel free to
discuss important things
about their Jobs with
their Immediate super-
lore?

I). Do teachers feel free to
*locust Important things
about their jobs end the
school with school ad-
einistretors/

$4. Do Immediate superiors
(department heads and
house !osiers) generally
try to get teachers'
Ideas and opinions in
solving probleest

A

Goals are set
after discussion,
with teachers

&IA% and orders
are issued, op-
por;unity for
discussion may
or may not OXISI

Cools are fully
accepted

A

Coals are overtly
accepted but with
some overt resis-
tance

Goals are issued
as orders

Goals are accepted
but often with
some open rests-
tinCe

Most goals are
resisted or re-,
Jetted

Teachers feel com-
pletely free

A

Teachers feel com-
pletely free

A

Always

A

Teachers feet
somewhat free

a

Teachers feel
somewhat free

Teachers do not
feel very free

C

Teachers do not

feel free at all

Teachers do not
feel very free

Usually

5

SometImes

Teacheks do not
feel free at all

0

Seldom
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IS be Immetalet suprsors Atwovil
Usually .

Sumesraws Woos
make constructive use .

A
opinions? ------- ...,
of teachers* Ideas end

1

1$. is the information shared Not et all
Adequate

Somewhat
by administrator, sde. adequate

adequate
ovate

A

1

9

I

C

I
0

Very adequate

II, Is the commnIcatIon be-
tween teachers and the
eanInistration adequate/

Not at all
adequate

A

19. is the communication
Not at all

through house or depart- accurate
merit leadership to the

Adinistration accurate?

Adequate

0

Somewhat
adequate

Accurate
Somewhat
accurate

Very adequate

1

.11.111m

Very accurate

l'. Is the communication be- Very adequate
Adequate Somewhat

inadequate
boon teachers adeet4te

adequate
for achieving school

A
i

I
C

1

p

--------

goals?

20. Now well does admInIstre- Know and understand
Know and under- Don't know or

Don't know or

tier know and understand very well
stand fairly well understand very

understand at ell

problems faced by

welt
A

Il

1
c

0

teachers?
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21. NOW Noll do teachers
know and understand
problems faced by the
administration?

Si. To whet extent can
Soothers influence the
goofs and activities
of their teens and
datartiemnts?

Know and understand
vary well

Kmw and undrt-
st4nd fairly well

Don't know or
understand
very well

A

1 2-1---I---
Not at all Very little

A

t

B

H. To what extent can &dean'. Not at all
'grottos influence the

Agoals and activities of
teams and departments?

Very little

26. Owl the way in which Substantially aids
decisions are made help motivation
to create the necessary
motivations In those who
hove to terry out the
decisions?

25. Te what extent are
teachers generally In-
volved in decisions

*slated to their work?

ft. To what *latent ere

teachers involved in
developing special
proven, for students?

1

A

Moderately aids
motivation

C

Don't know or
understand at all

0

Moderately

C

Substantially

Moderately Substantially

0

Aids motivation
to only a small
degree

Not at all Seldom involved Usually consulted
but occasionally but not often

Involved

A

1

consulted

C.

Not at all Seldom Involved.
occasionally
consulted

A

Usually consulird,
often Involved
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Adversely affects
motIvPtion

Substantially
involved

0

Substantially
Involved

j



Interview Schedules
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Interview Schedules

Interview, September, 1981

1. Personal information

Hobbies
Marital status
Number of children
Professional periodicals read?
Popular periodicals? Newspapers?

2. Academic background

Degrees - where, when
Assessment of professional education

3. Professional background and present positions

How many years and where

4. Research and training experiences and orienations of participating
team members

a) Who do you consult when you need help with a professional
problem?

b) What do you think are the pressing problems in education today?
c) What has been the nature of your participation in prior research

and training activities? (in district and outside the district
special projects)

d) What do you think are the purposes of educational research?
Any previous experience with educational research?
What do you think of current educational research?
How can educational re,earch be improved?

5. Perceptions of the nature of action research

a) What do you see as the purpose of the action research project?
b) What do you see yourself contributing to the team?
c) What benefits do you see for yourself? the school?
d) Why did you decide to join the project?
e) Do you see any potential problems?
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Interview. December 1981
...aw-

l. What do you see as the roles you take on in the group process?

What is your perception of the roles others take on?

2. What contributions can you make (bring to the action research
process) now that we are beginning problem identification and
data collection?

What is your expectation of the contributions others will make?

3. Is there evidence of collaboration in the team meetings? Give
examples.

4. Do meetings have a problem solving focus (as opposed to an
information gathering focus)? Cite examples.

5. Have any of the above things changed at all since the beginning
of meetings?

What do you think we've accomplished in these first five meetings?

6. What questions do you have on the content or process of action
research?

7. Any questions about the logs?
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Interview, May 1982

1. Hnw would you now define action research?

2. How would you define collaboration as it applies to this project?

... 3. What do you see as your role(s) in this action research project?
Has your role changed during the year? In what ways? What
caused it to change?

4. What do you see as the ro:e(s) of the university researcher?
Has it changed during the year? How? What caused the change?

5. What do you see as the role of the research assistant?

Has it changed during the year? How? What caused the change?

6. How would you describe the process the team has been through duringthe past year?

Has the team process changed during the year? How?
What has caused it to change?

7. Have other team members' roles changed during the past year?
If so, how? What caused the changes?

8. How does the team reach decisions: Are all decisions made in thesame way?

9. In what ways do you feel that the team and its process has been
affected by school context issues and events?

10. What would you like to see come out of next year's continuationof the project?
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Interview. December, 1982

1. Where do you think the team is now in terms of its action research
project?

2. What do you see happening with the project between now and May?

3. How would you describe the group process over the past year and a
half?

4. Do you see any differences in the team since Jack left? If so,
what are they?

5. Do you see yourself playing a particular role on the team? What
is it?

Has your sense of that role changed since last year? If so,
how? If not, why not?

6. What roles do you see other people in the group playing now? What
are their contributions?

Has your sense of what roles people play changed since last year?
If so, how? If not, why not?

7. How would you describe the way the team works together? Do you
see any patterns in the way the team works together?

8. How do you see the group making decisicas? Has this process changed
at all over the past year?

9. Are there any problems the group faces in working together? What
are they?

10. Does being a member of the group affect you in any way?

11. Are there changes in the school context this year? Have these
changes affected the team? If so, how? If not, why not?

12. How would you now define collaboration? Has your definition
changed since the team began?

13. How would you now define action research? Has your definition
changed since the team began?

14. How do you feel about writing the log? Does it serve a purpose
for you?

QUESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL TEAM MEMBERS:

Brooks: You seem to feel comfortable
personal concerns this year -
work for you? Does it serve
problems with student giving
administration)

telling the team about your
is this true? How does this

a purpose for you? (e.g.,
her trouble and the

2. How did you feel about confronting Ted during that
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367-
one meeting? Why did you choose to do it? In subsequent
meetings, did your behavior toward Ted chaage?

Elliot: 1. You seem to express some discomfort with the project as
it Is going on at times - disagree and then give in. How
do you really feel about it? What happens in these times?
How do you explain your willingness to work on the
computer programs and your negative comments?

2. What role (if any) do you think the UNH professor who
has done research on teacher burnout should have in the
project?

John: 1. What do you see as the difference between research and
action research (In one meeting you said they were different).

2. Did being at the National Staff Development Conference
affect you in any way - as a team member, teacher, person?

Ted: 1. How did you feel about the confrontation with Brooks in
the meeting earlier this fall? What did you think it was
about? Has. it affected you as a team member, what you do
on the team?

2. You seem to have more responsibility for your children
(family) this year. Has this affected your team participation?
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Interview, May, 1983
30"..

1. Looking back over the two years of the project, what stands out
for you?

What was the best part of the experience?
What was the most disappointing part of the experience?
If it was all to be done again, what would you keep? What would
or should be done differently?

2. How would you describe the group process you have seen during team
meetings over the two year period?

Has it changed over time?
Do you see any change in the relationships among people in the
group?

3. How would you describe the research project the team carried out
to someone who was not familiar with it?

What was its purpose?
Was the project valuable for you - personally? professionally?
Was it valuable for the school?
Do you see any connections between the team's research project
and school context issues discussed by the team?
Did the principal play a part in relation to the project? Did
it change over time?

4. How would you describe your experience in presenting the project
ideas at conferences or to other groups?

5. At AERA we were asked about the importance of the word "research"
to what we were doing. How would you respond to that?

6. What part did you have in the research project? research process?

Did either or both of these change over time? Why/why not?

4 7. Throughout the two years and then again at AERA, people railed
the issue of time. Was time a factor in what happened in the
group? Did it affect you particularly in any way?

8. Will there be any carry over from the project?

What will you take from it? What will you use and how?
Will the school be any different? How?

9. How would you describe the research the university researcher and
research assistant have been doing during the past,two years?

How did you feel about being observed and interviewed?
How would you describe the university researcheers and research
assistant's roles? Have they changed over the two years?

10. You commented in earlier interviews about sometimes feeling the
need for more leadership and structure at certain times during
the project. Can you describe an experience or time when you
felt that way?



....

Looking back, how did leadership get defined in the group? Did
it change over time?

QUESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS:

As you know we've been looking at the group to see how people work
on a collaborative action research team. We've begun to make some
hypotheses based on our perceptions of cwhat has gone on, and we'd like
to chock some of them out with you. It's important for us to find out
what your perceptions are of what has happened. The next few questions
are based on some tentative hypotheses - which you should feel free to
contradict if you dissagree or see things differently.

John

' 1. After NSDC you seemed to have some different ideas,
perspectives, goals for the project. Is that true? What changed
for you then?

2. You and Brooks seem to have spent time outside of team meetings
talking about the project. Did you'ever make decisions about what
to do and then bring them back to the team - like the decision to
go '4th the teacher morale research project?

3. Some of your comments indicate that you see some of what has
happened over the two years as real chance - we used the Michigan
team's questions because they were there; we chose to i "estigate
teacher morale because we had an instrument to measure it. How
much of what happened over the two years suemed to be chance? How
much was planned? Does that affect your sense of what the team
accomplished?

4. You often seemed to serve as a mentor/caretaker for Brooks both on
and off the team. Has that relationship affected your experience
on the project in any way?

5. Others in the group seemed to .have some trouble dealing with Ted's
lack of assumption of responsibility. How did you feel about that
over the two years?

Ted

1. All along you have said you wanted to have this project make a
difference, not be filed somewhere. Recently, others on the
team have suggested that while that was your goal, they feel the
process itself has been valuable, and that even if nothing happens
in the school it was' worthwhile. How do you feel about that?

If2. I sometimes sensed a tension between you and other team members,
especially Brooks, but occasionally Jack, about not pulling your
share of the weight - doing particular tasks - on the team. After
your argument with Brooks late in the fall you seemed to be
taking on more jobs for the team.

How do you feel about their perceptions?
Did you see a change in what you did on the team after the

;



argument with Brooks?
37°-

3. You seemed to be most active during team meetings when we got off
onto tangential conversations about school policy, district politics,
etc. Did you sense that?. Why might that be?

Brooks

1. You commented at AERA that without this project you might not
have signed your contract. Can you explain that a little more?

You often shared personal and professional experience with
the group, for example, telling us about the weekend work-
shop or your experiences with the administration. Were you
comfortable doing this? Did it help you in any way? Did
you do this less as we started data analysis?

2. Your relationship with Ted seemed to-change over time. He was sort
of ignored until this fall when you and he had an arguement. After
that you said you didn't mind him so much - he seemed to be in a
different place but he contributed interesting thoughts. Looking
back, how would you describe what happened between the two of you?

4
3. You and John seemed to spend quite a bit of time outside of, team

meetings talking about the project. Did you ever make decisions
about what to do and then bring them to the team - like the decision
to do the project on teacher Aorale?

4. You took a big role in deciding to go with the teacher morale project
(you said at one meeting that you "railroaded it through", but
later in the fall you seemed less active. Do you feel your position
in the group changed during this time? How would you describe it?

Elliot

1. You seemed to go through a time at the beginning of this year when
you had a lot of questions about the project. Then once you started,
working on the computer programming you became more accepting and
involved. How do you see what happened during this time?

2. During the time when we did a lot of data analysis and worked on
the presentations you seemed to take on a more dominant position -
leadership role - in the group. How did you see that time?

3. You seemed to be very reluctant to use computer programs from UNH
or from the UNH professor (not the team university researcher)
when we got into data analysis. Why is that?

4. Others in the group seemed to have some trouble dealing with Ted's
lack of assumption of responsibility. How did you feel about that
over the two years?



Hunt Paragraph Completion Test of Conceptual Level
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LEARNING STYLE QUESTIONNAIRE

On the following pages you will be asked to give your ideas about

several topics. Try to write at least three sentences on each topic.

There are no right or wrong answers, so give your own ideas and

opinions about each topic. Indicate the way you really feel about

each topic, not the way others feel or the way you think you should

feel.

In general, spend about 3 minutes for each page.

Code Number Date
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1. What I think about rules ...

9

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.

34
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2. When I am criticized ...

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.



3. What I think about parents

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.
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4. When someone does not agree with me ...

Try to write ct least three sentences on this topic.
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5. When I am not sure ...

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.
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6. When I am told what to do ...

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.



7. The best way for me to learn is

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.



- 3111-

8. The most important thing in teaching is

Try to write at least three sentences on this topic.



Loevinger Sentence Completion Test
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SENTENCE COMPLETION FOR WOMEN (Form 11-68)

Code Number Date

Instructions: Complete the following sentences.

1. Raising a family

2. A girl has a right to

3. When they avoided me

4. If my mother

5. 3eing with other people

6. The thing I lik. about myself is

7 My mother and I

8. What gets me into trouble is

9. Education

10. When people are helpless

11. Women are lucky because

12. My father

13. A pregnant woman

14. When my mother spanked me, I

15. A wife should

16. I feel sorry

17. Rules are

333
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SENTENCE COMPLETION FOR WOMEN (Form 11-68)

lt When I get mad

19. en a child will not Join in group activities

20. Men are lucky because

11. Wh..In they talked about sex, I

22. At times she worried about

23. I am

24. A woman feels good when

25. My main problem is

26. My husband and I will

27. The worst thing about being a woman

28. A good mother

29. Sometimes she wished that

30. When I am with a man

31. When she thought of her mother, she

32. If I can't get what I want

33. Usually she felt that sex

34. For a woman a career is

35. My conscience bothers me if

36. A woman should always
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SENTENCE COAFIALTION FUR kEN (Farm 11-68)

Code Number Date -317-

Instructions: Complete the following sentences.

1. Raising a family

2. When a child will not join in group activities

3. When they avoided me

4. A man's joh

5. Being with other people

6. The thing I like about myself is

7. If my mother

8. Crime and delincuency could be halted if

9. When I am with a woman

10. Education

11. When people are helpless

. 12. Woman are lucky because

13. What gets me into trouble is

14. A good father

15. A man feels good when

16. A wife should

17. I feel sorry
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SENTENCE COMPLZTIGa k'OR MEA (Form 11-t)d)

18. A man should always

19. Rules are

20. Men they talked about sex, I

21. Men are lucky because

22. My father and I

23. When his wife asked him to help with the housework

24. Usually he felt that sex

25. At times he worried about

26. If I can't get what I want

27. My main problem is

28. When I am criticized

29. Sometimes he wished that

30. A husband has a right to

31. When he thought of his mother, he

32. The worst thing about being a man

33. If I had more money

34. I just can't stand people who

33 6

35. my conscience bothers me if

36. He fait proud that he



Rest Defining Issues Test of Moral Judgment
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OPINIONS ABOUT SOCIAL MUSKS

This questionnaire is aimed at understanding how people think about

social problems. Different people often have different opinions about

questions of right and wrong. There are no "right" answers in the mar

that there are right answers to math problems. We would like you to tell

us what you think about several problem stories. The papers will Le fed

to a computer to find the average for the whole group, and no one will

see your individual answers.

Code Number Date

In this questionnaire you will be asked to give your opinions about

several stories. Here is a story as an example. Read it, then turn to

the next page.

0

Frank Ames has been thinking about buying a car. He is married,

has two small children and earns an average income. The car he bays will

be his family's only car. It will be used mostly to get to work and drive

around town, but sometimes for vacation trips also. In trying to decide

what car to buy, Frank Jones realizes that there were a lot of questions

to consider, On the next page there is list of some of these questions.

If you were Frank Jones, how important would each of these questions

be in deciding what car .;.o buy?
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PART A. (SAMPLE)

On the left hand side of the page check one of the spaces by each question

that should be considered.

111111.411 M1

ONIIL 4.1MMI

PART B. (SAMS)

1.

2.=111111M

4.

S.
WIIMMINms

6.

Whether the car dealer was in the seas bloc*
as where Frank lives.

Would a used car be more economical in the
lang run than a new car.

Whether the color green, was Frank's favor-
its color.

Whether the cubic inch displacement was at
least 200.

Would a large, roomy car be better than a
compact car.

Whether the front connibilies were differential.

From the list of questions above, select the most important one of the

whoie group. Put the number of the most important question on the top line

below. Do likewise for your 2nd, 3rd, and 4th most important choices.

most important

Second most important

Third most important

3 59 Fourth most important

=11115MM
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HEINZ AND THE DRUG

In Europe a woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There

was one drug that the doctors thought might save her. It was a forma

radium that a druggist in the same town had recently discove 1 The

drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging tan -11_4 what

the drug cost to make. Be paid $200 for the radium and charged $2000 for

a small dose of the drug. The sick woman's husband, Heins, went to every-

one he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get together about

$1000, which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that his wife

was dying, and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But

the druggist said, "No, I discovered the drug and I'm going to make money

from it." So Heinz got desperate and began to think about breaking into

the man's store to steal the drug for his wife.

Should Heinz steal the drug? (Check one)

Should steal it

Can't decide

Should not steal it
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1.

2.

3.

41. =.111=111Et
4.

5.

6.

MMIN=. ,MIIMIMEMB
7.=WM..

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Prom the

SUIRY

Ce the ,deft hand side of the pegs 'thick one

of the spaces by each question to indicate

its importance.

Whether a =immunity's laws are going to be upheld.

Isn't it only natural for a loving husband to cave
so mach for his wife that he'd steal?

Is Veins willing to risk getting shot as a burglar
or going to jail for the chance that stealing the
drug might help?

Whether Heinz is a professional wrestlers or has
considerable influence with professional wrestlers.

Whether Heins is stealing for himself or doing this
solely to help someone else.

Whether the druggist's rights to his invention have
to be respected.

Whether the essence of living is more encompassiog
then vila

Y.

$armla9tion of dyptg, socially and iodi-
itdubl

What values are going to Oe 'he basis for governing
how people act towards each other.

Whether the druggist is going to be allowed to
hide 'behind a worthless law which only protects
the rich anyhow.

Whether the law in this case is getting in the may
of the most basic claim of any member of society.

Whether the druggist deserves to be robbed for
being so greedy and cruel.

Would stealing in such a case bring about more
total good for the whole society or not.

list of questions above, select the four most important:
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most important

Second most important

Third most important



STUDENT TAKE-OVER

At Harvard University a group of students, called the Students for, a Demo-

cratic SoCiety (SW), believe that the University chould not have an army ROTC

program. SOS students are against the war in Viet Nam, and the army training pro-

gram helps send men to fight in Viet Nam. The SDS students demanded that Harvard

end the army ROTC training program as a university course. This would mean that

Harvard students could not get army training as part of their regular course work

and not get credit for it towards their degrees.

Agreeing with the SDS students, the Harvard professors voted to end the ROTC

program as a university course. But the President of the University stated that

he wanted to keep the army program on campus as a course. The SDS students felt

that the president was not going to pay attention to the faculty vote or to their

demands.

So, oneone day last April, two hundred SDS students walked into the university's

administration building, and told everyone else to get out. They said they were

doing this to force Harvard to get rid of the army training program as a course.

Should the students have taken over the administration building? (check one)0.

Yes, they should take it over

Can't decide

No, they should not take it over
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1. Are the students doing this to really help other
people or are they doing it just for kicks.

2. Do the students have any right to take over propel!
that doesn't belong to them.

3. Do the students realize that they might be invested"
and fined, and even expelled from school.

4. Would taking over the building in the long run
benefit more people to a greater extant.

S. Whether the president stayed within the limits of
his auth-rity in ignoring the faculty vote.

6.

7.00= 0111. Istslownlmr emsmaums

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Will the takeover anger the public and give all .

students a bad name.

Is taking over a building consistent with principlesof justice.

Would allowing one student to take-over encourage
many other student take-overs.

Did the president bring this misunderstanding on
himself by being so unreasonable and uncooperative.

Whether running the university ought to be in the
hands of a few aWW:inistrators or in the hands of
all the people.

Are the students following principles which they
believe are above the law.

Whether or not university decisions ought to be
respected by the students.

From the list of questions above, select the four most important:

Most important

Second most important

Third most important

nfourth most iwnewunt
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ESCAPED PRISONER

A man had been sentenced to prison for 10 years. After one year, however,

be escaped from prison, moved to a new area of the country, and took on the name

of Thompson. For 8 years he worked hard, and gradually he saved enough money to
buy his own business. Se was fair to his customers, gave his employees top wages,
and gave most of his own profits to charity. Then one day Mrs. Jame, an old
neighbor, recognised him as the man who bed escaped from prison 8 years ham',

and whom the police had been looking for.

Should Mrs. Jones report Mr. Thompson to the police and have him sent back to

Prison? (Clock one)

Should report him

Can't decide

Should not report him
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ESCAPED PRISONER

111. Hasn't Mr. Thompson been good enough for such a
long time to prove he isn't abed person?

2. Everytims someone escapes punishment for a crime,
doesn't that just encourage more crime?

3. Wouldn't we be better off without prisons and the
oppression of our legal system?

4. Ras Mr. Thompson really paid his debt to society? 11

5. Mould society be failing what Mr. Thompson should
fairly expect?

6. What benefits would prisons be apart from society,
especially for a charitable man?

7. Row could anyone be so cruel and heartless as tosand Mr. Thompson to prison?

S. Would it be fair to all the prisoners who had to
serve out their full sentences if Mr. Thompson
was let off?

9. Was Mrs. Jones a good friend of Mr. Thompson?

10. Wouldn't it be a citizen's duty to report an escaped
criminal, regardless of circumstances?

1111. How would the will of the people and the public
good beat be served?

M.MININIMM ammegimaw. MIIIIMINIP =MINIM! 12. Would going to prison do any good for Mr. Thompson
or protect anybody?

From the list of questions above, select the four most important:

Most important

Second most important

Third most important

Fourth most important



NEWSPAPER

Fred, a senior in high school, wanted to publish a mimeographed newspaper

for students so that he could express many of his opinions. Be wanted to speak

out against the wok in Viet Nam and to speak out against some of the school's

rules, like the rule forbidding boys to wear long hair.

When Fred started his newspaper, he asked his principal for permission.

The principal said it would be all right if before every publication Fred

-,..ld turn in all his articles for the principal's approval. Fred agreed and

turned in several articles for approval. The principal approved all of them

and Fred published two issues of the paper in the next two weeks.

But the principal had not expected that Fred's newspaper mold receive

so mudh attention. Students were so excited by the paper that they began to

organize protests against the hair regulation and other school rules. Angry

parents objected to Fred's opinions. They phoned the principal telling him

that the newspaper was unpatriotic and should not be published. As a result

of the rising excitment, the principal ordered Fred to stop publiating. He

gave as a reason that Fred's activities waTe disruptive to the operation of

the school.

Should the principal stop the newspaper? (Check one)

rAmplM~MIO

Should stop it

Can't decide

Should not stop it
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8.
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11.
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NEWSPAPER

Is the principal more responsible to students or
to the parents?

Did the principal give his word that the newspaper
could be publishedifor a long time, or did be just
promise to Approve the newspaper one issue at a
time?

Would the students start protesting even more if
the principal stopped the newspaper?

When the welfare of the school is threatened, does
the principal have the right to give orders to
students?

Does the principal have the freedom of speech to
say "no" in this case?

If the principal stopped the newepaper would he be
preventing full discussion of important problems?

Whether the principal's order would make Fred lose
faith in the principal.

Whether Fred was really loyal to his school and
patriotic to his country.

What effect would stopping the paper have on the
student's education in critical thinking and
judgment?

Whether Fred was in any way violating the rights of
others in publishing his own opinions.

Whether the principal should by influenced by some
angry parents when it 'is the principal that knows
best what is going on in the school.

Whether Fred was using the newspaper to stir up
hatred and discontent.

From the list of questions above, select the four most important:

Most important

Second most important

Third most important

Fourth most importani397



IM3STER

Mr. Webster was the owner and manager of a gas station. as wanted to hire

another mechanic to help him, but good mechanics were hard to find. The only

person he found who seemed to be a good mechanic was Mr. Lee, but he was Chinese.

While Mr. Webster himself didn't have anything against orientals, he was afraid .

to hire Mr. Lee because many of his customers didn't like oriental/. His cus-

tomers might take their business elsewhere if Mr. Lee was working in the gas

station.

When Mr. Lee asked Mr. Webster if he could have the job, Mr. Webster said

that he had already hired somebody else. But Xr. Webster really had not hired

anybody, because he could not find anybody who was a good mechanic besides

Mr. Lee.

What should Mr. Webster have done? (Check one)

Should have hired Mr. Lee

Can't decide

Should not have hired him
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sail1 Does the owner of a business have the right to
his own business decisions or not?

.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

S.
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12.

Whether there is a law that forbids racial dis-
crimination in hiring for jobs.

Whether Mr. Webster is prejudiced against oriental,"
himself or whether he means nothing personal in
refusing the job.

Whether hiring a good mechanic or paying attention II
to his customers' wishes would be best for his
business.

What individual differences ought to be relevant
deciding how society's roles are filled?

Whether the greedy and competitive capitalistic
system ought to be completely abandoned.

Do a majority of people in Mr. Webster's society
like his customers or are a majority against
prejudice?

Whether hiring capable men like Mr. Ls* would use
talents that would otherwise be lost to society.

int

Would refusing the job to Mr. Lee be consistent wi
Mr. Webster's own moral belief'?

Could Mr. Webster be so hard-hearted as to refuse
the job, knowing how much it means to Mr. Lee?

Whether the Chestian commandment to love your
fellow man applies to this case.

If someone's in need, shouldn't he be helped re-
gardless of what you get back from him?

From the list of questions above, select the four most important:

Most important

Second most important

Third most important

Fourth most important
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THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA

A lady was dying of cancer which could not be cured and she had only about

six months to live. She was in terrible pain, but she was so weak that a good

dose of pain- killer like morphine would make her 'Le sooner. She was delirious

and almost crazy with pain, and in her calm periods, she would ask the doctor

to give her enough morphine to kill her. She said she couldn't stand the pain

and that she was going to die in a few months anyway.

What should the doctor do? (Check one)

Re should give the lady an overdose that will
make her die

Can't decide

Should not give the overdose
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Whether tint woman's family is in favor of giving
her the overdose or not.

2. Is the doctor obligated by the sane laws as
everybody else if givin7 an overdose would be the
same as killing her.

3. Whether people would be much better off without

11

society regimenting their lives and even their
deaths.

4. whether the doctor could make it appear like as
accident.

5. Does the state have the right to force continued
existence on those who don't want to live.

6. What is the value *L death prior to socistro
mpective on personal values.

7. Whether the doctor has sympathy for the woman's
suffering or cares more about what society might II
think.

S. Is helping to end another's life ever a responsibl
act of cooperation.

9. Whether only God should decide when a person's
life should end.

lg. What values the doctor has set for himself in
his own personal code of behavior.

11. Can society afford to Let everybody end their lives
when they want to.

12. Can society allow suicides or mercy killing and
still protect the lives of individuals who want
to live.

Tr the list of questions above, select the four most important:

Most important

Second most importantl 01

Third most important

Fourth most ilievmt
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Peer Group Organization Scoring Sheet

Subject Number:

Name:

Age:

Swum ASIUSA Liam Individual a Sams= =MIA

I. Group Formation

A. Motives

B. Mechanisms

C. Ideal Member

II. Group Cohesion

III. Group Conformity

IV. Group Rule-
Orientation

V. Group Decision-
Making and
Organization

VI. Group Leadership

VII. Group Termination

AummuumPata

Highest Reliable Score Range

Average Issue Score Global Score

Selman. Robert L. Llama= lnternersolal understanding;

An =a Exisu mad =tins manual In Liam narla
Atmaduljaam Harvard-Judge AA= =JAI Reasoning
Proleat, 1979. Available from the author.
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PART I
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Introduction

/6.During the two years of the project, the New Hampshire
research team identified a researchable problem, designed and
implemented a study to investigate that problem, and presented
their results in a variety of forms. Although the process sounds
linear, it was not entirely; the team frequently returned to
redefine, redesign, and re-evaluate their project. In examining
thi...s process I have identified several patterns in the team's
approach to and execution of its research project. In the first
part of this report I will present a chronological description of
the term's research project. I will then identify the overall
sequence of research steps the team experienced, as well as some
of the patterns they exhibited as they moved through these steps.

Some patterns related to the team's research project seemed
to emerge as a result of teacher involvement in a school-based
project. The school context, for example, seems to have
influenced the team's project in several ways. First, it provided
a set of problems from which the teachers chose a researchable
issue. Second, certain school context dynamics, including
decision making patterns and administrator-teacher relations
affected the team's goals. Finally, some of these same dynamics
led to a dichtomy between the research project and actual school
practice.

Although four of the New Hampshire teachers had heen involved
in a Teacher Corps project at their school, none had ever
conducted research directly related to their own work or work
environment. Their participation in this project seemed to lead
them to new definitions of action research, changing perceptions
of themselves as researchers, and a more positive valuing of
research and the research process. In the second part of this
report I will present the patterns relating the school context to
aspects of the team's research project and process, and will
examine teachPis as researchers over the two years of the project.

Chronology of the Research Project

In this section I will present a chronological description of
the team's research during its two year project. The time
divisions used suggest shifts in the team's focus and activity.
Figure 1 summarizes this chronology.

achroalemj2makEr=2t2pAtELlzik. The research team
spent from October to December, 1981, discussing the school
context and the con- erns they had about it. Through this process
they were able to identify their research problem. At the first
meeting, the university researcher re-introduced action research
and the steps the team might take in carrying out a research
project. Team members each identified and then d.Jcussed several
problems they believed education faced today.

In the second and fourth meetings, team discussions focused



Year .1

Figure 1 1/7
CHRONOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

/ma= lama And las&
Phase 1:
October -
December, 1981

Phase 2:
January -
March, 1982

Phase 3:
March -
May, 1982

Int Z
Phase 4:
September -
December, 1982

Introduction to action research
Problem identification

Research question
Identification of specific questions
within the issue of scheduling

Data collection procedures:
Staff Opinion Survey
Letter to identify schools to visit
School visit interview drafted
School history
ERIC search on scheduling

Data analysis:
Staff Opinion Survey

Research design:
Where do we go next?

Research question:
The effect of school change on
teacher morale

Research design:
Evaluation research

Data collection procedures:
Work on school visit interviews
Possible use of student achievement
scores

Maslach Burnout Inventory and School
Survey administered

Interview with principal
Research proposal written for National
Institute of Education

Clarification of research question and
design
Data collection procedures:

Preparation and admnistration of
teacher interviews

Discussion of school visits
ERIC search on teacher morale

Data analysis:
Discussion of how to analyze MBI and
School Survey
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Figure 1 (oontinued)

Year Z (continued) Research IAN= al= Tasks

Phase 5:
January -
March, 1983

April -
June, 1983

Data collection:
Second administration of MBI and
School Survey

Data analysis:
Analysis of MBI and School Survey

Presentation of results:
Drafting of final report

Presentation of results:
Completion of final report
Presentations at AERA and
University of New Hampshire



on questions provided by the university researcher. The first set
of questions asked teachers how change occurred in their school.
The second set of questions asked about individual teacher and
student change in the school. Team members used these questions
as the basis for conversations about the role of the principal in
their school, the role of the central administration and school
board, and the changes in their school over the past fifteen
years. They also raised particular issues bf concern, such as low
levels of communication and colleagiality among teachers and
between teachers and administrators, poor teacher morale, and
problems in scheduling that affected teachers and students.

During these first eight meetings, the team also discussed
some of the parameters or goals of their research project. Two
teachers suggested that the team do a group project on a school
issue rather than individual, classroom-based projects, and the
team agreed. Team members also questioned whether or not their
project should create a change of some kind in the school, and if
a teacher-initiated change was possible given traditional change
and decision making patterns in the school and system. Team
members had different ideas about the outcome of the project at
this point: Were they involved in this project for personal
satisfaction or to create a change in their school? Would the
results be used or filed away somewhere? These questions
frequently re-emerged for team members as they faced decisions
about what data to collect, how to design the project, and how to
analyse collected data.

Diving the fifth team meeting in November, 1981, one team
member suggested that by researching scheduling the group could
address several of the concerns they had identified in previous
disussions, including the issue of low teacher morale. During the
next two meetings, the group agreed that they would research
scheduling. Because scheduling issues affected student learning
and behavior and teacher planning, communication and morale,
Elliot described it as "the absolute problem," one important for
the team to investigate (Drcumentation, 11/18/81).

In December, 1981, the group focused on the question, "How
can we make scheduling changes to benefit our school?" and
identified issues which they might investigate in order to answer
that question, such as ability grouping, the house or team system
within which the school functioned, class length, and rotating
schedules. They decided on several forms of data collection,
including a survey of their staff to determine their opinions on
these issues, site visits to other schools, and an ERIC search to
find out what other research had been done on these scheduling
practices.

'hronology: January - March, 1982. Between January and
March, 1982, the team collected and analysed data, discussed 0-21r
research design and questions, and planned future data collection
procedures. During December, 1981, and January, 1982, the team
designed and administered their Staff Opinion Survey to all school
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staff. They then collated and analysed the data and presented the
results to the teachers and administration. Survey results
indicated that of the nine scheduling issues listed, the staff's
top three concerns were effective schools within 'a school, class
length, and student ability grouping. Analysis of the Staff
Opinion Survey led the team to consider the research design, or in
their words, "Where do we go next?" Up until this point in the
research process, the team had planned to describe a schedule or
beneficial schedule changes, implement the changes, and evaluate
them. This articulation of their design led again to questions of
parameters and goals: Did they really have the power to influence
or change the schedule? Should they develop an ideal schedule, or
specific schedule changes for their school, or a philosophy or
statement about good scheduling practices? They also discussed
their concern that research results might contradict preferences
indicated by teachers in the survey. How then could they
implement the changes their research indicated would be
beneficial? In answer to these questions, the group decided to
research issues on scheduling and suggest several alternative
schedules to the principal, although individual team members
disagreed on the actual impact of their work on the school.

In February and March, 1982, the group returned to a
discussion of specific researchable questions in the area of
scheduling. They generated several questions on the tupics
identified by the Staff Opinion Survey as important to their
colleagues: Is it necessary to have a team leader? What are those
person 'a responsibilities? How is the team leader designated? Do
teachers need training to work in a house or team? What subject
areas should be homogeneously or heterogeneously grouped? One
teacher tied all of the issues together under the question, "Is
there enough flexibility in a school-within-a-school or house
schedule to provide for heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping in
different subject areas and to meet individual student needs?"

As teachers worked on clarifying their research question they
also continued to generate and develop data collection procedures.
One teacher begra to compile a history of changes in the school
during the oast ten years. The team discussed possible tests to
use in examining student achievement under different scheduling
practices, wrote a form letter and sent it out to approximately
twenty-five agencies and organizations requesting information
about other schools they might visit, and began to write survey
questions to use when they visited other schools. This focus on
specific data collection procedures seemed to lead the team to
question the nature of the data they wanted to collect. For
example, they discussed desirable characteristics of schools they
would choose to visit and what information they wanted to collect
during those visits. These considerations and the need to begin
to make methodological decisions led the team back to another
re-examination of their research question and design.

Chronology: March - May, 1982. Discussions of data
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collection procedures in February and March, 1982, led the team to
more complex discussions of research question and design in late
March and April, 1982. Teachers continued to generate research
questions about scheduling, such as "How do different scheduling
practices affect student achievement?" and "Does an ineffective
schedule cause poor teacher morale?" One teacher said she felt
they needed to have a sense of what the entire research project
would look like before they could proceed, which she compared to
needing a recipe to bake a cake: "You can't bake a chocolate
torte without having an idea of what it would look like"
(Documentation, 3/31/82).

At the team's request, the university researcher and research
assistant provided several models of research (evaluative,
descriptive, research and development, experimental) and possible
research designs based on questions the team had generated. The
group discussed the models, questions, and designs in terms of
their own preferences and what they thought was feasible within
the time constraints of school scheduling practices and the two
year research project. They also considered the nature of data
they would need to collect to investigate each question, and
possible data collection procedures useful in carrying out each
design.

By the beginning of May, 1982, the team had decided to
research the effects of scheduling changes (expected to occur in
the school the following fall) on teacher morale. They planned to
administer the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) to teachers at
their school in June, 1982, and again in December, 1982. Attached
to the MBI would be a School Survey to solicit staff opinions
about scheduling practices. The team planned to do follow-up
interviews with a sample of teachers in the fall of 1982 to probe
questions addressed in the MBI and School Survey and an interview
with the principal of the school in May or June, 1982 to determine
his scheduling goals and definitions of scheduling terms. They
also agreed that they would visit other schools, where they would
survey or interview teachers, although they did not decide what
information these site visits would provide or how they would be
used. The team saw this design as a form of evaluation research
(Borg and Gall, 1979) in which they would evaluate changes made in
scheduling practices in terms of level of teacher morale and job
satisfaction. Their goal in carrying out this design was to make
recommendations to the principal about effective, satisfactory
scheduling practices at their school. The team spent its last
meeting of the school year planning the administration of the MBI
hnd School Survey. Team members administered the instrument to
school staff during the last week of May.

Chronology: September - December. 1982. The team experienced
two changes in membership in September, 1982. One team member.
Elliot, remained with the team but moved to the high school to
teach computer and math. Another team member, Jack, became
principal of a middle school in Maine, and left the team.

- 4 -
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The team spent the first several meetings of year two -.ma..
clarifying and refocusing its research question and design and
deciding what data was needed to complete its research. Team
members concluded that they were examining the effects of
scheduling and other organizational changes in the school on
teacher morale. Two team members generated a list of these
changes to use as a reference in discussing their research
results. As a result of this clarification, the team decided that
they would not need data collected from other schools but would
concentrate instead on interviewing selected teachers from their
own school during November, 1982, re-administering the MBI and
twenty-two item School Survey in December, 1982, and reading
materials gathered through an ERIC search on teacher morale and
tdacher burnout.

During this three month period devoted primarily to data
collection, the team began to consider techniques for analysing
collected data. Except for a brief analysis of their initial
Staff Opinion Survey in January, 1982, the team had done little or
no data analysis u to this -int. From Se tember to November
1982, most of their discussion of data ens ysis focused on ow to
collate and analyse data. They decided, for example, how to score
surveys and identified computer programs which might be useful in
analysing patterns or trends. Actual data analysis did not begin
until December, 1982.

Refocusing the question and considering methods of data
analysis led the team to discuss ;low their results might be
presented, to whom, and to what end. They debated again the
possibility of presenting rec6mmendations to the school principal
and the likelihood of a chance resulting from their proposals.
During one team meeting; Elliot described the project in its
relation to school change:

In terms of the visitations, last year we were looking
for a good schedule for our kids, but we've come to
realize that we have no effect on changes. We saw
some changes occurring that we had no control over,
and we were not in a position to dictate changes.
What we are doing is good, showing the effects of the
changes on teacher attitude:

(Documentation, 10/13/82)

The team also began to look at their project in the larger context
of research on schooling, discussing who might read the report and
why, and how others might be able to do comparative or follow-up
studies using this project as a starting point.

Chronolosii_Jpnuary - March, 1983. From January until March,
1983, team members focused primarily on analysing the data they
had collected and deciding how to write their final report. They
also began to write the report and the presentations they would
make at the American Educational Research Association (AERA)
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conference in April and a University of New Hampshire faculty
colloquium in May.

One team member, Elliot, developed computer programs which
allowed the team to analyse data collected from the May, 1982, and
December, 1982, MBI and School Survey. The computer program
classified each school staff member as high, moderate, and low on
each of the six subscales on the MBI. The university researcher
ran t -tests and found no significant shift in scores on any MBI
subscale from May to December.

The team grouped the twenty-two questions from the School
Survey into categories including teaming, grouping, communication
with administration, communication with colleagues, and time
management/planning. They found some shift in teacher responses
on these questions from May to December, 1982, and found that
teachers in different subject areas responded differently to
certain items. The team also analysed how school staff members,
ranked high, moderate, and low on each subscale of the MBI,
_responded to each item on the post test of the School Survey.
While results differed from question talifiestion,-121
that in general, staff members who felt more stressed tended to
feel less satisfied with existing opportunities for communication
with colleagues and administrators and with time available for
planning. Complete results of the team's research can be found in
their final report to the National Institute of Education (see
Appendix D).

Chronology: March - May, 1983. In March and April, 1983, the
team drafted its final report and presented its research process
and findings at AERA and at a University of New Hampshire class
and faculty colloquium. Team members chose to write their final
report as a group; much of the writing was done at four all day
meetings held during school vacation or on Saturdays or Sundays in
March and April. The team decided to divide the report into seven
sections: research problem, research question, related literature,
methodology, findings, conclusions, and implications for further
research.

As team members discussed the sections on research problem
and question, they reviewed their research process, trying to
piece together a description of what they had done. They
explained that they had begun with the issue of scheduling in an
attempt to address staff concerns as identified in their initial
Staff Opinion Survey. In retrospect they noted that they had
shifted to the issue of teacher morale for several reasons:

- scheduling proved to be too large and unwieldy as a
research problem,

- the issue of teacher morale was connected to many of
the same concerns as scheduling (teaming, ability
grouping, opportunity for staff communication),

- they had found an instrument which measured teacher
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morale, and
4.74,-- one team member showed euung interest in the issue

of teacher morale, and, in her words, "railroaded it
through" (Documentation, 3/13/83).

As a result of their discussions and writing, the team
decided it had actually investigated three questions:

1) Do organizational changes effected between 1981-82
and 1982-83 at the junior high school affect school
staff morale/job satisfaction?

2) Do organizational changes at the junior high school
affect school staff's perceptions of teaming,
grouping of students, communication with colleagues
and administration, time management, and teaching
assignment?

3) Is goal clarity and involvement in policy decision
making related to staff morale/job satisfaction?

(Blomquist et al, 1983)

The team's presentations at AERA ano the University of New
Hampshire began with a brief history of collaborative action
research and a description of the Action Research on Change in
Schools project. I carried out this section of the presentation
in my role as research assistant to the team. Elliot and Ted
prepared a description of the research project the team had
conducted, including the research questions, methodology, and
findings. Brooks talked about the teacher as researcher: her
perceptions of the research process and her experience in it.
John discussed a timeline display of the team's research project.
He also explained how the project had served as staff development
for him arm what he would take from it into his own work. The
team presented its final written report to NIE and to the school
principal and staff in May and June, 1983.

Patterns in the Research Process

Steps of Action Research

The chronology presented suggests that the team moved through
a series of steps in conducting its research. Each research step
is characterizedby the particular research tasks or issues
addressed by the team during that time. Tikunoff, Ward, and
Griffin (1979), in their analysis of the research process of two
collaborative action research teams, indicate that the groups they
observed worked sequentially through eight research steps:

1) Identification of an issue to be studied

2) Selection of research strategies
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3) Nature of data to be collected

4) Data collection procedures
--1114$7%-

5) Preparation of research design

6) Data collection

7) Data analysis

8) Development of conclusions to be reported

(Tikunoff, et al, 1979, p. 148)

Analysis of this team's research project shows that they
experienced a general movement through the following steps:

1) Identification of a problem

2) Identification of researchable questions
within that problem

3) Discussions of methodology

a) Data collection procedures

b) Nature of data to be
collected

4) Preparation of research design

5) Data collection

6) Data analysis

7) Presentation of results

The chronology and Figure 1 indicate, however, that within
this overall sequence the team frequently cycled back into earlier
steps or worked simultaneously within several. Their process
tended to be cyclical or recursive, an indication of their
perception of the interconnectedness of the steps of the research
process. The teachers themselves described recursion as an
integral part of action research:

John: Action research is on-going, and as the answers
to your questions come up or a shift in what you
want to research comes up you just keep right on
going researching, whichever direction.

(Interview, 12/82)

The team meeting on November 17, 1982, illustrates the team's
fluid movement among research steps. At that meeting the
university researcher suggested to the team that they might want
to consider the question, "How does teacher morale affect student
achievement?" as a part of their study. The team discussed this
question, and generated a list of possible kinds of data which
might help them answer it, including student test scores, student
grades, and discipline records which could be correlated with
changes in teacher morale (as measured by the MBI). They also
considered the feasibility of including these data collection
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procedures in their research design, and decided that time factors
prohibited an in-depth examination of the question. The team
discussed the idea that the assumption of a correlation between
teacher morale and student learning guided their research; their
goal in studying teacher morale was in fact to make the school a
more comfortable and effective environment for both teachers and
students. They decided to rely on previous work, reported in
their literature review, to substantiate their assumption and
suggested that others who followed them might pursue the question
more systematically. They concluded that it was the nature of
action research to leave the researchers with questions for future
investigation. During this one meeting, team members addressed
issues of the research question, methodology, design, as well as
the goals and parameters of their research project. Again, they
did not necessarily progress sequentially through these steps, but
discussed them as they arose, frequently circling back to address
a new idea or an unresolved concern. This meeting is especially
representative of those held between December, 1981, and December,
1982. Meetings held at the beginning of the project (October -
December, 1981) tended to focus on problem identification, and
meetings toward the end (January - May, 1983) were primarily
concerned with data analysis and presentation of results.

Another characteristic of the research process was the team's
tendency during year one to work on more concrete aspects of the
research, such as designing data collection tools, before they had
clearly determined more abstract parameters of research question,
design, and the nature of data needed to conduct their research.
Having identified a researchable problem - scheduling - the team
spent much of the time it devoted to the research task between
December, 1981, and March, 1982, discussing possible data
collection procedures.

During January, February, and March, 1982, for example, data
collection led the team to re-examine the overall project design
and goals. Continued discussion and design of data collection
tools (interviews for school visits, school history) tended to
promote discussion and re-evaluation of more specific researchable
questions within the topic of scheduling. The team therefore
seemed to work outward from concrete data collection procedures to
the more abstract. research steps of identifying a research
question, choosing a research design, and establishing goals and
parameters of the project. John, for example, described the
team's decision about its research design as the result of their
discovery of an instrument (the Maslach Burnout Inventory) to
measure teacher morale (Documentation, 3/13/83).

This ordering of research steps may have arisen out of the
general and somewhat amorphous nature of the team's initial
research question, "How can we make scheduling changes to benefit
our school?" The team saw data collection procedures as one way
of informing themselves about specific areas to investigate within
the broader area of scheduling. For example, Jack said that the
Staff Opinion Survey "isn't research; it's data gathering to tell
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us what to research" (Documentation, 1/13/82). The data -"An--
collection in this case was not research but a preparation for
future research. Team members may have felt more comfortable
starting with concrete data collection procedures than with
unfamiliar issues of design and methodology.

Team members' discussion of their goals for the project
during the first year also suggest that they were %ot clear about
the purpose of this research project and what, if any, impact it
would have on the school or themselves as teachers. During
several meetings, team members discussed how useful their research
would be to themselves, to their colleagues, and to other
practitioers and researchers. As a result of their lack of power
to initiate and implement change, they saw their research as
collecting information for others to use.

Ted: The problem solving thing ..., the only thing
that bothers me about that is the fact that we don't
have any power, so to me I can't see it as problem
solving. ... I see it more as a gathering of
information which I hope will be need for people
who care about kids to solve problems.

(Interview, 12/81)

Because they had mixed feelings about the project and its value to
the school or themselves, team members may have focused on
concrete data collection procedures rather than long term and at
that time unanswerable questions of research design and outcomes.

A shift occurred in this pattern at the end of year one and
beginning of year two. Team members were able to use the research
question and design clarified in April and May, 1982, to guide
decisions about the kind of data they needed to collect and
appropriate data collection tools. For example, in September and
October, 1982, they decided that information from other schools
was no longer relevent to their project, and chose not to follow
up on the letters of inquiry sent out in year one. In retrospect,
teachers explained their decision as the result of several
factors; after Jack left the team no one indicated interest in
visiting other schools; they had found few schools similar enough
to compare to their own; they could not state a research question
which required collecting information from other schools; and they
discovered that school visits were no longer "related to what we
were doing" (Documentation, 3/13/82). Team members also decided
that follow-up interviews with a sample of teachers from their own
school were necessary, and they designed an interview schedule to
elicit the information desired. This shift in the team's process
toward allowing the nature of the data needed to determine data
collection tools thus appeared to be the result of team members'
clarification of their research question and design and their
greater familiarity and ease with research procedures and demands.

The change in the team's approach to its research project may
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also be related to the change in team members' goals in the second
year of the project. By year two, most team members no longer
believed that changing the school was their primary goal. They
focused instead on personal growth and their contribution to
research on schooling. They were therefore freed from the
constraints of designing a project to meet the perhaps unreachable
endpoint of school change. The team could then consider a
research question and design which related to the school but which
did not depend on teacher power to create change in order to be
successfully completed. Once the team reached this pclfzt,
research question and design could guide data collection instead
of vice versa.

The school context and the research_project

The research project was influenced by the school context at
several different points during the two year period. The school
environment first provided a framework within which the team
identified a research problem, designed the research project, and
chose methods for conducting its research. As the project
progressed, team members' perceptions of the possible impact of
their work and of their role in the decision making process in the
school influenced their project goals, the form of their final
report, and their assessment of how their findings would be used.
Their sense that they had no real power to influence school change
eventually contributed to a dichotomy between their research and
the practical school based problems from which they had generated
the project. These issues are discussed in the sections which
follow.

School context and research guestionA design, and method.
During their first eight meetings in October and November, 1981,
team members discussed school context issues as a way of
fulfilling the action research expectation that their research
problem would be school based. During these early meetings, the
team pointed out that decisions were made unilaterally in their
school and system. Even when administrators occasionally asked
for teacher opinion and input, they then tended to proceed with
their initial plans. Team members also discussed low levels of
teacher morale in the school, revealed in teachers withdra4ng to
their own classrooms, not communicating with one another, and
performing minimal job requirements and no more. The team
attributed low morale to the number of policy changes that had
occurred over the past ten years in the school and suggested that
perhaps the new principal would be able to improve the school's
teaching and learning conditions. They decided that because
teachers lacked the time needed to meet students' needs and
communicate with colleagues, they would investigate scheduling
issues. Thus their research problem emerged from school context
concerns.

In deciding how to go about investigating their problem
during year one, teachers again considered contextual issues,
especially the key role of the principal in making policy
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decisions and changes. In December, 1981, John suggested that
they consult the principal before choosing specific issues to
investigate, so that the team would "spend (their) time on the
ones which are possible" (Documentation, 12/16/81). In May, 1982,
two team members decided to interview the principal about his
definitions of some of the terms (teams, grouping, house
coordinators) being used in the school. Ted asked if that would
cause the team to base their research on what the principal
wanted. Brooks replied, "We have to start where we are and then
build something to change it" (Documentation, 5/5/82).

During the first year, the team tried to take school givens
into consideration in planning their project so that their results
would be usable in the existing context. By the end of the first
year end into the second year, they were also noting that a number
of school context variables beyond their control shaped their
research design. For example, Ted noted that the team could not
do a research and development project because there were too many
obstacles, including administration unwillingness and lack of
time. Elliot agreed, pointing out that research and development
required total institutional commitment, and Ted said the school
principal would never abdicate that much responsibility and power
(Documentation, 4/14/82). In retrospect, team members saw the
shift in their research focus from scheduling to teacher morale as
the result of changes made by the principal and their own lack of
power as school policy makers. John said,

We came up with six things on the Staff &,inion Survey
that were teachers' concerns, and we dropped two
because the principal changed class length and depart-
ment chairs were appointed. We dealt with the other
four - we thought of dealing with them on the
scheduling basis but we couldn't do that, and since
the changes took place we thought we could measure the
effects of the changes on the teacher burnout we saw.

Elliot agreed:

We had the sense that our recommendations wouldn't be
followed anyway, and on the burnout issue, no matter
what changes they made we could measure the results
of those changes.

(Documentation, 4/27/83)

The team also based %their decisions of when to interview
other teachers and which team members would interview particular
colleagues on their perceptions of the school context. For
example, despite their sense in May, 1982, that they should
interview a sample of teachers at that time (before changes were
made in September, 1982, which might influence responses), team
members chose to postpone these interviews until the fall. Their
reasons included end of the school year demands on their own time
and their perception that the same demands would make their
colleagues unapproachable and uncooperative. When they did
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interview teechers in November, 1982, each team member interviewed
those staff members with whom he or she felt comfortable. One
team member pointed out that this was necessary because, "There
are some people in the school who won't talk to me"
(Documentation, 11/3/82).

School context and project goals. All of the team members
began the project expecting to work on a problem with the goal of
reaching a solution which would benefit teachers and students in
the school. When asked in initial interviews what goals they saw
for the project, four out of five hoped for direct gain for the
school:

Ted: I hope when we focus on something it will be
something that all of us can bring back into our
classrooms. At least meet some of the needs of the
pupils here and not be something that's going to be
filed away.

John: I would assume it would be on our daily dealing
with students and dealing with teams within our
particular area where these problems come up and
trying to find help for the problems.

Brooks: Hopefully it would establish a dialogue
within the school - of some concerned teachers, ct
what's happened to us, where we've been, what has
really transpired. There's a lot of things that
have happened that need to be talked about:.

Jack: (The goal is) to look at some of the problems
that maybe are unique to this school but also affect
junior high education throughout the country.

(Interviews, September, 1981)

Elliot, too, saw gains for teachers and students, but felt those
gains would be limited to those who had participated in the
project.

As team members discussed a research problem and design
during the first year, they re-assessed their project goals. In
every discussion of goals, team members raised the issues of their
lack of power to implement change in the school and the
unquestioned authority of the principal. Despite their interest
in creating a change to improve the school, some team members
began to advocate goals of personal satisfaction instead. When
Ted suggested, for example, that they should attack the power
structure or get the administration involved in some way in order
to have a greater impact in the school, Jack told him they should
do the project for personal satisfaction, because it was "fantasy
island to think that.(administrative) involvement could happen"
(Documentation, 10/28/81). John later told Ted that it would be
nice if the project was used but that "it's not necessary." He
noted that he felt the contacts he established with other teachers
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through sharing his logs had already made the project worthwhile
for him (Documentation, 11/18/81).

During discussions of research goals in year two, teachers
began to shift away from a desire to make specific recommendations
for school change. They began instead to emphasize the value the
project had for them as individuals and for the school ,system and
its use as a model of the action research process for teachers and
administrators in other schools. During the second year of the
project, John had several conversations with the assistant
superintendent of schools about the project and presented a
summary of the team's work to the system's staff development
committee as an exampie of an effective staff development project.
In planning their presentations for AERA, teachers decided to
include a description of the process they had experienced, "So
that other people can see how to get where we have gotten ... also
so people wouldn't give up when they got to a hard place - they
could see it could be done" (Documentation, 2/9/83). When the
university researcher asked, "Why did the group choose an issue
like scheduling rather than a classroom issue over which they had
more control?" team members stressed the value of the process of
action research. Brooks said that the schedule would be whatever
the administration wants, but that "even if we don't impact our
school, we may affect other schools." John summarized the
conversation saying, "Way back, we three said it would be nice if
it counted but it doesn't matter ... It's going through the
process from here to there that matters. What the principal does
doesn't matter" (Documentation; 2/22/83). At AERA, Brooks said
that as a result of her participation in the project, "I now sense
I have some respect, some importance not only as a classroom
teacher but beyond that. ... Research is an important part of my
life now - the process more than the product" (Documentation,
4/13/83).

1r response to the university researcher's question, "What
will happen to our data?" team members emphasized the importance
of modeling the process of collaborative action research for
others. John said that the administration would do what they,
wanted regardless of the report but that the project could affect
the supervisory union as a whole through the staff development
committee. Elliot pointed out that the administration had never
promised to listen to the team and that the team was "working to
further the cause of educational research." Brooks said she did
not mind if the administration did not use the project, but that
it was important to "keep collaborative action research going"
(Documentation, 2/22/83). Team members' changed goals seemed to
occur as a result of their questions, raised in year one, about
their ability to implement school change. By abstracting the
goals of the research from the school and focusing on the value of
the project to themselves and others, team members no longer had
to try to create changes in school policy over which they had no
control.

Team members also expressed respect for the principal's
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'3adomain and a desire not to infringe on his territory. Throughoutthe two years, they debated whether or not to make specific
recommendations to the principal at the end of the project. As
they began to write the final report in spring, 1983, they faced afinal decision on this issue. Several teachers said they couldnot tell the principal how to run his school. They agreed to
report their findings without making suggestions or
recommendations or providing the principal with what Elliot called
"unsolicited opinions" (Documentation, 3/27/83). In describing
the report in her final interview, Brooks said:

I really thought that it came out really good. I
really felt that it sad what we wanted it to say
without stepping on an*ene's toes, without
negating all the time and energy that we had spent
on the research and without getting into anyone else's
personal space.

(Interview, 6/6/83)

The team's goals as reflected here suggest not only a
perceived lack of power to create change but also a recognition
and acceptance of given domains of teacher and principal. Team
members felt that if change was to result from their project, ithad to take place within accepted patterns of power and
responsibility in the school.

The school and the research: A dichotomy. In the first
section on school context I described how the team originally
generated a research problem and design from the school context.In the second section I noted that as a result of contextual
limitations, team members began to de-emphasize school related
outcomes and focus on achievable goals of personal and
professional growth and on modeling a process for future action
researchers. Partly as a result of this shift, team members
increasingly saw school context variables as less important in
their research and set up a dichotomy between the research they
were doing and actual school practice.

In the first year, the team showed a draft of its first
school opinion survey to the principal and solicited Lis
suggestions for modifications and additions. They also gave him
the results of the survey and believed that he considered those
results in making policy decisions for the following year. John
explained that "the principal was pretty sure he knew the answer,but now he's got a survey telling him the answer. ... He can use
our survey to back up points, points which he might have already
had but at least he's got a survey to prove it now" (Interview,
5/82).

During the second year the team moved away from including the
principal and his ideas in the project. The principal's input was
not sought after September, 1982, and the team debated at the end
of the project whether or not to invite him to a team meeting to
respond to their final report. During this debate, Brooks pointed
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out that she did not think the principal had any ownership in the
project; she felt less comfortable sharing the research results
with the school administration than with people outside of the
school. By limiting their interaction with the prinipal, partly
the result of increased time spent on research tasks and partly
due to their de-emphasis on school - oriented goals, the team
separated its research from school practice. In his final
interview, John said, "I think the school context and our research
basically didn't have anything to do with each other because they
were two separate things going on at the same time" (Interview,
6/83). The team did finally invite the principal to attend a
meeting and respond to their report, although they agreed in
advance that they would not make major revisions as a result of
their conversation with him. The principal indicated to the team
that he was glad they had done the research and that he hoped some
of the negative findings would change in the next year or so. He
did not, however, suggest acting on the team's conclusions in any
specific ways, reinforcing their feeling that their work would not
lead to school change. According to John,

I feel he has too many preconceived notions and
he's very firm and set in them. And I think even
the minor, little points are explosive coming out
of that report but I think he will sidestep them.

(Interview, 6/83)

During the first year, team members also showed a concern for
informing colleagues of their work. For example, they chose to
administer their first School Opinion Survey to all teachers
rather than a sample, so that no one would feel "left out."
Brooks noted that "other teachers have to have input too in order
to own it; otherwise they would ignore it" (Documentation,
12/16/83). The team saw the survey as "good public relations" as
well as a data collection tool.

During year two, team members were less concerned with
including colleagues in the process as a way of gaining staff
acceptance and eventual ownership of the project. This parallels
the shift away from including the principal in the project, which
also occurred during year two. When writing a cover letter for
the second administration of the MBI and School Survey in
December, 1982, one team member asked if they should include a
statement about looking for changes from spring to fall. Another
team member said, "No, don't tell them any more than they need to
know ... if they want to know about it they'll ask"
(Documentation, 12/1/83). Although the team eventually posted MBI
results and distributed the report to the faculty, they no longer
seemed to feel that staff acceptance was a crucial element of the
project or its success. Their decreased concern for sharing the
research with the staff again illustrates their separation of the
research project and school context.

Team members also expressed their perception of a division
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-between their research and actual school practice in their 14/
discussions of several data collection procedures. They tended to
see data collection either as gathering information for the school
or as research, although occasionally one procedure served both
purposes. For example, in discussing the first school survey,
teachers began to separate what they would research and how they
might affect the school:

Elliot said that they put out the questionnaire
to find out information on what to research, that
their mission was not to influence the schedule
as much as possible. Ted said it would be a nice
side product, and John said it wasn't likely. Elliot
said they were not a' power group.

(Documentation, 1/27/82)

When the team discussed visiting other schools, they again
separated their iesearch from school practice. Jack said he saw
two purposes in mite visits: gathering data for the research and
gathering practical information for use back at the school that
was not necessarily relevant to the research (Documentation,
5/26/82). In retrospect, team members also perceived that the
purpose of their interview with the school principal in May, 1982,
was to "get the principal more in touch." Having done it, they
saw no further use for it in their research project.

The university researcher and I, in the role of research
assistant, had understood that the purpose of attaching the
twenty-two item School Survey to the MBI in May and December,
1982, was to determine whether or not a relationship existed
between teacher morale and teacher opinions about scheduling
issues. Teachers, however, repeatedly noted that their research
was on teacher morale, as measured by the MBI. Several times in
the fall of 1982, they asked one another why they were doing the
School Survey at all. Brooks responded at one point that they
would use it to make recommendations about scheduling. Elliot
said the School Survey was separate from the MBI; they used it
because they wanted more information from teachers (Documentation,
3/13/83). In his final interview, John noted that the School
Survey had little to do with the team's planned research:

I think I was the one who brought up the point,
well gosh, let's just ask them all these few
simple questions mostly to see how we do in
relation to the Michigan school ... It was more of
an afterthought; it wasn't something we were
planning to do at all.

(Interview, 6/83)

In their final report the team presented the results of both the
MBI and School Survey, but as they carried out the research they
tended to differentiate the two data collection devices.

Thus teachers seemed to separate much of the research they
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were doing from information gathered which would be of immediate
or direct use to the school. Their perceived lack of control in
the school and their subsequent shift away from school based goals
led teachers to carry out an action research project which
contributed to knowledge and theory about teacher morale but had
little immediate effect on the school.\ In his final interview,
Ted noted that the project was only of use to "a limited number of
people. Maybe we could add it to the amount of knowledge about
burnout - our report will be quoted someplace, be printed up
somewhere" (Interview, 6/83).

Teachers themselves attribute their separation of research
and practice to their given school context. When asked by a
University of New Hampshire faculty member if the project would
bring about change in the school, Ted replied, "We hope it does,
but I guess there's no way you can guarantee that would happen. I
don't know any principal who would give you that authority"
(Documentation, 5/16/83). In making recommendations for further
research, Elliot suggested "marrying collaborative action research
with an actual change project, and have the administration
particiiiraff-Documentation, 5/25/83). In their final interviews,
Elliot, Ted, and Brooks noted that if they had it to do again,
they would involve the principal in the project as a way of
ensuring the team's ability to affect school practice:

Elliot: I'm saying that thinking over again what
happens, I guess if you don't directly involve the
authority figure then at least you have to build a
wide base of power so that the authority figure needs
to come to you and needs to become involved. Even
if it's involvement ... on some secondary level,
not as a member of the team but as somebody who is
continually advised as to what is going on ... If
that happened here then the principal would have been
more conversant with the possible values of what we
found out and what we did.

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks: I.think that administrators, if they are
going to have an action research project in their
school either have to be close to that in terms of
knowing - if they're not part of the group - just
be real close to knowing what's going on so that they
can foresee ... changes that might happen and prepare
themselves and not feel like that research group
'done it to me again' ... I wonder if that's what
we've done to our principal. We brought up some issues
that he does not want to address or didn't even think
about addressing, or maybe he doesn't have the
skills to address them.

(Interview, 6/83)

The team's experience illustrates the difficulty of producing
or'



generalizable theory and change in educational practice through
action research. In this case, much of that difficulty seemed to
be the result of school context variables which ultimately limited
teacher opportunity to implement change.

Teacher as Researcher

Despite their perception that their work would have little
effect on the school, team members believed that the two year
experience had been worthwhile. The value lay in individuals'
increased feelings of confidence, expertise, and understanding of
both'research and the school context. It also grew out of
teachers' belief that their work provided a-model for other school
practitioners who wanted to try action research. As several team
members pointed out in their final interviews, the project was
successful because they had shown that teachers could indeed be
researchers.

The development of teachers' belief in the value of their
work is reflected in several strands or patterns. First,
teachers' definitions and understanding of action research changed
over time. The definitional changes which occurred grew out of
team members' experience in the project and allowed teachers to
explain and legitimize the process they had experienced. Second,
teachers' perception of themselves as researchers evolved over
time, shifting in at least one case from a teacher feeling he knew
nothing about research to describing himself as an expert in this
particular area. Finally, as a result of clarifying what was
meant by action research and developing a sense of themselves as
researchers, team members began to identify ways in which the
action research process could be of further use to them in their
classrooms, school, or professional careers. Each of these
patterns is discussed below.

Definitions of action research. During initial interviews in
September, 1981, we asked team members about their experience in
educational research and their opinions of research in general.
Three of the five explained that they had done little or no
research outside of developing courses and curriculum. Those who
expressed opinions about research said that it should affect
teaching and learning in some way. Jack, for example, said that
the purpose of doing research in many cases was "to write
somebody's doctor's thesis." He also noted that research

can be beneficial, but I think you really have
to identify a specific problem, zero in on it
and come up with some conclusions. But if the
conclusions you come up with aren't going to
have any effective change on your staff or on
education then it's a waste of time.

(Interview, 9/81)

The university researcher introduced action research and the



steps in the research process to the team during their first
meeting in October, 1981. Between that meeting and March, 1982,
team members did not discuss the terms "research" or "action
research," concentrating instead on identifying researchable
problems and conducting their first Staff Opinion Survey. At a
meeting in late March, the university researcher reminder' the team
that they had to submit a research proposal to the National
Institute of Education by the end of the year. This sparked a
diacuss.ion shout...what the...team had done and planned_to do, and how
their actions corresponded with their understanding of action
research.. Elliot, for example, said he thought the team would be
adjusting the question-as they went along, and suggested that all
research did the same.. The university researcher disagreed and
gave examples of experimental designs in which the question was

.defined in advanced and guided the research. Ted asked why their
project was called action research, and the university researcher
and I explained that action research aimed at involving
practitioners in research which addressed immediate school
problems with the intention of producing knowledge and improving
practice. Team members noted that they felt teachers should be
doing educational research, although they lacked the support and
skills to do so (see next section).

At this point in the project, teachers appeared to be asking
questions about action research in order to determine how their
experience compared to accepted research patterns or models. This
discussion and the need to clarify their research question, and
design led, the following week, to teachers asking the university
researcher and research assistant to bring sample research designs
to the next team meeting for consideration. As I have suggested,
this indicated the first shift away from teachers' perception of
data collection devices such as surveys and school visits as their
research. They began instead to envision a more abstract and
comprehensive research project. For some of the teachers this
larger vision did not completely emerge until the second year.
John pointed out that in year one,

I had no idea what was going on with the research,
what we were doing ... There were things that
bothered me about it and I'd ask a couple questions
and I wasn't getting any answers on it so I just
kind of backed off and waited. After going to
Detroit (National' Staff Development Conference,
October, 1982) I had this feeling I understood
what we were doing finally. And then I felt a
lot more comfortable with it.

(Interview, 6/83)

John said that in Detroit he heard about other projects and got a
sense of "what was going to happen" in his own. He began to see
research as a process over time, rather than specific data
collection tools or techniques.

By the end of the first year, teachers had begun to describe
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action research as a process which allowed for constant change and
adaptation. Brooks expressed this view in an interview:

It was never clear to me what action research was
even though I have research background. I think
we've sort of defined action research in our own
terms in a sense that we do what's right at the
time.

(Interview, 5/S2)

This definition of action research prevailed among team members
throughout year two, although it was expanded to include several
other dimensions. John suggested, for example, that given the
nature of action research, conclusions may not emerge:

I see regular research as sitting down and coming
up with almost the end. This is what they want
as an end and then they do the research to get
there. ... Action research is research that is
ongoing, and as the answers to your questions come
up or a shift in what you want to research comes
up, you just keep right on going researching,
whichever direction. ... I honestly feel you may
not come to any conclusions about things if you
are doing action research.

(Interview 12/82)

Teachers also noted that action research tends to be
site-specific.

Ted: I just think action research is a term applied
to people closest to the problem doing it, teachers.

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot: It is a process which might not stand close
academic scrutiny, but is highly likely to solve site
located problems - whatever problems that the group
involved decides to address.

(Interview, 12/82)

Team members themselves did not make a specific connection between
the flexible, changing quality of action research and its use in
solving site-specific problems, but their perceptions match the
claims of those who advocate the use of action research rather
than linear-experimental research in schools. Action research
takes the dynamic conditions of the school or classroom into
consideration; experimental designs do not (Mishler, 1975; Pine,
1981).

Team members suggested that because action research projects
change over time and address site specific problems, they tend to
uncover many other'possible researchable issues in the school. As
a r.,.011t, an action research project could serve as the basis for
a conl-inuing program of research in a school:
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Elliot: In action research inevitably you _Ir_
leave many tangential questions, loose ends. ...
It might be nice to build in a way that these
loose ends or tangents could be systematically
addressed.

(Inter7iew 12/82)

Brooks, too, noted that part of action research is identifying
other questions and ending up at a place from which you can
continue your investigations (Documentation, 11/17/82).

Team members also defined collaborative action research by
comparing it to school processes of curriculum development and
committee work. In their comparisons, they suggested that the
rigor and validity of research differentiated it from typical
school investigations. (This parallels Corey's (1953) comparison
of action research and the traditional "common sense" approach
used in schools.) During one meeting, for example, John pointed
out that collaborative action research went on in schools: Brooks'
reading program was collaborative - she and her co-worker were
always collaborating, and in science they "get together and decide
what will be done, although they don't add research to it." Ted
replied, "You always collaborate with colleagues to some extent,
but it's the research that separates the boys from the men"
(Documentation, 2/9/83). In his final interview, John described
what usually goes on in schools as "action inquiry" rather than
"action research,"

Because we were not looking through other books,
looking into other schools ... that's what I would
call the formalizing process ... We were inquiring
within our own building and asking questions and
taking the advice of many different people and then
coming up with recommendations.

(Interview, 6/83).

Team members' definitions of action research as dynamic, site
specific, providing questions for future research, and more
rigorous than typical school based inquiry evolved from their
experience over the two years of the project. In turn, this
definition allowed them to explain the process they had used and
the many shifts they had made in research problem, question, and
design. The "crooked path" Elliot described the team having taken
(Interview, 6/83) was consistent with action research as they
defined it.

Team members' tendency to define action research as a process
rather than a means to specific ends also allowed them to see this
process as an end in itself. As suggested, the goal of the
project became teachers' experience of this intrinsically valuable
process:

Brooks: There's something mystical or magical
about research. The university researcher asked
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490-us what do we want to do with the research findings,
and I said it doesn't really matter if things don't
work out the way we'd like them to work out or they're
supposed to work out - I think just that we did it,
went through the experience (was important).

(Presentation at UNH, 5/83)

John: All the end result is going to get you is
possibly a change, and SG therefore I don't think
the end result is so important. I think it's the
process we went through doing it, and to be able to
possibly go through this process again is going to
be the valuable thing.

(Interview, 6/83)

Teachers as researchers. Throughout the project, team
members claimed that teachers should be doing research to improve
both school practice and educational research. In his initial
interview, Elliot noted that if all teachers had been involved in
the kind of research he had done in his masters degree program
they might be more effective. At the end of the two year project,
he clarified how schools would benefit from practitioners doing
research:

I just think that active collaboration implies that
a bunch of people at some school get together and
work out a problem, and in that format ... they
might have a more tunneled view of possible solutions
than if they considered themselves involved in
research. Because if they considered themselves
involved in research they would necessarily review
literature, look at other settings, and in doing so
broaden their scope of alternatives in attacking their
own problem ... The inclusion of this research point
of view multiplies substantially the possibility of
coming up with a quality solution to whatever problem
might have been in place.

(Interview, 6/83)

Elliot also said that research could be improved by having
"practitioners, meaning teachers, ... be the ones that do the
research rather than people who aren't as actively involved in the
classroom situation, such as university people" (Interview 9/81).

Brooks suggested that doing research fulfills certain needs
for teachers. It provides information which may permit a teacher
(rather than a parent or administrator) to "call the shots"
(Documentation, i0/27/82). It also "gives one a direction and
ideas and food for thought, and a beyondneas" (Interview, 6/83)
which can help teachers remain intellectually stimulated and
interested in their work.

Brooks: Action research allows the creativity, I
think that teachers generally feel or have a need for.
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... I think it enhances their creativity, allows
it to really be a part of the research, and ...
the research becomes alive and really interesting and
interesting for other people to hear about.

(Interview, 12/82)

Thus action research can help teachers, and teacher involvement
can enhance the research which results.

Despite their advocacy of practitioner involvement in
research, teachers in the first year of the project suggested that
a number of obstacles prevented them from becoming researchers.
Several ttlgrs seemed to say that their lack of knowledge about
research iques limited their ability to take part in the
project. They suggested that the university researcher and
research assistant would have to guide the teachers through the
research, helping with methods and techniques in the research
process (Documentation, 12/2/81).

Sever times in year one Jack and Ted said, "No wonder
teachers don't do research," and "This proves what college people
think about teachers not being able to do research" (Documentation
3/31/82). In describing how he saw the project developing in
November, 1981, Elliot said that he did not have the language to
talk about it so he was making it up. John responded that
teachers do not know that language, which is why the research
articles they had been reading made no sense to them. Their
comments suggest that these teachers did not see themselves as
researchers because they lacked necessary knowledge and skills.

Some team members also noted that teachers lacked time to do
research, and that they themselves found time factors limited
their work on this project. Partly because of this pressure,
several team members noted that it was important to have a
non-teacher, like the university researcher, on the team to help
the teachers carry out their project. As Elliot pointed out, "A
group of teachers doing what we're doing doesn't occur in a
natural setting" (Interview, 12/81).

During year two, teachers developed a better understanding of
their own research project and began to articulate their own
definitions of action research. As a result, they seemed to
become more comfortable in the role of researcher. One indication
of this (described in more detail in the following section) was
teachers' projected use of action research in their classrooms and
school. Elliot suggested, for example, that "someone who has been
through collaborative action research could use some of the skills
they learned to do their own project, which could be action
research" (Documentation, 2/22/83).

Another sign of teachers' acceptance of the role of research
was their growing use of the language of research and the research
of others. In year one, teachers rejected many of the research
articles brought to the team by the university researcher and
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research assistant because they found the reports confusing or
meaningless. During year two, teachers requested, supplied, reed,
and used many articles related to their project. John, who had
earlier said teachers lacked the language to read such writing,
said that he had become familiar with the language and format of
research papers and found he could not only read them but also
critique them (Documentation, 6/1/83). Teachers also showed a
growing facility with research terminology. In the spring of
1982, the university researcher introduced terms such as "sample,"
"reliability," and "validity" to the team in discussing data
collection procedwes. By year two, teachers themselves used
these terms with ease in discussing their own work and the work of
others._

Teachers' growing facility with research gradually allowed
them to see themselves as researchers. When asked what stood out
for him about the project, Ted responded:

What stands out in my mind is the idea that the
word research is no longer scary ... I think the
biggest thing is that teachers can do research.
... In my mind they shouldn't be afraid of it; it
isn't something that only people who are at the
university level that are divorced from the school,
may not have been teaching for years (can do).

(Interview, 6/83)

Teachers' experience presenting their work at national conferences
contributed to their sense of having gone "beyond" teaching to
become a member of the research community. Brooks explained:

I thought the highlight was going to AERA in
Montreal, and being able to take what we were
doing and explaining it to another person and
really feeling that excitement and getting the
feedback, the recognition ... I think that was
really important to know how the outside world
was reacting to the research that we were doing.

(Interview, 6/83)

Elliot also noted that presenting at AERA promoted "feelings of
accomplishment for team members" (Documentation, 5/25/83).

During year two, team members began to suggest that they had
become experts in.their particular area of research (teacher
morale) and on the process of action research. Before going to
the AERA conference, John pointed ouc to Ted that even if the
members of their audience all had PhD's, team members were the
experts on what they were presenting and the process they had
experienced (Documentation, 2/9/83). Teachers' sense of expertise
allowed them to suggest that their research process could serve as
a model for future action researchers. Consequently, the section
of their final report entitled, "Implications for future study,"
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4413-
included several suggestions and recommendations for teachers and
administrators who wished to use the action research process.

Team members began the project believing that teachers should
do research but lacked the necessary background, time, and
motivation. During year two, as they gained familiarity with
standard research terminology and technique and worked through the
specific tasks of thei..- own project, teachers exhibited a growing
sense of themselves as researchers. This appears. in their use of
other research and the language of research, their feelings of
accomplishment and expertise, and their perceptions of how they
would use research in the future. The next section addresses this
latter aspect of the teachers as researchers in more detail.

The value of action research. By the middle of year two, all
but one team member had agreed that the value of their project lay
in what they might take from it, personally and professionally,
and in how others might use their project as ,a model in
implementing other action research projects. One team member,
Ted, agreed that these were important outcomes, but held to his
belief that the project would have been more valuable had it
affected school practice. I have suggested that the goals of
personal and professional growth and providing a research model
seemed to ae-se out of the following patterns in the research
process:

1) Teacher inability to create or influence
school change,

2) A desire to respect and maintain established
teacher and administrator responsibilities and
domains,

3) A growing dichotomy between the research project
and school practice,

4) Team members' definition of action research as a
dynamic process rather than a means to an end, and

5) Team members' growing perception of themselves as
researchers with important experiences and
information to share with others.

Team members' goals also emerged from their perceptions of what
they had gained from the project and how they could foresee using
new insights and skills in the future.

All of the teachers noted that the project had contributed in
some way to their personal and professional development. Even in
the first year of the project, John and Brooks said that they had
become better observers and listeners in the school as a result of
school context discussions during, team meetings (Documentation,
12/2/81). These discussions allowed them to vent anger about
school issues and identify and deal with school problems more
calmly. Both felt that team meetings made them more comfortable
in the school and able to cope with pressures of the school day.
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444 -Brooks: ... the group is really helping me in that
all my bitches and gripes and complaints and tension
and pressure is sort of discussed on Wednesday, and
I get it all out, and I don't have to carry 51; with
me.

(Interview, 12/8L)

John explained that the project had given him

... a lot of peace of mind. ... Some of the things
that would really get us upset in September don't
bother us now ... because this is the way we're
doing things (in the group) ... just thinking, okay,
here's the problem, what are we gonna do about it.
Well, we can't do anything about it so let's not worry
about it right now. This is something that runs
through our minds.

(Interview, 12/81)

During the second year of the project, team members began to
identify other ways in which they had benefited from the project.
John said that participation had revitalized him:

I personally feel - I was very set in my ways,
determined not to do very much except just teach
my classes. This project's kind of revitalized
me again so I'm back out around the school talking
to people, doing things with people again.

(Presentation at UNH, 5/83)

John also noted that by participating in the project he had gained
self confidence in his ability to write and to speak to others
about his own ideas. The self confidence developed out of his
feelings of expertise, of having something to offer:

Being thought of as an expert in something, so
that when you're meeting (other people) they have
the feeling that you know something and you even
have the feeling that maybe you know something.
That's a good feeling, good experience.

(Interview 6/83)

John and others also observed that attending national
conferences validated their own experience and provided
intellectual and personal satisfaction. When asked whet stood out
for him in the project, John said, "Going places and seeing other
people and other people's ways of doing things and discovering
you're really not that far off the track from everyone else"
(Interview, 6/83). Elliot, too, found value in this:

Elliot: I enjoyed the road trips and found some
intellectually interesting things happening on
the trips to Syracuse and Montreal ... I guess
they weren't even so intellectually exciting as



personally exciting. Just being able to hear`
speakers make presentations who I may have quoted
in a paper I wrote somewhere along the line, things
like that.

(Interview, 6/83)

For Brooks, participation in the research project paralleled
and reinforced a period of personal self analysis. When the
project began, she was considering leaving teaching. She felt
that the project helped provide her with a more positive sense of
herself as a teacher:

Brooks: I think I have really changed. I was really
unhappy teaching. I man, it seemed like there
were things that were affecting me and the. were
out of my control ... I was feeling really
emotionally burned out. I felt I need to keep myself
alive and vital. The only way I know is to become
active and involved in educating yourself. Now
that I don't feel trapped and now that I feel I have
control - I have skills, I have knowledge, I have the
power - I can deal with all the problems that are
coming up. I just think if I'm in a situation like
that again that there will be resources available to
us to take a look at the problem.

(Interview, 6/83)

Teachers also observed that as a result of participating in
the project they had grown in their ability to Work with,
recognize, and understand the perspectives, limitations, and
skills of others. Brooks said,

I think that I've grown more accepting of people
and their differences, and I see more of an ability to
compromise and to work with people that I don't
necessarily socialize with or philosophically agree
with. ... I'm much more able to realize that there's
a greater good for being together as a group.

(Interview, 6/83)

For most team members, this understanding applied not only to
other in the group but to the school context and the actors and
events which comprised it. Teachers suggested that they now
understood the problems and decisions faced by the school
administration and could try to find ways to work with
administrators on school problems rather than become angry or
frustrated as they had in the past. While Brooks felt this as
being more in control of her own individual needs and problems,
John saw his new understanding and skill as a possible means for
wielding more control in the school:

And I know where the real power is within a
school structure so I know how to deal with that.
Doing this has given me a way to write which I
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did not have to increase that particular power
base ... Talking at places, knowing I can stand
up in front of that group and say what I want to
say, knowing the timing of when to say what I
want to say to get across what I think needs to be
done, being in this for two years has helped that.

(Interview, 6/83)

Teachers also valued the action research project and process
for its potential value or use to them in their classrooms,
school, or future professional growth as well as for the personal
growth and satisfaction it provided. John said that his
participation had made him a better teacher:

If anything it's made me better in the classroom
because I'm more conscious of what I'm doing there
than I was. I was sliding on things; I'm not doing
that so much. It's made me refocus some of the things
I'm doing because we've had to keep logs. ... I think
it's made me better in the classroom over the last
year
some

especially ... because I've had this
of my anger and frustration.

(Presentation

to channel

at UNH, 5/83)

John also planned to use elements of action research in developing
future staff development projects which he could carry out in his
classroom. He focused in particular on the process of
"documentation," or following students' work in a more systematic
way throughout a certain class project, as an aspect of the
research process which he intended to use the following year.

Teachers also had ideas about applying action research to
other school problems. By the end of the second year of the
project, Brooks had initiated discussions with her supervisor
about using action research to investigate a number of issues in
the school's reading program. John had initiated and carried out
a project to address a school-wide problem of student hall passes.
Teachers also talked in more general terms about how action
research could benefit the school.

John: I think we each know there are things we
can do within the school system in the future that
can be helpful. Not just for ourselves, but helping
people within the school system. That, to me, is
the value of this committee.

(Interview, 12/82)

Brooks and Ted both suggested that the school could become more
research oriented, so that decisions could be based on actual data
rather than teacher, administrator, or school board whim.
Teachers were vague as to their part in these future uses of
action research in their school, although some suggested that they
might look for funding or try to find a university person to work
with on another project.
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Elliot foresaw using the action research model in a project
outside of his classroom or school. He said he wanted to get
involved in a school-based action research project in which the
principal or person in authority was involved. He would then
analyze the group process and be able to write on the actual
results of whatever decisions were made" (Interview, 6/83).
Elliot's interest lay primarily in investigating how action
research worked under different (and what he considered to be more
favorable) conditions.

Team members also believed that the project had value in its
use for others. One possilility would be for teachers in another
school to duplicate this team's research. Comparison of results
could lead to a better understanding of factors influencing
teacher morale. Another follow-up project on the team's research
would be to examine the relationship between teacher morale and
student achievement.

Other teachers and administrators could use the team's
research process as a model for carrying out action research. In
presenting their research to others and in writing their final
report, teaers carefully described the steps they had taken in
completing their project so that others could meat 'them. Toward
the end of the second year, teachers talked about putting together
a package of written work, slides, and tapes describing their
project which could be used by others interested in trying action
research. Although they did not pursue this idea, it illustrates
the value teachers placed on their process as a model for others.

Teachers' perceptions of what they gained as a result of
participation in the project thus included personal satisfaction,
development of self confidence, control, and an accompanying sense
of power, and growth in skills useful to them as teachers or
researchers in the classroom or school. They also perceived a
gain for others who could build on their research project or
emulate their research process. Despite their lack of influence
on the school and their sense of the limited importance of the
research product, teachers emerged from their two year experience
feeling that it had been valuable both personally and
professionally.

Teachers' emphasis on the process of action research and
their understanding of the value of the two year experience appear
to be mutually reinforcing. Because an immediately useful product
was unattainable, teachers focused on the process and the value it
could have for them and others. Conversely, the gains teachers
actually experienced were more related to the process in which
they had engaged than to the specific project which resulted from
their work. Thus their feelings of success and personal and
professional growth may have helped them see the research process
as the most important aspect of action research.
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PART 11

THE GROUP PROCESS:
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TEAM
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Introduction

-- 141-
When asked what stood out for him as he looked back over the

two years of the project, John said:

Working with the people mostly, and getting
to know the people that have been on the team,
working with them is the most important factor.

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks gave a similar response:

Working as a group, really working closely with
a group that meets consistently on a basis that has
a common understanding, common goal. I think
the way our group worked was ... what the key was
that it was a collaborative research group and I
think the workings of that was really what was the
focal point.

(Interview, 6/83)

What did it mean to these people to "work as a group?" What
constituted the group process they experienced? How did this
process relate to their research project and process? This report
will focus on these quesUono.

The team's group proceos consisted of several interrelate
patterns, which, when combined with an understanding of their
research process, provide a :tore complete picture of team members'
experience. Each of the pattt: in the group process is
integrally related to the research process described in the
preceding report in this Appendix. .In some cases, the direction
and demands of the research influenced the ways in which group
members interacted. At other times, the group's work on
interpersonal issues affected their research project and process.
It is often difficult to discern whether research project affected
group interaction or vice versa; the two came together to create a
unique group experience.

The team went through a series of phases during the two years
of its project. In each phase, the team used its meeting time
differently and focused on different research tasks and
interpersonal issues. In section one of this report I will
identify and describe each phase in the group process.

Several other patterns in the group process are directly
phase related but require elaboration. Some of the roles
individuals played in the group both influenced and were
influenced by the research and interpersonal issues dominating
each phase. The role taken by the university researcher on the

. team also paralleled phase concerns. These patterns will be
presented in the second and third sections of this report. Other
group processes, such as patterns of support and pairing,
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conflict, and decision making were not phase related. These
patterns complete this report.

Phases in the group process

Overview. Bales and Strodtbec' (1951) describe phases of
group development as "subperiods within a total continuous period
of interaction" (p. 485). Each phase consists of interpersonal
and task related issues which the group must address as it
proceeds. Certain issues may re- appear in a number of phases,
often because they take on different forms or meanings at
different times in the group's development (Schutz, 1958).

The above description of group development corresponds to the
process experienced by the action research team in this study.
The team worked through five phases during its two year project,
each phase characterized by interpersonal or group-related and
task or research-oriented issues. Several issues, such as use of
team time, group boundaries, and group commitment, were raised in
initial phases and re-appeared later for team reconsideration.

Although every phase included both task and interpersonal
issues, the team experienced a general shift in emphasis from
interpersonal to task related concerns and activities over the
course of the two years. Schein (1969) and Tuckman (1965) note
that many groups exhibit this pattern; interpersonal issues which
initially dominate the group process are resolved, allowing the
group to concentrate on task concerns. Team members themselves
describecrthe group process as a sequence of interpersonal and
task related phases:

John: I think we kind of got together and we spent
a period of time getting to know each other a little
bit. Then we spent a period of time on discussing our
pet peeves about what was wrong, and then we
started to get to, well, how can we find out a
particular item. Then we went in through the
research questions ... and then finally got to the
next stage in which we started working on our research
project and then finishing the end product.

(Interview, 6/83)

The sections which follow describe the issues addressed by the
team in each phase. Dates given suggest shifts In focus which
indicate a phase change. Phases tend to overlap; Lhefe uLe no
exact dates on which the shifts occured. Figure 1 summarizes the
team's phases of group development.

Phase 1: September - December, 1982. The group's first phase
lasted from October through December, 1981. During this initial
phase, team members often used large portions of each meeting to
discuss issues of interest or concern to them in the school and
community They had agreed during the second meeting to spend
some time each meeting discussing the "school context." This
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Figure 1

Phases of the Group Process

Research task - problem identification

Use of team time - discussing school context

Group issues

Year 1

- establishing trust
- sharing opinions,
building a common base
setting boundaries

- establishing norms

- data collection
clarifying goals

discussing school context
and data collection tools

- feelings of being
"on hold"

- challenging group leader
- unfocused discussions

- research design and
question

- discussing research
project

- feelings of frustration
time pressure
concern with group
consensus for co/lesion

- group rather than Indi-
vidual writing for
"fairness"

Phase 1

Research task - data collection
how to analyze data

Use of team time - discussing research project

Group issues

Year 2

- belief that interpersonal

issues resolved in. Year 1
- questions of individual
commitment to group project

- resetting boundaries

Phase 2 Phase,

- data analysis and presentation of results

working on data analysis and final report

- feelings of working hard and accomplishing much
- emphasis on group rather than individual work
for mutual support
positive group feelings: respect, commitment

- attempts to remove boundaries with school

Phase 4
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agreement resulted from the university researcher's request that
someone on the team document salient events and issues in the
school community each week. Team members chose to do this as a
group rather than assign the task to one individual. During the
team's first eight meetings, school context discussions tended to
consume half to three quarters of the team's meeting time. Topics
of discussion included the new principal, appointed in November;
problems with particular students or types of students;
teacher-student-parent relationships; and the roles of house
coordinators and department chairpeople.

These discussions served as the basis from which the team
generated its research problem. They also provided what Schutz
(1958) calls "goblet issues," issues which provide a lens through
which individuals can observe, listen to, and get to know other
members of the group. Team members had never worked together
before and used meetings during this initial phase as a way of
learning the opinions, thoughts, and insights of their colleagues.

Jack: I see the greatest benefit of the first five
meetings of getting to know each other, getting to
know each other's feelings, a little bit of how
each person operates, and just being comfortable with
each other. I see that as being the most important
thing in the first five meetings.

(Interview, 12/81)

Elliot: I guess it's very important for each group
member to have a fairly good idea of what all the
others are thinking, and we've accomplished that.
We just (each) communicated to the others his or her
feelings and thoughts on our school.

(Interview, 12/81)

Sharing their thoughts and feelings allowed the team to
develop an initial sense of group solidarity. This issue arose
again as the team faced more complex and demanding research tasks
in later phases. At this point, group togetherness is experienced
as sharing a common set of ideas:

Ted: I think it made us a team, you know, you feel
more comfortable with the people now ... you feel
like we've all arrived at the same place.

Brooks: If you've never
closely I think there's
that must take place in
have some identity as a

really worked together
a certain group process ...
order for a group ... to
group.

(Transcript, 2/10/82)

poring phase 1, team members worked through and appeared to
resolve issues of trust and confidentiality which might have
prevented group cohesion. During interviews and team meetings,
several group members raised concerns about the confidentiality of
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group discussions. Could they trust their colleagues not to
repeat or use their openly shared ideas about the school? Brooks
described her concern:

Well, you see, most of us haven't worked that
closely with each other and any group has to spec'
a month or two months really building trust and
building who's who and do I trust this person, do I
say what's really on my mind, can I be frank with
people, will someone come around the corner at me
at some other point and hit me with something I've
shared that's kind of personal? Or, you know, how
far does one go?

(Interview, 12/81)

Although team members explicitly raised this question they
never directly or openly answered it. Instead, they increasingly
exhibited their trust of one another by sharing opinions,
supporting and challenging each others' statements and ideas, and
referring to the group as a whole to which they belonged. For
example, during a team meeting in November, Elliot said that he
had some ideas about a possible project, but felt that if he
brought an article in, people would think he was too pushy.
Brooks replied, "Teaching is sharing." Later in the same meeting,
Brooks asked Elliot to bring in the work he had done on teacher
evaluation. He said he'd been "kind of shy until now" but would
be happy to bring it to the next meeting (Documentation,
11/18/81). This kind of interchange typifies interaction which
contributed to team members' gm feelings that they could
trust one another and work toge

Another way in which the tes lveloped feelings of cohesion
during this early phase was to e ish group boundaries. This
issue took other forms later in t -oject, but at this point it
focused on the question of whether not to include the principal
in the group's research process. Some team members suggested that
the principal's input would be valuable if he was interested in
sharing his ideas, although they agreed that the team alone would
make a final decision about what project to do. Other team
members argued that the principal should have been included from
the first meeting if he was to be involved, because they had just
spent the first five meetings "finding out where everyone in the
group was coming from." The team chose not to include the
principal, in part because the new principal did not begin work
until after the Thanksgiving holiday, but primarily because team
members perceived of his presence as an infringement on their
control of their research project and group process. Their
decision ultimately affected the research process, team members'
goals, and their project outcomes.

During this initial phase, team members also established some
patterns of interaction which became norms, or accepted operating
procedures. One such norm was the use of a question to begin a
new task or raise a new idea. The university researcher took a



non-directive or facilitative role after the first two or three
meetings, choosing to let teachers direct the flow of talk and
make their own decisions. When she did enter the discussion to
direct the task, she tended to use a question rather than a
statement:

"What should we plan to do next week?"

(Documentation, 11/18/81)

"Do we want to do the school context readout?"
(Documentation, 12/2/81)

Other team members adopted this method of initiating new ideas or
tasks and carried it through the two years of the project. Each
team member tended to use this form of directing the discussion
most when he or she took on a leadership role in the group over a'
several meeting period (see Individual Roles).

Another team norm established during these first few months
was the use of a weekly agenda. The university researcher
introduced this pattern, too, asking team members each week what
they wanted to do the following week. At each meeting she would
list those items on the agenda (a large pad) and ask the team for
others. When the university researcher was not at a meeting,
other team members made the agenda, an action which served as an
indication of the official start of the meeting. Both the
university researcher and other team members used the agenda
during team meetings as a way of refocusing a discussion or moving
the team on to another item or task.

Another norm established during phase one was that explicitly
set group rules governing team members' behavior tended to be
ignored. Over the course of these first three months, the group
explicitly established three rules:

1) If a team member could not attend a meeting, he
or she would inform Jack, who would call the
university researcher.

2) Anyone who missed a meeting was responsible for
finding out what they had missed.

3) School context discussions would be limited to
approximately one half hour so that they would not
prevent the team from focusing on research tasks
and issues.

After the meeting at which the team agreed to each of these rules,
the rule was infrequently adhered to and rarely, if ever,
mentioned again. Team members usually (but not always) told
someone on the tepm if they could not attend a meeting, but they
did not usually inform Jack, and he never called the university
researcher en team members missed a meeting, they often came
to the next without having talked to another team member about
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what had transpired. And although the amount of meeting time
devoted to school context discussions decreased over the two years
of the project, the shift was not due to enforcement of the half
hour limitation but resulted from the team's need to use meeting
time for research-related issues. Team members apparently
established these rules to help them adapt to and become a part of
the group during its initial phase. Because they developed
feelings of group cohesion and an ability to work together in more
subtle ways, the rules were not needed. After phaie 1, the team
did not explicitly set rules .to govern team members' actions or
interactions.

A final norm was established at the end of this. phase as the
team moved into its first research tasks. Team members had
decided to survey the staff on their opinions about scheduling
issues and had talked briefly about what would be included in the
survey. Elliot offered to bring a draft of the survey to the next
meeting for the team to work on In an interview, he explained
that he offered to write the draft "because I thought that we had,
during that discussion, ... brainstormed all the items of
information we'd like to cover in the interview,. and I didn't feel
like going through it all over again" (Interview, 12/81). When he
brought the draft in, Elliot told the team he had written it so
they would have a draft t. work with, but he had "no personal
stake in it so you can nt freely" (Documentation, 1/6/81).
Team members initially accepted the draft as written and then
gradually began questioning and revising. Elliot's actions here
set a precedent for team members volunteering to begin a task on
their own and bring it back to the team for revision. As others
began to bring work in for group appraisal, they echoed Elliot's
disavowal of personal feelings involved in the task. Other team
members first accepted their colleague's work, providing a cushion
of support before going on to analyse and rework the drafted
piece. When the team was not involved Ihr4app data analysis and
writing, this pattern of task assumption and team reaction
dominated their work on the research project.

In retrospect, team members saw phase one as a necessary time
of group building. They also described it as confusing and
frustrating, a time in which the research task was undefined and
the research project non-existent.

John: I honestly wonder in my own mind what I'm
doing most of the time ... I think most of (the other
team members) are in the same boat I am ... We keep
advancing but I'm not sure where ,we're going to.

(Interview, 12/81)

Jack: I know we have to brainstorm to start with and
spend a considerable amount of time - I guess,if we
just sat and talked for six, seven, eight weeks the
purpose it serves is getting to know and trust each
other as fellow workers ... I don't think we really,
any one of us, really knows where we're going or have
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identified the problem yet to the point of carrying it
further.

(Interview, 12/81)

Despite their feelings that they spent more time on interpersonal
than research issues, team members also believed that phase one
provided a necessary foundation for proceeding on the research
task. First, it gave team members a feeling of ownership and
control:

Elliot: I think the basic element in this
collaborative action research is that it should
accomplish whatever the participants want it to
accomplish. Now it took us a while before people in
the group had a sense for that but now we do, so it's
like now we're free to move on.

(Interview, 12/81)

Second, it began to provide a sense of what, as a group, the team
might be able to do:

John: I think we have got to come to some conclusions
about a project or a theme to research mat and begin
to focus in on the tools that we're gonna take to
either try to solve these problems or come up with
ideas about solving the problems so that we can hand
them over to someone who can do something about it.

(Interview, 12/81)

Team members suggested that phase one, as they experienced
it, benefited both the group process and the research project:

Elliot: I guess the route we used to arrive at
this problem identification was the only one, and
sometimes a more direct route loses a lot.

(Interview, 12/81)

John: I think we're going slow but I think we're
going steady. Maybe if we went too fast the whole
thing would bog down; maybe this is the way we should
go about it - it seems to be working now.

(Interview, 12/81)

Brooks: I think that every group ... goes through that
sort of finding a niche, building who's who in the
group and what function and whether it's stated or
implied, and I think that's gone on. And I think now
the group sort of feels that they come in, and they
have a task to do, and we may not know where we're
ending up but now we know we're in the process.

(Interview, 12/81)

Phase 2: January - March, 1982. The two or three meetings
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during this phase which focused on the preparation and
administration of the team's first Staff Opinion Survey were more
research task oriented than the tealeb previous meetings. One
team member drafted the se- vey, and the team spent one meeting
editing the draft. Another tear- member collated the survey
results, and the team used two meetings to discuss them. In
February and March, however, the group returned to more school
context related discussions and reduced the time spent on research
task oriented talk. This shift seemed to result from team
members' uncertaiuty about what to do next with the research
project. As Ted wrote in his log, "Now that the survey is done,
what comes next? I feel we are beginning to wander, or maybe it's
the mid-winter slump" (Log, 2/11/82).

Certain patterns of interaction dominated this phase.
Although team members continued to list agenda items which
included specific research oriented topics (e.g., research
questions, site visit interview questions, ERIC search on
scheduling), they tended to avoid discussion of their research
project. When asked which agenda items they wanted to address
first, they would say, "Ones that don't take too much time ... the
light ones" (Documentation, 3/31/82), such as whether or not to
meet on a certain day. School context discussions prevailed, and
the university researcher's attempts to tie these back to the
research were acknowledged but infrequently built upon by other
team members. Jack and Elliot both suggested that the team's
behavior indicated an unwillingness to move ahead with their
research:

Elliot said,
what we want
and how. ...

what we want

"We're in a holding pattern - we know
to do; we have to decide what to ask
We're at a scary point now. We know
to do, now we have to do it."

(Documentation, 3/3/82)

Jack said, "It looked like the further we go the less
anxious we are to take on the real issues."

(Documentation, 3/31/82)

The team's first major conflict arose during this phase,
ostensibly about an extra meeting date. Two team members, Jack
and Elliot, came to a meeting in late January, 1982, suggesting
that the team meet the following Friday, during a school
in-service day, rather than at its usual Wednesday time. The team
could invite other staff members to attend the Friday in- service
meeting to discuss any questions raised by the collated survey
results which had been distributed to the staff that week. Ted
supported the idea; John felt the team needed the Wednesday
meeting time to work, and Brooks remained neutral. The university
researcher agreed that the Friday meeting sounded good, although
she would be unable to attend. She also said she was concerned
about the amount of work the team had to do, anal suggested that
they meet both days. Jack and Elliot said that two meetings were
impossible, given other time demands. After some discussion, Jack
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said, "Well, I can meet Wdnesday, you can, so we can all meet
Wednesday" (Documentation, 1/27/82).

The university researcher refused to make a decision for the
team around this issue, but ehe would not acquiesce to some team
members' desire to have a single meeting. This was the first time
the researcher had asserted the power she had as group convenor
and university professor (see Researcher Role). The team
experienced this incident as a conflict, a power struggle between
the university researcher and team members, especially Jack. The
conflict was resolved when Jack decided for the team that they
would meet next Wednesday, not Friday. Despite the immediate
resolution, however, the rest of phase two is marked by some
tensions between Jack and the university researcher, noted
primarily in his tongue-in-cheek deference or challenge to her

:i

ideas and suggestions. This pattern of behavior paralle what
Dickman (1965) refers to as "storming," the second stage f group
development. Once the group has formed and established some ties,
they tend to challenge the group leader in order to define and
limit that person's power. Although this pattern occured
primarily with one person on the team and diminished as the team
became more research oriented in phase three, it may have
represented a testing of the university researcher's role in the
group.

Phase two was therefore characterized by hesitancy, a
tendency toward non-research related and free-flowing discussion,
and some questioning of the university researcher's position on
the team. The shift to phase three occurred at the beginning of
April, when team members asked the university researcher and
research assistant to bring some models of possible research
designs to a meeting for the team to examine.

Phase 3: April - May. 1982. During team meetings in April
And May, the team shifted away from issues of general school
context or individual concern and toward a primary focus on the
research project. The team spent most of its meeting time during
this phase discussing concerns directly related to the research
project: research question, design, and methodology. Team members
indicated that this shift may have come from a number of sources:
team member frustration with a lack of task or focus; a readiness
to take on more abstract research issues; and approachihs
deadlines - a presentation to the Michigan team in late May and a
research proposal due at NIE in June.

Brooks: I think everyone felt kind of muddled and
unsure ... and then I think what happened was that I
myself felt that after we had discussed scheduling and
we started doing the ERIC searches and reading
literature then as things became more narrow I felt
okay, lett, get it under way and let's stop pussy
footing around, let's nail something down.

(Interview, 5/82)
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John: WellWell basically, for about a month now I have a
feeling that our deadlines are running out; we have
things to do and we are not getting to do it, and we
can't keep sitting around and talking about what we'd
like to do.

(Interview, 5/82)

During phase three team members focused almost entirely on
issues of research question and design; there was no need for the
university researcher to try to bring the discussion back to task
related concerns as she had in phase two. Interaction during
meetings in phase two seemed desultory, undirected, hesitant;
often during school context discussions team members stated
opinions and used personal anecdotes as illustrations without
commenting or building on previous ideas or statements. In phase
three, however, interaction was more directed and intense. Team
members worked with materials provided by the university
researcher and research assistant, asked questions about those
materials, and discussed how to implement a variety of possible
research designs. They left the meetings with the feeling that
they had worked hard, a feeling lacking in phase two.

Team members also demonstrated a renewed concern for group
cohesion at this time. Elliot and Jack were absent from the
meeting at which other team members decided to use the MBI to
measure the effect of organizational changes in the school on
teacher morale. At the next meeting, Brooks said she had not felt
comfortable making a decision which affected other team members,
and she asked Jack and Elliot for their views. They accepted what
she and John had decided despite their minimal interest in
investigating teacher morale. Brooks commented later that she had
raised the issue because she felt that all team members should
feel ownership in the project.

Concentrating on the research project and deciding on future
directions seemed to draw the group closer together. Teachers
reflected on phase three as a time during which the team united
around a common goal, a process which allowed them to carry out
their research project in year two.

Brooks: I think that consensus at some point takes
over. ... It didn't really happen, I felt, until the
last part of the first year ... when we really felt a
need to come up with our question ... and we had our
guidelines and timeline.

(Interview, 6/83)

Ted: I think that we were all dispersed at the
beginning; everybody was looking for something to
do. ... People said why don't we do - scheduling was
the big problem and we all agreed to that. Then we
broke up again, nobody could understand what
scheduling was - it was too big. And we separated for
a long time. ... (Teacher morale) presented an



opportunity to to finally ... start working. ... I think
people came together eventually - the chips were down
and it was getting late.

(Interview, 6/83)

The group demonstrated its feelings of joint ownership and
shared responsibility in deciding that all members should
participate in writing the research proposal required by NIE.
This decision grew in part out of the norm of having the group
edit drafts prepared by individuals. It also reflected team
members' perception that it was "unfair to have one person do it"
(Documentation, 5/5/82) and that all should share in the
responsibility. As a result, each team member wrote one piece of
the proposal. In the final phase of the project, team members
carried the idea of group cohesion through writing further,
insisting that the final report be written during team time by all
team members.

Phase 4: September - December. 1982. In retrospect, team
members described a difference between year one and year two in
their use of team meeting time and in salient group processes.
Brooks noted, for example, that during the first year team members
did little research related work outside of team time. During
year two, members did more on their own and cameo meetings
prepared to work. She pointed out that because the group now
shared "a whole body of common knowledge" they did not have to
continually discuss either school context or research related
issues. "You can just kind of like off the top of your head say
something and a team member will connect with it, whereas before
it didn't always work that way" (Interview, 12/82). She suggested
that in year two "the group itself spent less time processing. ...
I think it was sort of maybe spoken or unspoken that we had put
our cards on the table" (Interview, 6/83). Elliot described the
difference between years one and two in a similar way:

This entire year (year two) has been consumed in,
taking data, analyzing it, -and getting it ready for
presentation ... so the things we have done have been
very practical in nature. So talking about this
year's contributions.by any of us actually ... is to
talk about rather nuts and bolts kind of thing. ...
The phase of the project where the interaction was so
important during the first year was over.

(Interview, 6/83)

Despite continuities throughout year two, it can be separated
into two distinct phases. During phase four team members
continued to use team meetings to discuss their research design,
data collection procedures, and plans for data analysis. As I
have suggested in the previous report on the research process,
they talked about how to analyse their data; actual data analysis
took place in phase five. Also during phase four team members
faced questions of commitment and reworked issues of group
boundaries.
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Between September and December, 1982, both Elliot and Ted
questioned the value of the team's research and their commitment
to the project. Some of their alienation arose because, despite
Brooks' attempts during phase three to include them in the
decision to investigate teacher morale, they questioned the
topic's research validity and its relevance in the school.
Elliot's concern took the form of negative comments or questions
about the use of particular data collection tools and the research
project as a whole.

I could do a job on this set of interview questions
... I don't like it very much, but I'll keep quiet.

(Documentation, 11/10/82)

How useful is information on teaching teams and
burnout? ... I wonder what will come out of it -
there was a certain percentage of change, thanks
for the money?

(Documentation, 10/27/82)

Other team members reacted to Bob's questioning during this
phase by hearing him out and explaining what they saw as the goals
of the data collection tools and the overall project. Brooks and
the university researcher also provided Elliot with extra support,
welcoming him when he arrived late to meetings, encouraging him to
talk about his experience teaching at the high school, and raising
the possibility of his carrying out an adjunct project on. student
achievement. By the middle of November, Elliot seemed to have
rejoined the group and committed himself to the project. He began
to develop computer programs for data analysis and talked about
the team doing a good job on what t! ..y had chosen to do. By
December, Elliot was encouraging the group to think about the form
of its final report.

During phase four, Ted distanced himself from the group.
Although he occasionally questioned the value of the project, his
disenchantment seemed more evident in his lack of participation
and task assumption during team meetings. Ted had also been less
involved in the project than other team members in year one, but
because of the team's greater task orientation in year two, his
unwillingness to take on responsibility in phase four led to
conflicts with other team members.

Frustration with Ted surfaced several times during the fall
of 1982, often in the form of sharp retorts for his apparent
misunderstanding of what was happening in the project. In late
October, a confrontation between Brooks and Ted at a team meeting
addressed the apparently growing tension. Before this meeting,
Brooks, Ted, and Elliot had arranged a meeting to work on scoring
teacher surveys. As a result of miscommunication, the meeting
never took place. Brooks later asked Ted to help her with the
survey:. He said he could not right then and indicAted that he
did not know what to do with the surveys. At the team meeting
following these interactions, Brooks began explaining her
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frustration while Ted was out of the room. When he returned, she
chose to continue, and they argued over what had occurred in the
two earlier exchanges. Brooks noted that she was frustrated
because the team had a lot to do; time was running out, and Ted
was not helping and did not even seem to know what was going on.
Ted told Brooks that he refused to "buy into this guilt trip," and
blamed the problem on poor communication. Brooks ended the
interaction by agreeing that communication had been a problem.
She then moved the team on to a concrete task (Documentation,
10/27/82).

For both Ted and Brooks, the open conflict seemed to ease
previous tensions and reunite the group. Brooks explained,

It sort of cleared the air for me. I mean, I don't
have any bad feelings or resentment. ..4 I think that,
... being critical of him stopped at that point. ...
Now I can see him in a different perspective. Like
sometimes his questions seem off the wall, but they
sort of end up clarifying what we are doing.

(Interview, 12/82)

During the team meetings which followed, Brooks' interaction with
Ted reflected the feelings expressed in this statement. She
responded to his questions with more tolerance, made attempts to
include his interests, and even had a few playful exchanges with
him. Although Ted himself did not note any specific change in his
attitude at this point, his behavior in the group changed as well.
He became more conscientious about carrying out shared tasks such
as interviewing staff members and reading and reporting on ERIC
articles. He also took a somewhat more active role during team
meetings, suggesting procedures for analysing data, and he tended
to preface his questions with a justification for asking; "I know
I went to the Social Studies meeting and came in late, but I'm not
sure - I have my list so why do I have more?" (Documentation,
12/8/82). Althought the conflict over Ted's differences with the
groin) re-emerged in a more subdued way in phase five, it arose and
we- &tressed in phase four as the team began to focus on task
related issues during year two.

The team handled it.; two problems of alienation differently
in this phase. Because Elliot had carried out research tasks in
earlier stages and continued to do so even as he questioned the
project, team members supported him during his questioning period
and encouraged him to rejoin the group. Elliot completely
recommitted himself to the team by the end of the phase. Ted,
however, had carried out few concrete research tasks for the team
in year one, and his wit,7drawal in year two aroused frustration
and anger rather than support. Although he seemed to rejoin the
group after his confrontation with Brooks, his continued lower
level of involvement and his dissatisfaction with the project
prevented his total commitment and other team members' ability to
support him (see Individual roles). Thus individual commitment to
the team, reflected in task assumption and involvment, influenced
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how team members reacted to individual's concerns about the
project.

The team also re-addressed twg _boundary issues in its fourth
phase, both of which illustrate then interrelation. of research and
group concerns, In September, 1982, Jack left the team to assume
a principalship in Maine. Team discussions of whether or not to
replace Jack focused on two issues: how much work the team had to
do and whether or not it could be done by four people, and what
the group would have to do to adapt to and orient a new member.
The group decided not to replace Jack, primarily for group
interaction reasons; they did not want to take the time to rebuild
the group with a new member. When they reflected on Jack's
departure they tended to see its effects in terms of both research
demands and group interaction.

John: I think probably, if anything, that it has been
more of a feeling of we have got stuff to do, there's
not as many of us now, so we are going to havc to work
to get done, and that seems to be evident a bit.

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot: With one less member it allows more time for
the others to talk and more time for the other group
(members) to listen to that fourth ... You all feel
more free to speak in detail sometimes.

(Interview, 12/82)

Jack's departure forced the team to re-examine its boundaries; it
also seemed to allow other team members to exert greater
leadership, filling the void he may have left (see Individual
Roles).

Another boundary issue resolved during phase four concerned
the use of the research tools and el:pertise of a University of New
Hampshire professor who had done prior research on teacher morale
and burnout. Brooks had been in touch with this professor in
spring, 1982, and again in the fall and had found his articles and
advice useful to the team. She and the university researcher
suggeE;ed that Elliot, who had assumed responsibility for creatir2
computer programs for data analysis, contact this professor and
perhaps borrow his programs. Elliot resisted these suggestions,
explaining that this professor's data and programs would not be
useful or that he "didn't trust it" (Documentation, 11/3/82;
12/1/82). He later explained that he did not want to spend "a lot
of time explaining to some outsider what we wanted done" or do the
team's project in order to add to someone else's research
(Interview, 12/82). By working out his own computer programs
Elliot again refused an "outsider" entrance into the group and
preserved group boundaries. In phase five, team members begin to
reverse their insular tendency as they reached out to explain
their project to others.

Phase four was therefore characterized by an increased
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emphasis on the research project, which led two team members to
question their commitment to the group. Although both stayed on,
one became more involved than the other in carrying out research
tasks, and their acceptance by the group and their own feelings
about the project reflected their different experiences. The
group also addresssed two group boundary issues related to their
research project. In both cases, the group chose to maintain
closed boundaries and preserve the unity of the group, actions
which ultimately gave them greater feelings of project ownership.

Parallels again exist between the group's experience and
Tuckman's (1965) description of group development. Tuckman calls
the third stage of group interaction "norming," a time in which
the group overcomes resistance and establishes cohesiveness,
standards of behavior, and new roles. In the fourth and final
stage, "performing," the interpersonal structure becomes a tool of
the task activities as the group Channels its energy into task
performance. Phases three and four of this research team allowed
the group to re-establish group solidarity and clarify processes
which, in phase five, could be applied to an intense period of
work on the research task.

Phase 5: January - May, 1983. In December, 1982, and
January, 1983, a shift occured in the team's use of meeting time.
During phase four they had used meetings to talk about the
research project. In phase five, team members used group time to
work on specific research tasks. This pattern had appeared
earlier when the team had particular tasks to accomplish, such as
designing the Staff Opinion Survey, composing a letter of inquiry
for school visits, and working on possible interview schedules.
The meetings at which the team actually worked on these
instruments were exceptions, however, to the more prevalent
pattern of discussing either school context issues or how to
proceed on the research project. By January, 1983, the team had
collected all of its data, and began to spend most of its meeting
time working on research tasks. These tasks included collating
data, analysing computer printouts, making notes for the final
report, and writing the final report. Although the team spent
some meeting time between January and May, 1983, discussing how to
complete the project, this now became the exception to their use
of meetings to work on research tasks.

During interviews in December, 1982, team members foresaw
phase five as one of hard work. Unlike their hesitancy in phase
two to face the hard questions about their research project which
they belived lay ahead, teachers about to enter phase five sounded
ready to take on the new task demands.

Brooks: In terms of the total research we are just on
the verge of beginning to be able to say something
about it; where we have been in writing the research,
where it's headed, the trends. ... We are just like
almost on the edge of diving into the information that
we are gathering, and I see a lot of work sessions
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coming up that are going to be pretty intense. .4K.Nra...

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot: (We're) beginning to move into a phase where
tasks become more and more clearly defined, so that
really, earlier phases have pretty much been brain-
storming and people are called on to do what you might
call creative thinking. ... (Right now we're in a
phase of) organizing and preparing for the nuts and
bolts crunching out of the final product.

(Interview, 12/82)

Team meetings during phase five had the same feeling of
intensity as those in phase three. Meetings tended to last an
hour longer than at any other time during the project, and all
team members contributed to data analysis and report writing.
Team members frequently commented on how much there was to do, but
also noted how much they had accomplished. Team members initiated
and held several all day meetings to work on the project, meeting
twice during school vacation and three times on weekends. No one
questioned the extra time; group involvement and commitment
reached its highest point during this time.

Team members' intense, shared work on the project and their
group presentations at AERA and the University of New Hampshire
led to strong feelings of group cohesion during this phase. In
team meetings the group resisted any suggestions to divide up the
work of data analysis or report writing. In phase three, the
rational for group writing had been fairness. During phase five,
team members wanted to write together because they felt the group
provided necessary intellectual and emotional support during the
difficult processes of data analysis and writing.

Elliot said hu thought it was less painful to write
as a group, even if people were writing on their own,
to have people around. Brooks agreed, saying she got
"muddled" on her own.

(Documentation, 3/2/83)

Group data analysis and writing led to a unique pattern of
interaction for the team during this phase. Team members composed
aloud, building and rebuilding sentences as everyone added to and
amended the words and statements of others. The following
conversation occured as the team worked on one section of their
final report.

Research assistant; We could say we started with -

Elliott 'Our early discussions led us to believe that
scheduling was an overarching problem or
issue -'

John: '- which affected everyone - '
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Research assistant: ' - teachers and students -' -164r-

Ted: ' - or had far reaching effects.'

(Documentation, 3/13/83)

This kind of interaction arose from the nature of the task and
promoted feelings of group solidarity; team members encouraged one
another, applauded good or appropriate words and phrases, and
laughed together at awkward or over-used terms.

The team's close group work during this phase led them to
emphasize team members' commitment and their mutual sense of
respect when they described the team to others.

Brooks: We built a close, positive group feeling:
beyond the feeling of being a part of the group there
was a sense of commitment, that people would come in
and be honest with one another.

(Presentation at UNH, 4/20/83)

Elliot: It developed from a group of people more or
less shooting the breeze - in the end participants
were, the teachers were doing impressive stuff. ...
I think the teachers contributed more to each other
and to themselves than might be expected on a lot of
projects.

(Interview 6/83)

This strong positive sense of group performance may have
influenced those teachers who noted in their final interviews that
the group process stood out as the best part of the project.

As noted in the school context section of the report on the
team's research process, team members re-examined their boundaries
during this final phase. Not only did they present their research
at AERA and UNH, they also had to decide who in their own school
and system would be invited to share in what had become a fairly
insular group process and project. The decision to invite the
principal to a team meeting reversed their previous decisions to
depend only on their internal resources and reflected an attempt
to integrate the research project back into ongoing school
practice. For reasons explained in chapter 3, including their
gradual withdrawal from the school context over the two years of
the project, the team did not succeed in expanding their
boundaries to include the principal and the school. The team
therefore emerged from phase five with postive feelings about the
group process but mixed or negative feelings about the immediate
success of the research project.

Summary. The team experienced five phases in their group
process, each phase characterized by a different use of team time,
different research tasks, and a number of key issues in grcup
interaction. They exhibited a general movement from concentrating
on interpersonal issues in phases one and two to focusing on



research tasks in phases three, four, and five. In each phase,
the team re-addressed issues of group cohesion and commitment,
gradually building positive feelings of solidarity based at first
on trust and shared ideas, then on a common goal, and finally on
shared tasks which demanded more intense interaction. The team
also dealt with group boundary concerns during several different
phases, consistently limiting group acceptance and use of
"outsiders" until the end, when they attempted to re-integrate the
project back into the school context.

The patterns of interaction described in these five phases
illustrate the interrelation of the research project and group
process. Shifts in the demands of the research project over the
two years affected how the team used its time and interpersonal
issues which arose. Conversely, interpersonal issues such as
establishing trust, challenging leadership, accepting a common
goal, and addressing questions of commitment seemed to determine
when the group was prepared to accept certain research demands and
successfully execute research tasks.

Individual roles/ Leadership,

Overview. The literature of group dyanmics tends to describe
role formation as a process occurring once during the group's life
and role function as a stable characteristic of a group member
(Bales, 1951; Thibaut and Kelly, 1959). In this action research
group, however, individual's roles changed over the two years of
the project, reflecting shifting research demands and patterns of
group interaction and teachers' changing perceptions of themselves
as researchers. During the first phase of the project, team
members all initiated, clarified, and added to the statements of
others, and summarized when they felt they had something to
contribute. The school context and problem identification
discussions in this phase allowed each team member to support and
challenge one another, move the discussion along, or provide new
information.

Elliot: I think that team members tried to share
information, especially where they had individual
expertise. ... Each individual seemed to feel
responsible to offer his or her input, especially where
it might be unique. ... Whenever an aspect ... came
up that one or another group member was especially
familiar with then that group member would somewhat
take charge of that phase of the discussion.

(Interview, 12/81)

Because the task remained undefined in phase one, so did specific
roles. As a result, team members contributed fairly equally,
fulfilling similar functions in the group while providing
different perspectives. "Everyone seems to fill voids created by
the other ... kind of like we complete the jigsaw puzzle" (Elliot,
Interview, 12/81).
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As the team moved through its other four phases, individuals
began to assume more differentiated roles based primarily on the
unique skills each brought to the research task. Group leadership
emerged as a role carried out by whoever had the knowledge or
skills most useful to the team at any given time during the two
years of the project. Team members noted that change in roles and
leadership depended on task demands and individual familiarity andease with those demands.

Jack: I think pretty near everyone within the group
were leaders at one time or another depending on the
particular chore or activity that they felt
comfortable with.

(Interview, 12/82)

Ted: I think people became the leader because they
just picked up the ball and ran with it.

(Interview, 6/83)

John: I think that changes occured with each of us as
we went along, and it was probably due to our growth
in the project - whether we felt more comfortable then
we felt we could contribute more.

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks: I know people have changed, but also it
depends on the task that we're doing, really, like who
feels comfortable with it and who has the time and whc
gets involved with a certain aspect of the research.

(Interview, 12/82)

Individual's roles and assumption of leadership in the group
process therefore depended on a combination of factors including
individual skill and knowledge and the demands of the research.Chapter 8 of this Final Report suggests that individual experience
in the project may also depend on the person's life age phase or
developmental stage. As a result, individual roles, including
group leadership, were phase related. In the sections below I
present a description of the roles each team member assumed in
relation to the phases of the project. Figures 2-7 summarize
individual roles over the two years of the project.

Jack

Jack was in the unique position on the team of being both a
teacher and an administrator (house coordinator) in the school.
As a result, he faced the distrust of some team members, and felt
he had to let his colleagues know that he shared their concerns
and merited their trust.

I'm trying to participate as a teacher, and have them
see me as a teacher, and I know these people well
enough so if I sit here and talk about the office ...
they understand that I'm not going back down there and
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Year 1

Figure 2

Individual Roles - Leadership Patterns

Jack - Process and information leadership

11.=1
Phase 1

Brooks - Research task leadership

Brooks - Research process
and task
leadership

Phase 2 Phase 3

Elliot - Research task leadership

John - Research process leadership.,
Year 2 school z.d system liaison

Phase 4
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Phase 5
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Year 1

Year 2

Figure 3

Individual Roles Jack

Process leadership - provides information
- makes decisions
- "devil's advocate"

46

Phase I

States opinions
Agrees to research on

teacher morale

Phase 2 Phase 3

Phase 4 Phase 5
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Year 1

Year 2

Figure 7

Individual Roles Ted

Participates in scnoot -Iontext and
problem identification discussions

Phase 1

Little task assumption

Participates primarily in non-research
related discussions

=111111,

Questions his commitment and the group's topic

4GS,

Conflict with Brooks

Phase 2 Phase 3

Assumes tasks done by all team members

Renewed interest
in project

Phase if Phase 5



Year 1

cr

. Year 2

Figure 5

Individual Roles - John

Discussant - provides opinions Writes school Supports Brooks' research
and school history history leadership

Learns research language,
gains understanding of
designs

Phase 1

Attends NSDC

Phase 2 Phase 3

Process leadership pcivides overall picture of project
establishes task procedures
serves as school and system liaison

1
i

t

Phase 4 Phase 5 A
.4
tv
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Year 1

Year 2

Figure 4

Individual Roles - lrooks

Reference to research articles

Use of team meetings to air personal/
professional frustrations

Queiltions confidentiality

Phase 1

Research task leadership

I

Research task leadership
- f-csearch design

- administration of
MBI School Survey

Phase 2

Use of team to work through personal/
professional issues

Phase 4

4'1'2

Phase 5

Phase 3

11111

Works on shared tasks,
analyzing data and writing
report

1
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Year 1

U1
as

Year 2

Figure 6

Individual Roles - Elliot

Questions confidentiality

Provides group with overall sense of its process

States opinions about
research project, topic

Acquiesces to teacher
morale project

Phase 1

Questions value of
research project

Phase 2

Recommits himself
to project

Designs computer programs
for data analysis

Phase 3

N
Research task leadership 7 data analysis

writing report
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Phase 4 Phase 5
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say to the office world ... 'They say that you did
this or that.'

(Interview, 12/81)

Jack's position and his many years of experience at the
school allowed him to take on several leadership functions on the
team during the first two phases of the project. He may have
assumed these tasks because he was comfortable in a leadership
position with a group of teachers. Other team members may have
accorded leadership to him as a result of his status and access to
information outside the group. Ted, for example, perceived of
Jack as the leader at the beginning of the project.

Jack's personality, I think - he's outgoing, he's
been here a long time, he was house coordinator,
assistant principal. I mean, I guess he's down to
earth, people just accepted it. He was the highest
ranking member tnere I guess. ... It just evolved
(from his) being house coordinator. I don't know if
he would have been leader through the thing, but I
think at the beginning this was his role.

(Interview, 6/83)

Others, Brooks, for example, may have appeared to accord Jack a
leadership position because she did not completely trust him.
Acceptance of Jack's leadership during the first two phases of the
project allowed Brooks and others to see how Jack might use the
team as an administrator. They could then decide how they wanted
to act and interact on the team.

As leader, Jack often provided the team with information
available to him as a school administrator. During discussions of
the school context and possible research problems, questions, and
designs, Jack offered his "insider's" knowledge about the new
principal, a forthcoming addition of department chairpersons and
advanced English and math classes, changes in the guidance
department, and scheduling changes planned for September, 1982.
Because he had access to otherwise unavailable information, other
team members often accepted his opinion or point of view without
Challenge. When asked if he felt his position in the school
allowed him to bring a different perspective to the group, Jack
responded,

Yeah, I see me as adding a different perspective ...
I feel that I can possibly relate some of these other
things to the group as to how it might affect the
total running of the school ... seen from the office
aspect.

(Interview, 12/81)

In phase two, Jack took on the task of collating the results
of the Staff Opinion Survey and presenting them to the team.
Carrying out this task seemed to increase Jack's perception of
himself as the team's task leader. Throughout phase two he
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questioned the team about what they would do 'text and where they
were headed, often repeating the phrase, "What is the question?"
He himself provided few answers to his questions, believing that
by being a "devil's advocate" (Interview, 12/82) he could move the
team along. He may also have served as the team's leader in
challenging or testing the power of the university researcher,
described as an aspect of phase two. Although not all team
members agreed with Jack's position in this interaction, he may
have represented, or felt he represented, their feelings about her
role on the team.

As the team began to focus on its research question and
design in phase three, Jack exerted less control over the team.
He himsel2 had noted that he knew little about research, and as
the team became more research oriented he participated somewhat
less and was no longer seen as an authority by others. Because he
left the team in September, 1982, Jack's role on the team cannot
be followed beyond phase three. In the first year, however, his
role appeared to stem from his status and access to information
outside the team. When these became less useful to the team,
leadership shifted from Jack to those with other skills and
insights required by the team's growing emphasis on the research
task.

Brooks

During the first two phases of the project, Brooks
participated in two ways. In discussions of school context
concerns, she tended to contribute general ideas accompanied by
personal anecdotes from her recent experience. Brooks' general
comments often seemed to provide her with a vehicle for sharing
the more personal experience, a process which allowed her to work
through the particular stresses and concerns she was feeling. As
mentioned, Brooks found that participation on the team helped her
release and channel some of her anger and frustration.

Brooks also made some attempts to focus the team on the
research project during these first two phases. On several
occasions she repeated the idea that she was "task oriented"
(Documentation, 10/28/81) and suggested that the team think about
where it was going. She also called the team's attention to ideas
presented in articles provided by the university researcher, such
as the importance of finding a research problem to which everyone
would be committed. Her suggestions and comments were accepted
but not often used at this point in the project, the result of the
team's unreadiness to confront its task and Brook's less dominant
position in the group.

A shift occured in Brooks' behavior and position in team
meetings from phase two to phase three. She initiated, to a large
extent, the team's concentration on in research question and
design in phase three by bringing some information on null
hypothesis testing to a meeting in late March, 1982. Throughout
phase three she tended to control team diocussions, asking
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questions, intitiating topics, and bringing the group back on
task. During a team meeting in May, for example, the university
researcher wrote the agenda and asked if there was anything to
add. Brooks replied, "That's a lot - okay, let's get started."
During several meetings at this time she also asked questions to
introduce new tasks or ideas, the pattern initiated by the
university researcher in phase one.

As a result of her control over the team's process at this
point, Brooks also directed the research project. Teacher morale
was one possible research problem discussed by the team in April
and May, 1982. Brooks showed special interest in this topic,
partly because of her personal frustrations with teaching. She
hadIdone some outside leading on the topic and had spoken with a
professor at the University of New Hampshire who had done research
on teacher burnout. Her strong interest in the issue motivated
her to encourage the team to investigate teacher morale. Her
leadership in the research topic and group process came at a time
whenthe team felt a strong need for a focus. As a re ult, her
impetus to move forward on the issue of teacher mo carried the
team through the clarification of its research ques n and design
and into the implementation of data collection procedures in
phases three and four.

Brooks saw her increased participation and control during
this phase of the project as the result of her greater familiarity
with research. In her case, as with Jack, a greater knowledge
base gave her the self confidence and the recognition from others
needed to direct the project at this point.

Brooks: When we were trying to hammer out what kind
of research design, I felt more comfortable with that
having had that as part of my educational experience.

Where it was seen as railroading from other
people's standpoint I sort of felt at times like ...
there's a decision to be made, let's get on with the
show. Here's the information, okay, let's make a
decision.

(Interview, 6/83)

At the beginning of phase four, Brooks continued to be more
directive during team meetings, explaining what needed to be done
and getting the team to focus on agenda items and research tasks.
Her task orientation and position in the group contributed to the
increasing tension between Brooks and Ted which resulted in the
controntation described in the section about phase four. Even
here, Brooks controlled the interaction, choosing to initiate the
confrontation when Ted re-entered the room and effectively ending
it by returning to a specific research task.

Brooks also continued, during phase four, to use team
meetings as a forum within which she could voice her concerns
about teaching and work through some of the problems she
experienced in her classroom and the school. For example, on
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October 6, 1982, she described an incident with a student which
had led to a confrontation with the principal. During nearly
every meeting which followed through December, 1982, Brooks again
raised this issue, bringing in new but related events and
interactions. Other team members supported her in these
discussions, asking her what had happened and agreeing that she
was in a difficult position. In December, Brooks reached some
resolution on this particular issue with the administration and
spent less time discussing it during team meetings. This pattern
illustrates, however her use of the meetings to deel withpersonal and professional concerns not necessarily related to the
project.

Brooks began to move out of a leadership position in the
group during the middle and end of phase four, partly as a result
of the stress she feat from teaching but partly because the team
was moving into data anlaysis and presentation of results, areas
in which she felt less proficient. In late November and December,
1982, Brooks almost left or did leave three meetings early, saying
she was tired and unable to work. During phase five, she
frequently mentioned her exhaustion, sometimes using it to explain
why she had not completed a task she had agreed to do. Other team
members provided less support for Brooks' personal issues raised
during team meetings in phase five. Her comments about having had
a bad day or feeling burned out or unwell elicited few responses
from team members as they concentrated on data analysis and report
writing. When such sto.ements were unacknowledged, Brooks tended
to involve herself in the task at hand, often shifting from a
negative, somewhat self-centered mood at the beginning of a
meeting to a more positive, task-oriented perspective by the
meeting's end.

Brooks herself noticed the shift in her position in the group
over time:

I think that from my own standpoint there were times
when I felt more on the inside and as a driving force
and there were times when I backed down and felt more
on the outside, felt more like wherever the group goes
I'm going with them but I'm not directing and I'm not
active but I'm there as a part of the group and
supportive.

(Interview, 6/83)

She saw herself in this less active role during the last phase of
the project:

I felt that it sort rr fizzled a little bit .. in
terms of my feeling in control of what I was putting
into the group. I felt that I just didn't have much
to give. ... I felt that I was too distracted by what
I was doing in my class, all of the other things that
were evolving around the end of the school year.

(Interview, 6/83)
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Despite her less prominent position in the group during the second
half of year two, Brooks finished the project feeling that she had
benefited from it. Her roles in the project and the use she made
of team meetings contributed to her perception that the experience
was valuable to her personal and professional development as a
classro^ teacher.

John

John L oself aptly described his role during the first two
phases of the project:

As far as my role's concerned, I just like to talk
and divmss, so that's what I do.

(Interview, 12/81)

John willingly participated in school context and problem
identification discussions and survey preparation, administration,
and analysis during the first five months of the project. He
freely discussed his views of school issues from the vantage point
of a 17 year veteran of the junior high school and occasionally
initiated topics of interest. John used his log to write chort
position papers on school issues which concerned him, and shared
these writings with other teachers and administrators in the
school.

John later claimed that he was confused about the team's
purpose and the part he would play in it during the first two
phases of the project, although his discomfort was not apparent
during team meetings. In February, 1982, he offered to do a brief
history of the school documenting changes which had occured in the
last ten years. The history would provide a basis ,:or whatever
research project the team chose, and would clarify much of what
they had discussed over the past few months. John aaw the school
history as useful to the team even if it did not contribute to
their overall project. For John, doing the history marked his
real entrance into the group process.

I mostly did that because I felt I should be doing
something, and that part I knew It was mostly my
way of doing something besides just comments at
meetings.

(Interview, 5/82)

I got all the way up to like February before I felt
I was part of the team. I was there, I was doing some
logs, I was listening to other people, and I had no
feeling of belonging to that group, because although
I would say things I just felt I wasn't contributing.
And then I said to Sharon, I think I'm goir, to write
a history ... and then I felt like I was part of
things.
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During discussions of research design and methodology in
phase three, John listened to others and asked questions about
research procedures. On several occasions, he suggested that the
group postpone a decision about the research, saying he needed
time to digest all of the new ideas presented at a meeting. This
phase appeared to be one in which John gained a greater
understanding of research in general and the team's particular
project. His learning in this phase allowed him to feel more
comfortable with the project and to assume a more directive role
in phases four and five.

John provided Brooks with support in phase three and
throughout the 1. .ject. They frequently discussed the project,
teaching, and the school (their rooms were across the hail from
each other); and their shared opinions and understanding often
carried over into team meetings. In phase three, John supported
Brooks' direction of the research topic and design. At one
meeting, for example, John agreed that the team should investigate
teacher morale as measured by the MBI. He then said to Brooks,
"And now do you want to explain why we have to go with evaluation
research?" (Documentation, 5/5/82). In other phases John provided
support for Brooks by empathizing with the difficulties she had as
a special needs reading teacher. He noted, for example, that her
class was sr. "exceptional group of students" (Documentation,
10/27/82) and pointed out.to Ted that Brooks' situation was more
stressful because she had no opportunities to meet with other
teachers (Documentation, 11/10/82). John's support both during
and outside of team haetings gave Brooks some of the recognition
she needed to stay with the project and ultimately come to value
it as a positive experience.

John's growth in understanding, confidence, and sense of
having contributed to the group during year one culminated in his
presentation at the National Staff Development Council conference
in October, 1982. John experienced the conference as a validation
of what he and others had done, and brought back from it a more
all-encompassing vision of the team's research project. As a
result of his broadened perspective and increased confidence about
himself as a researcher, John assumed a more directive role in the
group in phases four and five. He noted his different behavior on
the team in years one and two:

I think that my purpose on the committee is
representing lots of people, getting their view across
to other members. ... Also, I think that I see some of
the long term things that we are doing and can kind of
push in that direction.

(Interview, 12/82)

I was probably more outspoken in the second year than
I was in the first year. ... I thought, well fine,
nobody else seems to know what's going on so I'll say
what I want. ... In the second year it didn't bother
me to express an opinion because sometimes I could
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express an opinion and nobody else had thought of that
and therefore it was okay because it stimulated ...
a good discussion.

(Interview, 6/83)

Because he perceived that he lacked skills in data analysis
and writing, John's leadership i.i year two did not consist of
identifying and carrying out specific tasks,. Instead, John
provided the "bigger picture" of the project, often, for example,
answering Elliot's and Ted's questions in phase four about the
value of the project and the use of particular data collection
tools. He also frequently established processes for carrying out
tasks during team meetings. In one team meeting, for example, he
took computer printouts from Elliot, gave them to Brooks to
identify, looked them over, and passed them to the university
researcher to analyse. He also contributed his analysis of the
data whenever he felt it was appropriate, often speaking from his
perspective of veteran teacher. Other team members appreciated
the point of view he brought to the research task:

Brooks: (John) gave a perspective sometimes on ...
an overall sense of what had gone on, also critical
evaluation of well ... are we saying that in a global
sense or did that really happen? ... And also giving
you the personal perspective of how the research has
impacted the school and where it might impact the
school. He's had such a broad experience; he's been
here the longest so he has more experience to draw
from.

(Interview, 6/83)

John also served as the team's liason to the school and
school system administration in year two, a position Jack might
have filled had he stayed with the team.. John noted that as a
result of participating in the group he had become more active in
the school, in part because he had taken on this liason position.
This role began in phase one, when John shared his logs with other
school colleagues, but became more formalized in phase four when
he initiated a meeting to discuss the project with the assistant
superintendent and Subsequently presented a description of the
project at a system wide staff development meeting. Because of
his familiarity with the school and system and his willingness to
carry out this role, John become the team's spokesperson in the
school. Although he resisted principal input on the firal report,
John ultimately volunteered to invite the principal to a meting
to discuss the team's findings and conclusions.

John's increased feelings if competence and skill, his
process leadership in year two, and his position as team
representative at conferences and in the school and syc:tem all
contributed to his strong feelings of project ownership and his
positive valuing of the project. At the end of the two years he
had plans for continuing to use pieces of the project
(documentation, teacher collaboration) in several ways. He also
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planned to use his new skills to try to change aspects of the
school which concerned him and to write about teachers doing
research.

Elliot

In Elliot's initial interview he questioned his commitment to
the team and to education in general. He spent part of the first
year of the project taking courses in accounting with some thought
toward leaving teaching at the end of the year. Although his move
to the high school at the beginning of the second year of the
project satisfied some of this concerns, nis early participation
on the team may have been affected by his initial hesitancy about
becoming involved in a school-related .,-.oject.

Elliot was fairly quiet during team meetings in phase one,
occasionally contributing opinions and ideas, but often listening
to others. He, like Brooks, raised concerns about
confidentiality. He also expressed pessimistic views about the
lack of respect for teachers and the impossibility of changing
anything in the school or system. He gradually became more
comfortable with the group, saying, for example, "I enjoyed that
session last week. I was surprised at how, I mean as a group I
thought we performed much better than anticipated" (Transcript,
10/28/81). This kind of meta-comment about the group process
characterized Bob's contributions in phase one and throughout the
project. He more than other team members saw the group involved
in a process which would eventually lead them to a well-defined
research project. During the fifth team meeting, for example, he
tried to clarify where they team had been and where it was going:

Let's say that we had identified a body of problems
and then if we also get a common base, an under-
standing of all the,things involved in the project
like change and the action research process itself
and - there's a couple of other necessary things,
like these articles - so anyway, once we get this
groundwork laid, we're just about to that point now
... where we can identify a problem, choose it, ...
plan a change action.

(Trar.Jrript, 11/18/83)

As a result of his sense of where the group was going and his
desire not to repeat what they had already done, Elliot
volunteered to draft the School Opinion Survey. His action
established a norm, noted in the section on phase one, of
individuals drafting work for the team to edit. Throughout phases
two and three, Elliot continued to volunteer for concrete tasks
(visiting other schools with Jack, drafting interview questions)
and to provide the team with a sense of its overall process.

In phases two and three, Elliot also contributed his opinions
about the focus of the team's research. He said he hoped the team
would "generate data" and "produce new information"



(Documentation, 2/3/82) and not just read articles and interview
people from other schools. He was especially interested in
examining the effects of scheduling practices on student
achievement. At one point Elliot noted that his "personal feeling
was that all this research on teacher morale is useless"
(Documentation, 4/21/82). Although Elliot made his point of view
clear in phases two and three the team chose to investigate
teacher morale. Again, Brooks and John made this decision during
a meeting from which Jack,and 'Elliot were absent. Both Jack and
Elliot agreed to the choice in subsequent meetings, retaining the
options of visiting other schools and perhaps investigating the
relation between teacher morale and student achievement. Elliot's
low key but useful participation in team meetings in year one did
not allow him to override Brooks' choice of topic, nor, perhaps,
did he wish to exert the energy needed to redefine the topic and
carry out a different project. He himself noted that he became
less assertive near the end of year one as others on the team
assumed some of the roles he had filled in phases one and two. He
said that he began to contribute less at this time,

...because other people began to be more confident
and seemed to understand better what the goals were
and what they contributed in relation to the goals, so
that contributions on my part weren't needed.

(Interview, 5/82)

As a result of his minimal commitment to the research topic
at the end of phase three, Elliot entared phase four with
questions about the value of the prrject and the tools used to
conduct it. As mentioned, other teem members supported Elliot
through this phase, and he himself came to see his actions as
useful to the team rather than a questioning of his own
commitment:

Mainly in my mind those questions I guess were
rhetorical in nature and trying to get to the issue
of will this plan that was evolving - is it going to
work? So that was what was going on in my head as I
asked those questions; in other words, pretty soon
it's going to be April and if we're going to be
anywhere for April let's make sure that we're
following a path that's going to take us somewhere.

(Interview, 6/83)

As Elliot resolved his questions in phase four, he became
very active in creating computer programs for data analysis and
pushing the team to outline and begin work on its final report.
He worked closely with the university researcher on data analysis,
choosing what data to use and how to structure the programs tb
provide desired correlations. While John provided the team with
procedural leadership and an optomistic sense of what the group
could accomplish in phase five (what Thibaut and Kelly, 1959, call
maintenance functions), Elliot guided the team through choices of
what data to analyse and how to analyse it and present it to
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others (task functions). For example, although Elliot advocated
using team time to write the final report as a group, he often did
much of the writing himself by composing aloud as others wrote.
Once he had established this process, others used it and
contributed to the writing, but Elliot continued to dominate the
composing process.

Other team members saw Elliot as the team's leader during
phase five because he initiated much of the work and had the
knowledge needed to carry out many tasks. Elliot himself
minimized his contributionst'saying that he chose to work on the
computer because, "I wasn't necessarily interested in reading a
bunch of articles on burnout and I wanted to do something"
(Interview, 6/83). He did note, however, that throughout the
project and especially toward the end, he led the team by
organizing and acting when others could not:

I guess through the whole thing I probably did
beet in terms of facilitation. ... One thing I did
was try to set out on paper what members of the group
were telling me they'had learned or what I thought
they wanted to say. ... In other words, when I felt
people were floundering, trying to say something or
talking something to death, I would say something to
the effect that, 'Okay, I'll write this out and see
what it looks like.'

(Interview, 6/83)

Ted

Ted was the only team member who did not assume a leadership
position at some point during the two year project. He was, in
fact, only peripherally involved in much of the team's work,
although he attended most of the meetings. Throughout the two
year project, the only research tasks Ted performed were those
carried out by all team members:. administering surveys,
interviewing colleagues, and writing up a section of the research
proposal. When asked about his part in the project, Ted noted
that he contributed "ideas and suggestions" (Interview, 12/82 and
6/83). He also defined his participation in terms of the amount
of enthusiasm he had at different points in the project,
suggesting that the enthusiasm itself was.the contribution he
made. His minimal involvement in the research task created
problems in the group's interaction and resulted in Ted feeling
less positive than other team members about the value of the
project for himself and the school.

During phase one, Ted actively participated in school context
discussions, frequently asking Jack and John questions about
school policy and history. He continued to participate more
actively in this kind of discussion than any other during the two
years of the project, often pursuing tangents and details
unrelated to the original discussion or the research task. For
example, at a meeting in February, 1982, the team was discussing
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the possibility of comparing scheduling practices and student
achievement in their own and other schools. John pointed out that
the! would have to take into consideration unique aspects of their
school, including the transitory nature of the student body which
resulted from serving nearby air and naval bases. The team
continued to discuss possible data collection procedures until Ted
asked, "Given what John said (about the changing student body),
what does that do to our system?" John responded and other team
members joined in until the university researcher re-initiated
discussion of data collection (Documentation, 2/10/82).

Ted's frequent use,of questions carried over into other
phases. His questions tecded to fall into two categories: those
which prolonged school context discussions, most of which were
tangential to the research project (described above), and those
which focused on how to carry out the research project. Ted of
asked the university researcher questions about doing research
such as, "Who says something is reliable?" (Documentation,
3/23/83). Some of these questions and those he raised ebout
specific aspects of the project provided the team with an
opportunity to clarify its project design. The same questions,
and those which prolonged tangents, also led other team members to
believe that Ted did not understand what they were doing.

Brooks: He's frustrating sometimes; I feel like
sometimes he holds the group back because he gets
these off the wall questions and it's like, 'We just
twenty minutes ago covered that - where have you been?

(Interview, 5/82)

During phases two and three, team members occasionally teased
Ted about his lack of task assumption. During one discussion
about which other schools the team should study, for example, Jack
said, "We'll look at 374 schools and Ted will do them all over the
summer" (Documentation, 3/31/82). Team members also tried to find
tasks with which Ted would be comfortable and offered to work with
him on them. Brooks, for example, had examined the printout of
ERIC materials on scheduling and suggested to Ted that he might be
interested in one article in particular on scheduling issues in a
social studies program. When the university researcher asked if
someone might like to look at the history of the school, Jack
again teased, "Well, Ted's e history teacher." John said he would
work with Ted on a school history. Ted did not respond to the
teasing or to direct suggestions or offers of help (Documentation,
2/3/82; 3/3/82).

When asked about the tasks he performed for the project over
the two years, Ted said, "The things that I did were things that I
knew that I had time (to do), and if I couldn't do it I wasn't
going to volunteer" (Interview, 6/83). Especially in year two,
Ted cites increased family demands as one limitation on the time
he could devote to team work. He frequently questioned the amount
of time spent j.n team meetings or needed to carry out research
tasks. Although other team members recognized the time pressures
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Ted felt, they also believed that his lack of involvement and
commitment prevented him from being a full-fledged team member.

Brooks: I felt a real tension with Ted - that he was
less and less committed to the group and was really
withdrawing. ... I felt that he came to the group and
was sitting on the outside, physically almost sitting
on the outside and was always pressured - I always
thought he had a time problem with meeting with the
group, like it was a real problem to get here.

(Interview, 6/83)

By the end of phase three and into phase four, team members
had stopped teasing Ted or suggesting he take on certain tasks.
As they became more task oriented and devoted less team time to
group process or interpersonal issues, they seemed to have less
time to encourage Tod to participate. In May, 1982, Brooks noted,

My feeling ... is there's so much work to be done
before June fifteenth to get this really firmed up
that I think if the persor doesn't feel a part of
the group the person will have to fight into the. group
... at this point,'and find their own place.

(Interview, 5/82)

In phase four, Ted continued to be fairly un-involved in the
project. His perceived lack of participation and understanding
led to conflicts with other team members, described in the section
on phase four. Ted explained that during this time especially he
felt removed from the project because he disagreed with the team's
choice of topic.

Tpd: I think I had a low point when we went away from
talking about scheduling and went on to something that
was I little more hard to pin down - burnout. I think

lout a little bit of enthusiasm during that period.
... (Burnout) is important no doubt, but I was afraid
we'd end up with results that would really not be
concrete for most people and then it would just be
another file that would be put away in someone's desk.

(Interview, 6/83)

Some of Ted's questions and comments during phase four
suggested that he felt the team had moved away from its original
goals and committed itself to a project which would be of little
immediate or practical use. In phase five, as the team began to
write its report and discuss how their results might be used, Ted
shared some of his concerns with the team. Although he recognized
they had limited power in the school, he felt they could have
investigated a topic with more direct applications for teachers.

Ted said, "We started out to make the school better."
Elliot said, "You did." Ted said, "We were going to
different schools and then we said we'd make changes
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here. ... But now we've given all that up so we --1147.
haven't done original research."

(Documentation, 3/13/83)

Ted: I don't think that (our project) is going to do
anything to help the school. .. I still don't think
(our project) is going to have as much value as if we
had stuck to the original thing we were going to do -
mostly scheduling.

(Interview, 6/83)

When asked if his feeling about the project, topic had
influenced his participation, Ted said, "Well, I would say maybe
unconsciously, I am sure it did. If you-see a goal that's going
to ... have a direct effect on you, I think I would be more apt to
do a lot of other things" (Interview, 6/83). Ted also explained
that he did not voice his objections and try to :hange the team's
direction because he did not want to be an "obstructionist ... to
set up action where one would be against the other ... I didn't
want to set up bad feelings between people" (Interview, 6/83).

After the confrontation over task assumption in phase four,
Ted appeared to be more concerned with fulfilling his
responsibilities on the team. He carried out his staff interviews
before other team members had done theirs and offered to help with
other shared tasks. During meetings at which the team worked on
data analysis and report writing in phase five, Ted remained less
involved than other team members, although when asked to take part
he did so willingly. On a few occasions, Ted tried to initiate a
process for performing a task or offered to do a part of a task
that someone had already begun. Other team members never acted
upon his suggestions and often ignored or rebuffed his offers to
help. Thus even when Ted tried to become somewhat more involved,
other team members refused to acknowledge him. At this point in
the group process and project they did not want to take the time
needed to include 'fed in the research task. They based their
rejection on his previous lack of commitment and involvement and
their habitual assumption that he would not contribute or would
slow down the process. John noted that after a point he refused
to let Ted's lack of involvement concern him:

John: I just couldn'* be bothered with stuff like
that. I didn't like it; I wish he'd taken a more
active part, but if he wasn't going to he wasn't
going to - why am I going to get upset about that?

(Interview, 6/83)

In many ways, team members had dismissed Ted by the beginning of
phase five, believing that his perception of the project and its
goals did not match theirs and that he would not help them with
specific research tasks.

Ted showed a renewed interest in the project at the end of
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year two.two. Although he did not present at AERA, he did read a
piece of the report at the University of New Hampshire faculty
colloquium and actively participated in the follow-up discussion
there. He was also involved in the team meeting attended by he
school principal, asking questions and stating his opinions.
Again, Ted enjoyed these school context related, abstract
discussions of what might and should be.

When asked what he would take from the project, Ted spoke in
general terms about teachers being able to do research and Ole
school possibly following through on some of the team's work. He
did not suggest that he would use new skills or ideas in his own
classroom or professional life, and he indicated that he would not
be involved in further investigation of teacher morale or action
research. He had some ideas of what kind of follow up could
happen, but when asked if he would pursue them, he said, "I feel
all fired up about it now, but when the fall rolls around you
start a whole new year of school, and I don't think so, to be
honest" (Interview, 6/83).

Ted's lack of involvement in the project is complex. He saw
himself as an active and enthusiastic team member for most of the
project and cited time pressure and some disagreement with the
team's research topic and goals as reasons for his decreased
enthusiasm during phase four. Observation suggests, however, that
Ted participated minimally throughout the project, taking part
primarily in school context or tangential discussions and carrying
out only those tasks expected of all team members. Other team
members saw him as "relatively helpless in this endeavor that we
went through, so other members of the team carried him" (Elliot,
Interview, 6/83). Most team members refused to "carry" Ted past
phase three or four and established patterns of interaction with
him which included frustrated tolerance and exclusion. Only
Elliot continued to work with Ted through phase five when he had
the time to do so.

Ted's lack of commitment to the research topic and the team's
process-oriented goals may have contributed to the lack of carry
over he experienced from the project into his own personal or
professional life. Because of his minimal involvment, be seemed
to experience little personal or professional development through
his participation, and did not foresee using new skills or ideas
in other contexts. The same unwillingness to become involved
seems to be what Ted will carry over into his future work.
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Researcher Role

Like individual teachers' roles, the role of the university
researcher changed in accordance with the interpersonal and task
demands which characterized each stage. Her roles, even more than
those of teacher team members, reflected both her actions and the
position accorded to her by others in the group. Figure 8
summarizes the researcher's roles during the two years of the
project.

Throughout the project, team members consistently saw the
university researcher as a group. leader. Even when they
identified themselves or other teachers in leadership roles, they
placed the university researcher in the position of general
facilitator, the person who ensured that the team completed its
project.

John: I think she's been more or less the organizer to
see that we've met and had stuff there, that we've got
stuff done if we said we were going to get it done.
She's been the leader in that fashion. It's sort of
leading by pushing rather than leading by being in
front. I think that's the way (she) has lead us, by
pushing us slowly and steadily toward our goal, which
is good.

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks: As the research group went on, (her) role -
sometimes it was directing, sometimes it was 'okay, we
need to do this and this' just from the standpoint
that this is the timeline, these are the nuts and
bolts of the research. ... But the content of the
meeting, more or less, was our input.

(Interview, 6/83)

In phase one, the university researcher convened the group
and provided agendas for the first four meetings. Team members
perceived of her as the group's teacher and assumed she would fill
the expected role of university professor. They referred to the
questions she asked them to address in their logs as
'assignments," and Jack suggested that she could collect and
evaluate their logs after a few weeks and tell them "what was
missing, what you want in them" (Documentation, 10/21/81). Team
members looked to the university researcher to run each meeting,
and occasionally asked her permission to raise issues: "So what
would you like us to start on? Talking about these questions?"
(Documentation 10/21/81). They also mentioned their expectation
that the researcher would guide their research process and
project:

Elliot: Well, the group has met and nearly overcome
the first obstacle, selecting a research topic.
Next we must plan our research. I hope (the
university researcher) has concrete guiding



Figure 8
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suggestions in this regard. An approach assigning - 49/.
group members to read and report on various secondary
sources would be appropriate.

(Log, 11/20/81)

Jack: I don't know how the process is going to work.
... I think you're going to have to lead and guide
this team in the actual doing of processes and
methods.

(Interview, 12/81)

Teachers' expectations of the researcher role in phase one
grew out of the project structure and their previous experiences
with the university. Because the university researcher convened
the group, team members expected her to direct it. Given their
feelings that they knew little about research, several team
members expected the researcher to teach them or guide them, "by
discovery maybe, through questioning, not spoonfed" (Jack,
Interview, 12/81). In previous interactions with university
faculty, teachers had found that the professor conducted a class
of some kind, and they assumed that this "course" would be
similar. Several expressed pleased surprise that this was not
true. Ted. for example, said that he originally questioned his
participation in the project,

... because I thought it was gonna be the same type of
of thing. You would run the thing and we would just
sit here, and you were the university teacher and we
were the junior high teachers. ... We were going to
have to agree to everything. But I'm glad to say I
haven't found that ... I think all of us feel equal.

(Interviews 12/81)

During phase one, the university researcher gradually moved
away from a directive role and into a more facilitative role. She
no longer established agendas; she asked team members what the
agenda should include. In this and subsequent phases she turnei
questions directed to her as group leader back to the team. For
example, during the discussion of whether or not to meet-the
following week, Ted asked her what she had planned for the team
for next week. She replied that she had no plan; the team set the
agenda. When deciding whether or not to replace Jack, Ted
suggested that the university researcher would know better than
the team about the needs of the research. She suggested that they
as a team needed to evaluate task demands and the issues involved
in adding a new person to the group. When John asked what she
would like him to cover in his presentation to ',Ale National Staff
Development Council, the university researcher responded that she
would like to hear what other team members thought. If asked by a
team member to make a decision for the team, the university
researcher more and more frequently re-raised the que3rion as a
team issue.

The university researcher's shift away from direction and
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towards facilitation in phases one and two made some team members
uncomfortable. Both at the time and in retrospect, some team
members noted that they would have liked her to take on a more
directive role, despite their appreciation of being able to "have
their say."

Ted: The unly negative thing is that some of the time
we spend on Wednesday we fool around too much, we
get off the subject. Maybe a little tighter rein is
the only thing.

(Interview, 12/81)

John: I think there was, in the first year, a mistake
was made in not getting us organized a little bit
quicker into what we were doing. I think we dragged
on too long and then had to make a lot of hasty, fast
decisions ... I think that it should have been at
least pointed out that we've got to start to make some
decisions ... and maybe that could have been the focus
from the research people, saying, 'Okay guys, this is
it; you're going to need to come up with something
for now.'

(Interview, 6/83)

Brooks, too, noted that the team wanted the university researcher
to be "leader" early in the project and that they became
frustrated at times when she Woad' riot assume ttat'rdle. Brooks
and others ultimately saw the university researcher's facilitative
role as the best one possible for the team, however, because it
allowed teachers to learn about research and have ownership in the
project.

Elliot: the five teacher researchers need to have
feelings of i.rvolvement, and strong-armed or even
coercive ... leadership in those early times might
have been comforting to the teachers but they needed
to feel involved.

(Interview, 6/83)

Ted: I was new to the idea that all of us had an equal
say in the thing. I thought it was going to be run by
the university researcher. At first thought she
had let us go too far, that we were at a lot of
meetings that seemed to go over and over the same
things. But I think as it evolved it produced the
idea that we were equal and a lot of people had a lot
to say.

(Interview, 6/83)

During phase two, the university researcher's facilitation
consisted of redirecting school context and other far-ranging
discussions back to the agenda or the research task. At times her
comments attempted to link the discussion to the team's research
problem. For example, in a discussion about school board and
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superintendent decisions which affected the school, the university
researcher observed: "It sounds like an example of teachers making
change and the lid coming down on them, an example of the process
of change in the school." As the discussion continued she said.
"You talked before Christmas about the change process here and
wondered what it would do to morale if half the teachers were in
favor of house coordinators and the change was made to department
chairs" (Documentation 2/3/82). Team members tended to disregard
these indirect attempts by the university researcher to refocus
the team on its research project.

Occasionally, the university researcher directly moved the
team to its next task, saying, for example, "I feel we should go
on," and raising another agenda item for consideration
(Documentation 3/24/82). In most cases, the team followed her to
the next task, although they often used it as a way of continuing
previous discussions. Despite some team members' desire for more
direction at this time, they did not always recognize or accept it
from the university researcher when she offered it directly or
indirectly. Until the team was ready to concentrate on its
research design and question, the university researcher could only
help them maintain a sense of what they had done to that point.
Neither she nor other team members could direct the task until the
team had chosen to address it.

In phases one and two, and at the beginning of phase three,
the team depended on the university researcher to make an agenda,
run the meetings, and dismiss the group. If the university
researcher missed a meeting or engaged in conversation with one
team member during a team meeting, discussions among other team
members tended to be non-task related. If the university
researcher had to leave a meeting early, team members left soon
after, even if shehad suggested other tasks they might think
about.

A shift in this aspect of the researcher's role occurred in
phases three, four, and five as other team members and the
research project itself began to control team meeting time. If
the university researcher missed a meeting, the team made an
agenda and continued to work on research tasks. In phase five,
the.), even scheduled one all day meeting when all team members
except the university researcher could attend. As the team
established and became comfortable with operating norms and
developed a clearer understanding of their research project, they
did not need the university researcher to control the group
process. Instead, the researcher could be used by the team as a
resource person who could provide knowledge and direction in
research methodology and research standards.

As mentioned, phase taree began when team members asked the
university researcher to bring in model research designs. This
marked the first time the Lem had requested the university
researcher's help as a researcher. In phases three and four, the
university researcher's role tended to be that of research
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authority, a role based on her greater knowledge and experience in
the field of educational research rather than on her status as
university faculty member.

During phase three, the university researcher presented the
team with information About kinds of research (qualitative versus
quantitative) and research designs (research and development,
comparative research, evaluation research, etc.). Because she
controlled the content of team meetings, the university researcher
also directed the process at the beginuing of 'phase three, moving
the team from one issue to the next and openly pulling tangential
discussiont back to the task. She said, for example, "I want to
come back to the research" (Documentation 4/14/82) to close a
discussion unrelated to research design or research question.
Team members began to ask the university researcher questions
about reliability and validity of data collection tools and about
the external validity of their project as a whole, indicating
tfieir perception of her as research authority.

The university researcher retained the role of research
authority throughout the rest of the project. Team members
continued to ask her research questions about techniques for data
analysis and expectations others would have of their work. They
also suggested that they needed her to do much of the team's data
analysis. As teachers became more confident as researchers and
began to assume task and process leadership in the group in phases
three-and .four, the runiversity.researeher. strifted 'some of' her
research authority to others, just as she had previously shifted
control 5f group processes and decisions back to the team. When
Elliot suggested that she should work on the findings and
conclusions sections of the final report, "picking out trends and
significant findings based on the analysis of the information,"
the university researcher agreed to run some statistical tests.
Because the group had done so much work on the surveys, however,
she said she was reluctant to do the rest of the analysis herself
(Documentation, 2/9/83). As a result, the team analyzed the
surveys and wrote those sections of the report together. Team
members assumed positions of authority in phases four and five in
part because of their greater understanding of the project and
developing ease with research. The university researcher's
actions provided them with space within the group process to take
on those tasks and positions and the encouragement to do so.

At the beginning of phase five, the university researcher
took on a more directive role, similar to the one she had assumed
at the onset of phase three. In January, 1982, the team had
collected all of its data, and Elliot had begun to create computer
programs to aid in analysis. The university researcher began some
of the data analysis on her own, specifically the statistical
\analysis of significant change in levels of teacher morale fro
year one to year two. During several meetings in January, 1983,
she presented her findings and directed the team into analysis of
pre and post test results of the School Survey administered with
the MBI. Her directive role at this point in the project provided
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an impetus for the team to assume responsibility for data
analysis, just as her direction in phase three gave the team the
background it needed to make decisions about research design and
question. In both cases, once she had provided the catalyst she
stepped back into a less directive pcsition, working with the
group rather than leading it. Her intervention at these times
served to move the group forward on its task. Because roles in
the group had become fluid and because the university researcher
had indicated her desire for the team to arrive at its own
decisions in phases one and two, her direction at the beginning of
phases three &nd five was accepted as natural and helpful and not
as an imposition of power or an attempt to control the group
process.

As a result of her tendency to facilitate rather than direct
(except when her knowledge of research was needed by the team),
her acceptance of other team members as group leaders, and her
tendency to redirect group process decisions and questions about
the research project back to the team, other team members
described the university researcher as a colleague. Team members
appreciated this new form of interaction with a university
professor and felt it contributed to the value of the experience:

Brooks: You became a colleague, as an equal, and it
didn't seem that you had any difference in terms of
status in the group than anyone else. ... Just because
you were there didn't mean that ... your ideas were
... more important than anyone else's.

(Interview 6/83)

Ted: It's nice that we can sit at equal stations and
sit and talk and derive some solution instead of
having it told to you or jammed down your throat.

(Interview, 12/82)

John: As a group of teachers, it was best we had to do
it this way ... if it's going to be valuable to us as
individuals, not just valuable because we have a
paper done and a few recommendations.

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot poinced out that "when university people go out and work
with teachers it breaks down the ivory tower concept" (AERA
presentation, 4/83). Team members agreed that colleagiality with
a university faculty member was a valuable part of their
experience.

The university researcher's role changed to meet the team's
interpersonal needs and research task demalds. As team members
began to get to know one another, establisi trust, and develop
norms during phase one, she provided an agenda and a meeting
structure. As they worked to identify a researchable problem and
appropriate rata collection tools in phases one and two, she
occasionally summarized what they had done and refocused
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discussions. When the team indicated their readiness to -114*
concentrate on research design and research question in phase
three, she provided information and direction, but as other team
members assumed task and process leadership in phases three and
four, she followed them. In phase five, she again led the team
into data analysis, providing the impetus needed to focus on that
set of tasks.

Throughout the project the university researcher shifted
process and task responsibility to other team members whenever
possible. She herself described her role as contributing the
skills she had, contributing to some standardization of research
results, and also facilitating the team working together so "it's
not just me doing the research" (Presentation at UNH, 4/83). The
decisions and actions which grew out of this role left room for
team members to become comfortable with themselves in the role of
researcher and to assume tne process and task responsibilities
which arose in each phase. Thus, while many of the university
researcher's actions and roles arose out of the interpersonal and
task demands of each phase, they also affected the process the
group experienced and contributed to the personal and professicnal
value team members attributed to that process.

Support/Pairing,

Team members also assumed roles in relation to each other,
occasionally challenging but often providing emotional and task
support. As I have mentioned, the primary challenges arose
between Jack and the university researcher in year one and between
Brooks and Ted in year two. Patterns of support appeared
especially in year two as the team began to focus on its research
task. One support pair which emerged consisted of Brooks and
John; the other was Elliot and Ted. These pairings reflected team
members' friendships and relationships existing prior to group
formation. Ted noted this when asked if he thought relations
among team members had changed over the two years of the project:

Ted: I would say that most, groups could have already
been defined before they started, Elliot and I being
neighbors and John and Brooks being neighbor9. I
think that we became groups within groups, but we did
at times I think, become one big group also.

(Interview, 6/83)

Bion (1959) suggests that group members establish pair
relationships to fulfill their need to discuss individual
problems. In doing so, they tend to divert the group from its
work or task. Others studying group processes (Cartwright and
Zander, 1968; Thibault and Kelly, 1959) tend to focus on the group
as a system, avoiding analysis of subsystems of team members. In
this group, the pairing which occurred tended to be supportive
and, for the most part, beneficial to individual team members and
the group as a whole.
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As suggested, John and Brooks shared many ideas and concerns

0
during and outside of meetings throughout the two years of the
project. Their relationship began to have a direct effect on the
group in phase three, during which John's support for Brooks'
direction of the group contributed to the team's decision to study
teacher morale. During phase four, John continued to support
Brooks on both task and emotional issues. For example, knowing
that Brooks had found some information on scoring surveys, John
provided her with an opportunity to bring that information to the
group, asking her, "Now do you want to explain the scoring?"
(Documentation, 11/3/82). Ct many occasions John supported Brooks
in her discussions of personal frustrations, noting that she held
a difficult position in the school. In phase five, John offered
Brooks less support on her emotional concerns, but continued to
work with her on task issues. For example, Brooks and Ted were
supposed to have collaborated on a presentation for AERA, but John
suggested that, given apparent tensions, he and Brooks should do
that presentation. Brooks noted that John was helping her with
her part of the presentation by talking about the ideas over
coffee (Documentation, 3/30/83). During meetings in which he
directed the process of data analysis, John often provided Brooks
with tasks or accepted her help, an inclusion not always extended
to Ted, as noted above.

Brooks' support of John was more subtle and took the form of
adopting and using his ideas and concepts. John, for example,
believed that one important finding made by the team was that
teachers' perceptions of events and changes determined their
attitudes as much as the events and changes themselves. Brooks
picked up on this idea and used it in subsequent meetings and
presentations. In his final interview, John noted the connection
between Brooks and himself:

John: There were times when I might have said
something or Brooks might have said something and it
was really in defense of the other. ... We were more
closely linked, I think, than any other two people in
the project.

(Interview, 6/83)

John's support of Brooks on task issues frequeritly moved the
team forward on its research project. His support of her
emotional concerns often gave her the recognition and acceptance
she needed to shift away from those concerns and back to task
demands. On several occasions their interaction before team
meetings prevented Brooks from skipping a meeting and kept her
frustration with Ted from prohibiting task completion. Their
mutual acceptance and use of each other's ideas often provided a
basic consensus upon which the group built its research design and
final conclusions. Their pairing thus contributed both to their
individual satisfaction with the group experience and the team's
process and outcomes.

Elliot and Ted also formed a pair, although their mutual
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support was not as strong as that shown by John and Brooks. Like
John and Brooks, Elliot and Ted taught in adjacent rooms and had
established a friendship before the group began to meet. They,
too, became more closely linked as a pair in year two, but their
support tended to occur on task rather than interpersonal issues.

As noted, both Ted and Elliot questioned the research topic
and project outcome in phase four. Although each had his own
reasons and methods for re-examining the team's goals, their
doubts may have been mutually supportive. When Elliot resolved
his concerns and recommitted himself to the project, Ted, too,
voiced fewer objections, despite his continued misgivings and lack
of commitment. Only when the project was nearly complete and
change was impossible did Ted re- raise. his concerns.

said,

Ted saw Elliot as a strong group leader during year two. He

Ted: I think Elliot obviously has to be pointed out as
one who is very talented in expressing himself and
writing and coming to the heart of things, breaking
things down. ... Elliot seemed to be the one who drew
everyone together.

(Interview 6/83)

Ted indicated to Elliot during and outside of team meetings that
he would do whatever he could to help Elliot in data analysis and
writing. Ted's support of Elliot therefore seemed to be his
acceptance of Elliot as task leader and his willingness to help
him when asked. Elliot's support of Ted, like John's support of
Brooks, took more concrete forms. For example, when team members
agreed to work individually on some sections of the final report
in order to complete a draft before AERA, Elliot said he would
work with Ted on one section. In his final interview, however,
Ted noted that even during their sessions outside of team meetings
Elliot did most of the writing because he knew the material more
thoroughly.

Elliot and Ted were supposed to have worked together on their
presentation for AERA. Elliot ultimately presented alone, because
he had worked and reworked the talk with little input from Ted.
Both Elliot and Ted felt badly about Ted's exclusion; in his final
interview, Ted said he realized that Elliot knew the material and
should have presented alone, but that he, Ted, would like to have
been more involved at the conference. Elliot, too, recognized his
own better understanding of the presented material, but felt
responsible for not having provided a place for Ted in the
presentation. Because of this, Elliot made a point of finding a
piece of the report which Ted could present at the UNH faculty
colloquium. He explained his feelings in his final interview:

Elliot: Towards the end when Ted would seem to have
been especially ineffective I kind of robbed him of



his chance to participfte because he and I were 14"-
working together and I was - I don't know if there's
a reason for it - if I was busy or we'll say I was
just impatient and I kind of did everything, which
he was happy to let me do. And in fairness to him I
I should have had him do more of it. ... Then (at UNH)
I finally felt good because I forced him to stand up
and say something.

(Interview, 6/83),

Elliot's support often allowed Ted to be a part of the group
even when other team members had dismissed his participation.
Because the responsibility Elliot felt occasionally compelled him
to work with Ted on tasks which might have otherwise remained
undone, their pairing may have contributed to the team's research
as well as to Ted's personal experience on the team. Like the
pairing of Brooks and John, that of Elliot and Ted benefited the
individuals on the team and the research project they carried out.

Conflict and Decision Making

Conflict

Team meetings throughout the two years of the project were,
notable for their lack of overt conflict. The findings in chnotee
8 of this report show that three of the five team members saw the
team as a homogeneous community characterized by cooperation and
solidarity. A fourth team member saw the group as a pluralistic
organization, in which the individual subjugates self .interests
for the sake of collective interests and the group works together
to achieve mutually defined ends. The one team member whose
comments and actions suggested that he experienced the group in
more pragmatic or self interested terms was Jack, who left the
team at the end of the first year.

Because four of the five team members emphasized cooperation
and collective goals, they tended to submerge or avoid direct
conflict. When direct conflict did occur, as it did between Jack
and the university researcher in phase two and between Ted and
Brooks in phase four, team members tended to limit it or try to
find ways to prevent its recurrence. For example, during the
conflict between Jack and the university researcher about when to
meet, Ted said, "I don't want this to be a crisis" (Documentation,
1/27/83). Later, he told told the university researcher:

Ted: I felt bad for you. I mean Jack was expressing
his opinion, and there were others, and I was too. We
left you with little choice of which way to go, so
maybe if we had some sort of a policy on that ... you
wouldn't be the fall guy, or the bad buy, or the one
who has to make the tough choice. It would be easier
for everyone.

(Interview, 12/81)
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Ted wanted to establish a policy to prevent this kind of conflict,
but was unsvmessful in doing so (see Decision making). John was
more successful in his attempts to avert conflict between Brooks
and Ted:

John: If at a meeting I noticed she was getting
extremely intense in that direction I might sidetrack
a bit to keep her from blowing up. ... I just don't
like to see fights basically, and I would rather try
and explain the whole thing away than have it come to
a pitched battle because ... then you end up with so
many hurt feelings you can't get the people back
together again anyway.

(Interview, 6/83)

In both situations, team members wanted to avoid further conflict
because they were uncomfortable with it and because they felt it
detracted from cooperative team work toward a common goal.

Less open conflict did appear during the two years of the
project, but even this was limited. During phase one, team
members occasionally argued about specific school context issues.
They tended, however, to be tolerant of the diverse opinions
raised, using the meetings as a forum rather than insisting on
consensus. When au argument became too heated, a team member
usually ended it by agreeing to disagree, changing the topic, or
saying, as Elliot did, "We're supposed to be doing research about
it, not arguing" (Documentatf.on, 12/16/81).

An unspoken conflict existecrbetween Jack and Brooks during
phase one, based on their previous interactions in the school.
From the beginning of the project, Brooks questioned the degree to
which she could trust Jack. Each spoke with the other politely
during team meetings, but their interaction was minimal. When
Jack missed a meeting, Brooks tended to be more vocal and
involved. This conflict never emerged into the Open; only at the
end of the first year did both Jack and Brooks acknowledge it.
Both believed that by working together they had overcome what
might have been a problem in the group. Jack noted that Brooks
was,

... not one of my favorite people and I am not one of
her favorite people. But ... it didn't interfere with
what we did in the course. And as time went on I ...
found that I get along much better with Brooks to the
point of I didn't even consider that we were that many
miles apart.

(Interview, 12/82)

Brooks, too, pointed out that she thought they had "pretty much
resolved any differences by the end of last year" (Interview,
12/82).

In phase four, Elliot and Ted's questioning of the team's
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project created conflict, as described previously. Again, neither
openly challenged the group: Elliot asked questions which
suggested his feelings and Ted became more withdrawn. Both noted
that they did not directly challenge the group or insist on their
own point of view because they did not want to interfere with
group solidarity. Ted said he did not want to be an
"obstructionist," setting one team member against others, and
Elliot said,

I guess whenever I have any misgivings about the
direction I mention it, usually after I have thought
about it and written in the log, and then I will
mention it at a group session. ... I am only one
person and I like to be flexible, that's all ... to
go with the flow.

(Interview, 12/82)

Elliot's behavior and team members's support of him allowed
the team to avoid open conflict. Brooks' conflict with Ted arose
because of his unwillingness to assume tasks rather than his
questioning of the research topic. For Brooks and others, task
assumption represented being a part of the group. (John felt he
became a true member of the group only after he began to work on
the school history.) If Ted did not accept thit"responsibility,
he threatened group cohesion as well as the project outcome which
depended on team member cooperation. Brooks challenged Ted on
these issues, and his subsequent task assumption, although still
less than that of others, allowed the team to avoid further overt
conflict with him. The team did not experience a conflict whell,
in phase five, Ted Openly raised his concerns about the project.
They had gone too far on this project to turn back, so argument
seemed useless, and, as suggested, they had dismissed Ted's point
of view as idiosyncratic and of little use to the team.

Interactions between John and Elliot in year two provide a
final illustration of avoided conflict. John believed that the
research carried out by the team in year one, primarily the Staff
Opinion Survey, had been used by the principal in making decisions
about organizational changes in the school (department
chairpeople, homogeneous grouping in math and English). Elliot
believed that the principal had implemented changes without
considering the team's work and that the most important change in
the school in year two was actually the principal starting his
first full year. During phase four, both John and Elliot
expressed their opinions, but neither ever challenged the other on
their different perceptions of the school and the project's impact
on it. In phase five, as the team began to summarize the project
in its final report, John and Elliot debated this issue. Elliot
suggested that they re-interview the principal, asking him whether
or not the team's work had influenced his decisions. (The
university researcher agreed to conduct this interview and found
that the principal had considered the team's survey results but
would have made the decisions he made with or without the team's
work.) John and Elliot may have experienced this conflict as a
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disagreement over school context issues, an arguement similar to
those which arose in phase one. It never became a serious
conflict because each tolerated the other's opinion and because
neither appeared to see the issue as crucial to the project.
Their interaction illustrates, however, team members ability to
have different perceptions of the project and its relation to the
school and to continue to work together toward a common goal.

Throughout the two year project, team members therefore
avoided overt conflict and emphasized group commitment and
solidarity. Although this emphasis allowed them to complete the
project and emerge from the experience with positive feelings
about the group process, it may also have contributed to the
inapplicability of the project oucome to the school setting. Had
Ted or Elliot been less' concerned with group cooperation and more
vocal about their concern for the project's impact on the school,
the group may have experienced more overt conflict. It may also,
however, have carried out a project that had more of an effect on
the school, althougt some school context factors would have
continued to limit the team's influence. Because the group chose
to minimize conflict they could not, experience the ?ull benefits
of having a diverse membership - one of the expected advantages of
collaborative action research. Their emphasis on group cohesion
did, however, allow them to complete the project within the given.
two year time period and provided a group experience valued by
team members as an end in itself.

Decision making,

Immediately following the conflict between Jack and the
university researcher in phase two, Ted suggested that the team
establish a policy for decision making, a mechanism that would
allow the group to avoid conflicts over decisions such as when to
me't lther team members disagreed with Ted's proposal, believing
that. decisions would be made when needed in appropriate ways.
They chose not to establish an explicit norm for decision making,
re..,lizing perhaps that they had disregarded other explicitly set
..:ules and that different situations required different decision
making processes. As a result, decisions were made in a variety
of ways:

Jack: How were decisions made? About by any means
that you could make them. Decisions were made
sometimes unilaterally. I'm not saying they were done
intentionally but for the sake of movement. There
were other times we had give and take in discussions
and negotiated ... and then there were other times
that the group really didn't have any decision to make
- we were led to go in a certain direction because it
fit the guidelines of the federal program.

(Interview, 12/82)

Despite their unwillingness to establish'a single method for
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making decisions, the team's patterns of decision making reflected
their desire to avoid conflicts. Previous research in group
dynamics suggests that groups tend to develop patterns of decision
making which parallel other interactive patterns in the group,
such as conflict resolution or leadership patterns. In a group
with a strong, dominant leader, for example, unilateral decisions
prevail. A democratic group leader emphasizes polling or voting,
and a facilitative leader promotes decision making through
consensus (Schein,.1969). Because leadership patterns in this
group changed in relation to task demands and individual
assumption of the leadership role, and because the team chose not
to establish a rule governing the process, the team experienced
several types of decision making. In most cases, the way in kibich
decisions were made and the decisions themselves helped team '-
members reduce the possibility of conflict.

One pattern in decision making was the team's tendency to
postpone decisions. Several team members noted their reluctance
to act until internal or external pressure forced them to do so:

Ted: I think we just talk and talk and then when a
deadline comes we finally make a decision.

,(Interview, 12/82)
John: I think it's mostly a pressure situation. When
the decision has to get made it gets made.

(Interview, 12/82)

Team members postponed decisions about research design and
question in phase three, replacing Jack and visiting other schools
during phase four, and presenting at the University of New
Hampshire faculty colloquium in phase five. In each of these
examples, agreement tl postpone the decision usually followed a
discussion in which team members were unsure of their own opinions
or disagreed with the opinions of others. Postponing allowed them
to formulate their own views, to talk informally with other team
members outside of team meetings, and to avoid conflicts which
might have arisen had the issue been pushed to a decision at that
point. When the team was ready to make decisions, it used one of
three procIssesOunilateral decision making, polling, or
consensus. Each of these processes is described below.

As Jack suggested, individual team members occasionally made
unilateral decisions for the team. A team member usually used
this form of decision making either because he or she had strong
feelings about an issue or becatise the decision had to be made
quickly so the team could move on. A unilateral decision differed
from a decision which emerged from discussion primarily in that
other team members did net challenge or comment on the
individual's choice of action. Early in phase one, for example,
some team members suggested shifting meetings from Wedn 'days to
Fridays. Jack said, "No," and the issue was dropped. Later in
the project, when discussing a statement to be given to teachers
with the MBI and School Survey, John made several unilateral
decisions about what teachers in the school should and should not
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am-451-Ww,be told. Like Jack, John simply said "no" as a way of making
these decisions or stated a strong opinion which went
unchallenged. In an interview, John noted that unilateral
decisions occurred when a decision was needed immediately and when
the person deciding seemed to have some knowledge or understanding
of what should be done: "One person sometimes ... might say, 'Hold
it folks, we have to have a decision on this we should do it
this way because of this'" (Inerview, 12/82). Other team members
were then willing to abide by that decision.

Occasionally the team made decisions through polling. This
form of decision making appeared most frequently when the group
made major decisions affecting either the group process or
research project. When deciding whether or not to replace Jack on
the team, for example, each team member stated his or her opinion
before agreeing not to add a new person to the group. During the
meeting at which Brooks argued for an evaluation study of teacher
morale, rhe university researcher asked first John and then Ted
what they thought of Brooks' proposal. At the following meeting,
Brooks polled Elliot and Jack for their opinions. Polling allowed
the group to agree to work together on the issue of teacher
morale. Even though Elliot, Ted, and probably Jack would have
preferred not to focus on this issue, they did not use the
decision making process of as an opportunity to disagree.
Instead, they chose to avoid conflict and to profess agreement in
order to move forward on the task as a unified team. This
decision led to Elliot's and Ted's later questioning of the
group's project. Polling, in this case, provided the team with
temporary unanimity which allowed them to progress, but was not
used by team members to state their actual opinions because they
did not want to be "obstructionists' or cause group conflict.

The team made most decisions through a somewhat amorphous
process of consensus. When an issue requiring a decision was
raised, team members discussed it, sometimes stating opinions,
sometimes predicting consequences or outcomes of one decision or
another, and sometimes moving on to unrelated tangents.
Eventually, one team member usually stated the decision which had
emerged, either explicitly or as the final comment of the
discussion which stood for the consensus of the group. For
example, the team had a fifteen minute discussion about whether or
not to include their interview with the school principal in their
research proposal. John summarized the sense of the group which
emerged, saying that be thought it was all right to include it and
would get the principal's permission to do so (Documentation;
5/19/82). At a meeting in December, 1982, the university
researcher asked if the team would meet next week. John said he
would work on his timeline of the project; Elliot said he could
work on the computers. John began to state the group's decision
in the form of an opinion: "I think we shouldn't meet next week
but use the time to get caught up on everything." Brooks ended
the discussion saying she thought it would be good to have the
time to catch up. Through a process of building on each other's
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opinions, teamteam members arrived at stated or unstated decisions
which represented the general consensus of the group.

The team's decision making processes reflected their desire
to keep moving forward on their task as a unified, cohesive group.
If the decision was unclear or involved possible conflict, team
members tended to postpone it. If one team member had strong
feelings or greater understanding of an issue, he or she could
make a unilateral decision which the team would accept. The team
occasionally used polling to elicit unanimity on important
decisions. Team members rarely disagreed when polled but instead
followed the lead of those with stronger opinions. This allowed
them to avoid overt conflict but in at least one case created
problems later in the group process. Most frequently the team
arrived at decisions through discussion leading to consensus.
Consensus did not always mean unanimity but was a process which
allowed team members to state their opinions and come to a sense
of the group's preference. This process contributed to team
members' perceptions of the group as cohesive and of their group
interaction as a process based on openess, commitment, and
equality.

The patterns which emerged in the team's group process
resulted from the demands of the research project and process and
the expectations, needs, and values brought to the task by each
team member. The group experienced five phases of development,
each characterized by specific interpersonal and task issues which
required attention. Within each phase, individuals fulfilled
different roles, assuming positions of leadership when their
skills, knowledge, self confidence, and und,rstanding allowed them
to do so. They also established patterns of mutual support or
pairing which provided interpersonal and task support and
contributed to task completion. The university researcher,
although sbe facilitated team processes throughout the project,
also changdd roles in accordance with team members' needs and
expectations and the demands of the research project. In general,
team members tried to avoid conflicting situations and established
decision making patterns which reflected their desire to maintain
a cohesive, cooperative group.

The group processes described in this report provided team
members with a positive group experience and contributed to their
valuing of the process of collaborative action research. The same
processes also influenced the research project. Particular
patterns, such as an individual's assumption of leadership when
his or interests and skills prevailed or the desire to work on
research tasks as a group, affected the team's choice of research
topic, data collection tools, methods of analysis, and the form of
the final report. More generally, the team's emphasis on
consensus and cooperation may have been one factor which hindered
its initial attempts to carry out a project more directly related



to school practice. Just as the research project influenced some
of the group proce3ses which emerged, so did the group process
affect the team's project and outcomes.
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PART III

COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS:
SOME CONCLUSIONS RELATING ARCS TO PREVIOUS STUDIES
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Previous studies of action research have emphasized the
importance of collaboration and defined the general framework or
requirements of the collaborative process. These studies claim
that-effective collaboration requires frequent and open
communication, adequate time and resources, facilitative
leadership, and a commitment to the concept of parity: each
individual contributing his or her unique insight and skill to the
group's project (Little, 1981; Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979;
Wallet et al, 1981). Despite their emphasis on collaboration,
none of these studies have analysed the collaborative process
actually experienced by an action research team or described what
form these requiremeAts took when assumed by teachers and
university researchers collaborating on a school-based project.

In examining the data collected about the action research
team in this study, I found that their collaborative process was
much more complex than the implementation of a set of
requirements. It was a dynamic process which included the
research project the group implemented, the context within which
they worked, and the patterns of interaction they established in
order to carry out necessary tasks and meet individual needs. The
interaction of these elermts - research project and process,
school context, and group process - created an experience which
teacher participants found both personally and professionally
satisfying.

One difficulty in describing the group's collaborative
process is the mutually reinforcing nature of its elements. The
research project and process were influenced by the school context
and at times directed by interactions in the group process. For
example, when the school principal began to impose changes in
areas which the team had planned to investigate, the team had to
shift to another research topic. And when Brooks began to assume
a leadership role because of her understanding of research, she
also directed the group's choice of project. The group process
depended in part on team members' roles in the school context and
their perceptions of the school's impact on the group. Thus Jack,
given his status as part time administrator, could assume initial
leadership in the group, and John could help team members see that
their work was valuable despite its lack of direct impact on the
school. At times the research project contributed to or impeded
certain patterns in the group process, causing conflict or pairing
between group members and determining the team's changing use of
team time. Thus a description of any one element of the
collaborative process must necessarily include an explanation of
the other contributing factors.

Another difficulty in trying to capture a group's
collaborative process is that the process changes over time. As
the project moves forward, research tasks change, demanding
different forms of interaction, different r. 'es, and different
patterns of behavior. As teat members work through interpersonal
or group process issues, their understanding and perceptions of
the project change, they interact differently, and they approach



their research tasks in new ways. The team's collaborative -5711L
process is not a single static set of behaviors around a
monolithic project but a series of dynamic patterns which respond
to changes in both interpersonal group relations and research
task.

Characteristics of Collaborative Action Research: A Re-examination

The description and analysis of the collaborative process of
an action research team presented in this study can be used to
re-examine the characteristics of collaborative action research
defined by previous studies. These characteristics can be grouped
into three categories (see Appendix A for further explanation of
the characteristics of action research):

1) participation in the research process; teacher and
researcher roles;

2) staff (practitioner) development; and

3) conditions or requirements for successful
collaborative action research.

A re-examination of these categories provides a way of placing
this study within the broader framework of collaborative action
research. At the same time, the ARCS study illustrates the
applicability of these theoretical expectations to a particular
action research project and clarifies the factors which influence
expected outcomes.

1. Participation in the research project: teacher and researcher
roles.

In this project, teachers and university researchers on both
teams participated in all phases of the research, from identifying
a researchable problem to writing the final report. Team members
felt that parity was achieved: teachers and university researchers
contributed their particular skills and insights to the project.
As Wallet et al (1981) suggest, parity does not mean equal
responsibility at all points in the project, but implies that team
members assume responsibility when they have the apprlpriate
skills and knowledge to do so. The shifts in roles and leadership
experienced by the members of this action research team illustrate
the concept of parity.

tummunication, openness, and trust between teachers and
university researchers never arose as problems in these groups,
although some teachers did have to work through concerns of
confidentiality and trust among themselves. They implicitly
negotiated these issues through conversations and shared tasks
during team meetings, never raising them as concerns the entire
team should. address. Teachers did experience some initial
frustration and confusion with the non-directive leadership role



assumed by the university researchers on both teams. The only
open challenge to this role came from Jack, who may have been
trying to test the university researcher's non-directive role in
the conflict in phase two over when to meet. Aside from this
confrontation and occasional comments about the need for more
direction voiced during interviews, teachers again worked through
this issue without directly discuse.i.ng their concern. By the end
of the project, teachers felt that the university researcher had
assumed the best possible role, one which led to teachers'
development as researchers and to their feelings of owning and
valuing the research project and experience. For these teams,
open communication was not necessarily the key to positive
interaction between teachers and researchers. Frequent and
regular meetings allowed the teams to create a process through
which group members could learn about and accept one anothers'
roles and positions without necessarily directly addressing their
concerns.

The participation of both teachers and researchers on a
collaborative action research team is expected to lead to a
connection between theory and practice. Through this connection,
theory can be enriched and practice improved. This action
research team carried out a project which, although it may
contribute to theoretical understanding of the relation between
school organization and teacher morale, has had little or no
immediate impact on school practice. This contrasts with other
recent action research projects in which the outcomes tended
toward changed practice rather than the development of theory
(Florio, 1983; Kemmis, 1980; Lieberman, 1983).

There are several reasons for the unusual outcome of this
project. First, most other recent action research teams have
focused their investigations on specific curricula or teacher
behaviors over which they had some control. In New York, for
example, the three teams in the Interactive Research and
Development on Schools project (Lieberman, 1983) studied a writing
curriculum, teacher interventions with disruptive children, and
qualities of teachers which lead to positive work attitudes.
Florio (1983) found that teachers in her action research group,
the Written Literacy Forum, were more concerned with using the
research to produce classroom materials for their colleagues than
with analysing collected data to arrive at theoretical
generalizations about the writing process.

In the project described in this study, teachers focused on a
school-based problem beyond their immediate realm of control.
Perhaps because of the title of the project, Actioh Research on
Change in Schools, and the emphasis on a group project, these
teachers first chose to investigate scheduling and then shifted to
an examination of the effects of school changes on teacher morale.
In order to change practice in either of these areas, teachers
would have had to restructure elements of the entire school
organization. Teachers lacked the power to do this and the
willingness to challenge given domains of responsiblity in the
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school. They were therefore unable to have an immediate impact on
school practice. Instead, they concentrated on producing research
which would be acceptable to others in the research community and
which contributed to an understanding of factors contributing to
teacher morale. Because they taught in the school in which they
conducted the study, their work fulfilled the expectation that
collaborative action research leads to theory which is grounded in
the complexitites of the teaching and learning environment.
Because of their choice of research topic and existing barriers in
the school context, however, they were unable to use the project
as a way of immediately changing or improving school practice.

Although collaborative action research continues to strive
toward the generation of both theoretical understanding and
improved practice through the participation of university
researchers and practitioners, it continues to produce either one
or the other. Corey (1953) suggested that immediate school change
took precedent over generalizable theory; Kemmis (1980) noted that
'theoretical payoff" took the form of more critical and
knowledgeable practitioners rather than contributions to
educational theory. The closer look at the New Hamyshire team's
action research project presented in this study indicates that the
action research group's choice of topic, school context, project
guidelines, and group interaction all contribute to the direction
of the research and its final outcome.

Given the understanding that collaborative action research
may not contribute to both theory and practice, the pursuit of
both within a single project still seems to be a worthwhile
endeavor. If action research leads to improved practice, as it
did in the Interactive Research and Development on Schools
projects and in the Written Literacy Forum, it is improved
practice based on -n investigation of a number of issues and
alternatives. As Lewin (1948) suggested, teachers seem to be more
willing to accept these changes in practice because they have
participated in a study which illustrates the need for change. If
action research contributes to theoretical understanding in the
field of education as it has in the project in this study, it
appears to produce theory based on the reality of school practice.
Although the outcomes of collaborative action research projects
tend to emphasize either theory or practice, the theory or
practice produced seem to be valuable because of the process
undertaken in the attempt to address both. Participants in action
research projects claim that they value the process itself
regardless of the tendency toward either theoretical or practical
results.

2. Staff development

Previous work in collaborative action research proposes that
teacher participation can lead to improved practice among project
participants (Hall, 1975; Elliot, 1977); teachers' professional
growth (Mosher, 1974; Pine, 1981); and greater school staff
colleagiality and experimentation (Little, 1981). In this
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project, individuals' improved practice appeared as a by-product
rather than as a direct result of participation in the project.
Only John and Brooks described any change in their classroom
teaching, and in both cases the changes arose out of new feelings
about themselves as people and professionals. The project did
seem to provide the opportunity, time, and support for these
teachers to explore and examine their practice, but the changes
which occurred appeared to be indirect rather than immediately
apparent in classroom practice.

Teachers in this project experienced a great deal of personal
and professional growth. They emphasize that this growth resulted
from participation in the process of collaborative action research
which becalm a more valuable outcome than their research project.
Their stress on the value of this process and its contribution to
teacher growth reflects the perceptions of teachers involved in
other action research projects. Teachers participating in the
Ford Teaching Project (Elliott, 1977) said that the value of their
project lay as much in the opportunity to come together and
examine practice as it did in the research product. A teacher
involved in Florio's (1983) Written Literacy Forum said, "I wonder
if it's not so much what we found out but the whole process we
went through (that was important). For people to accept what we
found out, they have to go through the process, too" (p. 10).
Teachers on both the Michigan and New Hampshire teams noted that
the research process emerged as the most important and meaningful
aspect of the project. One Michigan teacher said, "I think being
introduced to action research as a process has been the most
valuable part of the project for me. ... I think if more people
sat down and went through the process the way we did, they would
recognize the fact that there isn't always a black and white for
everything that you deal with and that there are reasons why
things are done the way they're done" (Interview, 1983).

For teachers in the project presented in this study, the
collaborative action research process contributed to confidence in
their own ability to identify, confropt, and solve classroom and
school based problems. Through participation they became more
familiar with research language, methodology, and design, a
familiarity which seems to have made them better consumers of
educational research whether or not they chose to p rsue other
research projects. Some teachers in the project have suggested
that they would like to use their new confidence, skills, and
understanding to carry out other action research projects, write
about their experience as researchers, and present papers about
action research at local and national conferences.

The New Hampshire team's emphasis on personal and
professional growth appears to have resulted not only from their
positive experience in the process of action research but also
from their inability to carry out a project which affected school
practice. Teachers on the Michigan team were in the same
position; they, too, focused on a school based issue and
questioned the impact of their r

Trfndations on school practice.
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They noted, however, that regardless of the principal's use of
their work, they had all benefited from their involvement in the
group's research process. The experience of teachers in the
Written Literacy Forum or the Ford Teaching Project indicates that
teachers also value the process when their project has an impact
on practice. Thus the process of collaborative action research
appears to be a useful and valuable form of staff development
whether the product is improved practice or educational theory.

The expectation that collaborative action research leads to
professional development may, however, require further
investigation. Although teachers themselves note that they have
changed and foresee future projects or actions which build on
newly acquired comyetencies, no longitudinal studies exist which
investigate the actual use of new skills or the permanence of
change in self perception or behavior which.,result from
participation in an action research project. Although we can say
that teachers involved in this and other collaborative action
research projects experienced positive professional growth,
further study is needed to document the longevity of that growth
as well as the forms it takes over time.

Collaborative action research is also expected to benefit the
school or system within which it occurs. The immediate impact of
the New Hampshire team's research findings on the school appear,
however, to be minimal. Because of the insularity of the research
team from the rest of the school and the principal's control over
school processes, it also seems unlikely that action research will
be used as model for problem solving in the school. In one case,
John suggested to the principal that he (John) form a committee to
solve the problem of inconsistent use of hall passes in the
school. The principal agreed, and John carried out what he called
an "action inquiry" process to address this problem. Although
precedent has been set to use the collaborative process to promote
collegiality and to solve problems, further use depends on team
members' willingness to initiate the process and the principal's
willingness to accept, initiate, and legitimize it as a method for
solving school problems or making school decisions. Thus,
collaborative action research will not automatically benefit the
school in which it takes place. If left as a process used by a
small group of teachers in the school, collaborative action
research will probably have little impact on patterns of
collegiality, communication, and experimentation in a school. If
adopted by a school as a way of addressing school issues, the
process could produce positive staff interaction which contributes
to the solution of school based problems.

3. Conditions necessary for collaborative action research

Previous studies have suggested that successful collaborative
action research requires teacher participants who are confident,
willing to share and experiment with ideas and concerns, and have
some background in research (Hall and Hord, 1977; McLaughlin aid
Marsh, 1978; Rainey, 1973). This study shows that while these
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these attributes and skills through their participation. Only one
teacher on this team felt skilled in research when the project
began; by the end of the two years, the other teachers had become
familiar with research methodology and had, in some cases,
developed a sense of expertise in their area of research. Through
participation in the project, teachers also experienced increased
confidence in themselves as teachers and professicials. By the
end of the project, teachers expressed a greater willingness to
communicate their concerns and experiment with solutions. They
attributed this openness to their better understanding of school
issues and their growing belief in their own ability to address
the problems which arose. The teachers involved in this project
were diverse in their expectations,

skills, understanding, and
needs brought to the team. Each contributed to the research
project and group process in ways consistent with their individual
backgrounds. The "required" characteristics for teacher
participants in collaborative action research therefore appear to
be less important than the willingness to become involved in the
research process. Involvement itself can lead to attributes and
skills which allow collaborative action research to succeed.

Another set of requirements for collaborative action research
is project organization, which includes jointly defined goals and
strong leadership. Several previous studies suggest that the
group should negotiate and state clear and specific goals early in
the project (Hord, 1981; McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Wallet et al,
1981). In this project, the university researcher, as group
convener, explained that the team's overall goal was to carry out
a research project on a school-based problem which the teachers
would identify. She left more specific discussion and goal
setting to the team. The team then spent almost the entire first
year of its project defining, changing, clarifying, and limiting
its goals. It continued to carry out other research processes
such as data collection during this time, but only in May, 1982,
did it arrive at clearly articulated goals which could be used to
plan future actions. Team members explain that although the
process of goal clarification was frustrating at times, it was
probably necessary in that it allowed them to develop ownership
and understanding of the project. This team's experience suggests
that although the joint definition of goals is an important aspect
of the process of collaborative action research, it may require
more than a few meetings to accomplish. In fact, mutual
clarification and acceptance of goals appears to be a major task
for a collaborative action research team, one which demands and
merits a considerable amount of the team's attention and time.

Although previous studies indicate a need for strong but
facilitative leadership in collaborative action research, few
explain what forms such leadership might take. This study
illustrates that the concept of parity contributes to the
assumption of leadership by various group members who feel they
have the confidence, skills, and knowledge needed by the team at a
particular time in the research process. This model of leadership
in collaborative action research has not been examined in earlier
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work, primarily because of the expectation that the university
researcher would provide group leadership. On this team, the
university researcher provided facilitative leadership throughout
the two year project. She ran most team meetings, served as
research authority, and, when necessary, directed the research
task. She also returned decisions and authority over group
processes and research teaks back to the team whenever possible.
Other team members also provided task and process leadership,
influencing the direction and content of the group's project as
well as its interactive processes. Leadership in the group could
be seen, as Hord (1981) suggests, as the result of the university
researcher dispersing her,power and allowing others to share
control and responsibility. The description and analysis of this
group's processes, however, indicate that leadership assumption
resulted from patterns of interaction which included but were not
limited to the role assumed by the university researcher on the
team.

Finally, many of those studying collaborative action research
indicate that the school climate affects teacher willingness to
become involved in action research and their ability to carry out
a successful action research project. This study provides a
different perspective on this issue. During the first few
meetings all five teachers on the team described the school as
lacking in communication and collegiality, closed to
experimentation, and extremely hierarchical in policy and decision
making. These characteristics would be expected to inhibit
teacher participation in an action research project. Instead,
several teach-vs. explained that they had joined the team with the
hope of changing these aspects of the school environment, and the
team ultimately ended up researching one element of the school
climate. If the impetus for an action research project comes from
outside of the school, teacher willingness to participate may
therefore depend less on the existing school environment than
previous studies have claimed. Participation may actually be seen
as an opportunity to have some impact on elements of the school
climate which teachers dislike.

This study does suggest, however, that existing school
structure can affect the outcomes of a collaborative action
research project, if outcomes are perceived as change in school
practice. Whitford (1983) points out that "change is affected by
the degree to which planners and initiators of change are
integrated into the line authority structure of the organization"
(p. 7). Teachers on the New Hampshire team worked increasingly
independently of the organizational hierarchy of the school and
system. Despite attempts to inform the principal and the
assistant superintendent of their progress, the team never became
a part of the school or system decision making structure. The
research project they chose reflected their perceived lack of
authority in the school and served to steer them further away from
having a direct influence on school practice. Even the Michigan
team, which worked on specific scheduling issues and made clear
recommendations to the principal, believed they would probably
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team, which worked on specific scheduling issues and made clear
recommendations to the principal, believed they would probably
have little impact on school practice because they lacked a
position in the authority structure of the school. One Michigan
teacher said:

I think the incipal is pleased that we were involved
in the process, that we were able to meet as we did,
that she was able to see how the action research
process is a valuable tool for staff devleopment, but
again, I don't think it's going to impact much on the
schedule that they're going to build for the following
year.

In projects which investigate school-based rather than
classroom -based practice, then, school climate, administrative
structure and support, and teacher willingness to challenge
existing patterns of responsibility and authority will influence
the possible change in school practice which results from a
collaborative action research project.

This study has also suggested, however, that the success of a
collaborative action research project entails more than change in
practice. Researchers writing about collaborative action research
and the conditions required for its success base their assumptions
on the belief that collaborative action research outcomes will
include generalizable. theory, improved practice, and staff
development. This project and others illustrate the difficulty in
achieving all three goals with equal success. A research team's
emphasis and outcomes ..may depend on the interests, skills, and
needs of participants; the project structure (initiator, choice of
group versus individual projects); the choice of research topic;
the relationship of the team to the authority structure in the
school or system; and the processes of interaction which emerge in
the group. The integration of, these elements may lead to a
collaborative action research project which succeeds in meeting
one or two of the expected goals, but not all three. In this
project, for example, the team produced valid educational theory
on the subject of teacher morale and provided a valuable
professional development experience for its teacher participants.
It did not have an immediate or direct effect on school practice
in the areas of scheduling or teacher morale, and, it may have
little impact as a model for effective problem solving in the
school. To call this project unsuccessful because it did not
change school practice would minimize the value of the goals the
team did reach. As I have suggested, it appears to be worthwhile
to pursue all three aims of collaborative action research. Action
researchers must understand, however, that context specific
factors may lead to successful completion of one or two, if not
all three, expected outcomes.
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limusaanwalesu Isar Two
From September through December 1982, the Michigan teach-

ers constructed and administered a parent survey, interviewed
16 teachers to follow up on areas of ambiguity identified inthe teacher survey which had been administered in the
spring, and analyzed the results of the three essay questions
taken from the pupil survey. The team also participated in
The National Staff Development Council convention in Detroit.

January through March 1983, the teachers analyzed and
compiled the results of the parent survey which had been
administered in the fall. They also wrote up teacher
interviews and began to examine the data they had collected
for implications and recommendations regarding school changes
and obanges in the scheduling process.

April through June, the teachers continued to analyze
the data. There was extensive debate and discussion about
the recommendations which could be based on the findings
coming out of the research. Time was given to discussion and
planning of strategies to present and implement findings. In
early June a meeting was held with the principal and the
counselor to discuss the study and its recommendations. The
principal proved to be very positive about implementing the
findings.

From January through June the team was actively involved
in dissemination of findings about the process of collabora-
tive action research. In January, Jim, Lori, and Anne pre-
sented the team's work to the Research Seminar in Teacher
Educatioeat Michigan State. In March, Lori and Jim made a
presentation to the Educational Forum of the College of
Education at Western Michigan University on the Collaborative
Action Research Model.

In March, the entire team presented the process and
accomplishments of their collaborative action research to
their school board, and in April, Lori and Jim presented at
the AERA Convention in Montreal. In May, Lori and Florencemade a presentation at the Oakland County Chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa, dealing with the collaborative action research
process.

It should be noted that these were significant dissemina-
tion efforts and required considerable time in terms of plan-
ning and travel. The dissemination focused primarily on the
process of collaborative action research and deflected some
time and energy away from the team's process of inquiry during
the period January through May. Concurrently conducting re-
search and disseminating it reminds one of the saying "You
cannot serve two masters at the same time."
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During the month of June the team became very much
involved questions of the implementation of findings,
recommendations, and the preparation of the final draft of
the report. At this point now, in August, the team has
planned meetings for late August and early September, to make
presentations to the school board, the superintendent, and
the teaching staff. A planning meeting has been scheduled
for August 29, 1983 to finalize strategies for presenting the
research findings and reoomendations to maximize their imple-
mentation.

It should also be noted that Anne and Florence have been
appointed by the principal of the school to develop.and
implement an in-service program to replicate the oollabora-
tive action research process through other studies and staff
development activities in the school during the coming year.
Anne and Florence have been charged with the responsibility
to describe the process and to give teachers at their middle
school an opportunity to develop research and process skills
and to participate in an action research project of their own
choosing. Perhaps this is one of the most significant out-
comes to emanate from the project at the Michigan site.

Ilia raw& Process

The description of team member roles, researcher role,
and conflicts on the Michigan ARCS team is based on some
documentation of their team meetings during the two years of
the project. It also rests heavily on final interviews
conducted with Michigan team members by the Michigan univer-
sity researcher. The data used here is, therefore, less
direct and much more sparse than that used to generate the
in-depth descriptions of the New Hampshire ARCS team found in
Report I, Appendix C. As a result, the descriptions pre-
sented here of the Michigan team are less detailed and more
tentative than those of the New Hampshire team.

As in New Hampshire, teachers on the Michigan ARCS team
described their group process as one in which all team mem-
bers worked together and shared responsibility. Especially
in Year 2 they tended to de-emphasize individual roles and
describe instead how team members all contributed to the
research project. Within this overall sense of a unified
purpose and process, each individual assumed and was recog-
nized for having taken on certain roles.

Lori and Jim, for example, were attributed with group
leadership by other team members during both years of the
project. Their leadership, like Jack's in New Hampshire,
depended in part on their greater familiarity with school
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policies and issues which resulted from their part-time
administrative (staff development) responsibilities. It may
have also resulted from the interest both voiced in using
project participation as one means for their own professional
advancement. Because both hoped the project would help their
own careers as well as the school, both invested a great deal
of time and energy in the team's work.

In Year 1, Lori described herself as a team leader, some-
one who would get the team working on specific tasks. She ex-
plains some of her assumption of the team's work by saying she
felt she had to do everything because as part-time staff de-
veloper she didn't have all of the classroom responsibilities
other team members faced. In Year 2 she described herself as
*spread too thin,* trying to do too many things and not doing
any of them as well as she would have liked. As a result,
she had less of the feeling that she had to do all of the
group's work. At the same time, however, perhaps because she
no longer controlled and directed the project as much, she
felt the group was less cooperative in Year 2. She also
found it more difficult to pull all of the pieces of the
project together toward the end and noted her concern that,
like other aspects of her work this year, the team's final
product would not be as good as she bad hoped.

Jim, too, described himself as a group leader, a role be
said he shared with Lori. He saw his leadership as keeping
the group on task and on schedule, and he noted that others
seemed to see him generating new ideas for group examination.
Thus, Jim seemed to assume process leadership and Lori task
leadership for the team, although their responsibilities and
actions did overlap. Jim and Lori, as team leaders, did most
of the team's presentations (e.g., to AMU, Michigan State).
Jim noted that he enjoyed this aspect of the role: sharing
the team's ideas with others in situations which made him
"feel more professional.* Like Brooks and Elliot, Jim had
positive feelings about joining a community of educational
researchers and professionals outside of the school environ-
ment.

Anne describes herself as entering the team as someone
"who always agreed with people.* During team meetings in the
first six months of the project Anne tended to be very suppor-
tive of others, encouraging their participation and building
on the ideas others brought to the group. Anne herself noted
a shift in her behavior and participation in Year 2. She
became more confident, believing that she had valuable ideas
to contribute to the research project and as a result, initi-
ating new topics and tasks. Other team members agreed that
Anne became more active in Year 2, assuming some of the
leadership Lori had relinquished and providing the team with
the impetus and energy to carry through the research task.
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Florence's role remained fairly constant through the two

years of the project, a role she jokingly referred to as
"elder statesman." In some ways, Florence paralleled Ted in
New Hampshire, in that she was less involved in the ideas
behind the project and planning the research design. She,
like Ted, often raised unrelated tangents during team meetings
which she enjoyed discussing. Florence differed significantly
from Ted, however, in that she carried out many key group
tasks for the team such as drafting surveys or collating and
analyzing collected data. She also brought writing and edit-
ing skills to the team which were especially useful in produc-
ing a final report. While ether team members saw Florence as
somewhat removed from the team at times, they also described
her as a scholar, a worker, someone willing to do a task that
needed doing.

Although Jane only participated in the project during
the first year, she seemed to play a key role on the team
that was missed by other team members when she left. As a
former elementary school teacher and the one team member
unfamiliar with the other four teachers in the group, Jane
felt that she/differed from the rest of the team. Her empha-
sis on the nebds of students represented a point of view not
stressed by other team members, and her questions provoked
many team discussions of the school context and the team's
goals. Other tux members describe Jane in retrospect as a
"devil's advocate," someone who was always sup front, no
pretense," and someone who was "always swimming upstroami"
Although the group may have been more homogeneous and there-
fore more comfortable in Year 2, they also seemed to miss
Jane's insights and questioning which frequently helped them
focus on and reach some understanding of complex issues.

Researcher Role

The Michigan university researcher assumed a fairly
constant facilitative role throughout the two years of the
project. Michigan team members deso4ibe him as having gotten
the team started by asking questions, clarifying and summariz-
ing their ideas during team meetings, and keeping the team on
track. Jim noted that the Michigan researcher "gave exper-
tise, not direction," and Anne pouted out (as did several New
Hampshire team members) that the university researcher's
facilitative style allowed teachers to control the project.
She said that he helped "get things moving and then . . .

(stepped) back and (watched) a little bit more and let us
take over and try and work things through. Which is good -
it gave us more ownership, you know, more of a feeling that
NN were doing."
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In them final interviews with the university researcher

and in conversations with members of the New Hampshire team,
at least two Michigan teachers indicated that they would have
liked more guidance, assurance, and direction in the form of
timelines and deadlines from the university researcher.
Again, this parallels needs expressed by some of the New
Hampshire teachers and suggests that although teachers recog-
nize the value of controlling and thus "owning" their project,
some also want a certain amount of direction and not just
facilitation from the university researcher. In Michigan,
the university researcher rarely if ever assumed the more
directive role taken on by the New Hampshire university re-
searcher in modeling or carrying out research tasks in Year 2.

Conflict

As in New Hampshire, overt conflict on the Michigan team
tended to be unusual. In Year 1, Jane's presence on the team
and some of her ideas generated some discomfort among team
members, a discomfort which at one point several thought of
addressing openly. They ultimately chose not to and the
immediate tension dissipated. As suggested, although Jane
may have created some arguments or disagreements on the team,
her presence Was missed in Year 2 as the team lacked the
alternative viewpoints she offered. Perhaps other team mem-
bers recognized the value of this kind of conflict in gener-
ating productive ideas.

In Year 2, a more explicit conflict emerged between Jim
and Lori over a number of project implies. Lori, for example,
wanted to examine the school schedule and make specific
recommendations for alternatives. Jim argued against focus-
ing on the school's schedule and suggested the group concen-
trate on making more general recommendations based on frhe
data they had gathered. Lori said she thought Jim's goal was
a project which other schools could "pick up and use," while
hers was to produce a project which benefited their school.
This conflict in aims led to several discussions during Year
2 about what the team should do with collected data and what
form their final report and recommendations should take.

While documentation suggests that Lori tended to back
down after a certain point in these arguments, she and Jim
describe the process in different ways. Lori saw a clear
difference in their goals. She also felt that at times, "if
I was going to say black, Jim would say white, just to say
white." She said in her final interview that she generally
backed down when they disagreed, thinking maybe she was wrong
or "maybe right but I'll let you have it." Jim seemed to
describe the conflict as less serious than Lori, saying that
the issues discussed were "never black and white" but gray



areas. He said that they would discuss the issues and one of
them would give in to the other. Anne, too, saw these argu-
ments as productive, a way of hashing out ideas and solving
problems. The conflict between Jim and Lori may have been
useful for the research task, but it did seem to be a nega-
tive experience for Lori, one which may have also oontributed
to her feelings of being out of control in Year 2 and her
sense that the team was less productive. .While Anne saw the
conflict as a positive element of the group process, Lori
felt it as negative, at least personally. Her acquiesenoe to
Jim on the issues discussed led the team to pursue his more
general goal of recommendations based on collected data rather
than Lori's aims of specific alternative schedules.

A final conflict, not overtly raised in team meetings,
arose in Year 2 between Lori and Florence. Florence was
required in Year 2 to take part in a staff develOpment prog-
ram in which she had no interest. She resented the imposi-
tion of the program and the message such forced participation
gave to teachers. Lori, as'the school's staff developer, was
responsible for implementing the program to which Florence
objected. Florence openly said that she did not want to
discuss the issue whenever the staff development program was
raised, so it never became an openly discussed problem. But
Lori felt that Florence in some way *felt at odds* with her
as a result of their positions outside of the team, and she
believed that Florence withdrew somewhat from the team be-
cause of ner general anger about the staff development pro-
gram. Florence continued to carry out team tasks in Year 2,
but it appears possible that her Mange did affect the
team's interpersonal interaction in Year 2, just as the
conflicts between Lori and Jim seemed to do.
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ARCS TEAM RESEARCH PROPOSALS ON SCHEDULING 577-

Action Research on. Change in SchOols (ARCS) is a
two year NIE funded collaborative action research pro-
ject (1981-1983) currently being carried out in New
Hampshire and Michigan. Through this project, teachers
from two junior high/middle schools and university
researchers from the University of New Hampshire and
Oakla d University have met regularly in two action
research teams to identify and study a researchable
problem in their schools. Review of the results of the
Far West Laboratory Study of the Interactive Research
and Development on Teaching Study (IR&DT) (Tikunoff,
Ward, & Griffin, 1979) and the interim reports from the
Interactive Research and Development on Schooling
(IR&DS) (Griffin & Lieberman, 1981) indicate collab-
orative research of this nature can yield rich results.

The ARCS study is not intended to prove a particu-
lar set of hypotheses but rather to generate hypotheses
and ideas based on teachers' perceptions, experiences,
and deliberate study of the issues they choose to in-
vestigate. The project is designed to demonstrate that
classroom teachers can function as practical rfitsearch-
ors focusing on the real problems of the classroom and
school.

Working hypotheses emerging during the first year
of the project are as follows:

- Group process roles of action research team
members influence the dynamics and outcomes
of collaborative action research.

- Individual dimensions of teachers (adult life
and career phase, stage of development, learn-
ing style) influence the collaborative research
process.

- School context variables affect the collabora-
tive research process (communication, collegi-
ality, role of the principal, experimentation,
school history, shared experiences, and the
sociological dimensions of time).

- Collaboration is a multi-faceted concept as
reflected in the following situations:

Collaboration between school and university.
Collaboration within each action research team.
Collaboration among teachers on the action

research team and other teachers in the
school.

Collaboration between the university research-
ers located in different paris of the
country.

1
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The project is documenting teachers' and research-

ers' perceptions of the following issues related to the
context of the school and the process of collaborative
action research: empathy and taking the perspective of
others; confidentiality and collegiality; role of the
principal; role of the tee her; power, decision-making
and change; teacher and sonool morale, and collabora-
tion.

The ARCS project reflects elements drawn from the
history of collaboratise action research in education
(Corey, 1953; Elliott, 1977; Lewin, 1948; Little, 1981;
Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1979). Key elements of the
project, such as teaoher-defined research, teacher-
researcher collaboration in all phases of the research,
and the use of research results to improve school
practice are those which have characterized action
research since its inception in the 1940s.

Teachers for the two ARCS research teams were
selected in September, 1981. The research teams began
meeting in October, 1981, and will complete their stud-
ies in May, 1983. Both teams found that scheduling
affected all dimensions of their school, They found
that decisions about the allocation of time affect the
curriculum, student learning, student and teacher
relationships, and opportunities for innovation; that
the schedule reflects a school's priorities and values
about the educational process; that scheduling can
provide significant flexibility or severely limit
flexibility; and that scheduling can promote collegial-
ity or fragmentation. Both ARCS teams decided that the
area of scheduling was a significant question to be
addressed through action research.

PROPOSAL ON MIDDLE SCHOOL SCHEDULING

This proposal describes the research process used
by one ARCS team to modify the existing middle school
schedule in the Michigan site. The team first used
teacher and administrator surveys to assess opinions
about the schedule, team teaching, middle school phi-
losophy, grouping, and time management and planning.
They also surveyed a random sample of 90 middle school
students for their opinions in areas related to sched-
uling, igcluding learning needs and styles, the sched-
ule itself, tine allocation, and subject matter organi-
zation. The ARCS team reviewed literature on middle
school scheduling and philosophy and examined the rela-
tionship between the middle school's current scheduling
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practice, its philosophy, and the school district goals
and curriculum. It will conduct in-depth interviews
with teachers and a random sample of parents to provide
further data on perceptions and opinions about the
middle school and its schedule. Based on the data
collected, this ARCS team plans to implement and
evaluate alternatives for the current schedule.

PROPOSAL ON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULING

In the second proposal, teachers from the New
Hampshire ARCS site describe an evaluation study of
scheduling in their own and several other junior high
schools. Within this framework, the team will under-
take a descriptive case study of its own school con-
text, the school philosophy and the match between the
philosophy (goals, objectives, and junior high priori-
ties) and the scheduling practices related to teacher
teaming and student ability grouping. The ARCS team
will describe the current school context, philosophy,
and current practices. The team will present its anal-
ysis of the strengths and weaknesses of current prac-
tices in light of teacher morale, job satisfaction, and
student learning. Site visits to other schools and a
review of relevant literature will provide data on
alternative scheduling procedures. The study will
culminate in a recommendation to the school principal
of schedule modifications which are 1) consistent with
their operational-definition of a junior high school
and 2) substantiated by their surveys, literature re-
view, and field observations.

Teachers from both collaborative action research
teams began the project with little background in
formal research methodology, or had not applied the
research skills they bad to existing school-based
concerns. Through the ARCS project, teachers are
learning to apply research techniques to problems which
they have identified in their existing school contexts.
Although the roles of teacher and researcher may
conflict at times, the experience is providing new
insights for those involved in the ARCS project.

A description of the key activities and events of
the first year of the ARCS project can be found in the
following reports available from Sharon N. Oja at the
ARCS project office, Morrill Hall, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire 03824:

3
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I. ARCS:ARCS: Initial Description of Participants
and Sites

II. ARCS: Beginning a Collaborative Action
Research Project

III. ARCS: The Process of Collaboration in
Action Research

IV. ARCS: Syracuse Conference: Collaboration
Between Action Research Teams
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT 2.E ZEE 21211=

The Michigan Action Research team spent the
greater part of our initial team meetings developing a
feeling of collegiality among ourselves. Our discus-
sions were honest and forthright, focusing on a number
of concerns which, among others, included the major
events (over which we as teachers have no control) that
occur during the school day and our reactions to them,
the quality of work life in our middle school and its
effect on oar personal lives, the broad issue of
student motivation, the history of the school, decision
Taking in the school, the role of the principal, as
Okell as a host of others.

Once we reached consensus on our major concern, we
attempted to label it -- a task far.more difficult than
we had anticipated. Our first label was time manage-
ment, but that seemed too confining a topic because it
didn't include some of our concerns like student
achievement and the quality of work life. We finally
agreed the topic of scheduling encompassed our concerns.

To define the problem of scheduling more specifi-
cally each of us wrote a short paper in which we shared
our speculations, hunches, and impressions about the
significance of scheduling and its impact on the lives
and work of teachers and students. We see scheduling
affecting all dimensions of the middle school. Time is
one of the most precious resources in the educational
system and decisions about its allocation affect the
curriculum, student learning, student and teacher rela-
tionships, and opportunities for innovation. The
schedule reflects priorities and values about the
educational process in a school. It can provide
significant flexibility or severely limit flexibility.
It can promote collegiality or fragmentation. The
schedule can serve the school and its students or it
can make the school and its students serve the schedule.
The ramifications of scheduling are pervasive and touch
upon almost every aspect of the school. In our judg-
ment it is an area worthy of action research.

AILUZI41111 TSB IIZ ST

From our analysis and discussion we have narrowed
down the topic of scheduling to two researchable
questions:
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1. How can the school day be scheduled for the
optimum intellectual and affective develop-
ment of the middle school child at our
middle school?

2. How can the school day be scheduled to improve
the quality of work life and the professional
productivity and growth of teachers?

In an attempt to answer the two major research
questions, we will consider these additional issues:

. What are the essentials of scheduling? What
are the givens and necessary conditions or the
critical mass of personnel and resources
required for an effective schedule?

. How do district goals and curriculum affect
soteduling in the middle school? How does
the district time management model affect
wsheduling?

. Bow does the middle school philosophy affect
the scheduling? How does the schedule affect
the middle school philosophy?

WU= AT
To define the parameters of the study, refine the

research questions, and identify hypotheses to be
tested, we decided to take the following approaches:

1. Survey teachers and administrators for their
opinions in five areas related to scheduling:
scheduling itself, team tearoling, middle
school philosophy, grouping, and time
management and planning.

2. Survey a random .:ample of middle school
students for their opinions in areas related
to scheduling: learning needs and styles,
scheduling itself, allocation of time,
sequencing of learning, subject matter
organization.

3. Review the district's Middle School Philos phy
to see if scheduling practice is consisten
with philosophy.

4. Review professional literature on middle
school scheduling and philosophy.
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5. Examine how district goals and curriculum
affect middle school scheduling.

6. Secure consultants with middle school exper-
tise to discuss current middle school phil-
osophies and practices.

7. Follow-up teacher survey with in-depth
interviews with teachers.

8. Interview random sample of parents for their
perceptions and opinions regarding the middle
school and scheduling.

9. Identify roadblocks and resistances to change.

mAzA COLLEC/04 ingungLA

We reviewed an ERIC compilation of abstracts on
the middle school, read and shared articles, collected
samples of middle school schedules and philosophies,
recorded our thoughts about scheduling and middle
schools in daily logs, and conducted surveys.

We designed two surveys (see Tables I and II) --
one which we administered to the teachers in our
building at a luncheon and the other which we adminis-
tered to a random sampling of 100 students in our
school. The results (see Tables I and II) of the
surveys have helped us in shaping the direction of the
research and in identifying more clearly issues which
require further study.

Teacher Aur...va

An analysis of the data collected through the
teacher survey identified team teaching, middle school
philosophy and approach, class size and scheduling of
common courses within the same grade level as questions
which require more examination. While the quantitative
information yielded by the survey has been valuable in
determining areas for further study we believe qualita-
tive data are needed to develop a richer understanding
of teacher perceptions and concerns. To secure such
data we plan, as our next step, to interview a random
sample of teachers.
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:ABLE I

Michigan roachar Sur-mY

Please indicate how you feel about the following statements:

A. Definitely epee
3. Agree
C. Maybe
D. Disagree
S. Definitely disagree

1. Your current schedule but utilises your talent as a
teacher.

2. There is time for you to plan for all your classes.

3. Team teaching is beneficial for teachers.

4. You know our current middle school philosophy.

5. You teach to our middle school Oil,

6. Your class sizes should remain the

You have time to discuss student pre'

9. You have time to talk to ether staff a

9. You balm rime to
staff embers.

ID. Theis 'is time to
plans.

itch a colleague.

e

share ideas and materials with other

asks teacher made materials and Lesson

11. You feel qualified about teachingyour subject matter.

12. Your classes meet eiddle school chilften's =ads and
interests.

13. You have gained teething flexibility through your
middle school teaching experience.

14. There should be a permanent substitute teacher in the
building to provide flexibility in the teaching schedule.

J. Students should be grouped by ability in math.

16. Students should be grouped by ability in reading.

9
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TABLE - ,mignisse Teacher Survey ton't

17. Students should he grouped by ability is Zaglits.

LI. students should be grouped by ability is social studies.

19. Students should be involved is planning their own schedules.

20. You bode time co Mote lesson objectives and break them
deft into small steps.

21. Tour schedule provides 'lamming time to assemmedate
LidiVIAMAL differesces mess studious.

22. You mad like to be part of a cseckimg teem..

23. You prefer to work individually rather than in a COOL

24. You like to have you plamniag period is the morning.

23. You Likud to have your 'lemming period in the afternoon
following Lunch.

26. Am academic coacher should also work with a group of
students daily In an activity situation.

27. !vary teacher should teach reading.

26. You prefer to teach at ome grads level.

29. You would like to have a new rester of students each
'amongst.

30. &Am timber should have the same amount of planning
gime.

31. You have spec-.1 ksouledge or tallest that enables you
co organise and teach as elective course.

32. You would like co have a rotating schedule that warted
from day to day.

33. Tog would Like to have a rotating sabodala that varied
from week to week.

34. Scheduling should permit a suchup between teachers'
ceaching styles and students' Janata. styles.

35. Several secttese of the seem grade level and the same
subject should be scheduled at the same time.

36. Standardised casting should not be dote by classroom
teachers.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

b.

7.

3.

4.

10.

.J .

TAAL/ tI

awe School. Student Surrey

srumwr SOZWIT

72
t like as acutely, period during the day.

72
Lim hest when the toolbar Wee a lee of semplee.

23 z eenld like ons tine in the day to Leers meth.
11 2 learn beet when I as one of the fastest students in the class.
at

I would like a AtUOy period during the day.

23 Z need mere tins to loans salience.

Mass beet when I seam& indepoodestly (by myself) withlittle explanation and supereisice4

I learn best when the classed* is challenging.

2s
I Leech beet whirs I an a lender in the class.

23
would like rose tins is the day to learn Ignsliab.

66
like to participate in clause orally.

36
I learn best when my had *objects are scheduled in the morning.

26
I seed sore time to lawn :taut

23
I learn beet when the alusemoth La easy.

as
t leers beet when sy bard mod

daythe .
easy subjects are mined during

22
I isn't Ina to pertiegrate is class orally.

I learn best lobes the classed* is hard.

I would like more time in the day to learn science.

I Isere best when my herd subjects are scheduled is theatterneen.

33

SCI 40

31 33

36 54
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TABLE

Middla School. Scudade Sarm,
Concimusd

t mould isles to bars a rotating schedule so that or schedule of
classes is diffarast sash day of tns veal.

t lases best Ikea do a lot of prelim work.

east anis eats to lases rasdiag.

I learn best mbss z ors men is a mall grow aieuutton is elms.

I Isms beat mbso t *as moth with a pannier.

I oomad sins Um 3s tbs der to Laura social studios.

1 Isms best mime': gas tabs ay das fa doing sr clag000rk.

weld like to bars a too to fifteen minute period at tbs sad
of sash class to do bosoresk.

I would Like to bass sins tsar is tbs day to Leers readiag.

I like lAssniug mhos L don't bps to Foetid:Spam to class.

mhos I cos moth tint' a lot of disunion and noes .
the coaches.

used soft Urne is tbs do, to but oath.

I mild like to mink ow projects witb students from other classes
daring tbs dor.

loam best lobes I ales hallo other kids loam.

La=o boss wigs Z can it bales fie other kids is ties-

: seed son tLos to Isms !milts&

would like to Selo tascbows taaab kids to the alsosotsry school.

I mould Ube more tiles is dic day for sliest midis, of stories
and novels.

I mroLd do betray as tests if I bad may woo tsar to cabs s day.

would Las sons of cry *lasses to bus shorter or imager cheat
45 mimosa.
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Student,_ Surv, ev

We found the results of the student survey to be
most interesting in terms of their implications for.
middle school scheduling and for teaching and learning
styes. Students indicated they would like an activity
period during the day (72-18), a study period during
the day (81-9), a ten to fifteen minute period at the
end of each class to do homework (70-20), and classes
to be shorter or longer than forty-five minutes (62-
28). They reported they learned beat when: the teacher
givis a lot of examples (72-18), the olasawork is chal-
len4ing (54-36), hard and easy subjects are mixed
during the day (65-25), in small group situations (64-
26), working with a partner (67-23), with a lot of di-
rection and supervision from the teacher (52-38), work-
ing on projects with students from other classes (53-
37), and helping other students learn (66-24). Stu-
dents are interested in helping teachers instruct ele-
mentary school children (62-28). They believe they
would do better on tests if they had only one test to
take a day (75-15).

An analysis of essay questions dealing with learn-
ing revealed that at all three grade levels students
felt overwhelmingly that they learned beat in small
group, "hands -out activities. The younger the students
the more they chose this learning style. In describing
their best learning experiences the predominant re-
sponse among the students was to identify a specific
teacher or an activity in science or social studies.

JIWARCEI DES/GM AND DATA CO4LECTID11

From our analysis of the data we proposed to pilot
an innovation to scheduling to test the following
hypotheses:

1. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
reduce discipline problems.

2. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
facilitate the integration of the curriculum.

3. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
improve student-teacher relationships.

4. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
better accommodate different student learning
rates and styles.
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5. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will

enable teachers to better meet the affective
needs of middle school children.

6. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
facilitate the improvement of student learning.

7. Block and self-contained scheduling will
enhance the quality of work life for teachers.

P. Block and/or self-contained scheduling will
help to improve teacher productivity.

9. A professional staff development program on
middle school scheduling will facilitate the
implementation of a pilot scheduling project.

To test the hypotheses we will collect data via
the fallowing methodologies.

1. Pre- and post-test evaluation of the pilot
project.

2. Formative evaluation on the process of change
and innovation implementation.

3. Documentation to track implementation of the
pilot project and the staff development
program.

4. Case studies of teachers and students to
monitor project impact and to assess
individual change.

5. Independent observational study of teaching
and learning in the pilot project.

6. Follow-up surveys of teachers and students.
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*To preserve confidentiality, ARCS teachers have chosen
alias names.
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June 1, 1982

Action Research on Change in Schools
New Hampshire

Research Proposal

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The New Hampshire Action Research on Change in
Schools (ARCS) team consists of five teachers, one re-searcher from the Universitylbf New Hampshire EducationDepartment, and one research assistant, a doctoral
student at Harvard University. The team began the 1982school year with a series of 4 or 5 team meetings at
which we talked about the junior high school context,
and how changes have occurred within it. We discussed
how decisions were made in our school and system andthe roles different people played in that process. We
frequently discussed the role of the principal in the
school, because we were in the process of hiring a new
principal, who was finally appointed and began workinghere in November. As we talked, many problems emerged
which face education in general and our school in par-ticular. Central among these seemed to be the issue ofscheduling, which affected teaching and Learning condi-tions in the school.

As a result of these early discussions of t!..'sschool context, one teacher team member has begun com-
piling a history of school policies and decisions re-lated to scheduling over the past 10 years. (AppendixA is a draft outline of this history.) We think thiswill be helpful to us in our research and to other
teachers and administrators in our school in the future.

As the ARCS team focused on the issue of schedul-ing, we tried to narrow it down to a researchable ques-tion. The question we initially chose to research was,*How can we make scheduling changes to benefit our
school?* We decided that issues of homogeneous vs.
heterogeneous grouping, class length, school within aschool or teaming, department chairs vs. house coordi-
nators, and flexible or modular scheduling were impor-
tant factors in this school related to the issue ofscheduling. Specifically these factors seemed to re-late to teacher morale, communication, and their abil-ity to do a good job toward student learning.
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As our first step, we designed a questionnaire (see
Appendix B) addressing these issues which we personally
gave to all certified personnel in the school. Each of
the five teacher team members interviewed 9 or 10 staff
members. All school staff had been divided evenly and
randomly assigned to be interviewed. The average time
per interview was 30 minutes without considering the
time and effort involved in scheduling the interview
which may have been considerable. All interviews were
completed within a week and a half period. By collect-
ing data from the teachers we hoped to involve them in
the project and give them a sense of ownership in the
project as well. In collating the results, we found
that academia and non-academic teachers ranked ability
grouping (i.e., homogeneous vs. heterogeneous classes)
and school within a school (i.e., teaming) among their
top three priority issues worth further investigation.
We decided that those would be the two areas within
scheduling on which we would focus our research.

At that point we modified our original question.
In what ways do homogeneous/heterogeneous grouping and

teaming affect teacher morale and job satisfaction and
student learning?* We decided to research these issues
on scheduling and suggest four or rive alternative
schedules which would reflect our findings of what
would be best for teachers and students. The final
decision to implement one of these schedules rests with
our school principal.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

We are presently pursuing several different
methods of data collection about scheduling. We have
done an ERIC search on middle school/junior high
scheduling, and we read and shared the articles which
address the issues which concern us. We are also plan-
ning to visit other schools which use schedules that
have some of these characteristics. We are in the
process of identifying schools to visit, by contacting
a number of local and state organizations who may have
such information.

The ARCS team reviewed the citations listed in an
ERIC search, gotten by a University team member, using
these key words which were determined by the whole team:
middle school/junior high scheduling, flexible schedul-
ing, horse plan, homogeneous grouping, and heterogene-
ous grouping. The ERIC search resulted in citations.
A teacher member reviewed all the citation abstracts
and chose 15 articles to be Xeroxed in full. The
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Action Research team members divided the 15 accordingto personal interest and read and reported on them.
Three of the articles seemed related but were not help-
ful. Four articles were very helpful. All seven are
described briefly in the following section.

Arthur Razzell (1978) investigated mixed ability
teaching in middle school. This article was not perti-
nent to our research question as the school context wasan English middle school with groups and needs so much
different that our school. The article provided littleinformation or direction.

The Vermont-New Hampshire Middle Grades Survey Re-port (Michael Allen, 1980) was a survey of 16 Vermont
and 33 New Hampshire middle schools. Informationgathered from schools described enrollments,,feeder
schools, optional subjects given, faculty training andtime schedules. Conclusions and recommendations for
improving middle grade education in both states did notapply to the specific issues being investigated at ourschool by the Action Research team.

Ray Constantino and Charles Larue (197k) describeda program for middle school science which included ateam approach and a three year rotation. The scienceteacher on the ARCS team felt our school's program isbetter and thus the article would not help in our school.

Donald W. Johnson (1976) reported on developing
and implementing an effective student and teacher as-signment schedule. Johnson gave information as to
strategies for collecting information in order to builda workable schedule for students, teachers, and admin-
istrators. The article included sample schedules,parent survey, assessment graphs for math and readingtests, profiles of district performance and state per-formance in testing prog :am. The school context de-scribed by Johnson seemed to include many of the same
issues the New Hampshire Action Research team is ex-ploring. This article is very pertinent to our research.

In James Cole's (1975) paper, variable junior highschool schedules were developed to inject variety andexpanded court(' offering4 in the traditional dailyschedule. This xeport collects tables, figures, anddiagrams to explain the Racine, Wisconsin junior highschool variable scheduling plan. Sample student sched-ules, programa of studies, the rotation cycle, and com-parisons with traditional scheduling are included. Ourprincipal kept a copy of this article because of itsclarity in the mechanics of scheduling.

18
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In Gary, Indiana at the Edison Middle School a new

placement and grouping system is being used in math.
Math tests, were sorted according to the lowest math
skill not mastered by each student. Students were then
placed in special classes devotsd entirely to one spe-
cific math skill. No attention was paid to grade levels
in these classes. When the citywide checkpoint exam
was administered the following spring to all seventh
and eighth graders Edison scores were the best in the
city. Results like this seem to present a strong argu-
ment for grouping according to achievement levels in
meth rather than math grouping within grade levels as
is currently being practiced at our school.

The effect of class heterogeneity in junior high
school English classes was investigated by Carolyn M.
Evertson, Julie Sanford and Edmund Emmer (1981). The
data cited in this study was collected from 27 junior
high school English classes in a large metropolitan
school district. Variables of degree of homogeneity,
classroom management, adaptation of instruction to in-
dividuals, and student task engagement and cooperationwere looked at. Findings suggest that extremely het-
erogeneous (English) classes appear to have limitations
in student achievement and task engagement and coopera-
tion of students which are related to the teacher's
classroom management skill and adaptability to students'
needs. These authors suggest that extremely heterogen-
eous classes are less than ideal for a learning environ-ment. These last two articles are helpful to the ARCS
team because our junior high scholl's administrators'
and teachers' scheduling objectives are moving from ex-
treme heterogeneous grouping in all subjects to top
students in math and English being homogeneously
grouped within grade level. (See questionnaire resultsin Appendix B.)

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON TEACHER MORALE

Several themes of the ARCS team's discussions of
our school context were in the areas of lack of commun-
ication, low teacher morale and teacher's lack of satis-faction in their ability to do a good job. Members ofthe team became increasingly interested in these issuesand their relationship to the project's central focus ofscheduling.

A review of the literature indicates that the most
current work in teacher morale is being researched un-der the focus of stress in teaching. An article by
Elizabeth 3. Manera and Robert E. Wright (1979), "Stress
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Factors in Teaching," had 3 groups of teachers partici-
pate in a Q-sort of 14 stress factors related to their.
job field. The broad concept of communication seemed
"embedded in the top 4 items selected by the partici-
pants." Although classroom management and discipline
are mentioned as top concerns of teachers in current
articles these authors suggest that *perhaps communica-
tion or the lack of communication tends to cause more
stress among educators . . ..*

Additional articles on teacher stress which were
reviewed focused on the new concept of teacher *burn-
out*: who are our burned out teachers? how can we
identify stress leading to burnout? what elements in a
teacher's job definition or the context of the school
Laty contribute to stress leading to burnout? how does
teacher stress show up in attitudes towards students
and students' learning? ( Iwanicki & Schwab, 1981;
Schwab & Iwanicki, 1982a, 1982b; Schwab, 1982).

We wondered what effects scheduling objectives in
our school had on teacher's levels of stress and burn-
out and if scheduling changes in teaming and ability
grouping might decrease teacher stress and improve
teacher morale, communication, and job satisfaction.

The studies on burnout were based on a survey in-
strument used with teachers, the Human Services Survey
(Maslach & Jackson, 1981), which identified the three
variables of emotional exhaustion, negative attitude
toward students, and teachers, feelings of lack of
personal accomplishment on the job as measures of
stress and burnout.

One member of the team did study the following
other survey instruments considered for use in collect-
ing data on teacher morale and job satisfaction. These
were the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire
(LBDQ), the Organizational Climate Description Ques-
tionnaire (OCDQ), the Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction
Questionnaire, and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude In-
ventory (MTAI). This teacher recommended that the ARCS
team use the Human Services Survey designed by Maslach
and Jackson and validated with teachers by Richard
Schwab and Edward Iwanicki. She cited a number of rea-
sons which convinced the team of the value in using the
Human Services Survey to gather in:ormation for this
part of the research plan.
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SELECTION OF RESEARCH STRATEGIES AND FRAMEWORX

The research question was formulated when the ARCS
team observed that the school's schedule was an over-
reaching issue everpresent during discussions of school
context and the teaching/learning environment. Past
decisions related to the implementation of school-
within-a-school format, teaming, and ability grouping
were often predicated on constraints imposed by the
schedule. The team, therefore, decided that a search
for a schedule which would permit flexibility in adopt-
ing various aspects of the above concepts was needed
and appropriate for our action research. Once the re-
search question became clearly stated, in what ways do
ability grouping and teaming affect teacher morale and
job satisfaction and student learning, the team looked
for possible research models. The following alterna-
tives from Borg (1963) were presented by a teacher mem-
ber: historical, descriptive, developmental, case and
field, correlational, causal-comparative, quasi-experi-
mental, and action research. A University member pre-
sented the newer research and development and the eval-
uative frameworks for the group's additional considera-
tion (Borg & Gall, 1981). Sample models of the action,
the research and development, and the evaluation frame-
works which addressed our research questions were pre-
sented by University members. The team's preference
appeared to be the three models just cited because each
seemed able to encamp es the larger issues of schedul-
ing as identified for our school.

Discussion centered around the research and devel-
opment and the evaluation frameworks due to the team's
interest, goals, and comfort with these designs. The
team considered many factors before choosing a design
framework: time factors (length of project and personal
time), team members' familiarity with research proce-
dures, appropriateness to study the school context, and
exploration of research question and sub-questions.

The New Hampshire ARCS team finally decided that
an evaluation design would be the best choice. Within
this framework, the team will undertake a descriptive
case study of one school context, the school philosophy,
and the matph between the philosophy (goals, objectives,
and juniorflaigh pribrities) and the scheduling practices
related to teaming and ability grouping. The ARCS team
will describe the current school context and philosophy
and current practices. The team will analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of current practices in light
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-511-of teacher morale, job satisfaction, and student learn-ing. We will also investigate alternative schedulingprocedures and will recommend major/minor changes in
scheduling which will be 1, consistent with our opera-
tional definition of what a junior high school is and
2) substantiated by our surveys, literature review, andfield observations.

KINDS OF DATA TO BE COLLECTED

In order to examine how scheduling variables ofteaming and ability grouping relate to teacher moraleand job satisfaction we need more information from theteachers themselves. We considered collecting datafrom students and admnistrators as well on the effects
of these scheduling variables, but chose to concentrateon teachers.

We will collect data from teachers concerning
their opinions of the schedule and the relation of theteaming and ability grouping variables to their levelof job satisfaction and their general level of morale.We will also collect self report measures of teacher
emotional exhaustion, negative attitudes toward stu-dents, and feelings of personal accomplishment usingthe Human Services Survey. Data collection will takeplace in Spring, 1982 and again in December, 1982 toenable us to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of .current practices as well as some schedule modifica-tions to be implemented in Fall 1'983.

We will also conduct field observations of other
schools similar in context to ours, trying to examine
whether or not certain aspects of scheduling goals orobjectives (e.g., teaming, ability grouping) are system-atically related to certain teacher perceptions of lev-els of morale, job satisfaction, and student learning.

DATA TO BE COLLECTED

1) Levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization
(negative attitude toward students), and personal
accomplishment of teachers. These are the three
subscales of the Human Services Survey.

2) Teachers' opinions about teaming and homogeneous/
heterogeneous grouping and their perception of therelation of these variables to job satisfaction,level of morale, and student learning.
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3) Levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization,

and personal accomplishment of teachers at so-
looted schools similar in context to ours.

4) Teacher opinions at selected schools similar in
context to ours about teaming and ability grouping
and their perception of the relation of these
variables to job satisfaction, level of morale,
and student learning.

5) Principal's scheduling goals and opinions about
teaming and ability grouping (from our principal
and principals at the field observation sites).

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

We began collecting data in November, 1981 by in-
terviewing all of the school's certified staff about
their perceptions of the existing schedule, including
what they would like to see changed in it. The new
principal took office at the same time we were design-
ing our initial questionnaire. We showed him a copy
and asked if he would like to add anything. Re said
most of the questions were ones he would have asked
anyway and he would be interested in the results. In
January, 1982 after the data were collated and results
presented to all staff, the principal said he used some
of this information to consider schedule modifications
for the next year, 1982-83. (See Appendix 11 for results
of this initial questionnaire.) In May, 1982. the
principal was interviewed by 2 teacher members' of our
team to clarify scheduling concerns and goals for the
1982-83 year.

To probe teachers' attitudes further, we considered
another questionnaire and/or interviews with a sample
of teachers. We discussed whether or not we wanted to
collect this information from all teachers or just a
sample, and decided that the more teachers we could
reach, the more complete our information would be.

We administered the Human Services Survey in early
June to all teachers in the school. This will provide
us with information about teacher's level of emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization, and personal accomplish-
ment. We attached a one page questionnaire to this in-
ventory which asked teachers about their perceptions of
teaming and ability grouping and the effects of these
variables on their level of job satisfaction and morale.
We will follow up on the questionnaire with interviews
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of a sample of teachers in the school. The inventory
and questionnaire will be administered again in Decem-
ber, 1982. (Appendix C shows the Human Services Survey
and Questionnaire.)

We may also administer the Human Services Survey
to teachers in the other schools during the field ob-
servations. Appendix D shows the letter we have sent
to a variety of educational personnel in the six state
area (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New York, and Vermont) to help us identify schools to
visit. Response from our letters is encouraging for
our research topic and for field site suggestions.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

a) Teacher members of ARCS team divide staff and con-
duct personal interviews with staff December, 1981
on scheduling practices and concerns

b) Teachers surveyed in Spring of 1982' and again in
December of 1982 connecting scheduling practices
and changes in teaming and ability grouping with
teacher morale and perceived effects on teaching
and learningrconditions

c) Two members of ARCS team to visit other schools and
conduct field observations using interviews. and
questionnaires to investigate alternative schedul-
ing practices

d) Literature review to investigate alternative sched-
uling procedures

e) Description of the history of the policies and de-
cisions. related to scheduling practices in the last
10 years,at our school

f) Description of current scheduling practices at our
school
Description,of the school philosophy (goals, objec-
tives, aM junior high priorities)

TIMELINE.

This year we tried to develop the ability to plan
the best possible use of our resources to achieve our
goal within time and cost limitations. Our time chart
will remain flexible since we have revised it several
times. The following is our current timeline for the
remainder of the project.

Summer, 1982 - Begin descriptive statement of
school philosophy using May,
1982 transcript of interview
with principal
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September

October and
November

December

- Nob.
- Complete the descriptive his-

tory of the policies and deci-
sions related to scheduling
practices in past 10 years

- Prepare teacher survey data
for analysis: key punch com-
puter cards, run initial com-
puter analysis

- Orientation for second year of
project

- Describe current scheduling
practices and any recent
modifications

- Design and conduct site visits
and field observations

- Analyze data on alternative
scheduling practices

- Survey teachers again using the
Human Services Survey

- Analyze data and develop
conclusions

January, 1983 - Make a recommendation to the
principal

February-April - Write a report of the findings
to be used by other school
practitioners in investigating
and modifying their own sched-
uling plans

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS

As mentioned earlier, some data collection and an-
alysis has already been done. We have interviewed all
staff members about their perceptions of the present
schedule, including their, thoughts on teaming, length
of classes, and ability grouping in different subject
areas. The analysis of this data was used to direct
the team's discussion of a specific research question.

Data will be collected from our school this
Spring, 1982. and from other schools during the Fall of
1982. using the data collection tools described above.
The team will analyze the data as it is gathered, and
will use the results to recommend a schedule that meets
teacher and student needs.
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SCHEDULE OF CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of our data should indicate which or-
ganizational scheduling formats relative to teaming and
to ability grouping lead to teacher satisfaction and
student learning. We will use these conclusions to
recommend schedule changes or support existing schedul-
ing practices which further teacher satisfaction and
student learning. We will write a report of our find-
ings which could be used by other school practitioners
in investigating and modifying their own scheduling
plans. We would consider presenting our report to the
other junior high schools in our area, to the superin-
tendent of our district, and other interested people.
Further development plans will be decided in 1983.
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Appendix A

54.5.

24 March 1982

DRAFT John Alden

These are the dates changes were made in our school
system. I have tried to show the programs in chrono-
logical order. They are as accurate as a teacher's mem-
ory will permit.

1470-71
Double tracked ability grouping - Math track

and English track
16 Grade 8 classes grouped A-P
1C Grade 7 classes at main building
6 Grade 7 classes at annex
St. Patrick's Parochial School in main building

to take classes in shop, home economics, and physical
education. A school built for 550 students at one
point now houses over 1,000 students

Title I program begins
Office detentions from work program to looked-in

(all students in a classroom) program
Superintendent orders science to develop and teach

a program in sex education.

ig7t7_71
Two new science labs
New science program developed during summer
Science on a seven week rotating program
Each student, 5 courses
5 teachers in main building
Teachers hand out own marks every 7 weeks
One 8th grade class broken and students placed

in 5 other classes for science.

1472.71
Flexible multilevel parallel tracking program

both grades
All students in four groups

A - Advanced
B - High Average
C Lo'w Average
D - Below Average

Classes within ability groups mixed
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1471-74
During year principal leaves. Assistant principal

becomes temporary principal; then retires. A new prin-
cipal is selected. Annex principal becomes new assis-
tant principal. New annex principal

New principal starts a faculty senate which meetsweekly to discuss school problems. Members are se-
lected by departments

Junction program begins?

147k-75
Staff development program to 5 school boards. Itis approved
Principal move to high school, new principal againat junior high
May-7th period mini-courses assigned to all teachersJunior High building program approved
Parochial students no longer come to Jr. High

1475-7E
Districtwide staff development 6 year plan now inoperation
School on split sessions at two buildings, 2 morn-ing groups, 2 afternoon groups. Extra time to be usedby teachers for meetings, school visitations, special

planning
Special team project afternoons at annex i which

5 teachers try total team approach with 4 classes:
2 above average, 2 below average

Mainstreaming of all students begins
Weekend conference in Dov3r brainstorming

issues in teaching

1476-/T
4 schools-within-a-school established at the Jr.

High. Each school has a team of teachers, students,and specialists. Each school's schedule is developed
by teachers within designated time blocks. Each schoolhas an unpaid house coordinator. Split sessions con-tinue until Christmas

One school has fewer students but all Title
(special needs) students

Teacher Corps project submitted and approved

1477-7t
4 house coordinators in charge of 4 houses (de-

partment heads dropped - principal and vice principal
now department heads)
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Houses balanced: each has same number of
students. Time blocks established; each house given
lunch time and specials and is free to create
schedule in rest of time. Students traveled in groups

0; Teacher Corps project 2 years
Junction program ends
Supervisory union broken
School district separates frOm 4 towns. Area

agreement still in effeuu. Towns still send students
to high school

Newington has area agreement for 7th and 8th grade
students to be educated at our schools

178.7q
KIDS II project starts for emotionally handicappec
KIDS II mainstreamed when possible (science and

social studies)
Last year of Teacher Corps
I.E.P. students all in one house

1974.110

1112=A1
P.E.E.P.S. program begins for preschool special

education students
One house eliminated: teachers reassigned from 4

to 3 teams
I.E.P.s all houses

198142
Prfncipal leaves. Temporary principal. New

principal (former staff member) hirer!
Project A.R.C.S. begins
3 houses remain; 2 house coordinators serve all

three houses
Schedules done by house coordinators (up to now

vice principal in charge of scheduling)
In-school suspension program starts
7 period schedule instituted
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Appendix B

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SURVEY - NEW HAMPSHIRE

3 Februsaby 1982

TO: All Staff Members

FROM: Action Research Team

RE: Teacher Survey

Attached you will find a copy of the results of a
recent survey you completed. The charts represent a
detailed breakdown of the responses. The four academic
areas appear first, math; social studies; science; and
English; and then a sub-total. Next are five addition-
al areas: home economics; industrial arts; music plus
art plus physical educati ',n grouped together; resource
people; and administration plus guidance followed by a
sub-total of these areas. The overall school total is
shown in the last column.

In questions that asked for an extended response,
the most frequently mentioned top three responses are
published. Responses are additionally broken down by
academic teachers and non-academic teachers (meaning
all other staff members). There were many more com-
ments that were too numerous to print. AlA. of your
comments will be considered by the Action Research
Team. In the near future, it is hoped that the Action
Research Team will have a meeting to allow teachers to
meet with us to discuss your concerns.

The Action Research Team greatly appreciates your
cooperation and always welcomes your input. Again,
many thanks for your assistance.

plw
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ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS
TEACHER SURVEY

R2SULTS

Preamolo: I am a member of a 5 person action research team. (The members are
John Alden, kooks Johnson, Jonn O. Part*. Wiot Rosewater, ano 7ed
Williams.) Lisa Smulyan and Sharon Oja, working out of the University of
New Hampshire, are also members of the team. The action research team mas
been funded by the National institute of Education for a too year 2ericie
to research Issues of change in schools. We decided to conduct research
on an issue important to our school. Scheduling seems the leading
concern and problem.

Using the following format, we plan to interview all staff goers
whO wish to be interviewed to determine their views on scheduling and
relateo issues. We also wish to solicit your suggestions on soecioic
avenues of research.

Your responses will be confidential Aggregate results will de
Publicized. The findings are to help us direct our research.

(Have you any Questions before we begin?)

most of the responses have the following format: a) strongly
disagree. b) disagree. c) agree. and d) strongly agree.

1. limos on Present Scheduling

I. The present schedule is satisfactory
M SS SciEng.Sub

Hue
Art Adm

HE IA PE Re's lui Sub T.
a. strongly disagree

r, 0 2. 1 1 it 3; zi 3 z 3 13 17

3. disagree 3.3 ,t3' 3 12 11 Tr 1'1 3 , v,16i
c. agree

1 2! i, 2 i 6 01 11 3 3 5 t!1
d. strongly agree c l i n i c ) ) I ' d i Oi 0 0 1 i 2

2. .hat things do you like most about present schedule?

Academic teachers NonAcademic teachers

a) Length of class period a) Length of class
b) Five academic classes b) Seven period day
c) Small classes c) Nothing

3, whut things do you like least about present schedule?

I

Academic teachers Mon-Academic teachers

a) Study nails a) Poor arrangements for specials classes
P) Lack of flexibility b) Study halls
c) Not enough extra time

during day for house meeting
c) Periods too short and too laity classes
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rt. ScM00;i ..4ithin -A -School

The schools-witnima -school
should be retained.

a. strongly disagree

O. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

organizational conceot

2. What things do you like most about

Academic teachers,

a) Teachers share common group of
b) Students have Identity
c) Smeller classes

A SS SciEnt Sub ME

Rut
Art

IA PE Res
Adm
Gui

MM.

Sub
060f 2L0 i 2 , 0T OTOrl a 2 .

11011,1 1 3 10,0 211 0 5 3

31 1, 112 ' 7 le 21 3. 1 1 3 13 20

1 1 6 1 t 1 3 it 1 01 21 01 2 / 1 5 16

Ischools-vithina*school"?

Mon-Academic teachers

kids a) Students have identity
b) Teaching tams meeting time tocetmer

to discuss kids
c) Less confusion - more organized

3. Jhat things do you like least about "schools-iwithin-a*schooluT

4.

Academic teachers mon-Academic teachers

a) Isolates teachers from other a) Specialists not involved in :ogee
teachers b) Isolates teachers and kids

2)

c)

Its not like it used to be
Not enough total school identity

c) Decreases flexibility

Teaching teams snouid have the
Co meet during school hours.

opportunity Aus
Art Adm

M SS SciEno Sub Mb IA PE Res Gui Sub T

a. strongly disagree '1.011,2 1t 310, 0 0 12
b. disagree

[0

0 01010 1 0 '0:0! 110 :0 1 '1:

C. agree i 1.1.1i3 1 8 Iii 3; 4, z '0 13 :1

d. strongly agree 11.':;i.9DLJLi..... ii-----.410 11.-

Teaching teams membersh' s snould be
determined ty the teaci S.

21 5$ SciEng_Sub
a. strongly disagree 0 . 1 1 . 0

b. disagree Of11110

Aus
Art Adm

ME IA PE Res Gui

1 2

0 1 1 . 0
1 t ' 0

Sub
2

fi

,

c. agree 3; 21 214 11; 2' ) bi) A 15 4.46
d. strongly agree 212/112 7 11 ' 0 9 1' 1 '0

Mus
S. Teaching teams snouid be abandoned. Art Adm

M SS SciEnq Sub ME IA PE Res 5ui Sub T
a. strongly disagree /L...LL..O.So_2Z
b. disagree i2i210 I

c. agree 1010I1H
d. strongly agree 101012E1

566
mr"

4 2 4.2 2 14 19 '

I 2 0 3

1 3 1 ot of 0 0 i 0 3
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V

7. The action research group should study the educational
value of "schools within-mschool" and/or teem teaching.

M SS ScIEno Sub MEa. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

III. Leadership

51,f_

mus
Art Adm

IA PE Res Gui Sub
i ; 11 0 0 I 1 ;

0, 0 1 7 2

4,0,
0 l i 7 . 7 1,o 31 5',i

2 11
7 - 4

i 2 2 . 4 1 2 I t 0'
t.lO 1 ! 2 3 it) 07 717 I 2, ' 4 7

1., house coordinators should be retained.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

2. if there is to be SYetee

Academic teachers

Mus
Art Adis

M SS Sci'n. Su. HE IA P Re Cmi Sub
1 2 3 0. 0t 3 2

10 3.2:1 i 6 10 ti r; t 3 3 9
2 1; 3 2i 2 3 I 12120T3

0 +2+ 0 1

of house coordinators, thes4111trild be

4011"AcAdomIC teachers

a) One for each house a) One for each house
b) One for each grade b) One for each grads
c) Zero c) Zero

(how many?).

3. geginning next year, teachers, rather than administrators. Musshould .lerve as department chairpersons. Art Adm
M SS SciEno Sub HE IA PE Res Gui Sub T

.

a. strongly disagree 0 1 0 L 7 O. 0 f 0 0 ) 1

b. disagree

ajL---LjPIP-e-1-1--/.1c. agree
0 21 2 2 i 6,

--CL----Lr-i-e'
3{ 2! 4 2 2 13 19

d. strong;y agree
raill....

Jere It not possible to have teachers serve as both house
coordinator and department chairperson, which would you prefer?

a. teachers in the house coordinator role
b. teachers in the department chairperson role IS

5. The action research team should study the educationalbenefits of house coordinators and/or department muschairpersons.
Art Adm

M SS SciEn Sub NE IA PE Res Gui Suea. strongly disagree
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3

O. disagree i0 Ot110 1 1 0 0 21
c. agree

6: 3 14 17 t 2 1' 4 2 t4
d. smelly agree CLOIlit 2 :o 01 2 I f */
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1. momogeneous grouping by ability for all classes is best. Art
Sub HE IA PE Res

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

m SS SciEn

S.,.

Acm

Sul Sub
3 1 2 2' I 8 2 2 0 i 0 6 r!
2) 11 2 S t 2 _3!2 2 TO : 18

1 1, 1 2 0 4 L
1 0 1 1 0 3.

Mus
2. Heterogeneous grouping by ability for all classes is best. Art Ad,

A SS S IE Sub ME IA PE Res Gui Sub
a. strongly disagree 1111111E1111111111-M11111* 0
b. disagree 2'5 3 11 211 5 i 4 1 13 24

C. agree 0 0 1 4 1!1 011
d. strongly agree 0 1 0.0 1 1 ! 1 0 0 I

Mus
3. Same subjects demand honageneauS ability grObOinq- Art Adel

M SS Sol Ens Sub ME IA PE Res Sui Sub T
a.

b.

C.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

d. strongly agree

If agree. which ones?

Academic teachers,

a) Math
b) English
c) Foreign language

4. At least some classes
ability grouping.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

If agree, which *nee

ft 1.
*.010 0 1 1 ' 0

4 414 IT 2 2 2' 2 :1 6
.1! 2 ' 7 0 i 0 1 2 1 6 13

NanAcedemic teachers

a) Math
b) English
c) Advanced math and English

should feature heterogeneous

M SS SciEna Sub HE

nue

Art
IA PE Res

Adm
SU; Sub10:0 0 0 010 0,0 0, a

0 01 010 0 1 04 1 1 'o o t 2 2

2 i 4 ,141 l 2 4 / 1 1 27

2i Z t E 1 I 6 t 1 t 1 2 6 12

Academic teachers, Mon- Academic teachers

R) Specials a) Specials
b) Social studies b) Social studies
c) Science c) Science

5. The action research group
and heterogeneous grouping

a.

b.

c.

4.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

should research homogeneous mus
schemes. Art Adm

M SS SciEng Sub ME IA PE Res ao Sub
10# 0 0, 0 0 04 01 0 0 0

.'-'-1L1-4-cL2`11=11433----1-

30
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:resent 34 -timute :lasses are 1:sal. Art Acn
IS SciEng Sub ME IA PE Res 14; Suo

; 0: 0 1 1 '111 0 3 I
a. strongly Muir..

2 A 3

0 1 2 5 . 2 2 , 0 ' I

b. disagree
6 Y1

c. agree
!.) 4 5 3 4.11.4-2, 1' 5 3 3 12 27

d. strongly agree t2 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 4 6

2. The perfect length In time for mv class is . . minutes.

Academic teachers Non- Academic teachers

a) All but two teachers said a) Answers varied from 25 to 75 'lnutss
45-50 minutes About half said 60-70 minutes

Mus
3. The action research group should study class length. Art Adm

m SS SCIEIQ Sub HE IA P11 Res 1.i Suo
a. strongly disagree 0 315 0003 3
b. disagree 10 2 2 1 ' 5 i 0, 2 4 1

1 3 13
c. agree

k 3 la 3 3 13 2 2' 0 4 ) II 24
4. strongly agree

1 21011412 01 2' 0 5

II, :Vser Scheduling Variation!
mull1, -folding all classes in same order. every day Ts best. Art km

m SS SciEng. Sub WE IA Pt Res 3ai Sub Ta. strongly disagree
i 2 4 1 ° ' 7 010 1 3 :__-.1-....1.-

5. disagree 0 1 2 2 1 5' 2 1 2 1 7

C. agree

i 3

1 2 2 1 8 2 31 2 4

d. strongly agree
t 0 1 0 2 3 0: 0, 3 1

moil
2. The rotation of the order of cis soil each day Is asst, Art Adm

* SS SciEno Sub NE IA PE Res lui

7 12

12 20

2 5

Sub Ts. strongly disagree 0 1 11 1 3 T 0 0 3 1

b. disagree
1 3 t 1 3 8 1' 2 I 4 1

c. agree
1 1 2 1 2 6 21 0' 3 0 2 .

d. strongly agree il 12 0 ! 6i0' tiZt g

2 5

9 17

7 13

4 10

3. Each team of teachers should be solo to adjust the
schedule to suit their needs to the greatest extent mull
dossible.

Art Adm
4 SS SciEno Sub ME 1A PE Res Cul Sub ra. strongly disagree 0 3 0 3 0 1 0 01 0 1 0 )

o. disagree 'MO 210' II 1103 2

c. agree 5 3.3
, 14 I V 21 5 4 G 17 31

J. strongly agree 2 0' Z1 !HIT 3 It II
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4. The action research team should study the impact on
learning of the static vs. the rotating order of Mus
daily classes. Art 4dm

M SS Scigpe Sub ME IA PE Res Sui Sup T
a. strongly disagree -T`o 0 '0 0 1 0 r a 0 0 a 1-77
D. disagree I 0 3 0 ' 0 I 2 1 i

1 .
.

c. agree 3 S 2 3 : tl.! 3i 2_ 3 4 3 ' 15 28
d. strongly agree 1, 2i0' 1 41011,10 3 2

VII. Prioritization of Research Topics

(Rank order)

Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping

Schools-within e -school

TOW teaching

Value of house coordinator role

Value of department chairperson rote

Effective length of classes (minutes per period)

11
..s Static vs. rotating scheduling

Academic teachers (too three) Mon-Academic teichez ttop three)

a) Momogenoous vs. heterogeneous a) Effective length of classes0 Schools-within-a-school b) Schools-within-a-school
:) Static vs. rotating schedule c) Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous

Other Comments
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Appendix :

ACTION RESEARCN ON CNAKE IN SCNO0L3 Nay I9,12

Premabie

In January, um our previous questionnaire both academic and non-acedamic
teachers ranked ability grouping (1.e. homage:onus and heterogeneous classes)and school within a school (i.e., teasing) fmong their top three prioylty IssuesAsr our resserch teach to investigate. We wduld like Co find out mare about Yee'Perteptions of these issues 0, hewing you answer the questions below.

The responses are strictly confidential and only group results will bereported at a later date.

Me a0Oreelete your assistance.

Deustraohic DAL&

Your sew:

MEOW, static:

(1) eel,

(2) female

(1) single
(2) married
(3) divorced
(4) widowed
(5) other Weiss swift

If married, for hoe long have you been serried to your current 'Muse
rears

If you hove children, how may of them are now thing with you?
children Ilve with me

have no children

Please check the highest degree you hive received:

NA AS Nas15

NAO S

MA
M+30
CAGS/2 NA

what Is the subject area NI which you teach?
Grade level?

Number of years teaching at Portsmouth Junior WO School?Total number of years teechiftnt



=1110-.

2

Rumen Services Sarver

Mow Often: n 1 2 3 b S
levmr A few times Once a A few Once A few Everya ymer month or times a a times daya, less less month week a is

kof Strones 0 1 2

Never Very ni14,
barely

noticeable

3 4 5

Rodents
7

haps',
very strong

How Often

1.

Statements:

I feel emotionally drained frame, work.
2.

11111=111

1 feel used up at the and of the workday.01.01=1
3.

1 feel fatigued when 1 oat up In the morning and hove to face
another day an the job.

01
4.

I can easily understand how err students feel Moot ihings.
A=.110,

S.
4.

I feel I treat 90111111 students as If they were lepersonel objects.6,
Working with people all day Is really 4 itrein for me.

1.

omIMEMPRIMM.

I deal very effectively with the problems of my students.
8.

IIMMINVO

I feel burned out free my work.
9.

I feel I'm positively influencing other people's lives through my wart.to.
I've become more callous toward people since I took this job.

?I.
maSINIMMIMO I worry that this job Is hardening as esotionelly.

12.
I feel very energetic.IMINI111 =11.

13.
I feel frustreted by wit job.=11

14.
4M=1111.11

ftIMMI1110111.
I feel I'm working too hard on my Jab.

15. 1 don't really gar. whet happens to saes students.16.
Working with people directly puts too much stress on ma.

.11.1

17. I can eaally create a relaxed atmosphere with my students.
ImGIONIMME.

1$.
i feel exhilarated after Hurting closely with my students.

19. f have accomelished
any worthwhile things in this job.

em.
20.

i Feel !Ike I'm at the end of my mope.
21.

IMIP.
in may work. 1 deal with emotional problems very gaiety.

22.
.==111111.fti.

MIMINIM I feel student, blame as far sone of their problems.
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filmes indicate how you feel at the following statements:
A. %finitely agree; S. Agree; C. Maybe; 0. 211141,901 g- gsfhtitilY amber"

1. Your current schedule best utilizes your WAIN As A gamoter*

2. Tema teaching Is benefftiel for mothers.

3. 11em have than to Meuse student problems with s colleague.

6. 'Om have time to talk to other staff ambers.

5. You have time to share idols and meterials with other staff members.

6. There Is time to mate teacher-meta terlais and lemon place.

7. Tom have time to form lesson objectives and break them dome tote salt steps.

6. Tear scitedule provides plemeleg time to seemmedate 1o:divides, differences
among stedents.

9. You lilts to be pert of teething teem.

IQ. VW prefer to smirk individually rather then with 4 1:440.

11. Every teacher Should teeth reeding.

12. You prefer to teach at one grade level.

13. Every teacher should hove the moo amount of pistoling time.

14. Scheduling should permit a stoves between teachers' teething styles and
students' learning styles.

41111111Me
IS. Scheduling should be done se that class loads are relatively equal.

16. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on teeming.

17. You have been Involved in scheduling decisions on heterogeneous and
homogeneous grouping of classes.

4. You are clear about the goals of teasing at Pertseputh Javier !Ugh School.

19. You are clear about the goals of homogeneous and hetarogemmus grouping
of students at POS.

26. You are satisfied working with the present members of your team.

21. You are satisfied with the present homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping
of students.



Appendix D

17 !larch 1982

I am a member of a Collaborative Action
.
ResearchTeam that is funded by the National Institute of Edu-cation. On the team there are five teachers from myschool, plus a research graduate student, and a pro-fessor from the Ugiversity of New Hampshire. The pro-ject started in September of 1981 and is a two-yearproject. We are conducting research on concerns whichwe have defined as important for our school.

We have conducted a survey of the teaching staffand administrators in our aot'ool to determine sirpriority concerns. Most of their concerns rel te to
schedul''-g inadequacies. Some of the concerns dealwith hel,.rogeneous vs. homogeneous groupings. Pre-sently, our school groups students homogeneously foradvanced math and advanced English. Our staff wouldlike to find better ways of grouping students homo-geneously, without creating very low groups in allsubjects.

Our school presently has students placed in'schools within a school." This concept means thatteams of teachers share a common group of students. We,would like to maintain this concept but also allow forstudents to have individual schedules.

Simultaneously, we would like to expand on ourhomogeneous groups, keep 'schools within a school,' andalso allow individual student ichedules to exist.

Do you know of schools that have been successfulwith some or all of these areas? If so, would youkindly forward pertinent information to me (name ofschool, address, phone, and contact person), so that Imay set up visitations with these schools. Please feelfree to call me, if you wish.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Jack D. Parte
New Hampshire
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ARCS is an activity of the University of New Hampsh're
and supported by the National Institute of Education, Depart-
ment of Education, under Grant #G-B1-0040. The opinions ex-
pressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect the
position of policy of NIE and no official endorsement by NI'
should be inferred.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The New Hampshire Action Research on Change in Schools (ARCS) team
began the 1981.1982 school year discussing problems in education and in
their own school in particular. Mhny of the concerns we identified (e.g.,
homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping, school-within-a-school, class
length, house coordinators vs. department chairs) fall into the broad
category cs: scheduling, an area which affected teaching and learning condi-
tions in the school. Preliminary investigation into the issue of scheduling
and organizational changes made by a new principal led us to refocus on a
narrower issue related to scheduling and to the concerns raised above. We
chose to investigate the relationship between school staff job aatisfaction/
rale and a number of organizational changes/practices occurring at the
Portsmouth Junior High School (PJHS).

STATEMENT OF THE QUESTION

Our research question evolved during the first eight months of the
project, paralleling our decisions about a researchable problem. We init-
ially chose to research the question, "How can we make scheduling changes to
improve teaching and learning conditions at PJHS?* We focused particularly
on the issues of homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping, class length,
school-within-a-school or teaming, department chairs vs. house coordinators,
and flexible or modular scheduling as factors which might affect staff
morale, communication and student learning.

Preliminary data collection and analysis as well as further discussion
of these concerns caused us to focus more specifioally on the relationship
between'ataff morale and several organizational practices in the school. We
then identified several research questions which addressed this problem.

1. Do organizational changes effected between 1981-82 and 1982-83
at the junior high school (see Appendix A) affect school staff
morale/job satisfaction?

2. Do organizational changes at the junior high school affect
school staff's perceptions of teaming, grouping of students,
communication with colleagues and administration, time
management, and teaching assignment?

3. Is pal clarity and involvement in policy decision making
related to staff morale/job satisfaction?

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The literature reviewed in this section was identified by conducting
ERIC searches utilizing the following descriptors: middle school /junior
high scheduling, flexible scheduling, house plan, homogeneous/heterogeneous
grouping. Additional relevant materials on teacher morale/job satisfaction
were reviewed from a second ERIC search and from additional readings over
the year.

1
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During our initial ERIC search, the following articles provided the
team with information about schedule issues faced in other schools and
communities. Once the team shifted its focus to the issue of teacher
morale, these articles were less directly relevant.

Ray Coatantino and Charles Lamm (1974) described a program for middle
school science which included a team approach and a three year rotation.
The science teacher on the ARCS team felt the PJHS science program was more
adequate.

Donald W. Johnson (1976) reported on developing and implementing an
effective student and teacher assignment schedule. Johnson gave information
about strategies for collecting information which would lead to a workable
schedule for students, teachers, and administrators. The article included
sample schedules, parent survey, assessment graphs for math and reading
tests, profiles of district performance and state performance in testing
program. Because the school context described by Johnson seemed to include
many of the same issues the PJHS action research team was exploring, this
article was very pertinent to our original research question.

In James Cole's (1975) paper, variable junior high school schedules
were developed to inject variety and expanded course offerings in the tradi-
tional daily schedule. This report presents tables, figures, and diagrams
which explain the Racine, Wisconsin junior high school variable-scheduling
plan. Sample student schedules, programs of studies, the rotation wale,
and comparisons with traditional scheduling are included. The new principal
at PJHS kept a copy of this article because of its clarity in the mechanics
of scheduling.

In Gary, Indiana at the Edison Middle School a new placement and group-
ing system is being used in math (Dongu, 1979). Math tests were sorted
according to the lowest math skill not mastered by each student. Students
were then placed in special classes devoted entirely to one specific math
skill. No attention was paid to grade levels in these classes. When the
citywide checkpoint exam was administered the following spring to all 307 .

enth and eighth graders, Edison scores were the best in the city. Results
like this seem to present a strong argument for grouping according to
achievement levels in math rather thel math grouping within grade levels as
is currently being practiced at PJHS.

The effect of class heterogeneity in junior high school English classes
was investigated by Carolyn M. Evertson, Julie Sanford and Edmund Earner
(1981). The data cited in this study was collected from 27 junior high
school English classes in a large metropolitan school district. Variables
of degree of homogeneity, classroom management, adaptation of instruction to
individuals, and student task engagement and cooperation were studied. Find-
ings suggest that extremely heterogeneous (English) pleases appear to have
limitations in student achievement and task engagement and cooperation of
students which are related to the teacher's classroom management skill and
adaptability to student's needs. These authors suggest that extremely het-
erogeneous classes are less than ideal for a learning environment. These
last two articles are helpful to the ARCS team because Portsmouth Junior High

2
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- $77--School' s administrators' and teachers' scheduling objectives are moving from
extreme heterogeneous grouping in all subjects to top students in math and
English being homogeneously grouped within grade level (see SOS question-
naire results in Appendix 13).

Teacher gala sad Zs WW1=

Several themes of the ARCS team's discussicaus of our seciol context
were in the areas of lack of communication, low teacher morale and teacher's
lack of satisfaction in their ability to do a good job. Members of the team
became increasingly interested in these issues and their relationship to the
project's initial focus of scheduling.

A review of the literature indicates that the most current work in
teacher morale is being researched under' the focus of strums in teaching.
An article by Elizabeth S. Man4ra and Robert E. Wright (1979), "Stress
Factors in Teaching," had three groups of teachers participate in a Q-sort
of 14 stress factors related to their lob field. The broad concept of
communication seemed 'embedded in the, top four items selected by the partic-
ipants." Although classroom management and discipline are mentioned as top
concerns of teachers in current articles these authors suggest that "perhaps
communication or the lack of communication tends to cause more stress among
educators. . .."

Additional articles on teachdP stress which were reviewed focused on
the new concept of teacher "burnout": Who are our burned out teachers? How
can we identify stress leading to burnout? What elements in a teacher's job
definition or the context of the school may contribute to stress leading to
burnout? How does teacher stress show up in attitudes toward students and
students' learning? (Iwanioki & Schwab, 1981; Schwab & :wanicki, 1982a,
1982b; Schwab, 1982).

Schwab and lwanicki (1982), in describing who are our burned out teach-
ers, state first, a major aspect of burnout is the development of feelings of
emotional exhaustion and fatigue. A second major aspect is the development
of negative attitudes toward the people with whom the affected people work.
The third aspect is the loss of the feelings of accomplishment derived from
the job. These three way: in which professionals encounter stress result
from the constant and intensive involvement with people and can lead to a
loss of care and commitment which is not characteristic of their original
attitudes.

faun sIL =mu lomat.
A number of recent studies and articles describe causes of teacher

stress.

Sparks (1979) suggests the major causes of teacher stress are: (1)
;ask involvement ind jutaileg power, (2) the nature of the inter-personal
relationships in the school, and (3) teacher zeggeotions of role conflicts.
The interaction of these factors may be important in describing reasons for
high teacher stress. The ARCS team examined some of these issues in its
surveys and interviews.

3



-571-Scrivens (1979) suggests most burnout exists in teachers who have
worked for more than 10 years. In PJHS sample, 50$ of the teachers have
more than ten years of experience.

F. C. Ellenberg (1972) reviewed the factors affecting teacher morale
and summarized the major conclusions drawn from several studies:

1) student achievement increased under teachers with high
morale and decreased under teachers with low morale

2) teacher morale assists in establishing "school oharactern
or climate

3) the more democratic the school administration, the higher
the morale (Burkett, 1965)

4) salary affects level of morale for some teachers and not
others

5) personal factors are most important in determining an
individual's level of morale

6) teacher's relationship with principal is a key non-
personal factor (Hood, 1965)

7) teacher participation in administrative decisions is
related to morale (Leiman, 1961)

Ellenbarg concludes by suggesting that administra.'or's attitudes, policies,
procedure, understanding of teachers, and philosophical approach to problems
are a major factor in teacher morale.

Kathleen Booker (1978) reacts to 'middle school =land:01W and says
junior high/middle school teachers are made to feel like losers for the
following reasons:

1) they are neglected by central administration
2) administrative decisions are made without considering

these teachers
3) administration focuses on what high school teachers think

junior high/middle school teachers should teach
4) administration minimizes importance of junior high/middle

school
5) there is no recognition of junior high/midle school

teacher accomplishments.

Booher calls for administrative support for junior high/middle school
teahers to improve teacher morale.

In Douglas Heath's (1981) summary of his extensive research on faculty
burnout, morale and vocational adaptations, he states that teacher morale
may be deteriorating because the intrinsic rewards for teaching are lower
now than they used to be. Sigh job morale comes from an optimal relation-
ship between job adjustment and personal fulfillment. Teachers in the past
had higher vocational adaptation, lespite low job salaries because they got
intrinsic rewards from helping children develop, receiving community and
parent respect, achieving personal fulfillment. It is these intrinsic
values in teaching which are lower today: children are harder to teach,
parents and community give less respect, and teachers feel they are realiz-
ing less of their potential. Thus, teacher morale remains low even as
salaries go up. 4
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In a recent NEA.NOW newsletter (March 14, 1983) David Lipsky of the New
York State Industrial Labor Relations, Cornell University, stated that
*There's no evidence that promise of extra pay improves a teacher's class-
room performance. Most tin:chars do their best regardless of the circum-
stance.* The name newelette' reported that research has shown, however, .

that teachers' experience and education is positively related to student
achievement.

Manera and Wright (1979) suggest that recognizing stressors is a major
factor in successfully dealing with job stress. In their research in teach-
ing, 14 categories were ranked by participants to show how much stress the
item produced in their life. 91 educators, two classes of graduate class-
room teachers, and public school administrators rated time mane/went, in-
dividualized instruction, and judging people as the most stressful factors
in teaching. Accepting and using other people's expertise and building a
professional reputation were listed as least stressful.

alistim1 faJmadu6SWimuLtuallualaltramturikiumileacluttlarCLI

A number of studies relate the organizational structure and school
context to teacher morale.

Dennis (1973), in an exploratory analysis of school climates, reviewed
past studies on morale and lists the following major conclusions as factors
affecting morale in the schools:

1) Morale is a function of many interrelated variables.
2) There is a lack of instruments to measure morale.
3; The immediate supervisor /administrator is important to a

teacher's morale. A democratic aidministration can offset
other factors which typically produce low morale.

4) Congruity of perceptions and expectations or lack of it
between school boards and teachers is important to teacher
morale.

5) Administrators and teachers often have different views of
levels of morale and what is important to teachers morale.
A larger discrepancy between their expectations results in
lower.morale.

6) Preparation programs for teachers which develop, or fail
to change, unrealistic attitudes about teaching result in
low morale.

7) Research needs to be done on the relation of teacher 'morale
to teaching performance and to administrative personnel
policies and practices in the school.

Dennis then went on to study two junior high achools - one with and one
without morale problems. He utilized four instruments, two for students, one
on self esteem and one on school atmosphere, and two for teachers, one on
how staffs feel about co-workers and supervisors, and a second instrument
measuring how satisfied they are with the degree of participation and recog-
nition received from their work.

5
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Specifically, the teacher instruments measured:

'4upportive'enss" - a person's feelings that she/he is accepted,
respected, and encouraged to functio6 as a competent,
effective individual

"change leadership" - a person's feeling that there is a
sincere concern to .find, develop and impleuent better
ways of doing high quality work.

Dennis concludes that there are five aspects of the work situation th"..
are related to teacher morale:

Work planuing and coordination
Work productivity
Work incentive (i.e., salaries, benefits which are adequate)
Work environment
Work resources - setting (sufficient to do an adequate job)

William C. Miller (1981) discussed staff morale, school climate, and
educational productivity. Hi3 comments can be grouped in tour major areas
as he reviewed the research findings:

1) The social climate of school and staff morale can affect
student attitudes and learning

2) Administrative behavior can be important in facilitating
positive staff morale and he cites the following behaviors:

- praising and giving support
- supporting teacher in conflicts with atudec.s and parents
- giving attention to teachers' physical comfort
assuming responbibility for administrative actions

- demonstrating knowledgeability about current practices
and strategies

- encouraging teachers' professional growth

3) Research shows an open climate vs. closed climate can affect
student attitude toward learning and problem solving ability.
Administrators play an important role in establishing the
positive climate.

) In particular, Miller cites the research of Aspy and Roebuck
(1974) showing that "teachers can change when they work in
situations with high levels of facilitative conditions."

Schambier (1981) cites the organizational structure of school decision
making as a major source of teacher stress and burnout in an article en-
titled: "What to do why n the Pyramid Crumbles; The Path from XA+533 Lead-
ership." Schambier suggests that teachers burnout because all decisions are
usually made by administrators rather than by or in collaboration with
teachers. Teachers are then expected to carry out those decisions.

Sandra turtz (1980) presented an annotated bibliography on teacher
stress and burnout. Studies and articles particularly relevant to the
present study are summarized below.
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Moe (1979) sets individualistic sources of counteracting burnout. He

suggests that teachers should:

exercise
leave their teaching at school
develop a hobby

- get plenty of sleep
keen a diary
learn to say no
set realistic and flexible goals
take a sabbatical or leave of absence

William Basher, Jr. (1978) expresses an additional point of view. Be
says that junior high/middi. school teachers must be their own advocates to
fill in the information void about unior high/middle schools. Bosher ad-
mits the pressing need for outside ecognition but also distinvishes the
necessity of a positive self- and a sense of worth on the part of
teachers. Finally, Hosher points to the interdependence of elementary,
junior high and high school curricula with all groups participating equally
in decision making from their own khowIedge and experience bases.

Mak' .'.faisles in the literature suggest only individualistic ways
teachers can cope with stress. It is important to note that ARCS questions
about change in scheduling as related to stress is a different approach
which takes into consideration the larger context of the school environment
and school organizational structure.

Reed (1979) suggests ways principals C22 help prevent burnout in teach-
ers as follows:

build self-esteem
involve teachers in decision making
communicate with each member of the staff
push for professional growth
promote skeptical and mental well being
offer release time
involve parents In the learning process

Flint (1982) brought up three areas for discussion; two of the reviews
seem important to ARCS research in teacher morale and job satisfaction.
First, he discusses tests for stress and burnout, and than he points to
school organizational development and areas of the work environment that can
be manipulated to create job satisfaction.

First, Flint reviews t..e history of stress burnout research since the
1970s. His definition of moustressw to mean good or positive stress is
halpful because it recognizes that teaching, as a human service organize.
tion, involves a certain amount of stressful conditions which minograge .

teachers to continually challenge themselves in the search for better teach-
ing str,tegies. This yeustressa is positive for teacher and student learn-
ing. Then, Flint gives concise examples of different kinds of measures for
stress and :,heir pros and con= His summary reinforced the ARCS team deci-
sion to use the newer Maslach and Jackson measure for stress and burnout.
This instrument will be discussed in the Design section of this report.

7
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Finally, Flint asks a number of important questions related to the
organizational development of the schools and the areas of the school work
environment that can be manipulated to create teacher job satisfaction.
These are:

- quality of leadership
- advancement opportunities
- level of job security
- physical and psychological work climate
- job demands
- decision making latitude

One member of the team studied the following survey instrument consid-
ered for use in collecting data on teacher morale and job satisfaction.
These were the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), the
Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (00Q), the Job Satisfac-
tion/Dissatisfaction Questionnaire, and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude
Inventory (MTAI). This teacher recommended that the ARCS team use the
Maslach Burnout Inventory (Human Services Survey) designed by Christina
Maslach and Susan Jackson and validated with teachers by Richard Schwab and
Edward Iwanicki (1981). She cited a number of reasons which convinced the
team of the value in using the Human Services Survey to gather information
for this part of the research plan.

This review of the literature was undertaken as the ARCS team dis-
cussed the general issue of school scheduling and then focused, on teacher
morale/job satisfaction as it existed at PJHS and was related to teaching
and learning conditions in the school. The next section describes the
design of the study on teacher morale and job satisfaction.

RESEARCH DESIGN/METHODOLOGY

litation qt. Researcb atratitialial ,FP rk
The team considered many factors before choosing a design framework:

time factors (length of project and personal time), team members' familiar-
ity with research procedures, appropriateness to study the school context,
and exploration of research question and subquestions. Discussion of re-
search design centered around the research and development and the evalua-
tion frameworks (Borg & Gall, 1981).

The ARCS team finally decided that an evaluation design would be the
beat choice. Within this framework, the team undertook a descriptive case
study of Portsmouth Junior High School, the achcol philosophy, and the match
between the Philosophy (goals, objectives, and junior high priorities) and
the scheduling practices related to teacher teaming and student ability
grouping. The ARCS team described the current school context and philosophy
and current practices. The team analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of
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cciu:ent practices in light of teacher morale, job satisfaction, and feelings
of accomplishment in student learning. We will make recommendations which
will be 1) consistent with our operational definition of what a junior hiel
school is and 2) substantiated by our surveys and literature review.

Site jut Partle.i.nants

The New Hampshire team is located at an urban junior high school which
serves 680 seventh and eighth graders. The school population includes stu-
dents from a variety of socio-economic backgrounds and students from nearby
U. S. Air Force and Naval bases. Of the school's 680 students, 15% qualify
as economically disadvantaged under Title I, and approximately 7% are Black,
Indian, Hispanic, or Asian.

The school staff tends to be experienced and stable. Of the fifty-two
full-time staff members, forty-two have taught at this school for more than
four years. About half of the staff have taught for four to eleven years;
the other half have taught for twelve or more years. In September, 1981,
the school principal resigned and accepted an assistant superintendency
elsewhere. The new principal, appointed in November, 1981, was a former
mathematics teacher and house coordinator at the junior high school.

In 1975, the school principal organized the junior high into four
houses, or schools-within-a-school. Each house consisted of teachers from
the four major academic subject areas, a house coordinator (also 6 part-time
teacher), and a group of students. In 1980, because of declining enrollment
and reductions in staff, students and teachers were assigned to three rather
than four houses. In 1982, house coordinators rare replaced by department
chairs in an attempt to address central office concerns about curriculum
development. Academic teachers continued to meet weekly with their house,
in meetings run by either the principal or the assistant principal. At
present, houses have fewer disciplinary or academic responsibilities than
they did in the past. (For more school history, see Appendix C.)

In 1981-82 48 out of the total staff of 52 responded to the survey.
Between the pre-test and the post -test nine of the teachers left the school.
Thus, of 52 total school staff in 1982-83; 48 of 51 responded to the second
survey.

All teaching and administrative staff 1981.82 and 1982-83 from a New
Hampshire junior high school participated in this evaluation study. The
staff ranged from 3 to 33 years of experience (see Table 1).

9
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TABLE 1

Description of Portsmouth Junior High School Staff,
1981-82, 1982-83

1981-82 School Staff

Number Re-
sponding

Total in to Survey
al.a12121 12ring ISM

6 6

8 8
6 5
6 6

8 8
6 6

6.. 5
6 4

23211.1.112t. IBA=

English
Math
Science
Social Studies
Shop(4) & Home Ec(4)
Musio(2), Art(2) & Phys Ed(2)
Guidance(2), Admin(2), Nurse(1), Libr(1)
Spec Ed, Reading(4)

.

52 48

..

Years of teaching experiences: 1 staff had taught 0- 3 years
22 staff had taught 4W-11 years
22 staff had taught 12+ years
43 responses not codable

1982-83 School Staff

Number Re-
sponding

Total in to Survey

Aciast21. 1.9.112. Subiect Muuda

6 6 English(6)
7 8it Math
6 4 Science
6 6 Social Studies
8 7 Shop(4), Some Ec(4)
6 5 Musio(2), Art(2) & Phys Ed(2)
6 6 Ouidance(2), Admin(2), Nurse(1), Libr(1)
6 6 Special Ed & Reading

51 48

'One mathematics teacher left the school but responded in Year 2 to the RS&
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rinds a =all ralaatail, In order to answer the research ques-
tions posed at the beginning of this paper, we collected data from all school
staff at Portsmouth Junior High School concerning their opinions of the
schedule and teaming and ability grouping practices. We also collected adlf
report measures of staff emotional exhaustion, negative attitudes toward
students, and feelings of personal accomplishment using the Human Services
Survey (Maslach Burnout Inventory). Data collection took place in May, 1982
and again in December, 1982 to enable us to analyze the strengths and weak.
mosses of current practices as well as organizational changes which occurred
in September, 1983. The following data were collected as summarized in
Table 2.

Research question #1: Do organizational changes effected between Year 1 and
Year 2 affect school staff morale/job satisfaction
scores on the HSS?

Data: 1) Levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization (negative
attitude toward students), and personal accomplishment of
PJHS school staff. These are the three subscales of the
Human Services Survey.

Research question #2: Do organizational changes at the Junior High affect
school staff's perceptions of: a) teaming, b) job
satisfaction, c) communication with colleagues,
d) communication with administration, e) time
management and f) teachingassignment.

Data: 2) PJHS staff opinions about teaming and homogeneous/hetero-
geneous grouping practices and staff perceptions of the
relation of these variables to job satisfaction, level of
morale, and student learning.

Research question #3: Is goal clarity and involvement in decision making
related to staff morale/job satisfaction scores on
the HSS?

Data: 3) PJHS staff's RSS scores on all three subscales grouped into
thirds: high, moderate and low. Responses of staff in aeon
third on the issues of communication with administration (goal
clarity and involvement).

12iLtia-Calariian Pr9cedures. The team used the following data =l-
egation procedures:

a) .Teacher members of ARCS team divided staff and conducted
personal surveys with PJES staff December, 1981 on
scheduling practices and oopmerns. This survey Was
entitled Staff Opinion Survey.

b) Staff of PJHS were surveyed In May of 1982 and again
in December of 1982 on: 1) scheduling practices and
changes in teaming and ability grouping and 2) job
satisfaction/morale.

11
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Research Question

0. What are staff scheduling
concerns?

TABLE 2

Data Collection and Analysis

Data Source. iiind IS Data

Staff Opinion Staff Opinion on scheduling
Survey (SOS) practices (Appendix 13)

Data

December 1981

1. Do organizational changes
at PJHS affect staff
morale/job satisfaction?

- Human Services - Levels of emotional exhaustion
Survey (ESS) depersonalization, and personal

aocomplishment of school staff
(Appendix D)

- School - List of organizational changes
documents (Appendix A)

. .

Hay 1982 (Pre)
December 1982
(post)

September 1982

2. po organizational changes
at PJHS affdot staff per-
ceptions of teaming, job
satisfaction, communica-
tion with colleagues and
administration, time
management and teaching
assignment?

3. Is goal clarity and

involvement in decision
making related to staff
morale/job satisfaction?

- School Survey - Staff opinions about teaming, May 1982 (pre)
(SS) job satisfaction, communicationibNDecember 1982

with colleagues and administra- Niost)
tion, time management, teaching
assignment (Appendix D)

- Teacher - Same (Appendix E) October 1982
interviews

1183

- SS

- Interview with
principal

- Teacher

interviews

- Scores divided into high,
moderate and low thirds

- Staff opinions, about goal clar-
ity and decision making (com-
munication with administration)

- School philosophy and
scheduling practices at PJHS

- Teacher perception of school
philosophy and goals

Hay 1982 (pre)
December 1982
(post)

December 1982
(post)
May 1982

October 1982
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Data Collection and Analysis

lagearali ba And luta &magus

0, Tabulated responses

1. Correlated t-test

2.

1*

5 point Likert scale collapsed to three groups: agree/disagree/undecided
Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided calculated for each of 21 School

Survey questions
Percentages in May 1982 data compared to December 1982 data
Teacher interviews, transcribed and coded to correspond to six groupings

of SS questions

3. HSS responses divided into thirds: HI, MODERATE, LOW
- Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided on 21 SS questions calculated
for all staff in HI HSS group

- Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided on 21 SS questions calculated
for all staff in MODERATE HSS group

- Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided on 21 SS questions calculated
for all staff in LOW HES group

- Percentages of agree/disagree in HI HSS group were compared with LOW HS3 group
for each 33 question

- Interviews transcribed and coded to correspond to six groupings of SS questions.



c) Literature was reviewed to investigate if teacher
morale was linked to scheduling.

d) A. description was written of the history of the policies
and decisions related to scheduling practices in the last
10 years at Portsmouth Junior High School.

e) A list was made of organizational changes at Portsmouth
Junior High School between Year 1 and Year 2 of the study
(Appendix A).

t) The principal was interviewed about the school philosophy
(goals, objectives, and junior high priorities) and
scheduling practices at Portsmouth Junior High School.

g) Interviews were conducted with randomly selected teachers
on their perceptions of school philosophy and goals,
scheduling practices of teaming and grouping, and the
effects of these practices on the teaching and learning
environment in the school.

jaegi Sources

Start poinism Survey, We developed a questionnaire called the Staff
Opinion Survey (SOS) (see Appendix )3) in order to solicit staff opinions on
scheduling practices. The team randomly divided all staff into five groups
to be surveyed. A numbering system 1-5 was repeated over and over on an al-
phabetical list of all staff each staff person was matched to a number.
One team member surveyed all *1/1,71 a second team member surveyed all P2sIn
etc. The SOS was personally administered to each staff member.by a member
of the team. This approach resulted in a high response rate.

From the survey results, the ARCS team identified four primary areas of
concern:

homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping of students
schools-within-a-echool teaming practices
class length
house coordinators vs. department chairs

,school Survey. A School Survey of 21 questions was designed by the
team and used to gather school staff opinions on issues of teaming, grouping
of students, communication with colleagues and administration, time manage-
ment, and teaching assignment (see Appendix D). The purpose of the School
Survey was to determine whether school staff agreed or disagreed with cur-
rent school practices in these areas. This survey was adapted from the
Norup Teacher Survey (1982) on the basis of the areas of concern identified
in the SOS. Quest±ons on involvement in decision making and clarity about
goals were added to reflect our teams' concerns. This survey was given
during Year 1 and Year 2; in May 1982, just before the close of school in
June and December 1982, between Thanksgiving and Christmas. These were
considered equally stressful times in a teacher's school year. The pre-
post-test administration allowed for comparison in rates of agreement.

To ensure a good response, team members individually contacted staff
members to ask for their participation. This personal contact resulted in
48 responses from 52 staff in June 1982 and 48 responses from 51 staff in
December 1982.

14
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In the December 1982 School Survey one additional question was asked

referring to a recent increase in salary (1982-83). This question was asked
to see if an average pay increase of 6% would affect teacher morale/job sat-
isfaction.

Amu =Zan zarm. The Naelach Burnout Inventory (MBI) was chosen
as the index of perceived stress (burnout) in our population of junior high
school staff (see Appendix D). A crose-validation study of the MBI (Iwan-
icki & Schwab, 1981) indicated internal reliability based on the frequency
and intensity subscales for teachers was consistent with reliability for
helping professions. This survey was given to staff with the School Survey
in May and December, 1982.

Zgagallistory, During initial discussions of school context, one
team member compiled a history of school ()hinges covering the previous ten
years. This history provided a useful focus for our understanding of how
change had occurred. Since there was no existing file kept by the school,
the documentation came from memos, agendas, but mostly collective staff
memories. In September, 1982, the school history was updated to include
organizational changes occurring at that time. The school history is out-
lined in Appendix C.

lAterriedillitalialWJAWMU0 Two members arranged an interview in May
1982 with the new principal in order to elicit his description of the school
philosophy, goals, objectives, and scheduling priorities of FJHS and his
working definitions of terms such as teaming and grouping.

Interview Ruh Mechem Six teachers were interviewed in depth for
the purpose of probing their view and understanding of school goals, organi-
zational changes, teaming, and grouping of students (questions asked are
listed in Appendix E). Staff members chosen to be interviewed had WS
subsoale scores which were high or low in relation to other staff members.

The interviews were transcribed, and passages were used to illustrate
or question the trends found in the quantitative data. In addition, when
questions arose in the data analysis, we were able to go back to the inter-
views for more clarification.

2alaJuialsais
Aagia Survey, O -Sort1, Responses on the pre- and post-test were grouped

into total number of respondents and repeaters. Repeaters were identified
as school staff having completed both Spring and Fall Surveys. Several
research team members independently identified groupings for School Survey
questions. The total research team gave consensual agreement resulting in
groupings: teaming, job satisfaction, communication with colleagues and
administration, time management and teaching assignment. These groupings of
questions are used for convenience in data analysis and are not to be
considered subscales as the HSS subscales have been defined and validated.
The 5 point Likert Scale responses for each question in the six groups of
questions were collapsed into agree, disagree, and undecided. Percentage of
respondents in each category were computed for pre- and post-test for all
responders and for repeaters. It was noted that there were 10 changes
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in school staff membership between Spring and Fall. Some School Survey and
H3S responses were incomplete while a few others chose to respond to either
the Spring 1982 or Fall 1982 survey but not both.

Camnutor, Program. The pre- and poet testing of t"T total respondents
generated an overwhelming data base. One team member developed computer
programs to facilitate the analyses. The program helped the team to perform
the analyses summarized in Table 2.

FINDINGS

Overview

The first activity of the New Hampshire ARCS group was to survey the
schoole staff for the purpose of identifying the major educational concerns.
The plan was to develop an appropriate research question based on the con-
cerns we would discover. The team developed the Staff Opinion Survey (SOS)
to identify teacher opinion on current scheduling practices at PJRS.

The key issues of concern uncovered by the SOS were homogeneous vs.
heterogeneous ability grouping of students, class length (time), schools-
within-awschool, teaming, and department chairpersons vs. house coordina-
tors. Scheduling was selected as the focus for research at this point
because it encompassed all these areas.

The next step was to state a research question in terms of scheduling.
This research groups efforts toward this end were lengthy, difficult, and
ultimately fruitless. Eventually, it was decided to pursue the research
from a different point of view. Teacher morale had been disonseed over and
over in terms of the school context and seemed related to the issues of con-
cern listed above. The ARCS team discovered that research questions could
readily be stated with teacher morale as the focus. Teacher morale, then,
was adopted as the theme for the project.

Changes were effected at Par between Year 1 and Year 2 of the ARCS
study (see Appendix A). It seemed natural to expect that these changes
might be accompanied by changes in staff approval/disapproval of the school
organization and by changes in the level of staff morale/stress. The ARCS
team decided to collect evidence to determine the level of any change in
staff opinion and stress /morale level. Separate, simultaneously adminis-
terea instruments were used to collect the desired data.

Morale/job satisfaction was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inven-
tory (Maslach Is Jackson, 1981) commonly referred to in surveys as the Human
Services Survey (H33). To determine staff perceptions of the teaching/
learning environment, the ARCS team created an instrument labelled the
School Survey (33). The S3 is a collection of 21 statements requiring a
Likart response ranging in 5 points from definitely agree to definitely
disagree. The statements selected were based on the areas of concern
identified by the SOS.
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The HSS and the SS were administered once during Year 1 of the ARCS

project (pre-teat) and again during Year 2 (post-test). Findings based on
the information generated by these instruments are given in the subsections
below. Various organizational changes (see Appendix A) distinguished Year 1
from Year 2. An important phase of our study is the comparison of the HSS
and 33 pre-test results (Tear 1) against the post -teat results (Year 2). It
was expected that the changes would be parallelled by shifts in the level of
teacher morale and new patterna of staff opinion regarding the issues of
concern in school organization. The purpose of this section of the reportis to summarize the actual findings.

For the purpose of clarity the 33 items were sorted according to these
categories: teaming, communication with colleagues, communication with ad-
ministration, time management/planning, grouping of students, and teaching
assignment. Trends in the collected data are noted in this section. Inter-
pretation follows in the Conclusions section.

mum= Alma= 11,L ortgalliZationa3. ,tea at Ithe Ian= -Usk =ea
=sat lafala &UM mageleLinla ilatrisVaatiaV

A correlated t-test on each of the RSS subscalea (see Table 3) indi-
cated no significant change in the school staff who took both the 1981-82
and 1982-83 tests(the repeaters). Speoifically, on the Emotional Exhaus-
tion frequency subsea's, teachers taking both pre- and post-tests there were
no differences in the extent to which these teachers felt emotionally
drained and 'used up.'

On the Personal Accomplishment frequency subsoale, our high
staff who took both pre- and post-test dtd not show differences in the ex-
tent to which they feel competent and successful in their job from 1981-82
to 1982-83.

On the Depersonalization subsoales, both frequency and intensity, there
were no differences in the staff taking both pre- and post-tests. The group
of repeaters at the junior high school shown no difference between 1981-82
and 1982-83 in the extent to which they have developed feelings of callous-
ness, cynicism, and insensitivity toward students.

Comparison of the junior high school morale/job satisfaction scores on
the HISS with a group of Massachusetts teachers (Iwanicki & Schwab, 1981) and
a group of New Hampshire NEA teachers (Schwab, Jackson & Schuler manuscript
in progress) shows that the mean scores are similar (see Table 4).

lima= Sluestito121u ila argantgatianal _change& at Ike Ann= Walt affect
&awl. &tat= .nersentiane si lesming2

Three questions on the School Survey referred to teacher participation
on a team (questions 3, 9, and 10). On both the pre-test and post-test
most teachers agreed with the statement irunalgagiblagialtimaciaa
3g,telailhara.n There was no difference in the pattern of response in the
repeaters group (see Table 5).
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TABLE 3

Subsoales of Maslach Burnout Inventory'

A. Emotional Exhaustion

1. I feel emotionally drained from my work.
2. I feel used up at the end of the workday.
3. I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face

another day on the job.
6. Working with people all day is really a strain for me.
8. I feel burned out from my work.
13. I feel frustrated by my job.
14. I feel I'm working too hard on my job.
16. Working with people directly puts too much stress on me.
20. I feel like I'm at the end of my rope.

B. Depersonalization

5. I feel I treat some students as if they were impersonal objects.
10. I've become more callous toward people since I took this job.
11. I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally.
15. I don't really *are what happens to some students.
22. I feel students blame me for some of their problems.

C. Personal Accomplishment

4. I can easily understand how my students feel about things.
7. I deal very effectively with the problems of my students.
9. I feel I'm positively influencing other people's lives through my

work.
12. I feel very energetic.
17. I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with my students.
18. I feel exhilarated after working closely with my students.
19. I have accomplished many worthwhile things is this job.
21. In my work, I deal with amoticnal problems very calmly.

'Items as amended by Schwab (19801 to reflect the teaching profession.
From Iwanicki and Schwab (1981).
High degrees of burnout are reflected in high mean scores on A and B

and a low mean score on C.
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TABLE

Comparison of ARCS and Other
Maslaoh Burnout Inventory Subsoale Statistics

Emotional Exhaustion Personal Accomplishment Depersonalization

ARCS
pretest posttest

Iwanialci

& Schwab"

Schwab
Jackson
Schuler**

ARCS
pretest posttest

Iwanicki
& Schwab"

Schwab
Jackson
Schuler,"

ARCS
pretest posttest

Iwanioki
& Schwab*

Schwab
Jackson
Schuler*

ZE2111211n

Number of
items

9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 5 5 5 5

Mean 19.06 19.64 22.30 22.63 36.26 36.74 37.36 38,01 7.35 6.79 7.40 6.92
Standard
deviation

10.68 12.18 11.63 10.61 6.73 6.10 6.58 6.36 5.60 5.94 6.25 5.50

N= 33 33 469 227 35 35 469 227 34 34 469 2..:(

intensity

Number of
items

9 9 9 8 8 8 5 - 5 5

Mean 25.84 26.94 29.74 39.09 39.72 41463 945 10.48 9.25
Standard
deviation

12.66 15.68 13.45 7.29 6.30 7.09 7.21 8.52 7.35

N= 32 32 1\1/4.169 32 32 469 33 33 469
li
I

"Iwanicki and Schwab (1981) Massachusetts teachers (grades 1-12Y
1The New England Educator's Study, Schwab, Jackson, and Schuler. Manuscript in process.

(NEA New Hampshire public school teachers randomly selected members from grades 1-12)
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TABLE 5

School Survey Responses on Teaming

2. Team teaching is beneficial for teachers.

Total Amu Diems linclaalesi
1

pre (n=45) 78% 4% 11%
post (n=44) 70% 8% 22%

Repeaters
2

pre (n=34) 81% 6% 13%
post :nap) 73% 8% 19%

9. You like to be part of a teaching team.

Total Ascot Ilimurzu =wailful
(2242) 74% 14% 12%

post (n=43) 62% 14% 23%

Repeaters

pre (n=33) 76% 15% 9%
post (n=34) 62% 15% 24%

10. You prefer to work individually rather than with a team.

Total Mau= linsincillul

pre '71 (n242) 21% 64% 14%
post (n246) 22% 53$ 24%

Repeaters

pre (n234) 24% 71% 6%
post (n=36) 25% 53% 22%

1 7

Total number of pre-test and pct -test respondents is 48. Numbers
of n presented here and in later tables reflect the resulting n after
subtracting those who did not respond to this particular survw, item.

2

Total number of - repeaters is 38 for each question. Numbers given here
and to the following tables reflect the resulting n after subtracting
the lid not respond to a particular survey item.
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All of the teachers who disagreed (two people on pre-test and three on

post-test) were science teachers. Five of the six scion°. teachers com-
pleted the survey. This disagreement by halt the science department may be
due to their idea of teaming. The science department had a successful team
department at one time. Presently teams are 1.nterdepartmental; the science
teacher on the research team suggests that some science teachers may prefer
to have departmental teams.

The next two questions on teaming deal with the issue of whether the
school staff members like to be part of a teaching team or prefer to work
individually. In both pre. and post-tests, more than 60% of the staff
responded that they wilimlIakimmulLAWtaldumalLiailiame The pattern of
response was the same in the repeaters as in the total group. The rate of
agreement in the low, moderate, and high groups across the BSS intensity
subscales parallels that of the total respondents. Agreement was lower on
the post-test than the pre-test. At the same time, the percentage of
undecided respondents grew from 12% to 23%. The response pattern for the
statement wyjamencliaxgrairisliziguaLlazathezithaairitilaiduar showed
aimmilar resulta, with a majority of the staff preferring to work on a team
rather than individually.

Science, home economics, shop and social ztudies teachers account for
the shift in the undeoideds. In the post-test, three of six social studies
teachers were undecided; four of seven shop and home economics teachers were
undecided; and two of five science teachers were undecided. This indecision
may be the result of different working definitions of a teaching team. For
instance, home economics and shop are part of departmental teams, but they
do not meet with a school siwithin -apschool team.. They may not consider them-
selves to be members of a teaching team. As mentioned in the preceding
question, science teachers have been on a successfully working departmental
team and are undecided on the value of an interdepartmental school- within -a-
school team. During an in-depth interview an academic teacher was asked,
Would you like to see changes in the team, what should it be or what should
it do that is not being done noes,. This teacher responded:

I think it would be better if the team could include
some specialists, somehow, some way, so that you would not
just see the other teachers that you have for an academia
subject, but you would also be able to talk to a teacher
who has that person in say, home economics or music or
shop and get some insight and feeling of how that student
is doing in that subject, too.

This teacher's idea of teaming bad been consistent: "I like to work with
other teachers, have always valued working with other teachers, and I dis-
like being isolated.

A specialist teacher, responding to interview questions about the team-
ing of teachers in school -within-e-school, said:

Well,'I am a specialist, a specialist is not part of
any school . . . so I don't have much contact with any of
the schools . . I think specialists should be on a
team. I think we should be assigned to some school.
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An academic teacher was asked "Do you think teaming is valuable?" and

commented:

Definitely. Because I think we have a better hold

on kids and we know kids better. It isn't a matter of look-
ing at a youngster in isolation and saying - . . he isn't
doing well in *lass, and just putting them through an assem-
bly line and really not thinking about that. When you meet
somebody else and say, the same person isn't doing very
well in a couple of other °lasses. It may not be you, but
it might be something going on with tba youngster.

Then the same teacher was asked "Does teaming affect your working

conditions here?"

I would say so. I think insofar as you have a hold
on youngsters and a better way of dealing with them. It cer-

tainly affects it.

The final question on teaming was "Do you think it affects the
student's achievement and learning conditions?" This teacher responded:

Yes, because I think on a discipline end of things,
I think it keeps a better view of the discipline problems.
on the learning situations, I think it the youngster is
having problems I think we're more likely to identify
youngsters with learning disabilities and learning prob=
less in a teaming approach rather than just seeing them
one period a day and then not thinking about them. When
you get together with a couple of other teachers, and you
are finding there are the same difficulties cropping up in
other classes, you are more likely to look at V, and say,
I'd better make a referral about this.

Another academic teacher said:

Well, the only thing that the team is now, really,
is just, a group of 'our individuals who share the
same students. And we know we share those students.
So that dialogue about the students and their particular _

problems and concerns is more possible. But we're very,

very far away from true teaming. Or even less than true

teaming. We just really, we've completely departed from
the concept. The only thing that I said is that it does
allow dialogue about kids we have in common.
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Four questions on the School Survey referred to staff job satisfaction
(#1, 20, 21, 22). On the pre-test only 24% of the school staff (30% of the
repeaters) agreed that their Inc= asikshaila Int =Liam your
AAA tea her. In the post-test 42% agreed (44% of the repeaters). On
each test approximately 30% were undecided. In all, 58% of the staff on the
post -teat did not agree that their current schedule best utilized their ta.
lent as a teacher. The shift toward more agreement occurs in all subject
areas except English, science, and special education where there was no
change (see Table 6).

On the pre-test 64% of the staff agreed that they were !Matattama= with the =mat =Inca at Ilasiz Ism.* On the Met-teat 83% werein agreement. Only one person disagreed with this statement. Agreement rate
of the repeaters group was nearly the same (66% and 84%). On all three MSS
intensity subscales, high, low, and moderate groups tended to respond to
this question in the same pattern as the composite.

Although responses to the previous question indicate that staff is sat-
isfied with the present members of their teams, they are not satisfied with
the present ability grouping of students. In both the pre- and post-tests
only taro-fifths of the staff agreed that they were sugaztogidulaut
scalantAgagisanuamisiiintamanosuascsumang2LAtaisinaLW In the
repeaters group 53% agreed on the pre-test, but only 40% agreed on the post.
test. Despite changes to homogeneous grouping in math and English only two
of six math teachers and two of five English teachers were satisfied with
grouping on the post-test.

The ARCS initial Staff Opinion Survey (SOS) in December of 1981 indi-
cates that both academic and non - academic teachers felt that math and English
should be homogeneously grouped, and that specials, social studies, and sci-
ence should be heterogeneously grouped (39 of 44 staff agreed in each case).
Furthermore, 32 of 44 respondents were in disagreement to the statement
that homogeneous grouping by ability for all classes was best.

In the interview in 1982 one academic teacher responded to this issue
as follows:

I disagree with ability grouping only as far as going too
far ith it. MV only fear with ability grouping is that we
do not get to a stage where every single class will be grouped
from, you know,the top, top, top to the top to the middle top
and than middle, middle and then lower middle and so on. I
don't feel that every single class should be grouped. I feel
that, surer some students who are deserving and excel and have
that ability to move on academically on their own should have
that opportunity. But I think that is a small number of students
compared to thZ majority, and I think that the majority of stu-
dents prefer just to work as the group and learn from each other
not just from people who may be the exact same ability.
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TABU 6
School Survey Responses on Job Satisfaction

1. Your current schedule beat utilizes your talent as a teacher.

Total Iscsist 21.sagna 1Milealslask

pre (n=46) 24% 46% 30%
post (n=45) 42% 29% 29%

Repeaters

pre (n=37) 30% 41% 30%
post (n=36) 44% 31% 25%

20. You are satisfied working with the,present members of your team.

Total its= =am=
pre (n=39) 64% 21% 15%
post (n=40) 84% 2% 14%

Repeaters

pre (na38) 66% 19% 15%
post (n=g38) 84% 3% 13%

21. You are satisfied with the present homogeneous and heterogeneous
grouping of students.

22.

Total Agobt ZAILSC211 Qndeeided

pre (n=45) 242% 29% 29%
post (n=45) 38% 31% 31%

Repeaters

pre (n=36) 53% 17% 31%
post (n=35) 40% 31% 29%

Total ARM Amami ilnlacialest

post only (ng45) 33% 44% 23%

males 32% 56% 30%
females 28% 30% 16%

years of
experience

4-12 21% T1% 8%
12+ 42% 35% 23%
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When considering the relation of grouping to students' learning and
achievement, this teacher also said:

I think in the junior high if you start grouping and just
group all lower kids together you get a detrimental affect on
learning, and it becomes strictly discipline situation. And
that I do not want to me happen. I think that the better
kids from the better homes can learn a lot from kids who come
from more disadvantaged backgrounds by being with them in class,
and that the disadvantaged background chadren can learn from
the ones with a better background. I think that is a valuable
experience, and I think junior high students are better for it.
So I don't feel that they should be serarated according to -
Oftontimes, their ability is also so much money their parents
make or how good their parents situation ii outside of school.

Another teacher spoke to the effect of homogeneous and heterogeneous
grouping of students on teachers' working conditions.

Its a hard question to answer. We have different subjects
nod different concerns in all those subjects. And then right
within my own subject, there is a variety of concerns about
what should be homogeneously grouped or heterogeneously grouped.
Unfortunately, there isn't any other way to teach English but
homogeneously grouped classes. And, I guess the kind of home-
geneous groups that seem to worpin English, grouping together
kids of higher ability who are Pretty much.well above average.
And not grouping the rest of the people. I think what was al-
ways bad about homogeneously grouped classes was the bottom
groups of almost no ability being stuck together. It was an
atmosphere of despair and confusion, I think, in those really
low ability classes. q

A specials teacher said:

I would say that all of our classes are heterogeneously
grouped, meaning kids of different abilities are in the class.
I personally think that it makes it very difficult at times -
especially - citing my class again where you have some ex-
tremely capable kids and there are other kids who are behavior
problems because they are not as capable. There are times
that we get a large group of kids incorremated into the :1 ass
that are special needs students. It would be a lot easier if
they were spread out one or two here and there rather than
getting six of them in a class of 22. In the seventh grade
this year it happens that we pick them (the special needs
students) up sixth period which is our last class and that is
making some classes a bit difficult. These students require a
little more attention and so forth. I am not totally in favor
of isolating them by having them all in one class, bu_ at the
same time it would be nice to have some homogeneously grouped
kids. They are doing this for algebra. They are doing this
for advanced English, and you know, if there is an interest or
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a need on the student's part to do it in a specials area, I
certainly would like to see it in art.

Question #22 appears on the SS post-test only. It was an attempt to
determine the impact of the increased salary levels which took effect for
the school year 1982-83. Composite responses to "salary jamagui has made

afferent:le jam level, AajaLlatisfaationP show more disagreement
than agreement. 56% of the men vs. 30% of the women disagree. Although
the rates of agreement were similar, more men than women were undecided.

When comparing responses to the salary questious in terms of years of
experience, 42% of teachers with more than 12 years of experience agree
while only 21% of less experienced teachers agree. 35% of teachers with 12
or more years of experience disagree, while 71% of the less experienced
teactlers-disagree:---It-Wperdatti-thitt-thirsalary increases were
more substantial for the more experienced people.

In a Comparison of Ranks of Attributes that contribute to vocational
satisfaction, Douglas Beath (1981) reports that on 28 attributes salary or
income ranked 28th in importance and 28th in actual satisfaction for teach-
ers which was similar to other professions where salary/income was ranked
28th in importance and 27.5 in actual satisfaction.

Some responses from staff members on the salary question are inter-
esting:

Believe it or not, the raise, the money raise was not
so much a factor with me as it was that the fact that my
wife was rehired in teaching. It is very depressing when
you have your wife at home who has been laid off twice as
a teacher and is very upset about that and have come in to
work and try to teach. So as far as the raise that is a
very good thing, I think as teachers we deserve to be paid
much better than we are, but for me to have ay wife have
professional satisfaction and be back to teaching is more
valuable.

Another teacher said:

You know, its hardly perceptible in today's economy.

Reliseargil Question 2s1 2e, arsasaziatigzal slangsa at II= Lan Lot List =kat
Ala= sucautisua at saammaaniaation AILLASAIfita.

Three questions on the School Survey referred to the time staff mem-
bers have for communicating with their colleagues (#3, 4, 5). On both the
pre- and post-tests, only one-third of the staff agreed with the stalmment, Rua
imillialialisliciaJabutirattammWenow Even fewer staff agreed that
they had wItlii.131-11WiledIAAJUULJUVAUWILLifilaSaJMUJWAIXIMMISE.1.." More
staff agreed that they had niiRILIAIUMMUUIMMI=JHUILLONL3WAILALlat
laagaa." Responses from repeaters on all three questions are within 2 to 5
percentage points of the totals (see Table 7).
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TABLE 7 411
School Survey Responses on Communication with Colleagues

3. You have time to discuss student problems with a colleague.

Total Must =us= liadtaidal
pre (ns47) 43% 34% 23%
post (n$47) 55% 23% 21%

Repeaters

pre (ns38) 39% 37% 24$
post (ns37) 57% 22% 22%

4. You have time to talk to other staff members.

Total Aiit21 =lama liziaaidasi
pre (n247) 38% 21%
post (n7s47) 38% 32% 31%

Repeaters

pre (ns38) 37% 42% 21%
post (n1137) 38% 27% 35%

5. You have time to share ideas and materials with other staff members.

Total ACAS 2initSCAft =Laded
pre (n247) 30% 21% 49%
post (ns46) 33% 37% 30%

Repeaters

pre (ns38) 32% 50% 18%
post (n=37) 38% 35% 27%
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On the question about time to discuss student problems with colleagues,

the shift toward greater agreement in the post-test seems to have occurred
across subject areas, and may be the result of more regular team meetings,
or more teachers (e.g., special education teachers) participating in team
meetings. Because team meetings tend to be devoted to discussion of student
problems, staff members may feel they have more time available for this kind
of communication with colleagues than for sharing other ideas, materials,
and =warns.

When asked, you feel that you have sufficient time to communicate
with your fellow teachers7n one teacher said:

No, I don't. That to me is the biggest problem in the
school is the lack of communication between teachers. There
is just no time to see other teachers other than the ones
that you work with iL your' particular school. There is just
no time to really sit down and talk with teachers in general
during the school day.

Another teacher responded:

Absolutely not. There is just not enough time in the
day to be able to either communicate with oolleagues about
problems or concerns within the school or the building or
about students or about ideas, projects or whatever.

On all three questions concerning communication with colleagues, shop
and home economics teachers tended to agree, and academic teachers tended to
disagree that they had time to talk with other staff members. For example,
on question #3, six of seven shop and home economics teachers agree they
have time to discuss student problems with a colleague, while 10 of 22
academic teachers agreed. On question #4, five of seven shop and home
economics teachers who responded agreed they had time to share ideas and
materials, while only five of the 21 academic teachers who responded agreed.
Shop and home economics teachers share lunch and planning periods and have
rooms located near one another. Because of this they may have more oppor-
tunity to communicate with their colleagues about student problems as well
as other ideas and materials.

A specials teacher, however, noted:

Yes, I do. I have plenty of time with them, talk to
them . Of course, the colleagues I communicate with
are mostly shop teachers, and I spent 95% of my time right
in this room and they are pretty great - cooperate about
what kind of programs we run, things like that.

Isees = 2uutiaa 041 Da. arsaaaatiamal alumna Al Jam J. .at Sisk Affect
atattaa serzutitgia sit szummaiLarlast with Aithantft.=al=

Four questions dealt with issues of communication with administration
(#16, 17, 18, and 19!. Communication with administration was also addressed
during tbo individual interviews with a subset of staff. Three different
staff commeated 43 follows:
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For the most part, I think we have time during our

planning period and they (administration) were pretty
good when you want to meet with them.

I guess I don't personally make time. If it doesn't
conveniently fit into my schedule, I make an adjustment
somehow, whether it means getting somebody to cover a
class for a few minutes or stopping into the office and
seeing it the principal has a free moment second period
tomorrow or, is 7th period biter or something like that?
Since we have a new principal here, I have felt more at
ease communicating with administration. I think he has
lent that to the staff. Wits: his nature, you know,
making time available first thing in the morning if you're
passing through and have a quick concern or comment or
whatever, you can take that few minutes and know he will
be there.

'OM

I feel that for the most part I have time to do that
only because I may feel a little more comfortable working
with the office now tha I have in the past and so if I
do have something, you know, I feel confident enough to
go dawn and say what I think. Whether or not anything
is done about it is still an issue, but at least I feel
I can go down and say what I think.

But, when asked specifically to respond to the following school survey
statements, staff opinion was more varied and more negative regarding their
communication with administration in terms of involvement in decision
making and clarity of goals on teaming and grouping (see Table 8).

Just over one quarter of the staff on both the pre- and post- test felt
they "have latul lavolvet Jahadutillg sLaaisiasa taamlaa." Responses
from repeaters show the same results.

A second question dealing with oommunication with administration was
"sue Jan been 1=1= la maluslullaa slagalaaa stn hatargsaama j home=
jaaNamMUndagaLlajailaaya On this question only 23% of all staff agreed
on the pre-test, and only 33% agreed on the post-test. In the group of re-
peaters, roughly the same percentage of agreement occurred.

On the question, ",yam Sr.4 AL= AI= all nag ligimagigt the per-
centage of staff who agree goes from 24% on the pre-test to 30% on the post-
test. The percentage of staff who disagree changes from 59% on the pre -test
to 33% on the post-test. Undeoideda double from the pre-test to post-test.
Because of a new principal who took office in mid-year, staff may have been
unsure and, therefore, the increase of undecided& may show suspended judg-
ment. Even with acme scheduling changes and the principal being in his
first full year in Fall, 1982, less than one-third of the staff in Fall,
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TABLE 8 -Gm-

School Survey Responses on Communication with Administration

16. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on teeming.

Total AIM Iltsustait ilzsLasistal

pre (m43) 27% 52% 21%
post (na44) 27% 64% 9%

Repeaters

pre (ni35) 31% 57% 12%
post (na34) 24% 65% 11%

17. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on heterogeneous and
homogeneous grouping of classes.

Total AI= =UM =Sabah
pre (na43) 28% 63$ 12$
post (n=45) 33% 60% 7%

Repeaters

pre (na35) 31% 63% 6%
post (n=35) 34% 60% 6%

18. You are clear about the goals of teaming at NHS.

Total =Mt =malt =ma=
pre (n=46) 24% 59% 17%
post (n=46) 30$ 33% 37%

Repeaters

pre (ns37) 27% 51% 22%
post (na36) 33% 31% 36%

19. You are clear about the goals of heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping
of students at PJES.

Total Aar= =az= IlActiLaiisa

pre (n=45) 29% 44% 27%
post (ns4T) 21% 45% 34%

Repeaters

pre (n=36) 36% 39% 25$
post (n=37) 24% 35% 41%
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1982, is clear on goals of teaming while more than two-thirds of the staff
is either unclear or undecided. In the group of 37 staff who were repeat-
ers, taking both pre- and post-tests, the percentages were very similar for
agree, disagree, and undecided.

In the final question dealing with the issue of communoiation with ad-
ministration, "1.011 JSCAt AWL ithaut. the Ala, Qt ,hit iscamosoma =Wag a
jauggAtig,' the staff (and repeaters) are even less clear about the goals of
grouping in Fall, 1982 than they were in Spring, 1982. In Fall, 1982, only
21% of the school staff feels they are clear on goals of grouping (10 out of
47 teachers). If responses from the shop/home OODUOMi03 teachers are not
included, then only--12%-of-the-school-staff-agreas-that-they-arirtzlwar on
grouping goals in the school. The changes from Spring to Fall show drops in
percentages of agreement, similar levels of disagreement and increases in
percentage of undecideds.

In the group of repeaters, teachers who have been at the school for
years, the shifts are slightly more pronounced: agreement on clarity of
grouping goals drops from 36% to 245, disagreement drops slightly from 39%
to 35%, while undecideds increase from 25% to 41%.

Res as& Ilaution w acsanizational. Ahem& Ati the Int= lasit atm&
AU= soaa oL Iamb laa Augavimatil

Staff members were asked four questions relating to their teaching as-
signment (#11, 12, 14, 15). Given the statement, !everyone AMU SALSA
reef:lime on the School Survey, 485 agreed on the pre-test and 61% agreed on
the post-test. Responses of repeaters were similar. Since 61$ of the staff
agree, this question might bear further investigation when considering.
curriculum development. The ARCS team feels this question is open to inter-
pretation. It would need probes to draw further oocclusions. For example,
were teachers using a reference point of teaching reading in content area or
teaching reading as a separate subject? It would seem reading has. wide
support among school staff. The distribution of scores on high, moderate,
and low subscales parallels distribution on the composite (see Table 9).

Staff were asked, 17.da, van ,prefer, teanhiag gam Amu, Jamul, At pre-test
41% agreed and at poet -test 55% agreed. In both years (1981-82 and 1982-
83) academic teachers prefer teaching one grade level. Only three (3) out
of twenty (20) academics on the post-test disagreed. Ten (10) out of six-
teen (16) specials and special education teachers disagreed on the poste-
test. The change from pre- to poet -test in agreement occurs in thu areas of
industrial arts, home economics, art, music:, and physical education. The
ARCS team could not account for this shift.
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TABLE 9

School Survey Responses on Teaching Assignment

11. Ivery teacher should teach reading.

Total

pre
post

Repeaters

pre (n237) 51%
post (nx34) 59%

(ns46) 48%
(n244) 61%

ACA21 AMU= 211CletagASL

28%
23%

24%
24%

16%

24%

24%
18%

=ICU

r;

12. You prefer to teach one grade level.

Total AS= Undecided

Pr (n=42) 41% 48% 11%
post (ng44) 55% 34% 11%

Repeaters

pre (n=36) 39% 50% 11%
post (ng35) 60% 29% 11%

14. Scheduling should permit a matohup between teachers' teaching styles
and students, learning styles.

Total Amu Mauna Undecided

pre (n=46) 61% 4% 35%
post (n345) 49% 15% 36%

Repeaters

pre (ns37) 57% 5% 38%
post (ns36) 53% 17% 31%

15. Scheduling should be done so that class loads are relatively equal.

Total ASTAI =AU= asisiersidest

pre (ns46) 77% 14% 9%
post (as46) 80% 11% 9%

Repeaters

Pre (n=37) 78% 16% 5%
post (n=36) 78% 14% 8%
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Staff were asked if they thought eackestallaa Alm= Aar= a ma= .0

lemma laackula Sault= style And Atudantla learaiag Uzi& " 61% agreed,
4% disagreed, and 35% were undecided on the pre-test School Survey.

When asked if they preferred scheduling "AllalaSaillAJUMUJUL1
imiLativaiv =Wan staff agreed on both pre- ant; post-tests.

Bun= = .1211 es Arg Junior BUIL ataat
AMC-a _east an al Sim =masa Ant lanousa.

Four questions on the School Survey referred to time management and
teacher planning (#6, 7, 8, 13).

Question number six asked whether others td Itas Isia Bala taaahor.made,
illqinalgULJUMUJUUSUIALAWR In the pre-test 36% of the teachers agreed; in
the post-test 47% agreed with the statement. In the pre-test 36% disagreed
while in the post-test 26% do not feel they have time to make materials and
lesson plans. 27% are undecided both times (see Table 10).

Staff were asked whether "sal Inn la lam Iowan .2112matizsa and
iHnNallUMISUDIAJjadIAMMUJJEAMM&" On the post-test only one-third of the
staff agreed. Most teachers either disagreed or were undecided.

The next School Survey question asked whether trairJugrehalykacik.
sib& alicaLia time 311122M1Mnatift iadizigual d( an= =Luta. "
On the pre-test 26% agreed, and 33% agreed on post-test. There was movement
from 59% disagree to 45% disagree from pre-test to post-test. The shift was
found to be primarily in shop and home economios, It may point to the fact
that these subject areas having common planning time and smaller classes are
more able to accommodate individual differences,

The last Survey item deals with the idea that "each teacher_ Anal
juguilhejegmagamtajamiangIjaa." The majority of professional staff
agreed with this statement.

Research Qua= 131. SOL au= involvement may, AQUI=
Alia= zsilatsta AI= marala/10 satisfaction?

In examining teacher responses on the School Survey in relation to
teacher level (high, moderate, low) on the Human Services Survey, the ARCS
team found significant differences in the areas of communication with col-
leagues, communication with administration, and teacher planning and time
management,

Communication WA, saUsiguas. When looking at responses of teachers
who scored in the high, moderate and low groups on the MSS, the ARCS team
found that teachers low in depersonalization and emotional exhaustion felt
that they did have time to talk to other staff on all three questions con-
cerning communication with colleagues. Those who were high in emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization felt that they did not have time to talk to
colleagues. In addition, teachers who have low feelings of accomplishment
tend to feel they do not have time to communicate with colleagues, while
those who have high feelings of personal accomplishment do tend to feel
have time to talk with colleagues (see Table 11)
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TABLE 10

School Survey Responses on Time Management and Planning

There is time to make teacher-made materials and lesson plans.

Total Una =as= Ilstagiclet

pre (nx44) 36$ 36$ 271
post (nx45 47% 26$ .27%

Repeaters

pre (n235) 40% 37% 23%
post (nX36) 53% 28% 19%

7. You have time to form objectives and break them down into small steps.

Total Jam Ilimumma lismhugami

Pre (nx43) 35% 37% 28%
post (nx44) 32% 36% 32%

Repeaters

pre (n=34) 38% 41% 20%
post (ria35) 37% 34% 29%

S. Your schedule provides planning
differengps among students.

time to accommodate individual

Total Aar= =Aga& lizianistal
pre (ng46) 26% 59% 14%
post (nx46) 33$ 45% 22%

Repeaters

pre (nx37) 27% 59% 14%
post (nx37) 38% 43% 19%

13. Every teacher should have the same amount of planning time.

Total Am= lam= Illifinastut

pre (ns46) 74% 15% 11%
post (nx47) 62$ 17% 21%

Repeaters

pre (nx37) 68% 19% 14%
post (11237) 62% 22% 16%
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TABLE 11

School Survey Responses on Communication with Colleagues which Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Accomplishment or Depersonalisation*

COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEAGUES

4. You have time to talk to other staff members.

Response to Survey Item #4

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (ns16)
Moderate intensity (ns13)
Low intensity (na18)

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (nx12)
Moderate intensity (na17)
Low intensity (ns15)

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (ns15)
Moderate intensity (22116)
Low intensity , (u=13)

Una =as= Iladtasuistati

13%
30%
69%

Response

ABEAM

67%
24%

27%

Response
Amin

33%
31%
54%

63%
23%

6%

to Survey

Mamma

25%
35%
27%

25%
46%
25%

Item #4
Qn_ derided

8%

41$
47%

to Survey Item #4

=waft =Wagtail

47%
31%
15%

20%

38;
31%

Three subsoales on The Human Services Survey (Maslach Burnout Inventory,
Maslach & Jackson, 1980)
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TABLE 11 (continued )

School Survey Responses on Communication uith Colleagues whlioh Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Accomplishment or Depersonalization

COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEAGUES

3. You have time to discuss student problems with a colleague.

Response to Survey Item #3

1taascaA Ma= =el

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (n216) 31% 44% 25%
Moderate intensity (n=14) 43$ 21% 29%
Low intensity (n=16) 88% 6% 6%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (n=12) 91% 8% 0%
Moderate intensity (n=17) 41% 35% 23%
Low intensity (02:15) 40% 20% 40%

Feelings of Depersonalization
at intensity (n=15) 40% 47% 13%
Moderate intensity (n=16) 50% 25% 25%
Low intensity (n=13) 86% 0% 14%

5. You have time to share ideas and material with other staff members.

Response to Survey Item #5

As= =as= Undecided
Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (n=16) 6% 69% 25%
Moderate intensity (n=11) 27% 36$ 555
Low intensity (n=15) 67% 13% 20%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (n=12) 67% 25% 8%
Moderate intensity (n=17) 24% 35% 41%
Low intensity (n=15) 20% 47% 33%

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (n=15) 27% 47% 27%
Moderate intensity (n=15) 20% 47% 33%
Low intensity (n=13) 54% 15% 31%
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Communication with maitaaratotsm. .It is interesting that on the HSS

Personal Accomplishment subscale, the percentages are quite different from
the composite on the question of staff ,involvement jaminstalaggsualiana,
suiarc. Of staff having high feelings of personal accomplishment,. 64%
agree with the statement, while 79% of staff with low feelings of personal
acoomplishment disagree with the question and say they have not been in-
volved in scheduling decisions on grouping (see Table 12). In the composite
School Survey responses (from Table 8) in Fall, 1982, 60% of the total staff
(and the same percent of repeaters) feel they have not been involved in
decisions on grouping.

On the teaming issue, 55% of stef in the high personal accomplishment
category agree that they have been imam scheduling decisions
Inning while only 8% of staff with low feelings of acoomplishment agree.
School Survey composite results on this question, as reported earlier in
Table 8, show that only 27% of the total staff in Fall, 1982 agree that they
have been involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

On the BSS aubscale for Emotional Exhaustion of those staff in the high
emotional exhaustion category, only 6% agree they are Alejir 4mag8l 2L
IsimisuE while 50% disagree. In the moderate and low categories of emotional
exhaustion, almost the opposite is true; 46% of staff with low or moderate
levels of exhaustion agree they are clear on goals of grouping and only 18%
disagree.

Staff who score high un the Emotional EXhaustion subscale of the HSShave a 6% agreement rate with this question on claritv,12Ljrcals,91Ataugagt
while 37% disagree, and 56% indicate they are undecided. In the group of
staff with moderate levels of emotional exhaustion, 15% agree they are clear
on grouping goals, 31% disagree, and 54%are undecided. In the group of
staff with low levels of emotional exhaustion, 44% agree they are clear on
goals of grouping, 25% disagree, and 31% are undecided. Thus, it is staff
with low levels of emotional exhaustion who have the highest agreement rate
with the question on clarity of grouping goals. From the composite School
Survey results, however, only 21% of the total school staff agreeing that
they are clear on goals of grouping (refer to Table 8). We can see that the
issue of homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping is still an issue of concern
for the school. This issue appeared in our original Staff Opinion Survey
(SOS) in Winter, 1981, as a priority concern of the staff, and it appears to
continue to be a major unclear issue in the school.

There does seem to be a difference on the HSS aubscales in teacher
response to the statement that they have a IdinakazatArijuguma luau
lama. Staff who feel low levels of personal accomplishment (40% disagree,
20% agree) and high levels of emotional exhaustion (50% disagree, 31% agree)
feel that they do not have time to make materials and lesson plans. The
opposite is true for staff with high feelings of personal accomplishment
(66% agree, 12% disagree) and low levels of motional exhaustion (60% agree,
13; disagree); they do feel they have time to make materials and lesson
plans.
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TABLE 12

School Survey Responses on Communication with Administration which Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Accomplishment or Depersonalization*

COMMUNICATION WITH ADMINISTRATION

16. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (n2111)

Moderate intensity (n217)
Low intensity (n213)

17. You have been involved in scheduling
homogeneous grouping of classes?

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (n=11)
Moderate intensity (n=17)
Low intensity (n214)

Response

Jouumm

555
18%

8%

decisions

Response

64%
29%
14%

to Survey Item #16
Undecided

45% o%
76% 6%
69%. 13%

on heterogeneous/

to Survey Item #17
ZiklASCAS UPdeeidet

18% 18%
71% 0%
79% 7%

18. You are clear about the goals of teaming at NHS.

Response to Survey Item #18
Awn Aim= Undecided

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (n216) 6% 50% 44%
Moderate intensity (n =13) 38% 15% 46%
Low intensity (n=15) 53% 20% 27%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (ns11) 45% 36% 11%
Moderate intensity (n2317) 35% 47% 18%
Low intensity (n215) 13% 20% 67%

19. You are clear about the goals of heterogeneous/homogeneous grouping
of students.

Response to Survey Item #19
Azziot =us= Undecided

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (ns16) 6% 38% 56%
Moderate intensity (n=13) 15% 31% 54%
Low intensity (n=16) 44% 25% 31%

'Three sabeales on The Human Services Survey (Maslach Burnout Inventory,
Maslach & Jackson, 1980)
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TABLE 13

School Survey Items of Teacher Planning and Time Management which Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Accomplishment or Depersonalization'

6. There is time to make teacher-made materials and lesson plans.

Response to Survey Item #6
Alm =tuna

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (122216) 31% 50% 19%
Moderate intensity (nu12) 50% 17% 33%
Low intensity (n315) 60% 13% 27%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (nu12) 66% 12% 17%
Moderate intensity (ns16) 63% 25% 13%
Low intensity (121115) 20% 40% 40%

8. Your schedule provides planning time
differences among students.

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion

to accommodate individual

Response to Survey Item #8
ASCU =AVM =Walla
12% 69% 15%
31% 38% 31%"
53% 33% 13%

Hi intensity (n316)
Moderate intensity (nu13)
Low intensity (nu15)

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (ns12) 66% 33% 0%
Moderate intensity (ns17) 29% 53% 18%
Low intensity (ns15) 13% 53% 33%

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (02115) 27% 47% 27%
Moderate intensity (n215) 20% 53% 27%
Low intensity (nu13) 54% 38% 8%

*Three subsoales on The Human Services Survey (Maslach Burnout Inventory,
Maslach & Jackson, 1980)
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The overall findings on the School Survey questions dealing with time
management and teacher planning was that staff members with low levels of
emotional exhaustion and high feelings of personal accomplishment feel that
they have sufficient time to reach time management and planning objectives.
Teachers who have high levels of emotional exhaustion and low feelings of
personal accomplishment do not feel they have sufficient planning time to
make lesson plans, form objectives and break down into smaller steps, and
accommodate individual student differences.

CONCLUSIONS

ZILLUUMEL LACIL .QE D.12=21.13. 13. 11,11 a irg ILIIL 11Q =IL 2
Ilikatimsailiaftetaall: Do organizational changes at the Junior High School

affect staff morale/job satisfaction?

In relation to research question #1, the following conclusions were
made.

There was no significant difference in level of job satisfaotion/morale
as measured by the NSS teat in a correlated t"test from Year 1 to Year 2
with repeaters. Our expectations for changes from Year 1 to Year 2 in job
satisfaction/ morale RSS scores was perhaps unwarranted. The organizational
changes implemented were not designed to and, in fact, did not,address the
areas of concern identified by the staff.

For instance, in the original School Opinion Survey early in Year 1 the
concerns identified were: 1) homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping of stu-
dents, 2) house coordinators vs. department chairs, 3) class length in terms
of time, and 4) schools-within-amschool (or teaming issues).

On the grouping issue the organizational changes involved math and
English classes. In Year 1 of our study there was one algebra and one
advanced English class in each 8th grade team. During Year 2 it was ex-
panded to include also one advance& English and one pre-algebra class in
each grade 7 team. Results from the original Staff Opinion Survey early in
Year 1 indicated overall staff approval of this type of change, with 39 of
44 staff feeling that math and English should be homogeneously grouped.

In the School Survey pre-test (prior to the additional change to ad-
vanced 7th grade classes in Year 2), 53% of the repeaters agreed with the
statement that they were satisfied with the present homogeneous/heterogen-
eous grouping system. After the changes, the School Survey post-test showed
only 40% of the repeaters in agreement with the same statement. Even within
the math and English departments, 4 of 6 math teachers and 3 of 5 English
teachers were not satisfied with grouping as indicated by their post test
responses.

Elsewhere in this paper a lack of staff involvement in policy decision
making is discussed. If the English and math teachers had perceived greater
involvement in the changes which so greatly affected their departments they
might, in fact, have agreed with the statement in Year 2 that they tare sat-
isfied with the present homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping of students.*
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In addition, we note that 39 of 44 staff were in agreement on the orig-

inal Staff Opinion Survey that social studies, science, and specials should
be heterogeneously grouped. Thus, the present practice of homogeneous
grouping in math and English classes only is in accordance with staff
preferences.

A second area of concern was the issue of house coordinators vs. de-
partment chairpersons. On the School Opinion Survey, early in Year 1, staff
opinion was virtually split on this issue. During Year 2 of our study a
change was made and department chairs replaced house coordinators. Despite
the fact that this was a major orange, it could not be expected to lead to
change in morale/job satisfaction because of the neutralizing effect of the
mien split of staff opinion.

A third area of concern was the issue of length of time of classes. On
the original Staff Opinion Survey in Year 1 all but two academics teachers
were in agreement that 45-50 minute classes were best. Lbout half the spe-
cials teachers said 60-70 minutes were best. Therefore, the change made to
50 minute classes in Year 2 could not be expected to affect the morale/job
satisfaction of all staff.

A fourth identified area of concern was schools-within-a-school/team-
ing. No changes were made with respect to this issue in Year 2.

The other organizational &Amos in Year 2 (e.g., electives in art and
music, all teachers have homeroom duty and study hall duty, etc. - see
Appendix A) had little to do with the areas of staff concern identified on
the original Staff Opinion Survey.

We feel the organizational changes were not accompanied by change in
level of morale because staff opinion was split about house coordinators/
department chairs and length of class time and no organizational changes
occurred in teaming. When changes were made in the area of grouping, teach-
ers felt the changes were made without their involvement.

Pe

CONCLUSIONS NM= MI =DL ME= Pre`TEST AU FILM=Mum= Dantagija: Do organizational changes at the Junior High School
affect teacher perceptions of teaming, job satisfac-
tion, communication with colleges and administration,
time management and teacher assignment?

Zwiniag

The teachers at Portsmouth Junior Sigh School feel teaming is benefi-
cial to teachers; they like to be part of a teaching team. They prefer to
work with a team rather than individually. Only one respondent is not sat-
isfied with working with present members of their team. This suggests that
strong efforts should be made to maintain teaching teams at PJHS.
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Interview responses suggest that we have a principal who is available
for staff to talk to. Staff seem to value this availability. Survey re-
sults indicate, however, that staff perceive that they are not involved in
making decisions on teaming and grouping, nor are they clear about the
school goals of teaming and student grouping.

In response to the question, MajoiLlsialables= school Jana
sa1ammatialsumal.mal01 one teacher said:

I would say yes to that. I am not sure I can be
specific as to what they are. I don't think of any one
point in time since I was .,red here, I ever got to see
a piece of paper that said this was Portsmouth Junior
High School's philosophy. . . . I think something should
be written down, something spelled out in black and white.

. . When you start talking about philosophy, things can
get pretty nebulous. And actually break down and itemize
some pertain goals or things for the school - its a good
idea that it was done and available . .

Our interview with the principal indicates he is clearer on the school's
goals of teaming and, grouping:

The school will still be sectioned into three teams,.
with the seventh grade team and the eighth grade team, and
my reason for that, for keeping that, and I think probably
the reason it came about in the beginning when we first
started this was to keep the kids in a smaller unit so that
teachers get a chance to know them better, get a chance to
meet together where they'd be free at the same time, and totalk about the kids and pretty much the direction they'reheaded in.

And when asked about grouping of students he said:

I see it happening more within subjects - I do not see
the school moving towards a pure homogeneous setup. We went
through that, you know, seven or eight years ago for a number
of years, that tracking system, and it didn't work .. I
see the homogeneous grouping, then again not pure homogeneous
grouping in the math and the English areas with the pre-
algebra in the seventh, pre-algebra in the eighth, the
advanced English in the seventh, the advanced English in the
eighth and the French proven, those are the areas, you know,
we're working with somewhat now and I think we will work with
in the future. I can't see us going to a homogeneous
grouping in the science classes and the social studies
classes,

Our findings show that the teachers at PJES perceive themselves to be
unclear on the goals of teacher teaming and grouping of students. A number
of articles in the literature reviewed suggest that when teachers are unclear
regarding the goals; this affects their job satisfaction and morale.
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razzataraittaastztardatimma
The majority of the staff at PJRS feel they do not have time to stalk

to other staff members,' or time to "share ideas and materials,' and only 55%
feel they have time to Rdisousa student problems with colleagues." More
teachers teal they have time to discuss students' problems because weekly
team meetings within the school provide that opportunity.

Situltssaiiinami2lanningainalairAssimmia
In the area of time management and planning teachers don't seem to feel

that they have enough time to accommodate individual differences among
students or to make teacher -made materials and lesson plane. This could
lead to difficulties with the students who require individualized education
plans.

Regarding the statement ',every teacher should teach reading" the re-
search team is undecided on why the staff agrees with such a high percentage
(61$). It may mean either the staff should teach a skill-reading class or
reading should be taught in the content area. This issue mould be investi-
gated further.

=MI= 2MIS=IL .9331 11=1101212=ciaa Lia Mg=
ummumallimumuullb Is goal clarity and teacher involvement in decision

making related to staff morale/job satisfaction?

When the total staff was divided into thirds, high, moderate, and law
groups based on their RSS scores, ataff in high and lam groups differed on
their School Survey responses in three areas: 1) mice on with col-
leagues, 2) communication with administration - i.e., clarity of, goals and
involvement in decision making, and 3) time management.

Staff with low levels of emotional exhaustion feel they have time to
communicate with colleagues; those with high levels of emotional exhaustion
do not. Staff with low levels of depersonalization also feel they have time
to communicate with colleagues. Staff with high levels of depersonalization
(callousness, cynicism, and insensitivity toward students) do not feel they
have time to talk, to colleagues.

Staff having high feelings of personal accomplishment feel they have
been involved in scheduling decisions on homogeneous/heterogeneous grouping
whereas staff with low feelings of personal accompliehaent do not feel they
have been involved.

Citthose staff with high levels of emotional exhaustion, few agree that
they are clear on the goals of teaming and grouping. Staff with low levels
of emotional exhaustion, however, tend to agree more than disagree that they
are clear on the goals of teaming and grouping.
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In general, when staff membere perceive there is time and an opportunity

for communication with colleagues and administration they also tend to have
higher levels of morale/job satisfaction.

The overall findings on the School Survey questions dealing with time
management and teacher planning were that staff members with low levels of
emotional exhaustion and high feelings of personal accomplishment feel that
they have sufficient time to reach time management and planning objectives.
Staff who have high levels of emotional exhaustion and low feeling of per-
sonal accomplishment do not feel they have sufficient planning time to "make
lesson plans," "form objectives and break down into smaller steps" and "so-
commodate individual student differences." It appears that whenever possi-
ble scheduling should include staff input to reflect individuals' needs for
effective planning time.

LIMITATIONS

Within the reality of the school setting a number of conditions may
have affected our results. First, mortality in the sample from pre. to
post-testing resulted in ten teachers, out of a total staff of 52, leaving
the school after Year 1 of our study during which the pre -test data had been
collected. The correlated t-test on the Human Services Survey ()Unlatch
Burnout Inventory) was calculated using only the 'repeaters," those staff
who remained at the school both years. The total number of repeaters taking
the pre-test and post-test was 38 out of 42 staff remaining iu the school
both years. Tea new staff joined the school during Year 2 of this study and
their perceptions were also important to the research questions. Thus, when
School Survey data was analyzed for Year 2 (the post-test data only), the
total staff opinion was compared to the opinions of the repeaters.

Direct interview was an important part of this study to Esther data
from the entire school staff in the original Staff Opinion Survey which
helped the team decide staff concerns. There may be biasing of the results
by the direct interview method, specifically, the particular bias of the
interviewer knowing the interviewee, however, the team decided this was a
preferable design than use of an outsider to interview staff or simply
handing out questionnaires.

The time of testing may have been a limitation, however, the team chose
what they believed to be two equally stressful times in the school year -
the pre-testing Year 1 was done in Spring, with one month remaining of
school and the post-testing Year 2 was completed within one month prior to
Christmas vacation.

.

All the surveys used in thie/itudy are *self-perceptionnaires" and
therefore limited by all confounding variables linked to this category of
data collection.
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Questions arising in recent presentations of the findings and conclu-
sions concern the further examination of Human Services Survey results for
particular subgroups, i.e., math teachers, English teachers which we have
not presented for every question but have included where the data seemed
important. A second set of questions concern individuals who may have
changed drastically in their scores or perceptions from Year 1 to Year 2,
i.e., going from 1.0 to HI HSS scores. Because confidentiality and anonymity
was assured to all participants, the team has been reluctant to pursue this
kind of analysis.

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The following section lists implications derived from the results and
process of this collaborative action research study and suggestions for the
future.

1. The effectiveness of the collaborative action research model within an
actual project for change should be studied. Such a plan would pro'.*ably
involve the leader of the change project (e.g., principal, superintendent)
as a member of the action research team.

There are many points of view and various schemes for the assessment of
the effectiveness of the use of the action research model in conjunction
with a change project. For example, the rdrults when the principal is
the action research leader could be compared to the results when some
other participant serves as leader.

2. A future study might consider the effects of school scheduling changes
on the students by interviewing and surveying students or measuring
learning achievement or attitude. Although beyond the scope of this
study, effects of changes on students could be an important addition to
further work in the area of school scheduling.

A future action research team could create and implement a program for
reducing stress in the school and then evaluate this program by using
the HSS in a pre-test/post-test analysis. For instance, involvement in
decision making seems to relate to levels of morale/job satisfaction.
Conclusions drawn from this study and others reviewed suggest this
important organizational *bangs should be studied by administrators and
teachers.

4. Teachers who are now experienced in the collaborative action research
process could use their skills in promoting the process with other
school staffs at other sites.

5. Funding for skilled secretarial support outside the school is a neces-
sary part of the collabdrative research process, not usually available
at the school site.
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6. The keeping of a complete agenda for all meetings over the length of
the project is valuable in the collaborative research process and
helpful in the end product.

7. Presentations of finding. at prestigious national conferences promote
feelings of accomplishrent for the collaborative action research team
members.

8. A clearinghouse or networix for communication among ongoing action
research projects could be very helpful. For instance, in this
project we were able to collaborate and share research design with
the Michigan ARCS group during Year 1. Later in Year 2 discussions
with other action researchers at conferences enhanced the meaning of
our own work and our knowledge of the history of collaborative
action research.

9. Collaborative action research projects will be most successful when:
school administrators provide support and voice any possible sanctions,
research questions and agendas are not imposed prior to the formation
of the team, and the research team maintain an awareness of issues of
confidentiality and anonymity when collecting data from participants.
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APPENDIX A

Organizational Changes Effected Between 1981-82 and 1982-83 it PJHS

1. Homogeneous grouping expanded to include three 7th grade advanced
English and three 7th grade prealgebra classes (one in each house)
to match the three 8th grade advanced English and algebra classes.

2. No house coordinators, instead new department heads.
3. Department beads are teachers.
4. Set amount of time for all *lasses, 45 minutes.
5. Few staff changes.

6. New principal opens school this year.
T. Salary raises, pay period choice of 26 or 21 days.
8. Principal has been speaking to individual teachers about their

concerns.
9. All faculty members have duties, e.g., homeroom, bus duty, cafeteria.
10. Everyone has study hall except department heads..

11. I.E.P.s completed by teachers for a whole year rather than each marking
period.

12. Number of case workers for I.E.P. students reduced from seven to four
(over 100 I.E.P.$).

13. Two behavioral management homeroom?.
'14. Changes in Resource team membership, e.g., new ideas.
15. P.E.E.P. and A.B.L.E.
16. KIDS 2 doubled in size.

17. Students have Specials - rotate on 4-day basis.
18. Students have elective choices within some Specials, e.g., art and

Music.

19. No in-school suspension.
20. Bells and tardy bell for ohanging classes.
21. Students not allowed to go to lockers between periods.
22. Computer scheduling of classes.
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Appendix 13

STAFF OPINION SURVEY

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SURVEY - NEW HAMPSHIRE

3 February 1982

TO: All Staff Members

FROM: Action Research Team

RE: Teacher Survey

Attached you will find a copy of the results of a
recent survey you completed. The charts represent
detailed breakdown of the responses. The tour academic
areas appear first, math; social studies; science; and
English; and then a sub-total. Next are five addition-
al areas: home economics; industrial arts; music plus
art plus physical education grouped together; resource
people; and administration plus guidance followed by a
sub-total of these areas. The overall school total is
shown in the last column.

In questions that asked for an extended response,
the most frequently mentioned top three responses are
published. Responses are additionally broken down by
academic teachers and non-academic teachers (meaning
all other staff members). There were Many more com-
ments that were too numerous to print. All of your
comments will be considered by the Action Research
Team. In the near future, it is hoped that the Action
Research Team will have a meeting to allow teachers to
meet with us to discuss your concerns.

The Action Research Team greatly appreciates your
cooperation and always welcomes your input. .Again,
many thanks for your assistance.

plw

Attachment
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Appendix B

NEW HAMPSHIRE
ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE iN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SURVEY
RESUTS

Preamble: I am a member of a 5 person action research team. The action research
team has been funded by the National Institute of Education for a two
year period to research issues of change in schools. We decided to
conduct research on an issue important to our school. Scheduling
seems the leading concern and problem.

Using the following format, we plan to interview all staff members
who wish to be interviewed to determine their views on scheduling and
related issues. We also wish to solicit your suggestions on specific
avenues of research.

Your responses will be confidential. Aggregate results will be
publicized. The findings are to help us direct our research.

(Have you any questions before we begin?)

Most of the responses have the following format: a) strongly
disagree, b) disagree, c) agree, and d) strongly agree.

I. Views on Present Scheduling

Mus
1. The present schedule is satisfactory Art Adm

M SS SciEng Sub HE IA PE Res Gut Sub
a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

'0 2'1 11 1 4 3f2 3 2 3 1 13 117

3_3 j ! 3 1211 1 1 1 i 0 1 4 66,
1; 2.1i2 6 0 11 3 0 5 11,

;

1 0 0 ' 00 0 c1- '0 0 0 0 1 1 2

2. What things do you like most about present schedule?

Academic teachers Non-Academic teachers

a) Length of class period a) Length of class
b) Five academic classes b) Seven period day
c) Small classes c) Nothing

3. What things do you like least about present schedule?

Academic teachers Non-Academic teachers

a) Study halls a) Poor arrangements for specials classes
b) Lack of flexibility b) Study halls
c) Not enough extra time

during day for house meeting
c) Periods too short and too many classes
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II. Schools-Within-A-School

1. The schools-withimascheol organisational conceot
should be retained.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

2. What things do you like most about

Acadosic teachers

a)

b)

c)

Teachers share common group of
Students have identity
Smaller classes

M SS SciiEno Sub ME IA

Mus
Art Ado
Pt Res Gui Sub 1'

0r01 2 a ! 2 1 pro. a/ a jr0 3 2

11011 1 I 3 Io10, 2[310 5 8,,
31111,2 ' 7 4;2,3110 13 20j181.111a.,01105161

'schools-within-a-school"?

NonAcademic teachers

kids a) Students have identity
b) Teaching teams westing time together

to discuss kids
c) Less confusion - more organised

3. What things do you like least about

Academic teachers

a) Isolates teacher, from other
teachers

a) Its not like it used to be
c) Mot enough total school identitY

"schoolvvithiera-school"7

NoMmAcacteic poachers

a) Specialists not involved in team,
b) Isolates teachers and kids
c) Decreases flexibility

4. Teaching teams should have the opportunity
to meet during school hours.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

5. Teaching teams memberships should
determined by the teachers.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

M SS SciEn Sub NE IA

Mu*
Art Adak

P Rea Gui Sub
oIly0 1 2 . 0 0

010 nri
111 3 3

a 1 a , ,

814 3 4 210 13 21,
512 2 12 ,011 1 414 to 22

,

be

Teaching teams should be abandoned.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

isagree

roe

strongly agree

SS SciEno Sub NE IA

Miss

Art Ada
Pt Res Gui Sub

1, 1 0 2 0101.1!1
1 1

.0
1 1 1 1 0

2 . 4...

4; 6 i
10

0 1 1 1 0 2

2 2 4 11 2 3 4;313 15 26:
2 2 112 1 7 11_0,0 111 ' 3,(101

OF SS sciEne Sub NE IA

Mus
Art Ada
Pt Res Gui Sub

5,213 13 10,1, 0, 2 2 5 i 18;
2 2.,011 5 412 412; 2 tti

11 0i0 10 i

.0,0,211 3 010 01 0 ,
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7. The action research group should study the educational
value of "schools-within-soschool" and/or is teaching.

A SS SctEno Sub HE
a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

C. agree
O. strongly serest

Leadership

hue
Art Ada

IA PE Res Gui Sub T010)0:0 0_1 0 010 1, 1

01011 1 2 0,1 1:1 fa 3{ 3 .

5 ' 71 3 ' 2 i17 3, 2: 24 4 12 13 130 1,

_a_101112 ..1.1.2.7_10 ili 12 ' 4

Nouse coordinators should be retained.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

NS SciEna Sub N

Nue
Art Adm

to PE Re i Sub
11111HIE.M111111111F1

0 nemennireenrum8 emir"
4 0

0

1

1111

0

! 1

20 1

0

, , i.en
a

i ri
21 2 0

2. if there is to be system of house coordinators, there should be .... (how lany?).

Academic teachers Non-Academic teachers

a) One for each house
b) One for each grade
c) Zero

a) One for each house
b) One for each grade
c) Zero

3. Beginning next year teachers, rather than
should serve as devirtment chairpersons.

MSS
a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

Rue
Art Adm

Sc Sub HE i 1APl get} Gul Sub
; 0101 0 f0 1 0 0-1 i ;,0110:0

0110.1 I 1
1 1

1 1 1. 0 _1 , 0 4 !

0.12 212 1 6 3121 4 ! 2 12 11 191
414 3 3 114 CH 1! 3 I 3 i2 9 23.

lore it not possible to have teachers serve as both house
coordinator and department chairperson, which would you prefer?

a. teachers In the house coordinator role 23
b. teachers in the department chairperson role 18

5. The action research team should study the educational
benefit', of house coordinators and/or department
chairpersons.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c4. agree

d. strongly agree

SS SciEnat Sub NE

Mus
Art

IA PE Res
Adm
Gui Sub

0 0,1 0 0 0 IT 1_01010LO
0 ! 01 1 i 1 0 11 1 0 i 0 2 3

4 6 1 3 4 I17 3 2 3, '2 ' II,

4

31;

701011 1 2(0 012.1 _I 2 , 5



IV. Ability Grouping

1. osomogeneous grouping by ability for all CLIMBS is best.

s.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

2. Heterogeneous grouping by ability

M SS S 1 Sub HE

437.

mus
Art Ada

IA PE Aes lui Sub 1'

-M-77.6-17:7773161-77-774,2 '31112 8 1 2 3 2 2 I 10 ! 15;
0 111 ,1 3 0 0; 2 0 4 7

0 I101t 2' 0 l't
muS

far all classes is best. Art Adm
M SS SCIEnt Sub Mt IA PE Ras, lui Sub

3

a. strongly disagree 1-3: 0 !I
b. disagree 2 51113
t. agree 0 013il
d. strongly agree 0,11-0)0

3. Some subjects demand homogeneous

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

agree, which ones?

Acadensi c to chers

a)

b)

c)

Mach

English
Foreign language

4. At least Sees 0449411 should
ability grouping.

a.

b.

C.

d.

if

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

agree. which ones?

Academic teachers

a) Specials
b) Social studies
c) Science

5 3'3 2_ 3

X11 2 11 5; 4 1

1,4 71011

111 t!ti:o t

Mus

13

3

3

'

ability grouping. Art Ades

'

M $5 Szl Inc S PE !toes Gui
r, 0 t 0 0

I.0 0:0 ,10 ' d 11 1( 1 .0 3 i 3 3

13 41 414 /i15 212; 2.1 2 11 25

)2!2.1.1 7 0 ;0I3 2 1 S 1

non-Academic teacher,

a) Math
b) English
c) Advanced math and English

rseurs tiotarogentous

m SS tellars Sub

0: 01010 0

10 0'010 ; 0

2 5, 4 3 14

2:2: 1 '1 6

ft*
Art

ME IA PE Res
Ot 01.0 1 0

it/1011 0

13'213

Adm
Sui
0

0

1

6 /2

sub
r0

13

1'

0

2

27

Mon-Academic teachers
a)

b)

c)

Specials
Social studies
Science

5. The action research group ShOuid reseerch homogeneous
and heterogeneous grouping schemes.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

nus
Art Ads

SS SciEng Sub HE IA mg Res Cwi S1 010: 0 0 0 OLO 0 0 3 0 .

1101 I 0 1 2, 01000 1 1
414 4 it 3 5. 3 17 ' 32

111=111111111111 t_ ! 4 a I
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V. Time frame

Present SO minute classes are ideal.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

H SS SciEno Sub ME IA

Mus
Art
PE las

431.

Ad"
Gui Sub

0 I 0 1 ° # 2 L
12L11.1.2;L3.j.1.2..,Lf ....1....u_

115,3 3 12 273'45'3 115 0

200 0 1 2 1 0I2 1 4 5

2. The perfect length in time for my class is . . minutes.
Academic teachers

a) All but two teachers said
45-50 minutes

3. The action research group

a.

b.

c.
a.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

vl. Other Scheduling Variations

Mosml.cidemic teSeNOL

a) Answers varied from 25 to 75 minutes
About half said 60 -70 minutes

Mus
Art Ade
PE Ras Gui

should study
A

Molding all classes in same order.

a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

2. The rotation of the order of

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

C. agree

d. strongly agree

3. Each team of teachers should
schedule to suit their needs
possible.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. ogres

d. strongly mgrse

class length.
1 Sub0'0010 i 0 1 0 01 0 0 0 0 0

, 0 2' 2 1 1 I 5J 0 2' 4 ' I 1 5 t3'
3 4'3 3 t 11 t 2 2i Qi A 3 li 24

2 7 0'1 I 4: 2 91 2 1 0 1 J 9

every day is best.
M SS ScigAG Sub ME

Mus
Art Adm

IA PE ltall MAI Sub
12 ,A 110 t: 01 0' ,. 0 3 2 9,

0 1 2 1 2 g' 2' t , 2 1 1 1 7 121

3 I 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 ' 4 1 ' 12 20

011 0!2 3s 0 01071 :t 2 5 I

classes each day is best.
M SS SciEno Sub ME

mus
Art Ads

IA PE Res Gui Sub
0 iii.i 31010 0, 1 1 2 5

3 I 1 3 ' 5 t i t 1 4 I j 17

1 2 1 2 ; 6 'i 2i 01 3 0 ' 2 7 13

t 3 , 2 0 1 6 t 0, II 2 I ; 0 4 10

be able to adjust the
to the greatest extent
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4. The action research teem should study
learning of the static vs. the rotating
daily classes.

a- strongly disagree

d. disagree

c. agree

d. *strongly agree

tne imoact on
order of

M SS SciEno Sub NE

mus
Art

IA PE
Aom

Res SU; Su .

0 0 7 -3 0 ) 0 0 0 3
A
. :

f

1 7 ) 7 4 i 7 1 2 1 I 5 s;

k 5 2 ! ! T3 1 3 2 3 le 3 15 21!
1 , 2 0' 1 4

,

: 01 II 1 0 2 2
I

5 i

VII. Prioritization of Research Topics

Mane order)

MMEINIMAIMMO.

gmmoislM

11.11.01.11!

Momogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping

Schools-within-a-school

Team teaching

uelue of house coordinator role

Value of department chairperson rose

Effective length of classes (minutes

Static vs. rotating scheduling

Academic teachers_ (too throe)

a) Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous
Schools-within-s-scncol

c) Static vs. rotating schedule

Other Comments

per Period)

than-Academic teachers (top three)

a) Effective length of classes
b) Schools-.withina-scnool
c) Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous

BES1



Appendix C

PJHS History 1972-1982

211 March 1982

ARAZI John Alden

Those are the dates changes were made in our school
system. I have tried to show the programs in ()bran°.
logical order. They are as accurate as a teacher's mem-
ory will permit.

14)70.71

Double tracked ability grouping - Math track
and English track

16 Grade 8 classes grouped A-P
10 Orate 7 classes at main building
6 Grads 7 classes at annex
St. Patrick's Parochial School in main building

to take classes in shop, home economics, and physical
education. A school built for 550 students at one
Point now houses over 1,000 students

Title I program begins
Office detentions from work program to locked-in

(all students in a classroom) program
Superintendent orders science to develop and teach

a program in sex education.

14171.7z
Two new science labs
New science program developed during summer
Science on a seven week rotating program
Each student, 5 courses
5 teachers in mats% building
Teachers band out own marks every 7 weeks
One 8th grade class broken and students placed

in 5 other classes for science.

11172.11

Flexible multilevel parallel tracking program
both grud6:

All students in four groups
A - Advanpod
B - High Average
C - Low Average
D Below Average

Classes within ability groups mixed



1273-74
During year principal leaves. Assistant principal

becomes temporary principal; then retires. A new prin-
cipal is selected. Annex principal becomes new aasi.-
taut principal. New annex principal

Neu principal starts a faculty senate which meets
weekly to disuuss school problems. Members are 300.
looted by departments

Junction program begins?

ttn-715
Staff development program to 5 school boards. It

is approved
Principal move to high school, new principal again

at junior high
May-7th period mini-courses assigned to all teachers
Junior High building program approved
Parochial students no longer come to Jr. High

1075-76
Distriotwide staff development 6 year plan now in

operation
School on split sessions at two buildings, 2 morn-

ing groups, 2 afternoon groups. Extra time to be used
by teachers for meetings, school visitations, epetial
planning

Special team project after ions at annex in which
5 teachers try total team appr As with 4 classes:
2 above average, 2 below avers

Mainstreaming of all stud. begins
Weekend conference in Dov brainstorming

issues in teaching

1(176.77

4 schools,.within-a-sahool established at the Jr.
High. Each school has a team of teachers, students,
and specialists. Each school's schedule is developed
by teachers within designated time blocks. Each school
has an unpaid house coordinator. Split sessions con-
tinue until Christmas

One school has fewer students but all Title
(special needs) students

Teacher Corps project submitted and approved

14177-74

4 house coordinators in charge of 4 houses (de-
partment heads dropped . principal and vice principal
now department heads)
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4,1v
Houses balanced: each has same number of

3

students. Time blocks established; each house given
lunch time and specials and is free to create
schedule in rest of time. Students traveled in groups

Teacher Corps project 2 years
Junction program ends
Supervisory union broken
School district separates from 4 towns. Area

agreement still in effect. Towns still send students
to high school

Newington has area agreement for 7th and 8th grade
students to be educated at our schools

jO78./Q
RIDS II project starts for emotionally handicapped
AIDS II mainstreamed when possible (science and

social studies)
Last year of Teacher Corps
I.E.P. students all in one house

1.911--11
P.E.E.P.S. program begins for preschool special

education students
One house eliminated: teachers reassigned from 4

to 3 teams
I.S.P.s all houses

11.11=AZ
Principal leaves. Temporary principal. New

principal (former staff member) hired
Project A.R....S. begins
3 houses remain; 2 house coordinators serve all

three houses
Schedules done by house coordinators (up to now

vice principal in charge of scheduling)
In-school suspension program starts
7 period schedule instituted

6.1 0



Appendix 0

Human Services Survey/School Survey

--(eget-

ACTION RESEARCH ON cIWItE IN ICNOMS Ray 1942

Presoble

In January, an our previous Oweetionnelre, both academic and nonsoademleMaher* ranked ability grouping (i.e., homogeneous an heterogeneous classes)and school within school (i.e., teasing) among their to Owes priority IssuesPer err reeearch teem to Investigate. We would like to find out mere about pourperceptions of these issues by having you answer the questions Mime.

The respensei are es:Hotly oonfuesciat and only group results will be
reverted at a later date.

We eoproalate your assistance.

fltemyreehle,Oate

Your sees (I) Isle

(2) female

Marital statues

(1) 'Ingle
(2) Married
(3) divorced
(4) widowed

(5) other (01easo specify

If routed, for how long hove yam been merrfed is your current spouse/
years

if you hem children, hoe neny of thee are now living with you?
'children live with No

=.111MINIMM,
I have no children

Plass' check U's Moist degree rou have received:

... SA/SS MAO;.. ....
SA15 011 MA0,.
44

CA0312 44-----
.......

Apt Is the subject ores In which you teach?
Grade level?

Illader of rears teaching at Portsmouth Junior sigh School/ INleiNIIPTool number of viers teachirwer
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New Oftent 0

Never

/Wan Services Survey

1 2 3 4 5
A few time Once a A few Once A few

year month or Oen a a tines
or less less month week a wok

&r-

2

Every
day

./.14=~4.NI=4,114NMPINIIM114.m*New Streeei 0 1 2 3 4 3 4 7
Never very slid. moderate Major.Mrely

very strongtr noticeable

leer Often Now S

Statement

I feel metimelly drained free my work.
1. IMIP
2.

I feel used up at the end of the workday.
3.

W
I feel fatigued when I got up In the morning and have to face
mother day on the job.

4.
siMMEND can molly understand how my students feel about things.

5. I feel I treat soma students se if they were Impersonal objects.
6.

sUMNIMED

mINWIMEID venting with mil all day is rosily istrale for us.
7. I deal very effectively with the problem of my students.
5.

aliMMOMM

I feel burned out free my week.
9.

IMEMm

i feel positively influencing other people's lives through my 1411111[.
....Meat

lo.
I've become more callous towel people sines I took this Job.11.

INUMME

I worry that this Job is hardseing as emetionelly.
12.

I feel very energetic.
13.

I feel frustrated by my Job.mmoomme

I feel I'm working too hard on my Job.
IS.

vmenwpmw

i don't really
cars what happens to some students.

16.
Itorking with people directly puts too muee stress Os 0e.

17. I ce0 easily create a reamed atmosphere with my students.
18.

mimMalf I feel emhilersted
after working closely with my students.

19. I have accomplished
meny worthwhile things In this Joe.

20. I feel like I'm at the end of my rope.
21.

wmwmf

In my work. I Beet with emotional problem very calmly.
22.

.wmwww

feel students blame as for 90011 Of their problems.
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3

Plows indicate hew you feel shoot t1 following statements:
A. Definitely agree; 0. Agree; C. Maybe; O. Disagree; C. Onflnitilt dlinfres

I. Your current schedule best utilizes yOOP Went as a tmmcher.

2. Tome teaching Is beneficial for tessiors.

3. toe knee time to discuss student problems with a colleague.

6. You hove time to tell' to other staff members.

5. You :t2gra time to share idees and materiels with ether staff moaners.

6. There Is time is sinks teselhereede enteriels and l plans.

7. You hem time to form lames objective* and brook them ammo In smell steps.

3. tow schedule provides p/aneing time to accommodate individual differences
among students.

9. Ilse Ilks to be pert of a teething tome.

10. You prefer to work indlwidesIly rather then with a tam.

II. Ivory Mother should temeh reeding.

12, toe prefer to teach at one geode level.

13. Every teacher should have the same amount of planning Use.

14. Scheduling should permit a match'. Wine touchers' teething styles and
students' learning styles.

15. Scheduling should be done so that clefs loeds are relatively equal.

16. You hove been Involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

You have been Involved in scheduling decisions on heterogene06 and
homogeneous grouping of classes.

16. You are clear about the goals of teeming at Portsmouth Junior Nigh School.

11. You are timer about the goals of homogeneous and heterogamous grouping
of students at PAS.

20. Yew are satisfied %lofting with this present viers of your teem.

2I. You are satIsfied with the propene homogeneous and heterogeneous groupingof students.
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Appendix E

Interview Questions for PJHS Teachers, 1982

Introduction to Teacher Interviews
Portsmouth Junior High School
November, 1982

We have decided to ask several teachers to help in validating
our research data by discussing several points. Please respond
in the knowledge that we are speaking in confidence. Thank youfor your cooperation.

1. Do you feel that this school has a philosophy, or general goals?
If so, what do you think it is? If not, do you think we shouldhave one? Why or why not?

2. Do you feel like you have time/are free to communicate with
colleagues? Administration? Does your freedom or lack of it
affect how you feel about teaching here?

3. What is your schedule? Are you satisfied with the schedule now?
What changes would you like to see? Do you think these changes
will occur? Why or why not?

4. Were you aware of any changes made in the schedule this year?
Did they affect you in any way? (e.g., see changes on other sheet)

5. Have any of these changes affected your students' behavior?
Achievement?

6. Etch school is made up of teams of teachers. What do you feel
a team is at PJHS? What should it be? Has it changed from last
year? Do you think it is valuable? Does teaming affect your
working conditions at PJHS (e.g., Job satisfaction, level of
morale, attitudes toward students)? Does teaming affect students'
achievement and learning conditions? if so, how?

7. Do you think homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping of students
affects your wc'king conditions (e.g., Job satisfaction, level of
morale, attitudes toward students)? Does it affect students'
learning conditions and achievement? If so, how?

8. Did any changes this year affect how you feel about your job, or
your 'evel of morale (e.g., salary raise, change in schedule,
having a home room, having a study)?

9. A'e there any things outside of school that are affecting your
morale this year? Would you be willing to describe them?

op!
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INTRODUCTION: COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH

The Norup Action Research Project has been a two year collaborative action

research effort involving representatives of Oakland University and Norup

Middle School. In collaborative action research university researchers and

classroom teachers collaborate in the identification of problems, the

formulation and collection of data, the interpretation of information, and the

application of findings to solving educational problems. For us,

collaborative action research answers the question of who creates professional

knowledge by arguing that the expected beneficiaries of educational research -

teachers - should be significantly involved in designing and implementing

their own research. There are three assumptions underlying this approach: 1)

parity in decision - making among researchers and teachers, 2) respect for the

unique perspective of each participant: and 3) equal assumption of

responsibility among participants in the collaborative research process.

We have found that the collaborative research process has been of

immediate benefit to us and can directly benefit Norup Middle School and its

students and parents. We believe Norup and the community can gain not only

from the results of research, but from the process itself. This means, for

example, that teachers, students, and members of the community -- as a result

of participating in the research v'cess, are able to articulate problems

themselves and to initiate processes to find solutions. The fundamental

principle of collaborative action research is that the research process is

based on a system of collegial discussion, investigation, and analysis which

leads to change.

In our view, collaborative action research is a process of concurrently

inquiring about problems in education and acting on them. Our view of

collaborative action research assumes that educational practice is the first
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business of education, that there is a recognized need to improve educational

practice, and that the improvement of educational practice requires the

confrontation of real problems in the school by conceiving alternatives and

testing them out.

Most important, we believe that collaborative action research is

substantial professional inquiry and staff development in its scope and

outcomes. A teacher with the collaborative action research orientation and

skill is no longer static or dependent on others for professional progress.

The teacher's own professional growth and competence is enhanced. Not only

are teachers likely to feel professionally alive, they may also feel effective

-- in that they can do something about their profession. If our action

research project has met these goals then we are really describing a generic

process of inquiry and growth which can significantly improve educational

practices.

STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The Norup Action Research Project began in September 1981. We spent the

greater part of our initial team meetings in September and October developing

a feeling of collegiality among ourselves. Our discussions were honest and

forthright, focusing on a number of concerns which, among others, included the

major events (particularly those over which we as teachers have no control)

that occur during the school day and our reactions to them, the quality of

work life in our middle school and its effect on our professional and personal

lives, the broad issue of student motivation and achievement, the history of

the school, decision making in the school, the role of the principal, and

district wide approaches to staff development and educational change.

Once we reached consensus on our major concern, we attempted to label it
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-- a task far more difficult than we had anticipated. Our first problem

definition was time management, but that seemed too confining a topic because

it didn't include some of our concerns like student achievement and the

quality of work life. We finally agreed the topic of scheduling encompassed

our concerns.

To define the problem of scheduling more specifically each of us wrote a

short paper in which we shared our speculations, hunches, and impressions

about the significance of scheduling and its impact on the lives and work of

teachers and students. We see scheduling affecting all dimensions of the

middle school. Time is one of the most precious resources in the educational

system and decisions about its allocation affect the curriculum, student

learning, student and teacher relationships, and opportunities for

innovation. The schedule reflects priorities and values about the educational

process in a school. It can provide significant flexibility or severely limit

flexibility. It can promote collegiality or fragmentation. The schedule can

serve the school and its students or it can make the school and students its

servants. The schedule is the vehicle which facilitates or inhibits all of

the characteristics of the effective middle school. The ramifications of

scheduling are pervasive and touch upon almost every aspect of the school. In

our judgment it is an area worthy of action research.

QUESTIONS TO BE STUDIED

From.our analyfris and discussion we narrowed down the topic of scheduling

to two broad researchable questions:

1. How can the ochool day be scheduled for the optimum intellectual and
affective development of the middle school child at Norup Middle
School?
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2. How can the school day be scheduled to improve the quality of work
life and the professional productivity and growth of teachers1

In an attempt to answer the two major research questions, we considered

these additional issues:

What are the essentials of scheduling? What are the givens and
necessary conditions or the critical mass of personnel and resources
required for an effective schedule?

How do district goals and curriculum affect scheduling in the middle
school? How does the district time management model affect
scheduling?

" How does the middle school philosophy affect the scheduling? How
does the schedule affect the middle school philosophy?

RESEARCH STRATEGIES

To define the parameters of the study, refine the research questions, and

collect the data to address our questions we decided to take the following

approaches:

1. Survey teachers and administrators at Norup Middle School for their
opinions in five areas related to scheduling: scheduling, team
teaching, middle school philosophy, grouping, and time management and
planning.

2. Survey a random sample of Norup Middle School students for their
opinions in areas related to scheduling: learning needs and styles,
scheduling of classes, allocation of time for learning school
subjects, sequencing of learning, subject matter organization.

3. Review the district's Middle School Philosophy to determine if
Norup's scheduling practice is consistent with middle school
philosophy.

4. Review professional literature on middle school scheduling and
philosophy.

5. Examine how district goals and curriculum affect middle school
scheduling.

6 5 4
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6. Secure consultants with middle school expertise to discuss current
middle school philosophies and practices.

7. Follow-up the teacher survey with in depth interviews with teachers.

8. Interview a random sample of parents for their perceptions and
opinions regarding the middle school and scheduling.

9. Identify roadblocks and resistances to change.

We reviewed an ERIC compilation of abstracts on the middle school, read

and shared articles, collected samples of middle school schedules and

philosophies, recordeL our thoughts about scheduling and middle schools in

daily logs, and conducted surveys.

We designed three surveys (copies are in the Appendix) one which we

Administered to the teachers in our building at a luncheon in February 1982,

the second which we administered in April 1982 to a random sampling of

students in our school, and the third which we administered to a sample of

parents at a parent/teacher conference program in October 1982. We also

conducted indivdual interviews with sixteen teachers in January, 1983. The

results (see Tables 1 and 2) of the surveys helped us in shaping our research

and in identifying more clearly the issues of change which need to be

addressed at Morup Middle School.
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TEACHER SURVEY RESULTS

Twenty-two Norup teachers and four administrators completed the teacher

survey in Feburary 1982. The average number of years of teaching experience

among Norup teachers was 15.3 years with a mode of 13 years. Five teachers

came to Norup Middle School from the elementary grades, seven have taught

exclusively at the middle school and twelve came from the high school.

The majority of teachers preferred to teach grades six, seven, and eight

with fourteen teachers choosing grade six, fifteen grade seven, and fourteen

grade nine among their responses. Nine teachers indicated an interest in

teaching twelfth grade.

TEAM TEACHING

Eleven teachers agreed that team teaching would be beneficial for

teachers, eleven thought it might be beneficial while three disagreed. Eight

teachers indicated they would like to be a member of a teaching team; fourteen

thought they might like to be a member of a teaching team; and three

disagreed. Ten teachers preferred to work individually rather than in a

team. Eleven thought they might prefer to work individually rather than in a

team.

The high incidence of "maybe" responses on the three team teaching

questions suggested that team teaching invited further study. At the time we

administered the questionnaire, we could only speculate about the reasons for

the uncertainty teachers expressed in their responses on team teaching. Team

teaching involvis meshing the personalities of individual teachers, attitudes

based on previous experience in team teaching or in the lack of such

experience, and ambiguity regarding other team members or the subject matter

to be team taught.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACHES

Twenty-four teachers felt qualified to teach their subject matter. \\

Fifteen teachers (plus four administrators) were teaching in their major

fields of study at the time of the survey. Only five teachers were teaching

out of their major field, or in one of their minors.

Ten teachers indicated class size should remain the same while eleven

believed class size should change. Because of the variance in responses this

was a question which we thought might be valuable to pursue in follow -up

interviews. Responses could be based ou differences in teaching styles or

subject-) taught. It would also be useful to kuow how and in what direction

responding teachers would like class sizes to change.

Although most teachers preferred to teach middle school grade levels, five

teachers preferred teaching at one grade level, ten thought they might prefer

one grade level, while twelve said they would like to teach at different grade

levels. Nineteen teachers agreed they have gained flexibility through their

middle school teaching experience.

Norup teachers felt they knew the current middle school philosophy (15-2),

and that they were teaching to it (14-1). Overwhelmingly teachers believe

their classes met the needs and interest of middle school children (21-0).

Many teachers (12-4) did not want to teach an activity class although they

acknowledged (15-1) they had special knowledge or talent that would enable

them to do so. Teachers also believed (18-3) they should not be required to

teach reading. These responses seem inconsistent with middle school

philosophy since the integration of activity classes in the curriculum and

reading in the content areas are principal elements of the middle school

approach. This is an area where additional study appeared to be warranted to

explore more specifically teachers' views.
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SCHEDULING

In the matter of scheduling, most teachers at Norup felt their current

schedules utilized their teaching talents. Twice as many staff members (12)

indicated they were satisfied as those who disagreed.

An overwhelming number of teachers (18) expressed agreement with the

suggestion that there should be a permanent substitute teacher in the building

to provide flexibility in the schedule. Only two teachers disagreed.

Norup teachers did not feel that students should be involved in planning

their own schedules. Nine disagreed with the statement as opposed to five

agreements. However, the same (9) said that "maybe" they would agree.

Apparently staff members were satisfied with the procedures of keeping the

same roster of students September - June. Fourteen disagreed with the

suggestion of a new roster second semester. Half that number (7) thouoht it

would be a good idea.

The idea of a rotating schedule that varied from day to day was an

unpopular one. Eighteen disagreed with the suggestion, in comparison to only

three agreements. A rotating schedule with variations from week to week was

nearly as unpopular, sixteen to two.

In response to the idea of scheduling several sections of the same grade

level and the same subject at the same time, staff members responded

positively with fourteen in agreement. Nine teachers answered maybe.

All of Norup's teachers who took the survey, with the exception of two,

agreed that scheduling should be done so that class loads are relatively

equal. Twenty-three agreed with this position. Eighteen teachers indicated

they should have no more than two to three preparations per day (averaging out

to two to five preparations).
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GROUPING

A majority of teachers felt students should be grouped by ability in all

subjects. However, as the skill level of the subject increases the number of

teachers who indicated students should be grouped homogeneously increased.

For example, twenty-three teachers believed math and reading classes should be

grouped by ability. Four teachers responded unsure for math and three for

reading.

While the number of teachers agreeing that students should be grouped in

English and social studies was smaller, the majority still agreed they would

like to have students grouped homogeneously by ability. Eleven teachers

preferred ability grouping in social studies and fifteen in English. On the

other hand, there were some teachers who did not want students grouped by

ability - four in social studies and five in English.

Ten teachers agreed teaching styles and learning styles should be matched

while five totally disagreed with the notion and eight were not sure.

TL' MANAGEMENT

Ten of Uie thirty-nine questions addressed the issue of time management

which, for the purpose of this survey, included teacher planning time.

The difference between the teachers who agreed they have time to plan for

all their classes (13) and those who disagreed (9) was minimal.

On the other hand, almost twice as aany teachers as not (11-6) felt that

they did not have adequate time to prepare teacher-made materials and write

detailed lesson plans. Eight teachers answered "maybe", which may have

indicated that although they felt adequately prepared to conduct their
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classes, they did not have the time to prepare materials that make a good

lesson better. likewise, only four teachers versus fourteen indicated their

schedules provided adequate planning time to accommodate individual

differences among students.

Among the responses to the three questions which dealt with inter-staff

communications there was a split among teachers about whether they have time

to talk with one another with eleven disagreeing and ten agreeing. Thirteen

teachers disagreed that they had time to share ideas and materials. However,

more teachers than not (11-8) found time to discuss student problems with

colleagues.

Teachers appeared not to prefer morning over afternoon as the time when

they would most like to have their planning periods. They were in agreement

for the most part (17-5), however, that each teacher should have the same

amount of planning time.

TEACHER INTERVIEWS

An analysis of the data collected through the survey identified team

teaching, middle school philosophy and approach, class size, the teaching of

reading and activity period as issues which required more examination. While

the quantitative information yielded by the survey was valuable in determining

areas for further study qualitative data were needed to develop a richer

understanding of teacher perceptions and concerns. To secure such data we

interviewed A random sample of sixteen teachers a year after the teacher

survey had been administered. CA cop- of the interview questionnaire is in the

appendix).



TEAM TEACHING

In the professional literature almost all proposals for middle school

organization call for interdiciplinary team teaching. When we asked teachers

how the) would define team teaching we found nearly common agreement - two or

more teachers who work together to instruct a common group of students,

sharing ideas, materials, and perspectives and teaching, planning, and

designing instruction collaboratively.

When we asked teachers why so many responses on the teacher survey

suggested ambiguity and hesitancy about adopting team teaching at Norup

teachers identified a number of concerns.

- *ream teaching makes you more vulnerable - you work with other adults
- you need to feel very secure and have a lot of administrative
support'".

"Team teaching cannot be imposed. Will teachers be given the freedom
to decide if they want to participate _a team teaching as an option?"

"We get into a rut - so used to running our classes independently -
its difficult to give up one's automony - it can be threatening. We
need to learn how to team - teaming isn't automatic - we need to learn
the process of teaming."

"How are teachers going to be teamed? What criteria will be used for
teaming, teachers? Will team mate put in the same amount of time and
energy I put into my teaching ?"

"Teachers want to know who they would team, with - compatability of
personalities, philosophies, approaches, and styles - how would teams
be formed - who picks the members of the teams?"

There was a consensus among all teachers interviewed that team teaching

could be beneficial to students and teachers provided it was done on a

voluntary basis, there was sufficient administrative support, and it was

thoug%tfully planned to address the needs and concerns of students and

teachers.
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TEACH NG READING IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL

In the teacher survey teachers by an 18-3 margin indicated they should not

be required to teach reading. When we followed-up rn this particular item and

casked teachers why they felt so strongly about the requirement for teaching

reading in the middle school the unanimous response was that teachers have not

been professionally prepared to teach reading in the middle shool.

Eepresentative responses indicated:

"Reading is traditionally thought of as an elementary school subject
- I have not been trained to teach reading."

- "Teachers at Norup are very hard working with 2-3 preparations and in
some cases more. They may feel uncomfortable about teaching instil
area in which they have little backgrounds'

"Majority of teachers at Norup are not elementary trained and feel
very uncomfortable about teaching reading. They have tot been
prepared to teach reading."

"If reading is to be the responsibility of every teacher then we
should have instruction in how to teach in the content areas."

TEACHING ACTIVITY CLASSES

The teacher survey revealed that many teachers (twelve) disagreed with the

statement - An academic teacher should also work with a voupof students

daily in an activity period. Nine teachers responded "maybe." Our follow-up

interviews yielded several reasons for these responses:

"Activity class is less structured, more demanding, many teachers are
already overwhelmed with the number of preparation's they have.

"Activity class adds anxiety to teaching - its another preparation."

"Activity classes need to be viewed differently - now viewed as
filler time - we need to rethink the purposes of activity classes.
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- "There are no expectations, no structure, its a case of do your own
thing - activities seem unrelated."

CLASS SIZE

Many of the teachers we interviewed felt the question on the survey

dealing with class size was ambiguous since one could interpret the item (Your

class sizes should remain the same) In a variety of ways depending on subject

matter, ideal, vs a va realistic and "reasonable" class size, needs of

students, and teaching styles. Illustrating the range of responses were these

comments:

."Adolescents in this age range who are in transition to adulthood
require attention and care - their intellectual, physical, emotional,
and social needs are complex - they change so rapidly - dealing with
28-32 kids in each class - 120-150 every day is very demanding."

"Class size should be reduced so we can meet the special needs of
these children - all of these kids - gifted, average, slow children
experiencing a lot of difficulty - deserve smaller classes where
their needs can be met."

"Class size depends on what you're teaching and who you're teaching -
Teaching adolescence calls for a great deal of energy and time."

"Some teachers may be comfortable teaching a large group - others
with smaller groups - it depends on your teaching style and the
special skills you build over the years."

"Class size depends in team teaching you could do a variety of
things with class size - teaching science or reading or math - they
make a difference - what are you teaching, who are the students, how
are you teaching - all of these affect class size - there's no idea."

"Some people with small classes are very happy with the status quo -
some teachers with big classes are unhappy - the answer to the
question will vary with the people you talk to."

"Kids this age have a lot of needs. More than twenty-five in class
is too much."

MIDDLE SCHOOL. PHILOSOPHY

The discussions on class size eas4y led into comments about midd'.e school
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philosophy, an area we wanted to delve into because responses to several items

on the teacher survey suggested some inconsistencies with popularly held ideas

about middle schools i.e. team teaching, every teacher is a reading teacher,

and activity classes. Although the interviews yielded data to explain the

apparent inconsistencies with middle school philosophy we were eager to learn

the teachers' individual philosophies of middle school education. Their

responses were succinct and to the point:

"Take the kids - see where they are in their development and then
bring them as far as you can."

"I think middle school is the place where we should individualize as
much as possible and provide an environment which will promote
successful social as well as intellectual growth, and give youngsters
the ability to cope with life particularly with peer pressures."

"We should expose pupils to a positive learning atmosphere so
youngsters will be successful academically and emotionally."

"The middle school should encourage independence - help children to
get along with their peers - we should giVe the pupils the best
knowledge and skills we have - that takes some thought about what we
are all about."

- "Middle school should be a combination of individualization,
sensitivity to students' social needs, firmness that's reasonable and
understandable, and academic goals to shoot for."

11 Our findings offer a profile of the Norup teacher as one especially

IIconcerned about: the many needs of adolescents, the appropriate class size

and environment for enhancing their academic and social development, the

4
subtleties and complexities of team teaching, the number of different class

preparations required along with the expectations for teaching reading and

II, ,./7

activities. The consistent theme running throughout the interviews was

concern for the best ways and most effective environment to meet the needs of

a wide variety of adolescents going through dramatic change.
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TABLE I

Norup Teacher Survey

Please indicate how you feel about the following statements:

A. Definietely agree
B. Agree
C. Maybe
D. Disagree
E. Definitely disagree

1. Your current schedule best utilizes your talent as a
teacher.

2. There is time for you to plan for all your classes.

3. Team teaching is beneficial for teachers.

4. You know our current middle school philosophy.

5. You teach to our middle school philosophy.

6. Your class sizes should remain the same.

7. You have time, to discuss student problems with a colleague.

8. You have tithe to talk to other staff members.

9. You have time to share ideas and materials with other
staff mambers.

10. There is time to make teacher made materials and lesson
plans.

11. You feel qualified about teaching your subject matter.

12. Your classes meet middle school children's needs and
interests.

13. You ha's gained teaching flexibility through your
middle school teaching experience.

14. There should be a permanent substitute teacher in the
building to provide flexibility in the teaching schedule.

15. Students should be grouped by ability in math.

16. Students should be grouped by ability in reading.
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TABLE I - Norup Teaches Survey can't

17. Students should be grouped by ability in English
I

18. Students should be grouped by ability in loci= studies.

19. Students should be involved in planning th r own schedules

20. You have time to form lesson objectives d break them
down into small steps.

21. Your schedule provides planning ti to accommodate
individual differences among students.

22. You would like to be part of a Bathing team.

23. You prefer to work individua y rather than in a team.

24. You like to have your pla g period in the morning.

25. You like to have your arming period in the afternoon
following lunch.

26. An academic teach should also work with a group of
students daily in/an activity situation.

27. Every teacher hould teach reading.

28. You prefer o teach at one grade level.

29. You wo
semest r.

like to have a new roster of students each

30. Eve teacher should have the same amount of planning
t

31. You have special knowledge ur talent that enables you
to organize and teach an elective course.

32. You would like to have a rotating schedule that varied
from day to day.

33. You would like to have a rotating schedule that varied
from week to week.

34. Scheduling should permit a matchup between teachers'
teaching styles and students' learning styles.

35. Several sections of the same grade level and the same
subject should be scheduled at the same time.

36. Standardized testing should not be done by classroom
teachers.
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TABLE I - Norup Teacher Survey can't

37. Scheduleing should be done so that class loads are
relatively equal.

4072-ABCD
11 13 - 2 1

A teacher should have number of Preparations. 11

I
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STUDENT SURVEY RESULTS

The student survey was administered to 90 randomly-selected sixth,

seventh, and eighth grade students. In addition to thirty-nine objective

questions, the students were asked to respond to three open-ended questions.

LEARNING CONDITIONS

Questions or, the survey required responses dealing with conditions which

directly affected students' learning.

Oral Participation

Students responded positively to the questions dealing with oral

participation. Overwhelmingly, (66-24) they preferred to participate

verbally/orally in class and by almost the same margin disagreed with the

statement, "I don't like to participate in class orally." (22-68).

Team Learning

When students were asked to assess their abilities to learn independently

or with others, they verified they learn best when they work with a partner

(67-23) or in a small-group situation (64-26). They also indicated they would

like to work on projects with students from other classes during the day

(53-37) and to help teachers teach kids in the elementary school (62-28).

Students felt that their own learning accelerated when they helped other

children 'Learn. Students responded positively (66-24) to the statement, "I

learn best when I can get help from other kids in class." Perhaps the
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connotation that a student is not capable of learning by him or herself is, in

part, responsible for the response to the latter question or perhaps the

responses suggest the best way to learn is to teach.

Teacher Direction

Students recognize the importance of the teacher direction in the learning

process. Seventy-two of them agreed that they "learn best when the teacher

gives a lot of examples." (72-18) They also agreed with the statement, "I
if

learn best when I can work with a lot of direction and supervision from the

teacher," but the ratio was considerably low (52-38). They disagreed with the 11

statement, "I learn best when I can work independently (by myself) with little

explanation. and supervision (39-51).

Challenge in Learni

The students reacted to the issue of challenge in three questions. 7heir

responses indicated that they learn best when their classwork is challenging

(54-36), even difficult (54-90) rather than easy (23-68). Contrary to popular

belief among teachers, however, the students did not support scheduling

difficult/academic subjects in the morning (34-56) or in the afternoon

(36-54). Their answers revealed they learn best when their "hard and easy

subjects are mixed during the day." (65-25).

Students' Conformity

Students' conformity may be reflected in their responses to two statements

with which they disagreed significantly: "I learn best when I am one of the

fastest students in the class: (18-72) and "I learn best when I an a leader in

the class" (28-62). Middle school students seem to respond most favorably to

peer oriented team and group activities vs a vs standing alone among peers.
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Time to Learn-Time to Think

Students consistently stated that they do not require more time in their

academic classes than they do in the non-academic /activity classes. They did,

however, suggest school time might be scheduled somewhat differently. Seventy

students expressed an interest in setting aside ten to fifteen minutes within

the class period to begin the homework assignment or practice the day's

lesson. And eighty-three students felt they learn best when "I can take my

time in doing my classwork."

Sixty-two students indicated that they would like some of their classes to

be shorter or longer than forty-five minutes. In response to the statement, "I

would lake more time in the day to learn (academic subject)," as opposed to I

need more time in the day to learn (academic subject) the survey indicated

that fifty-one students would like more time to learn science and fifty-Seven

students requested more time in the school day for silent reading of stories

and novels.

Eighty-one students like an activity period and also would like a study

period during the day, possibly to work on homework assignments, practice the

day's lessons, or involve themselves in silent reading.

Rotating Schedule

One item on the survey which needs further examination deals with a

rotating schedule. Fifty percent of the students "would like to have a

rotating schedule so that my schedule of classes is different each day of the

week; while the other half disagreed. We belie 7e the question may have been

confusing to students who are unaware of the mechanics of a rotating schedule.
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WH, lETS IN THE WAY OF LEARNING?

In addition to the thirty-nine objective questions, the students responded

to three open-ended questions. The first question asked students:

"What are the things that make it hard for you to learn?"

The Teacher

A total of 72 students thought the teacher was responsible for

difficulties is learning. There were many reasons:

Eighteen saic., "The teacher has to explain more;" "The teachers do not
provide adequate assistance;" or "The teachers don't give examples."

Thirteen said, "The teacher talks too much."

Eleven said, "The teacher has favorites;" "The teacher has pets."

Other responses included: "The teacher doesn't call on me;" "The teacher
is mean." The teacher does not listen to my opinion;" "The tea "her
doe...let let us have discussions;" "The teacher picks on me;" "The
teacher experts too much of me;" "When a teacher is unfair, I tend to
lose interest."

Class Room Conditions

Thirty-seven students indicated certain classroom conditions made it hard

for them to learn:

"too hot; too noisy; not enough light in the room; if it's a nice day
outside; cold weather; uncomfortable desks; sunshining in my eyes; too
much noise; hours are too long; the smell of some rooms; the windows are
closed; uncomfortable area and temperature."

Other Students

Thirtytwo of the students said other students were responsible fir con

ditions which made learning difficult:
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"kids talk too much, throw paper balls, yell; noisy people; other people
are talking; being in class with pretty girls; people chomp on gum; to
have the class clown talk all through the test; people who fool around;
people ask dumb questions; classclowns."

Personal Concerns

For several students a variety of pc_Jonal problems made it difficult for

them to learn.

"Headache; when the class is too early for me; when I'm afraid to ask a
question; when I'm not feeling well; not enough challenging work; too
much on my mind, too many tests; worrying about ther classes and homework;
things you can't keep off your mind.

STUDENTS' BEST LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The students were asked to identify and describe the best learning

experience thily ever had and then to describe the best learning experience

they ever had at Norup Middle School. Responses revealed that the students'

best learning experiences were related either to a certain teacher or to

activities in different classes. It is difficult to separate the teacher out

from the learning activities in different classes. Our categories of

responses are presented to identify differences in students' perceptions.

Teachers

Twentyeight students (8-6th), 10-7th & 10-8th) felt a particular teacher

SAS responsible for their best learning experience:

"My fourth grade teacher. She was a nice, understanding teacher."

"The teacher made everything fun."

"Our teacher made us feel like adults who could make their own decisions."

"I had a treat teacher who had a lot of discipline and who gave us
homework which parents had to participate in."

"She helps the class understand the work."
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The way my teacher used, pictures to show how multiplication works."

Science

Twenty-eight students (14-6th, 9-7th and 5-8th) thought their best

learning experience was in science:

"I learn about electricity and the fuse box."

"I like science because it tells you about your body and things around it."

"In science I made a project that went to seven different schools and won
ribbons."

"I have learned a lot in science. We do experiments, we work with things,
the class is fun."

"Our science class took apart a pig's heart. We could see a lot of parts
and know the way it felt. We got to see the valves ani stick our fingers
through the Aorta."

Social Studies

Twenty-six students thought (8-6th, 7-7th and 11-8th) their ?:est learning

experience was in social studies:

"I enjoyed learning about what our land used to be like."

"In social studies we're learning about ancient civilization. I like to
know how we got started."

"We brought in food-that people who live in certain areas eat."

"In social studies, we did a play. It was so much fun you didn't elm
know how much work you did."

Language Arts

Seventeen students (5-6th, 4-7th & 8-8th) thought their best 'panting

experience was in language arts, which included reading-type activItit?s.

e got to do book reports. I love reading and enjoy telling others ..*:out
the books I read."

We were given a book at our level and we answered questions. The best
part was everyone worked at their own level."

In reading I'm learning about the history of words."

6
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Mathematics

Fifteen students (6-6th, 2-7th & 7-8th) thought thk.ir best learning

experience ever was in mathematics.

"My best experience was mastering the multiplication tables and having the
teacher write my name on the board for doing so."

"Mrs. (teacher) taught us how to use a computer."

"We played bAseball with multiplication."

STUDENTS' BEST LEARNING EXPERIENCES AT NORUP

Teachers

The responses to best learning experience at Norup followed the same

patterns as responses to the generic question. Forty students (12-6th, 11-7th

& 17-8th) thought their best learning experience at Norup was due to a teacher:

"I found out that the teacher cares."

"Mrs. 'teacher' is trying hard to explain ro me."

"Mrs. 'teacher' taught me a lot of tricks to do with math problems,
especially decimals."

"Mrs. 'teacher' makes learning fun."

"Mrs. 'teacher' is a hard teacher and she teaches you things you ought to
know."

"Mr. 'teacher' makes you take notes so you have to listen. He lectures in
a way that's easy to understand."

"The teacher makes jokes about the subject and isn't so serious. That
helps me a lot."

Science

Thirty students (12-6th, 9-7th and 9-8th) thought their best Norup Middle

School learning experience was in science.

"In science, I learned about electricity. The teacher told me about fuses
and how they work."

674
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"My best experience is learning science. I like it because it tells you
about your body and things around it."

In science we cut open a pig's heart. It was fun. I hope we can do it
again."

"This year in science we do the experiments ourselves. I love to
experiment and work with friends in groups."

"Our science class is really fun, we do a lot of experiments. We work
with things and I feel I have learned a lot."

Social Studies

Twenty-one stu'ints (7-6th, 5-th & 9-8th) thought their best experience

at Norup Middle School was in social studies.

"In social studies I've learned more about history than I've learned in
any other classes."

"Our social stAdies report on the culture of Spain."'

"Studying culture in social studies - group of 2-4 people. Make up a
ritual."

"Social studies was interesting and enjoyable. The activities we did were
great:"

Language Arts

Thirteen students (3-6th, 2-7th & 8-8th) thought their best Norup learning

experience was in language arts.

"Having to read novels and tell my point of view."

"Reading. I am reading a lot better than I was."

"My reading class this year has been the best because I re/a4.mber the
etymology and vocabulary words and use them in my every day talk."

"I'm in high reading class and it is hard, but I am getting a lot out of
it."

GY
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Mathematics

And seven students (4-6th, 2-7th & 1-8th) said their best Norup learning

experience was in math.

"In math this year, the computer came into the room and we learned how to
use it."

"Hy best learning experience at Norup is my math class because she goes
slow so we can understand."

LEARNING STYLES

Small Group "Hands-on" Activities

The responses also showed than students' "best learning experience ever"

reflected various learning styles. However, at all three grade levels the

students indicated they learned best through small group, hands-on

activities. The younger the students, the more they chose this learning

style. (19-6th, 13-7th & 10-8th).

"Our science class took apart a pig's heart. We could see the parts and
feel it. We got to see the valves and stick our fingers through the
Aorta."

"In second grade our teacher worked with small groups of kids."

"Fifth grade we did a series of Re-olutionary War plays."

"We did an experiment with new science books; it wasn't all just reading
and questions."

"In science each group had a little tank, we had guppies, snails, and a
lot of other stuff. It was really fun."

"Our science class is fun. We do a lot of experiments, we work with
things and I feel I have learned a lot."

DiscussioniLecture

Nineteen students felt class discussions and lectures were effective.

(9-8th, 5-7th and 5-6th)

6'6
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"We wouldwould have discussions on everything we were working on and that made

the class fun."

"Our teacher told us everything about English."

"In social studies we discuss the Greeks and Romans."

"In science class, the teacher explained all the work we did very well."

Independent Activity,

Tie. ye students (4-6th, 5-7th and 3-8th) thought their best learning ex-

perience was in a self-directed activity:

"The teacher gave us novels and we worked by ourselves for about an hour."

"Reading and math, we worked on our own and got to learn to read (and
spell) and write real well at our own pace."

"The best part was that everyone worked at their own pace. The whole
class wasn't just given one book and then went at the pace the teacher
wanted."

Writing

Eleven students (3-6th, 6-7th, and 2-8th) thought their best learning

experience occurred through written work.

"Every week our teacher would give us a topic and we had to write a
two-page story about it."

"We had some cards and we had to write in booklet form."

"In fifth grade. We got to do book reports for every book we read."

Field trips were ranked low. (3-6th, 6-7th, & 2-8th)

"A fifth grade trip to Toronto I learned about mummies at the Royal
Ontario Museum."

"My field trip to Greenfield Village in fourth grade. We spent the day in
an old school house just like in the "good ol' days."

"We belong to Cranbrook Museum. I learn a lot when I can see what is

really happening."

6
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Memorization

Five students (1-6th and 4-8th) said their best learning experience

involved memorization:

"Mine was mastering the multiplication tables."

"I would memorize pictures, and use them for my work if I go stuck."

LEARNING STYLES AT NORUP

Small Group "Hands-on" Activities

The best learning experience at Norum showed similar diversity of learning

styles. Thirty-nine students (16-6th, 15-7th, and 8-8th) thought their best

learning experience at Norup was a hands-on, small group activity:

"In social studies, the activities we did were great."

"In science we cut open a pig's heart. It was fun. We were in 7 or 8

groups."

'We did an experiment in groups where every day we switched stations. I

learned a lot and had fun while I learned."

"In science this year we do experiments ourselves."

Discussion/Lecture

Twenty-seven students (8-6th, 5-7th and 14-8th) thought their best Norup

experience involved lecture or discussiob:

"Our teacher dictates as we take notes and then we look over the notes and

we know everything."

"Reading classical literature and then going over the literature and
discussing plot, theme, etc..."

"The teacher explains everything, and lets us have discussions. Having

discussions really helps me to understand what we're learning instead of

just trying to remember it and not understand it."
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Writing

Thirteen students (3-6th, 2-7th and 8-8th) thought their best learning

experience at Norup required written work:

"In history, we have to write a paper on something from the bo-k. I learn
a lot from these projects."

"We had to write reports on explorers. It was fun and I learned a lot."

"I was responsible for reading a lot of books and writing a paper each
marking period. It was hard work, but I never learned as much about
writing papers."

Independent ActivIrtx

Twelve students (6-6th, 1-7th and 3-8th) indicated their best learning

experience at Norup was a self-directed experience.

"Doing things myself."

"Doing a report which inspired me to create poems."

"Doing a research paper."

Only one student said his best experience involved memorization and none

mentioned field trips.

THE CLASSROOM TEACHER MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Our research findings indicate that the teacher does make a difference in

promoting and/or interpreting learning. Despite the number of studies at the

national level which have given primacy over tae teacher to socio-economic

factors, the home, and the peer group as the significant variables which

influence learning, our student data clearly support the instructional power

of the teacher as still the most important element influencing learning. When

students were asked to describe the best learning experience they ever had the

overwhelming response was to describe their best learning experiences in terms

of a particular teacher or teaching approach. On the ottl!r hand when asked

67
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what got in the way of their learning the first response was the teacher.

We believe this is a significant finding which suggests that all of us in

the school need to have opportunities to share with each other "trade secrets"

on effective teaching. There is much we can learn and share together about

our teaching styles. One of the promising ways e learning and growing

together is through team teaching, another is through classroom visitations

within the School aad the district, and still another is through the formation

of a teacher resource center where videotapes of effective instructional

approaches could be housed and shared through teacherled discussions and

seminars on effective techniques in the classroom. Perhaps we also need to

share our mistakes and seek from each other ways of addressing instructional

needs which challenge and frustrate us. The implementation of these ideas

require time for team building and the development of collegiality.
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TABLE II

Middle School Student Survey

STUDENT SURVEY

484

2

72 18

n le

29 61

18 72

81 9

23 67

39 51

54 36

28 62

23 67

66 24

34 56

26 68

23 68

65 25

22 68
NON

50 40

51 39

36 54

I like en activity period during the day.

I learn best when the teacher gives a lot of examples.

I would like more time in the day to learn math.

I learn best when I am one of the fastest students in the class.

I would like a study period during the day.

I need more time to learn science.

I learn best when I can work independently (by myself) with
little explanation and supervision.

I learn best when the classwork is challenging.

7. learn best when I am a leader in the class.

I would like more time in the day to learn English.

I like to participate in class orally.

I learn best when my hard subjects are scheduled in the morning.

I need more time to learn social studies.

I learn best when the classwork is easy.

I learn bast when my bard and easy subjects are mixed during
the day.

I don't like to participate in class orally.

I learn best when the classwork is hard.

I would like more time in the day to learn science.

I learn best when my hard subjects are scheduled in the
afternoon.
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24. 45 4 I would like to have a rotating schedule so that my schedule of
classes is different each day of the week.

54 36

21. I learn best when I do a lot of project work.

22. 29 61 I need more time to learn reading.

23. 64 26 I learn best when I can work in a small group situation in class.

24. 67 21 I learn best when I can work with a partner

25. 29 61 I would like more time in the day to learn social studies.

26. 83 8 I learn best when I can take my time in doing my classwork.

27. ALAA 19 I would like to have a ten to fifteen minute period at the and
of each class to do homework.

28. 27 63 I would like to have more time in the day to learn reading.

29. 22 61 I like learning when I don't have to participate in Mass.

30. 52 34 I learn best when I can work with a lot of direction and super-
vision from the teacher.

31. 18 72 I need more time in the day to learn math.

?2. 5: 3r I would like to wog* on projects with students from other classes
during the day.

33. 66 24 I learn best when I ca' help other kids learn.

34. 40 30 I learn best when I can get help from other kids in class.

35. 41 49 I need more time to learn English.

36. 62 28 I would like to help teachers teach kids in the elementary school.

37. 57 35 7. would like more time in the day for silent reading of stories
and novels.

38. 75 15 I would do better on testa if I had only one test to take a day.

39. 62 28_, I would like some of my classes to be short.,- or longer than
45 minutes.

6 ,52
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PARENT SURVEY RESULTS

Since parental input has always been considered valuable at Norup, and

since our current schedule reflects somewhat community attitudes, our team

thought it was important and indeL. essential to survey parents.

The survey was designed as a 30 item questionnaire similar to the survey

instrument given to students. It was administered during our fall 1982

parent-teacher corferences. We were disappointed in the number of survey

returned (forty. en) representing less than 50% of the responses we

expected. This small number was disappointing, because of our past

experiences with large numbers of responses from parents in other survey

situations.

in discussing the possible reasons for the small percentage of responses,

we came to the conclusion that we erred in asking parents to fill out the

questionnaires at conferences. Conference sessions at Norup are always

crowded and busy. We think that perhaps the parents felt there was inadequate

time to process information and conferences about their children with

individual teachers, and consequently, there was insufficient time to respond

to a questionnaire.

Our parental input, although limited, reveals some strong trends.

Therefor,: we are including the results of parent survey in our findings.

results are shown for those responses which had more than a two-to-one ratio

of agreement or disagreement. There were ten of each and all of them could be

placed in one of three categories affecting students' learning the teacher,

learning styles, and schedule.

6 L.3
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Two questions pertaining to the teacher elicited the most one-sided

responses. Parents agreed (41-2) that students learned best when they like

the teacher. They were overwhelming (41-1) in their disagreement that

Children learn best when they are with the same teacher all day.

There are parental agreement with six statements dealing learning styles.

They thought that academic classes should be scheduled in the morning (29-14),

and that students should be grouped by ability (38-6). They felt that

students work best in a small-group situation (33-12), that Glasswork should

be challenging (36-2), and that a great deal of oral discussion was helpful

(42-3). There was also agreement that a great deal of supervision by the

teacher is effective (30-10).

Three statements which drew heavy disagreement related closely to three of

the statements drawing a positive response. Parents disagreed very strongly

with statements that students work best when they work independently (43-2),

when Glasswork is easy (38-7), and when academic classes were scheduled in the

afternoon (39-1).

In the matter of scheduling, parents agreed (37-78) that students should

have an activity period during the day and that academic and activity classes

should be mixed (30-9). They thought (31-15) students would learn better if

they had only one test per day.

Parents respondents disagreed with six statements dealing with

scheduling. They were in total disagreement with the statement that classes

should occur in a different order each day, (42-0). They also disagreed that

students needed more time for science (33-14) social studies (31-11), or

reading (31-15). There was similar disagreement with a statement that class
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periods shouldshould be shorter than 45 minutes (29-13). Parents felt that students

should not be with the same group of students ail day (36-7).

When we asked parents through open ended questions what promoted or

inhibited learning for their children, the overwhelming response was the

teacher. Parents felt that a highly motivated, energetic, challenging,

sensitive and knowledgeable teacher was the critical variable which made the

most significant difference in whether their child, learned or not. Not

withstanding any other factors parents looked to the teacher as having the

greatest impact on learning.

O
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CONCLUSION

Discussion and reflection on the raw data generated by the survey and

interviews, an examination of the professional literature and the district's

statement on middle school philosophy, and opportunities to discuss our work

with researchers and teachers at national conventions and state universities

have enabled us to process the information collected with deliberation and

care. Based on our deliberations and interpretations of the data we have

arrived at several conclusions in relation to our research questions.

1. How does the middle school philosophy affect schedulinj? How does the

schedule affect middle school philosophy?

We could find no evidence to indicate that the middle school philosophy

affects or is reflected in tte current schedule. There is virtual

agreement in the professional literature (Arnold, 1982; Egnatuck, et.al.,

1979; ERS, 1977; Gatewood and Dilg, 1975; George; Kobut, 1980; Leeper,

1974; Michigan Department of education, 1979b) that the major

characteristics of an effective middle school are: interdisciplinary team

teaching, flexible scheduling, individualized continuous progress

instruction, basic skills extensions, exploratory and enrichment studies,

and a "teacher counselor" - advisor/advisee program. Other than

activities period the major characteristics of the middle school are not

found in the current Norup schedule.

The Norup schedule is a "junior" high school schedule which is

organized into standard fixed units of time. It lacks the flexibility to
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accommodate variable time blocks, interdisciplinary team teaching, and

individualized continuous progress instruction. The schedule does not

facilitate the implementation of a middle school philosophy of education.

2. What are the essentials of scheduling? What are the given and necessary

conditions or the critical mass of ersonnel and resources re wired for an

affective schedule?

An effective schedule for quality education is built around several

essential elements: people, time and space; the learning needs of

students; and a curriculum designed to meet the needs of students. The

learning needs of students can change and the elements of people, time,

space, and curriculum are alterable and can be organized into a number of

different patterns.

Patterns of scheduling and organization will be limited to some

extent by the people resources made available to provide instruction to a

designated number of students in a given school. However, prescinding

from the question of the present student-faculty ratio we conclude that

Norup has adequate resources in terms of people, time, and space to mount

a middle school program. What is required for a middle school program is

a reorganization of people, time, and space to provide:

1. A flexible schedule with variable blocks of time.

2. Interdisciplinary team teaching

3. Individualized continuous progress instruction

Such a reorganization of resources assumes that a middle school

program is more desirable than a "junior" version of high school and that

there is a common sharad "middle school belief system" among

administrators and teaching staff.
(18.1
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3. Ham, district goals and curriculum affect scheduling in the middle

school? How does the district time management model affect scheduling?

The data we collected suggested little relationship between the

district's middle school philosophy and Norup's schedule.. We could not

identify any distinctive middle school characteristics in the district's

staff development activities or time management model. We could find no

staff development or school change efforts which came from the expressed

needs of Norup staff or students.

District wide goals, curriculum, and staff development are generic in

nature which is what they should be but accommodation also needs to be

made to address the specific needs of teachers, students, and the

community of a specific school such as Norilt-,. The implementation of a

middle school philosophy and schedule needs to take into account the

context and circumstances of a specific school and its staff.

4. How can the school day be scheduled for the optimum intellectual and

affective development of the middle school child at Norup Middle School?

5. How can the school da be scheduled to im rove the .ualit of work life

and the professional productivity and growth of teachers?

The school schedule touches upon almost every aspect of the school.

It was not surprising, therefore, to find that our study of the schedule

drew our inquiry to other dimensions of the school. Based on the findings

of our multi-faceted research we have developed twelve recommendations

which address the two major questions of our study. The twelve

recommendations which follow reflect consideration, not only of the

schedule specifically, but also of the interrelated and reciprocal aspects

of the schedule, the curriculum, and approaches to instruction, staff

development, and school change.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on on the findings of our study, we recommend to the administration

and faculty of Norup Middle School the following' actions:

1. The process of collaborative action research should be applied in all
future staff development and school change efforts. The collabora- tive
procesc would allow teaching staff to have significant influence in
selecting the agenda for school and curriculum change and give teachers
ownership of change studies. Collaborative action research will provide
the opportunity for school improvement and educational change through a
bottom-up rather than a top-down approach.

2. Because scheduling is so complex and affects the quality of life for
teachers and students in such profound ways, the scheduling process must
reflect the full sustained and active participation of teachers. The
process should be initiated by the last quarter of the school year. A
scheduling committee, consisting of teachers using the action research
process, should be established to develop and implement the 1984 -85
scheduling. When the committee plans the schedule it should take into
account the findings and recommendations of this report.

3. In order to construct schedules and an instructional program which would
be qualitatively more beneficial for teachers and students, the following
areas ought to be addressed through staff development:

3,r How to use small group instruction effectively in the classroom.

3.2 How to adapt and use peer instruction effectively in the classroom.

' 3.3 How to assess one's own teaching style and students' learning styles
so they can be matched to promote more effective learning.

4. Several of the research findings can be implemented by means of team
teaching. However, before team teaching is considered for implementation
time should be allocated for staff development work dealing with the
specifics of team formation and development of and maintenance of team
effectiveness over time.

6S9
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5. A developmental reading program is one of the major components of the
middle school concept. Every middle school teacher is expected to
teach reading. It is necessary that continuing staff development
opportunities be provided for teachers to enhance their knowledge and
instructional skills in reading.

6. Students and parents feel very strongly that individual student
performance on tests would improve if students had only one test on
any given day. Since the schedule at Norup is built around five
academic subjects (mathematics, science, social studies, English,
reading), we believe that the implementation of a weekly testing
schedule is feasible and reasonable. For example, Mondays could be
set aside for math tests, Tuesdays for science, etc. No major
changes in teacher planning would be necessary.

7. Because children seem to learn best when involved in small groups and
when helping others, we recommend the use of small group and peer
instruction as major instructional approaches. These are easily
accomplished in some classes such as science, but more small group
and peer instruction could be incorporated into social studies,
reading, English and even math.

8. Some children learn best in a particular way. For example, they
enjoy lectures or discussions. Whenever possible and feasible we
recommend attempts be made to match students learning styles with
teaching styles and to vary instructional approaches.

9. If teachers are assigned to teach the same classes and content, then
those classes should be scheduled back to back to provide smoother
transition for teachers and to facilitate the most effective
preparation and use of materials. Scheduling should be built around
academic subjects first and then special interest activities should
follow.

10. The current schedule does not give teachers shared time for preparing
materials or accommodating students individually. Time should be
built into the schedule for "collegiality", so teachers with similar
interests can meet to share ideas, plan team instruction, develop
curriculum, and work collaboratively. Teacher talents are best
shared when there is a common period of time to collaborate with one
another and materials, problems (student and curriculum), and ideas
can be discussed and well organized.

There are several ways this time could become an integral part
of the Norup schedule. Teachers could have the same planning hour
according to subjects and grades (ex. 6th grade English or 7th grade
science). Seminar days could be spent in a similar manner for
sharing of ideas and materials. The schedule could include a later
starting time (weekly or monthly) for children so that teachers could
meet, or there could be (weekly or monthly) early dismissal for
teaches planning.

600
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S taf f meetings could begin as a general meeting and then adjourn

to specific small group meetings.

11. Flexible schedules or flexible time for teachers and students should
be investigated. This time could be accommodated in a variety of
ways. There could be more flexible activity hours. Students could
be assigned to a block of time and have the opportunity to make
choices of activities during that block. Students need time for
silent reading and reflection. The activity time-block might be
assigned to a reading or homeroom teacher who could be responsible
for students who would like to read or study. A permanent sub may be
another way to gain flexibility in the schedule. We also suggest
that parents and members of the community with special interests and
hobbies might like to volunteer time.to tuctruct an activity. We
have a supportive community and we ought to involve members of the
community in sharing their knowledge, experinces, and resources.

12. The Norup activity period is the best place to begin making some
changes. Many staff members do not want to teach an activity.
However, students and parents like and want the activity period. The
middle school philosophy states activities should be an integral part
of the schedule and the research we reviewd suggests that students at
middle school level need activities.

Activities need to have definite objectives or goals, and they
need to have a specific outcome or product. They could be based on
academic areas such as handwriting, study skills, learning the
computer keyboard, remedial math or philosophy for children. They
could be alternated with other subjects or other activities. There
could be seasonal activities such as kite building, wreathes or leaf
collecting. Activities could be more flexible in terms of length of
time for a certain class (5 days or 2 weeks), as well as time in the
day (do they have to be 45 minutes?). The time students need for
processing information, reflection and reading could be accommodated
with a well organized structured, but flexible activity period. The
activity period could also be used as a time for teachers to plan and
work together to enrich student needs particularly if parents and
members of the community were involved in conducting activity classes.
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REPORT I -

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

Initial Description of the Participants and Sites

.latroliumtioa

This report is a descriptive summary of the
teachers, researchers, and institutional settings par-
ticipating in the Action Research on Change in Schools
project (ARCS). The discussion will include: (1) in-
formation on school populations, cities, and districts;
(2) personal information about the teachers; (3) aca-
demic background; (4) professional background and
present positions; (5) personal and professional back-
ground of researchers; (6) risearoh orientation and
skills of teachers; and (7) teachers' perceptions of
research and development.

its.tagsl

The information in this report follows the schema
of the interactive Research and Development on School-
ing (IR&DS) study conducted by Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, in 1980-81 and the earlier interactive
Research on Teaching (IRSIDT) study conducted by Far
West Laboratory (PWL) in 1977-78. Team researchers con-
ducted open-ended interviews with the ten participating
teachers, five teachers from the New Hampshire site on
September 16 and 17, 1581, and five teachers from the
Michigan site on September 18 and 23, 1981. The
teachers also completed Educational Experiences Inven-
tories and Research-Teaching-Development Question-
naires. Responses from the interviews, inventories,
and questionnaires were summarized and the results pro-
vided the source of this descriptive report. New Hamp-
shire and Michigan teachers have chosen aliases which
will be used for identification in this and future
reports. University researchers and research assis-
tants will be referred to by their own names.

Narrative

The following discussion describes the participat-
ing teachers and the two sites. Details included will
emphasize similarities and distinctions where such
exist.

1
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ARCS Protect Sitep,
70&.

The first site, a junior high school in New Hamp-
shire, has a total of 680 students in grades 7-8.

The New Hampshire site is located in a city which
is a microcosm of America's largest cities. As one New
Hampshire junior( high school teacher put it, "lie have
all the ingredients of a large urban environment within
a small community." The New Hampshire site has a
stable middle class, an affluent population, and an
economically disadvantaged population. Of the 680 stu-
dents in the New Hampshire junior high school, about
15% qualify as economically disadvantaged under Title
I. Approximately 7% of the New Hampshire junior high
school students are Black, Indian, Hispanic, or Asian.

In 1977 a Teacher Corps project began in the New
Hampshire junior high school. The school had not pre-
vioitsly participated in any kind of special federally-
funded project. It had, however, undergone radical
internal organizational change in the years prior to
the entrance of the Teacher Corps project. In 1976 a
new principal had reorganized the 850 student junior
high from a traditional departmental organization to a
schools-within-a-school format to more adequately meet
the needs of preadolescent students. The average age
of the current teachers at the New Hampshire junior
high school is 40.

In September, 1981, the principal resigned in or-
der to accept an assistant superintendency in a larger
New Hampshire city. The new principal was appointed
in November, 1981. He had been a junior high school
teacher at the site and also a House Coordinator of one
of the schools-within-a-school.

F

The Michigan site is located in a school district
near a major metropolitan area. There are 530 students
in grades 6, 7, and S. About 50% of the students come
from upper middle class homes. Parents in the school
area are active and verbal in their support of schools
and their moral and attitudinal support has been very
influential in the passage of school millages.

The Michigan site does not qualify for Title I
aid. Its students score well on the Michigan Educa-
tion Assessments Tests which are standardized compe-
tency tests administered in grades 4, 7, and 10. Ap-
proximately 50% of the students are Jewish, 10% Arabic/
Chaldean, and 2% Black.

2
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The Michigan site changed from a junior high

school to a middle school in 1975-76 following exten-
sive discussion and planning by administration and
school staff. The average age of the staff is 40. In
the past two years, as enrollments in the school die-
trict have declined, several elementary and senior high
school teachers have been reassigned to the middle
school on tho basis of seniority. This reassignment of
teachers has created changes in the school's schedule.
Another change was the appointment of a new principal
in 1980. The previous prialcipal had been the only
principal of this Michigan middle school since its
beginning.

Personal Intazziai211 Aka= Teachers

Ten teachers have volunteered to participate in
the ARCS project; five teachers from New Hampshire and
five from Michigan.

Five of the teachers are male and five are female
-- four males and one female in New Hampshire and one
male And four females in Michigan. Two of the teachers
are single, seven are married, and one is divorced. Of
the married and divorced teachers, six have children.
Five of the ten teachers report reading no professional
periodicals; the remaining five teachers report reading
a variety of teacher educational journals. All of the
teachers read a wide variety of popular periodicals
with 71m4, Bewslifitek, and local newspapers mentioned
most frequently. Responses varied when asked about
hobbies. Athletic interests such as running, racquet-
ball, swimming, tennis, baskettall, and bowling were
mentioned. Home-centered activities included cooking,
sewing, gardening, and a wide variety of crafts. Five
of the teachers reported reading as a bobby. Tables I
and II on pages 4 and 5 summarize this personal infor-
mation about the teachers.

Asagamla Background 21 lauluma

All of the ten participating teachers have earned
Baccalaureate degrees with an additional fifteen to
thirty credits. Four teachers from New Hampshire and
two teachers in Michigan have Masters degrees in the
field of Eduoaticn. Two of these teachers have earned
fifteen credits beyond their Masters degrees. New
Hampshire teachers earned their degrees from universi-
ties in New Hampshire or Maine. Four of the Michigan
teachers earned their degree? from universities in
Michigan; the remaining teacher, Florence, received her
degree from a college in Mississippi.

3



Table

New itempshire ARCS Teacher Participants

Personal background

Teacher
Narita,
Status

Number of
Children Periodicals

Professional

lead

Popular

Nobbles

brooks
Johnsen

Married o

. . ..... --.-

Reading Teacher

--

Runners World Running
Swimming
Cooking
Sewing
Photography

Journal of Reeding manner
L-WrOW Globelearning Aegean.

Ted

Williams
Married

q

2 $TA
mu Journals

Roston Globe Sports
Reading
Collecting coins
Ossetia!, cards

Life

fillot
Rosewater

Married 2 None Roston Globe ilaskethall

Tennislig

Jack D.
Part

.

Married 2 None Consumer's Guide Real estate

Chairman of board of
Selectmen

Gardening

iewsweekMr
ion Globe,

John
Alden

Divorced I None Reader's Digest Reading
Plsh & Game
Mass. Wild life
M. fork Magazine

7G.1



Table 11

Michigan ARCS Teacher Participants

Personal ilackground

Teacher Marital
Status

Number of
Children Periodicals

Professional

Read

Popular

Hobbies

Jio
Maki

Single 0 Mon. Time Running
Racquetball
Leaded glass
Union activities

itraitic
kunners berld

Anne Sulak married 2 Today's Education Time
F7it

Capping
Reading
Gardening

VIA Journals
' Setrot News

Florence
Cook

Single 0 Reads about 2)
periodicals

New Yorker

;Gnaw Reading
Cooking

TravelingAtlantic MOnthly
Mi.
Tlius

BUTait Free Press
Weir York 'Times

turf
Chapel

Married 0 Today's Education/Getter Moses S Gardens Reading
Rug hooking

Interior design
Bowling

NIA Journals Good Housekeeping
fnglsh Journal 1061 Nome Decorating
Magazine for Maas

liftedi
Iearners

Glamour
NEW Nebo
Detroit Free Press

Jane
tyre

Married 4 Mae Time
wises

Collects antique
porcelain dolls

bird watcher
Collects rocks
Sewing
Duliding a house
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When asked to make an assessment of their profes-
sional education, four of the five teachers in New
Hampshire responded positively with comments such as,
*well rounded, very good education,* *very practical,
prepared quite well.* In Michigan, only Florence re-
sponded with a very positive comment (*Excellent*).
Three of the Michigan teachers believed their educationdid not prepare them for teaching.

In summary, (1) all but four of the tea teachershave earned their Masters degrees; (2) New Hampshire
teachers earned their degrees from universities in New
Hampshire or Maine; Michigan teachers, with the excep-
tion of one, earned their degrees from universities in
Michigan (see Tables III and IV on pages 7 and 8); and
(3) interview data suggests that New Hampshire teachersassess their education more positively than the teaoh-ere from Michigan.

Professional Aukatazaii and Present Positions atTeacher,.

The teachers' experience at the New Hampshire andMichigan sites ranges from three to twenty-three years.
Their overall educational experience ranges from nineto twenty-three years. Using the criteria of five
years or more of practice to indicate an *experienced
teacher,* all of the teachers are experienced.

Of the teachers from New Hampshire, only Jack hasgained his entire teaching experience at this junior
high. Brooks has an additional three years experience
working with the mentally retarded and as an instruc-
tional assistant. Tad has twelve years experience out-
side of the New Haapshire site, mostly at elementaity
schools in Maine. This experience included coachingand a principalship. Elliot has four years of teaching
and coaching experience at the secondary level in
schools in Maine. John has eight additional years
experience at the junior high level in schools in New
Hampshire.

Three out of the five teachers from Michigan havegained their entire teaching experience at the Michigan
middle school, ten, twelve, and twenty-three years.
Jim taught the fourth grade for one year before joining
the middle school and Jane has ten years experience at
the elementary level, both schools located near the
Michigan middle school.

Four of the five New Hampshire teachers teach one
subject to one grade. One teacher teaches social

6
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Table ill

New Hampshire ARCS Teacher Participants

Educational Sickground and Research Orientations

Teacher Education

.

Professional Experience Previous Research
and Training

_

Views Regarding
Educational Research

*rooks R.A. Nissen College
Springvale, ME

M.A. U of NH

1 yr. working with mentally
retarded

2 yrs. Instructional as-
elegant, COMA! Reg.
School

6 yrs. Portsmouth Jill

This 1, educational
background In ex-
pertmental design
and methods,
writing of grants

Topics are too narrow
Wonder nhether It can

be duplicated
Teachers need more time

to do their own
research

Ted R.S. U of Maine
M.A. U of Maine

10 yrs. elementary schools
In Maine

2 yrs. principal, Atlantic

Heights School, NH
I yrs. Portsmouth JHS

Developed reading and
sports programs

No information available

Elliot S.S. U of Maine
M.A. U of SO Maine

4 yrs. secondary schools
in Maine

7 yrs.Portsmouth JHS

Mathematics Accountabli-
iti Testing Comeittee

Independent research on
teacher learning
style

improve education
Teachers should do the

research

Jack 1.A. U of Mains
Orono

M.A. U of Maine
Portland

12 yrs. Portsmouth JAS Project funded to In
mitigate school
problems

Teacher Corps project

improve level of
education

identify a problem and
not tail. In generalit

Waste of time tf doesn't
result In effective cl

John O.A. U of NH 8 yrs. junior high schools
In NH

II yrs. Portsmouth JHS

Development of own
courses

Teacher Corps project

TRACT program

No impressions
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Table IV

Michigan ARCS Teacher Participants

Educational Background and Research Orientations

Teacher Education Professional Experience Previous Research
and Training

Views Regarding

Educational Research

Jim .S. U NO Ml
M.A. (intern U

2 classes
short of M.Ed.

1 yr. elementary school
8 yrs. Norup

Skills Diffusion program
Generic skills

Very suspicious
Needs to be looked at

very carefully
Ras too many variables

Anne B.A. U of M
0 credit hrs.

in Ed.

10 yrs. Norup Generic skills
Science curriculum

development

Sounds abstract
Not something able to

use or ossningful
Should have teachers

more Involved

flurema CA. glue Mt.
College - MS

1$ credit hrs.

ZI yrs. Norup Curriculum planning
inservice training

programs

Researchers telling
leachers what to do

Teachers should define
the problems

Leri R.S. Eastern MI
M.A. Eastern MI

12 yrs. Norup Steering Committee
K-e English Coordinator
Leadership training
Chairperson of profes-

sional staff
development

Generic skills

Researchers defining
problem

Can't generalise from
one situation to

next
Teachers should define

Jane O.A. Oakland U
10 "credit hrs.

10 yrs. elementary
school

b yrs. Norup

Generic skills No impressions
Should involve teachers
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studies, one teaches science, and two teach math. All
of them teach at the eighth grade level. The remaining
teacher teaches seventh and eighth grade reading.

Of the Michigan teachers, only one teacher, Flor-
ence, teaches a single subject, English, to the seventh
and eighth grades. Jim teaches reading, math, and his-
tory at the sixth, seventh, and eighth grade levels.
Anne teaches science and reading to seventh and eighth
graders. Lori teaches English and reading at the
seventh and eighth grade levels. Jane teaches science,
math, reading, and art to sixth and eighth graders.

In summary, it can be concluded that: (1) all ten
of the teachers are experienced; (2) the teachers' ex-
perience included work at the elementary and secondary
levels; (3) the New Hampshire teachers have a total of
twenty-seven years experience outside of the New Hamp-
shire junior high; two gained this outside experience
in Maine; (4) the teachers from Michigan, for the moat
part, have gained all of their experience at the Michi-
gan middle school; the exceptions have taught in
schools in the immediate geographic area; (5) the
teachers from New Hampshire all teach one specific
subject and only one teacher teaches more than one
grade level; and (6) of the teachers from Michigan,
only one teaches one specific subject while the remain-
ing teachers have as many as four subjeots to teach.
All of the Michigan teachers teach two or three grade
levels (see Tables III and IV on pages 7 and 8).

ilaakszsuuast 9.t $42P ear-a-hers And Research Assistants

Personal and professional background of the uni-
versity researchers and research assistants on the ARCS
teams is presented in Tabling V and VI on pages 10 and
11.

The New Hampshire and Michigan researchers (Sharon
N. Oja and Gerald J. Pine) conceptualized the ARCS pro-
ject and act as co-investigators of the collaborative
action research process study. The New Hampshire re-
searcher, in addition, is director of the ARCS project
and runs the project office at the University of New
Hampshire. Both researchers are highly experienced in
their university roles as developers in the formulation
and implementation of inservioe education programs.
They have worked together in this capacity 4n a prior
two-year federally funded project. Both Oja and Pine
are also skilled in quantitative and qualitative re-
search methodologies. The university researchers pro-

9
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labia V

Personal $ackground of Researchers

Rasearcher Marital
Station

Number of
Children

Periodicals Mad

Pnofassionel Popular
Hobbies

nicht to

Harried 3 inricass Psycholeglat poplar' World Running
Reeding

Gerald J. Pins

Personnel E llho lante Tim
lifroal GeograthicSchool CounseUAarritar, r Atlantic

.....1...m.Ammo ling
!ERN
I---Y--ork Tloes

Ployihologlat betroit free Press
Journitkil4Lan
boys

fducatJon ileekir.
of---rent

nmorlcan Educational
ResearchJournal

Personallty and
Social Psychology

Sally Willy Harried I None le Horseback riding
Art, and crofts
Gardening

liew Hampshire

Harried 0 Review of Educational New Shelter Jogging
Skiing
Sailing
Gardening

Sharon N. Op

Research
gesaiMakasearshe

Psycfidlogy IndeV
Ns.

Arionic Gardenia&lhoory:Into Practice
Jo_rnal_ofof Teacher National Geographic

Education Smithsonian
nalill-M-DeeklyAction i----

ara) of Staff Chronicle of Higher
Development Education

Lisa Smulyan SIngle 0 Harvard Educational R Ms.
Time

Reading
Tennis

Cooking

Phi Delta %pan
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Tabe VI

Educational and Professioral background of Researchers

Researcher

Michigan

Gerald

Education Experience Previous Resiarch
and Training

D.A.
N.Ed.

Ed.D.

Boston College
Poston College
Administration

Poston University
Counseling Psy.

7 yrs. public school teaching and
counseling

16 yrs. higher education professor
and administrator

3 yrs. Director, Teacher Corps
3 yrs. Director, EPDA program

Research training at Masters
and Doctoral levels

iteteerch publications
Monographs and articles

Sally O.S. Oakland University 2 yrs. Sales Training and
Recruiting(expected April

1982)

Reseerch assistant - Psychohsgu
Research assistant - Education

Mew Hampshire

Sharon P.A. Recalester College
N.A. University of NM
Ph.D. Universitr of NM

3 yrs. high school oath teacher
2 yrs. colifige meth Instructor
7 yrs. Director, Peer Teaching in

Math and Science program
2 yrs. university teacher trainer
S yrs. university assistant professor

of Education

Research assistant - Educational
Research and Developpent

Evaluator - teacher education
projects

Research publications, studies
IRK Study

Lisa D.A. Swarthmore College
N.A.T. frown University
Ed.D. Harvard University

(In progress)

3 yrs. seventh grade teaching
3 yrs. Methods instructor Drown

Univorsity N.A.T. program
2 yrs. Study Skills consultant
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vide research orientation, assistance, and training to
the action research teams. They facilitate the team
meetings and conduct interviews with individual team
members.

The research assistants' (Lisa Smulyan and Sally
Whitty) main task is to document the ARCS team meet-
ings. In addition, they assist in any questions of re-
search design and methodology and aid in related li-
brary research. The New Hampshire research assistant
has experience in middle school teaching; the Michigan
research assistant has not. Both have had previous re-
search assistantship' on other research projects (see
Table VI on page 11).

Letsesusa and Fauzirmu. and Dziaatatisaa
Pertieinating Teachers

During the interviews and in questionnaires the
ARCS participants were asked a series of questions to
determine the following: (1) who they consult when
needing help with a professional problem, (2) pressing
problems facing educators today, (3) participation in
prior research and training activities, (4) perceptions
of educational research, and (5) each individual vs per-
ceived skills in research and development in teaching.

When asked who they consult when needing profes-
sional assistance all but one of the New Hampshire
teachers responded that they talk to other teachers;
also mentioned were union leaders and the administra-
tion. Only one teacher couldn't remember having a pro-
fessional problem, adding that other people usually
consult him. The teachers from Michigan responded that
they seek the advice of other teachers; several men-
tioned the principal and/or counselors, and one teacher
reported consulting relevant literature.

During the first team meeting, teachers completed
a Problem Identification Questionnaire on which they
listed five problems facing educators today. The re-
sponses are reported in Tables VII and VIII on pages
13, 14 and 15). Six of the ten teachers report lack of
money as being a problem. Four teachers saw discipline
as being a problem and several mentioned scheduling,
administration, and declining enrollments as being
problems. Other problems mentioned were student
achievement, lack of faith in schools by society,
morale of staff, and demands on teachers' time.

12
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Util VII

New Hampshire ANCS Participants

Problem identification Westionneire

reedier Problem racing Education Today
Agreement Among Peers

Brooks

Less than Over
232 25-50* 50-41 75*

(I) Scheduling selecting specific
stwient for a particular time slot
and nosier of minutes for instruction

(2) Discipline - bandit., ciewprouo
problem

(3) Coordinating curriculum wiother
faculty

(4) Dealing wiedisinietrative decisions
littto faculty Input

X
(5) Working Wstress of constant change . ......... ................1.---

Ted (I) Student control
(2) Meeting Individual needs of students
(3) Lack of faith in schools by society
(ii) financial problems facing schools

and teachers
(5) Decline In learning taking place

(lover achievements)
(D) tack of resource ImPli

No Information available

Elliot (I) Society at large Is in period of up-
heaval, chinos, The new order, and
school's mole, Is wAcartoin

(2) Efforts to melte teachers accountable 4
tend to lessen Importance of student
responsibility

11=111111M(3) Society provides no alternative to
school for the adoloscant save
prison/detention centers

(4) Increasing pressures to schools to
assume duties traditionally re-
served for home/parents

(5) Large number of teaching positions
are being eliminated because of
declining enrollments

X

=MIMINNIMMIIM MI lim..1101. MIIMI11.

X
------..

X

X

Jock (I) Mow to improve morels of staff
(2) Develop better trusting relationship

between staff and administration
(3) Atka more money and people available

to teach disadvantaged
(4) Figure out a way to have a stable

schedule without changing it every
year

(5) Improve the working conditions and
salaries

X

,

4.-....- --------- X

13
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Teactlar

.ftear

Table Vii (continued)

Problem Facing Education tads,

74-

..11,11M
Agreement Aiming Peers

John (I) Porting whaffica on problem
students In classroom

(2) Working as a subject team
teacher

(3) Noodling I,E.P students in
classroom

(4) darting in a total WO
teaching situation

(5) Coordinating dIsclolinm among
all teachers in a teem

Lass than Over
252 25-50: 50-752 752

X4.11=111Mno

X

..111.1.1111

14

71 air .1$

4
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Table VIII

Michigan ARCS Participants

Problem identification Questionnaire

Tug,. r Problem Focirhg Education Today
Agreement Among Peers

Jr. (1) Funding of educetionidecisionst
(2) Remessignments of teachers
(3) Curriculum Changes/start tO

implement
(4) Demands on teachivsi time

Lass than Over
25% 2510* 503-752 752

XMINIPI 11,
IIMMINIIIM

X---..-

Anne (1) Clinging enrollment (dwindling
enrollment)

(2) Large numbers in titse classroom
(3) Teachers teaching "out" of their

fluid (loss qualified)
(4) Less money for education

(eeteriels, teachers, etc.)
(5) "Older" teaching staffs (less

new teachers, new ideas)

X=11
.

-----
X----...-

X-..--. ...

X

Florence (I) Mone
(2) Staffing
(3) Curriculum
(4) Discipline
(5) Schedullfig

............. X....--,... 11.111=11
-.......-..

-......15..,--

Lori (1) Lack of respect by the general
public for the teaching profession

(2) Lack of parent accountability
(3) increasing roles that teachers are

required to 1111 in the classroom
(4) General tack of professionalism

among teachers
(5) Decreasing financial support In

line with declining enrollments

111111,

- .---

-----..

-- ----

Jane (1) Sack to basics movement and
classroom conflicts

(2) Much of school is boring for
kids - learning should be
exciting

(3) Kids don't apply their best
brainwork to school work

(k) Assimileticm of foreign born
children is difficult far them,
peers, and teachers

No information available



When NewNew Hampshire teachers were asked about prior
research experience, Brooks responded that she has
taken several experimental design and methods courses
and has used that experience to write several grant ap-
plications. Ted reported being involved in the devel-
opment of reading and sports programs. Elliot has con-
ducted a large amount of independent study on teacher
learning style and has also served on a Mathematics Ac-
countability Testing Committee. Jack participated inthe Teacher Corps project and was involved in a project
funded to investigate school problems and school organ-ization. John reported no prior research experience
other than developing his own courses. When asked torate their satisfaction with their inservide trainingor staff development, Brooks indicated being very sat-
isfied, Elliot, Jack, and John reported being soder,
ately and not very satisfied. The remaining teacher,
Ted, reported being between moderately and not very
satisfied. Teachers were also asked to rate their suc-cess as a participant in staff development between verysuccessful and moderately successful. Teachers Jackand John reported being moderately successful.

When Michigan teachers were asked about prior re-search and training activities, all of the teachers re-
ported having no rormalized research experiences Theydid report numerous inservice and development programs.All but one of the teachers participated in the Generic
Skills program. Jim has also participated_in a Skills
Diffusion program. Anne, in addition to generic
skills, has participated in science, curriculum develop-ment. Florence reports participation izs numerous in-
service training programs and curriculum planning pro-jects. Lori has participated,in Leadership Training,Steering Committees, has been Chairperson of Profes-
sional Staff Development and E-8.English Coordinator inaddition to generic skills. Jane reports generic
skills as her only inservice experience. When asked to
evaluate their satisfaction with in-service training,
Jim and Lori rated it between very satisfied and moder-
ately satisfied; Anne, Florence, aad Jane reported be-ing moderately satisfied. When asked to rate their
success as a participant in staff development, Jim,Anne, and Lori rated it between very successful and
moderately successful; Florence and Jane reported being
moderately successful.

When teachers were asked their impressions regard-ing educational research, responses from both sites
were similar and generally negative. Comments such as"topics are too narrow," "waste of time if it doesn't
result in effective change," "needs to be looked at
very carefully," and "not something able to be used"

16
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were voiced by teachers from both sites. Two of the
teachers had no impressions. When asked how educa-
tional research can be improved, two teachers from New
Hampshire and four teachers from Michigan indicated
that teachers should be the ones to define the problems
and do the research. There was a general feeling of
not wanting ',researchers telling teachers what to do.'

In summary, it can be concluded that: (1) partic-
ipating teachers, for the most part, consult colleagues
when needing help with a professional problem, while
several, in addition, consult administrators and coun-
selors; (2) teachers most frequently mentioned lack
of money as a problem in education today, along with
scheduling, administration, and declining enrollments;
(3) two of tOe ten teachers report experience with sys-
tematic reseiroh; (4) all ten of the teachers report
participation in inservice training and staff develop-
Rent programs; (5) teachers from both sites are on the
average moderately satisfied with their inservioe ex-
perience and rate themselves as moderately successful;
(6) teachers from both sites generally had negative im-
pressions regarding educational research; and (7) six
teachers believe that to improve educational research,
the teachers should be more involved by defining and
researching the problems (see Tables III and IV on
pages 7 and 8).

lAAAAggil Skills, al Participating Teachers

During the third team meeting, the teachers were
asked to complete a Research-Teaching-Development
Skills questionnaire designed to determine how skilled
they perceive themselves to be in research and develop-
ment on schooling (see Table IX). Each participant was
asked to indicate their degree of proficiency by check-
ing either kighlv, skilled. somewhat skillgd, or no
kill. There was also a space provided to indicate a
familiarity with content but no skill.

Overall, few teachers from either site indicated
being highly skilled in any areas. Of the fifty-seven
,questions, only nine received highly skilled responses
and these responses were given by only three or four of
the participants. Four teachers indicated being highly
skilled to the following questions:

#42 Ability to diagnose an individual student's
status in attainment of the basic skills

#52 Ability to sequence learning activities to
facilitate learning in curriculum or set of
curriculum

17
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-7aa.In addition, three teachers indicated being highly
skilled to the following questions:

#10 Ability to make a distinction between an
objective observation and a personal
reaction to what is observed

#18 Ability to use library research techniques
(e.g., indices of periodicals)

#33 Ability to record classroom events
accurately and objectively

#34 Ability to determine relations between
teaching behavior and student behavior

#43 Ability to apply knowledge of individual
students' abilities to the formulation
of a program of instruction

#46 Ability to individualize instruction
#49 Ability to state student learning

objectives in measureable terms

Teachers tended to agree on the areas in which
they lacked skill. Seven to nine of the teachers re-ported having no skill in the following areas:

# 4 Ability to operationalize a research
sign nto specific research procedure

# 8 Ability to select appropriate stand- .

ardized tests or instruments
#13 Ability to construct instruments to

assess attitudes and other affective
variables

#16 Knowledge of instrument reliability,
including types of reliability
coefficients

#1T Knowledge of instrument validity,
including various approaches to
determining validity

#21 Ability to conduct item analysis,
including computation of difficulty
and discrimination indices

#22 Ability to choose appropriate statis-
tical techniques for data analysis

At least five of the ten teachers indicated that theyhad lo skill on an additional 13 questions although atleast one or two teachers indicated familiarity withthe content of the item. Most of these questions
involved research design and statistical procedures.

Teachers from both sites gave similar responses tomost questions; generally neither team indicated being
more highly skilled or less highly skilled in any one
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area. When the majority of the teachers indicated hav-
ing no skill to a specific question, there were at
least one or two teachers indicating some skill or high
skill.

In summary, it can be concluded that: (1) none of
the teachers consider themselves to be highly skilled
in the area of research and development in schooling,
(2) the majority of the teachers perceive themselves to
be somewhat skilled in teaching and developmental
areas, (3) the greatest weakness is perceived as being
in the area of research design and statistical methods,
and (4) neither school is perceived as being more
highly skilled than the other (see Table IX on pages
20-23).

TALchaul 2-Lusatia.na sat iglu Lola= al =Jam buhar.shan Limn= AAILAAlA

All of the participating teachers were asked a
series of questions during the initial interviews re-
lated to their perceptions of the nature of Action Re-
search. The questions addressed the following con-
cerns: (1) purpose of the Action Research project,
(2) role expectations as a team member, (3) benefits
they see for themselves and their institutions, (4)
motivation for agreeing to participate, and (5) poten-
tial problems they see in this experience.

When asked about the purpose of Action Research,
New Hampshire teachers mentioned problem identifica-
tion, analysis of a problem, and reaching conclusions
about the problems. One teacher mentioned being able
to generalize identification of the problem to other
schools and one teacher believed it would establish a
dialogue in the school. Teachers from Michigan per-
ceived Action Research as studying how change evolves
or as identification of a problem, having help solving
it, and sharing with other teachers. Role expecta-
tions from teachers from both sites focused on sharing
talents, ideas, and abilities with team members and a
desire to do a good, sincere job.

Regarding benefits for themselves or institutions,
teachers from both sites indicated a chance for person-
al growth by statements such as, 'help ma put some
things together,' 'better person to make decisions,' "a
chance to improve.' Teachers also mentioned helping
improve the quality of education: 'help me become a
better educator,' 'meet some of the needs of the pu-
pils,' 'will carry over to the classroom,' and 'help

19
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New Wampshire JWS NU

Michigan MS

Total

Table 12

Research-Training-Develofeent Skills Questionnaire*

Guestion ilighly

Skilled
Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

Familiar will
Content, but

110 SkIll

NM M I lilt 7 pft i T. fig is I

1) ignowledMe of general principles of research design 1 0122512
_A

3 0 0 0
2) Knowledge of experimental and quasi-experimental designs 1 01 11 2 2 4 6 1 0 1

11) itruswiedge of factors which jeopardize internal and external validity
of research design 0 0 0 3 2 5 2 3 5 / 1 2

4) Abilit, to operationalism a research Assign into 'pacific research
procedures 0 0 0 2 1 3 347 0 1 1

5) Ability to identify and articulate researchable problem 1 0 1 3 3 6 1 2 3 0 0 0
$) Ability to formulate testable hypotheses or researchable questions 1 01 24 7112 011
7) Knowledge of specific questionnaire construction techniques

1 0 1 0 ) 2 31410 1

I) Ability to select appropriate standardlied tests or instruments 1 0 I 1 1 2 3 4 7 0 0 0
9) Inowledge of sampling theory and techniques

1 0 1 1 1 2 2 ) 510 1

0) Ability to make distinction between an objective observation and
a personal ...action to what Is observed

2 1 3 2 25 11201 1

I) Ability to plan data collection procedure" appropriate to a
research or evaluation activity 0 0 0 214 2 3 S 0 2 2

2) Ability to plan and conduct Interviews for the purpose of
collecting data 0 0 0 2 2 5 3 2 5 2 1 3

33 Ability to construct instruments to assess altitude' and other
affective variables 0 0 0 011 5 4 9112

4) Ability to identify bias end/or prejudices in written reports of
classroom *wants 0 0 0 4 4 11 1 1 2 000

5) Ability to use formal or informal systems of recording observations
Of behavior

2 0 2 2 3 5 1 2 3 0 0 0

'Adapted from likunoff, W. J., Ward, II. A., s Griffin. G. A. interectivo
*search and re Dirt on pg Study no aport. en Francisco:
sr st TirisTOry for Educational Research and Development, 1979.
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Table IX (continued)

question

.

Highly
Skilled

Somewhat
Skilled

No
Skill

Familiar mil
Content, bu
ND Shill

111-11-1 litilL-1 EJLI Ntt_../
6) knowledge of instrument ratability, including types of reliability

coefficients 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 5 1 0 1 I

7) knowledge of instrument validity, Including various approaches to ,

determining validity 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 5 9 1 1 2

9) Ability to use library research techniques (e.g., Indices to
periodicals)

1 2 3 3 251 1 2 011
9) Ability to use IlliC or other Information retrieval systems 1 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 6 0 1 1

0) Ability to establish criteria for evaluating research 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 5 2 0 2

1) Ability to conduct Item analysis, Including computation of difficulty
and discrimination indices 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 5 9 2 1 3

2) Ability to choose appropriate statistical techniques for data analysis 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 5 7 1 1 2

3) knowledge of descriptive statistical techniques (e.g., means, standard
deviation, correlations) 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 4 6 1 2 3

4) Ability to generalize from a set of discrete statements or conclusions 0 0 0 3 4 7 2 1 3 0 0 0
5) Ability to use standardised ("canned") computer programs (e.g., SrkS) 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 5 2 0 2

6) Ability to read and interpret computer output 0 0 0 2 2 4 3 3 6 1 1 2

7) Ability to Interpret and integrate statistical data into a meaningful
presentation 0 0 0 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 0 2

9) Ability to organize and classify information Into meaningful categories 1 1 2 2 3 5 2 1 3 0 1 1

9) Ability to use editorial skills on one's own writing or that of others 1 1 2 1 3 4 3 1 4 0 0 0
0) Knowledge of alternate methods of presenting data (e.g., graphs, tables) 0 0 0 4 2 6 1 3 4 0 1 0

v-.
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Table ix (continued)

3

3

3

Question
Highly
Skilled

Santulli/it

Skilled
Mo

Skill
Familiar with
Content, but
No Skill

NM M T N M M I NM M T MINT_ -----____

I) Ability to lead group discussions, moderate meetings, or facilitate
constructive Interactions among'parsonnel 0 2 2 516 022 DO 0

2) Ability to analyze critically person's teaching behavior 0 2 2 3 1 4 2 2 6 011
)) Ability to record classroom events accurately and objectively ' 1 2 3 4 2 6 011 011
4) Ability to &Laraine relations between teaching behavior and student

behavior
0 3 3 5 1 6 0 1 1 0 0 0

5) Ability to identify patterns of teaching behavior from a transcript
of teacher-student talk 0 2 2 2 2 4 1 1 k 0 1 1

6) Ability to distinguish between a cl**sroom problem and a symptom of
that problam 112 2 3 5 213 1 0 i

1) Knowledge of techniques of classroom observation 011426 12 3 0 1 I

I) Knowledge of procedures and stops in developing curriculum, materials 1 0 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 I 0 1
)) Knowledge of at least one curriculum, model 0 11 123 325213
0) Snorted,s of various instructional approaches that might be

incorporated into curriculum materials 0 2 2 4 2 6 1 1 2 0 0 0
1) Ability to use field-testing techniques during preliminary tryout

or implementation of new curriculum materials 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 3 6 3 I
2) Ability to diagnose In Individual student's status in attainment

of the basic skill,
0 4 4 4 0 4 2 1 3 1 1 2

)) Ability to apply knowledge of individual students' abilities to
the formulation of a program of Instruction

1 2 3 2 2 4 2 1 3 0 0 0
4) Ability to plan instructional sequence, for a small group of

.siodontb (4 -8) in social studies 112 1, 3 4 2 13 10 ;

Si Ability to coordinata several instructional units for use by
groups of students at about the same time 011 4 3 7 101 1 0 1

3

3

3

3

4
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Table IX (continued)

1

Familiar with

Question

Highly Someuhet No
Content, butSkilled Skilled Skill
No Skill

NM it 2 NH 11 T NH N T NH N T6) Ability to individualise instruction
1 2 3 3 2 5 11210 17) Ability to prepare Instro-Alonal materiels appropriate to student'sdevelopmental level
0 I 1 4 3 7 1 0 1 0 0 041) Knowledge of at least one major Chccry of learning
I 0 1 3 5 0 )ot 0 0 09) Ability to state student learning objectives In measurable terms 2 1 3 2 3 5 1 1 2 0 0 00) Knowledge of techniques for assessing

student achievement In relationto "'alleviate) outcomes

0 0 0 2 3 5 2 1 )0014) Knowledge of system developed to categorise human behavior orabilities (e.g., Bloom's taxonomy)
0 I I 2 3 5 3 1 4 o 1 I2) Ability to sequence learning activities to facilitate studentlearning in currIculua or set of curriculum materials
1 3 4 2 2 4 2 0 2 0 0 04) Ability to identify and

articulate the objectives of the /activityor institution
1 1 2 2 4 6 2 0 2 0 0 0A) Ability to Identify and articulate the formal and informal decision-waking process In the school
2 0 2 2 3 S 1 2 3 o 0 06) Ability to analyse norms and values in the school
1 01 126 13 4 0116) Ability to analyse patterns of communication among teachers andadministrators In the school
1 1 2 3 1 4 1 3 4 0 1 14) Ability to identify patterns of change In the school
1 0 1 2 2 4 2 3 5 1 0 1

4

5

5

5

5



students achieve better.* Perceived benefits for in-
stitutions were less optimistic. Comments in both
sites included *unpredictable for school,* *for largepart of school no benefits.* Only one teacher from NewHampshire and one from Michigan believed it would have
an effect on the rest of the school. One teacher from
New Hampshire believed it could be generalized to other
schools.

When asked about their motivation for partioipat-
ing, teachers from New Hampshire indicated that they
derived pleasure and enjoyment from such activities.One teacher responded that it sounded like an inter-
eating challenge. Three of the five teachers from New
Hampshire indicated that they had extra time to par-
ticipate in such a project.

Three of the five teachers from Michigan agreed toparticipate because they believed the project would en-able them. to explore and incorporate innovations in ed-ucation which would make them more effective teachers.As Lori stated, *I'm determined not to fall into therut of an experienced teacher whose most effective
teaching tool is the file cabinet.* Jane responded
that she believed this project can make a difference
-- not filed and forgotten.* She also mentioned thatthe principal was anxious to have teachers participate.

When teachers from New Hampshire were asked about
potential problems, their major concerns were individu-
al personality conflicts, the role that the new princi-
pal would have, and having an entrenched faculty. Oneteacher perceived no potential problems. Three teach-
ers from Michigan perceived time as being the majorconcern. One teacher envisioned potential problems
from other staff members and one teacher saw no poten-
tial problems.

To summarize, (1) the majority of the participat-ing teachers perceived Action Research as identifying
and solving a school-related problem, (2) role expecta-tions were generally the sharing of talents and ideas,
(3) teachers from both sites indicated the project
would benefit them personally and professionally, (4)teachers from both sites were somewhat skeptical aboutbenefits for their institutions, (5) teachers from New
Hampshire were motivated to parttrApate mainly for en-joyment and because they had extra time, (6) teachersfrom Michigan agreed to join for professional explora-tion and effectiveness, (7) New Hampshire teachers wereconcerned about staff and personality conflicts, and(5) Michigan teachers were mostly concerned about time
availability (see Tables X and XI on pages 25 and 26).
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Tablet

Mew NeelPehl re Teachers' Perceptions of ADCS

Teacher Purposes of AACS Project Senorita for Themselves and institutions Motivation for Participation

kooks Establish dialogue In school - need
to talk about a lot of things,
document It so hopefully It won't
happen again

To put some things together in my life -
It would look greaten a resume -
mentally ilk, to keep active

Enjoyed involvement to Teacher
Corps project - trying to
discover effects that changes
halm on ma - don't same to be
able to cope with all the thongs*

Tod Were going to focus on something
that all of as have a deep caring
for - analyze a problem and maybe
reach soup conclusion about It -
something that will make you a
better teacher, maybe, a better
person, and will meet at beast
some of the needs of people

Naps to have a close working relation-,
ship Welch will carry over into the
school and classroom - meat some of the
mods c; sass of the pupils - not be
something abstract or something to be
filed away

New the time and leisure to
participate In a research project

---,
Elliot

Participation in a project like this ie
useful and helpful for participants and
for their students - for the school a
limited benefit - represent 10% of the
staff and IDS of the student,

Derive pleasure from such
activities - skillful in such
activities - can make significant
contributions

Jack Look at some of the problems that
maybe are unique to this school
but also effect junior high odu-
cation throughout the country -
publish something to other junior
highs that holm similar problems

lieneralizo to other schools - just
participating, sitting and talking
with other people, getting other ideas

Sounds like an interesting
challenge - can do it now
because outside school
commitments are fewer

John Honestly not sure - assume it would
be on our dolly dealing with
swdonts and dealing with teachers
within our particular area - trying
to find help with the problems

Sharing ideas can't help but help
some of the school will benefit, for
a large group of the school, no, be-
cause we are a very entrenched faculty

Enjoy teaching junior high
students - loony changes, good
and bad - many ideas of how to
improve - have the time nor
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Table II

Michigan Teachers' ParcePt,atte of AACS

Teacher Purposes of ARCS Project
genefits for Themselves and institutions

t

Motivation for Participation
Jim

Difficulty with term at this point -
interpret it as something to do with
change - taking a look at how change
takes place - try to change things
toward a positive light

Make me a better -..irson to make decisions
about the school 'and the influence I can
have here - effect on school depends on
carryover - not sure whet can happen for
Norup

Nave been Involved in traesitio
[roe Junior high to middle
school, would like to look more
closely at those Items that
cause change

Anne
Getting people In touch with change
that's going on - see It as a way to
work on a problem that I might want
to attack, do something about that
problem, working with children,
educating them

Good way to resits& some sort of
hoprovement or growth - learn frost
others and share my ideas with thee

Means of incorporating newer
changing methods in classroom -
stage in life and teaching when
change is necessary

Florence Looking at problems in classroom
situation - working on it to its no
longer problem - teachers being
able to tell researchers what
problems are

Mops that I would be able to handle
things better than I do now chance to
find out that Pm really doing things
the right way - having some effect on
rest of staff - they seemed interested
become we were interested

Would like to explore new
approaches to presentation of
language to students - explore
possibilities of being more
effective

Lori look *t the problem first and
resso.ch it afterwards - teachers
defining and researching a
problem - letting me or helping
me figure out what to do to mast
my awn needs

interesting topics to explore for a
doctorate - ties In with generic skills
exploring stressful situations and
maybe solving them to a certain degree,
identify real problems in school

Always Interested in hearing
about Innovations In education
which will make as a mere of-
fettles teacher - the word theta

Interested as, chinos Is key woo
to Sarkly School District - de-
termined not to fall Into the pi

of an experleaced teacher ohm.*
most hoportent Soothing tool is
the file cabinetJane bought someone was doing It to get

a doctorate - now understand It to
be how e change 4,441 evolve In school

learn and read more - personal growth
- help students achieve better Think that this program can moiti

a difference - too many develop.
went program, are flied and
forgotten - I want to change
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This report describes the institutional contexts
and teacher and researcher participants of the ARCS
project. Personal information, academia background,
professional background, present positions, research
orientation, research skills, and perceptions of Action
Research nave been summarized for each teacher. This
is the first of several reports documenting aspects of
the lotion Research on Change in Schools project. Up-
coming reports include: a description of the content
of the first eight team meetings, and an analysis of
the process of collaboration during the first eight
meetings as each team identifies a research problem.
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Preface

This preliminary report will describe the rela-
tionships between ten middle/junior high school teach-
ers/ ages and life cycle phases and their problems,
dilemmas, tasks, and personal reasons for participating
in a collaborative action research project, Action
Research on Change in Schools (ARCS).

Between September and December, 1981, each of the
ten teachers was observed during the eight meetings of
the two collaborative action research teams. Each
teacher also participated in two in-depth semi-atruc-
tured interviews and completed a written questionnaire
called the Educational Experiences Inventory. Tape
recordings or the meetings and interviews were tran-
scribed and used as an additional data source for this
report. Each teacher kept a written log or journal over
this time period, and these logs were used as a final
source of data. On the basis of the observations,
logs, interviews and introductory questionnaire data,
profiles of each of the ten teachers were constructed.

Action Research on Change in Schools (ARCS) is a
two year collaborative action researon project under-
taken by two groups of middle/junior high school
teachers, one in Michigan and one in New Hampshire.

Previous reports #1-6 are available from the ARCS
project office in Morrill Hall, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire.

*The Educational Experiences Inventory used in
this study (see Appendix A) was adapted from one
developed by Rita Weathersby (1977).

t.
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LIFE AGE/CYCLE CHARACTERISTICS
OF ARCS TEACHERS 1;7-

Intraduation and Overview

Roger Gould (1978), Daniel Levinson, et al. (1978)
and Gail Sheehy (1974, 1976) describe the relationships
between adults' ages and their problems, dilemmas,
tasks, and personal concerns. (lee Table 1.) Using
primarily clinical/biographical data,' their work
suggests a pattern of adult tasks beginning with the
"transition from adolescence to adulthood' during the
late teens and early 20s (age 16-18 to 20-24); moving
into the 20s for a period of 'provisional adulthood and
initial commitments' (early 20a to 27-29); then into a
transition "age-30 crisis" of examination and question
ing (late 20e - early 30s), resulting in a change or
reaffirmation of initial commitments. The 30s are a
period of 'settling dol.n" (early 30a) and of becoming
one's own person (35.39 to 39-42) . A "mid-life transi-
tion' involving another round of major questioning
about priorities and values occurs in one's early 40s
:/ith the realization that time is finite and success
and achievement have limitations. This results in a
'restabilization period' (around age 45) with further
investment in personal relationships. Transitions in
the 50s are followed in the 60s by restabilization of-
ten marked by pleasingly mild and gentle reactions to
life's experiences and/or a vigorous sense of flourish-
ing.

In addition to age-related dilemmas and issues
suggested by the literature in adult phases of the life
cycle, there may be particular dilemmas and age - related
issues specific to the teaching profession. In the
following introduction and overview of life phases of
ARCS teachers, mention is made of dilemmas and issues
general to adults and those perhaps particular to
teachers.

"Getting into the adult world" encompasses the
early 20e to age 27-29. At this time the adult is con-
cerned with exploring new options in the adult world in

A limitation of this work is that most of the data is
from primarily white, middle-class males, although
Sheehy's work does include interviews with women.

1
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TAKE 1 -- DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS *
Age Developmental Ages

Theorist' 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
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*Oja, Sharon Nodle. Adult development is Implicit in staff development.
Journal of Staff Development, 1980, 1, p. 12.
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_731_
order to form an initial perspective of him/herself asan adult. Levinson calls this *forming a life struc-ture.* It is the life structure which continues to beredefined and transformed as the tasks of adulthood areundertaken. As part of this initial life structure,the new adult makes initial commitments to a job and
career, gets hired, adjusts to work, quits (or getsfired), deals with unemployment, moves, gets married
(or decides not to get married), decides whether tohave children, buys a house, and so forth.

No teachers is the 20s time period (see Table 2)
showed interest in the ARCS project, neither in thegroup of-10 teachers finally chosen to participate northe total group of teachers originally indicating in-terest in ARCS (50% of the Michigan site staff and 35$of the New Hampshire site staff). This may reflect thecurrent age context of staff in the school sites; bothschools are oomposed of experienced, older staffs andhave not had a major turnover of younger teachers.This may also reflect that the ARCS project, with itsfocus on action research did not appeal to those fewmembers on the school staffs who are in their 20s.
Burden (1981) indicates that the concerns of 1st yearteachers are very different from 2nd, 3rd, and 4th yearteachers which are still different from concerns ofteachers with 5 or more years of experience. Theleast experienced teacher originally indicating inter-est in the ARCS project had 8 total years of experienceteaching. Teachers selected for ARCS have 9-23 yearsof teaching experienoe. Further description of ARCSteachers according to their stage of career will bediscussed in a future section in this paper.

Three teachers in the ARCS project appear to be
confronting issues of the Thirties Transition. As anexample, consider Jim (age 30), Brooks (age 33), andLori (age 34). In the late 20s or early 30s the "age
30 transition * ,confronts the new adult. S /he asks,"What is life all about?* In confronting this ques-tion, the adult reexamines the initial life structureand the commitments made in the previous phase. Thismay result in restablization or change in a career orin personal relationships. The adult may go back toschool, get divorced, get married (or remarried),
change jobs, or change occupations. Of particularinterest is the question of what options exist in theteaching profession for those teachers who wish to makea change.

3



Table 2

Lifs Phases of the ARCS Teachers

Life Phase
Itheorized Ilacframel Kan Yin Total

Getting into the Adult 0 0 0
World
(early 20s to 27-29)

Thirties Transition Jim Brooks 3
(late 20s; early 30s) (age 30) (age 33)

Lori
(age 34)

Settling Down Elliot 1

(age 34)

Becoming One's Own Jack Anne 3
Person (age 38) (age 38)
(35-39 or 39-42) Ted

(age 39)

Mid-Life (Forties)
Transition
(early 40s)

Bestablizati,n John
(a three year (age 41)
period around 45)

Jane
(age 42)

1

1

Transition into Florence 1

the Fifties (age 45)
(late 40s to
mid-50s)

4
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liy.
One teacher in the ARCS project (Elliot, age 34)

is dealing with life issues reflective of the phase
called Settling Down After the Thirties Transition.
Having dealt with issues of the age-30 crisis, the
adult settles down in the early 30a, reaffirming com-
mitments and often choosing the career as the most
highly valued investment of his/her time and energy.
Children are in school; mother (if she was at home)
probably returns to work or school. Settling long-term
goals both for work-related and family-related activi-
ties becomes important to adults in this phase.

Anne (age 38), Jai' (age 38), and Ted (age 39)
seem to be confronting issues in the next phase of
"Becoming One's Own Person." Career-related goals
become even more important from ages 35-39 or 39-42
when the adult is concerned with becoming his/her own
person. In most professions promotions are crucial
markers of success. While work relationships are im-
portant, the adult seeks to break away from advisors
and mentors'in order to become more independent in
his/her work. At this age as well as at each of the
different ages, the adult is trying to create a better
fit between the life structure s/he has defined and the
reality of life's challenges. Of particular importance
in public education are the concepts of 1) promotions -
in what way do they exist in the profession of teaching
and 2) mentors - in what ways do mentors and advisors
operate in the teaching field?

Jane (age 42) exemplifies the need to create a
better fit in her goals as a teacher and in her view of
herself as an independent person. The Mid-Life Transi-
tion of the Forties occurs as one realizes that life
ambitions might not develop. This disparity between
the benefits of living within one's stable life struc-
ture and the recognition of what else one wants in life
urges a person to try to create a better fit between
one's life structure and self.

After the Forties Transition, one enjoys again a
period of stabilization to enjoy one's choices and life
style. John (age 41) reflects the characteristics of
this stabilization period. He has the time and energy
to become involved in new pursuits (collaborative ac-
tion research) and at the same time he enjoys being an
informal advisor and mentor to less experienced
teachers.

The Transition into the Fifties involves another
reexamination of the fit between one's life structure

5
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and self. There's a sense of a need for redirection;
Florence (age 45) says she joined the ARCS team because
she needed a *shot in the arm."

Following this short introduction and overview of
life phases are three sections describing ARCS teach-
ers' perceptions of: 1) their life phase as chapters
in an autobiography, 2) stability and transition in
their life phase, and 3) the importance of personal
development goals versus career goals in their current
life phase. Analysis of the relationship of life
phases to each ARCS teacher's reasons for participating
in the action research project appears in the 4th sec-
tion. The report concludes with prelimiary case his-
tories of ARCS participants.

=utak lisagiam LIU ,?,base

In a questionnaire item ARCS participants were
asked to think about periods in their lives as chapters
in an autobiography and to give a chapter heading to
the present period, the period just left, and the next
period. Figure 1 presents ARCS teachers' characteriza-
tions of their life periods. Many of the responses
capture patterns which are suggested by previous re-
search and provide confirmation that people perceive
their lives in identifiable periods.

Jim and Brooks, Lori and Elliot describe their
present life periods in terms of movement: "Wander-
ing," "Consolidation," *Thirty and Out," or "Moving
On." This feeling of change is characteristic of the
Thirties Transition. Both Jim and Brooks evidence
continuing transition in their perceptions of their
next life periods -- "Decisions, Decisions" and "Ex-
ploring.' Lori and Elliot, however, feel -1.oaer to
stable periods in their immediate future as they point
to "Nirvana" and "Living Comfortably.* Both Lori and
Elliot evidence characteristics of the Settling Down
life phase. As seen in case study descriptions, Elliot
seems more settled than Lori and thus has tentatively
been placed in the phase of Settling Down after Thir-
ties Transition.

Jack, Ted, and Anne, in contrast to the transition
states of the preceding four teachers, describe stable
current life periods in their titles: 'Happy," "A
S%. ble Life - A Good Teacher," "Future Oriented." This

733
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Figure 1

Chapter Headings by Life Phase

2kuuLL
Aga

Period isrisasi Next Luigi
=Wiwi
Transition

Jim, 30 *Settling*

Brooks, 33 *Isolation*
Lori, 34 *Discontent"

* Thirty and *Decisions,
Wandering* Decisions...*
* Consolidation* *Exploration*
"Thirty and Out**Nirvana*

4ettliag
DANZ Attu
IAA Transition

Elliot, 34 *Frustration* *Moving On* *Living
Comfortably"

11221112,118
Anteirt DJ=
Fe

Jack, 38
Anne, 38

Ted, 39

"Transition* Happy* *Growth*
*Learning and *A Stable Life- *A Better Life-
Adjusting* A Good Teacher* A Better

Teacher*
*Independent**Consolidat- *Future-

ing ,cork and Oriented*
Personal Goals*

SFQT11010
Transition

Jane, 42 *Disequilib- *Threshold* *Autonomy and
rium* Harmony*

Restabilization

John, 41 *Trying to *Surviving"
Swim*

ILLAALLIAR
IQ fifties

Florence,
45

*Aggravation *Everything in
Unlimited* its Place*
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stability. is reflective of the life period entitled
Becoming One's Own Person. Titles for their next life
periods reflect no great change or upheavals but rather
a sense of continuing their current patterns: "Growth,'
'A Better Life - A Better Teacher,' 'Independent,*
again reflective of the life phase described. as Becom-
ing One's Own Person.

Jane, in the Mid-Life Transition phase, gives her
current and future life periods very similar titles to
Ted. She titles her current period *Threshold' and
next period 'Autonomy rend Harmony.' More than Ted,
however, Jane evidences characteristics of being in
transition. The in-depth case descriptions, later in
this report, will clarify Jane's transition issues and
will raise the question of women's sense of independ-
ence occurring as a transition issue in the 40s Transi-
tion, while men's independence, like Ted's title, is to
be seen as a stable development during the phase of
Becoming One's Own Person. Certainly this raises a
question as to the legitimacy of the life phase theo-
ries for the experience of women.

John and Florence describe restabilization in
their current periods titled 'Surviving' and 'Every-
thing in Its Place.' Both give vivid descriptions to
their 40s Transition in the life per 'd just left --
'Trying to Swim' and 'Aggravation U lited.' Further
data suggests that John is in a mor table current
period than Florence, and thus Flora has tentatively
placed in the phase entitled Transi, to the 50s.
(See individual descriptions later i Ai report.) It
is surprising that both John and Flort. oe leave the
next life period untitled; John leaves it blank and
Florence writes a 07*. Is this reflective of society's
age - oriented myths, i.e., life is over at 50? What
relation does this hesitancy to title the next period
have to issues of the teaching profession. Both of
these teachers are the most experienced in tlie ARCS
teacher sample, John has been teaching for 19 years and
Florence for 23 years. Both are among the most experi-
enced teachers in their schools.

Both the emotions of the life periods and the
differences among life periods seem apparent in ARCS
teachers' reponses. Although Daniel Levinson suggests
the notion that a life structure incorporates both
internal and external orientations, ARCS teachers' ti-
tles for life periods seem to reflect more the internal
in terms of personal meanings than the external in

8
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terms of social roles and circumstances. It's also
evident that teachers' expectations in general for the
next period tend to be positive -- "Nirvana,' Living
Comfortably," "A Better Life, A Better Teacher.'

Some additional questions about life period titles
as related to teaching do need further investigation.
Should 'Thirty and Out' (Lori, age 34) and 'Moving On'
(Elliot, age 34) be taken literally? Are these teach-
ers getting out of the teaching profession? Is a goal
of 'Living Comfortably' reflective of financial needs
not satisfied in the teaching profession?

For most ARCS teachers, the period just left has
been marked by elements of frustration, discontent,
adjustment, and dew learning. Are adults, transitions
usually marked by such characteristics? Do people
looking back see themselves in more transition and
disequilibrium than in current or future periods? Has
the ARCS project attracted teachers who are currently
in or have been in transition more than other teachers?
The next section continues this line of questioning as
it describes ARCS teachers' perceptions of stability
and transition.

IlmakacaL iftreektions AtakillIi and Transition

Teachers were asked to indicate whether they cur-
rently saw themselves in a period of stability or
transition compared with other periods in their life.
Table 3 presents these results for the total ARCS
group. There is considorable evidence that individ-
uals in the ARCS projecu perceive themselves to be 'in
transition.' Patterns by life phase suggest the spe-
cific pattern of that transition. By self report, 70%
(7 out of 10) of ARCS teachers see themselves in a per-
iod of transition; this figure changes to 80% when one
includes the person who checked 'Both." Two (20%) ARCS
teachers consider themselves to be in a period of
stability.

9
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Table 3 7Y4-
Teachers' Perceptions of Stability

and Transition by Life Phase

=Ilium Stability Both Transition

Age Shirty Jim (9 yrs exp)
Tramdtion Brooks (9 yrs exp)

Lori (12 yrs exp)

Settling
Down
(Na11.1 Elliot (11 yrs exp)

Booming Anne (10 yrs Jack (17 yrs exp)
One's Own exp) Ted (15 yrs exp)
Persmn
(N.3)

Mid-Alfe Jane
(Forties) professional (16 yrs
Traskition stability exp)
(Nan

personal
transition

ReMimbili- John
zatiem (19 yrs
(NAD exp)

Tralmrition
to ilfties
(Neil

Florence
(23 yrs exp)

Total 2 1 7

20% 10% 70%

73.1



Further clarification in Table 4 indicates that
only 20% of the teachers (2 out of 10) report that
their life situation has remained unchanged or stable
over the last several years, and one of those two
teachers indicated that only her work has remained
unchanged or stable (her personal life sphere is on the
verge of transition). 50% indicate having just come
through a huge transition period, 20% felt they are
3onsolidating a major period of personal or profession-
al change, and 50% believe they are on the verge of
making a lot of changes in their lives and work. In-
terviews with these teachers additionally suggest that
they may see the ARCS project as a way to help negoti-
ate these life transitions. See seotion on Relation-
ship of Life Phases to Reasons for Participating in
ARCS.

Combining data from Table 3 and Table 4 results in
the additional information from individual teachers.
Of the eight teachers who perceived themselves to be in
transition according to Table 3, two state in Table 4
that feel I'm consolidatiag a major period of per-
onal and/or professional change' (Ted, age 39 and Flor-
ence, 45); one teacher states "I've just come through a
huge transition period in my life and work" (Jack, age
38); three more teachers checked the prior statement of
having come through a huge transition and added feel
I'm just on the verge of making a lot of changes in my
life and/or work" (Jim, age 30; Brooks, 33; and Lori,
34); while the last two teachers in transition indicate
that their transition involves "being on the verge of
making a lot of changes' (Elliot, 34; Jane, 42).

Of the two teachers who report in Table 3 to be in
a period of Stability, gaft states, in Table 4, "I've
just come through a huge transition" (John, age 41),
and one states that "not much has changed for me in the
last several years' (Anne, age 38).

It is possible that these questionnaire items pull
for change and transition and reflect the investiga-
tor's point of view as well as current cultural and
environmental emphases on 'change." Even the title cf
our project, 'Action Research on Change in Schools"
might encourage teachers responding to the question-
naire to consider themselves to be "in transition.'

11
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Table 4

Teachers' Description of Current Transition Situation

2 3 4

Just Come On the
Through Verge of

Not Much Huge Consoli- Making
Change Transition dating Change

Getting Into
Adult World
(N=0'

Age Thirty .... Jim -- Jim
Transition Brooks Brooks
(N=3) Lori Lori

Settling Down
After 303
Transition
(N=1)

SS MP Elliot

Becoming One's
Own Person
(N=3). Anne Jack Ted OD

Mid-Life
Transition
(N=1)

Jane
(in work
sphere)

Jane
(in personal

sphere)

Restabilization
(N=1)

Mb

Transition Into
the 50s
(N=1)

John MN

MI Florence MI

Total (N=10) 2 5 2 5
(20%) (50%) (20%) (50%)

Multiple responses were given by some participants.
Thus totals exceed 100%.
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However, when one investigates the school organi-
zational context variables in the two sites, one recog-
nizes that the two schools have been in a period of
major change and transition over the last 4-5 years.
One became a middle school in 1975, and the other
changed to a school-within-a-school organizational
structure in 1976. These organizational changes plus
recent decreasing enrollments, teacher rifting, new
principals, and increased financial pressure on both
schools from parents and school boards would verify the
current school environmental emphasis on 'transition.'
From the wording of the question, it is difficult to
determine whether the period of transition results more
from this work environment or the personal dimensions
of the teachers' lives. Only in later questions does
this question on transition vs. stability seem to be
clarified for individual teachers.

When in a transitional period, do teachers become
involved in staff development projects? Are staff de-
velopment projects more useful in a period of relative
stability or in a transitional period? When does in-
volvement in staff development activities yield the
most satisfaction in the achievement of personal goals?
professional goals?

Does the length of years of ARCS teachers on-the-
job experience affect the element of transition? Ex-
amining the life phase categories in Table 3 for tran-
sition and stability compared with ARCS teachers dif-
fering amounts of teaching experience we find little
connaction, Four of the five teachers with less than
15 years of teaching experience indicate they are in a
period of transition. Four of the five ARCS teachers
with more than 15 years of experience indicate they are
also in a period of transition. However, in examining
further the categories for transition and stability in
Table 4 for teachers at different points in their
careers, ARCS teachers in the Thirties Transition (with
9, 9, and 12 years of teaching experience) seem to
experience themselves in tweeter relative transition in
their caleer3 than dc teachers at later life phases
with more years of teaching experience (to be exact,
15, 16, 17, 19 and 23 years of teaching experience).
Research by Burden (1981) indicates differences between
teachers with 1, 2, 3, 4 4nd orer 5 years of teaching
experience. This does not help us investigate teachers
with 9 years or more of experience, as are the ARCS
teachers.

13



The pattern of participation in ARCS by sex, how-
ever, suggests an hypothesis that greater numbers of
women may enroll in an activity like collaborative
action research during transitional periods while men
tend to enroll during periods of relative stability.
Of five women in the ARCS project, four seem to be in
life periods of transition: Brooke and Lori in the
Thirties Transition, Jane in the kOa Transition, and
Florence in the 50s Transition (refer to Table 2). Of
the five male ARCS teachers, only one is in a life
phase involving major transition; Jim is in the Thir-
ties Transition. The rest of ARCS male teachers are in
more sable life periods. Lortie (1975) suggests a sex
difference in teachers' cs,reers when pointing to men
often having additional jobs beyond teaching and thus
being limited in their time commitment to teaching more
than women. We will investigate this element of time
availability further in the in-depth description of
each teacher's reasons for participating in the collab-
orative action research team.

laitgrtarice 2.2.1:1.01111 versus Carer gels
Table 5 summarizes by age teachers' responses to

the question asking which is more important at this
point in your life personal development goals? work
and career goals? or both? Distribution of those
teachers not selected for the ARCS project was very
similar to the pattern of ARCS teachers' responses
found in Table 5.

Prooks, Lori, and Jim, all in the Thirties Transi-
tion, and so similar in many characteristics of the
transitional life phase, perceive their life goals
quite differently on this question. Lori indicates
work and personal goals to be equally important, while
Brooks and Jim are at opposites. For Brooks, personal
development goals are slightly more important; and for
Jim work and career goals are slightly more important.

11;
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Table 5

Which is More Important at this Point in Your Life?

1 2 3 5

Personal Both Work WoC1
Development and and

Goals Personal Goals Career Goals

N=2 F Brooks Lori
Age Thirty
Transition

N =1 M Jim

F
Settling
Down

N=1 M Elliot

N=1 F
Becoming
One's Own
Person

N=2 M Jack
Ted

fsnne

N=1 F
Mid-Life
(Forties)
Transition

Jane

F
Restabili-
zation

N=1 M John

N=1 F
Transition
to the
Fittieg

Florence



Elliot, in the Settling Down Life Phase, is the
only teacher to stress work and career goals as most
important at this point in his life.

Anne, Jack, and Ted, all in the more stable life
phase of Becoming One's Own Person, indicate work and
personal goals to be equally important, as does Jane in
the Forties Transition.

It's interesting to remember that although Jane
responds here that both career and personal goals are
equally important to her now, she has described herself
in a period of professional stability, while also in a
period of personal transition. Thus, the Forties
Transition reflected in her personal life does not
necessarily negate importance of her work goals. We
compare this to Brooks in the 302 Transition who is the
only ARCS teacher to indicate personal development
goals more important than work goals at this time.

John, in the Restabilization Phase and Florence,
in the Fifties Transition, both indicate work goals
slightly more important than personal goals.

2elationshim sLL Life Phases sag imans for
yarticipatinA jja ABS

Why no teachers at different life phases choose to
participate in a staff development effort like the
ARCS project? In our original questionnaire and inter-
views we attempted to investigate ARCS teachers' rea-
sons for participating. Table 6 summarizes teachers'
reasons for participating according to the teacher's
life age /cycle phase. Career stage is indicated in
parentheses after each statement.



Table 6 - "7 SI-

Summary of Teachers' Reasons for Participating in ARCS

AEA ZULU Transition
Jim (age 30, 9 years of teaching experience, 8 at cur-

rent aohool) Sort out feelings about change and a
possible shift into administration; might help him
make better decisions

Lori (age 34, 12 years of experience, 11 at current
school) Interested in innovations; liked the ap-
proach; might be interested in getting Ph.D.; de-
termined not to fall into a rut

Brooks (age 33, 9 years of experience, 6 at current
school) As aid in coping with changes to put some
things together in her life; would look great on a
resume; thinking about leaving teaching

AAIllias lainalamalAg 121121.a Own ZA
Elliot (age 34, 11 years of experience, 5 at current

school) Has enjoyed participating in such activi-
ties before; wants greater precision in conceptu-
alization of issues; may be changing joba.to
greater responsibility

lacasias One'e awn 2.112.11.412
Jack (age 38, 17 years of experience, all at current

school) Time available; interested in getting
ideas from others; find out more what's happening
in the school from others

Anne (age 38, 10 years of experience, all at current
school) Interested in changing

Ted (age 39, 15 years of experience, 3 at current
school) Has time; interested in issues; wants to
focus on something all will have deep caring about

MAA=Liis Transition
Jane (age 42, 16 years of experience, 6 at current

school) Interested in changes in own teaching;
extend her success to more areas; concerned she is
losing sight of kids from the pressure to change
from an elementary 6th grade teacher to a middle
school 6th grade teacher to a junior high 6th
grade teacher

yestabllizatiog
John (age 41, 16 years of experience, 6 at current

school) Has time and is interested in school
problems; wants to find out mnro about education-
al research; use group as a sounding board

it/11121.0
Florence (age 45, 23 years of experience, all at pre-

sent school) Wants to change her own methods;
needs shot in arm; to relieve monotony; chance
to find out 'that I'm really doing things the
right way*

17
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Three teachers' reasons sects characteristic of the
life phase entitled "Age Thirty Transition.' All are
considering changing jobs; Lori and Jim are thinking
about shifts into administration and Brooks is thinking
about leaving teaching.

Although Elliot speaks of changing to a job with
greater responsibility (perhaps outside teaching),
there is the impression of his Settling Down, of his
having made some decisions and thus participating in
ARCS more from an interest in such activities before.
He is in a period of more stability compared to the
transition of the 30s reflected in the comments of the
previous three teachers.

Jack, Anne, and Ted, in the phase entitled Becom-
ing One's Own Person, seem to be participating is ARCS
from a position of relative stability in their careers
and personal lives. They have time to do so (as does
John who is in a later stable life phase, Restabiliza-
tion after 40s Transition) and they are interested in
hearing what other teachers have to say and in joining
a group of teachers working on a common theme.

Jane and Florence, however, seem more interested
in changes in their teaching. Both are in transition,
Jane, the Mid-Life 40s Transition and Florence, the
Transition to the Fifties.

Preliminary analysis of the relationship of life
phases to reasons for participating in ARCS is pre-
sented in each of the ten in-depth descriptions which
follow. Figure 2 helps to illustrate issues which ARCS
teachers perceive as very important in their current
life phases.

Figure 2 summarizes ARCS teachers' responses to
thirteen questions in the Educational Experiences In-
ventory. The thirteen questions /issues were randomly
distributed in the questionnaire but have been put in a
sequential order in Figure 2 according to the critical
issues hypothesized at various phases across the life
span. For each question, teachers responded on a five
point scale as to whether the issue was: 5) very im-
portant - a key issue now; 4) becoming increasingly
important; 3) somewhat important; 2) just beginning to
be important; or 1) not an issue now. Respondents were
given space on each question to add written comments if
they wished. Data from teachers' "key issues now'
(rated 5) and 'increasingly important' issues (rated 4)
are listed in Figure 2 and are discussed further in the
case descriptions.

1.8



Figure 2

CRITICAL ISMS

lOY LIFE MASI

GETTING INTO ADULT
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THIRTIES TRANSITION
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ors 113111M
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SETTLING DONN

1111 4 MN
BECOMING ONE'S ONN
PERSON

NIOLIFE (FORTIES)
TRANSITION

Jane 41

I/STABILIZATION

John

TRANSITION TO SOS

n 4au
KoY: wary Important - a key Issue now

4 becoming Increasingly taportant
3 a somewhat Important

4 5

2 just begtnnIng to be Important
I a not an Issue now
*respondent added written comments
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Does knowledge of life phase help one to under-
stand the reasons individual teachers have for wanting
to participate in a collaborative action research pro-
ject? What developmental tasks and critical issues at
different life phases trigger teachers' desires for
joining the ARCS project?

Although this report focuses on life phase and
life age/cycle issues, later reports will describe
teachers' developmental stage characteristtos .is well.
Thus, as each teacher is introduced in this final sec-
tion of the report, the teacher's developmental stage
is noted at the far righthand side, with age on the
lefthand side and life phase title in the middle of the
heading.

Case Histories g= ARCS partiainanta

AIK (age 30) (Self-Aware Level)
Thirties Transition

In the late 20s or early 30s the "age 30 crisis'
confronts the new adult. S/he asks *What is life all
about?' This questioning may result in a change in
career or personal relationships.

Jim wants to sort out his feelings about change
and he is thinking about a .ossible shift into adminis-
tration. He thinks that participation in ARCS might
help him make better decisions.

For Jim, school has changed. *I would like to
look more closely at those items that cause change. I
believe that the major and significant changes in edu-
catin must be made by teachers if they are going to be
longlasting and pertinent.'

In deciding on a possible shift into administra-
tion, Jim suggests that participation in ARCS may "help
sort out some of the feelings about teaching/etc."

Benefits for self? just hope it would make me
a better person to make deoisione . . in turn,
if I'm able to make better decisions not only about
my own class but make them about the school, then
what influence I can have here . . .*

2')



Jim values work and career goals over personal
goals at this time in his life. Be feels he has just
come through a huge transition period And is on the
verge of making a lot of changes. 'Thirty and Wander-
ing is the chapter heading he gives to his current
life period with 'Decisions, Decisions' the name for
his next period. There is a strong indication that Jim
wants to take control and make these decisions -- he
feels strongly that teachers have to be involved if
changes are to work.

He perceives himself to be most bard at work on
the life issue of making deeper investments in choices
and setting long range goals and meeting them. Further
indications of Jims transition period are that he sees
many (six) additional life issues as becoming increas-
ingly important to him: starting a new career, develop-
ing his sense of himself as an adult, becoming his own
person, sharing everyday human joys with others, accom-
plishing important things, and accepting what has tran-
spired in his life as his. (See Figure 2.) The 30s
Transition often includes attention to a broad range of
issues rather than a narrowing down which we see in the
40s and 50s Transitions.

UAL (age 34) (Self-Aware Level)
Thirties Transition

What options do exist in the teaching profession
for those teachers in the 30s Transition who wish to
make a change?

Lori has twelve years of teaching experience,
eleven of them at the school in which she currently
teaches.

I'm always interested in hearing about innovations
in education which will make me a more effective
teacher . . . determined not to fall into the rut
of an experienced teacher whose most important
teaching tool is the tile cabinet.

Like Jim and Brooks, in the Thirties Transition, Lori
indicates that she has just come through a huge transi-
tion in her life and work, and sne feels she is on the
verge of making a lot of changes. In describing the
transition, she has just experienced, she suggests what
it means to readjust to the status quo of the classroom.

I recently completed an M.A. in Educational
Leadership, and I was looking forward to a

21
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new position in the district. Unfortunately,
I applied for 3 positions in the district and
was turned down for all 3. Overcoming these
losses was very difficult for me. Now that
I'm over them, I'm adjusted to reassuming my
'ole as a respected classroom'teacher. How-
ver, if the situation arises I will apply
for a position outside the classroom, but
only if its what I REALLY want, not for the
sake of moving out of the classroom.

Her participation in ARCS seems motivated by her inter-
bet in innovations end because she liked the approach
of teachers doing action research. Benefits for her-
self include the possibility of getting a Ph.D.

I'was very interested in what you were going
to offer and I have to agree wholeheartedly
with this new approach. Let's look at what
teaoher's say are their own problems instead
of going into the classroom after a while and
saying here is your problem, now how are you
going to take care of it?

Benefit for self? *I would really like a
doctorate someday and I have been thinking
about it in terms of what would I ever write
a thesis on and, you know, when you brought
this up, boy, there would sure be some
interesting topics to explore.*

Unlike Jim, Lori lists work and personal goals as
equally important in her life. This is reflected in
the choice of 4 key issues she is most hard at work on.
(See Figure 2.) She chose the same key issue as Jim,
making deeper investments in life and work choices and
setting long range goals and meeting them. A second
key issue reflects her balance of work with more per-
sonal goals: sharing everyday human joys with others
and maintaining warm relationships with friends, fami-
ly. spouse and colleagues.

Research with life phases suggests that women in
their 20s focus more on personal issues than men of
their same age while women in their 30a begin to focus
on work choices more. Lori's third issue is accom-
plishing a few important things in the finite period
she has left. It is unlikely that this issue reflects
her growing sense of the finiteness of time which
Neugarten (1976) suggests confronts adults at mid-life
but rather that Lori feels the pressure of a career

22
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change and the need to take action before too long, a
more typical Thirties Transition issue. This latter
reason seems more likely when listening to Lori's 4th
key issue in life right now, changing her activities to
reflect more realistically who she is and what she
wants from her life and work. Lori titles the period
of life she just left as "Discontent,' her present
period as 'Thirty and Out" and the next period as
'Nirvana.'

Another indication of Lori's Thirties Transition,
with many Issues up in the air, is that she is not just
working on these five key issues but sees 3 additional
issues as becoming increasingly important: parenting
(deciding whether to be a parent), exploring a new
position, and accepting what has transpired in her
life as "hers."

=DI A (age 33) (Conscientious Stage)
Thirties Transition

In confronting the Age 30 crisis the adult reex-
amines the initial life structure and the commitments
made in the previous phase of the 20s.

Brooks is a reading teacher with 9 years of exper-
ience, 6 at her current school, whose reasons for par-
ticipating in ARCS most clearly describe her use of ARC'
as an aid in coping with the changes she sees in the
school and with the personal issues she is confronting
in her life and teaching.

School has changed. "I, personally, am trying
to discover the effects that these changes have
on me . . . (talking about finding another job)
. . I just don't seem to be able to cope with
all these changes.'

In early journal entries Brooks writes that she
wants "to put some things together in my life. .

She's concerned over dealing with problems in
the school and thinking about leaving teaching.

said I better really deal with Iskkis issue now.
So I came back to school resolved that I better
deal with what I've got here, before I even try
to look for . . if I want to go on. Another
thing, I just thought it would look great on a
resume. I just mentally like to keep active,
I guess.'

10/21 *I want to understand vhy I'm unhappy
about the 'system' and the institution of teach-
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ing. I felt that keeping a journal would help.
I needed some motivating reason to get me to
write. As an undergraduate in college I bad
visions of becoming a researcher in psychology.
I really enjoy researching. It's like solving
a puzzle.*

Like Jim and Lori she indicates she has just come
through a huge transition and is on the verge of making
a lot of changes in her life and/or work. She clearly
recognizes that finding another job and leaving teach-
ing is not the only answer.

Finding another job at this time would only be
fueling my idealism. I really like my colleagues
(very few that I don't like), I enjoy the junior
high age group. and I am a talented teacher. So
why do I want o leave teaching? I find most of
my problems are with administrators and adminis-
trative methods. I feel so helpless and frustrated
that their power is effecting my personal life.

Brooks' state of transition is apparent by her
mention of being bard at work on five key issues with 4
additional issues becoming increasingly important to
her. Like Lori, she lists two of those key issues to
be sharing everyday human joys with others (says, *Ev-
ery day I work at this -- I'm aware of its importance")
and changing my activities and ambitions to reflect
more realistically who I am and what I want from my
life and work. Brooks also keys in on the issue of
being recognized for her contribution and achievement
in roles she values and adds "this is the crux of the
problem at school." Brooks, Lori, and Jim all seem to
be involved in ARCS for conscious reasons of personal
growth amidst this transition time of the 30s.

Brooks' two additional key issues are valuing
herself and her choices and contributing to the next
generation -- "I have developed two friendships this
past year with a 6 year old and e 12 year old." Brooks
is the only one of ten ARCS teachers who values person-
al development goals slightly over work and career
goals at this time in her life. Having been very
satistifed with, and rated herself as very successful
in previous staff development programs, she notes that
since the Teacher Corps project three years ago the
Junior High *has gone through one change right after
another. I, personally, am trying to discover the
effects that these changes have on me." She titles her
current life period as one of "Consolidation.* The
period she just left she titled "Isolation" and she
looks forward toga next period of "Exploration."
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MI121 (age 34) (Individualistic Level)
Settling Down

Having dealt with the issues of the age 30 crisis,
the male adult settles down in the early 30s, reaffirm-
ing commitments and often choosing the career as the
most highly valued investment of his time and energy.

Elliot, a math teacher of 11 years, 6 of them at
his current school, was originally somewhat hesitant to
commit to the two year ARCS project because be was
preparing "to advance to a role of more responsibility'
most likely outside the teaching field.

Very recently I have questioned my motivation
in meeting weekly and discussing educational
topics; I'm a little burned out from that as
a result of my pursuing the Masters degree in
Education I did recently. I'm considering
moving out of Education. I wouldn't want to
sit on a committee, sit on this team rather,
and be only halfway involved and have one part
of me sayin4 what am I doing here?

In deciding to participate be indicates a clear sense
of commitment -- a oonsoious decision.

ARCS will ideally motivate thought and greater
precision in my conceptualization of issues
relevant in (an) advanced position.

Elliot also indicates an awareness of his own
skills as he adds:

I derive pleasure from such activities (action
research); I am skillful . . .; I can make
significant contributions.

Although only moderately satisfied with previous
staff development activities, he has "enjn5red partici-
pating in (research-type) activities . . during the
Teacher Corps project we had here. I signed up (for
ARCS) and wus interested and excited about it.

Elliot does indicate that prior staff development ac-
tivities have been somewhat helpful to him in negotia-
ting changes in his life or work in terms of "motiva-
tion to learn and filling voids in knowledge back-
ground."

Elliot feels he is just on the verge of making a
lot of changes. The life period he just left he titled
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"Frustration." The present period is titled "Moving On"
and the next period he sees as "Living Comfortably."
When asked to indicate how hard at work he is on
certain life issues he circled three key issues and
indicated the rest (out of 13 listed in Figure 2) were
"not an issue now." This rating is very different
from Jim, Lori, and Brooks in the Thirties Transition.There is a sense that Elliot has wrestled with and made
decisions on a number of life dilemmas and is on hisway in the life period titled "Settling Down/Becoming
One's Own Person.* Elliot's three key issues are par-
enting, starting a career and/or exploring family and
community roles, and b'ing recognized for his contri-
bution and achievement in roles he values.

Of all ten ARCS teachers, only Elliot indicates
work and career goals as significantly more important
than p4rsonal goals. "My personal life right now is
substantlally involved in planning and preparing for
professional growth/change.* (Refer back to Table 5.)

AM (age 38)
(Self-Aware Level)

Becoming One's Own Person

Career related goals are important to Anne in thestable life phase of Becoming One's Own Person.

Anne perceives herself to be in a period of sta-bility, as she says that "although job security becomes
a worry each year, my job and life have not changed
much in the past few years.* She has 10 years of
teaching experience, all at the same middle school.
She titles the life period she just left *Learning andAdjusting" and her present period 'A Stable Life - AGood Teacher." The phase of Settling Down and Be-
coming Her Own Person certainly fits her perceptions.Anne is hard at work on no major life issue in Figure
2. She suggests that modifications are needed as she
looks ahead to her next lsfe period: *A Better Life -A Better Teacher." A need for change has evidently
influenced her reasons for participating in ARCS.

I see the ARCS project as an excellent means
of incorporating new or 'changing' methods
into my olasmroom. The community and school
are in constant change. I seem to be at a
stage in life and teaching when change is
necessary and needs to be initiated by some
outside force . .

pi
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Work and personal goals are equally important to Anne.

Major issues in my career seem to be to bring
all my materials and know-how up to date and
together. I would like to improve my tech-
niques and become a better teacher . . . My
personal life seems very stable. My husband
has worked very hard to earn his degree and
improve himself. My children are in high
school and seem very independent.

Purpose of project? *I see it as twofold:
getting people in touch with change that's
going on and I also see it as a way of me
working at some problem that I might want uo
attack this year. And really doing something
to that problem and what I identify as some-
thing that needs work in my classroom, work-
ing with children, educating them."

Benefits for self? 'PI think it's a really
good way for me to realize some sort of im-
provement or growth and hopefully learn from
others and share with them."

Anne's ability to face change within her own sta-
bility is different from the feeling of transition in
Lori's and Jim's life phase descriptions in the 30s
Transition. This suggests that teachers in relatively
stable life age/cycles will approach the ARCS project
differently from teachers in transitional life periods.

IALL (age 38) (Conventional Stage)
Becoming One's Own Person

Career related goals become even more important
feom ages 35-39 or 39-42 when the adult is concerned
with Becoming His/Her Own Person. The adult is again
trying to create a better fit between the life struc-
ture he/she has defined and the reality of life's
challenges.

Jack is a math teacher with 17 years of teaching
experience. He has also held a part-time administra-
tive level job as House Coordinator at the Junior High
for 6 years since the Junior High changed to a school-
within-a-sshool concept. Jack indicates he has just
come through a period of "Transition" in his life and
work and is now in a period he titles "Happy." Jack's
key issue in life right now is sharing knowledge and
skills, contributing to the next ge "eration, being
helpful to younger friends and associates. Work and
personal goals are equally important.
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Jack's reason for participating in ABCS is because
*it sounds like an interestiLg challenge. I could do
it now because my outside schoe4 coimitments are few-
er." He is also interested in getting ideas from oth-
ers and sees that as a benefit of his participation.

I'm in hopes the purpose . . . is to look at
some of the problems that maybe are unique to
this school but also affect junior high educa-
tion throughout the country . . Well, just
participating and sitting and talking with other
people, getting other ideas, there have to be
benefits you know, to yourself. Even if they
are accidental there have to be benefits. It's
easy for me to sit there as a house coordinator
and also as a teacher and not see some of the
other problems that have gone on in the school.
I think it's great to get a cross section and
of the six people interested right now, we have
a cross section somewhat (of teachers in the
school).

One other indication of Jack's stability in the
phase of Settling Down/Becoming One's Own Person is the
feeling of being more independent in his work, not
relying on the old advisors but becoming open and
aware of other opinions in the school.

Although oily moderately satisfied and rating
himself as moderately successful in prior staff devel-
opment activities, he states, *I have not taken too
many past (staff development) activities too serious-
ly. I have taken them to satisfy recertification re-
quirements. It is now time to do something construc-
tive.' Jack titles his next liZe period as *Growths
and sees three life issues as becoming increasingly
important: accomplishing a few important things in
the finite period left, making deeper investments in
choices, and sharing everyday human joys with others.
A definite sense of a career stage expansion is visible
in Jack's choice to focus on meaningful activities in
the workplace of the school now that other major life
decisions are made.
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TES, (age 39) (Self-Aware Level)
Becoming One's Own Person

Ted is also in the phase of Becoming One's Own
Person. Ted, like Jack, indicates that "I have the
time and desire to participate in a research project.'
He has fifteen years of teaching experience, some in-
cluding a principalship, and he has been teaching at
the Junior High for three years.

At this point in his life Ted feels he is consoli-
dating a major period of work and/or professional
change; he titles the life period he just left 'Consol-
idating Work and Personal Goals.' His current life
period is titled 'Future- Oriented."

Work and personal goals are equally important.
Key issues he is hard at work on are parenting and
sharing everyday human joys with others, sharing know-
ledge, contributing to the next generation, and accom-
plishing a few important things in the period of life
left. Some of these 4 key issues are reflected in
Ted's description of his expectations for ARCS.

. I think the purpose is . . . that we're
going to focus on something that all of us
have a deep caring for or we're going to ana-
lyze a problem and maybe reach some kind of
conclusion about it . something that will
make you understand it better and make you a
better teacher, maybe a better person and will
meet at least some of the needs of the people.

Ted wants a "clearer focus and understanding
of issues' such as: 'classroom management,
personal growth (kids and teachers), impor-
tance of subject matter (what we teach), lack
of time and effort spent in developing charac-
ter in pupils.'

Also, like Jack, Ted speaks of goals for the
project in terms of hope for school improvement without
much mention of personal goals for improvement nor
self-growth. An indication that Ted may be approach-
ing a time of transition, the 40b Transition, is that
in Figure he notes three additional issues are becom-
ing imoreasingly important to the four other issues
which are key in his life right now. The breadth in
issues is quite different from both Jack and Anne who
seem to be more stable than Ted in the life phase of
Becoming One's Own Person.
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ALAIR (age 42) (Individualistic Level)
Mid-Life (Forties) Transition

The Mid-Life Transition is a time of redefining
one's work in conjunction with a deeper understanding
of self. Jane, age 42, with 16 years of teaching
experience (6 at the middle school), indicates this
sense of redefinition as she gives the following rea-
sons for participating in ARCS.

I think this program can make a difference
. . Also, I want to change. In the past,

I have always liked to try new things, but
in the last 3 or 4 years, I think I've
slacked off on innovation and become a bit
complacent. I want to do something new.
I've gotten some systems down pat and work-
ing well, I'd like to extend 'down pat and
working well' to other areas.

A key issue for Jane is being recognized for her
contributions and achievement in roles sne values.
She says, *I want to be the best teacher there is. I'm
pretty good already.* Like Anne, Jane looks for
change within a stable sense of herself, her abilities,
and her accomplishments. An part of her redefinition
of the teacher role, Jane is concerned that *I'm
afraid, as I've changed from being a 6th grade elemen-
tary teacher, to a 6th grade middle school teacher, to
a 6th grade junior high teacher that I am losing sight
of the kids because time and production hive become so
important.*

Jane's second key issue at this point in her life
is becoming her own person with identity and direction,
not dependent on boss, spouse, colleagues, critics or
mentors. For instance, in relating issues in her per-
sonal life to participation in ARCS she says:

All my married life, I've been a docile un-
adventurous person, and I think it's time I
started being more independent. This is
probably irrelevant, but the meeting with the
New Hampshire teachers would be a breakthrough
in that I'd be away from home alone for the
first time.

This sense of exioring one's identity apart from
family and work is a common theme at the Forties Tran-
sitio4. Changes in self-perception are typical.
Change is both internal and external in Jane's state-
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-767-meat above. She wants reneJal in her work and is
reexamining her roles as wife, mother from a new per-
spective on herself. Seeing herself as an adult is
thus a key issue that is gaining importance. She says,
'I've been dependent too long." The sense of having
accomplished the life tasks in the 30s called Becoming
One's Own Person comes through over and over in her
professional work. She titles the period she just left
as "Threshold." Like many women in the Forties Transi-
tion she is now concentrating on issues of indepen-
dence. She titles her current period "Diaequilibriumw
and looks forward to a next period of *Autonomy and
Harmony.'

In Jane's response there is also an urgent quality
of most transitions as compared to more stable times.
The Forties Transition is often seen as the internal
clock shifting from time lived to time left to live.
Urgency is expressed by many at this transition. In
Jane, however, the professional side is quite stable,
*I feel I have accomplished important things and expect
to continue. I feel no pressure or panic about the
finiteness of it all."

Although Jane notes that professinally she i,, in
a period of stability, while personally she is in a
period of transition, she seems to be on the verge of
making changes in both personal life and work. One
will undoubtedly affect the other.

Inn (age 41) (Conscientious Stage)
Restabilization After 40s Transition

After the 40s Transition, one again enjoys a peri-
od of restaollization to enj' one's choices and life
style.

John has been teaching science at the Junior High
for 11 years and has 19 total years of teaching experi-
ence. He was chairperson of the staff development
program for the Junior High School and, in fact, was
part of the team that designed the current district-
wide staff development plan, having to appear personal-
ly before 5 town school boards to negotiate approval.
Because of the expel ience, he says, PI can deal with
administation and school boards better than before.'
He is one of two ARCS teachers to note that he is in a
period of stability; evidently this is important to his
reasons for participating in ARCS. He has come through
a transition initiated by a divorce and has had total
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-768-responsibility for raising his junior high aged son for
the last few years. There is a sense than in the
current period of stability, John can combine study of
action research (ARCS) with his family responsibilities
and enjoy both.

I enjoy teaching junior high students. I
have taught in public and private, small
and large schools (and have seen many
changes good and bed), and have many ideas
of how to improve. In the past my personal
life has been hectic so extra time could
not be used. Now I have the time.

In John, like Jane: there is a sense of timing and
of being able to look backward and forward in reflect-
ing on oneself.

John's main issue in life right now seems to be
mentoring. Very important to him is sharing his know-
ledge and skills, oontributing to the next generation
of teachers, and being helpful to younger friends and
associates. Important '.n his career he says is 'what
is good for students.* He sees the ARCS group as a
potential sounding board for his ideas.

Benefits? 'For me, yes, because in dealing
with people you're working with, if you're
talking with them on a basis in which you
are constantly sharing ideas it can't help
but help either you or them; even if you
may not agree with the idea, if they have
a sounding board, if it helps them, it
helps you.

In regards to this interview question at the beginning
of the project, we note that on a regular weekly basis
through the year, John has shared his ARCS log comments
with the principal and at least 25% of the Junior High
staff.

One more aspect of the stabilization after either
the Thirties or Forties Transition is a response which
indicates pursuing long term goals and accelerating
progress or satisfying intellectual curiosity and
exploring personal interests. John illustrates this
latter facet of stabilization wh3n he says that he's
not done much with educational research and 'that's
part of the reason why I'm getting involved now to
find out more about it . . . and to maybe be involved
with it." John titles the life period he just left
"Trying to Swim" and the current period "Surviving."
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zummx (age 45) (Conscientious Stage)
Fifties Transition

The transition into the 50s involves another reex-
amination of the fit between one's life structure and
oneself and often results in a need for redirection.

Florence has taught all of her 23 years at the
same middle school. She is single and has no family
in Michigan. *My friends are my family,* she says.
The title she gives to her current life period is
"Everything in Its Place" andthe period she just left
she titles *Aggravation Unlimited.* Although she indi-
cates iler current period to be more stable, her reasons
for participating indicate a need for change.

I would like to explore some new approaches
to presentation of language to students at
this level (7th and eth grades) I know
there are probably ways that I can be more
effective, and I'd like to explore those
possibilities. It is important to do this
now to alleviate a feeling of monotony I am
experiencing.

Comments like this, in periods of relative stability,
make one wonder whether, in fact, human life is based
on change and those periods of stability are only
stopping places in e cycle of transitions. Florence
adds, *I wanted to find out if there are some ways to
institute changes in my methods and still be as effec-
tive a teacher us I think I am now." Like Jane, there
is the need for change but a kind of change that re-
tains one's effectiveness. Also, we note Florence's
clear sense of her own capabilities not mentioned by
Jim or Lori, who are in the 30s Transition and still
discovering and testing their skills.

For Florence, like Jane in the Mid-Life Forties
Transition, the ARCS program may be providing a set-
ting for redefining one's work in conjunction with a
deeper understanding of self. Florence, more than
Jane, is seeking professional autonomy. Florence has
for the last eight years been resident manager of the
apartment she had lived in for 20 years. Obviously,
this involved extensive duties and responsibilities.
In her teaching, however, there is a need to, she says,
"find out for myself that I'm really doing things the
right way, you know."
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Her concern with meaningful teaching decisions and
her part in making those decisions is also reflected in
her comments about the purpose of ARCS as she sees it.
The project appealed to her because it recognised the
capabilities she knows she has.

ARCS mounded interesting when my principal
mentioned it at staff meeting. I was es-
pecially interested when she said that this
research would not be the usual educator-
decides-changes type with the teacher-
expected-to-institute it.

I think it's so attractive to me . . . It
seems that finally somebody is, instead of
saying here-is-a-problem-ve-want-you-to-
prove-this-is-a-problem, is saying to we
what do you see are the problems in your
classroom situation? And what can we do
about it, yOu know, what can you tell us
about this problem and how can we work
on it ao it's no longer a problem?

Florence's key issues in life right now are shar-
ing knowledge and skills with others, sharing everyday
joys with others, and accepting what has transpired in
life as hers, valuing herself and her choices. Indica-
tions of transition amidst stability are that Florence
notes 5 additional life isaves are becoming increasing-
ly important as well.

Summary

This preliminary report has described ARCS teach-
ers' life age/cycle characteristics in relation to their
reasons for participating in a collaborative action re-
search project. The data have suggested themes and is-
sues in the teaching profession and individual dimen-
sions of teachers' lives, in relation to the process of
collaborative action resea2ch. The themes will continue
to be investigated through the life of the project.

Earlier reports of key activities and events of
the first year of the project are available from Sharon
Nodie Oja at the ARCS project office, Morrill Hall,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire
03824.
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Appendix A

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES INVENTORY
FOR ACTION RESEARCH ON OGANDE IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

Directions: Some questions are prop-structured and call for just a check mark or circle
in answer. Other questions are opermanded; please use extra space If It's
needed.

1. Your age (plow) 2. Sex 3. Schoo

4. Subject you tench Grade of saints you teach 8th

7th 8th 9th

6. How many years of experience do at the junior hioh? In all?

7. What Is the level of your previous than? S.A./8.S. ; S.A. + 15

* 30 ; 15 ; M.A. + 30 M.A. 4 S ;

Other

)I1").

8. Now satisfied are you with your expert In Inservice or staff development?
(Row well does it meat your needs, he you achieve your goes, etc.? Please
circle one number on the scale below.)

very 5 4 3
satisfied moderately satisfied

2 1 not very
satiefled

9. How would you rate your success as a perticipent In prior staff development progress?
(Please circle one =ober Wok.)

very 5
successful

4 3 2 I not very
moderately successful successful

10. Why ere you Interested in the Action Research on Change In Schools Project?
(Please answer this question as fully as you can. Why, for example, is It Important
to do this now as opposed to saes other time in your itfe?)
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11. Was there a critical incident or realisation that led you to decide to
participate in the ARCS plumed (If so, plows describe.)

12. What are the major Issues In your work or career right now? What do you went
from your experience in the ARCS In relation to these issues?
(Please answer this question as fully as Iris can.)

13. What are the major Issues In your personal life right now? Now do these
issues relate to your participation or experiences In ARCS?
(Please answer this, Om, as fully as you can.)

14. which is more Important at this point in your life?
(Meese circle one number below.)

iv 5 4 both 3
work and work goals and
career goals personal goals

are equally Important
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15. Cimprod with olher periods in your life, do you feel that you are now Ina period
of stability or transition In your life and work?

I'm In s period of stability I'm In a period of transition

16. Plena check bolow the statamsnt that most nearly describes your situation t this
paint in your life. (if more than one etatammnt applies, put a 1 by the statement
that Is most accurate, and put a 2 by the other relevant statament.)

Not moth has changed for mein the last several years:
I' in a stable situation with respect to my life and work.

I've Just come through a hugs transition period In my life and work.

I feel I'm consolidating a major period of personal and/or
professional champ.

I feel i'm Just on the verge of making a lot of changes in my life
and/or work.

Other:

17. Pleas* circle one number for each statement below to indicate hoeherd at work"
you are on each of the followine issues at this point in your life.
Space Is provided for comments to expend or qualify your answer.

a) Separating myself from my family and/or my parents' axial:stations

very 5 4 becoming 3 sommwhat 2 just I not an
important increasingly important beginning to issue nom
a key issue now important be important

Cement:

b) Parenting...raising my children as I'd lika to (or deciding to be a parent)

5 4 3 2 1

Cement: A1.1=..1Mon.

1111
c) Starting a career and/or exploring family or community roles

5 4 3 2 1

Consent:

a
INP==MINPIMI

d) Ming rem:cited far my contribution and achievement In roles I talus

5
Comment:

4

'=.M.M11....
3 2

it
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a) Accomplishing a few important things In the finite period I have left

5 4

Comeent:

3 2 1

4

f) Seeing myself as an adult, becoming poet of the adult world

5

Comment:

4 3 2 1

g) Asking deeper investments In my choices for life and work;
setting long range goals and meeting them

5

Coment:

4 3 2 1

h) Shoring sw knowledge and skills, contributing to the next generation,
being helpful to younger friends and associates

5

Comment:

4 3 2 1

1 I) Incoming my own person with identity and direction, not dependent on boss,
spouse, colleagues, critics or mentors

.1)

5

Comment:

4 3 2 1

Sharing everyday human joys with others; maintaining warm mliatimnOillm
with friends, family, my spouse, and colleagues

5

Comm t
3 2

k) Accepting what has transpired In my life as "nine," valuing myself and
my choices

5

Comment:

4 3 2 1
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1) Oft.ioping my sans* of myself as an adult

5

Comrsat

3 2 1

5

m) Oianging my activities and ambitions to reflect more realistically whe I me
and what I want from my life and work

5

Comment:

3 2 1

18. Thinking about periods of your life as chapters in your autobiography, please
give a chapter heading to the present period of your life.

Mow about a title for the period you Just left?

What's your guess for a chapter heading for the next period of your life?

19. Was being a participant in prior staff development activities helped you make
any dumges In your life, or negotiate any transitions in you? life or work?
(Plane circle the appropriate number below.)

no, 5 It slightly 3 somewhat ? very 1 In some
not really helpful helpful helpful in ways, those

transition experiences
created the
transition

20. It would help to know the factors on which you base your answer to Question 19.
If you indicated a program was helpful In negotiating a transition, could you
indicate what you believe the transition to be and how the staff development
Program experience facilitated (or hindered) it.
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21. !earning IVA Inventory!:

This inventory assesses your preferred method of learning. As you take it,
give a high rank to those words which but characterize the way you learn
mod a low rank to the words which are least characteristic of your learning
style. Construe learning in a broad sense across a wide variety of
activities, not only academic study.

Different characterl -"-v In the Inventory are squally good. There art no
right or wrong answer*. The aim of the inventory is to describe how you
lawn,.. not to evaluate your limning ability.

There are nine sets of words listed below. Rank order each sat of four
words assigning a 4 to the word which best crct.1reraes your learning
style, a 3 to the word vtlict, me= best characterless your learning style,
a 2 to the next most characteristic word, and a 1 to the word which Is
least characteristic of you as a learner. De sure to assign a different
rank number to each of the four words in each set. Do not mks ties.

1. discriminating tentative involved __practical

2. receptive relevant analytical impartial

3. feeling watchint thinking doing

4. encepting risktaker aware

5. iroductive

.ovvaIwestIve

logical questioning

5.

_Intuitive

abstract observing concrete

7. reflecting future-oriented ___pregmetic

B.

_present-oriented

experience observation conceptualization __experimentation

9. intense reserved rational responsible

FOR SC4RING ORLY:

CE

234578

O

AC AEDPW 234539 136735

(Scoring will be explained at the ARCS meeting.)

1,6iarning Style Inventory is from Kolb, Rubin and McIntyre (Eds.).
Orgemizationat Psychology: An Experiential Approach, Prentice-Nall, 1974.
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The purpose of this report is to describe context
issues which affect teacher initiated change in two
schools. The data for the paper have been generated
through tape recordings of weekly motion research
teacher team meetings, analyses of the tapes, inter-
views with teachers and principals, and analyses of
teacher journals collected during the first eight meet-
ings of lotion Research on Change in Schools (ARCS)
which is a two /ear collaborative action research pro-
ject involving two groups of middle/junior high school
teachers, one in Michigan and one in New Hampshire.

Between September and December, 1981, each team
consisting of five teachers was observed during eight
meetings. Each teacher participated in two in-depth,
semi-structured interviews and completed several writ-
ten questionnaires. Tape recordings of the meetings
and interviews ware transcribed and used as data. Each
teacher kept a written log or journal over this time
period, and these logs were used as an additional
source of data. On the basis of these data and inter-
views with the principals and other teachers in the
schools a profile of the context for each school has
been constructed.

For this paper context is defined as the social
and interacting phenomena which surround and pervade
the teachers' efforts to initiate changes through ac-
tion rosearch. Context includes not only the physical
and/or organizational properties of the settings, but
also the histories, influencers, missions and capabili-
ties of the setting. It includes the nature of the
leadership available, the conventions of teaching and
learning held by the staff and students, and the per-
ceptions and expectations of the immediate community
(Griffin, 1982).

ELM CONTEXT ISSUES

A school can be viewed as a unique, complicated,
socio-cultural system comprised of a history, norms,
values, modes of communication and inter4ction, expec-
tations, time perspective, role definitions and pro-
grammatic and behavioral regularities. These elements
make a school different, set it apart from other
schools, and constitute a fibrous phenomenology which
profoundly affects teacher behavior and school change.



To explore the phenomenology and socia- cultural system
of the school, this paper follows the conceptual paths
cut by Lortie (1975), Sarason (1982), Little (1981),
and Zerabavel (1981) focusing on the contextual vari-
ables of the principal, school history, time, collegial-
ity and experimentation, and organizational environment.
It is hoped this preliminary description and analysis
will provide a coherent framework to grasp and under-
stand the subtle and elusive quality of the gestalt of
school context.

THE ungli FOR =HOW. CONTEXT

Our initial data analysis Suggests that school
change is idiosyncratic and is a function of the unique
context of a school and that the outcomes of change,
the way change is oonceptualizaed and implemented, and
the intentions, goals, and technologies of change are
mediated by the school's context.

The interacting phenomena and social ecology of
the school are elusive, complex, and difficult to
describe (CuSick, 1973). The search for school context
as a holistic entity has troubled researchers who
cannot agree-on either the possibility or desirability
of identifying and encapsulating the "buzzing confu-
sion of simultaneously existing, multi-level, mut:hilly
interacting variables' (Argyris, 1958, 101). Anderson
(1982. 371-372) indicates that some researchers view
school context as a possible but not desirable focus of
research, and like the Albatross only a burden to policy
makers who need information on mechanisms that can be
easily manipulated to affect student outputs. For
other researchers school context is seen as a desirable
focus of study, but one which is unattainable - taking
on the qualities of the Unicorn: a mythological beast
to be hoped for and dreamt about but one which can
never be found. Then there are more optimistic re-
searchers who view school context research as both pos-
sible and desirable - a Phoenix born of the ashes of
past school research. We identify with the latter
group and use the lens of action research to examine
the complexities of school context.

The interacting variables, unsynchronized inten-
tionality, shifting circumstances, and unintended tur-
bulence of school context require dynamic recursive in-
quiry and multiple data collection procedures. Action
research is the critical piece in our study of the phe-
nomenological, and includes criteria for directing
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inquiry to accommodate the ongoing shifts-inherent in
school context. The recursive nature of action re-
search implies there are no stable clearly delineated
parameters in the study of school context but rather
ongoing infinite revisions of inquiry. We began our
study by not assuming that all else remains constant
while the teacher researchers and the school are under
study.

The action research model in seeking comprehen-
siveness and understanding sacrifices some of the ob-
jectivity and precision of measurement of the experi-
mental research model. Further, in maintaining its
relativistic flavor, the model loses some of its au-
thority. In an attempt to compensate for these fea-
tures of the model we have built in features of the
classical psychometric pre and post test model and
that is where we begin the search for school context.

ORaANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Early research on organizational climate relied.on
perception - the consensus of participants - to define
climate. School climate research was based primarily
on the work of Halpin and Croft (1963) who developed
the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire
(OCDQ) and confidently asserted that the climate-
profiles may indeed constitute a better criterion of a
school's effectiveness than many measures that have al-
ready entered the field of educational administration"
(pp. 82-83). Hundreds of studies have been completed
on the OCDQ and its influence is widely recognized by
researchers.

At the beginning of the ARCS project teachers were
administered the Organizational Environment Assessment
Instrument, an inventory similar in its design to the
OCDQ. The Organizational Environment Assessment Inven-
tory consists of the twenty-six items dealing with
such matters as decision making, staff interaction and
cooperation, administrative support, communication be-
tween teachers and administrators, and teacher and ad-
ministrator influence (see Table 1). Results of the
pre test administration of the instrument revealed sig-
nificant differences between the tOchigan and New Hamp-
shire action research teams' perception of their
school's organizational environment.
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Members of the Michigan team perceived that the '7,6`"

school administration had substantial confidence and
trust in teachers (5), teachers had substantia: but not
complete confidence and trust in administrators (4),
administration was generally (4) or fully supportive
(1) of teachers, there usually were favorable and mo-
tivating attitudes among the staff toward the school
and its goals (4), there was moderate (3) or extensive

(1) interaction among the staff, teachers felt somewhat
(2) or completely (2) free to discuss important things
about their Jobs and the school with school adminia-
trators, and teachers had moderate (4) to substantial
(1) influence in shaping the goals and activities of
their teams and departments.

In contrast members of the New Hampshire team per-
ceived that the school administration had little confi-
dence and trust in teachers (3), teachers had little
confidence and trust in administration (5), administra-
tion was somewhat supportive (5), there sometimes were
hostile and not motivating attitudes among the staff
toward the school and its goals (4), there was little
(2) to moderate (2) interaction among the teaching
staff and teachers had very little (3) to moderate (1)
influence in shaping the goals and activities of their
teams and department.

The Michigan research team perceived that teachers

were usually consulted (3) or substantially involved
(2) in developing special programs for students-and
teachers were usually (3) or seldom (2) consulted about
decisions related to their work. The New Hampshire re-
search team perceived that teachers were consulted not
at all (1), occasionally consulted (1), usually con-
sulted (2), and substantially involved (1) in develop-
ing special programs and teachers were seldom (3) or not

at all consulted about decisions related to their work.

On the matter of communication the Michigan team
perceived that communication between teachers and the
administration was adequate (4) and that communication
through department leadership to the administration was
accurate (4). These was a different perception among

members of the New Hampshire team. They saw communica-
tion between teachers and administration as not at all

adequate (2), somewhat adequate (1), and adequate (1)
and communication between the department leadership and

the administration as not at all accurate (1), somewhat

accurate (2), and accurate (1).
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TABLE

ORCANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

For each of the Items on the following
pages, please circle the letter under the appropriate response.

Instructional
Variable

1. Does the school admin-
istration have trust
and confidence in
teachers

2. Do teachers have con-
fidence and trust in
the administration?

3. Is the behavior of
administration sup-
portive?

4. What kinds of teacher
motives are used by
the school system?

Have no confidence
and trust in teachers

A

Have a little
confidence and
trust in teachers

B
NH-3

Have substantial
confidence and
trust in teachers

M1-5 C NH-2

01%, complete
confidence and
trust la teachers

0

Have no confidence
and trust in
administrators

A

Behavior is not
supportive

1

Have a little
confidence and
trust in
administrators

_1 MI AM 1

Behavior is some-
what supportive

IM1 -1 BNH -t

Have substantial
but not complete
confidence and
trust in

administrators

MI -4

Have complete
confidence and
trust in
administrators

0

Behavior is
generally sup-
portive

M1-3 NA-1

Job security, eco-
nomic needs, and the
desire for status

Economic needs and
moderate use of the
desire for status,
affiliation with
peers and achieve-
Merit

Mt-I A14-2

Economic needs,
desire for status,
affiliation with
peers and the de-
sire for achieve-
ment and new ex-
periences

I m1-1

Behavior is fully
supportive

of
Economic needs. de
sire for status,
affiliation with
peers. achievement
new experiences on
motivation :wising
from group goals.
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S. What kinds of attitudes
have developed among
the staff toward the
school sad the school's
goals?

6. What amount of respons-
ibility does the school
staff feel for achieving
school goals?

7. What is the amount and
"Nifty of interaction
among members of the
school staff?

8. Whst is the amount of
cooperative teamwork
present in the school?

9. At what levels in the
school are decisions
made?

Strongly favorable
and motivating

A

Most personnel at all
levels feel strong
responsibility

TABLE 1 (contilmed)

Usually favorable
and motivating

11

Ni-4 MM -I

Some personnel at
all levels feel
responsibility,
but especially
administrators

I A 11

011-S NW-3

Extensive, friendly
interaction with s
high degree of trust
and confidence

Moderate inter-
action, often
with a fair degree
of trust and con-
fidence

NO -S nff-2

Sometimes hostile
and not motivating

C
Mi -1 MN -4

Mostly hostile
and not motivating

11

Administrators UM-
ally feel respop4-
ibility, other per-.

sonnet feel very
little responsibility

Only admihistrotnre
feel responsibility

Little interaction
and usually with
low degree of trust
and confidence

C

Little interaction
and always with
fear and distrust

Very substantial
amount throughout
the school

A moderate amount
through most of
the school

6
111-3

Relatively little,
only among a fev
people

C
MI -2 NH -S

None

Most are made at the
top edninistrative
levels

A

M1.2 NH-1

Policy decisions
are made at the
top, others are
made at middle
levels within
stated policy

N1-1 NH -3

Policy decisions
are made at the
top, wore specific
decisions are made
at all other levels
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school but linked
through various
kinds of groupings



10. In what manner are school
goals usually determined?

II. Are there forces existing
in the school that cause
the acceptance, rejection
or resistance of goals?

12. Do- teachers feel free to
discuss important things
about their jobs with
their immediate super-
iors?

13. Do teachers feel free to
dims, important things
about their jobs and the
school with school ad-
ministrators/

14. Do immediate superiors
(department heads and
house leaders) generally
try to get teachers'

ideas and ',pinions in
solving prublesot

By means of group

participation

TABLE I (continued)

Coals are set
after discussions
with teachers

Goals and orders
are issued, op-
portunity for
discussion may
or may not exist

Goals are Issued
as orders

C 0
MI -3 NN-3

NM -1

Goals are fully
accepted

M1-2

Goals are overtly
Accepted but with
some overt resis-
tance

0
01-S NN-1

Coils are accepted
but often with
some open resis-
tance

C

Most goals are
resisted or re-
jected.

D
pin -1

Teachers feel com-
pletely free

A
I M1-2

Teachers fool com-
pletely free

A

I "I-2

Always

Teachers feet
somewhat free

M1-3 AH-2

Teachers feel
somewhat free

M1-2 101-2

Teachers do not
feel very free

C
NN-1

Teachers do not
feel free at sit

101-1

Teachers do not
fell very free

C
MI-1 aN-1

Teachers do not
feel free at all

0
MN-1

Usually

A A
141-2

1

M1-1 NH-3
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IS. Do immediate superiors
make constructive use
or teachers' ideas and
opinions?

16. Is the information shared
by administrators ade-
quate?

17. is the communication be
tween teachers and the
administration adequate?

IS. Is the communication
through house or depart-
ment leadership to the
administration accurate?

19. Is the communication be-
tween teachers adequate
for achieving school
goals?

20. How well does administra-
tion know end understard
problems faced by
teachers,

TABLE 1 (continuel)

Always Usually Sometimes

A 11 C

Seldom

I $1.3

1

M1-2 NH-2

1

WH-1

Not at all SomewhatAdequate Very adequate
adequate adequate

A 11 C
NH-1 M1-2 MI-3 NH-2

I

D

Not at all Adequate Somewhat Very adequate
adequate adequate

A B C D

1-.117-2

I MI-4 NH-1 MI-1 1111-1

A 1 1 .------.--

Not at all Accurate Somewhat
accurate accurate

Very arcar,t,

A 11 C D
[ MI .4 NH -1

-1

NH -2

I

Very adequate Adequate Somewhat Inadequate
adequate

A
1-1 1,11-2 11111 MI.1 NH-2 MI-1 0111-2

Know and understand Know and under-
very well stand fairly well

A

- I MI-1 NH-1

Don't know or
understand very
well

C
MI -3 $H -3

Don't know or
understand at all

770 4 -1
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21. How welt do teachers
know and understand
problems faced by the
administration?

22. To what extent Can
teachers influence the
goals and activities
of their teams and
departments?

23. To what extent can admini-
stration influence fhe
goals and activities of
teams and departments?

24. Does the way in which
decisions are made help motivation
to Creibil0 the necessary

motivations in :t 'e who
have to carry .

decisions?T

TABLE 1 (continuel)

snow and understand Muni and under-
very well

A

stand fairly well

6
Ml -2 MN -1

Don't know or
understand
very well

C
041-5 NN-2

Don't know or
understand at alt

D

Not at all

A

Not at all

A

Very little

NN-3

Moderately

C
MI-4 NN-1

Substantially aids

25. To what extent are
teachers generally in-
volved in decisions
related to their work?

26. To what extent are
teachers involved in
developing special
programs for students?

10-1A

Very little

MI-1 1114-1

Moderately aids
motivation

Moderately

C
MI -I NH -1

Substantially

MI-1

Substantially

D
MI -3 NN-3

Aids motivation
to only small
degree

C
111.3 NN-3

Adversely affects
motivation

D

Not at all Seldom Waved
but occasinally
consulted

Usual :y consulted
but not often
involved

Substantially
involved

A
NN -I MI-2 ON-3

C
NI-3 fin-1

Not at all Seldom involved, Usually consulted,
occasionally often involved
consulted

Substantially
involved

Am."
11 C
Nn-1 NI-3 NH -2 MI-2 NN-1

1
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Both research teams were in complete agreement
about the extent to which administration could influ-
ence the goals and activities of teams and departments -
substantially (3-3), moderately (1-1) and very little
(1-1).

The differences beftween the teams' perceptions of
their organizational edvironments seem to be in part a
function of their school histories and organizational
structures.

.111D10.1

A school's history and traditions transmit atti-
tudes and concepts that facilitate the dynamics of the
self fulfilling prophet)) and in either blatant or sub-
tle ways inculcate attitudes and views in teachers that
render them vulnerable to disillusionment and resistant
to change (Sarason, 1982). Institutional history and
traditions rationalize current practices, establish
norms, values, and behavioral regularities, provide a
reference point for judging a principal's leadership
and performance, and maintain a continuity of meaning
which enables teachers to bring order to the disparate
events and forces in the changing phenomenology of the
school. To understand the dynamics of change in a
school one must know Its history and traditions.

The Michigan site school was opened in 1957 as a
junior high school (7th, 8th, and 9th grades) with 750
students. In 1968 enrollment increased to 1,000 stu-
dents at which time the building was expanded. Since
then the enrollment had dropped to the current 535 stu-
dents with an average class size of 34 students. The
school had had only one principal between 1957 and 1980.
The current principal was a former teacher and counse-
lor at the school. The previous principal had been
perceived by members of the team as everyone's 'perfect
father, grandfather image.' Be bad an open-door policy
and made teachers feel that he took care of them. The
present principal is perceived as one who does not have
an open-door policy and who makes all the decisions.
This perception has created some negative feelings.

In 1976 a middle school format was adopted (6th,
7th, and 8th grades) after considerable planning 11:1-
volving teachers and community representatives. Since
then there have been many changes.

10
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The teaching staff remained stable until the
school became a middle school. At that time teachers
were transferred to the school from the elementary and
high schools in the system. The involuntary transfer
of teachers from the high schools initially made them
feel like it was a "step down.' The research team's
teacher survey indicated, however, that the majority of
teachers are content teaching in a middle school.

Initially, as a junior high, class periods were 45
minutes long. With the inception of a middle school
format, the scheduling was changed to block and team
teaching, in accordance with the adopted middle school
philosophy. Within the past few years, there has been
a return to the traditional junior high scheduling for-
mat - 45 minute class periods - even though it still has
the same written middle school philosophy. Members of
the research team expressed the desire to return to a
schedule consistent with the middle school philosophy
and one designed to meet the diverse and changing needs
of middle school children.

Teachers in the district never "enjoyed a period
of time when we've had lots of money." Historically,
teachers had created the ;r6grams and felt an ownership
in the move to a middle school. "We felt like we were
forerunners. . in many areas of curriculum." Now
teachers perceive changes in central administration
have ended teacher involvement in the curriculum pro-
cess. The staff finds it difficult to adjust to im-
posed programs, and the research team hopes that it
"will have some impact on our district in terms of cur-
riculum development, keeping that input by teachers."

In contrast to the Michigan site, the New Hamp-
shire site school's history and traditions are a drama-
tic counterpoint. From 1970 to 1982 the school experi-
enced numerous changes because of changing leadership.
In 1970 the school consisted of two buildings designed
to hold 550 students yet housing as many as a thousand
students. The school went through a number of organi-
zational, physical, and demographic changes of substan-
tial nature. These changes included double tracked
ability grouping in mathematics and English, flexible
multilevel parallel tracking, new science program, the
initiation of a faculty senate, the dissolution of a
faculty senate, classroom accommodations for parochial
students, split sessions, homogeneous gronpIng, hetero-
geneous grouping, department head organization, house

11
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coordinators, and finally five different principals.
Continuous changes in leadership and organizational
structure with little teacher involvement in decision
making had a negative effect on teacher morale over
the years.

In 1977 a U.-tabor Corps project began in the jun-
ior high school. Previously the school had not re-
ceived any kind of special federally funded project.
In 1975 a new principal had reorganized the 850 stu-
dent junior high from a traditional departmental or-
ganization to a schools- within -:- school format to more
adequately meet the needs of preadolescent students.

In September 1981 the principal resigned in order
to accept an assistant superintendent position in a
larger city. The new principal was appointed in Novem-
ber, 1981. He was a previous junior high school teach-
er at the site and also a house coordinator of one of
the schools-within-a-school.

Class size at the New Hampshire junior high school
averages 20-25 students. Sixty-one staff members work
with approximately 660 students.' The schedule is a
traditional junior high format of 45 minute class per-
iods. Classes are basically heterogeneously grouped
with some advanced math and English classes. The
school presently has three house coordinators, one for
each of the schools-within-a-school. Next year, the
principal will replace house coordinators by department
chairs. The team's research focus is a reaction to the
number of principals and changes it has experienced.
'We're really striking out to find the ideal setup,
schedule-wise to serve the individual needs of the stu-
dents.' The new principal is perceived as being recep-
tive and the team hopes with his apparent sensitivity
to teachers' needs . . 'that morale will improve and
things will be on the upswing.'

TILE YRINCIPAL AND SCHOOL HISTORY

There is a reciprocal relationship between the
history of a school and the role of the principal. On
one hand, the principal's perception of a school's his-
tory and structure ..s a key determinant in establishing
the school's agenda and directions. On the other hand,
the principal's degrees of freedom in exercising
leadership and influence are bounded by the school's
history and traditions. The principal views his or her

12
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role, as do many others, as implying leadership. Init-
ially the principal expects and wants the school to
bear the stamp of his or her conception of what gocd
education and a school are. The principal wants to be
and to feel influential. The dilemma begins when the
principal realizes that words and power, far from guar-
anteeing outcomes, may be ineffectual and even produce
the opposite of what is desired. The dilemma in lead-
ership 15 further aggravated by the fact that often
proposed changes for the school do not come from the
principal but from sources in the system (downtowns).
The point is that regardless of whether or not the
principal likes the proposed changes be or she is in
large part responsible for implementing these changes
in fact and spirit (Sarason, 1982).

For the principal at the Michigan site the history
and personality of the school were factors to be con-
sidered in exerting leadership for change.

The school here, the organization had a per-
sonality. I didn't want to destroy that per-
sonality bun there were portions of it that
were not my style. There were some things in
it which I had previously identified as being
less than adequate, from my point of view and
from what some staff members had said to me
informally, and from what had been said to me
in some degree by CentralOffice. They had
said you're getting a plum of a school, best
school in the district, but that school's gat
to become a part of the district, you can't
always go it yourself. I think schools do
have personalities, I really do, I think the
attitude of everyone together forma a person-
ality of a school. A lot of what the leader
does, the principal does, in a school affects
the personality of that building. There are
an awful lot of good things going on in this
school that I didn't want to destroy in any
way but on the other hand, I knew that I
functioned differently from . . . I also knew
that I had to make some changes because I had
a mandate, more or less, from central adminis-
tration of let's get this thing into the main-
stream, you've got a school, tighten up. So
individual staff members had said student dis-
cipline is lax in the building. So those were
givens that I knew I had to handle and if I
didn't handle them, I wasn't going to be sue-
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easeful. I also know that I am a person who
is more comfortable if I am doing and if I am
handling things than if I'm sitting back wait-
ing just for things to happen, I can't do it
that way. Ahead of time, I thought about what
are some of the things that I need to handle?
With the reorganization of the middle school,
I probably tame in at that point, what with
doing away with teacher-leaders, reintroducing
the concept of an assistant principal, even
halftime in the building, introducing the teach-
er support person, I probably came in shaking up
part of the staff, which was probably a good
thing because the structure became different
thus I could make additional changes, and it was
more comfortable, I think in some ways, for
staff because they could almost say, well,
everything's changing anyway so... In some re-
spects it may have been more comfortable for
them if nothing had changed and I had come in
and tried to make little changes, a little
change here and a little change there.

The principal decided to make changes which would
not intrude on the personality of the school:

When I came in I recognized that there were
some changes that had to be made. I identi-
fied some changes which I thought would help
me be a better leader, would keep the person-
ality of the school pretty much intact, would
strengthen it academically, and hopefully make
everyone a little more responsible for what
they were doing. I zeroed in on some very
routine procedures which would just make it
easier to run. Then on some key things on
responsibility, discipline side for kids and
some for teachers, these are my expectations.
This is the structure of the organization,
staff meetings at 10-, those kinds of things.
Little things like you will be on time for
class, I expect you to be on time.

For the principal the greatest obstacle in
achieving change was the staff's perceived history of
the school:

The experiences that people had prior to your
coming get in the way, or at least the percep-
tions of their experiences because where I
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followed a person who had opened this school
and was so much a part of thib school and some
of the things that went on were perceived by
part of the staff to be less than perfect and
by another portion of the staff to be more
thar perfect so people's perceptions of what
went on before you came can be an obstacle
because there is a comparison factor about
we didn't do it this way or we used to do it
this way. So certainly what people perceive
as what went on beforehand is an obstacle.
The lack of anything formally written down
within the building on one hand is an obstacle
because when you come in to an organization
that doesn't have any formal rules at all you
don't have anything to follow and you start
devising things in order to make the organiza-
tion run. But on the other hand, that's not
an obstacle in that whatever you do at least
you're doing something and whatever structure
you attempt to give is more than there was
which isn't a bad thing.

Without a knowledge of the school's history there
are possibilities of irritating the informal under-
standings of school staff:

But again it also means that because there
isn't a history of formal structure you keep
bumping your nose against these things that
no one ever formalized but informally were
the accepted mold and that could be very
difficult. A couple of times I wrote out a
communique or said in a staff meeting thus
and so and than would hear later there would
be some grumblings because it had never been
done that way.

The principal's views of the school's personality
and history complement the teachers. The school's his-
tory can be characterized as one of relative stability,
continuity, consistent long term leadership, informal-
ity, predictability, and until recently, sustained
teacher involvement in decision making.

At the beginning of the project the principal of
the New Hampshire site school resigned to take a new
position in another school system. His retrospective
analysis of the school's history and of his leadership
suggest that a school principal's behavior and per-
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aeived effectiveness:, are embedded in the social context
of his or her school system. Leadership is influenced
not only by the talents and predilections of individu-
als but also by organizational and community relation-
ships.

The principal's initiatives in introducing change
emanated from his and the school board's concern for
taming the perceived *jungle' that was the junior high
- for making the school a place where the needs of pre-
adolescents would be addressed.

When I started here, I was under the opinion
that probably the impact that teachers, ad-
ministration made on the total school, the
changes within that school, would be far more
strong than those of the public, the outside.
I think now that I would change that view, I
would say that I ubderestimated public opinion
and how the public views a particular school,
and what the pnblic can do to make an impact
on that. I think it's a lot stronger than a
lot of people think and I think that something
like that really has to be, I know that in the
future I will really take a lot more notice of
that. When ire started,- when I started, .6 1/2
years ago, the public, meaning the public
school board and their effect on the school
board, I believe, viewed this school as a
jungle. They thought that it was From
what I saw, I guess, and what I heard, there
were some reasons to believe that, I don't
know bow much might have been overestimated
but it was in some ways like that. It was a
very traditional kind of school and certainly
according to research, not the kind of setting
for children ages 12 and 13 to be part of.

There were serendipitous events which favored the
introddction of a new approach - a different organiza-
tional structure for the school. The principal used
these opportunities:

Now, as far as the change that took place, a
lot of ingredients helped to cause that change
into what caused the school within a school
program. The fact that there' was building
under construction the first year I was here
meant there was prime opportunity to meet with
teachers because their day was cut in half
because they only taught half a session so the
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other half day I could meet with them. I was
expected to do something with them because
they'd, otherwise, have so much free time. So
that worked out. The fact that the teachers,
for the most part, were reoeptivs to something
to happen was because of how they regarded them-
selves already as in a bad situation. All these
kinds of things as well as their involvement in
what was going to happen, the change that would
take place, they investigated; they looked at
different types of schools.

The principal wanted to organize the junior high
school into four 'schools within a school' with each
school representing a different philosophy and ap-
proach. The alternative schools would offer parents
and students choices in selecting an appropriate learn-
ing environment in the junior sigh school. The princi-
pal chose to 'guide' change rather than mandate it.

Schools within a school wasn't forced down
their throat; they chose it. I think look-
ing back, I would say that I was a guide to
that. I think that I wanted the school
within a school right from the start. But
I'd like to think that I didn't force it
down anybody's throat. I think that I had
enough confidence in the people here and
their intelligence and in the kind of impact
and the value of the school within a school
that they would recognize that and, once
they had investigated other things, as well
as that, they would choose it just like I
chose it, and they did.

Significant support for facilitating the desired
changes was provided by a Teacher Corps project which
in the principal's view affected approximately one-
third of the professional staff.

Everything seemed to fall into pace. Teacher
Corps grant came along and helped people to
get more knowledgeable about individu4lizing
instruction and heterogeneous grouping and
all kinds of things they'd never done before.
Change came to, I would say, 25-35%. Then,
about 2 years ago, I guess, public opinion
started changing., School board members
changed. The school board members who were
on the board when this place was recognized
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lts a zoo, whose children were here then, now
you've got new members whose children were in
second grade then. They didn't remember what
it was like. They only know that now you've
got teachers who are separated into four dif-
ferent schools, each one with their own olasa-
rooms; they multiply the number of teachers or
divide the total number of students by the
total number of teachers and come out with a
figure like 14 and say, whoa, this class student-
teacher ratio is much too small. We can get rid
of 8-10 people here and come out with a ratio of
20-25/1 and be much better off, They just
completely disregard the organizational struc-
ture, the process of change that took place
over the past three years. They go on the basis
of dollar, cents, student-teacher ratio, black
and white, that's it. And that's' what they
start to do. I guess what happened then was I
think the reason why it didn't change overnight
from four schools to one school or from hetero-
geneous to homogeneous grouping, or from house
coordinators back to department heads is be-
cause I was fighting not to have it happen.
So instead of it happening all at once it was
happening in little bits and pieces and ita
still happening. Now we're down in essence to
two sohools, we call it three but it's really
two. What was a seventh and eighth grade
school is now teams but the seventh grade part
of the team doesn't meet with the eighth grade
part of the team. It is watered down a lot
from what it was. It is still happening. The
house coordinators I think are doing a good
job. The role isn't what it started out to be;
I don't see them as being facilitators of in-
terdisciplinary teaching or the kinds of things
wewere talking about earlier. They're working
with discipline which is necessary but isn't

It the program was in the beginning. It just
se ms to be going back more to the traditional
kind of school. To me that's indicative of a
board and a public that want that. Right or
wrong, talk about the pendulum swinging, it's
swinging. It's swinging that way.

The principal was disappointed in seeing his work
undone by forces beyond his control. Despite his ef-
forts to retain the changes that were implemented, he
saw the school reverting to a traditional junior high
school.
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Ws a junior highl I see it continuing that
way unless, who knows, maybe when I came in
here as a new principal, the tendency is that
a new principal, people during the honeymoon
period, if you're going to get things you
better get them then. That's when you're most
able to convince people, when you're new. And
I think that's what I did. In looking back I
wouldn't change too many things. I wish I
mould have convinced people to keep what they
had but I think I did pretty well as it was
based on talking dollars and cents in a time
of inflation, I don't think I mould have done
any better than what I did to keep things in
place as long as I did.

The note of melancholy, of resignation, mirrored
in the principal's words highlight a historical profile
contrapuntal to the history of the Michigan site. In-
stability, frequent organizational changes, changing
leadership, erratic and inconsistent teacher involve-
ment in decision making, and uncertainty are features
which define the history and environment of the New
Hampshire site school.

TIME

In im lulej (1981) Yankelovich observes that a
significant number of our population have aspirations
which are leas family bound than they were just two
decades earlier and their time commitments are dictated
primarily by their own aspirations for self fulfillment.
They maintain complex personal time schedules, often
involving major commitments to education, travel, per-
sonal health and exercise programs, experiments in in-
terpersonal living, and child care arrangements. They
are involved in a variety of what used to be called
"leisure pursuits," as well as in their work as a
source of both income and personal satisfaction.

The dynamics of these people's lives are a ooun-
tervailing force to the time demands imposed by the
older family bound industrial order. As a result, many
employers and employees are now experimenting with a
variety of new personal time styles for individual
workers. Flexible work schedules, job sharing, reallo-
cation of work time, released time provisions, and
other work time schemes, all increase the flexibility
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of institutional time systems to respect a variety of

personal time schedules and styles, and to accommodate

easy movements of individuals into an out of work or-

ganization.

Where do publ53 school teachers fit into all of

this recent time ex,.erimentation? Briod (1982), in his
study of the American school time system, hypothesizes
that teachers are viewed as a base of traditional mid-
dle class reliability in American communities teaching
under a relatively unbending school time system at the
very period in our history when experimentation with
personal and social time is increasing in society at
large. While community people may point with envy to
those vaunted summer vacations, and with anger to what
seems like short daily school time schedules, they re-
quire the regularity and reliability of school time in
order to plan their own flexible schedules. Teachers,

on the other hand, feel bitterness towards a school
time system that seems excessively bureaucratic, vaguely
sensing that the American *time revolution* is passing

them by.

Time conflicts and problems are continually frus-
trating to teachers, administrators, and to all those
who work within the school time system. Time is a val-
uable resource and is *the single most important general
resource teachers possess in their quest for productiit-
ity and psychic award; ine:feotive time allocations are
costly* (Lortie, 1975,177). Teachers have fought to
get control over the use of their time; many collective
bargaining agreements have detailed specifications on
the extent to which management can make extra time de-
mands on teachers. Contracts are likely to concentrate
on *extra* time outside the regular working day.
Teachers have bargained to reduce the proportion of
inert to potentially productive time in the working day
(Lortie, 1975).

The principal allocates the resource of time which
matters so much to teachers. Time schedules are worked
out under the principal's supervision and the princi-
pal's decisions about schedules profoundly affect the
teacher's work life. Control over the allocation of
time is one of the principal's sources of power, influ-
ence, and authority. The principal's decisions in this
area vitally affect teachers' working conditions and
their attitudes. The principal is also the person in

the school who has the most discretionary time, a char-.
acteristic of professional autonomy and status not un
like that of the lawyer, doctor or dentist and a souroi.

of envy among teachers.
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It is not surprising then that both action research

teams independently identified the problem of scheduling
for their research investigations. The Michigan action
research team in its research proposal defined the
problem of scheduling in terms of the impact of time
allocation on the school:

We see scheduling affecting all dimensions
of the middle school. Time is one of the most
precious resources in the educational system
and decisions about its allocation affect the
curriculum, student learning, student and
teacher relationships, and opportunities for
innovation.

The schedule reflects priorities and values
about the educational process in the school.
It can provide significant flexibility or
severely limit flexibility. It can promote
collegiality or fragmentation. The schedule
can serve the school and its students or it
can make the school and students its servants.
The ramifications of scheduling are pervasive
and touch upon almost every aspect of the
school. in our judgment it is an area worthy
of action research.

Among the Michigan teachers one finds a persistent
concern with issues dealing with time. They are con-
cerned, for example, with the question of Inert and po-
tentially productive time (Lortie, 1975, 176). Inert
time refers to occasions when the potential for learn-
ing is absent or very low because the teacher's activi-
ties are not instructional. Clerical duties, interrup-
tions, time pressures, and extra duties all involve in-
ert time. Potentially productive time refers to occa-
sions when the teacher is engaged in either direct in-
struction of students or activities closely related to
it.

Members of the Michigan action research team des-
cribe instances of inert time:

I've been noticing, too, that by keeping the
journal it amazes we bow many things we don't
have a lot of control over in the classroom.
And it's not only interruptions like that, it
is little kinds of things that happen with
kids that you have no control over that you
can't get through a class period without
doing. I've been very conscious of the fact
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that we talked about interruptions in the day,
I can't get over the number of . . . now I'm
very conscious of it and I watch for them.
Even a kid ooming to the door, you hear this
little knock at the door and I ignore it the
first time and then you have to stop teaching.

41.

In my first hour class, I had two kids
selling oandy, but the announcements, so
many interruptions on the PA, you know,
and they come into all our rooms, whether
or not anybody is involved and they always
say, I'm sorry for the interruption, but
that doesn't help. I mean, that can break
a mood faster than anything. When you're
trying to discuss a story or get a point
across or whatever, you know? I think,
too, just going back to the day they an-
nouncedthe winners because kids could
win $25 or something for selling candy
bars, right before lunch they osme on
with that and you work so bard to keep
them busy and quiet until one or two
minutes to go because otherwise they're
starting to file through the door already.
You know, they want.out and so you're
working so bard and all of a sudden, five
minutes so they come on with the announce-
ment and then the flow is gone.

We were talking about that yesterday be-
cause the PTA just had a candy bar sale
and they gave the kids these little car-
tons of candy bars to carry around and
they ended up selling thousands of them
to one another. And it was every morning
they'd come on and say, you know, very-
body who has money, to turn in come down
and that would take care of half of your
first hour. They'd march out and then
they'd start dribbling back in again.
And we'd just got over that, we were
just beginning to feel like things were
back to normal and they started a maga-
zine sale. We were complaining among
the that we don't have any
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for
control over that. Before with our old
principal we didn't have any sales, period.
But now there's alvava something being
sold. Now when this is over, I guarantee
you, it will be buttons, we go to the
buttons then. And then that will be the
the big thing, then back to the book
covers.

But one or two things come up like all
these sales and you just do them. Now
tomorrow and next week they will haul
kids out of your classes all morning
long.

1/4

'There is an undercurrent in these responses, then
of more thai annoyance at work disrupted and time lost.

--Those who intrude on the teacher's scarce time are do-
ing more than inhibiting work processes; they are mani-
festing a lack of respect for what teachers consider
their core function the teacher's craft is de-
preciated' (Lortie, 1975,-1979).

Zerubavel (1981) suggests another way of looking
at time. As a principal of differentiation time serves
to keep apart the private and public spheres of life.
Time is a major orgenizational principle which facili-
tates the institutionalization of privacy as well as
the segmentation of modern individuals along the lines
of their various social and occupational involvements.
By providing some fairly rigid boundaries that segre-
gate the private and public sphere of life from one
another and to which the association of person and role
is confined, time has become indispensable tolthe regu-
lation and maintenance of the partiality of each of
their social and occupational involvements. We can
view thill relative degree of the individual's social and
occupational involvement at any given time as a propor-
tion between private time and public, time. "It is in
the domain of work that the temporal segregation of the
private and public spheres of life can best be appreci-
ated. Probably nowhere is the modern temporal segrega-
tion of the 'private self" from the 'public self' more
clearly evident than within this domain" (Zerubavel,
1981, 148).



For members of the Michigan action research team
the time pressures involved in grading and evaluating
papers create feelings of frustration, guilt, and re-
sentment -- for them the boundaries of private and
public time are blurred. Their occupational role
claims their reluctant allegiance at home, on weekends,
and into the night.

I just am spending moat of my weekends check-
ing papers and I begin to resent that already
and it's just October. And like you said,
this past weekend, I just felt like telling
the kids no, I didn't get to it this weekend,
sorry, it was a nice sunny day and we wanted
to enjoy the day, too, and, you know, you get
caught in guilt. I see that it's a real
problem, too. I don't know why this year is
just really hitting me, maybe I'm doing more
thinking about what's going on in the class-
room.

I tell them at the beginning of the year,
don't ever ask me when y'u are going to get
those papers back, that is the worst question
you could possibly ask. If anybody does, when
are you going to get back our vocabulary test?
Everybody yells, when she is done checking
them. But I think they know when they get
papers back that I did read them, they know I
was really working on them, I don't have any
problems along that line, the problem is with
me. It gets just to be a bug-a-boo, you just
hate it.

You know what, too, I find that the guilt trip
itself wears you out. It wears me out. If
anybody would say that you suffer, you put the
guilt on yourself, I'd say I do not, but I do.
I make it worse for myself. I come in some days
and I think, I to3d them I'd have the papers
done today. Before I know it I'm in there shak-
ing, I'm not really snaking but the guilt inside
of me is eating at me so badly, I think, oh, Clod,
please don't let one ask me because I'll just,
it's horrible. The guilt is 3/4 of it.
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I was exhausted. It did seem so unfair to me
there are so many things I want to do as a woman,
and a wife, and homemaker or whatever, that I want
to do cs a teacher professionally, and I can't
find the time for it. It is horrible. There
has been more than one time when I wanted to
write in that journal and I just said, I'll
get to that later, I have to get this stuff
done first. And by the time I sit down I have
lost the idea or it doesn't seem to impress me
as it did. That is the unfairness of it.

The Michigan teachers find that controlling the
intrusions on their personal and private time is diffi-
cult if not impossible to achieve:

C decided to see if staying in my room during
lunch and working on papers would help at all
with easing the take-home load. Have been
doing it for about a week and I don't think
it has helped that much. I don't get very much
done and what is worse, I really lack energy
for the afternoon without that break. I enjoy
the talk and the sharing that we do -- and I
feel deprived of that. I would rather take
the work home and take advantage of the break.

Report cards are due next week Friday, the 13th.
Again, I find myself in a paper-back-up predica-
ment. I collected short story book reports (3
from each of my 8th graders = 180 and 1 from
each of my 7th graders g 60) a wee!. ago last
Monday, and I'm still trying to fiad the time
to read and grade them. Why, oh, why, do I do
these things? Every year I Promise myself that
I won't get myself into this moss, and every
year I'm in the same mess. When will I learn?
How will I change?

How can we change our own community's percep-
tion of us as teachers because they seem to
think that we are overpaid and not doing what
we should be doing -- as much as we should be
doing, because we only work from 8:30 'til
3:10 or whatever.
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A Michigan teacher researcher in her journal des-

cribes the death of a colleague and in one poignant
sentence captures the onmipresenoe of "papers:"

Sad news today . a fellow teacher with whom
T. spent considerable time this summer and early
this fall was found dead in her apartment this
am. She never showed up for school and never
called to notify the office of her absence, so
the police investigated after receiving a call
from the administration. There she was in her
bed, surrounded by her papers.

Another teacher shares her feelings of accomplish-
ment achieved at the cost of precious weekend time:

I spent Saturday evening and Sunday morning
grading tests. I feel very good about get-
ting them all finished.

But the personal cost for conscientiousness - for
committing one's personal time to constant work at home
are too high:

There's no way I could give everything (papers)
b &ck the next day. I mearr I could if I went
home and started right away and stayed at it
until 11 o'clock and didn't do anything else
but I can't do that. I can't take this job
home with me and not do anything else, that

,just drives you crazy.

One finds running throughout all these comments
the theme of incompleteness -- for Michigan teachers
their work never seems to be done. Teaching is never-
ending reaching into their private time sapping them of
energy and causing feelings of frustration, guilt, and
resentment.

This theme of interminability of workload is not
found among the first eight weeks of journals and team
meeting dialogues of the New Hampshire teacher re-
searchers. The concern about work interminability
among the Michigan teachers may reflect the nature of
their teaching assignments. Three of the teachers
teach English and reading, one history and reading, and
one science. Among the New Hampshire teachers two
teach mathematics, one reading, one science, and one
social studies.

While there appears to be a clear difference be-
tween the two teams on specific dimensions of the 04,
text variable of time there is a common shared concern
about the variable of scheduling.
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The lonesomeness and isolation of teaching have
been well documented by Lortie (1975) and Sarason
(1982). The boundaries of the classroom and cellular
forms of school organisation minimize teacher-teacher
interaction, the rewards of teaching are experienced in
isolation from peers, contacts with a variety of adults
are limited, almost all of the teacher's time is spent
with children, and consequently, teachers are psycho-
logically alone even though they are, in a densely popu-
lated setting. The isolation, autonomy, and loneliness
of teaching mitigates a sense of common purpose and re-
sponsibility, a sense of belonging, give and take dis-
cussion, collaboration-, and a norm of innovation and
experimentation.

Teachers are not loners by design. The documenta-
tion of the Michigan and New Hampshire Lotion Research
teams point to the school schedule as one of the major
stumbling blocks in creating opportunities for collabo-
ration, and a norm of innovation and experimentation.

Teachers in both schools want time to share their
ideas and discuss their work. A Michigan teacher in a
team meeting reflects a common concern:

I just wish there was time for more. I
just wish I could talk to you more. I
wish there was something that could really
change. Seminar dates, or that kind of
sharing, I don't know. I don't know how
it can be worked in, it is definitely
necessary. I feel that good thing* come
out of it.

Satisfaction in, the classroom is no palliation for
loneliness and isolation. The need for jointly plan-
ning and preparing instruction and materials, for shar-
ing concerns and for building relationships, is not
fulfilled in the classroom. Collegiality requires ar-
rangements which permit continuity and opportunity for
developing relationships -- an element which is criti-
cal to building and maintaining morale. The comments
of a New Hampshire teacher capture the desire for in-
teraction and the mood of despair:

I like my students, I like what I'm teach-
ing, I like the kinds of things that are
happening in my room, but the structure
that surrounds me is so impossible, in terms
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of scheduling, trying to get teachers, you --wo-
know, I have a horrible time communicating
because I never have any time when anyone
else has time to talk. Consequently, a lot
of my stuff is like we have to talk . . . if

and when I want to team teach we have to talk
aboul the stuff and I don't mind, but some
people really do not, or oann't, because time
does not allow so the morale is my biggest
thing.

For this same teacher the Lotion Research team
meetings offer the chance to develop collegial rela-

tionships:

Today's meeting accomplished much in terms
of group members 'getting to know' each
other better. Even though we all work in
the same school and teach some of the same
kids we. meet as people and faculty very in-
frequently. Therefore, opinions are formed
by others' comments and gossip. I feel
this 'getting to know' each other is
important for a successful group and for
formulating our ground rules.

In the ARCS schools we find that teachers per-
ceived the principle mechanism for promoting collabo-
ration and sharing is a schedule which provides common
time for planning and discussion. The history of
scheduling in the site schools indicates that time for
joint work was not always a problem and common planning
periods contributed to group cohesion and morale. In

several meetings members of the Michigan team, with some
nostalgia, portray a halcyon time of sharing:

But didn't we feel good about the work when
we all got together, many of us had been
trained in generic skills, and said, okay,
everybody, in this huge room, what are you
doing? What really have you learned from
this if anything at all? And when we com-
piled this list it was fantastic, and it
was really going on, back to, it is happening
in my classroom that is where it is happening,
this change is going on and we bad time to
share with each other, so maybe that is some-
thing that really needs to be brought in.
That those trained in generic skills just
had some time to share.
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We don't have that freedom anymore to go
into another's room like we used to. We
could go back and forth and we did have the
time to observe one another and share, but
we have schedules now that have us so
blocked in, we don't have that same time.

When you have a planning period, there may
have been six or seven people in that plan-
ning period. As opposed to two or three
people in differeat parts of the building.

Emerging from the comments of the Michigan team is
a one-time portrait of mutual support, group cohesion,
free and open exchange of ideas, initiative, feedback,
and a willingness to experiment and innovate -- all re-
sulting from the block scheduling of a group of teachers.

We had these seventh grade blocks and they
put us together, the eight of us. Well,
all of us had planning periods together.
That was tin neat for the eight of us. We
became so close. The eight of usl You
came into a staff meeting and you would go
right for your people. And people would
say, 'Oh, those seventh grade block teachers!'

We had a child that year and we were like
a family, now that I think about it. It
was enjoyable. The kids moved together,
and I could go and say, 'Watch out they are
horrible today.' Add you were always ready.
There was always somebody backing you up.
And it was not unlikely if I said to Jim,
'Would you take my kids?' And he would
stick the kids in one room and do something
so that somebody else could have some time
free so that at the next stage you could
have something ready to take over for him.
It made for morale.

Like you'd see her mimeographing some-
thing when you knew she had a class and
you'd say, 'Isn't this your free hour?' and
she'd say, 'Yes, but Jim's in my room.'
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We would have staff meetings ourselves.
Ve would meet three or four times a week
before school started.

It's funny, but when people have the
opportunity to plan the change themselves,
the kinds of things that will come out. The
eight of us would get together for these
group morning meetings at some ungodly hour,
and we planned, and we planned, and we
planned and we'd try it and we'd say, how
did it work? Boo! And we'd start all over
again. You know what I am thinking. What
if we bad to meet now, and we were not the
ones planning it, but were told to be here
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 7:30 am.
That is. something we used to plan our-
selves. And if you walked in late everyone
was tah-haland it was a big deal.

We would try things. It's called adlibbing,
winging it. You didn't mind telling someone
to get off it, that didn't work so let's get.
there. Let's do something elsi. You're go-
ing off totally in the wrong direction. We
told people that, and we were told that. We
could try things out. It didn't matter.

We were so obnoxious. We were great!

Members of the New Hampshire research team share
similar concerns about school scheduling. Changes in
scheduling practices have affected opportunities for
teaming and particularly school morale. In their
journals and team meetings frustration about the school
schedule is a pervasive theme:

I advocated the study of scheduling be-
cause 1) it affects all aspects of this
school, 2) especially morale, the 01 prob-
lem, 3) many complaints center on scheduling.
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Scheduling seems on the surface to be a '4/4-
rather mundane issue. It is also elementary
to the general morale issue.

Morale is a problem, a problem caused by
a more basic situation. Incompatible sched-
uling is the real, the root problem.

Scheduling practices which out off colleague sup-
port and opportunities for teaming take the joy out of
teaching. In isolation without peer recognition and
assistance teaching offers little. One of the New
Hampshire teachers speaks of his discontentment.

I think Holly hit on something very
important when she said, 'Remember when
teaching was funille She's right, the fun
seems to be gone. Why? Tear after year
of schedule changes which offered curricu-
lum and isolation from teams (last year I
worked Stith a team of teachers coordi-
nated curriculum, discipline, great sup-
port group -- established friendships and
other levels of interpersonal relation-
ships) last year was a great year and I
recognized it.

This is the year of my discontent
feel a need to resolve my feelings that

teaching has little to offer me at mila
time in my life. I fear the reaction of
several colleagues who have been teaching
15 or more years. They talk about being
discouraged and unable to find rewards;

In another part of his journal the same teacher
reports:

Too-much real or imagined stress and an
inflexible schedule seems to stand in the way
of positive change. Teachers feel uneasy,
unhappy -- 'ill' -at -ease -- this is trans-
mitted directly to students who act out the
change in adolescent ways -- graffiti. When
teachers are happy they are usually positive
and productive and innovative (creative).
This is transmitted to the students -- the
results are visible products.

What especially frustrates teachers is that sched-
ules seem not to be designed to meet educational needs.
Schedules are changed for a variety of reasons but
without teacher involvement. A New Hampshire teacher
describes his experiences:
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I enjoy teaching seventh and eighth
graders, but I hate the changes we always
make because of money, convenience, and
the whims of prinoipals, seldom for the
good of students. Our times are arranged
because of buses, lunch program or music
activities, not education. I went to two
meetings and as a group we decided to do
things but at the end were told sc=4, facts
we could have been told earlier. I felt
here we go again!

Later on in his journal he observes:

Schedules pose a problem every year in
this school. I would like to research:
1) state laws on class time, classes neces-
sary, school time; 2) research ideal class
length for junior high school classes;
3) staggered schedules for special teachers.
Whenever an idea comes up about a schedule
change you always receive the same answers
from administrators. Either money, staff,
or state laws prevent the changes.

In interview with a school administrator yielded a
different perspective on scheduling. His comments sug-
gest that while the price for building a schedule
around custodial concerns is the loss of collegial op-
portunity, it can't be helped:

We couldn't recover the team type thing
that we had before and the teachers did not
have an understanding. I mean, they can say
they do but they don't really understand bow
schedules are put together and also the fact
how you've got to fit everything in to take
care of everybody and you know, lunch prob..
lens are tremendous issues. It may seem a
small thing in their eyes, but it is a tre-
mendous problem, even to get the coverage or
to get the people to get their free time. I

don't think they see that, and I think that's
what causes a lot of problems, and I think it
caved in, and I think they blamed a lot of
that on us.

Michael Hirst (1982, 7) has suggested that pub-
lic schools can improve in hard times by attending to
alterable variables that do not add to costs. He sug-
gests that among four variables the first such variable
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is time and that present practices in the use of time
"undoubtedly need reform." The variables of time, con-
tent, materials, and teacher quality lie at the core of
the educational process. They also have been most re-
sistant to lasting reform. The ARCS teachers would
agree that the allocation of time through the school
schedule is a critical variable. Their comments and
observations indioate that the schedule is a source of
morale problems, it affects 'the curriculum, it affects
the movement and grouping of students, it affects col-
legiality and innovation, and it establishes the pace,
tone, quality and rhythm of the school. In summary,
the teachers seem to be saying that the organizational
life of the middle/junior high school is anchored in
its time.

One of the principal features of secondary schools
which distinguishes them from elementary schools is the
organization and allocation of time. The elementary m

school teacher by and large controls the schedule of
activities in the classroom throughout the day. The
teacher has autonomy and flexibility in allocating in-
structional time and managing the ebb and flow of life
in the classroom. In contrast, secondary teachers are
locked into more of an industrialized assembly line
model of time arrangements which are organized around
the custodial concerns of busing, lunchroom supervision,
and special services.

In seleotinethe issue of scheduling as a research
topic the ARCS teachers imply that scheduling is an al-
ternate variable -- a feature of school life which they
believe can be changed.

We could reasonably expect our input to in-
fluence future schedules (unlike other as-
pects of the program). An improved schedule
could be an important factor in school morale.

What will happen if significant changes in sched-
uling are not brought about by the ARCS research_pros-
jeets? "Teachers may greatly value school-wide changes,
yet hold very low expectancy that improvements will
occur. The stream of values rewards from classroom
teaching and expectancies of obtaining these benefits
are often better known than the uncertain consequences
of organizing school-wide to address problems of staff
morale or redesigning the curriculum' (Fuller, Wood,
Rappaport, & Dornbusch, 1982, 12). The ARCS par-
ticipants seem to expect that through collaborative
action research they can alter scheduling practices.
If they are not successful, then they may take refuge
in the classroom.
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I am now bank to give me a room, chalk, and
students, and I will teach, that's where
I started in 1962 . . . I retreat into the
classroom, not out of the classroom.

To alter scheduling practices the collaborative
action research projeots will have to influence the
principal. In the site schools it is the principal who,
with administrative associates, determines bow the
schedule of the school will be organized. If the ARCS
teachers perception of the schedule as affecting our-
rioulum, flexiblity, collegiality, experimentation, and
educational priorities is true then it follows that the
principal exercises a considerable degree- of leadership
and influence through his/her control of the schedule.
In the ARCS schools we find conflicting and mixed feel-
ings about the role of the principal.

111 .21111J I24116 2111 MAUL' An 2111 CLASSICOM

Undoubtedly, the principal is primary variable
in the study of school context. *Conceptually, the in-
clusion of leadership in a discussion of context some-
times causes difficulty. If, however, one considers
the people and setting as interactive and mutually re-
inforoing, it is essential to give attention to who is
in charge here?* (Griffin, 1982, 8).

Throughout the first eight weeks of the ARCS pro-
ject concern about the appointment of a new principal
was an over-riding theme-in the journals and team meet-
ings of the New Hampshire teachers. Because the school
had a history of frequent changes in organization and
leadership and was experiencing morale problems, there
was a high expectation and hope that a new principal
would turn things around.

I'm sort of looking at the principal as
coming to the school and helping that
situation, and I'm really unrealistic about
it. I know that I really shouldn't think
that the principal is going to be able to
bail the school out and create a less
stressful situation, but that's my high
hopes and I was told not to get my high
hopes up too much. I should be realistic.
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I made some notes concerning some issues
discussed today. The one that really
crystallised was, 'How will the new
princial affect min' This question has
stopped the flow of my writing. I know
some things that I hope will change:
morale more positive; schedule reorgani-
sation to include me with a teas of aca-
demic teachers; more positive relationship
with administrators in this building; ade-
quate guidance counselor coverage for
girls and problem kids. Row will the new
principal affect e? The biggest change
will be my attitude.

I hope I will be able to support the new
principal: I have hopes that 'things'
(problems common to all faculty) will
change for the better. I realize that there
seems to be a few that do nothing but com-
plain and oriticize. They feel comfortable
in that role. It's easy. Making change and
being positive is work! It's easier to say,
'It's not working' (etc.).

1
The principal (matron-the elements off
change -- number of staff in area, schedule,
budget allocations, tone of interpersonal
relations, level of academic involvement.
This can be transmitted formally, by what
the principal shares with the staff or
informally by what the staff 'sees' as
decisions that the principal is able to
influence or make.

Teachers looked to the principal for leadership in
developing a sense of community but not in influencing
their classrooms:

The principal hasn't changed the way I teach
in my classroom for 16 years and hasn't af-
fected me personally per as as a classroom
teacher but has affected the overall philosophy
of the ochool which I think is where the morale
problem exists, that exists now, not with the
teachers that are unhappy about the way that
they teach in their rooms as much as they are
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with their relationship with the rest of the
school people and whether they're listened to
or that type of thing. But as far as affeCting
me personally in the classroom, that typi'of
thing, it won't affect me bit.

Autonomy and isolation provide teachers with the
opportunity to control the workplace of the classroom.
They ward oft and reduoe the principal's influence
granting the principal hegomony over corridors and
assemblies and all other areas save their classrooms*
(Lortis, 1975, 202).

Because my observations have been a lot
of different principals in different school
systeks, I figure that: 1) if you do not
send students out of your room, you are not
bothered by principals; 2) if parents or
students don't complain you are left alone;
3) if you don't complain, no one bothers you;
and 4) if you give the appearanoe of order,
everyone leaves you alone.

My first two years of teaching I hit upon
this scheme so that I would get good evalua-
tions since they rehired you upon your eval-
luations in those days. Immediately when-
ever an evaluating type of person, be it
the assistant superintendent of schools or
the principal would walk into my classroom,
I would go into a review of what we did the
day before, and you'd ask questions and the
kids have their hands up to answer them be-
cause we already had done that, and we'd go
through it and it was like oh, quick, di-
dactic, fast pace style straight through it.
I always got great evaluations and nobody
knew what I was doing. My first year I
taught science without textbooks because
they'd never had seventh grade science
textbooks before so I made the course up
as I went along. That worked for a couple
of years. Then I taught in private school
so that was a whole different ball game.
And then teaching back in the public school
again, the first time I was in this school
situation the principal walked in the room,
sat down, and he said, 'Well, the reason
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why I am evaluating this class is because
I've been having a lot of bad reports about
this class from other teachers.' That's as
they were in these other teachers' rooms.
So he was evaluating the class, but since he
vas there he thought he'd do me at the same
time. The only thing that I had down was
that my bulletin boards were messy, and
that's because I lot kids put up anything they
they wanted on the bulletin board. So after
that I took that room and I made a standard
beautiful bulletin board and told the kids
don't you dare touch those bulletin boards;
next time he was in he said, 'I'm glad to
see you took my advice on the bulletin
boards.' Obviously, he had no idea what I
was doing at all.

The selection of the new principal was greeted
with an attitude of wait and see, some skepticism, and a
sense that the classroom would offer a safe harbor from
the anticipated events and reactions to a new adminis-
tration. One is struck by a bands-off attitude --
teachers will wait on the sidelines of their classrooms
to see how things work out.

We now have a principal. What will
happen? The people who wanted him will be
temporarily happy. Does the person make
the job or the job the person? Time will
tell.

In time observant people will discover
complainers complain, the rest will adjust
and continue. He is a product of our system,
born, raised and educated in the community.
He /started teaching here and has never
taught anywhere else.

It is going to be fun listening to
people during this coming year to see if
they are still happy with the choice, and
the ones who aren't happy now, what will
they say in a year's time?

Personally, let we have a box of chalk,
a chalkboard (black) and I can teach. Leave
me alone, don't keep changing for the sake
of change. Hopefully, a person who has been
down the same road will not stray too far.
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Some people are going a little bit over-
board and saying yeah, it's great, th4 new
principal is going to be the answer to all
our problems, but we're sitting back saying,
yeah, well, ah, the fact that they're kind of
acting and saying well, this is .the way it's
going to be does not necessarily mean that
he's going to corroborate the feelings, and
so I think there are going to be a number of
people who will be either cooled off or will
be grumbling about all the changes or lack
of changes so we're right back where we
started from in the beginning so I don't
know what's going to happen. Some people
are really going to jump, not everyone is
going to be happy, to conclusions and it's
going to be interesting how be handles the
situation. I wouldn't want to be in the
situation. I wish him all the luck in the
world. 'There are so many unhappy people
in this building I don't know how things
are going to work out.

In the Michigan site there wan much less focus on
the principal who was in the second year of her ap-
pointment. Most of the discussion of the principal
occurred in the third team meeting where team members
oontrasted the leadership styles of the current princi-
pal with the previous principal who bad opened the
middle school and had been the only principal in the
school's history. Much of the dialogue centered on
the leadership of the previous principal.

Change is a top-down process. So the idea
starts at the top and than filters down,
well, it's just imposed on. For an example,
I have always taught self- contained class-
room, and I felt really strongly that chat
was the best thing to do for sixth graders
and when we bad our other principal, he
always arranged it so I had a half day
with the kids and then thc other half day
compartmentalized. There just wasn't any
question or discussion about it. I was
just compartmentalized, 45 minutes all day
long, and that was a big, big change.
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Change is dictated to us and we accept
it, not because we like it, but because we
really think there's nothing we can do.
And as a result, I think there's a lot of,
or more than there was beforei maybe, why
do we have to do this? Which effects your
whole way you go abut the job, you know.

And, too, I think that top-down our
previous boss had an open door policy; his
office was our lounge, in a sense, very
really open, if you had a problem of any
kind or just a question or whatever, feel
free to ask it, come in and sit down and
talk, whatever. Now it's everything by
appointment only. You know, we're never
that formal or we Jima never that
formal.'"I think it's hard to change. By
appointment only, I think, becomes very
difficult for us to accept.

The previous principal's perceived free, support-
ive, and relaxed style of leadership enabled teachers
to adapt and modify central administration directives
to fit the school's context.

And it was so funny because in every
other building in the district they
thought, oh, the administration is so lax
here, you know, and %hey'd call us the
country club and the whole thing. And he
was probably the best administrator there
was because be could get his people to do
anything he wanted them to do, you know.

They said when he left, when he re-
tired, the central administration said,
well, now that school will become part of
the district again. Because be would come
down with an edict from them and we'd ac-
cept it, but we'd always change it to fit
our specifications. It was never exactly
the way everyone else was doing it, but
we probably were the only ones who were
doing it and happy doing it, because we
modified it and adjusted it.

Because be referred to central office
as 'them' just like we did.
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The teachers' dialogue taken from a team meeting
describes how the principal worked with them:

Tohr 3 That's true but we even used to
communicate on an informal basis
about curriculum. It wasn't
necessarily Just on a personal
level.

Tohr 1 It seems like we got so much more
accomplished because everybody
wanted to get involved, you know,
we weren't told we were asked.
And now we're told.

Toter 2 I sometimes think back that even, I
believe that be was a mastermind at
being able to manipulate people. He
hated the word, too, if you told him

that he manipulated you, be hated it.

Tohr 2 But you know, be made us all feel so
good about doing things.

Tohr 1 He Just charmed you into doing the
Job, you know. Later on you would
think he really got me again, but
you didn't resent it.

Tohr 2 And you also had a feeling that if
everything was going amuck, there
was still somebody at the helm that
was sort of keeping us afloat.

The new principal has a "tough act* to follow and
this is recognized:

The men was very different, you know, you
have to understand, and I think that's
why many of us say nothing. You have to
understand her position in all of this.
You know, she's trying to assert her own
self, make it her building.

For the Michigan teachers the attitudinal and
moral support of the previous principal -- the carte
blanche casual style of leadership was critical in
teacher implementation of change.

That administrator is more key to a
success than that of a district program
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than the central office personnel. And I
think in our last discussion about chang-
ing in this school led me to do some
thinking about our last principal, no
matter what you tried, he was always there.
I guess you knew you had support for that,
for change, and I think that maybe teat's
why we felt like we did.

My favorite story was that a teacher
wanted to dig hole with the kids and
make a pond. (Everyone laughed.) The
principal said fine, go ahead, dig a hole,
and he had kids out there digging, and
they made a really nice pond. I think it
needs some improvement every year or more
work on it, but you get ducks here. They're
growing. It really turned into a really
wild game preserve.

The teachers recognize, however, that under the
current leadership they have autonomy in their class-
rooms to make changes -- to experiment with new ideas.
If teachers work toward school-wide goals no one limits
their freedom in the classroom. The following conver-
sation suggests that teacher autonomy has few limits:

Tobr 1 When somebody gives me an idea, I
guess that is what I like about
generic skills so much. It was
something you could talk about one
day and the next day implement in
the classroom. I like to try things.
I'm not a daredevil, but I like to
try things, and if you can pretty
well assure me that it is going to
work, I'll try it and if it fails,
it fails and I shove that one aside.
And keep trying, and I find
that is the only way to be really
successful, by instituting a change.

Tobr 2 Try something to see if it works.

Tobr 3 Oh, I see. Because I think that
is what I do also, you know, if I
have an idea, and if it works, I
get a good feelng, hopefully, the
kids get a good feeling out of it.
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Tohr 2 It is so easy to tell when you are
just going down the tubes. You just
know from the reaction of the kids.

Tohr 4 It depends on how big the change is,
how big did I perceive that change?
Depending upon how much time I have
to plan for it; is it something you
can just try or is it something big?
What do I have to do to make sure I
I know what is going to happen?

Rohr It sounds like nobody gets in the
way of you making a change if you
want to.

Tab!. 4 No. As long as I reach the goals I
can do them standing on my head and
I appreciate that. (Laughter)

The picture of the role of the principal painted
by the Michigan and New Hampshire teachers reflects
their conoern with how the prinoipal influences the
social life of the school -- the total feeling and
personality of the school. By what the teachers do
not say, as well as by what they do say, teachers do
not want the principal to intervene in the life of the
classroom. Freedom and autonomy in the classroom are
deeply prized and valued. Whenever the principal
visits the classroom teachers have ways of manipulating
events so their territory and their ability to control
classroom life are protected.

Teachers want the principal to listen to them, to
involve them in decision making, to be concerned about
their general welfare and to promote school morale.
They see the principal primarily affecting school-wide
and.out-of-classroom matters. The principal, in their
view, impacts and controls the oihool workplace and the
norms of collegiality and experimentation through the
management and allocation of time and through the
school schedule. The contest of the school is greatly
influenced by the principal's leadership style and per-
sonality, by his/her small day-to-day decisions, and by
his/her management and control of school time.
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The organizational environment, school history,
the sociology of the school's time, and the opportuni-
ties for collegiality and innovation have been affected
by the histosy of the principalship. The interrelation-
ships of the contextual variables have created school
contexts which have led both action research teams to
independently identify the problem of scheduling for
their research investigations.

In researching scheduling the Michigan and New
Hampshire teams are generally investigating the organ-
ization and management of the middle school/junior high
school. In terms of organization they are looking at
the grouping of students and the teaming of teachers.
In terms of management they are looking at the use of
time and the scheduling of classes. The teachers who
know how to organize and manage their classrooms are
thinking about how to organize and manage the entire
school day. The teachers seem to be extending their
organizational and management skills at the level of
the classroom to the level of the school. In a sense
they are putting on an administrative hat and thinking
like principals about a problem that has traditionally
belonged to the principal. Teachers are responsible
for the day - to-day operation of the school. Collabora-
tive action research has provided teachers with the
opportunity to inquire about the dimensions of school
context outside the classroom. The relationship is
reciprocal. School context has profoundly affected the
nature and character of the teachers' action research
prolActs.
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Organizational Environment Assessment Instrument:
Year 1 and Year 2 Teacher Responses
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TABLE 1

ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT:
TEACHER RESPONSES YEAR'l AND YEAR 2*

For each of the Items on the following pages, please
circle the letter under the appropriate response.

Instructional
Variable

I. Does the school *dein-
istration have trust
and confidence in
teachers

2. Do teachers have con-
fidence and trust in

tJt the administration?

is the behavior of
administration sup-
portier?

4. What kinds of tewcher
motives are used by
the school %roes?

Have no confidence
and trust in teacheis

confidence
and trust in
administrators

A

Behavior is not
supportive

A

.16 security. eco-
nomic needs, and the
desire for status

Wave a little

confidence and
trust in teachers

tat. 3

11-1 floi-I
Have little
confidence and
trust in

administrators

I011-1 NH -S
III- i.3
Sehavlor 1, 'Dar-
what supportive

tl

I t11-1 NN -4

Economic needs and
moderate use of the
desire for status,

affiliation with
peers and nebirvv.
spent

Mi-1 NH -2
ii

111-1

have substantial
confidence and
trust in teachers

C
I 111-15 NN -2

Have substantial
Ian not complete
confidence and
trust in

.

nGatni st rotors

1

t.

tit -4

ri1-3 tin -1

Behavior is
generally sup -

port I'm

MI -3 titt - I

Uri- 1

Econneic needs,
desire for status,
affiliation with
peers and the de-
sire fur achieve-
ment and new w.
periences

C
Mfr -1

)it-1

*1982 responses from four New Hampshire and four Michigan teachers,
reflecting loss of one teacher from each 1981 team.

Have complete
confidence and
trust in teachers

Have complete
confidence and
trust in
administrators

itehavior is fully
supportive

Nil
tit -1

Economic nerd4, fie
sire for status,

affiliation with
peers, achievement
new experiences an
motivation arloine
from group gnats.
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S. What kinds of attitudes
have developed among
the staff toward the
school aed the school's
goals?

What amount of respons-
ibility does the school
staff feel for achieving
school goals?

7. What is the amount and
quality of interaction
among members of the
school staff?

R. Whet is the amount of
cooperative teamwork
present in the school?

9. At what levels in the
school are decisions
made?

Strongly favorable
and motivating

A

Most personnel at all
levels feel strong
responsibility

A

TABLE I (continued)

Usually favorable
and motivating

R

Pli" "11-
Some personnel at
ail levels feel
responsibility,
but especially
administrators

011.5 NM-,
la- 4 ! -7'

Sometimes hostile
and not motivating

C
m1-1 Mn4

tle.

Mostly hostile
and ant notiyitting

Administrators usu-
ally feel respons-
ibility, other per-
sonnel feel very
little responsibility

Extensive, friendly
interaction with a
high degree of trust
and confidence

A

MOderate inter-
action, often
with a fair degree
of trust and con-
fidence

mo-3 10-2
Ir

Ittift
taro-

.

Only administrators
feel responsibility

NH-1

Little interaction
and usually with a
low degree of trust
and confidence

Little interaction
and always with
fear and distrust

1

Very substantial
amount throughout
the school

A

A moderate amount
through must of
the school

Most are made at the
top administrative
levels

Relatively little,
only awns a few
people

MI -3
Ca. -

8

tom. j

C
Mi-2
/ I- 1 -S

141.-__!

Policy decisions
are made at the
top, others are
made at middle
levels within
stated policy

None

Policy decisions
are made at the
top, more specific
decisions are made
at all other levels

_A

4.1

MH-1 MI-1 Mm -3 M1-2
-.4 Ilk

SST
7 818

Decisions arc made
throughout the
school but linked
through various
kinds of groupings

I'11..



10. In what manner ore school By means of group
goals usually determined? participation

U. Are there forces existing
in the school that cause accepted
the acceptance, rejection
or resistance of goals?

TABLE 1 (continued)

Goals are see
after discussions
with teachers

---""
A

11

I 111-2. .
I....4-6.______ . -,4, L ' , 4 -1

Goals are fully

12. Do teachers feel free to
discuss important things
about their jobs with
their immediate super-
iors?

1%. no teachers feel free to
discuss important things
about their jobs and the
school with school ad-
ministrators?

14. Do immediate superiors
(department heads and
house leaders) generally
try to get teachers'
ideas and opinions in
solving problems'

Goals are overtly
accepted but with
some overt resis-
tance

N
MI -S NM-1

'to 4.,

Goals and orders
are issued, op-
portunity for
discussion may
or may not exist

MI .t NM-N

GINIIS are accepted

but often with
rose open resis-
tance

C
mn-1

:... I. -o

Conic are tssuetI
as orders

NM-1 I 01111

Most goals are
resisted or re-
jected.

Nn -1

Teachers feel com-
pletely free

I M1-2

A

Teachers feel
somewhat free

11

m1-3 Nn-2

Teachers do not
feel very free

C
101-1

Teachers do not
feel free at all

NH -

Teachers feel com- Teachers feel Teacher, do not Teachers do notpletely free somewhat free feel very free feel free at all
A r.

ftMI-2 MI-2 NN-2
tit - kja

MI -I NH -I

V#4.1
AM-1

Always Usually Solortratcl Seldom
A

I M1-2
1 M1-1 NM-3

ro.-1 mi
Hi -2

C.

um.1
1111.41
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IS. 00 immediate superiors
make constructive use
or teachers' ideas and
opinions?

Always

A

16. Is the information shared Not at El
by administrators ade- :11equate
quote,

NM- I

I?. Is the communication he
tweet teachers and the
administration adequate?

10. Is the coemunication
through house or depart-
meat leadership to the
administration accurate?

19. Is the communication be-
tween teachers adequate
for achieving school
goals?

20. Vow well does administra-
tion know and understand
proLi,ms faced by
teachers?

1

TABLE I (continued)

Usually

111.3

Adequate

MI -2
Vs;

Sometimes

C
P11 - 2 M14 - 2

la 1 Fil*-1

Somewhat
adequate

C _

M1 -3 NH-2
P-A.

Not at all Adequate Somewhat
adequate adequate

A
I N0-2

1'1; l

Not at all
accurate

A
N11.1

Very adequate

A

I M1-11 NH-1 M1-1 M11-1
I :4-1 tier-: *;1 .4 I tat -I

Accurate Somewhat
accurate

011 -4 NH -1

I,a I 1 11- 4

NM .2

N

Know and understand
very well

Adequate

J

Seldom

n
NM -I

Very adequate

Very adequate

0

Very accurate

StImewhat Inadequate
adequate

C
141-2 kn.)

nii
M1-1 NH-2

tt4.1
M1-1 NH-2

t .1 IOU

Know and under-
stand fairly well

M1-1 NH-1

jil-i

Don't know or
understand very
well

C

MI-3 NH-3

BEST COPY 820
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Pont know or
understand 31 all
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21. How well do teachers
know and understand
problems faced by the
administration?

22. To what extent can
teachers influence the
goals and activities
of their teams and
departments?

23. To what extent can admini-
stration Influence the
goals end activities of
teens and departments?

24. Does the way in which
decisions are made help motivation
to create the necessary
motivations in these who
have to carry out the
decisions?

Know and understand
very well

Not at all

A

Not at all

TABLE I (continued)

I
Substantially aids

2S. To what extent are

teachers generally in-
volved in decisions
related to their work?

la. To what extent are
teachers involved in
developing special
programs for students?

A
Mt-I

Not at all

A

NH-I

Not at all

A

NH -I

Know and under-
stand fairly well

Don't know or
understand
very well

-111-2 NH-I I MI-S NH -2
*Ili -I I it:- -I IP*

Very little Moderately

C
MM-3 m1' -4 Ns-1
ICE 4 too'%,

Very little

MI -1 NH -1

MOderately aids
motivation

Ml
r3.1

Seldom involved
but occasionally
consulted

M1-2 OH-3

Moderately

C
Ml -1 NH
riI Its

Aids motivation
to only a small
degree

C
OH-3

14-! PIA-1

Don't know or
understand at all

14

Substantial.v

Mi

Suboantially

g
NH-3

ell- I

Adversely affects
motivation

Usually consulted
but not often
involved

C
MI-3 101-1

Seldom Involved,
per, Tonally
consulted

Usually consulted,
often involved

B

Substantially
involved

?I
It'If

lots I 1112.

Substantially
involved

NH -1 MI-I NH-2 MI-2 NH-1 11(4

PIE _Li- I . _ 1912



Research-Teaching-Development Questionnaire:
Year 1 and Year 2 Teacher Responses
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NISIANC*TEACNINS-SIVUOPMENT SILLS NNISTIONNAINI+
Pill-POST TIMM amass

1. Nnowiedge of general principles of
research design. .

Knowledge of specific experimental
and goad-experbeental designs.

3. Marled., of factors which Jeopardize
Internal and external voild121, of
research design.

I. Ability to operationellge research
design Into specific research
procedures.

5. Ability to identify and articulate
researchable problem.

6. Ability to formulate testable
hypotheses or researchable questions.

7. Knowledge of spotlit*: questionnaire
construction techniques.

I. Ability to select appropriate
standerdlred tests or instrumento.

3. Knowledge of sampling theory and
techniques

10. Ability to make e distinction between
an objective observation and
personal reaction told's! 16 observed.

11. Ability to plan data collection

.procwdures appropriate toe research
or evaluation activity.

*Range of responses i No Skill;

New Neopshlre-----7

$rooks fillet Ted John
r

Jim

Michigan

Anne Florence WTI
Fro Post pr fps; Fre91/444, Preyout Pre7t' Pre Poet Pre Post, Pre Pat

3 ) 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

1 , 2 2 f 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1

22 22 12 11 2 3 1 2 1. 2 22

2 I 2 3 11 11 22 12 1st 12

1$ j$ 22 II 23 13 2 3 2., 3

2 2 3 3 2 2 i 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 2

1 3 x 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 )

3 3 I 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 lx

i 1 s 2 1 1 1 t- 3 1 2 2 2 1 ix

3 s 33 22 12 2$ 12 3 2 2

2 3 f 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 3 Ix 3 1 2

2 Somewhat Skilled; 3 Nighty Skilled; x No Skill but famIllar
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KISIANWEACKINS-PEWiLOPMEMT SKILLS MISTIONN41112 (continued)

O. Ability to design and conduct
interviews for nos purpose of
collecting dela.

13. Ability to construct Instreesnte
to somas attitudes and other
affective variables.

14. Ability to identify bin and/or
prejedice in written reports of
classroom events.

12. Ability to use forma or informal
systems of recording observotione
of behavior.

16. Knowledge of IffitrUMODi reflability,
Including types of reliability Et
coefficients.

17. Knowledge of lustrous*. validity
Including verious approschas to
detornbting validity.

IS. Ability to use library reiteerch
techniques (e.g., Indices to
periodicals).

12. Ability to use 2412 or other
informotion retrieval systems.

20. Ability to establish criteria
for evaluetin0 research.

21. Ability to conduct item analysos,
including computation of difficulty
end dtscrtoinotion indices.

Neopshire

Smoke lillot Ted John Jim

Michigan

Anne Florence Lori

Prs Pest ',mew ft, ?oat Oro post_ Pre Pont Pre Poet fro roll ftg Past

ix 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 $ ix 3 2 )

6x 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 I 2 Ix 2 1 2

2 3 I 1 a I 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 2

3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 2

2 3 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 2 1 Ix

I 3 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 t tm

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 I I 3 3 I 2

2 3 3 1 1 I 1 1 2 3 1 I 1 3 2 1

x 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 2

la 3 I 1 1 loll 1 2 11 12 1 fx
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RISEMEN-TEACNINO-DEVILOPMERI SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (continued)

(--------New Hampshire

'rooks Elliot Ted. John Jim

22. Ability to choose appropriate
statistical techniques for data
analysis.

23. Knowledge of descriptive
statistical techniques (e.g., means,
standard deviation. correlations).

2I. Ability to generalise from a set of
discrete statements or conclusions.

25. Ability to use standardised
("canned") computer programs
(e.g., SPSS).

26. Ability to read and interpret
computer output.

27. Ability to interpret and Integrate
statistical data Into a meaningful
presentation.

26. Ability to organise and classify
Information into meaningful
categories.

29. Ability to use editorial skills on
one's own writing or that of others.

30. Knowledge of alternate methods of
presenting data le.g., graphs,
tables).

31. Ability to lead group discussions,
moderate meetings, or facilitate
constructive Interactions among
personnel.

Michigan -------- -7
Anne Florence Lori

Pre Post Pre Fast Pc. Post Pre Post PEI Post Pro Post Pre Post Fr! Pon
2 2 x 2 1 lull 12 ft 1 2 1 ix

3 3 x 3 1 I. 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 ix

2 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 2

ix 2 x 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 I 1 2 2 2 2

ix 2 2 3 1 1 112 211 1 2 2 2

2 3 Is ) 1 I. 1 I 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 2 3 2 2 I I 2 3 1 2 3 3 2

2 2 3 3 I Ix 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 2

2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 1

2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 ) ) 1 2 2 2 3 3
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MiSEARCN-TLACNING-OEVELOPMENT SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (continued)

32. Ability to analyse critically a
person's teaching behavior.

33. Ability to record classroom events
accurately and objectively.

34. Ability to determine relations
between timber behavior and
student behavior.

35. Abifity to identify patterns of
teaching behavior from a transcript
of teacher-student talk.

36. Ability to distinguish between a
classroom problem and a symptom
of that problem.

37. Knowledge of techniques of
classroom observation.

IS. Knowledge of procedures and steps
In developing curriculum materials.

39. Knowledge of at least one
curriculum planning modal.

40. Knowledge of various instructional
approaches that might be
Incorporated Into curriculum
materials.

41. Ability to use field-testing
techniques during proliminary
tryout or Implementation of new
curriculum materials.

r--------New Hampshire-

Brooks Elliot Ted John
1

Jhe Anne Florence Lori

Pro Post Pre PrePost Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

2 2 2 3 1 ix 1 2 3 3 I 2 2 2 3 3

2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3

2 ) 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 1$ 2 3 3 3 3
i

2 2 2 2 I ix 1 I 3 3 . 1 2 2 2 3 2

. i

Ix 3 3 2 2 1 2 2
I

3 ; 1 2 2 2 3 3

2 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 3

3 3 x 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 1

ix 3 x 3 1 la 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 3

2 9 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 3

lx 2 x 2 2 Ix 1 2 2 3 i 2 1 3

F2q



lI

RISIARCA-TEACHING-DIVILOPMENT SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (continued)

New Usepshire ---) F---------Nichigen
----1

John Jbe Anne Florence Lori

Pr? rottiPre Pojt Pro Post Pre Poot Pre Post

42. Ability to diagnose in individual
student's status In ettalnment of
the basic skills.

43. Ability to apply knowledge of
individual students' abilities to
the formulation of a program of
Instruction.

44.

45.

Ability to plan an instructional
sequence for a smell group of
students (4-6) in social studies.

Ability to coordinate several
instructional units for use by
groups of students at about the
same tine.

46. Minty to Individualize
Instruction.

47. Ability to prepare Instructional
materiels appropriate to a
student's developmental level.

41. Knowledge of at least awry major
theory of learning.

43. Ability to state student learning
objectives in measurable terns.

SO. Knowledge of techniques for
assessing student achievement In
relation to behavioral outcomes.

. Brooks Elliot Tod

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

2 3 2 3 2 2

3 3 2 2 2 2

2 3 x 1 ) 2

1 3 2 3 2 2

3 3 2 3 2 ix

2 3 2 2 2 2

2 2 3 3 2 2

3 3 3 3 2 2

2 3 x 3 2 1x

1

it

1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3

1 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 3

1 2 ) 3 2 1 2 lx 1 2

2 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2

2 2 3 ) 2 2 2 3 1

1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 3

1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3

1 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 3

1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
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RISEAKA-TEACAING-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (continued)

Si. Knowledge of 'totems developed to
categorise humin behavior or
abilities (e.g., Oloam's taxonomy)

52. Ability to sequence horning
activities to facilitate student
learning In curriculum or sat of
curriculum materials.

53. Ability to Identify and articulate
the objectives of the activity or
Institution.

Sit. Ability to Identify end articulate
the formal and Informal decision
msking processes in the school.

55. Ability to analyse norms and
values In the school.

56. Ability to analyse patterns of
communication among teachers and
administrators in Out school.

57. Ability to Identify patterns of
change In the school.

'rooks

Pre

r -No
fillet

Post Pr,

Ilampsh 1 re

Ted

Post Pre

John

Post Pre

Jim

Post Pre

-

Anne

Post Pre_Post

Michigan

Florence Lori

Pre Post Pre Post

2 3 2 1 1 1 I 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 )

3 3 1 3 1 1 2 3 3

1 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3

3 ) 3 3 2 2 2 2 3

2 ) 3 2 2 2 2 3

2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3

1A 3 3 3 2 2 3 2
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